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FOREWORD. 

Fifteen years have fled since Vol. 2 of this work left the press. As was likely, 

fresh Old-Northern finds have come in, often from undreamt of quarters, and some of them 

wondrous costly. I am therefore now able to spread out, at the feet of the many men and 

women who deeply love our Northern mother-tung, another armful of new laves bearing its 

words in one or other of its manifold shire-talks. 

In so doing, I have tried to better mistakes, and to add details where needful. 

For new material usually throws light on the old. Ever painfully creeping on, we gradually 

see more strongly and clearly the outlines of this winning but hard field of word-lore. Now 

and then, a rare fault has been spotted in my drawings of the objects themselves. In every 

such case the engravings have been corrected and repeated in the text. So also, occasionally, 

I have been led to alter the date provisionally assigned to the pieces handled. 

To give my reader the benefit of all this, I have arranged all both first-printed 

and now-added Eune-bearers — wherever they happen to stand in the folios — in one time- 

flow, as in my 4to handbook, publisht at the same time; but so as to lose no room worth 

speaking of. Every piece will therefore be found in its right place as to presumed date, 

those not altered craving only a line or two. Still, the study of Eune-lore will go on, new 

truths will be seized, and some of my versions or datings may have to give way. I am 

only a Pioneer. 

Nevertheless, generally speaking, I look on my system of transliteration and translation 

as unshaken, and as abundantly strengthened by these additional stores. Any doubt could 

only remain while the material was so small. The final result is now sharply and distinctly 

enough (as was so reasonable on the mere ground of Comparative Philology), what I have 

pointed out so often — that, in the very early period to which these rune-scripts chiefly 

belong, say the first 700 winters after Christ, the Scando-Anglic dialects, in all essentials, 

were in much the same stage of development as all the other same-time Scando-Gothic folk- 

tungs. Consequently, those peculiarities which now stamp the Scandinavian branches of the 

great Scando-Gothic tree ,are of later local -growth. The chief of them are even younger than 

the Wiking period. They are therefore never found in Anglic Britain, which was chiefly planted 

by Northmen in the 2nd and following centuries, and was half re-planted by them in the 

9th and 10th. The great truth remains, that the master-key to Scandinavian linguistics is 

the careful study ol the oldest North-English, in connection and contrast with the conservative 

South-English dialects. This alone will enable us to follow the same general movements in 
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the mother-land and the colony, tho the colony never followed the Middle-Scandmavian in 

such local novelties as a Post-article and a Passive or Middle Verb, and the like. 

But we are never too old to learn. None can be more willing than I to give up 

his opinions in whole or in part, whenever it can be shown by facts — to which alone I 

bow — that I have been mistaken*. Meantime I only need refer to my rapid summing-up 

in my Vol. 1, pp. vii—xix. 

For the friendly help given me by so many large-hearted men, I must thank again 

and again. Their names and deeds are chronicled in the text. I am also most obliged to 

my artists for valuable assistance in my need, often at inconvenience to themselves. And 

I do not forget to acknowledge the taste and care shown by my Printer, Hr. A. Thiele, 

whose patience and ingenuity my book has often tried. 

My first 2 bands held about 175 of these runic on-livers. The tale is now' swollen 

by more than 70 others, making a total of nearly 250 Old-Northern pieces. Of this number 

England, the colony, shows nearly one-lhird as many as all the other Northern folk-lands put 

together. This is most cheering, and we may hope that yet other finds are toward, a gleesome 

boon to us or our children. 

The printing of this band began Feb. 1879, and ended Feb. 1884. Hence its many 

unevennesses, notes, additions, betterings and so on^ Could not be helpt. The Index will 

put all this right, and must be incessantly consulted. 

It is likely that mw “last finds’’ may come in, but not that I shall be spared to 

handle them. If I am — I will. If not — I leave them to better hands. 

Cheapinqhaven, Denmark. Feb. 15, 1884. 

GEORGE STEPHENS. 

1 “Nous demandons a la science plus de mesure et de sobriete, eb savons nous resoudre a ignorer.” — M. L. de Valroger. 

Les Barbares et leurs Lois. 8to. Paris 1867, p. 79. 

• 2 Jan. 25, 1884. two betterings mo! — tang stone, p. 484. A note from my learned correspondent Adjunkt Torin has this 

moment reacht me. He says that I have misunderstood him, and that a piece of the stone is broken away at the top, above the 

left line If so it would give room for about 4 runes, sufficient for the name. But what would then the 2 picture-marks mean? 

I therefore tbiolt that the slab here has been raw and jagged ("broken” if we will) and therefore past over by the rune-cutter, 

as so often in such cases. _ P. 488. sparlOsa, under the low-down word KN-FiELUK.i. Compare also the end of the East Gdrdstdnga 

block, Frosta Harad, Skane, Sweden, No. 1416 in Liljegren’s Run-urkunder, which is taken from Worm's Monumenta p. 169. As far 

as I know, it has not been independently engraved since Worm’s day. The copy in “The Reliquary", Vol. 10, London 1869, p. 8, 

8vo. (as to whose source the writer, the Rev. G. Dodds, is silent) is doubtless a free sketch from Worm’s woodcut. But a separate 

drawing, from “Presterskapets Berattelse”, is in the Collections of the late Prof. C. Shve, now in the Upsala Bookhoard. It sub¬ 

stantially agrees with Worm. The seemingly correct grave-runes read; 

ftlLFR TK. DLF.R RlStO STIKO tISI UFTlA OSMCT, LIBA FILAKA SIN. 

THULF (= raOSULF) FEE ULF (= WOLF) RAISED STOSE THIS AFTER OSSKTND, LIEF FELLOW SIN 

itheir dear weapon-brother). 

Worm translates stiko I>isi as an ac. sing., Rafn (Pirmus p. 180) as an ac. pi. If in the plural, which may be. the 

fellow-stone is lost. 



BETTERINGS TO YOLS. I AND 11. 

FOBEWOED. 

P. XXXVIL — Mr. Gilpin, in his “Remarks on Forest Scenes”, says that he has “oftener 

than once met with .the following tender elegiacs in churchyards in Hampshire: 

''Him shall never come again to we, 

But we shall surely one day go to he." 

M. Scheie de Vere. Studies in English. 8vo. Neiv York, 1867. p. 243. . 

Shortly after the appearance of my work, the heretical beer-seller received a hint, and the 

••Kobenhavnske” inscription was'at once silently painted over. We now read the usual “correct": 

“BEVERTNING 

OG 

0LHANDEL.” 

P. LXIII. — The first (Christian) technical example of this 1 in law-documents which I have 

seen, is in a Latin Bill of Sale (now in the Vatican library) of the year 539, where the seller signs 

“EGO Deutherius”. See MafFei, Istoria Diplomatica, 4to. Mantova 1727, p. 153. 

From a yet earlier Latin Deed of Gift to the Church at Ravenna — written before an. 476 — 

where (see Maffei p. 145) “Armatus v d [ vir devotus] Scolar” acts as Scribe and Witness, it is 

evident that the M. Gothic bokareis in such documents answers to the above Latin scoLARis, and means 

something like a Courtsodhe or Lawyers Clet'Jc, probably a lower ecclesiastic. Witnesses who sign 

“pal scl” [-- Palatinus scholarisj were, according to Maffei, p. 165, soldiers of the Guard, Palace Officers. 

P. LXIV. — My friend Prof. S. Bugge informs me (Dec. 1868) that he has examined the 

Tingvold stone, and that it bears alla 7iot olla and minnar i not minnri^i. 

P. LXIX, 1. 15. — For ^ read |^. 

INTRODUCTION. 

WAYSIDE HINTS. 

“Selon nous la premiere chose a faire dans les questions de I’espece, et j’ajouterai meme dans 

toutes les questions, c’est de remonter d’abord a la source; et avant la discussion theorique, d’en venir 

a line verification materielle. Malheureusement c’est ce qu’on ne fait presque jamais, et Ton prefere 

ecrire pendant huit jours pour demontrer qu’une chose ne peut pas etre que d’employer une heure a 

se convaincre qu’elle est.” — Bouchei' de Perthes, Antiquites Celtiques et Antediluviennes. Vol. I. Paris 

1847, p. 267. 

, 1 



2 INTRODUCTION. 

“Language is a natural jjroduction, living and growing, as much as a tree or flower; and no 

natural development can be called a corruption. The only corrupters of dialects, that 1 know of, are 

the literary men- who ‘improve nature’, by writing them, not as they are, but according to their notions 

of what they ought to he — i. e., in accordance with “rules of grammar” derived from :other languages 

[for instance the peculiar and comparatively modern Icelandic] with which they may be acquainted. As 

though grammar were anything but a systematic statement of usage! What would be thought of the 

botanist who should mutilate his specimens of flowers and plants to improve their symmetry, or make 

them fit into pre-arranged artificial systems, instead of following nature, and drawing his laws and 

systems from her!” — Pnnce L. L. Bonaparte, quoted by James A. H. Murray, in his “The Dialect 

of the Southern Counties of Scotland”, London 1873, p. 75, note k 8vo. 

“It is customary to speak of Scotch [the North-English spoken in Scotland] as one dialect 

(or language), whereas there are in Scotland several distinct types, and numerous varieties of the 

Northern tongue, differing from (jach other markedly in pronunciation, and to some extent also in the 

vocabulary and grammar. The dialects of adjacent districts pass into each other with more or less of 

gradation, but those of remote districts (say, for example, Buchan, Teviotdale, and Ayr) are at first 

almost unintelligible to each other, and, even after practise has made them mutually familiar, the mis¬ 

conception of individual words and phrases leads to ludicrous misunderstandings." — James A. H. 

Murray, 1. c. p. 77. 

“Imposer a la langue des regies tirees de la raison geuerale et abstraite telle que chaque 

epoque cougoit cette raison, conduit facilement a Farbitra-ire. Un dictionnaire historique coupe court a 

cette disposition abusive. Comme il consigne les faits, il remplit, quant a la langue, le role que rem- 

plissent les observations positives et les experiences quant aux ’sciences naturelles. Ces faits ains'i 

donnes, Fanalyse, j’allais dire la raison grammaticale, s’y subordonne, et, en s’y subordonnant, trouve 

les vraies lumieres. 11 faut en effet transporter le langage des sciences naturelles dans la science des 

mots, et dire que -les materiaux qu’elle emploie sont les equivalents des faits experimentaux, equivalents 

sans lesquels on ne pent proceder ni siirement ni regulierement. Puis intervient le role de la critique 

lexicographique et grammaticale, s’effor(^ant de tirer de ces faits toutes les informations qui y sont 

implicitement renfermees. De la sorte la raison geuerale se combine avec les faits particuliers, ce qui 

est le tout de la methode scientifique.” — Littre. Dictionnaire de la Langue Franyaise. Preface. 

“Ce qui est vrai pour les anciennes monnaies, comme aussi pour les oeuvres de Farchitecture, 

ne Fest pas moins en ce qui touche les monuments de Fepigraphie. A chaque lieu nouveau qu’il visite, 

Fantiquaire voit varier les forinules, les symboles, Fecriture, la disposition, les ornaments des marbres. 

Indifferentes en apparence, ces dissemblances si marquees meritent d’etre etudiees avec soin. Nees 

parfois de la diversite des temps, aussi bien que de celle des lieux, elles peuvent guider dans la 

restitution des textes, accuser la nationalite des personnages, Fage des inscriptions, apporter meme des 

documents pour Fhistoire des idees.” — {Le Blant, Hist, des Inscriptions anterieures au 8“'® siecle, 

4to, t. 2, j). 152, Paris 1865). — See also his valuable details on his next-following pages. 

Words or word-forms sometimes undergo a change, take a rush and become fixt and fashion¬ 

able and orthodox, within a single generation or even less. We have many curious examples of this. 

1 will mention one, as being so modern. In Act 2 Sc. 2 of Shakespear’s Merry Wives of Windsor, in 

the first edition. 4to, 1602, Falstaff says to Ford: 

“you shall 

And you will, enioy Fords wife.” 

The 2nd 4to (in 1619) and the amended and enlarged play in the first folio of 1623 both 

change and into if, and if it still remains. 

Now this old word an or and, now almost dead in English, as also in Scandinavia where it 

once was so familiar, was abundantly common in our older English, but rapidly fell away in the 17th 

century. In his valuable reprint of this 1st 4to (London 1842, 8vo.) Mr. J. 0. Halliwell savs concerning 

the above change (at p,62): “The edition of 1619 reads, “if', and the same correction has been made 

in other places, showing a change in the language in seventeen years only.” 

In The Geographical Magazine (4to. London August 1876, p. 201) is a “Migration map”, of 

Great Britain and Ireland, each County colored. It shows that of the persons born in each county 

there were then living in other counties of the same kingdom from 1 to over 40 per cent! Such things 
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have always been the same, more or less, everywhere. The mixture and modification of language and 

dialect from this cause alone will be immense-, especially in times where all is uncentralized and floating 

and unfixt. 

In the following extract “Germania”, as explained by the author himself, is = Scando-Gothia, 

•■reutonicus” is = Scando-Gothic, and “Dani” is = the later Scandinavian or Wikinq conquests and settle¬ 

ments in Britain. — “Postea verb, quum Anglo-Saocones Germanise item populus, (si saltern Germanise 

fines, quod aliqui faciunt, eb usque extendere liceat, ut Danos etiam & Norwegios comprehendant) in 

Britanniaw pervenerunt, — — — — — — Erat autem ilia Anglo-Saxonum lingua antiquse Teutonicse 

propago, ut & Francica ilia in Galliam advecta, & hodierna Germanica, Belgica, Danica, Sverica, 

Borussica, aliaque affines linguse, Et fere pura mansit in Anglia, seu impermixta, usque ad Norman- 

nornm tempora; nisi quod voces aliquot Cambricas admiserit, ut & Cambrica vice-versa ex hac nonnullas. 

duamvis enim Dani interim hie pedem posuerunt, nulla tamen inde linguse immutatio secuta est, nara 

& eorum lingua vel plane eadem erat vel saltern maxime affinis.” — Johannis Wallis Grammatica Linguae 

Anglicanae. 8vo. Hamhurg 1688. Preef. p. 7. 

“An enthusiastic philosopher, of whose name we are not informed, had constructed a very 

satisfactory theory on some subject or other, and was not a little proud of it. ,,But the facts, my 

dear fellow”, said his friend, “the facts do not agree with your theory.” — “Don’t they”, replied the 

philosopher, shrugging his shoulders, “then, tant pis pour les faits”; — so much the worse for the 

facts.” — Ch. Mackay. Memoirs of extraordinary Popular Delusions. Svo. Vol 3, London 1841, p. 313. 

“One curious fact about English is, that many idioms found in the oldest books disappear for 

hundreds of years, and then crop up again. — — — — It is the same with words.” 

T. L. K. Oliphant. Ihe Old and Middle English. 8vo. London 1818, p. 47. ' 

“The resources of language are truly wonderful.” Id. p. 70. 

“We have already lost enough and too much of the good Old English.” Id. p. 72. 

“Senere politiske Begivenheder kan ingen Later political events can have no influence 

Indflydelse have pa Behandlingen af Skandinavernes on the way we shoidd handle the common heirlooms 

faelles Ejendom.” of all the Scandhiavians. 

H. K. RASE. Ms. note by him in a copy of Nyerup’s “Verzeichniss”, which had belonged to 

his brother Rasmus Kr. Rask. At p. 15. 

RUNIC LITERATURE. 

Continuation from p. 12 — 14, 827. 

Prof. F. E. c. DIETRICH. Inschriften mit Deutschen Runen auf den Hannoverschen Goldbracteaten 

und auf denkmalern Holsteins und Schleswigs. (Germania. lOter Jahrg. 3tes Heft. Svo. Wien 1865. 

pp. 257—305). 

Prof. F. DIETRICH. Die Rimeninschriften der Goldbracteaten entziffert und nach ihrer geschicht- 

lichen bedeutiing gewiirdigt. — Die Burgundische Runeninschrift von Charnay. (Zeitschrift fiir deiitsches 

Alterthiim herausg. v. Moriz Haupt. Neue Folge. Ersten Bandes erstes Heft. Svo. Berlin 1866. 

pp. 1—123). — Drei altheidnische Segensformeln (i. L I B.’s 2es Heft. pp. 193—217). 

Prof. F. E. c. DIETRICH. Runeninschriften eines gothischen Stammes auf den Wiener Goldgefassen 

des Banater Fundes. (Mit einer lithogr. Tafel). Germania, llten Jahrg. 2tes Heft. Svo. AMien 1866. 

pp. 177—209. 

Prof. F. DIETRICH. Sieben deutsche runeninschriften aus Baiern, Franken. der Mark-Brandenburg 

und Braunschweig. (Zeitschrift fur deutsches Alterthum herausg. v. Moriz Haupt. Neue Folge. Zweiten 

Bandes erstes Heft. Svo. Berlin 1867. pp. 73—123). 
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Prof. mOllenhoff. PIber das Abecedarium Nordinanuicuni. (i. 1. pp. 123—133). 

B. V. HEAD. Anglo-Saxon Coins with Runic Legends. (In Numismatic Chronicle, New Series, 

part of Vol. 8. London 1868). 

“Bidrag til Tjdning af de seldste Runeindskrifter. II'. Af sophus bugge . (Tidskrift for Phi- 

lologi og Pgedagogik. VII, 4. Kjobenhavn 1868. pp. 312—363). 

“Professor G. Stephens om de seldste Nordiske Runeindskrifter. Af ludt. f. a. wimmer. (Aar- 

boger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic. 8vo. 1868. Kjobenhavn. pp. 53—75). 

“De seldste Runeindskrifters sproglige Stilling. Af kosr. gislason.” (Aarboger for Nord. Oldk. 

og Hist. Kjobenhavn 1869. pp. 35—148). 

“Bidrag til tydning af de seldste runeindskrifter. III. Af sophus bugge. (Tidskrift for Phi- 

lologi og Psedagogik. VIII, 3. Kjobenhavn 1869. 8vo. pp. 163—204). 

Rev. D. H. HAIGH. Miscellaneous Notes on the Old-English Coinage. (Numismatic Chronicle, 

London, 1869. 8vo). 

j. j. A. woRSAAE. Om Forestillingeriie paa Guldbracteatei-ne,' Et Tydningsfofsog. (Aarboger for 

Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic. 8vo. 1870. Kjobenhavn. pp. 382—419, PI. 14—23). 

“The copies of some runic stones. By george Stephens”. (Tidskrift for Philologi og Psedagogik. 

VIII, 4. Kjobenhavn 1870. 8vo. pp. 307—9). 

D. H. HAIGH. The Runic Monuments of Northumbria: A paper read at the meeting of the 

Geological and Polytechnic Society of the West Riding of Yorkshire, at the Cutler’s Hall, Sheffield, on 

Friday, April 29, 1870. 8vo. 

“Bem«rkninger om Runeindskrifter pa Guldbrakteater. Af sophus bugge . (Aarboger for 

Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic, 1871, Kjobenhavn. pp. 171—226). 

“Etymologisk forklaring af nogle pronominer i Nordisk. Af sophus bugge”. (Tidskrift for 

Philologi og Psedagogik. IX. Kjobenhavn 1871. 8vo. pp. Ill—129, 273—4). 

e. jessen. Noter til Hr. Etatsraad J. J. A. Worsaaes Foredrag om Forestillinger paa Guld- 

bfacteaterne. 8vo. Kjobenhavn 1871. pp. 1—15. 

“De seldste Runeindskrifters sproglige Stilling. Af KONR. gislasON. H”. (Aarboger for Nordisk 

Oldkyndighed og Historie. 8vo. Kjobenhavn 1871. pp. 353 — 372). 

Geschichtliche Forschungen von ADOLF HELFFERICH. 1. Frankfurt A. M. 1871. 8vo. — Chapter 6 

(pp. 202^—231) bears the title: “Die Alphabete in ihrem Verhiiltniss zu den Runeu”. 

Dr. c. HOFMANN. “Ueber die Clermouter Runen”. in “Sitzungsberichte der philos.-philol. und 

histor. Classe der k. k. Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen”. 1871. Heft. VI. pp. 665—676. — 

Miincheu 1871. 8vo. 

KARL TORIN. Westergotlaiids Runinskrifter. Ista (2dra) Samlingen. Lund 1871 (7). 8vo, — 

Text and Plates. — Also as part of: Westergotlaiids Fornminnesforenings Tidskrift. 2dra (3dje) H. 

Lund 1872 (7). 

Yorkshire Runic Monuments. By the Rev. daniel henry haigh of Erdington. (In the “York¬ 

shire Archaeological and Topographical Journal, Part 7”. 8vo. London 1872). 

“Runebjerget ved Veblungsnses. Af b. e. bendixen”. (In Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og 

Historie. 1872. Part 3. Kjobenhavn. 8vo. pp. 185—191). 

“Veblungsnses-Indskriften. Af sophus bugge”. (In Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og 

Historie. 1872. P. 3. pp. 192-196). 

“To nyfundne [= Einang, Valsfjord\ norske Rune-Indskrifter fra den seldre Jsernalder. Af 

SOPHUS bugge”. (In Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger 1872). With plate of the inscrip¬ 

tions. 8vo. 

“Om Spor af romersk Kultur i Norges seldre Jernalder. Af a. lorange”. (In Christiania 

Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1873). With plate. 8vo. 

D. H. HAIGH. Notes in Illustration of the Runic Monuments of Kent. (From “Archceologia 

Cantiana”, vol. 8. London 1873. 8vo. 

“Runeskriftens Oprindelse og Udvikling i Norden. Af ludv. f. a. wimmer”. (In Aarboger for 

Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie. 1874. Kjobenhavn. Iste og 2det Hefte. pp. 1—270. With plates). 

“Eine neue Runeninschrift. By Prof. m. rieger". (In Zeitschrift fiir Deutsche Philologie. 

Vol. 5. Halle, 1874. pp. 375—381. 8vo). With plate.. 
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Dr. L. LiNDENSCHMiT. Die Altei'thunier imserer heidnisclien vorzeit. Mainz 1874. Vol. 3. Part 4. 

(Plate and description of the Frei-lauberslieiin Fibula). 4to. 

GEORGE STEPHENS. En Svensk Historisk Run-brakteat. (Pp. 47—64 of “Svenska Formninnes- 

foreiiingens Tidskrift”. Vol. 3, Part: 1. Stockholm 1875. Svo). 

“Till tolkningen af Nordens aldsta ruueinskrifter [Bjorketorp, Stentofte, Tanum]. Af VIRTOR 

rydberg". (In Svenska Foniminnesforeningens Tidskrift. Bd. 2. Stockholm 1875. pp. 234—246). 

L. F. A. wiMMER. Les Habitants du Nord Scandiuave dans I’Age dii Fer. (In “Cougres Inter¬ 

national d’AnthropoIogie et d’ArcheoIogie Prehistoriques. Comte-Rendu de la 4e Session. Copenhague. 

1869”. Copenhague 1875. 8vo. pp. 410 — 425. 

Indberetning til direUtionen for det kgl. norske videnskabers-selskab om eu med dets stipendium 

foretagen antikvarisk undersogelsesreise i sommeren 1874. Af ingvald undset. (Printed in “Det Konge- 

lige Norske Videnskabers Selskabs Skrifter". Vol. 8, Part 2. Throndbjem 1875. Svo. p2). 19—36). 

Contains the Vatn stone. 

Rune-indskriften paa Ringen i Forsa Kirke i Nordre Helsingland. Udgivet og tolket af sophus 

BUGGE. 4to. Christiania 1877. (Overprint of Christiania Universitets Festskrift i anledning af Upsala 

Universitets Jubileeum i September 1877). Pp. 58, and facsimile of the runes. 

On Runic Inscriptions discovered at Thornhill. By the Rev. D. H. haigh. (Overprint from the 

Yorkshire Archeeological Journal, 1877). Pp. 40, with engravings. 

Dr. L. LINDENSCHMIT. Die Alterthumer unserer Heidnisclien Vorzeit, Vol. 3, Pts 7, 8. 4to. 

Mainz 1877. Engraving and text of the 2nd Nordendorf Runic Fibula. 

0. RYGH og SOPHUS BUGGE. Ell i Norge fiiudeii Spaende raed Runeindskrift fra Mellemjernalderen. 

(Aarboger for Nord. Oldk. 1878, pp. 59—72, Kjobenbavn). The Fonnas Brooch. 

RUD. HENNING. Die Riuien auf der Spange von Vimose. (Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Altertlium. 

Vol. 22. Svo. Berlin 1878. pp. 311—316). 

p. j. COSIJN. Het Burgundische Runenopschrift van Charnay. (Taalkundige Bijdragen. IsteDeel. 

Harlem 1877. Svo. pp. 273—277). 

THE LANGUAGE OF THESE MONUMENTS IS OLD, AND IT IS NOETHEEN. 

P. 21. — I now take the uitrint of the Tillidse stone and the sideword uitrik on the Sandby 

stone, like the uitrik of the Yttergard stone. Upland, to be = honor-stone, rune-minne, and uan on these 

and the Biillestad stone to be = wan forth, made, raised. I therefore now fill up: 

i MUN SAN (stanta, 

mej) stain hafr l)iF, 

UITRIK SUSI 

IR UAN SIL(fa). 

AYE MUN (shall) SOOTH (true) (stand, 

mith (while) the-stone hath) life, 

WITTRING (rune-mark) THIS 

AS (which) WAN (raised) silfa. 

See my article on the Yttergard stone, Upland, Sweden, in Runa. Part. 6, fol. Stockholm 1873, p. 94. 

P. 33. — For osuAN read osuar. 

P. 37. — On the 2 Mastad stones, Upland. (Lilj. 89, 90, Dybeck, folio, 139, 273), fastbiurn 

and PURUN on the one (fastbiurn and purupr on the other) raise the stone in memory of their lord 

(BUANTA) INKIFAST. —.KUP HIALBI HONT Oil the Olie, KUIP HIALBI HONS ANT Oil the Other. 
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P. 38, 917, 977, 979. — As to the various popular spellings of the word England, and the 

frequent slurring of the N, 1 will give an English example from a Song in a Ms. of the 15th century 

now in the British Museum. The last verse ends: 

“and cryst saue mery yglon, ajid spedyt well”. 

See Mr. Furnivairs transcript of this Carol in Notes and Queries, July 31, 1869, p. 94. 

P. 38. — 0 for w. Add: 

HAN OAR, HE Eugeby, Upland. 

OAUF (= WAUF, hwalf), VAULT. Giesingholm, N. Jutland. 

I HOITA 0AEUM, IN WHITE WEEDS (jvhite robes, as a Catechumen). Ihorsatra, Upland. 

SOAINBIARN, SWAlNBiARN. Billsta, Sodermanlaiid. 

SOER/i^/peta, sword this. Greenmount, Louth, Ireland. 

OARN BiSKU(p), OUR BISHOP. Gauthem. Gotland. 

In Latin writers also we often find o (before a and i) to represent this digamma-sound, f is 

found in runics for the same purpose, the old rune for w (P) having fallen away. 

P. 39, 1. 9. — KRULiFS might also be — Isl. grolifs. Carl Save. 

p. 09. — have a good example of the re^l popular meaning of Saxon in old times among 

us, that IS. Northern or Scando-Gothic, in Sir Alex. Acland-Hood’s mid-15th-century English Ms. trans¬ 

lation of Trivet’s French Chronicle. See Chaucer Society, Originals and Analogues, Pt. 3, London 

1876, 8vo. The Story of Constance. At p. 230, when she is driven on the coast of Northumberland: 

“And she spake redyly the tonge of Saxonn, whyche was the langage of Olda [the keeper of the castle], 

as she was full well taught in many diuerse languages.” — That is, Northumbrian, North English. 

Anglian, in forn times was “Saxon”. — “And whan that Olda had herde her so resonably speke hys 

langage, and found with her so,grete tresoure, [he] supposed well that she was doughter of som kyng 

of Saxones beyonde the see, as of Alemayne, or of Saxonie, or of Suece, or elles of Denmark.” — 

Thus the “Saxons” of our author comprehended Germans, Saxons, Stvedes and Daries — which latter at 

this time often included Nonvegians. who were under the same king as Denmark. 

“The Highlanders of Scotland call a Lowland Scotchman “Gall” and an Englishman 

••Sasunnach” in their own language. The native Irish, in like manner, call an Englishman “SamnnacK' 

and an English-speaking Irishman “C^aU”. — — Gall is a .name for Dane or Norwegian in Old 

Scottish, Highland, and Irish ballads, as well as in old Irish Chronicles. A Frenchman is known to the 

Bretons by the same name. — — — — Gall is defined as primarily meaning “stranger or foreigner” 

in some Gaelic dictionaries and glossaries, and it is probable that it is cognate with the Anglo-Saxon 

Wealh, “a foreigner””. 

H. Maclean. The Academy, London, Nov. 25, 1876, p. 523. 

In Vol. 1 of his Ms. ’’Adversaria”, in my collection, the learned Fin Magnusson says: 

“Det er vist at Roraerne indbefattede Jyderne 

under Navnet Saxer.Saxer, Danske og Nord- 

m3=tnd have udentvivl paa de Tider i talrige Hobe 

angrebet de Brittiske Kyster, men da de forste 

vare Romerne, som dem nsermeste, mest be- 

kjendte, have de kaldt alle de nordiske Soerovere 

med.dette Navn”. 

It is certain that the Romans inclvded the 

Jutlander'S under the term Saxons.Saxons, 

Danes and Norwegians doubtless in those days attackt 

the British coasts in powerfid bands: but as the first 

were nearest the Romans and therefore best hnoivn 

by them, they called all the Northern sea-rovers by 

this name [of Saxons]. 
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RUNIC REMAINS AND RUNIC WRITING. 

P. 56. Line 21. — Mr. Brash (Archasologia Cambrensis, April 1869, 8vo, London, p. 151) 

says “about one hundred and fifty" 'Ogham stones are now known; but the tale is constantly increasing. 

Authorities differ widely as to the exact number. 

P. 57. — This Dunbel stone has been re-examined and re-engraved by R. Brash, Esq. in 

The Journal of the Royal Hist, and Archseol. Assoc, of Ireland. Vol. 2, 4th Series, 8vo. Dublin 1872, 

p. 244. He reads and renders: 

SAFFI QEGI MAQUI DDATTAC. 

(The sto7ie of) the-sage queg, the-soN of ddattac. 

At p. 230 of the same Journal Dr. Ferguson thinks there are only two w’ords, projjer names, 

SAFFIQEGI TTOCATTAC. 

The stone is injured where the two readings differ. 

P. 58. — Some of the oldest Ogham stones bear only one word, the name of the deceast. 

Others are longer, and most mention also the father’s name. The longest inscription yet found is one 

of the 3 Ardmore stones, county of Waterford, which is also unique as going three generations back. 

See the masterly paper “Ogham Readings. — No. 1” by R. Brash, in The Journal of the Hist, and 

Arch. Assoc, of Ireland, Vol. 1, 3rd Ser. 8vo. Dublin 1868, pp. 168 —186. 

He adds, p. 183: — “In my rendering there is nothing far-fetched or visionary; it is quite 

in keeping with the inscriptions found on similar monuments elsewhere, expressing the name of the 

deceased and his patronymic; but it goes further, in giving his pedigree to the fourth generation. This 

is the only instance of the kind I am aware of; the names of the father and grandfather are found on 

one or two stones, but this example stands alone. The third line distinctly states he lost his life on 

the water, or was wounded on the water, perhaps in a sea fight on the coast, and was interred on 

shore: this is quite consistent with the finding of this memorial within a few perches of the sea: indeed 

it is a remarkable fact that the great majority of our Ogham inscriptions have been found not only in 

close proximity to the sea, but very many actually on the strands and sea cliffs.” 

P. 64. — Add from Symeon of Durham, about 1125; voden; vecta. vetta; witta; wichtgils, 

wichtgil; hengest, hingest; and horsa. — From “Symeonis Dunelmensis Opera et Collectanea”, ed. 

Hodgson Hinde, Vol. 1, Durham & Loudon 1868, p. 202. (Surtees Soc, Vol. 51). 

P. 78. — Since the above was.written, these two decorated stones have been engraved on a 

larger scale in Dr. H. Hofberg’s “Nerikes Gamla Minnen”, pp. 77, 78. See also a later and exhaustive 

treatise on these sculptured Ball-stones (“ “Stenkloten" pa Attehogarne”) in Svenska Fornm. For. Tid- 

skrift, Vol. 2, 8vo, part 2. Stockholm 1874, pp. 165^—205. It is by Baron 0. Hermelin, who describes, 

adding many excellent engravings, all the stones of this class then known to him in Sweden and Norway.^ 

I believe these stones, however altered and conventionalized, were all originally made, for 

worship as Gods or Fetishes, Elf-stones, or what not, but in fact at first as Phallic .Symbols, the 

Linga and the Yoni, Creation and Preseiwation, placed on the tumulus as triumphant emblems of Light 

out of Darkness, Life after Death. And the Priapus and Cups sometimes seen on Burial-urns must 

have the same meaning. 

See H. Rivett-Carnac’s “Rough Notes on some Ancient Sculpturings on Rocks in Kumaon, 

similar to those found on Monoliths and Rocks in Europe” (in Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

1877, 8vo), and A. Wilder’s edition of Westropp and Wake's “Ancient Symbol-Worship. Influence 

of the Phallic idea in the Religions of Antiquity”, 8vo. New-York, 1875. 

In a grave from the stone age in Denmark was pickt up a few years ago a small tapering stone, 

some inches long, standing in a small rough ring of stone. This is now in the Husaby Museum, .Smoland 

(Smaland), Sweden. It may be called an accident or meaningless. But if in India, — where such 

^ Of these he engraves 17, but others have since been found. Some of them are absolutely perfect Phallic stones, as perfect 

as any in India or elsewhere. 
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things, large and small, more distinct or conventionalized away until they are only a barbarous 

roiindlet, — are found by thousands, it would at once have been recognized as the Linga and the \on{. 

And such small pieces appear so utterly useless to the common gravehunter, now a trade pursued by 

hundreds of persons, that this one is the only one I ever met with. T-hey are cast away by the finder, 

or often rejected as mere nature-stones. Even should I be mistaken, there is no harm in my drawing 

attention to these objects. ‘ 

[ have pointed out in their places that several of the grave-minnes bearing 0. N. runes were 

worship-stones, carved with regular Cups &c., ages before they were used a second time for funereal 

purposes. 

P. 79. — The very oldest (not Roman) gravestones in German and Saxon and Gallic lands 

are, as we all know, very few and never in the vulgar tung, and not in Runes. Ihey are all of them 

raised over Christians and are all of them in Latin. As to those in Gaul — which from the victorious 

Franks got the name of France: 

“L'ignorat on d’ailleurs, nos marbres suffiraient a faire voir que I’art d’ecrire fut garde par 

I’Eglise, aux sidles merovingiens. Parmi tant de personuages barbares qui rcQurent eu Gaule la 

sepulture, ceux qui furent chretiens nous ont seuls en effet laisse des epitaphes, monuments ecrits que 

je cherche vainement suv les tombes de leurs freres morts dans I'idolatrie. Le paganisme et I’ignorance 

etaieut done, semble-t-il. dans le meme camp.” — Edmond le Blant. Inscriptions Chretiennes de la 

Gaule anterieures au 8e siecle. Vol. 1, Paris, 1856, 4to, p. CXII. 

Pp. 87, 88. — See the vaksala stone in the archaic monuments. 

p. 90, — Formulas of Prayer and formulas of Threats against violating the tomb, carved on 

Christian grave-stones, will be found in Le Blant, Inscr. Chret. Vol. 1, p. 290, fol. 

p. 90. — See Le Blant, Inscr. Chret. de la Gaule, vol, 1, p. 11, fol. on the early Christian 

grave-formula lyws’, lvx, lvmen, as opposed to the “darhiess" of the heathen funeral stones. 

Pp. 90, 829. — In Sir Henry Dryden’s “Notes of three Chambered Tombs in the Parish of 

Carnac, Brittany” (Proceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. 7, part 2, 4to, Edinburgh 

1870, p. 395, plate 49), he says: “Some of the strokes are as much as half an inch wide, apparently, 

at first, of concave form, and several on K and L show in them a xuhite or yellow paint. There are 

some sculptures of similar character in a chambered tomb at Airlie Barns, near Dundee. In the strokes 

there has been noticed a hlach paint.” 

Pp. 92, 283, 811. — As a striking example of the enormous destruction to which monuments 

are subject, I may mention, that the synodical act of the Memphis Priesthood in honor of Ptolemy 5, 

B. C. 198, was ordered to be engraved and placed, and doubtless tvas engraved and placed, “in every 

temple of the first, second, and third class near the image of the everliving King.” Tho thus copies 

once existed by hundreds, only one is now extant, the so-called Rosetta Stone (see Records of the 

Past, Vol. 4, London 1875, p. 69), and this one is so broken that 2-thirds of the hieroglyphic text 

and parts of the demotic and Greek texts are lost. 

Pp. 93, 887. — Two-writ (palimpsest) Ogham stones have also turned up. Thus Mr. Brash 

(Archseologia Cambrensis, 8vo, London April 1869, p. 152) points out the Kenfegge Pillar, Glamorgan¬ 

shire, as one of this class, “appropriated as the monument of a Romanised Briton [and inscribed with 

Roman letters, “PUNPEros carantorius”], after having long performed a similar office for some invading 

Gaedhal [whose minne was kept up in Ogham marks].” And at p. 167 the same scholar concludes as 

to the Fardell stone, now in the British Museum: “VV"e have, then, three distinct individuals 

commemorated on this pillar-stone. In Ogham, “Faccuci, the son of Cuici”; in Roman, “Fanoni, the 

son of Rini"; and finally [also in Roman] “Sasramni”.” 

^ Long: written 2 undoubted Phallic stones. coni2)aratively large, have been found in Sweden. They are cut 

out of granite, the Cone miright in the hollow Ring, well finisht. The one (from Ves-tmanland) is decorated with rude flutings outside. 

Thev seem made as Penates. House-altars. The smaller one is in the Museum of Count Grust. M. Hamilton, at Hedensb^rg in Vest- 

nianland; the other is in that of Jos. S. F. Stephens, Esq., C. E., at Husaby in Smoland, on which domain it was found. 
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BUNE-LOBE, 

P. 106, No. 18. — Adjunct B. E. Bendixeu, who visited Munich in 1873, has kindly informed 

me that A. stands under its name, 'UTR, and that the rune immediately before it (the last but one) has 

no name over it. 

P. 109, No. 37. — I have to thank the same friend for the information, that Lautli was not 

q^uite correct. The codex is No. 14436, and in the “.Siriac” al2)habet has (not calc; while the 

mark for ki should be for uur [^, for inc 

No. 38. The same gentleman tells mo that the character for asc should be . for ijern . 

for eloc . 

No. 39. By the same authority the stave for I should be 

P. 114, 832. — Nos. 68, 69. The first part of "Germania” for 1868 (Ed. by F. Pfeift'er. 

8vo. Neue Reihe. Erster Jahrgang. Erstes Heft. Wien 1868 and Plate) contains pp. 77—91 an 

article by Prof. Franz Dietrich of Marburg bearing the title "Ein Westfalisches Runenalphabet”. On 

looking at it we see at once that the Alphabet in question is neither "Westphalian” nor "Runic . 

1 had therefore at first decided on 25assing it by. But it struck me that possibly some one might 

suspect me of a suppressio veri. So I will state the case as it stands. 

This "Westphalian Runic Alphabet" was found in a codex ("266 fol. membrum toliorum 195 ) 

of the 9th or 10th century, in the Vatican Library, by Prof. A. Reifterscheid of Bonn. By him a 

description and facsimile were sent to Prof. Pfeiffer, who communicated the same to Prof. Dietrich. 

This skiiibook contains chiefly writings of Ambrosius, and would seem to have come from the 

Benedictine monastery at Corvey (Corbeja nova) on the AVeser. It begins with a short list of Priests, 

which is followed by 4 alphabets, one with a, b, c, &c. overwritten, a second with alma, bina, calda, &c. 

overwritten; then the Greek staverow, and then the Hebrew, as often elsewhere in manuscripts. ihe 

two latter cannot interest us here. The first Prof. Dietrich takes to have been drawn up for private 

correspondence, the second to have been a "Westphalian Runic Alphabet”. But-Sof/i of them are'of- 

ihe same kind as so many other such which I have already laid before the reader, or otherwise described, 

in my long list of Alphabets. They are fanciful and barbarous characters, a jumble of Latin and Bastard 

and Runie marks, brought together in the usual way by some’ingenious or idle monk as ciphers for 

secret writing. — But the reader shall judge for himself. 1 give them here, Heliotyped by Hr. Pacht, 

from Prof. Dietrich’s 25lRte: 

h i k (sic!) 1 m no P 9 

X y alma bina calda dotta enmra faueta- ges lieleO 

(i cut off) y p 5 RJ rtS' A's I'l'fi nr ^\: 
ka cana lida mis non ota ponta quinon rorot' sisso tonta uegon 

f r (pi V C<7 X,.,... 
yr z & da 
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No. 70. — My friend G. M. Atkinson, Esq. of the South Kensington Museum, London, has 

kindly drawn my attention to a diffuse Scandinavian-runish Futhorc arranged in Roman order preserved 

in a book-fell purchast by the British Museum in April 1836, where it is now “Add. 10,374 . It 

occurs on the top of the first leaf, in “Cbartularium de Whalley”. The title of the .manuscript is 

“Liber loci Benedict! de Whalley”, and it is frequently referred to in Whitaker’s History of A\halley. 

In the first ed. there are extracts at p. 114 —140. and the staverow is given at p. 139. But we have 

it still more correctly in the 4th edition, just publisht, edited by the Rev. Ponsonby A. Lyons. 

At p. 181, Vol. 1, of this 4th edition the editor remarks: 

“But the most singular circumstance in this volume is, that it contains the Runic Alphabet, 

together with some other contractions. It does not a2)pear how they came to the knowledge of the 

Monks, or what use they made of them. 

“A more careful fac-simile of their Runes than was given in former editions. Mr. Eirikr 

Magniissou remarks: ‘The first line represents the .Scandinavian Runic Alphabet, not the Anglo-Saxon. 

The writer differs from other authorities in representing c by the third character in the first line, which 

is a corrupt representation of the common rune for s occurring even more frequently than the drop-like 

character here afterwards shown for that letter. It is clear that the writer knew not the phonetic value 

of the rune for f) th the aspirate, or that for 9 the soft, also mistaken for esch the character used 

for Out of the compound runes following the last mentioned character little is to be made. But 

it is almost certain that the whole must have been copied from an Icelandic M. S. which is attested by 

the graphic correctness of the strokes. It seems likely that the scribe was a Frenchman, as he gives 

the sound of the rune for n as oit." 

The copy here given is Heliotyped by Hr. Pacht from a most careful facsimile from the codex 

itself, made by Mr. Atkinson’s own hand. 

Nos. 71. 72. — In the Journal of the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland 

(No. 19, Vol. 3, 4th .Ser., July 1874, 8vo, pp. 202—236) my learned friend G. M. Atkinson. Esq., of 

the South Kensington Museum, has a very curious and interesting paper on Ms. Ogham Alphabets, from 

late Irish codices, especially the Book of Ballymote, in the bookhoard of the Royal Irish Academy, 

Dublin, compiled in the year 1391. This treatise is illustrated by 4 large densely-filled plates of 

facsimiles, drawn by Mr. Atkinson himself from the originals. We here see crowds of fanciful staverows 

adapted for secret and playful writing, exactly like the cryptic Futhorks of the Scandinavian runish 

Branch- and Twig-marks i &c. But also foreign letters are introduced for the same purpose. Among 

these we find the “Ogam lochlanach anu so”, the Scandinavian Oghan here, 2 rude and barbarized 

transcripts of our familiar Scandian staves. They are thus described by the author at p. 228 (correcting 

a couple of misprints): 

“No. 11 and 2. Ogam lochlanach aun so, the Scandinavian Ogham here. The inhabitants of 

the coasts of Norway and shores of the Baltic Sea were called Lochlandach, Lochlandaig, i. e. Lake 

Landish, Lakelanders. 

“No. 12. FATORGHNIASDBMLE, found at Greenmount.” 

Mr. A. should have added, that the rune-line omits the i. and that the last 4 staves (after E,. 

which is — (E, Y. -r) are probably ng, d, m, e. 

“No, 13. Gall ogam, foreign Ogham, [Gall meant originally an' inhabitant of Gaul, afterwards 

any foreigner. In the eleventh century a Dane was a Gaul; in the sixteenth century an Englishman was 

often so styled], Anmand ua feadh sa, the names of these letters: Fea, Ar, Turs, Or, Raid Caun, 

Hagai, Nairn, Isar, Sol, Diur, Bergann, Mann, Lagor, Eir. [This is not the usual order of the Icelandic 

Futhorc.]” 
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Here also Mr. -A. should have noticed that the c (or k) is omitted in the rune-row, and that 

several of the types are uncommon and valviable. 1 give the 2 Futhorks here. Heliotyped by Hr. Pacht 

from Mr. Atkinson’s Plate 4: 

Nos. 73, 74. — In the same book and plate Mr. Atkinson gives 2 other such Scandinavian 

staverows. They are from Codex Clarendon, Vol. 15, Add. 4783, in the British Museum. Date not 

given. Nor has Mr. Atkinson one word about these alphabets in his text. After a line of Oghams, a 

secret alphabet, comes “Ogam lochlandacli ant so”, the Scandinavian Ogham here, as before. Then 

the rune-row: 

F.u.t.o.R.K.H.N. (i again omitted, but added at the end) .a.s.t.b.m.l.e. followed 

by, as I suppose, D. M. e. i. 

Then “Gall ogam”,Ogham, as before, and the values: 

f.a.t.o.r.c.h.n.i.a.s.d.b.m.l.l.e. No more given. 

R. Next Futhork. “anmand na fead so”, the names of these letters, followed by the runes: 

F (Fea), A, 5, 0, R. K, H, N, I, A, S, D, B, M, L, E (— (E, Y, -R). 

Thereafter the names: 

Fea . ar . turs . or . rato . caun . hagai. naun . isar . sol. diur . bergann . mann . lagor . eir. 

[ give these 2 Futhorks here from Mr. Atkinson’s plate, Heliotyped by Pacht: 

J ©'Cg4 ' ' 

O . '' 

I' 

No. 75. The late lamented Irish scholar Eugene O’Curry discovered on an ancient vellum leaf 

in Trinity College Library, Dublin, a Scandinavian Futhork neither in the Futhork nor the abc order, 

but arranged according to the Ogham or Beithlui.snion order. It is unhappily defective at the beginning, 

5 letters being lost. Its well-known old-lrish introductory words are as follows, as given by 

Mr. Atkinson, 1. c. p. 235: 

“Tucad auall a truaill claideim ri Lochland, 

In togum dar lear asi a laim fein ro dasben. 

Hither was brought, in the sword-sheath of Lochlan’s king. 

The Ogham across the sea. It was his own hand that cut it." 

The Alphabet itself is given by the Rev. D. H. Haigh in the Journal of the Kilkenny 

Archseological Society, Vol. 2, Pt 1, New Series, 1859. Dublin 1858, Plate at p. 170, fig. 6, from which 

I here copy it, Heliotyped by Hr. Pacht: 

At 1 y (C Tc+> r ^ R H Y H <t O n *-t 
t I y p n h d t c . m j ay sc p a o a e i ea oi ua la ae 

No. 76, 77. — We have to thank Prof. Reifferscheid for yet another, and this time a precious 

find. He happily discovered in the Vatican at Rome (Codex Urbin. 290 membr. fol.) at the end of a 

section in large octavo, last leaf (71, b), dating from about 990^—1010, 2 Anglo-Northern runish 

alphabets, together with other such cimosa. and some valuable hints as to LTfilas and his labors. The 

2* 
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skinbook seems to have belonged to the Abbej’ of Brunweiler near Cologne.- Rcifferscheid permitted 

Prof. H. F. Massmann to publish this ohl-lufe, and he did so accordingly in Germania (K. Bartsch. 

Nene Reihe. Vierter Jahrgang, Drittes Heft, 8vo. Wien 1S71, pp. 353—356, “Runen aus Rom und Wien ). 

After Greek alphabets, &c. this Computus-bookfell gives the following passage, which, as we 

see, is strikingly fuller than the parallel paragraphs. See them in alphabets 17 (my p. 104), 52 (p. 112), 

65 (p. 831) and my remarks thereon. The contractions I have written out, in Jtahcs\ 

Literas seqnentes cum minio colore notate nordmanni \n suis usitant carminib?/s ue\ uocantKr 

apifd eos rimse. Stoit autem nomiulli opinant q?«od quando gothi & uuandali geutes de finibus 

norflmannorum egredientcs per germaniam ve\ italiam ad mare [= the Mediterranean] uenientes perq??e 

illvd transuecti' in affrica csistebant (sic.'), crescente api;d eos cArisriana religione cA?7sJiani ex 2^^rte 

effecti. doctores eorum tarn nouiuri quawi uetus testame?itum m suam linguant hoc in theotisca. vel in 

theotonicaw- conuertertmt ciun istis litteRiS. 

Now come the alphabets, the one in abc order, the other in hal/-Futhorc order, written in 

vermilion, but the values in black ink, much faded. The doubtful words IMassmann has printed in 

parenthesis. I copy him blindly (Pacht’s Heliotype). But neither he nor^ 1 a're answerable for the 

blunders of the old scribe. 

Y fiie 

As((=) n nor 

& biric + d. ddrn 

p chon ccos (? oos) 

M dhorn R r. rat 

ech h c. cen 

r feh .'ll g. gibu (?) 

X giibii (gibu?) F h. hun 

X hagai k. kan 

■ 1 is K n, 1 (’) 

6 kdl f g- g‘"- (0 
r lago • r* p. peta (?) 

M man m s. hix (?) 
+ noth % s. sicri 
N othil T t. ti 

perc B b. birh.(? berh) 

H chon (hon?) M e, ech 

(reht? thr? chu?) M m. man 

H siigil M lago (1^ 1 ?) 
t tac fC n. no (? ne. nc) 

n luir (d. i. ur) M g. t«g 
r h beluch (? beluth) S 0. odil 
u horsi F a. ac (?) 

lia (? zia) H a. fisc 

H g. I'lir (?) 
T .z. urb (? url ? urb 

The above runes are simply copied, not facsimiles, as Massmann was not allowed to make 

any facsimile. 

After some other things, we then have: 

•Tsrunse dicuntwr qu£e .i. litteris per totum scribiintnr. nee (? = ita) ut quotus uersus primum 

breviortbws .i. quse autem littera sit in uersum longioribus j ut nomm cerui his litteris scribatttr ita 

See the parallel but fuller passage hereon in the Alcuin Ms. St. Gall, quoted at my p. 239. 

Next, 2 .lines are scratcht out, and then: 

“hagalrume dicuntwr quee in sinistra parte quartus [? quotus = xvhat] sit uersus ostendunt 

in dex(tra parte) quota s(it) litte(ra torn off)." 

No. 78. — At p. 256 of this same paper Prof. Massmann mentions a 4to skinbook in the 

Salzburg library (now S. 119, formerly X, 28). dating from the 12th century, whose next-last leaf 
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contains a Runic Futhorc, and then Isrwm — — — — lagornna — — ■— — hagahuna — — — — 

atro'phruna. 

No. 79. — 111 this same No. of Germania Prof. Massmann describes a Vienna Ms., age not 

mentioned (Cod. Vindobon. 1G09, I heol. DCCXXXII, Denis DCCCXXVIII, Th. 1, S. 2977), containing 

several alphabets, On leaf 2, after the Scythian'arc, 

‘dn istis adhuc litteris fallemur & in aliquibus uitium agemus quos emendate. 

••Litteras quippe quas utuntur marcomanni quos nos Nordmannos uocamus infra .sOriptas 

habentur. aquibus originem qui theodiscam loquuntur linguam tradunt cum quibus carmina sua. in- 

cantationesqifg ac diuinationes significare procurant. qui adhuc pagani ritus inuoluntur. 

I need not engrave the runes on leaf 3. Ther are nearly identical with my alphabets Nos. 22 

and 46. &c. The worths and names: a, asc: b, birith; c, chen; d, thorn; e, ecli; f, fech; g, gibu; 

h, hagalc; i, his; k, gilch: 1, lagv; m, man; n, not; o, othil; p, perc (no more given). 

No. 80, — Very similar is a staverow in another Vienna Ms. (1761, Theol. DCCCLXill, 

Denis I, S. 139. raembr. 16^. of the 11th cent, leaf 97). It has the same introductory matter, only 

for quos emendate and qui adhuc it has iios emendate and quia adhuc. The runes, on leaf 100, are nearly 

as in Alphabets 22, 46, &c. Worths and names: 

a, .asch; b, biriht; c, chen; d, thorn; e. eho; f, fehe: g, gibu; h, hagale; i, his; k, gilch; 

1, lagv; m. man; n, not; o, othil; p, perch; q, chon; r, rehtt; s, suhil;, t, tac; u. hur; c [= x], helahc; 

y, huyri; z, ziu. 

No. 81. — Right on to this, only led in by “Item”, is another Rune-row, almost identical 

with my No. 45. There are no names, only values from a to z. The q, overlookt in No. 45, is here 

given as 2.” 

This codex then continues, on leaf 104: 

“Hujusmodi genus descriptionis notae caesaris appellat?fr. qwod cum litteris quse antiqua mamfs 

appellator perficitor cu?n quis romanorum in aedificiis parietib?/s vel in turris aut in monnmentis saxeis. 

ob memoriam sui suorumqwe aliq?nd litteris coramendare sculpando curauerat eas cu?3i punctis & tribulis 

obligat. ’Ne statijJA quis ignarus legere possit ut supra in paucis osteusum est a ■ E -1 • o • Y . : • • i! 

•NC-P-TV:S:-SB::N;r:C-':RCH-;P-SC::P'GL::R-::S-Q;M:RT-R - S.” 

I'his seems to be equal to: 

INCIPIT VESYS RONEFACII ARCHIEPISCOPI GLORIOSI QA (= QUE) MARTIRIS. 

“Genus uero huhfs descriptionis tam qood supra em7i punctis. V & uocalibws quam subtt?r cum 

aliis uocalibws qua??? solitin7t est. informatvm continetur. ferUn* qood sanctus bonifacius archi episcopus ac 

martyr de angulsaxis ueniens. hoc antecessorib?iS nosfris demonstraret. qood tamm non ab illo inprimis 

coeptuj3i es^. sed ab antiquis istius modi usus creuisse comperimzL*?. AEioY.B.F.K.P.x.KBRXS.xpp.fPRTKS. 

KRP . KNSTBP . SBFFKRP . BECHK . TeNENS . SCRKPtPR. 

a b 

k 1 

ik ia 

s t 

ih it 

c d 
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ib 
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e f 

n o 

ic id 

X r 

ka kb 

g h 

p q 

ie is 
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z 
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No. 82. — 1 may as well here mention the staverow engraved by Hickes in his Thesaurus 

(Gram. A. S. p. 168), as it is the source’ whence was copied the alphabet No. ,53, which is about 450 

to 500 years younger, another instance of the difficulty of really dating (as to origin) many of tlie.se 

things. For a description of this skinbook see Wanley’s Catalogue, p. 63. It is the Bodleian Codex 

Nero, D, II, 19, Oxford, written about A. D. 880—900, and is famous as containing a Portrait of 

S. Dunstaii drawn by himself, a Greek Alphabet, Greek Bible-verses, also Greek Bible-verses written 

in English characters and valuable for the sounds there given, &c. The Runic alphabet is called that 

of Nemninus, and is said to have been “invented” by him for the Britons (Welsh), that they might 

no longer labor under the reproach of having no written characters. The agreement with No. 53 is so 

minute, that I need only mention a couple of slight variations: =*• 1^. c; , n: q; <], s; x; 

the second z-mark is here correctly called et estiani\ the ei-mark emc\ oe, orn-. an, arm; inne, hinc. 

No. 83. — Another very old copy of this l.,etter-row is found in an Oxford codex, and is 

engraved in Thomas Hearne’s “Ectypa Varia”, folio, Oxon 1737. It begins: — “Nemninus istas rcperit 

literas uituperante quidam [? quodam] scolastico saxonici generis quia brittones non haberent rudimentum 

at ipse subito ex machinatione mentis suae formauit eas ut uituperationem et hebitudinem demeret 

gentis suae.” — Marking only variations, it has, c, curi; e, egin; g, guidir; jd, h, hull; i, iechuit; 

k, kam; m, mum; n and q as in 82; s, sung; t, traus; u, uir; x, ieil; Jj, yy, ofr: et, estiaul; 

ae, aiun; ei, emc; ego, henc; oe, orn. 

No. 84. — St. Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne in Dorsetshire, is generally thought to have been 

born in 639, and to have died in 709. In his “Anonymi Epistola ad Sororem Anonymam" he gives a 

Runish Staverow, the names of the letters only but no runes. It is as follows: 

“Asc. berc. can. dour. ehu. fell. gip. hagai [piinted ha . gal], is. ker. lagu. man. not. os. pert, 

quirun. rat. suigil. tac. ur. ilc. iau. zar!” 

I quote from .“Sancti Aldhelmi Opera. Nunc primum ed. J. A. Giles”, 8vo, Oxonii 1844. p. 105. 

We see that the letters are: a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. k. l. m. n. o. p. q, r. s. t. x y. z. But, with 

his usual carelessness, Mr. Giles does not state the name or age of the Ms. It may be a century or 

two later than Aldhelm’s time, and a corrupt copy. And Aldhelm’s original most likely gave the runes 

also. However, if written by Aldhelm at all, this must be the oldest Rune-alphabet yet known in the 

Latin A. B. C. order. But it has sunk to 23 full staves. 

In the London “Athenaeum” for Apr. 7, 1877, p. 447, Capt. Richard F. Burton, referring to 

his “Ultima Thule”. Vol. 1, p. 285—7, points out the existence of Branch or Palm-runes, called by 

the Arabs El-Mushajjar or the i?-ea-formed, in Arabia. The alphabet (El-Abjad) is redd from right to 

left, and divided into 6 groups. The same system of cryptogramic writing has also been applied to the 

old Persian or Pehlevi. But Capt. Burton does not tell us whether this Branch-alphabet is old or 

young in Arabia or Persia, known to a few or to many, little or much used. Has it been copied from 

the Scandinavian use, which goes back to at least the 9th century, in England to the 8th, and which 

must therefore be at least as old as the 7th? Or has the Scandinavian been taken from the Arabian? 

Or are both independent of each other, among the swarms of cryptographic systems in vogue in the 

east and the west? 

On turning to the gallant and learned Captain’s Ultima Thule, 1875, we get a little more 

light, but not much. The author there states that the Nestorian Matrau (Metropolitan) Butrus showed 

him at Hums, the old Emesa, in 1871, a Ms. containing these two ciphers: but again not one word as 

to whence they came &c. As they are in the’ABC order, it is clear enough that the idea has been 

translated and adopted from the Scandinavian, which is in the FUtORC order, to the Arabic, or from the 

Arabic to the Scandinavian. 

But 1 have never seen or heard of any monument of Eastern antiquity inscribed with these 

Twig-runes, nor have I seen any such alphabet mentioned in any solid work on Oriental paleography. 

Nor has any one of my Oriental friends ever come across such cryptographic marks in any old carving 

or codex of Eastern origin. 

Now ill my chapter on the Runic Alphabets I have repeatedly pointed out the crowd of secret 

stave-rows with which oiir old manuscripts abound, derived from all sorts of sources, Runic, Classical 

and Oriental and Fanciful. The fabrication of such has gone on almost to our own days — but iu the 

last century or two they have had to encounter a mighty rival in Shorthand. 
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Ever since the Mahommedan inroads into the Mediterranean and Spain, thousands of Orientals 

have been familiar with Western learning, while the Christian Crusades flung Western lore over 

all the East. 

I have therefore not the least doubt that the Ms. alphabets Capt. Burton mentions have been 

derived, in the middle age or later, from some source originally Scandinavian. 

[Nov. 1877. Capt. Burton has sent other letters to the Atheneeum, but has .not added any¬ 

thing serious or valuable., and is, in my opinion, on a false track altogether.] 

PIECES CALLED RUNIC 
NOT TREATED HERE. 

As at my p. 160, so here also,' 1 think it convenient to save others trouble and to vindicate 

myself from the charge of ignorance, by shewing why I have not treated certain pieces, by some lookt 

upon as “runic’’. 

At the bottom of ray p. 890 I said that I would “try to get further information” about a 

“new” 0. N. runish risting said to have been discovered by Prof. Lange on a small golden cross-like 

ornament found at Nordendorf. This “inscription", as communicated by Prof. Lange to Prof. Dietrich, 

reads quite plainly aektil, but Prof. D. makes it out as meftit, which he looks on as a mansname. 

To obtain materials absolutely trustworthy I applied to Mr. Gordon, then British Minister at 

Stuttgart, and owing to his efforts 1 had the satisfaction of receiving in July 1868 

3 impressions of the “runes” in sealing-wax, 

3 — _ _ _ _ guttapercha, 

An exact colored drawing of the back, 

- - - _ _ _ fi’ont. 

on which the marks are, and 

A careful drawing of the inscription magnified 22 times. 

For all this, I and Mr. Gordon have to thank the extreme courtesy of the official guardian of 

the Nordendorf relics, the Chamberlain Baron Fr. Lerchenfeld, President of the Circle of Swabia and 

Nurenberg. In his letter hereon, Baron L. says (July 3, 1868) that the marks are so faint that “il 

n’est pas possible d’en faire un modele en platre, qui ne reproduirait pas les lettres, que Ton ne pent 

presque pas reconnaitre sans se servir d’une loupe.” 

All these materials are now before me, and I have examined them minutely again and again. 

The result is, that there are marks (apparently about 7 originally), but so indistinct that one cannot say 

whether they have been carved or not. Certain it is that these marks cannot he redd. Where Prof. 

Lange found his Yh^"T■l^ I cannot say. These letters are not on the object, nor anything like them. 

The piece, which is thin and very rudely made, has been fastened on to something. The marks are 

below the central knob and are small, the whole length of each arm of the “cross” not being more 

than an inch and a half. Possibly the marks may have been made by accidental blows from some 

sharp thing banging or pressing against it. But they may have been letters of some kind (if not mere 

straight lines), but whether Roman or Runic it is impossible to say. No earthly wight can make them 

out. My learned friend Archivary Herbst gives the same verdict. So this piece non est\ 

At p. 11 of the Proceedings of “Berliner Gesellschaft ftir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und 

Urgeschichte”, 8vo, for the Meeting held Nov. 11, 1871, it is stated that a Herr Beyrich exhibited a 

Runic stone found 6 feet deep among the roots of a flat-lying tree at Sonderborg in Als, the Hand of 
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South Jutland, Denmark, lately seized and still held (all treaties and oaths notwithstanding) by the 

Germans. See this, and the whole class of “Barbaric Gems”, treated under bractrates No. .82. 

Having procured a east of the small ornament in the Museum of Munich, spoken of by Prof. 

HofFmann, 1 can now say that it bears no runes, onlv a few straight lines. 

P. 162. — the CARTHAGE WEIGHT. This curiosity must have remained in Miinter’s hands till 

his. death, for it was sold at his auction. In Part 3 of the Auction-Catalogue of his Collections 

(“Museum Miinterianiim”. Pars III. Haunife 1839, 8vo. p. 115) we have, among the Weights: 

“296 Aliud [pondus] quadratum, in quo literis argeuteis ab ima parte raginari, ab altera vl m. 

Carthagine repeH'imi, hand duhie Vandnlicvni." 

Not one word is said of any runes. It -was in Roman letters. 

P. 162. ■— CHAPELLE-SAiNT EEoi. The distiuguisht Le Blant, in his most valuable “Inscriptions 

Chretiennes de la Gaule”, Vol. 1, Paris 1856, 4to, pp. CXXXVIl and foh, ably defends the Latin 

carvings found here. But he offers no distinct opinion on the Runish letters, as being ignorant of 

runes. Even tho we were to admit the authenticity of the former, in deference to Le Blant and others, 

it is certain (in my eyes) that the latter are gross fabrications The shapes of the staves, the gram¬ 

matical forms and the actual contents are all simply impossible anywhere in the 4th or 5th or 6th 

century, much less in Gaul. 

In 1877 appeared in Stuttgart Part 2 of an elegantly printed and elegantly illustrated 

Romance of German Annexation and Self-worship called “Germania. Zwei Jahrtausende deutschen 

Lebens. Culturgeschichtlich geschildert von Johannes Scherr”, folio. 

Opj^osite page 28 is an engraving entitled “runenstein auf rugen”. This is the only detail 

respecting it. We seek in vain in the text for any information in what part of Riigen this pillar 

stands (the picture shows it by the seaside), or when it was found, or who found it. 

In “lilustrirte Zeitung”, Leipzig, April 28. 1877, p. 352, this engraving is repeated, the block 

having probably been lent for that purpose, in connection with a recommendatory review of this 

“nationales Prachtwerk”. The reviewer, also, has not one word about the habitat of the stone. He 

only says that it is one of those Runic Stones “which we still find here and there in certain parts of 

Germany”^ — altho he has forgotten to point out'any one .such stone ever yet found in any part of 

“Germany". 

It appeared to me that I knew the piece as here engraved. • For a time 1 could not call to 

mind how it could be. At last I recognized it at once. It is undoubtedly a copy of the Mojebro stone, 

Upland, Sweden (see my vol. 1, p. 178 — 181), only a little disguised by the artist and set in a 

“charming" picture of heath and rocks, sky and sea. The shape of the block is the same. The 2 lines 

of 0. N. rimes are the same. The Horse and Horseman below are the same. Even the peculiar knob 

on the Horseman's arm is the same. 

Thus the incredible event took place, not only that 2 stones were raised in memory of the 

same hero, the one in Upland in .Sweden, the other in Riigen, at that early time a part of the Gothic 

March. — for this might have been, — but that all the details were so alike that they must have 

been the work of the same man at the same time. 

' “die man nocli h'ier und da in gewi:<scn Gegenden Deutsclilnnds tindet.” 
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I have therefore tried to solve the mystery, and my friends have helpt me. The result is: 

that neither Hr. Scherr nor his reviewer give the least hint of where the stone is: — that all the 

Guide-books and other works on the topography of Rugen are quite silent as to the existence of any 

such stone; — and that an active search of several days in various parts of the Hand was fruitless. 

People only laught, They had never heard of any such wonder. 

For the present therefore I suspect that the whole is a forgery, a sorry and unprincipled 

attempt to give “Germany” “at any price” a real rune-stone. Should it be found and be genuine, it 

will belong to the Scandinavian Goths, not to the then far-south dwelling Germans and Saxons.’ 

As to the “German Runestone” discovered in 1869 at Ohlershof, in Lettish Lifland, which 

excited the warmest interest of the learned Estland Society in Dorpat, and gave rise to a little 

literature of its own — at least it existed, the find-place was pointed out, the block seen and felt and 

scraped and a cast taken from it. But nevertheless it afterwards turned out that the whole was a 

heartless hoax. The stone was “rune-lettered” by a poor stone-cutter, under the direction of a 

“German gentleman”, in rude imitation of an inscription he had seen on a Runic Stone sent from 

Upsala to the French Exhibition. As, however, the runes on this pretended Ohlershof stone were later, 

not Old-Northern. I pass over the whole beggarly story. 

* February 187fl. Perhaps -we have advanced a step in clearing up this mystery. 1 have just seen Part 1 of “Illustrirte 

Literaturgeschichte" by Otto von Leixner, Svo, Leipzig I87ft. Near the beginning he engraves on a small scale as a specimen of 

what he calls “.Steiiideiikmiller mit Inschriften” in Ruue.s. found ou the graves of Princes of the German race, a piece which is — 

absolutely the same as that given by Scherr as discovered in Riigen —. only the latter had let his artist work it up elegantly in a 

fine laudscajje with sea and land, whereas Leixner give.s ooly the bai'e block, with the words under it “Uplaudischer Runenstein”. 

Ill the text however we look in vain for any account of the book wlieuce this stone was copied (apparently Goransson’s Bautil). or 

for one word iiifoniiing his readers that Upland is a province of S^vecleu, which country is not yet and never has been and we will 

hope never will have the great misfortune to be a part of “Germany". It is a remarkable coincidence that these two writers, in 

annexing a Scandinavian rune-stone as Geraian, should both have taken a Swedish one beanng the olden runes; — perhaps it was 

for the sake of the piquant figure of the warrior on horseback. Ha.s Leixner seen and used the sketch from Bautil which was 

workt up by .Scherr's artist? I cannot say, and leave this disgusting and degrading subject. Fraud and falsehood are abhorrent to 

all honest men. 

3 









TANUM, BOHCSLAN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 100—200. 

OJd-Novthern Runic Monuments, p. 196, 83o, 976. MXVII. 

Viktor Rydberg has given a new reading in “Bidrag tilJ kannedom om Goteborgs och Bohuslans 

fornminuen och historia”. Part 1. Stockholm 1874, p. 89 fol.; again a second and improved one in 

“Svenska Fornminne.sforeningens Tidskrift”, VoL 2. Part 3, Stockholm 1874. p. 244, fol., illustrated by 

a reduced copy of my plate. I hold fast to my own version; 

A WiES! 

THR^i:wiNG'S HiGH-TWE (pUlar-stone) AYE WjES (he)! 

f'= Grave-block, stand here alway, in memory of Thrccwing!) 

KINNEVED, WEST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

Full size. From the stone itself, now in the Museum, Skara. West Gotland. 

by Prof. J. MAG^^US PETERSEN. 

Drawn and. Chemityped 
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This remarkable ruuish ininne-stone, by far the smallest ever heard of in any country, first 

came under my notice in June 1869, when it was kindly communicated to me by Dr. Hans Hildebrand 

of Stockholm, the same vigilant old-lorist to whose zeal and sharp eye we owe the Ska-iing block as 

an Old-Northern monument. Dr. Hildebrand found this piece lying on a shelf in the Museum of the 

High School in Skara, and copied the runes on the spot, afterwards sending me a transcript. 

Eager as soon as possible to examine so great a curiosity, I went over to Skara in August 

1869, and was received with the utmost kindness by Rector Alander [since deceast], as well as by 

Adjunct Carl Torin, the zealous Keeper of the Museum — himself a runologist. Not only was every 

facility given me for my general enquiries, but I was generously allowed to carry away the stone itself, 

for scrutiny by the learned in Cheapinghaven and that it might be carefully drawn and engraved by my 

artist. As soon as this was accomplisht, 2 fine casts were made, one for the Old-Northern Museum 

in Denmark and one for myself, that we may have true copies should any accident befal the original. 

After all this, the little treasure was restored to .Skara. 

hen in Skara. it was not j)0ssible for me to ascertain how or when this tiny rune-slab was 

found. No memorandum existed respecting it, altho it was known to have been in the Museum for 

many years. But my active friend Adjunct Torin promist to do his utmost, and carried this out in the 

most practical way. He issued a notice in the local papers (afterwards taken up by all the chief 

Swedish journals) describing the little stone, and asking the unknown benefactor who had sent the 

antiquity to the Museum to give his name and to communicate all details. Happily, this met the eye 

of the donor, an esteemed clergyman of the Swedish Church, the Rev. Mr. Lagergren. His clear and 

straightforward written statement to Mr. Torin was to the following effect: 

The small inscribed stone was found in 1843 by a man ploughing a field on the lands of the 

Parish-priest at Kinneved, in the Harad (Hundred) of Frokind, West Gotland. Several small grave- 

mounds — now nearly ruined by agricultural improvement — are still left near the spot where the 

stone was pickt up, and it is clear that this piece must have come from one of the olden hows. Its 

minute size shows it to have lain inside the grave. Mr. Lagergren presented it to the Skara 

Museum in 1851. 

My distinguisht friend State-Councilor Japetus Steenstrup, who kindly examined this old-lave, 

pronounced it to be (as far as he could make out) of excessive antiquity, and to consist of Talcose 

Slate (Steatite, Pot-stone, Soap-stone) a mineral not surely known to have been found in this part of 

Sweden, and just therefore 25erhaps used as a kind of amulet. Its prevailing color is a reddish gray, 

with here and there a darker hue. It cannot have been a fragment of a larger block, for its counter¬ 

edge and foot (on both which it can firmly stand) and its other side and narrower rune edge are j^artly 

squared and as it were polisht. Only the bit at the one corner has been broken off, perhaps by the 

plough, which might happen so much the easier as the material is so soft. The edge near the runes 

has been regularly beveled off by the maker, and he cut the runes deeply and boldly within a like deep 

frame or cartouche, whose left side and lower line are still sharp and clear, while the upper line (as 

near the edge) is worn and weaker, tho everywhere plain. The frame-line at the right corner is, as 

we see. broken away, together with the upper third part of the first letter — for, as all the staves 

are turned round in the usual oldest manner, and therefore read from right to left (or from top to 

bottom according as the stone is held), the runes begin at this righthand corner. But happily we have 

still left the turning angle of the cartouche from the lower line up on the right, and it is therefore certain 

that the whole risting is perfect. There never have stood on the stone more than the 7 staves now left. 

Only, as we have said, the third upper portion of the first rune (which can have been no other than s) 

is gone. It is now J, but was originally a little higher, either j or j. The back of the stone is 

rough. In spite of an accidental scratch here and there, the whole is well preserved and evidently of 

great age. Three of the letters, the s, the a, and h are Old-Northern, the others are common to both 

the older and the later runic futhorcs. 

Turned round and redd from right to left, the letters are: 

SIAJELIJH, 

apparently the name of tile deceast warrior in whose grave the stone was placed. Should it, which is 

not likely, be an old form of the 0. N. noun for SEELNESS, happiness. Hiss, the stone must have been 

buried with the forthfareii as an amulet, a token and prayer for Bliss in the life to come. 
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The archaic form of the word on the stone justifies us in attributing to this piece a very high 

date, but of course that here given to it (or rather proposed for it) is only a comparative guess. 

On the smallness of some of the olden grave-stones and grave-amulets, especially when intended 

to stand or lie inside the tomb, see my remarks at pp. 364, 394, 395, 709. In some cases there may 

have been no time to find and carve and raise a large block. I may here add that in “The Journal of 

the Roy. Hist, and Arch. Association of Ireland”, 8vo, Jan. 1871, p. 368, Mr. W. F. Wakeman has 

engraved the smallest funeral Ogham stone ever found in Ireland. It was discovered by him in July 1870 

in the prehistoric and heathen Crannog (lake settlement) at Ballydoolough, is 26 inches long by 4'/2 

broad and 6 deep, and bears only one word, the name of the deceast, 

BALHU. '■ 

.Since writing the above I have received “Aarboger f. Nord. Oldk. og Hist." 1871, Part 2. At 

p. 221 Prof. S. Bugge reads this inscidption as SIR, which he cannot translate, and aldh, which he 

thinks a variation of alu, and this he understands as a magical word intended to bring luck. 

Sept. 1874. Another inscribed 0. N. stone, but not funereal, of the same rare material, has 

now been found. See .Forde, Norway. 

SKA-ANG, SODEEMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 881. 

The correction of the text by Archivary Undset now leads me to suggest a new reading: 

H.^R1NG .EGI LEUG.® Al! 

May HJERlNG OWE (olvn, hold, enjoy) his~LOW (hoiv, death-hill, tumulus, grave) aye (ahvay in peace}! 

LEUG^i: is most likely another variation of hl^iw.s:, low, grave-mound, for w, v, &c. often 

become gutturalized in our old dialects. But it may possibly be a “violent” variation of the- word 

(l^g, leyg, lega, geLEGO &c. &c.) for ley, lying-stead, grave-hed, corpse-couch, tumulus, altho, should this 

be so, it is here found for the first time in Runics. As runic letters are so often taken twice, we may 

also read h.£RING^ iEGi. We might also divide m gileug.^e. 

I have said that the 0. N. on this stone is a bind for X I ’ ® ’f* I believe there 

is an interesting proof of this mark for Gl in another monument of antiquity — the Wessohrunri Prayer, 

^ The smallest graTe-roinne known to me bearing an Irish inscription in B.oman (cursive) characters is that engraved in 

‘•Christian Inscription.s in the Irish Language; chiefly collected and drawn by George Petrie, LL.D. Edited by M. Stokes”. 4to. 

Part 4, Dublin 1873, p. 20, and plate 12, fig. 25, 2fi. It was found in 1822, four feet down, in a grave in the iland of Aran Mdr, 

below a large square flag-stone about 10 feet in diameter. It is of black calp or limestone, and is now in the Petrie Museum in the 

Royal Irish Academy, Dublin. 

On raising the large flag a deep grave was found, filled with roundish cobbles from the nearest shore. Below these was 

taken up a round stone disc, nearly flat on the under side, and only 3 inches in diameter and I7 inch thick. It bears; 

OR AR BRAN n’aILITHEB. 

[Pray for Bran the Pilgrim). 

In the center is a plain Greek Cross. The letters run round the rim. 

There is a most valuable paper, in the “Proceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland”, 4to, Edinburgh 1875, Vol. 10, 

Part 2, pp. 603—689, “Yacation Notes in Cvomar and Strathspey”. It treats of various small sculptured or inscribed stones, (fee. 

found in graves or elsewhere, as well as other remarkable objects, and is richly illu.strated. My readers will find much solid and 

recondite information here. For this communication we have to thank Dr. Arthur Mitchell and James Drummond, Esq. 
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a costly bit cliiefiy in stave-rime verse and originally JEnglish. We now have it in a N. Gej'man dialect, 

in a skin-book of the ytli century. See its literature in K. Gcedeke, Deutsche Dichtung iin Mittelalter, 

8vo. Hanover 1854, p. 5. 

The Saxon and German pagans got their writing-schools as well as their Cliristianity and 

culture by movements — direct or indirect — chiefly from England and the Anglo-Keltic lands, whose 

missionaries carried their runes with them, partly for secret writing and partly tor use in Scandinavia 

for Missionary and other purposes. Their scholars in Germany sometimes copied their alphabets and 

used them for a letter or word or two on their parchments. This Wessobrunner Bede is evidently 

copied (in a Saxonized form) from an English original by an Englishman or an Englishman’s disciple. 

The proof is twofold. First, the contraction or character for and occurs 9 times. It is nowhere written 

out, so we cannot tell what it was. endi or ende, enti or ente or what. But we expect enti, and all 

the German editors have printed the word as enti. Now the sign reallij employed for this (enti) is the 

well-known Old-English mark for and. end, cSic. namely . It is properly so distinctively English, and 
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only English in its origin, that no more words need be said.^ — Next, there is another similar well- 

known Old-English sam-stave or bind-rune, the character for Gi, We have it 4 times in this little 

Prayer, in the words gi-fregin, gi-uuorahtos, for-gipi and gi-uurchanne. It is so much the surer gi, 

as we have in one place “”| du mannun so manac coot for>|<pi. forgip mir” &c., where the ui is once 

written with the and then again written out with “gi”. F. D. Grater, who first publisht the 

splendid facsimile by Father Ellinger (see Bragur, Vol. 5, Leipzig 1797, 8vo, p. 118) identified it as gi. 

Jacob Grimm made it chi. The later Germans print it ga. Now the mark is either a single letter or 

a bind. If single, it can only be G, which in these 4 words does not suit. Besides, in the oldest 

Futhorcs the rune for g is )(, not The compound or fanciful signs for G are all later. If a bind, 

it cannot be either chi or ga. For there is neither c or ch or a in g and i. ga is so much the more 

inadmissible, as in the words ga-nada and ga-laupa the scribe uses the Roman letters “ga”, not 

the Runic . 

All the editors print the last word of the first line “firahim”. But Father Ellinger's fine 

copper-plate shows that this is an error, and that the poem begins: 

Dat gi-fregin ih mit firahun 

firiuuizzo meista. 

In Aarb. f. Nord. Oldk. 1870, p. 194. Prof. S. Bugge thinks that skanmals is = skammals, 

that is, SKAM-EALS, Shovt-nech This is excellent. I had already shown the local MX for M or mm (see 

my p. 38, hulmnfastr, hulmnlauk, hulmn, and add the kumnbl for RUMBL on the Skiviim stone, Den¬ 

mark) and 1 at once agree. skanmals is therefore no instance of a nom. in -s. In fact skamhals 

and langhals are old names, and in Diplom. Svecanum, 2, 530, we have hungerds schamhals. In Scandian 

rimes we have also the mansname stufhals, while the 0. N. name skamkell is well known. 

In the same “Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabers Selskabs Skrifter”, Vol. 8, Pt. 2, 8vo. 

Throndhjem 1875, pp. 19—36, in which the careful and trustworthy Norwegian old-lorist Ingvald Undset 

has described his finding the Vatn stone, he also (p. 29) speaks of the Skaang block, which he visited 

and minutely examined on the 20th of August 1874. Since then he has (Febr. 1876) kindly given me 

personal explanations, and a copy of his memoranda with the stone before him. It appears then that 

this monument — which I have never seen —■ is very well given in my plate, but that it has one 

absolute error. The 10th rune is not R, but certaiuly and clearly H (b), the bend in the middle of the 

right limb (which gives it the R-look) being caused by the peeling off and falling away of a tiny bit of 

the surface. I have therefore caused this alteration to be made on the Chemitype, and repeat the 

engraving here. Besides this, the right side of this h should have been a little straighter. As to the 

last letter. Hr. Undset remarkt that the top stroke or side is deep and irregular and uneven in its 

bottom, while the stave itself is indeed a kind of 1, but has the look of 2 points which had been 

united by a cut shallow above and deeper below. — Thus the stone has without doubt LEUGiE. 

^ That this sign is distinctively a German shall testify: — “Es ist nichts warscheiiiliclier, als dass es augelsachsische 

Priester -waren, die diese Runenalphabete [now found in English Codices still remaining, or copied from older English, in Germany] 

heriiberhrachten. Audi sehen wir ini Hildebraods-Lied das angels, w eingefiihrt und im Wessobruner Gebet die angels. Abbieviatui' 

fur and gebraucht.” — W. C. Grimm. Ueber deutscbe Runen. Gottingen 1821, p, 134. — Scandinavia got its oldest Roman-letter 

writing from England, and accordingly in the very oldest Icelandic codices we have the same Old-Engl. sign for ok, oc, {and). In the 

oldest Norse, Danish and Swedish manuscripts, which are veiy much later than the oldest Icelandic, this mark for and has dis¬ 

appeared. — There are many things which prove that the Bayeux Tapestrj' was embroidered by English hand.s. Among others, in 

one place, in.stead of the usual et, it has the Old-English 1. 

4 
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SKAEKIND, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

Chemityped by Prof. j. j/. petersen from a drawing and pap&i'-cast Mndly forwarded by Director 

CARL FR. NORDENSKJOLD, of Tjellmo in East-Gotland. Given 1-twelfth of the size. 

Tn July 1876, during his official antiquarian visit in the district, Director Nordenskj6ld happily 

discovered this ancient inscribed stone, which is about 5 feet 8 high, 2 feet 7 broad above and 3 feet 

broad below, with a thickness of several inches. It is of undrest reddish granite, with roughnesses 

here and there, and a little damaged about the last letter but one. Still every rune can be made out. 

He found it, runes upward but partly hidden, as a bearing-slab for an old sandstone Font in the 

chancel of the antique church at Skilrkind in Skilrkind Harad (Hundred), between Linkoping and Soder- 

koping. The chancel is all now left of the church, which was taken down some years ago and a new 

one built on higher ground farther to the south. It is at present used as a burial-chapel, depositary 

for some antiquated church-furniture, &c. At his second visit Director Nordenskjold was accompanied 

by Pastor Melin and Dr. Sjostrand. and the stone was taken up and examined on all sides, but no 

other rune or mark could be seen. Their intention was, as soon a.s circumstances permitted, to have 

this monument securely placed in the chancel wall, where no harm can come to it. 

All these details have been kindly communicated by Director Nordenskjold himself, and I am 

very grateful to him for this help, as well as for his costly gifts — the careful drawing and the 

paper squeeze. 

The listing, as we see, is of the simplest, while the shape of the first stave, the s, shows 

that it is of the oldest. 1 do not think that my date, the 3rd century, is at all too far back. On the 

contrary, it may be yet older. 
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There can be no doubt about the letters, lliey are clearly 

SGIDJ^lLEUW^. 

But it is as certain that this rune-group divides itself, for scit^ can be nothing other than the well- 

known but rare mansname whose fornest nominative hitherto known was SKiti, skidhe, where the end-N 

has fallen away; SKit^ is therefore the genitive. In the same way leuw^e is another variation of a 

word now familiar to us — for we have had it 4 times beforeh as hl^iw^ on the Norse Bo stone, 

HiELJiA on the Norse Stenstad stone, LiEEWE on the Norse Sigdal stone, and lau on the Norse Tanem 

stone — as used so often in olden days, especially in England, for low. grave-hill, barrow, tumulus, 

tomb. If this be so. it is here found for the first time in Sweden on this block. See the Wordlist, 

the Word-row p. 939, and the text at p. 848'—856. 

Consequently I divide and read: 

SKIR^ LEUWJE. 

SKITH'H LOW (grave-moiind). 

Of course it has originally stood on a mighty pile of earth and stones, covering the dead 

man's last resting-place. 

TANGA, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200 — 300. 

See p. 241 and p. 835. Re-engraved here by Prof. j. i^iagnus Petersen. From drawings and paper 

casts from the stone itself, by me in Jidy 1873. 

The materials J formerly employed (see p, 241, 835) were official. But 1 had never seen the 

venerable original. In the summer of 1868 Prof. S. Bugge visited Vanga and took a paper cast. He 

remarks hereon (in “Tidskrift for Philol. og Pasdagogik”, Vol. 8, p. 184) that the second rune from 

the right is and the third He guesses that this last is a bind-rune for ^ (w) and (u), and 

reads the whole as one word, the mansname HAWG-KOtUR, which he thinks may mean hawk-haiur. 

In July 1873 I was able to get at Vanga, in company with the rune-men Adjunkt Karl Torin 

of Skara and his Artist Hr. Envallsson, and attended by Dean 0. Varholm, the excellent Priest of the 

Parish, whose manse is close by the Church. We ascended the tower, again and again scanned the 

block, and careful paper casts were taken which are now before me. Ocular inspection showed that the 

sarsen had many roughnesses and accidental scathes, but that the runes were on the whole plain 

enough. The real listings are broad and strong, and comparatively deep. Only one stave is at all 

doubtful, the second, and we all soon became convinced and agreed even as to that. 

In my opinion the result is — reversing the letters — that they are: 

1. H; — 2. J!:, a small mark beneath the underarm being a damage; 

3, /\, u, not j\, t; the supposed slanting bar is so slight and thin as to be clearly a mere 

flaw or fracture, of which the stone bears so many; 

4, <, c; — .5, o; — 6. th; — 7, u; — 8, 'f, a. 

'I'hese characters can be manyways taken. The whole may have been one word, the mansname 

HiEUCOtUA in the nominative, not, I think, in the dative. But I believe the best and simplest reading 

If the LEi'G.E of Ska-ang be the same word, as I believe it is, we have then G instances. 
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is the usual formula where the letters run to any length, a mansname in the nominative and one in 

the dative. I would therefore propose: 

H^UC OtUA. 

H^EUC a ^ H^EUNC) raised-this-stone to-OTEU (or whatever form this name may have had at this early 

time in this particular folkland, in the nominative'). 

The word-forms and the runes being reverst are marks of high eld. Coming finds may enable 

us to group the staves with greater certainty. 

Next year it is thought the old Church may be taken down. We shall then see whether this 

stone has runes on any other side, and whether any other rune-carved block may be found in the 

tower or elsewhere in the building. 
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BEEGA, SODEEIANLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A:'D. 300—400. 

Old-K R. Mon. p. 176, 886, XXVll 

Since the publication of my work I have, as I believe, fully identified the 0. N. noun-ending 

-lA as feminine. Add hereto the remarkable fact that this is ihe onlii olden block bearing two words, 

cut far apart and running m different directions. I therefore now suggest that the one name is carved 

later than the other. The Husband or Wife perhaps died first, thereafter the partner was called away. 

Thus they most likely lay in the same grave, and were remembered on the same stone. 



The Fjellerad stone, North Jutland, Benniark, has a long inscription in the later runes to a 

chief named abi and a lady tufa, and says of them: 

tAU LIKA BAtl I PAIM HAUKI. 

THEY LIE BOTH IN THIS HOW (grave-mowid). 

As the rune a was given incorrectly in ray Vol, 1 (see Vol. 3, p. 886), I have had the block 

amended and reprint it here. The stone I have never seen. 

1 now look upon it as consisting only of names, probably those of the dead chief and of his 2 Sons 

HiEISL^, GINIA, FR^W^RiJ:D.^A, 

Sir-^NJi:H/E. Sir-HiEiSL^, the-lady-GiNiA, raised-this-stone-to-the-lord-FRiE'WiER^D. 

As to the 2nd name, we have on the Rok stone (East Gotland. 9th century) hoisles five, 
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KONGHELL, BOHDSLAN, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 208, 835. 

At p. 209, last line, add: The Norse-Dansk barlind is the Swedish barrlind. 

KROGSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400 — 500. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 184, 967, XXVIl. 

In a letter from Prof. C. Save, dated Upsala April 19, 1869, he states that he had visited 

the monument and, assisted bv Docent N. Linder, taken careful tracings full size, which he kindly- 

forwarded to me. He adds that weathering has peeled off the man's right leg from the knee downwards, 

that the runes are carved very broad shallow and uneven at the bottom and edges, and that they look 

as if knackt in by free blows from a hammer or pick. The above is a Photoxylographic copy of his 

tracings, engraved by Rosenstand, 1—6th of the bigness. 

But according to. Dr. H. Hildebrand and Prof. S. Bugge the u should not be quite so square- 

topt, should lean a little on the left, the right leg being also a trifle longer than the left. 

MWSyOUINGI SyOAlINAA. 

MWSyOUJNGJ (Miisowingi, Mysing) to-SyOJEiN (Swain). 

At p. 190 I have given the remarkable Haggeby stone. This has been engraved on a much 

larger scale, and still more carefully and correctly, by R. Dybeck in his Runa, folio, Part 4, Stockholm 

1871, PI. 13, both sides. On the one we can now see that the steersman guides the ship with a 

steer-oar: on the other, that the men are not literally “cut in two”, the body-line running along the 

belt-lines of each. 
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BJORKETORP, BLEKING, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. jSIon. p. 165. 

I now venture on the following, as I hope improved, translation: 

SiEAJ B^RUTA ITT I Ji:AWEL.E DiEUDE. 

HiEER^ MJ!:L.E USA GINJi-RUNiEA iER^E GEU. 

FiEL^i: HiELH.®DA O^G, 

HiEIDAi?_OTN0_0 RO NU. 

UtJER. iEBiE SBiE. 

SjEATH AT ihe-BARRATRY (hattU) OUT JN A'.AWF.T. T)TFJ>, 

HERE MELL (tell) of-us the-GiN-RUNES (oiir power-staves) Ms-are (fame) yea (tndy). 

FELE (many) of-belts (heroes) he-woOG (slew). 

HADOR- (that-honors) rvba (friend) OWES (hath, takes) ro (his rest) A'ow'. 

BTHMR and-BLB/E the-SPAE (Wise) (^ raised these stones and carved these runes). 

BJiRUTA maybe is a place-name, like mewelm. 

See Bugge’s version and remarks in Tidskr. f. Phil, og Peed. 7, 323 fob, 8, 198 fob. and in 

Ant. Tidskr. f. Sverige, V, p. 144. — Viktor Rydberg has another reading, in my eyes equally im¬ 

possible, in Svenska Fornm. f. Tidskrift, 2, 234 fob — The 4 and + I now regard as both n, in the 

usual way. — See the Stentofte stone, further on. 

GOMMOE, BLEKhXG, S¥EDEi\. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. f. 206, 833, XXVUl 

I now take the Tst stave to have been an s, the 4th an N, the 8th an L, the 10th an f, and 

the 1st in the 3rd line an h, and propose: 

STJSNiE IRL^F (= tORL^F) SJiTE HJhtUWOLiEFaE. 

F F F. 

TMs-STOBE THORLAIF set tO-EuETHUWOLF. 

F. Fs-son FAWED (cavved). 

Apparently the HjETHwolf of the Istaby and .Stentofte stones, jorljsp may have been his son 

or foster-brother. 

P. 206, the Snnna and Malsta stones are in Helsingland, not Narike. 
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ISTABY, BLEKING, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. li. Mon. p. 173. 

1 now take hyeruwul^fia to be a womansiiame. She was probably the sister of the two 

warriors. This will then be the family-stone, the public (official) block being at Stentofte. The Gommor 

stone seems raised to one of the brothers. 

TF^TA HYRIWULiEF^, HYMWUL^FA, 

HYERUWULJEFIA W^RYIT RUNYA PYIYA. 

AFTER (in memory of) hyriwolf and-HYTEUWOLF 

the-lady-HYERUWOLFiA wrote (let write) rvi^es these. 

LINDHOLM, SKlNE, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 219. 

As Prof. S. Bugge and Archivary J. Undset both decide that this piece (which I have never 

seen) has at the break F (.a:) not K (n). I have corrected the block and reprint it here. 

The repeated letters were perhaps not magical, but to fill up, making the one line as long as 

the other. If so. we get ^anb, perhaps = ^anp = iEAMP, answering to the N. i. japr (? janpr, jajipr), 

a kind of Snake mentioned in the Prose Edda. The next word, in the same way, would be mut (m6t). — 

Whether iELA (or ^ella) was a person (the owner), or a Witch or Wizard (the user), or a Serpent- 

chief or House-god (the being invoked), we cannot tell. 

The discovery (summer of 1877) of the Kragehul Lance-shaft (Denmark) and the Fonnas 

Brooch (Norway), with their remarkable inscriptions^ have now suggested to me another reading; 

EC, ERIL.EA IILiE, G^A HiETEC JEANB, MUT ^LU. 

/, ERlLAEA (~ JARL, EARL) SE (the) ILL (foe-crusking, fierce), — ‘GO’,- iught-i (1 command, hid-I). 

'AYE, 0-SNAKE, AGAINST JELAP 

5 
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So an ERTL.EA was the owner of the Kragehul Lance. On these two pieces, therefore, the 

owner says I to his weapon, while on the Gilton Sword (England) the weapon says I to its owner. — 

Further fiud« may help to amend yet more. 

If I am right in this identification of iiL-i;, it is a very interesting word here. It is n. s. m. 

def. the-iLL (to his foes), fierce, furious, gallant, a common epithet of men, both in England and 

Scandinavia. It is the M. G. ubils; 0. E. yeel, yl, Mid. Engl, dtel, tvel, ivel, eile, el, Later E. both 

EVIL and ILL; N. Icel. properly, even still, with the long vowel, Ilr, illr, a lave of its older uncontracted 

form; Swed. ill, Dan. ilde; no Scandian ufil or ifil has yet been found — the documents being so 

modern. Here we have it in its overgang shape i, i, hM. The Ohg. is UBILER, UPIL, dbil, &c., the 

Netherl. euvel, evel. Thus no (shortened) ill is known out of the Northern lands. 

I add one example of ill in this sense, in a poem by the famous Norse-born Icelander Egil 

Skallagrimsson (close of the 10th century), where he speaks of the noble qualities not yet ripened in 

his son Bodvar, drowned while young: 

Veit ek jjat sjalfr, 

at i syni minum 

var ills Jjegns 

efni vaxit. 

ef sa randvi9r 

roskvast nseOi, 

unz hergauts 

hendr of tceki. 

Well wot I 

that warrior-stuff, 

a captains keenness 

in my kinsman slumber'd, 

an to years had won 

that young champion, 

fully he'd reacht 

fiush of sivord-strength. 

Sonar-torrek (The Son’s tor-wreck, sad loss), stanza 11. Sagan of Agli Skallagrirnssyni, 8vo. 

Reykjavik 1856, p. 198. 

In Aarb. f. nord. Oldk. 1871, p. 185 and 1872, p. 194, Prof. Bugge finally reads one side 

(the other, he thinks, is magic) as: 

EK erilar saii lagae hateka. 

1, ERIL, HE-WHO LOW I-BIGHT. 

(I, Jarl, called the Low). 

He says this phrase •— which has no verb and no object — is a formula of ownership. 

STENTOFTE, BLEKING, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600 — 700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 169. 

As on this stone ^ is the usual and % the usual o, PI now take to be here transitional 

for CE. When altogether died out. this F (in its many varieties) became o. It here occurs only once, 

in the word H(Eges, and not at all on the Bjorketorp stone. I now agree with Bugge that the stave 

after g^f is more like the variously-modified NG-mark than the s mark, and therefore read GiEFNG, 

= G.EFING. 

My present, ameliorated, text is: 
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^ID HiEBO RUMA, 

ME HCEGES TUMA, 

HiEtUWOL^FA G^FlNG, 

H^RIWOL^FA 

HIDEAR-RUNGNO. 

HERiE MiELiE SAlA GEUW. 

MUCNU HEL-flHDDUAi: (■w)UGO. 

MBJE RIDTI 

PERAC GINO-RONOA. 

AYE shall-theif - HAVE home (lustre, praise), 

in-the-HEW of-their-HOW TQOM (space, chamber, = on the fresh floor of their grave-mowid), 

HjETEUWOLf ghcfjng (of the Gcef-clan, or, Gafls-son), 

and-E^ERlWOLF HlEi (called the Mce), 

EADOR- (those-hoyiorh) regen (lords, = those honor-crowned chiefs). 

HERB MELL (speok) 2'EESE-runes iheir-ARE (fame) yea (indeed). 

a-MUCKLE (midtitude) of-EELTS (braves) they-wooG (slew). 

wrote (carved) 

their gin-runes (mighty letters). 

This is the official (public) block. See the family-stone at Istaby. Compare also Gommor. 

ma: may be a slurred form of the 0. N. word for mew, Sea-gull. See Word-Row u. hnab-mas. 

In “Bidrag til tyduing” No. 3, p. 800 (Tidskr. f. Phil. 8, 3) Prof. Bugge states that he and 

Prof. S. Grundtvig examined this stone in 1868, and came to the conclusion: — 1. Broad side, first 

letter, they thought was ■f, not %. — 2. Line 5, last staves, they redd as not fcM’X+Ji. — 

3. Short line above, they took to be usnuh, not ucnuh. — 4. Next line, above, rune 2, they thought 

was Y, not {. — 5. Short line above, perhaps thus 3 runes not to be made out. — 6. Last 

side, they made the short line to begin with i, not 

To all this deviation from the runes as drawn by Worsaae in 1844 and by myself in 1864, 

I can only — with some surprise — reply, that Prof. Bugge does not with one word warn his readers 

of what I said p. 170 as to the evident and tangible (of which my artist Prof. J. M. Petersen is also a 

witness) scaling away of the stone. It was for this very reason that I suggested the removal 

of the block to the Church, and that Rector Dahl sacrificed so much time and trouble to get this 

happily effected. 

I therefore beg to deny and decline the “corrections” thus ofltered us. 

See an entirely fresh reading, in my opinion inadmissible, in V. Rydberg’s article, Svenska 

Forum, f. tidskrift, 2, 241. His versions of the Bjorketorp and the Stentofte monuments are illustrated 

by impressions from my Chemitypes. 

I now think that the broken word in line 7 was originally whgo, not lUGO. I print it here (w)D'GO. 

The gina:-runa;a, gino-ronoa and alRa of this and the Bjorketorp stone are illustrated by the 

lately found Freerslev stone, Denmark, with its a:r-rnr msi. On the Bjorketorp stone, Upland, instead 

of these expressions, or the common later ken-runes, we have ali>o-ru (= runa) Ubir iak, these-his- 

eld-RUNES (life-letters, epitaph) tiBiR hewed (cut). 

5* 
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UPSALA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 204. 

0L5A is most likely a female name. — In 1876 the half of an Axe or Hammer, of Greenstone, 

was found in Sealand, Denmark. What is left is about 3% inches long by 2V8 deep. It bears a genuine 

runic inscription, in the later staves, the mansname broper, the lower part of the 2 last staves broken 

away by a fracture. This risting may date from the 10th or 11th century. It is an exact parallel to 

the Upsala stone Axe, only some year-hundreds later. Is in the Danish Museum. 

VARNUM, VERMLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 210. 

I keep my old reading; only I now give to A here, as an Old-N. letter, its usual power of a. 

Thus, guessing at what is lost: 

[Steeinge ({Daensi) rfeisjTi jehecer i l.ea et iha-E, B(u[£et£e sinaj (ku|3an)]. runoa wiERiTiE uanj^b^er-EH. 

The Swedish name boberg is common, and is found as early as 1288 (Laurencius boby.ergh) 

in Dipl. Svec. 2, p. 60. We have still several old family names in -berg and -berry in our Northeim 

lands. Nay, there is a yet living Swedish family called wannberg (or vannberg as now sounded), for 

which see the Stockholm papers Dec. 20, 1868; and this may be the very name on the stone. 

WEST-THORP, SKONE, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 222. 

riT HIUR DNBO.EU. 

JH' HEWED (made this comb) for-the-lady-UHBOA. 

A second runic Comb, also of bone, has since been found in Sweden. It turned up at the 

close of 1875 during diggings in Upsala, and came into the hands of the Student 0. Soderbom. who 
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presented it to the Museum in Stockholm, where it now is (No. 5664). Dr. 0. Montelius favored me 

with drawings in April 1877, and these I here engrave, Photoxylographt by Rosenstand, full size. 

AVe see that the owner has cut his name twice on each side of the one end (and possibly 

on the other missing end also), but in a bind of o and r, quite short, so that we shall never know 

what the name was. As the runes are later or Scandinavian, this piece may be from the 10th or 11th 

century. — .See other later Combs under Vi Moss, Denmark. 

At p. 223, in illustration of the Westthorp piece, I engraved the Danish Comb found at 

Lincoln in England. I am now able to add a second Danish, or Scandinavian, Runic Comb from the 

same country, and probably from the 9th or 10th century. Some years back it turned up in diggings 

at A^ork, and is now in the York Museum. The Keeper of this interesting Collection, the Rev. J. Raine, M. A., 

kindly favored me with an excellent photograph. At my request, in Nov. 1877, the Danish antiquary 

Cand. Sophus Miiller examined this piece and minutely copied the staves for my use. He describes it 

as “the frame of a bone Comb, consisting of 4 plates and 2 end-pieces, the teeth having fallen away. 

Along the back are the marks here given. They are clearly and sharply cut-in with the point of a 

knife. No other characters are engraved.” 

Following the sun-bild and Cand. Miiller, Prof. M. Petersen has drawn this piece for me on wood: 

Besides the last word, fikil, 11 strokes have been engraved, doubtless intended to be filled-in 

with side-marks finishing the letters. What was to be written was probably some simple formula, 

such as 

K.4MB 1>AINSI A 

COuVB THIS OWNS. 

But apparently the writer was interrupted iu his work, called away by some message of peace 

or war, and never came back. Thus he only finisht his own name, 

FIKIL. 

The last rune, L, has endless variations on the monumeuts. 

Besides the scarce Northern name fikil. we have such place-names as figgelstorp, fegelstorp. — 

This last Comb I first made public in the Danish “Illustreret Tideude”, fob. Kjobenhavn, Sept. 22, 

1878, p. 499. 
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E^FSAL, BOllUSL^N, SWEDEN. 

’ DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

From a drawing by the oldlorht and artist g. brusewitz of Gotenhiirg, and a cast of the runes given by 

Dr. -CHARLES DICKSON of the same city. Chemityped by Prof. J. MAGNUS PETERSEN of Cheajnnghaven. 

Now and then we may recover an “Old-Northern” or an “Overgang” monument from the 

incorrectness of older copies, or from the power of Y as an Old-Northern letter having been unknown, 

so that it was simply regarded as a Scandinavian stave. Such is the case with the old lave now before 

us. This monolith is about 5 feet 7 inches high, and is on the steading Rsefsal (= Refs-hali, 

“a Refshala”, fox-tail, from the figure of the land) in Valla Parish, lie of Tjorn, coast of Bohusleen, 
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north of Gotenburg. It stands at the extreme north-east of the ilaud in a ‘tange’ or sea-meadow, which 

has hence gotten its present name “Runtangen” — the Runestone-meadow. 

As far as I know, this grave-stele is first mentioned by Odmaii in 1746. but very shortly, 

thus in English: “On Tjorn in Valla Parish, Callfield (Kalfliage) of Rafsal, 200 steps from Oreskijle, 

stands a stone 5 (? misprint for 3) Swedish ells long, together with 5 other stones in a row. It bears 

these runes: 

As we see, the co2)y is faulty, but it gives the last staves entire, and shows that the block 

was then unbroken. 

The next notice of this monument is in Joh. G. Liljegren's Run-Urkunder, Stockholm 1833, 

p. 243, No. 2033. Referring as his authorities to P. Tham’s Runic Drawings and to N. H. Sjoborg’s 

Samlingar for Nordens Forniilskare, he gives the inscription as 

t SAR(r)SULFS STINA2-J. 

Thus all the last rimes were still legible. 

Next in order comes Holmberg^, in 1845. He gives a rude woodcut of the stone 

and adds: “On the Runtange, Rilfsal grounds, stands a runestone 3 Swedish ells high, surrounded by 3 

smaller slabs,” Here again the block is not yet damaged, and the last letters are distinctly 

■H++A 

followed by what Holmberg has taken to be a closing mark or stop. 

The last and best drawing of this old-lave is by G. Brusewitz in 1864^. But it shows at a 

glance that a slice of the stone had fallen off or been broken away since Holmberg’s time, and that 

therefore, in reading the runes, we must use the help of the older transcripts. 

In the winter of 1867—8 Prof. Sophus Bugge of Christiania began to suspect that the first 

letter on this stone would turn out to be H, and that this was therefore an overgang block. He 

consulted me about it, and I thought he was right. But how was this question to be decided? Only 

by a cast of the runes. I at once turned for assistance to my honored friend Dr. Charles Dickson of 

Gotenburg, whose fortune and talents are always at the service of science and his country, and who 

had already done so much for runic studies. I laid the case before him. He at once interposed his 

energy and influence, and caused Hr. Notini the artcaster in Gotenburg to set out for the distant places 

and make careful casts not only of the risting on the Rsefsal lave but also of that on the stone at 

Hoga on the Hand of Orust, not far from Rajfsal. Hr. Brusewitz had the opinion that the Hoga 

monument also was overgang, and Dr. Dickson was anxious that this idea should be proved or disproved. 

Hr. Notini took 4 casts in plaster of Paris of each of these stones, all at Dr. Dickson’s expense, and 

* .Tohan Oed-Max. Chorographia Bahusiensin. Tliet ar; Bahu.s-Lans Beskrifning. Stockholm 1746, Sto, p. 196. 

* Axel Em. Holmberg. Bohuslaus Historia och Beskrif’ning. Vol. 3. Uddevalla 184.5, 8vo, p. 238. The above engraving 

is a photo.vylograpli from the woodcut, by Rosen.stand. 

® G. Brusewitz. Elfsyssei (Siidra Boliu.s-liin) Historiska Miiinen. Gotheborg 1864, 4to, p. 256, 
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that gentleman then kindly forwarded one set to me (which I gave to the Cheapiughaveu Old-Northern 

Museum), one set to the Christiania Museum, a third to the Gotenburg Museum, and the last to the 

National Museum in Stockholm. Thus this precious block can be studied for centuries in 4 different 

places, whatever further injury may happen to the original. To assist my artist. Hr. Brusewitz 

obligingly forwarded a new and careful pen-drawing of the stone. The shaded side is broader than that 

on which the runes stand, and these latter are very roughly hewn. In Holmberg s time the rune-pillar 

was surrounded by 3 smaller stones. Now, says Brusewitz, several stones are cast about in great 

disorder. The staves are engraved with the utmost exactness from a drawing carefully controlled by 

myself and Prof. Bugge, whom I thank for his assistance on this occasion. Of the reading there can 

be no doubt. Probably the last word was followed by a dot, but this is now broken away. Prof. 

Bugge agrees with me in the reading and translation^. Using all the copies, the risting was: 

HARIWULFS STAINAR. 

BARiwuLFS STONES (grave-marks). 

Here h and w are Old-Northern letters; the s has still a forn form; the a and -r belong to 

the younger alphabet; the other staves are in common. Thus the whole is an overgang (transitional) 

grave-block. 

"What strikes us at once on this piece is the formula with the dead man’s name in the genitive. 

a word-fall not uncommon on the oldest funeral blocks but so excessively rare on the later. I may as 

well here recapitulate the principal examples I remember: 

A. The name followed ly one word. 

1. Bo, Norway. HN.a:BM.^E’s (? = nebmew’s) low (grave-mound). 

2. Tauem, Norway. Ma:Ni’s low (tumulus). 

3. Stenstad, Norway, iginga’s low (minne-heap). 

4. Skiirkind, Sweden, skith’s low (memorial-how). 

B. — — — and by the name of the carver. 

5. Solvesborg. Sweden, jusmut’s (= asmdnd’s) hruse (barrow, cairn, stone-mound), ruti wrote. 

C. — — — followed by two words. 

6. Kallerup. Denmark, hurnburi’s stone, the-swiTHiNG. 

D. — — — followed by 3 or more words. 

7. Tanum, Bohuslan. Sweden, throwing’s high-tine (high-token, funeral beacon, grave-pillar) 

aye WES (be)! 

8. Snoldelev, Denmark, kenuolt’s stone, son of ruhalt, thyle (= Speaker, Lawman, Chanter) 

ON the-SALHOW'S (now Sallow village). 

9. Freerslev, Denmark. the-STONE of-iNGA, his grandmother, but &c. &c. 

Ihere is yet another Danish instance, but as all the letters now left are in common to the 

two alphabets we cannot say whether it belongs to Old-Northern or to Scandinavian times. However, 

ulf’s instead of wulf’s would seem to make it Scandinavian or Overgang. I refer to 

10. A stone now in Hanimel Church, near Frisenborg, Jutland, Denmark. This was discovered 

some years back by the young Danish old-lorist Dr. K. R. H. Petersen of Cheapinghaven. He describes 

it as one of the stones which form the footface or sockel, nearly 2 feet high, running alona the south 

side of the nave, close to the right of the olden now walled-up door. From the drawing obligingly 

given me by Dr, Petersen, I fancy that what we now see has been pretty nearly the middle jiiece of 

the heathen grave-pillar. The lower third has borne no runes, it was the foot. The middle third, that 

now left, whose sides the stonemason squared when he built it in, shows first a broadish space, proving 

that nothing has stood before the word hlfs. Thus we have the beginning but not the ending of the 

inscription. The runes give us ulfs s t. the right side of the T not being perfect, from the beveling 

of the stone here. 

‘ See "Bidrag til tydniag af de «ld.te ■■nneindskrifter. Af Sophu, Bugge. III.” I„ Tidskrift for Philologi eg Patdagogik. 

VIII. 3. Kjobenhavn 1839, 8vo. pp. 133—135. 
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What I take to have been the third missing part of this very old block has contained the 

rest of the risting, but whether that was something like ain, singular, or'AiNAR, plural, and whether 

ought else followed, we shall never know, unless this piece should be found some day as building- 

material. In any case I take it that the grave-formula began: 

tjlf’s stone(s), 

exactly as on the Rsefsal block. 

11. The overgang Alnmouth stone, England, broken at the beginning: 

(This is King e)ADULF's TH(ruh, = grave-kist); 

(bid for the) soul. 

MYREDAH ME WROUGHT. 

HLUDWTG ME FAYED (inscribed). 

In Scandinavian runes ^ is 

12. Huue, N. Jutland, Denmark: — hufi, thdrkil, thdrbiurn set “stin rundlfs bins rapsbaka” 

= the-STONE of-RUNULF YON (the) redespaik (council-wise), father sin (their). 

Another striking point in this Rsefsal inscription is, that we have the plural, stones, not the 

singular, stone. But, as we know, the deceast hero was not only honored with a funeral pillar, 

inscribed or uninscribed, but also often with several stones, or a stone-crans round the rune-beaver, or 

one or more stone-rings, or a stone-setting or shipsetting, &c. And of this we have abundant proofs 

on the monuments themselves. Thus: 

Norby, Sweden, (Dyb. fol. No. 89, Lilj. 717), STeno tdo, stones two. Nyble, Sweden, (Lilj. 947, 

my p. 910), staini — — — bai, stones both. Ballestad, B. (my p. 646), stina, these-stones. Alsted, 

Denmark, stna sesi, stones these. Fockstad, Sweden, (Dyb. fol. 146, Lilj. 77), staina msa. Akerby, 

Sweden, (Lilj. 162), staina eisa. Vilunda, Upl. (Lilj. 430), steina eisa. Balundsas, Sweden, (Lilj. 996), 

STAINA EASi ALA, stoncs these all Svingarn, Sweden, (Dyb. fol. 100, Lilj. 731, 1452), staina eisa ala. 

Fyrby, Sweden, (my p. 647, 751), staka marga, stakes many. Aby, Sweden, (my p. 670), mart Sioun. 

marks seven. Stenqvista, Sweden, (Dyb. 8vo. 34), merki sioun, marks seven. Ek, Sweden, (my p. 668), 

eriatiaku marka, thirty of-marks. 

June 1874. This stone is engraved, not quite accurately, in Dr. 0. Montelius’ “Bohuslanska 

Fornsaker fran Hednatiden”, Part 1, Stockholm 1874, 8vo, p. 38, a valuable work largely and beauti¬ 

fully illustrated. 

ROK, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

It is now^ (Sept. 1874) about 11 years since I ventured on my first version of this difficult 

and remarkable risting. It was, for many reasons, very imperfect. I had, comparatively speaking, no 

foreganger. It now turns out that the transcript of the runes so obligingly forwarded to me was far 

from correct. And since then runic studies have made great progress. Several distinguisht linguist.^ 

^ There are Christian Ruihsli grare-stones with peculiar formulas, where the name of the decea.st is in the genitive. 

® The substance of this article, written in Sept. 1874, appeared in Swedish in Antiqvarisk Tidskrift for Sverige, 8vo, Vo!. 4, # 

Part 5, pp. IGl—180, which ought to have been publisht in 1874. but unhappily was not ready till March 1878. 

6 
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have now engaged in this attractive labor, strengthening the hands of those previously employed, and 

fresh finds have brought fresh lights. We all — I at least — have learned much, and I therefore 

now, with all due diffidence, return to the task. 

I will first repeat and continue the introductory remarks in my article in 0. N. R. M. 1, 

228 & fol. 

The oldest printed drawing of this stone (the first side only) known to me, is the small 

woodcut in Curio No. 46, anno 1660; the next, of the same side, is the somewhat larger wood-engraving 

in Bautil, No. 913. Of course neither of these is correct, but they are better than might have been 

expected. This is the side imperfectly redd, but not translated, by Liljegren, No. 2028. 

•So things remained till June 1843, when the Rev. C. Hedmark, the Pi'iest of Rok Parish, 

during the removal of the Church Corn-magazine, got a sight of the other side of the stone as it 

stood ill the wall. He took the opportunity to make a largish drawing of both sides, for it now came 

out that both bore runes. This drawing was never publisht, but transcripts circulated among Runologists. 

Unfortunately he was foolish enough to build the stone up again in the wall of the churchporch. He 

even unwittingly turned the newly found side inwards, so that no one could control his copy of that 

fresh inscription. Facts have since shown that he was tolet'obly correct as far as he w'ent, tho he drew 

all the runes stiff and straight, quite contrary to their real form. 

In August 1861 Intendant P. A. Save had an opportunity of visiting this monument, and made 

a new drawing of the side visible, the one already printed, which of course gave some invaluable 

corrections. A transcript of this was in the most friendly way sent me by his brother, Professor 

Carl Save. 

But in the mean time, having recognized Old-Northern runes in the manuscript copy of the 

other side, and being now more and more convinced of the absolute necessity of procuring a fresh and 

trustworthy drawing of the whole stone, I sent a petition to the Royal Swedish Academy of History 

and Antiquities, Stockholm, begging the powerful assistance of that learned body. I also drew attention 

to the opportunity which would thus be afforded of removing the block to a more suitable place, where 

it could be seen on every side. Riks-Antiquary B. E. Hildebrand, the Secretary, gave the weight of 

his influence to my prayer, and the Academy entrusted Intendant P. A. Save with the task. It was an 

arduous one. That gentleman had already workt very hard, required rest, and the season was advanced, 

ft was now the end of Sept. 1862. But he sacrificed everything to science, set out for Rok, and spent 

many days with his gang of men in getting the stone out of the wall, in removing it to an open space 

not far off, in raising it there, and in taking measurements and copies. The difficulties were very great, 

as the block is so enormous, as fresh runes were now discovered on the top and edges, and as infinite 

care had to be taken lest a single one of these precious letters should be endangered or defaced. But 

at last all was triumphantly effected. 

As it now towers at the western end of Rok Churchyard, in the Harad of Lysing, near 

Takern in the southwest of the province, this monolith is one of the most remarkable in the world. 

It is of granite, greatest height about 13 feet, greatest breadth about 4 feet 8 inches, thickness 18 

inches above and 16 below, and 8 to 9 inches in the middle. It is a book of stone — for none other 

block comes near it in the number of its staves — containing more than 770 Runic letters. 

Notwithstanding its great age, it has suffered little scathe, perhaps from its being so early removed 

from its heathen grave-mound to the shelter of a Christian building. — I may as well add here, that 

Prof. C. Save made a copy of this block on linen, full size. 

The next contribution of importance towards understanding this piece appeared in 1866 

(“Svenska Folket under Hednatiden", Stockholm, 8vo) from the pen of Dr. Hans 01. H. Hildebrand, but 

he only handled a few of the lines. This has now been followed (summer of 1874) by an exhaustive 

treatise, whose closing pages and drawings however have yet to appear. (They have since been publisht). 

The author is my learned friend Prof. Sophus Bugge of Christiania. (See “Tolkning af runeindskriften 

pa Rokstenen i Ostergotland”, in “Antiqvarisk Tidskrift fur Sverige”, Vol. 5, Part 1, pp. 1_96, 8vo. 

Stockholm 1873, and Part 2, 1878). 

As might be expected, Prof. Bugge s is a most excellent and instructive essay, and has largely 

increast our knowledge of the risting. Everything is treated carefully and soberly, and his linguistical 

talents are here of essential service. He has also ingeniously and successfully deciphered most of the 
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secret Scandinavian-runic lines. Thus all good rune-men and lore-men will unite in tendering him their 

heartfelt thanks. 

But at the same time I think that he has failed in many of his renderings. 1 think some 

things forced and heavy, and others unlikely or impossible, and summon courage — standing on his 

shoulders as he stood on mine — to make a fresh effort. If I only partially succeed, I shall be 

content. Even my errors will be a warning and a help. We all acknowledge that the inscription is 

very hard to make out, — partly because there is scarcely any division of the words, — then because 

letters repeated twice are scarcely ever written twice, the stave is doubled in the reading as so often, 

and we may therefore be tempted to double it almost everywhere, — and partly because of the 

archaisms of phrase and form in so very old a cutting. Add to this, that its general character is very 

different from almost all the other stones known to us, which therefore give us little or no help. We 

miss the welcome and illustrative parallel formulas. And then we know so little, in comparison, of that' 

old heathen time. Among other things words which to us are so hard may perhaps be names of places 

or clans or half-mythical kennings and picture-words. Yet more. The runes are not the oldest, which 

distinguish between g and K, D and T, B and P, &c. by own characters, nor the youngest, which do the 

same thing by dotting the K and so making it G, the t and so making it d, &c. But they are the 

oldest Scandinavian, which has neither the one nor the other, only 16 letters. Consequently we are 

very often at a loss. Both forms may give good meanings, but may sometimes lead to very different 

results. See for instance the word tikir, which in the one place I think was = tikir dogs, in the other 

TIGIR tens. 

As I begin by throwing my former translation into the fire, 1 here handle my fresh materials 

entirely de novo, and in as few words as I can. 

First, the text itself, the runic characters. I frankly accept these as 1 find them on the 

plates executed by the Roy. Swedish Academy of Hist. & Antiquities for Prof. Bugge. These 1 use 

and print here, the same Academy having generously presented me with a set of the 4 blocks. Prof. B. 

has had every advantage. He has himself long and minutely examined the monument — which I have 

never seen; he has also had the ocular opinions and help of Dr. H, Hildebrand and Director C. F. 

Nordenskold, as well as of Herr K. A. Hagson, and he has also used the excellent photographs taken 

by Herr C. F. Lindberg, which I also follow. 

Two-and-a-half lines give us the (chiefly) Old-Northern characters. A glance will show us 

that they make no sense as they stand. But 1 believe they are full of meaning, for I still firmly hold 

my former opinion, that they are “initials or contractions or some kind of secret writing.” Dr. Hilde¬ 

brand and Prof. Bugge think they are mere nonsense-marks, idly carved for a show or to fill in. This 

seems to me very violent. They more likely give so77ie lorayer or religions or other formula well known 

in its day, and here written in crypt-runes or shortenings to save space. Our middle-age Christian 

remains abound in similar things in Latin, and some of these we cannot understand in spite of all our 

acquaintance with middle-age Christianity, so strangely cut and contracted are they! These old runes 

would be the same venerable peculiarity here, as our Black-letter is in our modern art.‘ 

^ I will give quite a modern instance of this, also in Sweden. On the 29tli of May 1876 died in Linkoping a highly 

respected man, the Biu-goma.ster (Mayor) Fredrik Belini. He was "Ordforande Mastare” (Presiding Master) of the Scottish Freemasons’ 

Lodge “Gyllene Gripen” (the Golden Griffin) in that city. A year after, on the anniversary of his decease, his brother-masons raised 

a stone to his memory. Besides other inscriptions it bore: 

FREDHIK BEHM, 

BORGMASTARE R. W. 0. 

ORDF. M. I SK. L. G. G. 

Snppose that in the year 2877 a “runologist” should say — because he could not explain them — that the mysterious 

letters r. w. o. orof, m. i sk. l. g. g. were gibberish or mere flilings-in! But we, the now living, in 1877. know that they mean 

RIDDARE af-WASA ORDEN, 

ORDFflRANDE MASTARE I SKCITSKA LOGEN dcn-GYLLENE GRIPEN. 

(= Knight of the Vasa Ordei\ Presiding Master in the Scottish Lodge the Golden Griffin). 

6* 
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Several things are in Twig-runes, and other secret letters. Of these in their place. 

The great body of the whole is, however; in the usual shorter or Scandinavian alphabet. But 

a few of these are in shapes more or less uncommon. Thus A, B, H, M. s, end-i? are here k, }=, +, T, h i, 

instead of the usual H, if., Y, H, /k. But this end-iJ (i) is here used almost promiscuously with It 

for R. The rune k is here o, as usual in the later futhork. Prof. Bugge has unhappily given it by q, 

whi^h is very misleading. He should either have kept a, the value he has so commonly assigned it, or 

FRONT (first SIDE) OF THE BLOCK. 

taken 0, the value it really has. I suppose he means by his bastard letter a kind of nasal a or Ji. 

I deny his theory. At all events he has no right to bolster it up by inventing a new letter. 

Tanght by experience, I have now abandoned my heresy, and join C. Save, Dr. Hildebrand and 

Bugge in taking + to be h, not e. 

In this fresh attempt, I have altered the order in which I think the different cuttings are to 

be arranged. To make everything quite clear, I will go regularly thro them. 
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a. Foreside or front, 8 standing lines: 

AFTUAMUI>STONTARUNAi?I>AA’ : • 

INUARlNFAilFAtlAAFTFAIKIONSUNU 

SAKUinjKMINll'ATHUARIAAUALRAUBAAUAAINTaA 

PAASUAtTFALFSINUMUAAINUMNAATUALRAUB'^ 

BAPAASOMONOtJJIISUMONUM • l-ATSAKUMONA 

RTHUAA'FURNrUALTUMONtJRtlFlARU 

MIAHRAIDKDTUMAUKTU 

MIAONUBSAKAA 

SECOND SroE OF THE BLOCK. 

h. Foreside, 2 flat lines below: 

RAIWAURIKAHINtURMUtlSTILIA 

FLUTNASTRONTDHRAISMARAA'SITIANUKARtJAO 

c. Second plate, Edge or narrow side: 

KUTASINIJMSKIALTIUBFATLA5ASKATIMARIKA 
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d. Fourth plate; second narrow side. Double line below and single line above. In Cij^her. 

Both first redd by Prof. Bugge. See his p. 82, and p. 236, &c. in my Old-Northern Runic Monuments. 

Prof. B. explains to us that the same-shaped crypt-runes point out the order in the group, 

and the next the order of the group, the Froy class being here number 3. ihus we have 

the 5th stave in the 3rd class (h), the 2nd in the 3rd (u) and the 3rd in the 3rd (b), that is rup. 

Then he rightly reads the next, which are easier, the common dwig-runes, troys class being still 

THIRD SIDE OF THE BLOCK. 

the 3rd. The 3rd of the 2nd class (or hntast‘), i, — the 2nd of the 2nd, n. — the 3rd of the 

2nd, I, the 2nd of the 1st, M, •— the 5th of"the 3rd, R, — the 1st of the 3rd, f, — the 3rd of 

the 1st, L, — the 2nd of the 3rd, u, — the 4th of the 3rd, o, —- the 3rd of the 2nd, i. thus 

RUPIXIMRFLUOI 

Hagiil’s class being sometimes hniast {not hxias). so as to gire it as many runes as Froy's. Ty's group has then only bmlr. 
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e. Plate 3. Top cross-line. In Ci])her. First redd by Prof. Bugge. His key is the well-known 

one (but which 1 had overlookt) — the taking the letter next, after the one given, thus b for a, c for b, 

D for c, &c. So here, Froy’s group being still the last, for a we take s, for i we take a, for R we 

take K, and so on, so that AiRFBFRB>'HNFiNBA?CTroNHNtJ give us 

sakumukminiuaimsiburinu- 

our well-known formula above and hereafter, and thus a triumphant proof of Bugge’s success. 

f. Plate 3. Second top cross-line, down tp the stop. Usual runes: 

/^TROKIUILINISMT 

IJ. Plate 3. The rest of second top line. In Cipher. The runes as they stand (rhfirh : is) are 

meaningless. Bugge applies his key (Class 1, BMLiA Cl. 2, hniast, Cl. 3, ftoork. and, taking the letter 

next after the one markt, gets knuoknat, which he thinks will give a fair meaning. I believe not. 

[ take the Classes in their common order (fotork, hxias, tbmlr), and (which was in olden times a very 
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usual method of secret writing), take the letter next before the one given (a for B, B for c, c for d, &c.). 

This produces 
OK/ilUOKNA 

h. Plate 3. 

in cipher: 

Third top-line, down to the stop (where the Old-Northern staves begin). 

lAIUNUILINISiAT 

Not 

Plate 3. The rest of the line, then the frame-line below, then the frame-line to the left, 

all in chiefly Old-Northern runes. These I suppose to be in Cipher or Coyitractions, and to contain some 

Prayer or Grave-words or Lament connected with the deceast hero UAMirs. of whom we have just heard 

that he had a young son and heir. There seems to be a decided parallel-formula hidden in 

JDHOt/kNGGOLDG 

5 0 sAnggoldng 

/. Plate 3. All the 9 standing lines in Scandinavian runes: 

tATSAKUMTDALFTAHUARHISTA’SIKU 

NAAITUITDOKrONKUNtlKAATUAlATIKIASUA 

tOLIKlA • 5ATSAKUM5RITAUNTAHUARIAT 

tTAIATIKIAKUNUKAZiSATINTSIULUNTIFIA 

KURAUINTUBATFIAKURUMNABNUMBURN 

lAFIAKDRUMBRUiRUM • tJALKAAFIMRAEULFStJ 

NIAHRAIDULFAAFIMRUKULFSUNIAHOISLAAFIMHARUJ' 

SSUNIAKUNMDNTAAFIMAIRNAASUNIA • FTIAFRA 

NUKMO(NAD)ALDI(RK)rAINHUAAIt(A). 

This last line is scathed and broken. The end-letters are altogether gone. By the help of the excellent 

light-bild I have redd it as above, and I think I am pretty nearly correct. (Prof. Bugge, who has a 

different order of the staves, reads: nukma..mi('?)7^(?)alu..K.ainhuaaik.ftirfra). 

h Plate 3. Top of the stone. Tree-runes. Redd from right to left. The great sagacity of 

Bugge has given him the key to these marks. He has found that in each figure the limb above to the 

right-top tells us the number in the rune-bunch, while that to the right-bottom gives the number of 

the rune-bunch. On the left, contrariwise, the top-limb shows the number, the bottom one the family. 

Bugge again takes his order (bmlA, hniast, fuiork), and gets (the 5th in the 3rd, r; the 2nd in the 

3rd, U; &c.) runimo. I follow him otherwise, but take, as before, the more usual rune-classes (tbmlA, 

HNIAS, fuiork), thus getting 

RUNIBO 

l. Plate 3. Top of the stone. The two plain letters on the first figure to the right, 11, or 

IA 

m. Plate 2. Top of the stone. The 5 plain staves above and between the others, correctly 

redd by Bugge 
BIARI 

n. Plate 2. Top of the stone. Tree-runes. Redd from right to left. Bugge reads them in 

the same way as the last. The result is kinisi, which of course cannot be right. So he gives it up 

in despair. J again take the more usual rune-groups (as in No. h), and again resort to the familiar method 

of taking the letter next hfore the one given, as in No. All at once is clear: we get the verb wanted: 

HUHUAN 

Thus, adding my small help to that of Prof. Bugge, I think we may say that the whole of 

this many-leaved Rune-book is now deciphered — all except a very few letters broken away in No. j, 

and of even these we may guess the sense. The meaning of all these ristings is a very different matter. 

Here we shall probably long disagree. But we can each add something. Ten or twenty years hence 

we shall know more. 

As I have said, Prof. Bugge’s ingenious comment on this inscription is of great value and 

cannot be too widely known. I therefore, ns shortly as possible, here compress his reading of the 

runes and his translation: 
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ATT UAJiUC ST4NTA RUNAii 1>XR. 

IX UARIX FA5I, FAI>Ifl, AFT FAIKI4X SUXU. 

SAKUil/^il/UKMIXI PAT, HUARlAi? UALRAUBAA UAA'IX TUA PAR SUAI> TUALF SIXUM UARLY^iVUMXAR TUAL- 

RAUB^ [taken by Bugge to be = tuar ualraubar] bapar samax u^iisuA/^i'/^NUM. 

PAT SAKUM J^XART, HUAfi FUR XIU ALTUM ^X URPI FIARUMIR HRAIPKDTDM, AUK TU MIR ^X UB SAKAi^ 

RAI/'_/'IAURIKR, 

HIX PURMUPI 

STILIR FLUTXA, 

STRANTU HRAIPMARAR. 

SITIR XU KARUR 

4 KUTA SIXUM, 

SKIALTI UB FATLAPR, 

SKATI MARIKA. 

PAT SAKUM TUALFTA, HUAR HISTR SI KUXAR UU^UIT UAKI AX, KUXUKAR TUAIR TIKIZ\‘ SUAP A LIKIA. 

PAT SAKUM PRITAUXTA, HUARIR TUAIZi TIKIR KUXUKAR SATIXT SIULUXT I FIAKURA UIXTUR -AT FIAKURUM 

NABXUM. BURXIR FIAKURUM BRUPRUM: UALKAR FIM, RAPULF5_SUXIR; HRAIPULFAZe FFM, RUKULFS^SUXIR; H.AISLAR 

FBI, HARU(a)PS SUXIR; KUXMUXTAR FIM, AIRXAR SUXIR. 

XUKMA.. MI(?)r(?)aLU .. K . AIXHUARIP.FTIRFRA 

SAKUil/^iyiUKMIXI, UAIM SI BURIZZ^MPR TRAKI; UILIX IS PAT. 

KXU4 KXATI AI UX; UILIX IS PAT. 

RUPI XIMR FLU A I. 

EUXIM4PR BLARI. 

There is one great merit in Bugge’s version. He has not once taken refuge in any ‘raiscutting. 

He respects the monument as it stands, in so far as he finds no clear case of ‘stone-cutter s carelessness . 

His version is as follows; 

AFTER UAMUP STAXD RUXES THESE. 

BUT UARix CARVED (let Write them), his-FATHER, after his-FEY (deceast) sox. 

"We-SAY SOX-MIXXE THAT, WHICH BATTLE-SPOILS MIGHT-BE (= were) TWO THOSE, WHICH TWELVE TIMES 

MIGHT-BE (= were) TAKEX, two BATTLE-SPOILS BOTH TOGETHER (— at Olice) FROM DIFFEREXT MEX. 

THAT SAY-we OTHER (tlie-second, next), where for (attackt by) xixe baxds he might-become 

(=was) FAR-OFF from-the-HRAITH-GOTHS, AXD DIED THEN THRO the-STRIFES (= in the fight). 

RULED FOLK-MIGHTY 

THE DARIXG 

PRIXCE of-SEAMEX 

tlie-STRAXD of-the-HRAITH-SEA; 

SITTETH XOW EQUIPT 

OX STEED HIS, 

with-his-SHiELD ox-him belted, 

a-CHIEF of-tlie-ILLUSTRIOUS. 

THAT SAY-we TWELFTHLY, WHERE tlie-HORSE might-SEE (= saw) of-GUXXR (= where the Wargoddess’ 

horse, = the Wolf, saw) food far-and-wiDE the-PLAix ox, kixgs two tens as thereox they-LiE. 

THAT SAY-we THIRTEEXTELY', WHICH TWO* TENS (= twenty) KIXGS might-SIT (= sat) SEALAXD IX for- 

FOUR WIXTERS, WITH FOUR NAMES, BORX of-FOUR BROTHERS: VALKS FIVE, RATHULF’s SONS; HRAITHULFS FIVE. 

RUKULf’S SONS; HAISLS FIVE, HARU(a)TH's SONS; GUNMUXDS FIVE, AIRX’S SONS. 

We-SAY SOX-MIXXE, to-WHOM might-BE (= was) BORN a-BOY to-the-CHiEFTAix (= to what chieftain 

he was born as son); vilin is that (= he). (= Vamujj’s grandfather was Vilin). 

PRESS-OX couLD-he (= he-ruled) ay the-WAVES. vilix is that (= he). The-wiKiXG (pirate, foe) 

TAKES-tO-FLEE — — —. 

To come now to my own attempt. 1 think T have made at least two improvements. I have 

taken the several carvings in a different order, thereby apparently bringing together what belongs 

together, and I have deciphered and redd all that hitherto had defied our efforts. As I said, I take the 

7 
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runes as given by eyewitnesses anil the sun-pictures, and make no attempt to change any one of them 

as ‘miscut’. I am also as faithful as possible to the text, straining nothing. But I am fully aware, and 

have repeated it several times, that these very old inscriptions where, the words are not separated by 

points are a nose of wax, the more as we may presuppose dialectic peculiarities and local archaisms or 

novelties so very far back, and as the runic method of doubling the letter at will — is dangerously 

tempting. Still, we must try to throw light on these costly pieces, and there is no harm in doing our best. 

A glance at Bugge’s rendering will show that it has influenced my own. I follow C. Save, 

Dr. Hildebrand and Bugge in reading in uarin, instead of nuaein. My constructions of h and c are 

altogether Bugge’s, where he differs from my first version, save that I alter his 4 kuta to rok-kdta, 

In j I adopt Hildebrand’s and Bugge’s tuair tikir as twenty but only in one (the last) place, and in 

the King-roll 1 follow Bugge where I go from my first essay. I have spoken above of his and my 

share in the Crypt-runes. 

A. To whom the stone urn raised. 

aft UAMUt STONTA RUNAiJ IkKR. 

After (in memory of) Uamiith stand tnines these. ■ 

AFT, one of the many variations in the shape of this common preposition. — tjamui>, a mans- 

name in the accusative, not met with before; probably meant, as Bugge rightly proposes,.'WOe-mood, 

the WOE-MINDED, the woe-bbinger to his foes, the Fierce Warrior, and he reminds us of the korgils 

VOMULI (? the Foul-mouth’d or Wry-mouth’d) of the Landnamabok. 1 know of no German or Saxon 

name wa. but there is an Old-Engl, uua, and also an Jisc-WA. — stonta, stand, 3 pi. pr. — runa«, 

runes, n. pi. f. — i>Aie, these, n. pi. f. 

B. By whom the stone was raised. 

IN UARIN FAM, FASIiJ, 

AFT FAIKION SDNU. 

But Warin fawed (made, raised-this), the-father. 

aftef)' his-f^y (deceast) son. 

In stave-rime verse, in, Early English in, en, but. Ihe i is taken from the side-line. — Ux^rin, 

mansname, n. s. — fah, 3 s. p. (faked, fadged, fawed), raised, let-raise, made; answers to the 0. Norse 

F.ErHiDO on the Einang stone, and to the 0. Engl, fauiebo on the Ruthwell Cross. FEG(de) on the 

Alumouth Cross, from the 0. N. E. inf. fagia, 0. South Engl, fagian, ffegian. Is used not only before 

Bunes but all sorts of things. AVe have it before .stin on the Jiittendal block. Helsingland, (Liljegren, 

No. 1071): KUNBUHKA FAW STIN tiNA. — FAME, n. s. Father. — aft, after, as before. — faikion, his-fey, 

ac. s. m. This word properly means death-doomed, chosen by Woden to fall and be one of his kemps in 

Walhall. Thus, one who cawnoi avoid his fate. — poetically ior dead. — sunu, ac. s., old form. son. 

C. ^Mlat the Father says about his Son. 

SAKUM, UK mini I>AT: 

HUAR I AR-UAL 

RAUBAR UARIN 

TUA, mar’s UA^xJS 

TUAEF SINUM 

UARINUM NART, 

UAL-RAUBR 

BAt. AR SOMO. 

NOUMIS'^SU-MONOM. 
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1>AT SAKtJM ONART: 

HUAi? FUR KIU ALTUM 

OA^_A’URI'I-riARU mR: 

HRAII’-KCTUM AUK TUJ/^ 

MlR OX UBS AKA7?, 

RAl/j_/'IAURIK7i\ 

HIX lURMUM 

STILIA- FLUTXA, 

STEOXTU HRAII>-MARAA'. 

SITIR XU KARUie_ 

i-JOA'^iiUTA SINUM, 

SKIALTI UB-FATLA1>A, 

SKATI MARIKA. 

RU PI XFMR FLUOl! 

SAKUM. UK MIX/; 

_/ UAIMSI BURrx^^_M^R TROKI: 

UlLIX IS PAT. 

OKA UOKXAI AI UX; 

UILTX IS PAT. 

We-saic, and rememher-thou that: 

Where in yore-fight 

booty’s Wann (hero, = WAMUp) 

two — where he battled on 

icith-twelve his 

Wanns bravely — 

war-spoils 

gained, Thane ofi Glory, 

from-Noimii's sea-men. 

That saiu-we next: 

Where he-swept with-nine war-bands 

on the north-coast ivith-me; 

to-the-ITraith-Goths added-he fresh-rule, 

that-mighty-one on Ub's Acre (— the Ocean). 

Swayed illnstnous, 

he the-daring 

prince of-dech-braves, 

the-strand ofi-Hraith-mere. 

Sitteth-he now ready-equipt 

by-war-steed his, 

ivith-shield tight-belted, 

that-lord of-the-Marings. 

His-rest, so, taketh-he in-his-Galley! 

We-saw, and remember thou: 

In whom horn-is an-heir to-that-ivarrior: 

Wilin is that (= it is). 

For-us-both niay-lie-redden alway the-hillow! 

Wilin is that (— his name is Wilin). 

Certainly a remarkable Grave-lay. If I have not entirely misunderstood it, it is a striking 

specimen of the Old-Northern Lament. First the solemn formula, TFe Remember it! Then an 

8-lined stanza of stave-rime verse. A second time the Tie Saw, followed by a stanza and a half. 

A third time the prose formula, and then 4 lines of verse. 

1* 
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Passus 1. I translate the SAKUM-formula by SAw-we, not SAY-we as Bugge has it, because I 

believe that it is this very meaning which gives force and oneness to the father’s pictures of his sons 

exploits,, and to the following pictures of what he himself had done and suffered. He was an eye¬ 

witness of both. 

One of my objections to Bugge’s version is, that in all the long funeral panegyric the actor’s 

(the son’s) name is not mentioned once! wamdi> means, as Bugge himself thinks, the Battle-fierce 

warrior — whose object was always largely Prey, Spoil, Booty. Now I take raubar uarin to be a 

kenning — a poetical translation — in the common olden style, of damu£. Thus we not only have 

his name, but in a form largely potentialized. And if I am right, it is important to observe that uarin 

is here a CZan-name, as well as a King's name. Both as a mans- and a folk-name, warin, werin, 

WARN, WERN has been famous for 2000 years over all the Scando-Gothic lands. See Bugge’s remarks 

hereon, p. 10, 11. 

SAKUM, 1 pi. p. We SAW; not only a lordly plural for a singular, but also a real plural, 

I and my chief warriors and nearest Tdn. Has still the k (= g, sagum), which otherwise has fallen away 

from the very oldest Norse-Icelandic remains, while it was always largely kept in England and 

Sweden. — UK, eke, and, one of the many forms of this word (most frequently auk, ok) in old runics. 

If I am not in error, this is the only place where this word occurs here. But it is sometimes found 

with different spellings in the same inscription. — mini, 2 s. imperative. MNNE-thou, remember, forget 

not. — 5AT, ac. s. n. that. — huar, adv. where, the spot, the campaign in which. — i, prep, in, in, 

on, in among. This preposition has lost its N all thro this risting, while on has kept its N. So little 

can we draw up “iron laws” for all these endless caprices of local dialect. — ar-ual, ac. s. n., early 

fight, YORE-WALE, long past battle-slaughter or field of death, this first stanza (in my opinion) referring 

to w’amuth’s first considerable exploit, in his earlier years. Hence 1 here take ar as yore. I have not 

seen this compound elsewhere. — iLtUBAR, g. s. f. reif’s, plunder’s, war-spoil’s. — uarin, n. s. warin, 

honor-title from the clan as well as from his father’s name. Thus raubar-uarin is a kenning in the 

old style for Foe-damager, means Hero, and is a synonym of wamuth. — tua, ac. pi. f. two. This tua 

as ac. pi. f. (not tUiAR) is the standing form in 0. Engl., 0. Fris., 0. Sax., Ohg, and very frequentlv 

in the oldest Swedish manuscripts. But these last are only in Middle-Swedish. We must remember that 

whatever parchments may have existed in any of the many Scandinavian dialects from old times. 

answering to such in our Old-English shire-talks, or in ea7iy times, answering to such in our Early- 

Enghsh shire-talks — are lost. All our fornest Scandian vellums are in middle-scandian moals. Hence 

the excessive worth of yet more antique Runic Re^nams. Accordingly we see that this Swedish stone, 

from the 9th century, shows the same form in tua as the 400 or 500 winters latei' Swedish skin-writs. 

— i>ars = 5AR is (=mr’s), there-as, where. — ua, 3 s. p., he-wooG, fought, battled. •— At, at, on, 

onwards, at is often written ai>, especially where it has the line-accent. — tualf, dat. pi. with- 

TWELVE. — SINUM, d. pi. m. 0. Engl. SIN, his. By taking SINUM as Us, as in my first version, instead 

of as times as in Bugge’s rendering, we get rid of the strange or impossible feat of taking 2 battle- 

spoils from different persons 12 times = 24 battle-spoils. If this means in one battle it is absurd. 

If it means thro a long campaign or series of battles, it is too little to be separately mentioned. — 

UARINOM, d. pi. m. WARiN-men, tribesmen, trusty warriors, kemps. — nart, adv. bravely, fiercely.   

UAL-RAUBR, ac. pi. f. WALE-REIFS, battlc-spoils, victories. — BAB, 3 s. p. BADE, askt by fighting, gained, 

took by the asking of the sword. — ar, n. s. he-the-AR, messenger, servant, thane.   SOMO, o-. s. f. 

of-SOME, honor, glory. This word has several shapes in the forn talks, and is both m. and fem. 0 for 

u is frequent. nou^hs, g. s. In so splendid and minute a description of wamuth’s first great war- 

victory, we naturally expect that the place, the scene, should be mentioned. I think I find this name 

here. Perhaps it may mean what is usually spelt naumis, g. s. or naums, the district of naumsfjOrdr 

in naumdcelafylki in Tronyems Stift with its great Hands and large sea-faring population. Or it may 

be somewhere else. But we certainly expect to find the locality mentioned. As we know, these Sea- 

kings fared everywhere for fame and booty. In my first translation I divided SOMO^on oumis, taking 

the 0 twice and having ouMS instead of noumis, for, as I have said, we have unhappily no dividing 

stops and we often shall never know what was the word intended. I remarkt at the time that this 

oumis might be a place-name, perhaps umi, the district now called uaie-a in Norrland, Sweden. And I 

still think that this is as good a guess as the other. All I insist upon is, that the name of the place 
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must lurk somewhere. — SU-moxom, d. pi. sea-men. The 0. N. word for sea has various forms. One 

of the commonest in runics is SF. 

Pamis 2. tAT, that, as before. — sakum, we-SAW, as before. — onart, ac. neut. As second, 

next. Manifold are the shapes of this old pronoun, the English other, usual N. I. annarr. 1 have 

noted the following in runics. N. s. m. anar, aniar, onar, onon. D. s. n. aI'RU. Ac. s. m. .^;NiEN, 

anan. N. pi. m. INTRIR. N. pi. n. antn. Here, ac. s. n. onart. — HUAii, where, as before. — fur, 

3 s. p. he-FOOR, fared, went, swept. — niu, d. pi. with-NiNE. — altum, d. pi. troops, bands of 80 men, 

ship-crews, armed bodies. Thus wamuth commanded (if taken literally) 720 men in this expedition. — 

ON, ON, or against. — iVTJRK-FiARU, d. s. f., the north-fore, the Northern sea-board, the coast North¬ 

wards. In olden compounds the final R is both absent and present (as if here nurtfiaru or nurtrfiaru). 

I take I to be here therefore either a connecting vowel or a softening of the R. All this on the 

supposition that we have here a place-name. But we expect this in the present description of the 

Hero’s second great campaign, as in the lines celebrating his first. And certainly such a lettergroup as 

NURi'i-FiARU looks very like a local district. To us a mere north-shore is naturally too general to mark 

out any to us known distinct spot, in the Baltic North of the East-Gotland shores, or on the other 

side along the West-Gotland limit in the Skagerack. But many such geographical names are equally 

indefinite, and give no meaning unless hnown. What, for instance, can be more unfixt than the name 

NORUEGR (north-way) itself? And yet, when we hnow that it is Norway, it is sharp enough. We do 

not know the exact coast-lands here referred to. — mij?, d. s. with-ME. — hraip-kutum, d. pi. m. to the 

HRAITH-GOTHS, but who they were we cannot say. Still 1 think my former meaning correct, and that in 

this passage the word included the allied name and confederacy of East and West Gotland. Of course 

it may refer only to the men of East Gotland, in which folkland the stone stands, tho the stone must 

stand somewhere, cannot be in two places at once. (J beg pardon for my translation of these two lines; 

but 1 think Bugge’s too bald and petty.) — auk, 3 s, p. he eked, he increast, he added. In case I 

am right, this form of the past tense is antique and peculiar. As raubar is broad for robar and 

ITAURIKR for pio[i>]rikr, SO here auk is broad for ok, still more comprest from the old reduplicate ai-auk 

than the orthodox N. I. lOK. Should 1 have taken this word rightly, as a verb (and not as EKE, and, 

as Bugge has done), we have here the long-sought 0. Swedish p. t. of this verb auka(n). See Ryd- 

qvist’s Svenska Sprakets Lagar, 1, 170. — tum, ac. s. m. doom, power, might, rule, dominion, glory — 

that right and splendor which is given hy the award of the sword, or of Woden (Odin) the Lord of Battle. 

This meaning of DOM, which is so strikingly common in the oldest English epic verse, must also in the 

earliest times have been well known in the Scandian motherland, altho it died out. as it did in England 

itself. W^e have a proof in the lingering of this sense in the N. I. heidinn domr, a pagan land, 

heathendom, gen. heidins doms, of paganism, dat. heidnum domi. See Egilsson, s. v., phrases which 

inevitably point to a much wider and fuller meaning of domr than the common law-sentence. At all 

events I find that older meaning here; ehed miyht, added glory, to the Hraith-Goths, widened the sway of 

the Hraith-Goths, a perfectly correct and antique construction. Should it be rejected, I know not what 

to ])ropose. Bugge’s strikes me as altogether below the mark. — MiA, n. s, m. mere, bright, famous, 

illustrious. — on, on, as before. — UBS, g. s. m. of UB. — akar, ac. s. m. acre, field, plain. 1 hold 

fast to this translation, now as in my first attempt. Bugge himself (p. 83) speaks of the crowd of 

Half-gods, Sea-kings, Pirates and bold Adventurers whose names came to be used as decorations in 

poetical language for = Battle, Hero, &c. It became a fashionable compliment so to employ a name, 

and numbers of these names were required by the scalds partly for variation and partly to suit the 

fluctuating needs of the staverime. Of many of these names we know absolutely nothing. Every now 

and then a new one — never mentioned before, turns up. I believe that this UB (ubbi, ubbir, ubbr, or 

whatever the nom. may have been — ubbi means the terrible, wild, fierce, and the savage chief ubba 

played a “terrible” part in England — was such a warchief name, ub’s acre would then be in the usual 

kenning-style for the sea-kings hattlepath, the ocean. Certainly there is nothing impossible in all this, and 

Bugge himself has several things much more venturesome. — RAit, 3 s. p., red, ruled, governed. We 

are now on safer ground, for in the next 8 lines I chiefly follow the learned Bugge. madrika, 

n. s. m. theod-rich, folk-mighty, the t slurred before the r, as in so many other instances. hin, 

n. s. m. def., yon, the, demonstrative article. — turmum, n. s. m., thor-moody, daring-minded, most 

gallant, fearless. — stilir, n. s. m., stiller, moderator, steerer, prince. — flutna, g. pi. m., of the 
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FLOTAN, fleet-men, sea-men. The 0. Engl, flota, g. flotan, means both a float, raft, ship, and a 

FLOATER, sailor, sea-dog. The Old Scandinavian floti, g. flota, is found only in the sense of float, 

boat. The g. pi. (0. E. flotan = flotana, 0. Scand. here flutna = flutana = flotana = flotna) forms a 

new N. I. noun, used only in the plnral, n. [fldtnar] flotnar, g. \here flutna] flotna. of the floaters, 

sailors, men. — strontu, d. s. f., strand, shore, coast, N. I. dat. strondu (and strond), while in the 

Gotland-law we have the d. at strandu. In 0. E. strand is masc. Thus rait strontu, ruled, swayed 

the strand. — hraij-jiarar, g. s. m., of-the-HRAiTH-MAR, the mar or mer or mere or sea of the Hraith- 

Goths. Probably the East-Gotland coast on the Baltic. — sitir, 3 s. pr., sitteth. In olden times 

abundantly used, as Iwx, not exactly for sits (tho this idea is not therefore excluded) but for hides, 

abides, stays, dwells, reposes. —■ NU, now. — karur, n. s. m., gare, yare, ready, equipt, with his 

weapons and jewels and utensils and pottery on and near him. karur is here probably = karwr. — 

RO.ff_RUTA, d. s. m., by-his-war-steed. Altho the end-R on this stone is used almost promiscuously 

with E in words, whether the R was originally an s or not, yet we do not expect it to be employed at 

the beginning of a word, and this is the only instance, if it be such an instance. I believe it, however, 

to be so used here, and for a very simple reason. The inscription is immense, and letters are taken 

twice tho only carved once with excessive freedom, almost everywhere. But the u in karur is a mere 

end-R, a mere nominative-ending, not a part of the root. Therefore the stone-cutter must either write 

RR (two letters for one), or R taken twice, thereby sparing a stave. Bugge's proposed reading ]tc7^C7IT 

below, u taken twice, first as u, then as w, is as bad, if bad it be. Then again in my text we have 

ON, with the N, 3 times, and should expect it the 4th time also. I am quite aware that we have such 

variations as on, o, in, i, and many mo, on the same piece, and was the first to point them out as a 

frequent fact in opposition to “iron theories". Still where we can avoid this by what we otherwise 

think is a better reading, we do so. Now I trow that rok-kuta sinum, hy his battle-steed, is here — in 

this highly poetical and steeled stanza (as it is technically called) — far better and more forcible than 

Bugge’s 0 kuta sinum, on his steed. It is true we have here rok, with o, but lower down rukulfs with u. 

AVe all know, however, that in far-away monuments U continually interchanges with o, till at last o 

almost displaces u altogether. This objection has, I think, no weight. Bugge himself has huariar, huar, 

HUAR, HUARIR, with H, but UAiNi without H, and 4 3 times without N, but 4N once with N, and uarin 

twice without t, but satint with t. He is therefore as guilty as 1. Such differences are common 

enough, if they otherwise may be taken as reasonable from the context. After all, should my reading 

be disapproved, we have only to take Bugge’s 0 kuta sinum. As in this later stave-row we have only 

one rune for g and K, this rok-kuta is = rog-guta, in the usual N. 1. rog-gota, from rog. battle, 

strife, neut., and goti, g. gota, m., the name of the famous Charger ridden by gunnar gjuking, who 

married brtnhild budle’s-daughter by the help of the renowned hero Sigurd fafners-bane. Hence it 

came to be taken as a kenning or poetical synonym for any noble Avar-horse in general. Thus its use 

here shows that this magnificent Saga-cyclus was known in Sweden as early at least as the 9tli century, 

or more than one hundred years before the two runic blocks on which Sigurd’s legend is figured in 

Sodermanland, and Avhich date from the close of the 10th yearhuudred or the beginning of the llth.^ — 

SINUM, d. s. rn.. (sin), his. — Skialti, d. s. m., with, by, his shield, here skialdi. usual 0. Scand. form 

SKILDI. — ub-fatlaI'R, n. s. m., of-fettled, tied, fastened with a fettle, bandric or band or thong or 

bandoleer, the N. I. fetill, 0. Swed. f^til, Swed. fatil, 0. E. fetel. The of, uf. ub, of our old 

dialects is often used emphatically to strengthen the meaning, but with no clear distinctive sense of its 

own. So here. The skialdar-fetill, shield-fettle, was therefore a shoulder-belt or strap which went 

from the right side of the neck down under the left shoulder, and held the shield when it was not 

actively required. Hence we also have buklara fetill and swerd-fetill. Fiqures of the shield so borne 

are not frequent, as most such pictures are battle-scenes &c. But Ave may find them on the Bayeux 

Tapestry; in Eccleston’s English Antiquities, London 1847, 8vo, p. 183, on the Sepulchral Brass of a 

Crusader about 1290; and in Cutts’ Sepulchral Crosses, Lond. 1849, p. 21, a grave-stone from the 

14th century in St. Magnus Cathedral, Orkney. Observe also the construction, skialti, in the dative. 

1 See Sigurds-Ristuingarna a Ramsund.berget ocli GOk«-steiieii. Af Carl Save. (I„ Kongl. Vitterh. Hist, och Ant, Akad, 

Handlingar. Yol. (>, Stockliolm 1869, 8vo, pp. 321—364, with plates). See also my “On a Runic Door from Iceland", in Archmologia 

Scotica, Vol. 5, Part 1. Edinburgh 1874. 4to, pp. 249—260, with Chemitype, 
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UB-FATLAi-i? in the nom,. in apposition to stilir flutna. We have a parallel in Sigurciarqvida 3, (or 

Brynhildarqvicla). st. 16: FiOTRi fatlaijR, with-a-fetter bound. — skati, n. s. m., a Lord, Kelt, Leader. — 

marikaS g. pi. of-the-MARiNGS (or-MERE-iNGs); thus the Clan-name of his house. — RU, ac. s. f. his-ROO, 

rest, repose. — ii (properly abl. s. n. of ce), thy, therefore, so. ^— nimr, he-NiMS, takes. — fluoi, 

d. s. n. This I suppose to be the same word in substance as the N. 1. fley, 0. £. floege, Norse fluy 

(see Aasen. Ordbog over det Norske Folkesprog, fern.), English fly, flee, a swift boat, ship, vessel. 

It is here in -I, dative neuter form, whereby we have the -i in its place. These last 5 lines are very 

valuable as describing the interior of a Northern grave-chamber in the 9th century. For the how is 

the last home of a mighty Sea-king, and his own father has buried him with the olden rites. His 

War-Galley has been dragged high ashore, and therein his death-bed has been made. His gallant 

Steed, which has borne him thro so many dangers, is slaughtered and laid near his master, who bends 

in a crouching posture accoutred with lance and sword and dagger, rich gauds decking him, food-vessels 

for the long journey beside him, and his ornamented Shield slung on his left shoulder. There he takes 

his rest, for repose in the tomb is Man’s universal prayer. This formula of rest and ROO, I have 

pointed out on many grave-stones, both with the older and later runes, and here it meets us again! 

Several times has a mighty Barrow been opened in Scandinavia and England, which has held the planks 

of what was once a Warrior-ship, together with the last laves of a corpse with its attendant arms and 

trinkets, and some crumbling bones of a Horse. 

Pasms 3. SAKUM, we-SAW, as before. — UK, and, as before. — yuni, remember, as before. — 

IX. — UAIMSI, d. s. m. with the definite enclitic -sr, whom, what person. W^e know how si (whether 

the pronoun = THAT or the verb see!) clings to the pronouns, and especially to the, forming a new 

demonstrative, this. I have not before seen this particle affixt to any form of the pronoun hwa(r) = 

(HWA, Hwo), WEO, but here, in my opinion, we have a clear example, and I look upon the i tjaimsi 

(-HUAlMSi) of this stone to be exactly on a line with the i saimsi huki (in this grave-hoiv) of the 

Karlevi stone. Gland, uaimsi for hualmsi. as dit-uoki for huit-uoki, farther on. — burin, p. p. n. s. m., 

is-BORN. — NiBR, 11. s. m. a-NiTH, SOU, child. — TROKI, d. s. m. to-the-DRENG, to that captain, to that 

Thane. Here the N is nasalized and falls away (troki = tronki) which happens very rarely in this 

carving, only in one other place after o (uoki = uonki) and twice (in kunukar) after u. Ihe word itself, 

dreng(r) in Scandinavia, dreng in England, is found with endless variations of spelling on runic 

monuments, and is a title of honor, like all such sometimes used merely as man in general. It usually 

swings between noble man or officer and soldier. We have trok tronk = trink) on y stones inWest- 

Gotland, trok on 3 stones, 2 in W. Gotland and 1 in N. Jutland, and truk on one stone in Skane, 

all in the accusative singular. — uilin, n. s. a mansname. — IS, 3 s. pr. is, with the s not yet softened 

into R. — I'AT, nom. absolute indeclined, that, the one I refer to, the person in question. — okr, dat. 

dual, (the 0. Engl. UNC, M. Goth, ugk), to-us-two. Otherwise centuries back extinct in Sweden. — 

uoknai, 3 s. pr. conj., may-he-redden, may-he-blood-stain. This word is the N. I. vokna, to become 

wet, become moist. 1 have not found it in any other Scando-Gothic speech. It is here used actively, 

iho neuter in form, as verbs often are in our oldest dialects, and it is also here found in a foetical 

sense (blow understood), = to ivet uith blood, to redden, dye with gore. If my reading be correct, this 

is the only verb in the 3rd s. pres, conjunctive in this whole carving, and, as we see, it ends in -ai 

(not -E or -M, as in 0. E. and Ohg.; nor -a, as in 0. Sax.; nor -i. seldom -E very seldom -ai, as 

in N. I.). There is another example on a large and fine old, but yet Christian, runish block at Ny 

Larsker, in the Hand of Bornholm, examined and copied by me in 1865. It ends, in stave-rime verse: 

STEN I’ESI 

STAl EFTIR. 

Let-STOEE THIS 

STAY (stand) AFTER-him! 

It thus has the same antique form as the M. Gothic of Wulfila, f. i. bairai, ligai. Had we any Gothic 

monuments 500 years older than Wulfila, we might perhaps see whether an additional t (b) had fallen 

' I had translated this gen. pL MAKiKi (= marinka, .maringa) ofniobles, Iright-ones, ilhistriovs vien. But I now take it as a 

Clan-.naiue, of-the-.MARiSGS or merin'gs, to which family warlv and his son wameth doubtless belonged. In this I follow the Swedish 

Docent L. T. Leffler, who has just 'March 1878) publisht “Eokstenen och Frithiofs Saga” (pp. 165—169 of “Nordisk Tidskrift fiir 

Vc'tenskap, Konst och Industri”, 8ro, Stockholm 1878, No. 2). 
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awaj. as in Sanskrit BHAR-fe-T, Zend bar-oi-d, and Latin fer-a-t. — urLix IS i>at, as before. — ai, 

adv. Always, ever. — UN, ac. s. (? f.) the wave, billow, 0. Engl, yd, I. udr. unnr, 0. Sax. uthia, 

Ohg. UNDEA, Lat. UNDA, all fern. — It will be observed that I differ widely from Bugge in my rendering 

of these 4 lines. Not only do I take them to be in verse instead of prose, but I also think the whole 

aim is different, Bugge thinks they were added to mention the name of wamUth’s grandfather-, T believe 

they were intended to announce the birth and name of his Son. My reasons are: that such a separate 

and long-winded addition, mentioning the Father, is not found on such minne-stoues (for the genealogical 

stones, naming a long line of ancestors is something quite different): otherwise the stone-raiser mentions 

his own father s name at the beginning, in the simplest way: 

FASTULFR, SUN UIULFS, LIT HAKUA STAIN AT .... Granhedeii, Sodermanlaud, Lilj. 977. 

OSUR, STUFS SUN, RAisw STIN DANSi AUFT BRUUR, SUN SIN. Steiialt, N. Jutland. Worm, Mon. p. 289. 

KUNAR, SUN FARULFS, LIT KiARA .... Hargs-a, Upl. Dyb. fol. 2, 129; Lilj. 439. 

tORLAlBR, PORIULBS^fiUNR, RAIST KRS TONA AIFTIR ULB, SUN SIN. Ballaugll, He of Man. Gumming, 

PI. 1, fig. 2. 

lUALFiR, SUNR TURULFS EINS RAUfA, RiSTi .... Kirk Michael, Mau. Gumming, PI. 4, fig. 13. 

So other stones, besides some with arfi in the meaning of Son. And then, as warin was a 

King or Jarl, his Father's name would be widely known, and need not be brought in so awkwardlv at 

the end, especially as the whole passage in Bugge (with his knua knati ai un) is very tame. I therefore 

consider that the whole point has been lost. All would know the name of warin and his Father, as 

all knew that wamuth was warin’s son. But no brother or sister of. wamuth is mentioned. They do 

not share with the father in this death-stone to their brother, as is otherwise so common. It would 

seem therefore as if wamuth was the only son, — and he was dead! The king is childless, the land 

will soon be crownless, no direct heir, prospects only of bloody feuds among the nearest kin. But 

warin knows what the common folk did not know, that just before his son’s fall, perhaps even after 

his decease, wamuth’s queen had brought him a Son! That Boy is now the Grandfather’s (warin’s) 

boast, and, if all go well, will one day carry on the work of fame and foray which warin and wamuth 

have begun. The Sun of the Ilraitli-Goths shall not set! Hence the jubilant character of the whole 

announcement, and hence the repeated Hurrah-shout, uilin is sat!, otherwise so tasteless, is now one 

of the finest bits I know on any grave-stone in any land or language whatsoever, Wamuth is gone, and 

I am old and feeble; hut WamutKs blooming Boy shall one day carry our Banner over the Hraith-mere as 

before, and dye its billoivs ivith the blood of our foemeoi! 

D. JMiat the Father says about himself. 

sat sakum tualfta: 

HUAR HISTR SIKUNAR 

IT, UlT-UOKI ON; 

KUNUKAR TUAI/i', 

TIKl/^ [= TIKIr] SUA PO LIKIA, 

tat sarum tritaunta: 

HUARIR TUAI/^ TIKIR [= TIGIR] KUNUKAR 

SATINT SIULUNT I 

FIAKURA UINTUR, 

AT FIAKURUM NABNUM, 

BURNIR FIAKURUM BRUTRUM: 

UALKAR FIM, RATULF5_SUNIR; 

HRAI6ULFAR FIM, RUKULFS^SUNIR; 

HOLSLAR FIM, HARU(a)TS SUNIR; 

RUNMUNTAR HM, AIRNAR SUNIR. 

FTIR [=-IFTIR] fra NUK M0(NA U)aLUI(RK)I; 

ATNHUAR I i>(A?im uik)i (fial). 
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That saiv-ive, I-the-txvelft1i: 

Where thc~horse of-Sipun (~ the Wolf) 

ate, Uit~wong on, 

Mngs two; 

tikes so they lie (= like dead dogs lie they). 

That saw-ive, I-the-thivteenth: 

Which two tens (^20) kings 

were-sitting Sealand in 

four ivinters. 

at (tvith) four xiames, 

borxi of-foiir brothers: 

Ualks five, Tuthidf's sons; 

Hraithidfs five, Rukidf’s sons; 

Hoisles five, Harufafili s sons; 

ITunmunts five, Aim's soxis. 

Thereafter learned-I manifold of-those-men’s ivar-deed-s: 

each-one-of-them in that [stmggle fell!] 

We now come (as 1 suppose) to two of King warin’s own exploits, battle-fields on wliicli he 

had played his part (perhaps in company with his then young son) in years gone by. They are both 

introduced by a simple We saw, and both are in verse. But the last, from its peculiar character (dates, 

numbers, and a long name-list) is not so much verse as a measured prose, often with stave-rime in 

each line, and other such adaptations. 

Passus 1. 5AT SAKUM, that we-SAW, as before. 1 and my chief men. — tualfta, n. s. 1-the- 

TWELFTH, I twelve-some, I and eleven with me. — huar, where, as before. — hist/;, n. s. m. the-Horse. 

Thus the old word hangist, hengist, hingist had already sunk by slurring (higist, hiist, hist) to the 

younger form, now hast in Sweden, hest in Norway and Denmark. — sikuxa/^, g. s. f. of-SiGUX. In old 

Scandinavian verse, which, like the Old-Euglish, so largely consists of kenuings, we have more than a 

dozen such to signify a Wolf, taken only from -rfords which mean a Horse and the name of some 

Giantess or Goblin, a Jotun-womau or Witch. Three of these use the word hest. Thus we have 

he.str falu, hestr flagds, hestr gifrs. Here we have a fourth, uestr sigunar, siGUi^’S horse, for sigun 

(or siGYN or siga’y) was the half-demonic wife of loki, the Scandinavian ty23e of jierfidious craft and 

devilry, and she therefore at once belongs to the whole sisterhood of midnight 25oisons. the savage 

mountain-pass, and the Ghoule-dance by midnight. She was of the malignant Jotun (Ettiu, Giant. 

Titan) blood, tho the old Icelanders also called her an Asynja. But several of these figures, tho hight 

Wffllkyries, are described as often appearing in fearful shapes, riding on wolves, &c. to the battlefield. 

Ancient tradition made Loke, Sigyn’s husband, — as was Satan himself — a fallen or false Ans (As, 

Angel). His wife would not be unlike him. hist/^ sikuxa/^ is therefore the wolf. — it, 3 s. 2i'- ate, — 

uit-uori, d. s. m. wit-w’ONG. I have no doubt this is = HUiT-uonKi, hvit-WONG, the same slurring of the 

H as in UAiMSi for huaimsi. But, tho not written, the h has been heard enough for riming purposes, 

and we therefore have: 

Huar Histr sikunar 

it, [Hjuit-noki on. 

We have many similar examples in all our oldest verse, letters only half sounded in certain times or 

dialects. The reason why I take UIT-UOKI as a compound is, because here I think we have the place- 

name. As 1 have before said, in all these “derring-deeds”, both speaker and listener expect to bear 

the name of the battle-field, wong is meadow, 25^10- field, low land, a word so common and famous in 

the Northern provinces that the M. Goths called Paradise waggs, and it is a part of the 0. E. word 

for Paradise (neorcsna-wang). This word undergoes the usual variations of local sound, the w by 

degrees falls away, and it is now commonest in Scandinavia as Ang, eng, ing, very often as the last pai’t 

of a locality. Stead-names with this ending in Norway have been treated of by Adjunct Martin Arnesen 

(“Oni Gaardsnavne, dannede med vangr, angr, vengi, engi, eng, (ing)”) at p2). 54—63 of his excellent 

“Etymologisk Undersogelse om Norske Stedsnavne”. Frederikshald 1865. 8vo. Now all such words in 

8 
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Sweden in the 9th century would probably still have kept their w. A modern place in inge or onge 

or UNGE may therefore be the olden wang, WONG. Accordingly I will only point out that not far from 

E. Gotland we have tivo hwit-wosgs, at either of which this battle may have been fought. Ihe one is 

HHTiNGE, HVETiNGE, HVITUNGE (now hv'Ittinge) ill Ofver-Selii Parish, Sodermanland; the other is hvitinge, 

HVITONGE (now hvittinge) in Upland. (See “Sveuska Riks-Archivets Pergamentsbref , \ ol. 3, Stockholm 

1872, 8vo, p. 57). — ON, prep, on, as before. The position of this prep., after the word which it 

governs, is itself one proof that these 4 lines are in verse. — ktjnukaa;, n. pi. m. kings. tuaib, 

n. pi. m. TWO. All the details of the contest are omitted. AVith true epic shortness, we only see the 

corpses of the two “kings” lying as carrion for the hungry wolf. AA hether they had fallen in single 

combat, or whether other bodies of common soldiers cumbered the ground near them, we are not 

informed. Probably the latter was the case, for they were both “hounds , therefore both were enemies, 

if in single combat they would have held different sides. They would seem therefore to have been 

chiefs in whose land the Hraith-Goths had made an inroad. — tikir, n. pi. m. tikes, curs, miserable 

dogs. In common book-Swedish tik is feminine and means a bitch. The context shows that in the 

9th century it was also found in Sweden as a masculine noun, a cur in general. And accordingly Rietz, 

in his valuable “Svenskt Dialekt-lexikon”, tells us that actually TiK is feminine chiefly in the Svea 

provinces, but that in the Gota provinces, of which East-Gotland is one, it is chiefly mascidine, and 

means a base dog in general. In Danish also tug is masculine, with the same signification; and all 

over England has always been masculine. But in the present Norse talks, as Aasen informs us, 

TJK is fern., and means both a bitch and a vixen (she-fox). Thus I think there can be no doubt that 

the word is dogs. Nothing was more common in the old North than to use the word hound as an 

epithet of contempt against a foe, dead or living, and this is an exact parallel. AVe also hereby get 

rid of the strange twenty fallen kings in one battle. In the next Passus there are twenty kings, but 

they fell thro a whole long campaign, spread over several years, not in one combat. The difference in 

sound also is immense. The later alphabet has only one letter for K and G. But the reader would at 

once distinguish the sound. The one is tikir, with the long i and the K. The other is tigir, with the 

short I and the G. And again, tikir takes its place as an independent word, with its stave-rime T, 

answering to the T in tuair in the foregoing line. I thus consider that this translation is certainly 

correct. — sua, so, now. thus, as so often. — i>o, *11. pi. m. they. The nom. pi. m. of 5E is found in 

runes in about 30 different shapes, with and icithout the final -R. Among the latter we have also lU, 

on the Lediuge stone, Upland, (Dybeck, Runa, fob 4, No. 14; C. Save, Upplands Fornminnesforenings 

Tidskrift, 2, 1872, p. 54). curkir uk suin pu litu risa stin pina iftir. There is no great 

difference in the shade of the vowel between PU and PO. In N. Engl, po is common. However heterodox 

in the eyes of system-makers, it was as oHhodox to write po as pu. I cannot see otherwise than that 

PO is plainly THEY. — LiKiA, 3 pb pr. LIE, LIG, lie stretcht where they fell. 

Passus 2. PAT sakum, that we saw, as before. — pritaunta, n. s. I-the-THiRTEENTH, I thirteen- 

some, I and twelve with me. — huarir, n. pi. m,, which. — tuair, n. pb m. two. — tikir, n, pb m. 

^ Of this word Nares says in his Glossary (New edition, with additions by Halliwell and Wright, Vol. 2, 8vo. London 

1859, p. 883): — “tike or tyke. A northern word for a common sort of dog. Great tike! is still a frequent term of reproach in 

Lancashire and Yorkshire.” — But it is brookt more or less all over England, and very generally as an epithet against men or 

boys of blame or insult, sometimes of bloody degradation. It is used by Shakespear and others. For instance: 

Simple, May I be bold to say so, sir? 

Falstqf. Ay, sir tike; who more bold? 

Merry Wives of Windsor, 4, 5. 

Bardolplt. How now, mine host Pistol! 

Pistol. Base tike, call'st thou me ho.st? 

King Henry 3, 2, 1. 

But we have it also in older Danish in the .same meaning of hatred and contempt, as was pointed out by the learned 

C. Molbech in his edition of the Dani.sh Rime-Chronicle. For at line 2175, 6 we read: 

Saa leugffi ieg kom tijl en oe, 

ther bode saa argh® tikm. 

So long-as-tiLl I came till (to) an ey (He), there ( ichere) booed (dwelt) so (such) arg likes. 

Here arg tikes means savage dogs, blooded-minded giants or trolls, cruel devils, as the following lines show. 

'‘Tyke, Teyk, an unruly fellow; a dog. There is a tradition of a Curwen of Workington Hall having shot a Howard of 

Corby in a duel on Carlisle sands during an assize meeting, for offensively using the word tyke to him.” W. Dickinson. The Dialect 

of Cumberland. London 1878. (English Dialect Society). 
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(In Engl, the old word tig for ten is now disused). Tens. Thus tuair iiGm = twenty, 0. E. twentig. — 

KUNUKAA’, n. pi. in. KINGS. — SATINT, 3 ph p. conj. were sitting, were encampt, were drawn up in military 

array, were biding as soldiers, for the verb sit has often this meaning in our old talks. 0. E. s^ton, 

N. J. (in which the N has fallen away) si;Ti. Here the -n is still left with its sharp sound, here umtten 

(however pronounced) -NT. This -in held its ground thro the whole middlc-Swed. period, and accordingly 

this SATIN is there quite regular. In M. Goth, it has a still older shape, -eina. See my Old-Northern 

Runic Monuments, pp. 737, 738, 740, 741, 885, 886, where I have also proved that this -n is also 

found in the 3 s. pr. conj,, to which it had doubtless found its way from the 3 pers. pi. At his p. 57 

Bugge also now admits the antiquity of this -N in Older Swedish. • SITJa, in the meaning to sit in, bide 

in, usually governed an ac., but this is a Swedish stone. — siulunt, probably ac. f., sj^eland, the English 

SEALAND, the iland which is now the seat of government in Denmark. See Bugge’s learned remarks on 

the etymology of this word at his p. 57 & fol. — i, prep, in, taken after the noun which it governs, 

a proof that we have here “measured prose”, a kind of half-verse, as near as circumstances would 

allow, often with two stave-letters in each line, as here tuair tikir, satint siulunt. — fiakura, ac. pi. m. 

FOUR. Bugge (p. 62) supposes that this curious old Swedish fiagura and the following dat. fiagorum 

have been a dialectic transfer of the G to the ac. masc. and dat. pi. from the G-forms in the nom. ac. 

neut. (0. Sw. fiughur); the gen. (G. Sw. fiughurra), and compounds (0. Sw. fiughurtan, now fjorton, 

fourteen, &c.)^ — uintur, ac. pi. m, winters, years. — at, prep, at, with, having. — fiakurum, dat. n. 

FOUR. — NABNUM, dat. iieut. NAMES. This is a striking statement. Accidental instances have been before 

known of several children of one father having the same name, but we have here 4 men who had each 

5' sons bearing one name. There must have been a certain amount of clanship in this, and in everyday 

life the 5 sons of each father must of course have been known by some eke-name (nickname, as now 

barbarized), some added name, which would practically become his real name. What we call/a?m7y 

names did not exist at this time in any Northern land. — burnir, p. p, n. pi. m. born. The i is taken 

from the side-line. — fiakurum, d. pi. m. of four. — BRUtRUM, d. pi. m. brothers. — ualkar, n. pi. m. 

walks, men named walk. — fim, n. pi. five. — rajulfs, g. s. m. of rathulf. The ai> is a bind-rune. 

This name has become Ralph in England. — sunir, n. pi. m. SONS. — hraiculfar, n. pi, m. men called 

HRAitULF. — FIM, n. pi. FIVE. — RUKULFS, g. s. m. of RUKULF. As the HRAitULFS are doubtless connected 

with the HRAii> clan, so Prof. Bugge (p. 66) believes that the rukut.fs (= rugulfs) are connected with 

the rug clan, the Rugii, Riigi, N. I. Rygir, Roqaland in Norway, whose first remembered king is called 

rugalfr; see also rugum (d. pi.) and holmrygum in the 0. E. WidsiO. — sunir, n. pi. sons. — hoislar, 

n. pi. m. men named hoisl (= ho-kisl = ho-gisl). A chieftain h^isl^ is named on the Mojebro stone. 

Upland. — fim, n. pi. five. — haruds, g. s. m., t written above the line at the end to save room, 

doubtless, as Bugge thinks, for ai>, thus haruaes = har-wai>s. of har-wae. — sunir, n. pi. m. sons. — 

KUNMUNTAR, n. pi. m. mcii called gunmund. — fim, n. pi. five. — airnar, g. s. m. of airn (arn, irn, 

ERN, Eagle). — sunir, n. pi. the-SONS. — ftir, adv. after, thereafter, afterwards, written short for iftir 

or AFTIR. — FRA, 1 s. p. I-leamed, I-heard, (by asking). Rydqvist (I, 151) has not found the infinitive 

of this verb in any old document, but supposes fr^ega. The p. t, is common in Mid. Swed. as fra. 

In M, Goth, (fraihnan) the p. t. is frah. In 0. E. (fricgan) I have not found the p. t , but, from 

the p. p. geFRUGEN, it was doubtless frag or frah. In Norse-Icel. (frega) it was frag or fra. Here 

the G is already elided. We might read fraiv^ivuk, but this would give us a sideverb of the same 

meaning (0. E. frinan, fran) not, I believe, as yet met with in Scandinavia. We cannot but remark 

the contrast between all the other Ist-persoiis in this carving and the Ist-person here. They are all 

in -UM, all in the plural, clearly not as a mark of dignity in the speaker, but because this ive included 

his nearest kin and chiefs, as indeed we can see in the last Sakum tualfta and sakum pritaunta; while 

in this line we have the 1st person singular, because, as I take it, the action here is entirely j)ersonal. 

The verb FRA properly signifies i learned hy making active pexsonal enquiries, and therefore does not here 

include all the other 12 persons who were serving with or under him. In fact some of them may have 

died or left him before he heard the end of the whole conflict (at least 4 years’ time). Certainly there 

must be some reason for the sudden change from the plural to the singular. — nuk. ac. pi. n. enow, 

' But it may be an older form in general. Compare Sanskr. carer, Lat. iiuarer, M. G. tiowor. Litb. keiuri. 0. Fris. 

fiuwer, 0. Sax, tinwor, 0. Eng. feower, &c. 

8* 
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many, manifold, sufficient, satisfying, plentiful. Our 0. E. has the ge (ge-NOG, ge-Non) still left, and in 

old N. L it was also written and pronounced (gnog), but this G first becomes i and then falls away. 

The German keeps the full ge (genug). The g had therefore dropt out thus early in this part of 

Sweden, and it has long been lost in all the Scandian dialects, which have now nog and NOK. Ihis 

adjective is used of old both in apposition with its noun, a-^ here, and with its noun in the genitive. — 

MONA. g. pi. m. of MEN, of the men, of these kings and their braves. — xjALuraKi, ac. pi. n. the-WALEWORKS, 

slaughter-deeds, battle-exploits. This old Scandian noun dift'ers little or nothing from the usual neut. 

YERK, but is especially and largely used to form compounds (ill-virk.1, rrek-virki, &c. &c.). I have 

not before seen this particular compound in any Scandian dialect. — ainhuaa’, n. s. m. (one-'whoever), 

each-one, every-one. — i, prep. in. — i>A(?im), d. s. n. the. that. There is little doubt that this is 

the M’ord intended, but we cannot get farther than the pa, so we cannot see whether it has been in the 

masc.-neuter or the fem. However, there is only room on the stone for a very short noun and a 

following short verb, and the stave-letter (to answer to ualuirki) was probably D. So I think we do 

not go far astray in proposing ciKi (= viKi, viGi, neut. dat. of vik, vig, 0. E. wig), battle, war. warfare, for 

the missing word, especially as there is — so far as I can see — a clear enough i (Bugge says either 

h (l) or I or P) exactly in the spot for the last i in uiKi, The very short verb may then have been 

FIAL, which frequently occurs on old runic stones. At all events the meanhig is given by these supposed 

words, for the writer can only say, as the outcome of all the bloodshed (UALriRKi), by using the very 

particular word ainhuar — that every body — perisht, and the dative will be the neuter paim. Thus, 

as I think, I have redd the whole of the half-ruined line, partly in fact, by taking ftir fra first and 

not last and deciphering most of the following staves, and partly in substance, by guessing at the general 

import of the few letters now quite gone. 

E. What the Father said to the stone-cutter. 

RUNI BOPR 

BIARI HUHtJAN. 

These-rimes he-hiddeth 

Biar to-hew. 

Last of all we have the usual formula informing us who carved all these runes on the stone. 

And, as is not unfrequently the case, this notice is in verse. — rdni, ac. pi. f. these-RUNES. As we 

have vast numbers of instances of this word in the ac. pi. in the varying shape runar, runor, rdnir, 

so we have also at least half-a-hundred examples (without mentioning those in the 0. Northern staves) 

in the older varying shape rtjna, rung, runi. Here we have the last form, runi. There can be no doubt 

of the word or its meaning. — bopr, 3 s. pr. bids, orders, commands, asks. This is the time J 

have seen this word in this particular phrase in the present tense 3 pers. It is found now and then (at 

least the side-form b.ap from bipia, I have never before seen any form from the verb bidpa, but the 

meaning is the same), but always in the past tense. I have hitherto not remarkt more than one instance 

of any such formula in the present, the lines on the Brackestad stone, Upl. Lilj. 242, Dyb. fol. 231: 

KIULIN RISTIR 

RUNG PAS. 

BAP. the past tense of bipia, is used several times on runic stones in the same sense as the present 

tense bopr here. I will give one example, costly as being on a heathen block at least as old as the 

Rok stone, and as offering curious peculiarities in the shape of the A, b, l, end-R and T. All these, 

the L excepted, are the same on the Rok monolith and the Forsa Ring, only on the latter we have 

no B. I refer to a gravestone which once stood on Bjorko, the famous iland in Upland, Sweden, where 

St. Ansgar preacht. Tho only the upper piece the whole inscription is preserved, but the first 2 letters 

are damaged at the top. After the usual calamities, this bit came to the Swedish Museum in 1826. 

It was first badly engraved by N. H. Sjoborg in his Samlingar, Vol. 3, p. 12, fig. 108, Stockholm 1830. 

It is Liljegren’s No. 334. I here give it. Heliotyped by Pacht, from R. Dybeck’s Sverikes Runurkimder, 

fol. II, No. 55: 
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Little wants in the first 2 broken staves. I take them to have been i and L. This will give us: 

(IL)TDTI« BAt KARUA 

KUBL 1>ITA AFT lUTA. 

(IL)TUTIR (=•? HiLDUDiR) BADE GARE (make, raise) 

CUMBEL (grave-mark) teis after iuti. 

The u in ildu-dir, whether taken as the connecting vowel or as the dative-mark. I look upon 

as local Swedish, older than the N. I. compound name-forms in hildi- and hild-. In 0. Sax. the dat. s. 

of HiLTi. HiLTiA, is (found once only) hiltiu. In 0. E. hildedeor, Battle-strong, is a warrior’s epithet. 

There are many Scando-Gothic names beginning with hild, but this one I have not seen before. 

Now I believe that this particular verb btuda has been chosen in order to get a good stave- 

rime word to biari, and I further think that it has been purposely put into the 3 present singular (not 

in the 3 past sing., BADt) in order -to get the falling syllable R (= ir) and thus make the verse-line 

more musical, the reason for the present tense on the Brackestad stone also. The i was not written, 

to save space in the difficult crypt-runes, but the soimd was fully there all the same. The actual form 

employed presupposes rather an ancient buia, boi>a, than the usual bitoa, and hence we have the bosr, 

which is neither the usual N. I. bydr, nor the 0. Swed. BiutiER (West-Gotl.) and BiAUtR (Gotlandl.) — 

BIARI is the dat. sing, of the mansname biar belonging to the BiR-class so seldom found in rimics, 

wliile the derived forms biarn (and many others) from birin or birn are so common. We have the 

same double groups in the names ari and arin (our Engl. arn. ern. Eagle). — euhfan', inf. to hew, 

carve, cut the rimes, a word employed (iu very many local variations of form) on the monuments, 

usually HAUKUA, HUKUA, HAKUA, AKITA. Should my readings be right, this is the only infnitive in the whole 

text, and this infinitive is clearly in an. adding one more to the half dozen examples I have already 

collected of this older infinitive lingering on in Scandinavia, as it did iu S. English centuries after the n 

had fallen away in N. English. Should this example be denied as being in secret runes, 1 have no 

more to say. But in that case all the readings of all the secret runes by Prof. Bugge and myself 

must also be denied, for they are all redd with the strictest scientific honesty and severity on exactly 

the same runic principles. If one word goes, not one word can stand. 

Let us now, for more clearness, again unfold the whole risting, allowing ourselves greater 

freedom where the lines are laijs (^stave-xime verse): 

A. The name of the Fallen Kelt. 

AFTER WAAIUTH STAND RUNES THESE. 

B, The raiser of the stone. 

BUT WARIN FAW’d (rais’d this), his-FATHER, 

AFTER his-own-FEY (dead) son. 
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C. The Father sings his dear Son's exploits. 

I. 

WE SA.W. FORGET IT NEVER! 

WHERE. IN FIRST FIELD 

FRESH SPOILS SEEKING, — 

WITH HIS WARINS TWELVE 

WARRING BRAVELY — 

TWOFOLD VICTORY, 

HARD-EARN’d TRIUMPHS, 

THE STRIPLING GAIN’D 

o’er NOHMI’S SEAMEN. 

II. 

WE SAW THEREAFTER: 

WHERE, NINE SHIPS NEARING 

FAR NORTH-SHORES WITH ME, 

THE MATCHLESS WAVE-RIDER 

GAVE MIGHT TO THE HRAITH-GOTHS. 

FIRM AND FEARLESS, 

FOLK-LORD, SHIP-LORD, 

the-STRANDS BY HRAITH-MERE 

STRUCK HE WITH AWE. 

BIDES NOW. BELTED, 

BATTLE-STEED HOLDING, 

SHIELD ON HIS SHOULDER, 

THAT SHOOT OF THE MAKINGS. 

REST HE SO THERE IN HIS GALLEY! 

III. 

WE SAW, FORGET IT NEVER! 

IN WHOM UP SPRINGETH AN OTHER WAMUTH; 

WILIN IS he! 

LIKE US BOTH, THE BILLOW SHALL HE REDDEN. 

WILIN IS he! 

D. The old king speaks of himself; 

1. 

THAT SAW W'E. TWELVE OF US: 

WHERE SIGUN’S HELL-FOAL (= the Wolf) 

scour’d THE WIT-WONG, 

KINGS TWAIN CRUNCHING — 

CURS AS THEY WERe! 

II. 

SAW WE, THIRTEEN OF US: 

WHERE SAT KINGS TWENTY, 

IN CAMP ON SEALAND 

FOUR LONG WINTERS. 

FOUR NAMES BEARING, 

SONS OF FOUR BROTHERS; 

WALKS FIVE, RATHULf’s SONS; 

HRAITHULFS FIVE, ROGULF’s SONS; 
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HOISLS FIVE, HARWATH's SONS; 

GUNMTJNDS FIVE, ATRN’s SONS. 

THEIR WAE-DEEDS MANY AFTERWARD HEARD I, 

TILL WEAPON-DRUNK sunk they ALL at last! 

E. Whom the King chose as Rune-cutter. 

THESE RUNES BIDDETH HE 

BIAR TO CHISEL. 

And now only a few words in conclusion. Altho the mystery of the Old-Northern runic lines 

is as yet unknown to us, and altho the above translation may not be correct in every minute detail, 

still the general purport of the whole is plain enough. It is a precious funeral lay of hoary eld, when 

Sweden was still heathen, about the 9th century. Its history is not “historical” in a vulgar sense, 

merely for want of other documents; but it is “historical” all the same, and is also a photographic 

picture of the time and its customs. All is feud and foi*ay, “blood and iron”. And the warlike grave- 

rites still continue, tho in this age and folkland Lich-burning is old-fashion’d. The War-galley is dragged 

on shore, the dead belt is seated on its deck, his slaughtered battle-steed at his side, and the barrow 

is thrown over him with many a wild lament. But no touch of fire comes over him. He rests from 

his toils, and will have happy days in Walhall. 

The Scald — may-be King warin himself — who “fawed the fytte” (composed the verses) — 

was a right good “lay-smith”; some of the lines remind us of passages in the Edda itself. 

May this monolith long stand at Ruk, to tell us of the fearless Hraith-Goths and of Olden 

Swethland in the later Iron Age! 

We have here an instance, and an only instance, of a striking fact — that a grave-stone in 

the later runes has also a separate formula in Old-Northern staves. I believe that richer materials would 

have given other examples of the same kind. One such, as I think, has narrowly escaped us. 

I have to thank Prof. C. Save (1875) for the drawing, full size, of a fragmentary funeral block 

perhaps from the 10th century, found in 1874 by Dr. P. A. Save at Aikiboi (Ekeby) in Gotland. The 

bit left is of lime-stoue, 14 inches long by 9’/2 broad and 4 thick. The runes are elegantly and care¬ 

fully cut, with 2 points between every word. In his letter to me Prof. Save suspected that it was in 

verse. There is no doubt that it was so. The little that is left 1 read and translate as follows: 

(ra|3i sa majjr 

Su)MS RAPA KAN 

FURN u(r|:>) 

FD(lki til minis)! 

The - - MS must have been sum’s or sim’s, a relative form which again occurs on the Fjuckby 

stone, Upland: 

SA HIT AKI 

sim’s uti furs. 

SA (he) EIGHT (was called) aki 

SEM-AS (who-as, who) out (abroad) foHhpooR (pe^'isht). 

The RAPI, RAPA, rede, decipher, unravel, understand, are common enough. 

FURN (forn, old, antique, especially relating to heathen rites and traditions) is found here for 

the frst time m 7'^mics. It is in the ac. pi. neut., requiring a similar noun. 

This noun can only be URP (words), for the u is plain, there is room for only 2 additional 

letters, and no such expression suiting here as ac. pi. neut. exists but URP. 

We have several stones which similarly mention the mini (minne, memorial, memory) which 

shall speak to the people or of the dead. I therefore translate: 
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REDE (understand) sa (that) man 

SUM-AS (who) REDE CAN 

these-FORN (olden) WORDS, 

the-FOLK TO MiNNE (aye speaking to the people)! 

But the FURN URI> here appai'entlj mean — -not the words themselves, which could not be 

different from all other antique terms — but the staves in which they were written. That is, the stone 

had doubtless borne 

1st. The usual death-epigraph. 

2nd. A prayer or formula, probably heathen, in the Old-Northern Rvnes, as on the Rok stone. 

3rd. The above verse-challenge of skill in the reader. 

Jan. 1876. Prof. Save announces that another small bit of this Aikiboi stone has been found, 

containing half a dozen staves, but it does not fit in with the above fragment. 

June 1879. — Antiqvar. Tidskr. f. .Sverige, Vol. 5, Part 3, Stockholm 1878, has just reacht 

me. At p. 211—213 Prof, S. Bugge returns to the Rok stone, and makes several alterations in his 

older reading. 

SOLVESBORG, BLEKING, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 192. 

In “Bidrag” No. 3, p. 201 (Tidskr. f. Phil. 8, 3) Prof. Bugge says that he and Prof. S. Grundtvig 

examined this stone in 1868, and thought — that it had lost some letters at the top, that the 1st rune 

on the left was originally the 7th h. the 8th certainly !•, the last probably I-, thus 

.^SMUT SUNU SIN 

and that on the right after ruti was P (w), then probably once %, and then i or i. 

Thus, besides the unintelligible ruti WAii> or w^ei, we have the accusative suNU sin guest at by 

Dr. Wimraer (Bidrag, 2, p. 350), who “finds” in the plain wti a wonderful rait! In his “Runeskriftens 

Oprindelse", p. 186, Dr. Wimmer “dare not decide” what runes followed this supposed “wai” or “wab”. 

Against all this combination and fancy I protest. Both I and my artist (Prof. J. M, Petersen) 

repeat that the block has no sign whatever of having been higher than it is, and that the real letters are 

so very deeply cut and the stone so hard and ivell 2'>reserved, that the small undulations Bugge speaks of 

(all shown in my engraving, to which I refer) cannot possibly be letter-marks. 

The staves so ingeniously developt by Prof. Bugge neither I nor Prof. Petersen could see, tho 

we spent several days at Solvesborg. And as little were they visible 20 vears before to "Worsaae and 

his artist — for both our copies agree. Still less could they be seen 100 years still further back; for 

Bring, in his Lister-Hilrad, 4to, 1748, p. 50 (see my p. 192) gives the left line (only overlooking the 

first damaged letter) exactly as it was given by Worsaae in 1844 and by myself in 1864; 

(a3)SMUTS RIUSII. 

It was on account of the faults by Bring or his authority iu the right line that I remarkt: 

“the less said about this copy the better", tho we can well understand how most of his mistakes have 

arisen. At that time I had no idea that the plain left line would be manipulated for theoretical reasons into 

“.ASMUT SUNU sin”! 

I therefore repeat that the stone really bears, in verse: 

.^SMUTS RIUSII. 

RUTI WTI (= WRAITl). 

.^SMUT’S (= ASMUND’S) RUSE (stone-heap. Stone-mound). 

RUTI WROTE-these-runes. 
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Nov. 1876. Prof. S. Bugge tells me that he thinks the letters RU may and ought to be redd 

as UR. Mj engraving shows that this is possible, for these staves are often as here very much alike. 

But whether we take the apparent ruti or the posdhU urti, it is a mansname. This name urti also 

occurs in later runics. — June 1879. Have just received Manads-bladet, Stockholm, Sept. Oct. 1877. 

At p. 534 Prof. S. Bugge alters his former reading of this stone. — In my Vol. 1 I dated this piece 

in the 5th century. I now think it not earlier than the 9th or the 8th. 

1I06A, B01[USLJ:N, SWEDEN. 

’ DATE ABOUT A. D. 900—1000. 

Enlarged from the looodcut given hy G. brvsewitz (Elfsvssel, p. 270)^ the runes from a cast given by 

Dr. CHARLES DICKSON of Gotenhurg. Chemityped hy Prof. j. magnus PETERSEN. 

I refer to the article on Reefsal for details as to the costly gift of a cast of the runes on 

this Hoga block, whereby I have been enabled to produce a faithful copy of the inscription. As in the 

above case so in this, my learned friend Prof. Bugge has kindly examined and controlled my drawing, 

so that the runic text is the result of both our labors, and is therefore, I hope and presume, more or 

less faultless. But that runologist has not yet attempted to translate the words, as far as I know. 

This grave-pillar stands on the farm-lands at Hoga, Stala Parish, ile of Orust, Bohuslsen, in 

the middle of the extreme south of the iland, which is due north of Tjurn and quite close to it, so as 

almost to make one folkland. The distance from Hoga to Rtefsal is not great, only about 6 English 

miles as the bird flies. When examined by Mr. Bnisewitz, this Hoga stone lay with its inscribed face 

half sunken in a moss, and was carefully raised by that gentleman. It is of granite and about 12 feet 

high, including that part which is fixt in the ground. The folk round about call it “King Ramunder’s 

Block”. A little above this fine monolith, higher up. are several grave-hows of a moderate size; and 

still farther off, up along the rising mark, are the Hoga stone-circles, now much desolated, but still 

showing two intersecting rings of stone, the one with 9 pillars and a centre-block the other with 7. 

The first to give a drawing was Worm, in his Monumenta Danica, 1643, p. 480. It is suffi¬ 

ciently wild. — Next came Odman in his Bahus-Lans Beskrifning, 1746, p. 234. — He was followed 

by Holmberg (Bohuslans Flistoria och Beskrifning, Vol. 3, Uddevalla 1845, p. 184. — Last Brusewitz 

(Elfsyssel 1864, p. 270). — It was, as I have said under “Rsefsal”, Mr. Brusewitz who first suspected 

that this might be an overgang stone, a hint so happily followed up by Dr. Charles Dickson. 

In now proceeding to my own copy, (made from the Plaster Cast, which I have given to the 

Old-Northern Museum, Cheapiughaven, and approved by Prof. Bugge), I would observe that the little 

mark on the last letter is evidently merely a flaw on the stone, and therefore of no moment. 

I read then and translate: 

flinAi • IT • tif! : : U-THP 
ILEUiJI iEA TJilEN’ tOXI^ ROAUL 

iiJEVRi HEWED (inscribed) tine (grave-jyillar) this to-ROAUL (— roaulf. hrotbwulf). 

It will be observed that the question whether this be an overgang piece or no turns upon the 

value of the Y. It appears to me undeniable that this stave cannot here by any possibility be M. as in 

9 
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the later futhorc; and in this case the risting is not .Scandinafian but overgang. Ihe latest opposite 

school takes this 0. N. Y to be -K, final E, or a kind of final E. Here this twice-occurring mark can 

have no such power. But taking it to be a, as on all other 0. N, pieces, the whole gives, as far as 1 

can see, a meaning only to be rejected because it is usual, simple and natural. 
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But there are certain uniisxial (“barbarous”) forms which demand our attention, besides a 

not common shape of the rune i by which it looks like p (w). 

HJiURi is a name which I have not seen before, at least not thus spelt. But the same may 

be said of scores of other old names whose “orthodoxy” no one has yet ventured to dispute. As the 

stone has suffered so much, there may originally have been an Old North. H, thus h^uri. 

JEA (for iEAK. the K slurred) has also not yet turned up elsewhere. But this again is no 

argument. This verb, 3 pers. sing, past, cut, carved, I have already found in at least 40 different shapes, 

some of them (such as ak, eh, hia, hiau, nro, Hh, i, ia, io, iu) not very unlike that now before us. 

TiEEN, 1 look upon the hole near the centre of the i not to be an accidental scathe, and 

therefore do not write tj-hn. But we can do so if we please. It will make no difference to the meaning. 

1 have already (p. 971) taken this word to mean tme, pillar, grave-token, and have given the parallel 

instances of tin wna (Scandian runes), •pillar this, on the Stafsund stone, and h^i-tin^ (Old-Northern 

runes), high-tine, funeral beacon, grave-pillar, on the Tanum stone. If not so, it can only be a lisping 

sound and spelling for STiEEN, stone. The meaning will be the same. But 1 can now add many other 

examples, given below in the “Archaic and other Sc. R. Monuments”. 

PONi.^:, is also a new spelling. The i> is so carelessly cut (as so often) that it looks like a w; 

but no w now existed. This common pronoun, ac. s. inasc. this, occurs on the monuments in at least 

60 different shapes, some of which (pjen-E, d.enna, i>.enn^, pana, pane, pani, panna, pano, panu. pena, 

PENE, peny, peno, pian, piyno, PINA, piNi, PINNA, PINO, PINU, PYNI, PONA, PONO) are SO near that there is not 

a pin to choose. 

That ROAUL (our modern English Ralph, role, raf, roll, &c.) is = roaulf (i) = broprwulf (i), 

I look upon as selfevident. Not only is f a letter which is largely elided in all our monuments and 

folktalks, but especially in the word (w)ulf it very often sinks into the halfvowel u or falls away 

altogether, and of this last we have hundreds of runic and parchment examples. And in many Norse 

dialects (the old Bohuslsen was a Norwegian folkland) sometimes the l in this word and sometimes the 

F is regidarly slurred and silenth As to the absence of the dative-mark, here probably i, it is so 

common for the dative-vowel to fall away that it is not worth dwelling on it further. — See the 

Word-Row. p. 94S, s. v. rhuulfr, and add to the list of forms n. s. hrupudlf, ac. s. rutulf, ruulf. 

June 1874. Engraved, not without faults, in Dr. 0. Montelius’ Bohuslanska Fornsaker, Part 1, 

Stockholm 1874, p. 39. No translation of the runes is given, but he remarks, p. 40: “It is called in 

the neighborhood ‘King Ramunder’s Block’, and the last word of the risting is Romunt or Ramunt; but 

it is hard to say whether the name given to it is old, or has arisen from some version of the inscription 

during the last century or two.” 

' Sucli sluri'ings and contractions are as old as the hills in every house and dialect. They abound on old Latin grave¬ 

stones, both heathen and Christian. Le Blant says: '‘Dans I'inscription de Marseille, le nom du chretien est ecrit Menas en mciue 

temps t|u'Eumenas. Cette tendance a la contraction se reniarque dans les noms propres comme dans les mots. Sainte Sebastienne 

est appelee BairTtar// dans les actes de son ninrtyre-, on ecrivait Cletus, Con.stinus, Coddeiis, Restutus, Politus, Rhope, Britta, comme 

Anacletus, Constantinus, Quodvult Dens, xVug'ustiiius. Restitutus, Hippolytus. Rhodope, Brigitta. De meme Deposio, sur les marbres. 

remplace souvent Depositio. C'est le r4sultat d'une tendance vulgaire dont parlent les vieux grammairiens. et qui a subsiste.” — 

(Inscr. Chret. de la Gaule anter. au VIH" siecle. 4to. Vol. '2. Paris 18G5, p. dlO.j 

9* 
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OSBY, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

From drawmc) and materials kindly furmsht hy Director c. F. NORDEF!SKJ6ld, of Smdland. 

The drawing ITeliotyped hy v. pacht. 

Tins is No. 1124 in Liljegren’s Run-urkiinder, whose copy is unintelligible. As far as T know, 

it has never before been engraved. But fortunately it was examined and drawn by Director Carl Fr. 

Nordenskjold in 1876 and 1877, so that there is no doubt of the correctness of the runes here given. 

He even paid a special visit once more to assure me that the last word was SIGI. He states that the 

block is of granite, more than 6 feet'high above ground, by nearly feet broad below and more than 

2k2 at the top, with a thickness of nearly feet. It was long nearly covered with earth in the field 

at Osbv in Gardby Parish, but at the beginning of this century was raised by the Chamberlain Gust, 

von Rook, and moved to the walk at Akerby, together with the 2 stone roundels of red granite which 

were found with the runic monolith. It is now well taken care of in the church-yard, and m good 

preservation; the letters are sharp and clear. 

The ball-stones at its foot are nearly 1 foot in diameter, and each one has a flattish side 

made by human band. There is a similar globe-stobe at the top of a gravemound near Grebo church 

in the same province, and 2 others have existed on two other barrows nearby, but have been removed 

to the wall of the church-yard. Scores of other such pieces, some with simple markings or circles, 

others more highly decorated, are found in other parts of Sweden and Scandinavia generally. See p. 78 

of my vol. 1. and above (Vol. 3, p). 7, 8). 

The runes are clear enough: 

HALSTUN RISTI STUN I>ANSI YUIi^ (or OUIN) FATR SIN SIGI. 

HALSTUN RAISED STONE THIS OVER FATHER SIN (Ms) SIGI {^SIGGE). 



OSBY. — INGELSTAD. — MORBYLANGA, — TJANGVIUE. 

'I bus the whole risting becomes simple when we remember that the last word has the 

Northern rune for g, and that we thus get an additional overgaiig monument. We have so 

examples of older or younger or intermixt or unfixt and floating forms in the cases of the nounj 

adjectives, &c., that we need not take offence at the ac. sigi, where we might have expected the 

“regular” siga. It is not more wonderful than the dialectic halstun and stun on this same stone. 

INGELSTAI), EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200 — 1300. 

Old-JV. M. Mon. p. 837. 

MOBBYLANGA, GLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200 — 1300. 

Old~N. R. Mon. p. 243. 

UNU may perhaps be the family-name in the genitive, frozen into a compound nominative. 

TJANGVIDE, GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 224. 

69 

Old- 

Tuany 

5 and 

more 

Bears no 0. N. runes, and therefore goes out. See under archaic monuments. 
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PETER ANDREAS MUNCH. 

18 10 — 1863. 

IN MEMOEIAM. 



VALSFJORD, FOSEN, NORTH TRONYEM. 

DATE ABOUT A. D. 1—100. 

Landscape-view and Profde from drawings kindly forwarded hy Archivary mGVALD vi^idset, Christiania; 

p Chemityped by Prof. Magnus fetersen. — Runes Heliotyped hy Hr. facet from a careftd drawing, full 

size, taken from the rock itself hy Lector karl ryge of Tronyem. 

In the Christiania “Videnskabs-Selskabs Forbandlinger”, 1872, 8v'o, pp. 310 — 332, is a learned 

treatise by Prof. S. Bugge (entitled “To nyfundne norske Rune-Iudskrifter fra den seldre J^rnalder”) 

on this Rock-inscription and on the large Einang stone. The paper is founded on materials forwarded 

10 
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'by Adjimkt Karl Kygli and Archivary Undset, Bugge’s lithograph giving us the rimes (1 5th ot the 

size) from a tracing by Adjunkt Rygh, and also the inscription in normal shape from repeated examina¬ 

tions by Herr Undset. For the sake of comparison I have repeated these here, Heliotvped by Herr 

Pacht. But as 1 had my doubts as to a couple of the staves, I applied to Adjunkt Rygh for a still 

more minute tracing from the rock, and this he was so kind as to execute for me, and I now com¬ 

municate all 3 copies. But the revised drawing of the Rock itself, with its inscription markt in white, 

as it appears from a distance — where alone the total general view can be had — is in fact a 4th 

facsimile, and must be lookt upon as decisively the best of them all. Substantially all 4 agree, and each 

one throws light on the other. [Archivary Ingvald Undset publisht a drawing of the runic rock and a 

short text in “Ny lllustreret Tidende”, Christiania, 31 Jan. 1875, with a correction of the runes in the 

following number.] 

The only other Old-Northern Sea-bluff carving known to me, is that at Veeblungsnaes in 

Norway. As stated in my text thereon, that remarkable death-rune is about on a line with Hernosand 

in Sweden. This one is very much farther north, about on a level — on the Atlantic seaboard — with 

Umea in Sweden, on the Gulf of Bothnia. It is nearly due west of Levanger in Norway, high up 

northwest of 'hronyem, in the rectory of Bjugne, County of Foseii, North Tronyem. Thus it is the 

most northerly 0. N. inscription yet found in Scandinavia. 

Prof. Bugge says, 1. c. p. 4 (312): “North in the Rectory of Bjugne, in Fosen Fogderi, the 

\'alsljord runs up into the land. It ends in two small bays, by an eid (isthmus or portage) 500 feet 

across where narrowest, and where boats are often drawn over, Vals-eid, separated from Koet firth, 

which runs in from the north on the eastern side of the half-ile Jossund. On this- Vals-eid are 15 

grave-mounds and 1 stone-circle, all, as far as Herr Undset could discover and judging from the articles 

found therein, from the Elder Iron Age. Among these finds were two Bronze Rings in one barrow, and 

a Ring of Electrum in another.” [Since this was printed by Prof. Bugge, an account of the opening 

of several of these large hows has been publisht by Herr Undset in “Foreningen til Norske Fortids- 

mindesmterkers Bevaring. Aarsberetning for 1872”, 8vo, Kristiania, 1873, pp. 11 — 24.] 

“The listing is in Oksvoll-bay, the most southerly of these creeks. It was first discovered by 

its present owner, Daniel Oksvoll, and he alone knew of it when he showed it to Adjunkt Rygh at 

Whitsuntide in 1872. The carving is on a perpendicular cliff-wall 16 to 20 feet high. The lowermost 

rune is now about 20 feet above the highest water-flow, and nearly 200 feet from the seashore. [Prof. 

Rygh states that the nearest part of the sea is only 40 feet off.] The letters are written in a straight 

line upwards, and must be redd from below and from right to left. But along this line runs a water- 

channel, and it is probably this which has so worn the stone that there is scarcelv any depth in the 

staves. They are now chiefly recognized by their whitish-gray hue, while the water has embrowned 

tbe surface on which they stand. A little above the middle of the carving the bluff swells somewhat 

out. and there the marks are most smoothed down. The characters look as if they had been rubbed 

or filed in. Even if the rune-smith stood on a ledge which juts out below the inscription, he could 

only have reacht the \ipper ten letters by the help of a ladder, — that is, if the form of the height 

has remained unchanged.” 

We see at once from the above description that the mhbing-in of the characters is here a 

peculiarity; as on the Veeblungsntes rock, and probably from the same reason — one hand being perhaps 

required to hold by a ladder or a man’s shoulder, the other only could be used for the letters. This 

may also explain the smallness and feebleness of the last or highest stave; the rune-man could not 

well reach so far up, could not lay sufficient strength in his dints or rubs on the cliff. 

It is also clear that, as at VmblungsiiEes, there is a considerable change in the relation of land 

and water since this epitaph was inscribed. The rock stands now some vards higher than it once did. 

Very many centuries must have elapst to explain this fact, for such upheavals of the laud (or sinkings 

of the water) have proceeded with remarkable slowness. 

We now come to the runes. The bend in the rune-line is. as explained, from the bulging of 

the rock. The dots express a doubt as to whether that portion is so distinctly carved. The break in 

the left leg of stave 4 (b) is from a hole in the stone. The characters are about 4 inches long, and 

are reverst, with no divisional marks. We will now handle each letter for itself, turning them round. 

The first 3 strokes are, as Bugge remarks, a sign of commencement, as on the Forsa Ring, 

my p. 684. 
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Stave 1-3. 

_ 4. 

_ 5-S. 

__ 9. 

— 10. 

11, 12. 

- 13. 

— 14. 

15-18. 

— 19. 

— 20-22. 

— 23. 

HFX, H^G. 

A plain W, U. The dot-like marks a good deal above the letter are mere breaks in 

the surface. 

STiEL. 

A damaged and worn M, D. 

I, 1. After repeated examinations Undset was convinced that the letter was i, not j;. 

Bugge has also taken it as i. But even if je the difference is only formal, the meaning 

the same. 

Yt), A, TH. 

M, E. Worn and broken. 

P, w. The marks below in Rygh’s 1st transcript are only scathe on the stone. 

FYXX, ^AGO. 

M, D, much damaged. 

FXF, MGJE. 

s. Worn and injured, and apparently even at first slightly cut, from its being so very 

high up. Prof. Bugge reads all the runes in the same way as myself. Thus the whole 

line will be: 
HJIi;GUST.ELDIA6EW^AG0D^GiES. 

Let US now group these letters into words, only remarking as we pass the clear frequency 

here, as often elsewhere, of a local dialectic Ji-sound. AA^e see, in convenient and attractive clusters, 

two nouns in A, usually in these oldest monuments a dative singular, and a third word in -s, presumably 

a nom. singular. AA^e will now examine all 3, referring for further details to the AA^order at the end 

of this volume. 

H^GUSTAiLDiA, a word widely spread among the Scando-Gothic peoples, especially in England, 

and with many allied meanings. Hitherto it has only been found in Scandinavia as an old (now extinct) 

poetical expression in Iceland as a title (chief, prince, captain), but here and there still used provincially 

in Sweden and Norway for a widower. Iceland of course got most of its words from its chiefly 

Norwegian colonists, and the meaning Lord, Captain will be here very appropriate. Thus, To the Captain. 

®ewj;a, mansname in the dative. AA^e do not know what the nominative would be in the 

mouth of the writer; maybe, as a strong noun, something like tEW^s; possibly, as a weak noun, some¬ 

thing like DEWAN or SEWJi:. These weak forms would seem at this early period to have been far 

commoner in Scandinavia than afterwards. Let us call it 1>EW^. 

GOD.,EGiES. In a slurring pronunciation god-djeg^S may often have been spoken as GODiEGiES. 

And we must also remember the frequent runic custom of not cutting the same letter twice together, 

as carving on hard stone was so difficult. In either case the D has been equal to the dd. Accordingly 

Bugge himself has doubled it, and we thus get GODDiEGiES, which is quite simply the very old man.sname. 

even still so common in England, goodday, but here in the nominative, with the antique s-mark. 

Now all this is in every way correct, in accordance with the oldest Scando-Gothic grammar, 

is a common formula (a name in the nom. and a name in the dat.), and gives us an excellent and full 

and usual and practical grave-carving: 

HJEGUSTiELDIA tEW^A GOD^GJilS. 

To-the-HAGUSTALD (Lord, Captain) thew^ godjegjes {=.goqdi)AY) wrote-thesie-runes. 

DOMINO THEW^O GODiEG^S-SCulpsit. 

(= GOODDAY carved this in memory of the Lord TSEWiE). 

Ihe word h..egust^ldia is very old, both in form and in fact. If imported from England or 

Saxland, it must have been at that very early age when the dat. sing, was often in -a, the nom. sing, 

often in -s. But there is no proof or likelihood of any such importation. It doubtless belonged to the 

old common word-stock, is one of those many Scando-Gothic vocables which early died out in Scan¬ 

dinavia and afterwards in England itself, as others died out in Saxland or Germany but have held on 

in Scandinavia or England. Partly from these reasons of language, I give to this monument so early 

an approximate date. — The mansname (in the dat. as here) is also found on the Thorsbjerg 

Sword-chape, Denmark, which see. 
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In his essay Prof. iBugge reads and translates: 

“HAGDSTALDIk 1>EWAu GODAGAS. 

HAGUSTALD GODDAGS TRiEL.” 

(HAGUSTALD SLAVE of-GODDAG.) 

I will only remark: — HAGUSTALD has never yet been found as a inansname except in Germany, 

and there it is very scarce. — Such Scandian nominatives in -R are, in my opinion, impossible at so very early 

a date as the first few centuries after Christ. — We know, from ancient Folk-laws and Sagas and 

Traditions, not a Uttle about Slavery in the Northern lands in the oldest times. We know that the 

Thrall was in a condition of cruel, merciless, bloody, helpless, hopeless, brutal, desperate, contemptible 

bondage — and the more the farther back we go. In my opinion we might as well expect a Funeral 

Carving to a thief as to a slave. And this on a cliff daily past by the proud Galley-chiefs and Sea- 

kings who swept the waters and filled the lands with their fame! 

We have in our Northern folk-lands from high up in Scandinavia down to Southern England 

nearly 2000 Runic grave-memorials, and they stretch from heathenry to the middle-age and the 

Reformation, when the Christian faith had humanized and lightened and mildened Slavery to the utmost, 

till at last it abolisht it altogether. But we have not one Death-rune to a Slave. How then is this 

possible in the 1st or 2nd or 3rd or 4th or 5th age after Christ? 

It has been privatelv suggested that Bugge's reading may have been the mere scribble of a 

Slave, or the grave-minne of a Slave to a fellowthrall. But surely this is a strange resource. The 

painful and wearisome rune-carving was as far as possible .from a joking easy scribble, — even supposing 

the possibility of a Slave being a master of Rune-lore. And, if any Thrall had dared to do anything 

so insulting, lynch-l.aw would instantly have hanged him on the nearest tree and obliterated the 

offensive writing. Nay, Prof. Rolleston thus sums up his long and powerful argument against even the 

hones of a slave, sacrificed at the grave-feast, being allowed to lie near his dead lord inside the barrow: 

“According to the legend given by Bartholinus in his Antiquitates Danicse, 1689, pp. 291—292, the 

spirit of the Icelandic Asmundus was unable to rest until the body of a slave, who had killed himself 

from unwillingness to survive his master, was removed from his tomb: and we may be quite sure that 

the haughty and harsh sentiment attributed to that hero. Animoso vacuvs locus melius placet qvam mali 

comites, must have been too strong in every age and country which tolerated human sacrifices to allow 

of any equality between master and slave being set up even in the grave. In two words, I can under¬ 

stand how the bones of slaughtered slaves or captives might lie ‘scattered at the grave’s mouth’, I 

cannot understand how they would be likely to find entrance into the tombs (>f the kings.” (Greenwell 

and Rolleston, British Barrows, 8vo. Oxford 1877, p. 693). Whether Prof. R. be right in his view 

or no, it is certain that the case against which he argues must have been very rare. 

Again it has been said, that the Slavery of the Early Iron Age was milder than afterwards, 

for that the times were more peaceful. As I take it, this is contrary to all that we know. In those 

yore-days was endless inward feud and foray in the North. The petty folk-kings and ness-kings 

waded gradually thro blood and treachery to a comparative unity, which at last was reacht in about 

the 10th, 11th century. At the same time they shared in ouUvard feud and foray round the neigh¬ 

boring coasts, and drew in great “Folk-wanderings” to British and many other shores, wdiile many also 

took military “freelance” service in Byzantium and in the Greek and Roman Empires generally. The 

formal “blood and iron” Wiking-period I need not dwell on. But during all this long sweep of barbarous 

club-law I can see no room either for sentimental “peace” or for Runic carvings to or by “a dog 

of a slave.” 

Adjunkt Karl Rygh has given his copy of the runes and a short description of his find in the 

above-mentioned Norse “Aarsberetning” for 1873. p. 32, 33. — See v.eblungsn.2:s. 

There are several rock-runics in Sweden, but none from the 0. N. runic period is hitherto 

known. In England we have only one such grave-minne, the Barnspike carving, which see in Vol. 2. 

p. 648. It is in the later staves. 



BO, STAVANGER AMT, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

Old-N. E. Mon. p. 846. 

STENSTAD, THELEMARK, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200 — 300. 

Old-N. E. Mon, p. 254, 839. 

I now read and translate: 

' IGINGON H^L^A. 

IGJNGA'S LOW (ha7'row, gi'ave-moimd). 

Bugge and Wiinmer have both suggested that igingon is a womans-name in the genitive, and 

this is very possible. But see the Word-list. 

•So I now regard the above HiEL..EA as another instance of a vowel euphonically inserted to 

help the pronunciation of two consonants, thus HiELiEA —- hl^sa. Such examples are luimerons on these 

0. N. runic monuments. Among others we have: 

YFiETA = YFTA. 

BERIG = BERG. 

BCEREHTIXG = BCERHTING. 

gSeH^LiErB.a;N = gseHLJEIBJEX. 

HYRIWUL^FJi; = HYRIVXXF^. 

HiECUWOL^FiE = HiEIGWOLF^. 

HELIP^ = HF.r,P,E. 

W^RYIT — WRYIT. 

Jhere are a crowd of others in later runics and in old 25f‘i'chments, &c. We thus got the 

exact parallels: Bo, hx^bm^s HLiEiwji. Steiistad, igixgox H^EEJiA. Skarkind, sciijje eeuw.e:. Tanem, MyENISLatt. 

All these, in my opinion, are one and the same formula, the name of the deceast in the genitive, 

followed by the word LOW, tumidus, how, cah'n in the nominative. On the Sigdal block the word 

occurs for the 5th time, but in the ac. s. neut., ute i>et.ea H^Lo^OLiEEWE. As to the variety of spelling, 

B^R^H = BJDRH. 

BURtJG = BURG. 

H5;RrwoL,ai:FA = e^riwolfa. 

HiEJUWOL^FA = H.££UW0LFA. 

HYtUWOL^FA = HYPUWOLFA. 

HYERUWUL^FIA == HYERUWUEFIA. 

W^RITii = WRIT^, 

we have even in the parchment (and therefore to some extent “orthodox” and re 

collected by me p. 847 and fol. the spellings: 

HLR<:WE, HLAWE, HLAU, 

LEAH, HLEWE, HLAW. 

HLjEW, BLEW, LAW, 

LEW. HL.ETJ. HLAU, LEWE. 
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EINANG, VALDEES, CHRISTIANS-AMT, NOR\yAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

From Draiviugs, Paper-cast, hindly supplied ly Cand. jur. a. lorange. of P'rodrikshaJd, Norway, now 

Keeper of the Museum. Beryoi. Ckemityped hj Prof, mag^us petersen. 

^ The Norse archseologist Lorange. a mighty digger and successful collector, has long been 

anxious to add something to iny hoard of Old-Northern Riinics. At last fortune has favored his zeal, 

and I have to thank him for the materials here employed, and for the information so kindly given by 

him both by letter and in person. All this I here communicate to my readers. 

Happily these Norwegian Old-ruiiish finds have been numerous beyond expectation, and we 

may hope for others. The high farming and Macadamized road-making of England and Denmark and 

Sweden are as yet exceptional in the more rugged and less cultivated Norse landscapes. The more 

reason for Norwegian loremen to use the time, and “make hay while the sun shines”! 

A tradesman. Hr. Brandt, first remarkt this stone in 1871, and pointed it out to the Norse 

Engineer-lieutenant Heyerdahl, who visited it in the course of his measurements, thereafter informing 

Candidate Lorange of the fact, The same year the latter got the local physician, Dr. Printz of Valders, 

to procure him a temporary paper cast, while he also secured the ownership of the stone and mound 

to the University of Christiania. In the last days of June 1872, as soon as weather and other 

* The substance of this pajier, but in a very short form, a2)peared in the Danish 'Tliustreret Tidende", 18 April 187.'). 
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circumstances permitted, Mr. Lorange and Prof. S. Bugge started for Hedemarken, and thence traveled 

together to the stone. First were obtained the drawings I here make public, the fullsized copy of the 

rimes (here Heliotyped one-half the size by Hr. Pacht) being their united work, the Runologist of 

course taking the Lion’s shares of this particular labor, so as to ensure absolute exactness. Both 

agreed, before any rune-mark was drawn. Then all the surroundings were narrowly examined. There¬ 

after (here the Digger, Hr. Lorange, being the most active) the how itself was opened and every 

spadeful searcht, with the hope that the gravegear might throw some light on the age of the burial 

and the funeral words. It turned out however that this rasse or raise (Old-Engl. hruse), our North-E. 

word for Cairn, grave-how built up of small stones, had been opened long before, and its contents 

carried off or destroyed. Two feet north of the block was a narrowish but deep bole in the mound, 

and nothing was now found but a few bits of charcoal and a morsel of iron. 

The stone and rasse are about 30 feet from a fence between the lands of Nesja and Einang, 

on a patch of woodland on the hill-ridge at the eastern side of the valley, about 300 feet above the 

highway, in West Slidre, Valders, some 25 Norse miles N. W. of Christiania. It is of lime-stone slate, 

about 5 feet 8 inches above ground, upwards of 3 feet broad and from 7 to 9 inches thick. The 

surface is not rough like granite, but has suffered a good deal, small films having scaled off here and 

there on the rune-side, while on the back is a hollow portion, a slice of the stone having there fallen 

away. It is therefore fortunate that it was found before it was too late. Thin hard dark moss is on 

the firmest spots, which, with the weathering of the slate, has rendered the staves in parts somewhat 

difficult. But otherwise they are plainer than was expected. They begin fiVa inches from the top of 

the block, on the smooth side, opposite the S. E., are 19 in number, about 2V3 inches high, in a nearly 

straight line about 25^, a in^'hes long, and are seemingly not cut in, but rubbed in with a dull instrument, 

the bottom of the ristings being round and smooth. 

The how itself, which is not far from West Slidre Church, is one of a group hitherto unknown 

except in the immediate neighborhood, on 01-hill in the middle of the eastern incline of Slidre dale, 

where the fell is less steep than above and below. These cairns are large and flat, very low, none 

exceeding 3 feet in height, built of haudstones with a little earth among the upper layers, vary in size, 

and are in clusters of from 3 to 4, with from 600 to 800 paces between each group. Round each is 

a ring of foot-stones; the slant of the hill gives these a wall-like look on the under side, as here the 

footstones are larger than elsewhere, partly the better to resist the incumbent weight and partly to 

make the surface as horizontal as possible. Many of them are or have been crowned bv standing 

stones, and Mr. Lorange raised several which had fallen, but only this one has a mnish risting, and none 

other mch is known in Norway yet standing on its olden grave-nioimd. 

This Einang Low is nearly circular, and about 50 feet in diameter, like all its comrades 

doubtless from the Early Iron Age. From its top is a wide view to the ridges on the other side of 

Slidre dale and to the far-off snow-tops, dhis outlook, this roominess and contact with the busy world, 

so as not easily to be forgotten, so as still to rejoice in the concourse of men or ships on land or 

ocean, was characteristic of the Old-Northern sepulchral customs. Hence, as we know, the barrows or 

grave-words of the men of the Iron Race were if possible on the strand of the lake or the sea, on 

the hill brow or lofty ridge, by the cross-road or highway, or near the place where the meinie gathered 

at Thing or Folkmoot. 

Pursuing his researches, Hr. Lorange also opened two other rasses, about 150 paces .S, W. of 

the Einang monolith, and as far west of the farm-buildings. In the one was found only some charcoal 

and bits of the burnt corpse; in the other were a good many incinerated human bones and some pieces 

of a baked clay grave-urn, with ornaments and markings which in Norway betray the Early Iron Age. 

Afterwards he dug into many other lows nearby, but in vain. Each had the fatal hole, had been 

entered before by treasure-seekers. Only one was untoucht. It was one of the group which held the 

3 whence came the Early Iron remains the year before, including the Roman .Stampt Sword. As it was 

state-property. Prof. Bugge ofBcially put spade into it after Mr. Lorange had left, and came upon two 

Spear-heads of iron, same type as those from the Nydam Moss in Denmark, date about 250—300 

after Christ. Before departing, however. Candidate Lorange opened several barrows in the valley. Only- 

in one of these was anything to speak of, some shards of an earthen grave-pot from the Early 

Iron period. 
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All these tumuli had the same character and were more or less from the same time. Earth 

was found oiilj among the upper cobbles, grass-sward covered the whole. The cobbles, especially in the 

rune-cairn, were arranged with considerable regularity. The barrows were all flat and wide and low. 

Hi. Lorauge has only observed such on the Ida plain near Fredrikshald. But these latter are of earth, 

not stones. Tet their contents would seem to have been much the same. At Ida are also many cone- 

shaped Early Iron graves, and the same is the case at Valders. In all Norse Early Iron burials the 

bodies have been burned, and the bones deposited in pots or urns or else in small heaps, and we find 

half-round bone combs like those from the Danish Mosses. Weapons are seldom met with. 

Thus inside the Rune-rasse was nothing which could hint the date. Happily help came from 

an unexpected quarter. Mr. Lorange had begged Dr. Printz to purchase antiquities for him. In the 

spring of 1871 the owner of Einang thought to earn something extra in this way, began digging on his 

own account, and, unknown to Dr. Printz, opened 3 tumps some yards north and a little east of the 

Rune-how, which they resembled in size and build. They had also the chain of foot-stones at their 

base, a sure sign in Norway of the Early Iron Age, just as in that country clay grave-pots are never 

found in mounds from the Later Iron Age. Among the articles exhumed by the farmer was an Iron 

Sword with a Roman Stamp. But here Cand. Lorange shall speak for himself: 

“In this group are three cairns in a line over the bank. I'he Blade lay in the hiuermost and 

least, in the middle of a layer of charcoal and burnt bones on the floor. By the Sword was a 4-edged 

well-shaped Lance point, and above this a Spear-head with barbs, and 4 12-sided long socket much 

twisted and bent in a half circle, which held a Shield-boss containing some brooches, a doubled-up 

Knife-blade, an Awl. &c. — In the middle how was a Lance-point and a Shield-boss, resembling those 

in the former tomb and also lying on charcoal and burnt bones. In the iq^pennost and largest were only 

pieces of a Shield-boss, but under the same circumstances as above. A fourth barrow, in the same 

level as the topmost, was examined by Prof. S. Bugge. It contained a Lance-point and a barbed 

Spearhead, both of them very much like those in the lowermost how. Now it is note-worthy that not 

this Sword alone but also all the other things have their counterparts in the Nydam find. 

“Lance-points, as Nydam PI. X, fig. 20, XI. f. 39. 

“Spear-heads, - — - X, f. 29, XI, f. 31. 

“Shield-bosses, - — p. 21. 

“The Knife and Fibula are also the same as in that Danish Moss, tho they come from the 

high fell-dale of Valders. 

“From such remarkable similarity and agreement, this grave-gear will it is hoped make up for 

the emptiness of the Rune-how, and may serve somewhat to fix the date of the Runish inscription   

if the Sword alone had not done this —- for of course this is the most striking and characteristic of 

all these articles. It is double-edged, damascened, and has two broad hollows running down each 

surface. The stamps are on one side, just below the tang, first a wheellike Star, and then an oblong 

square with raised Latin letters, probably a name, ranvici . ., a couple more staves being illegible. Like 

the other things, it has been burnt on the funeral pyre and then bent double, and is now covered with 

a smooth heat-blister which has nearlv made it proof against rust. 

Such damascened and stampt Battle-brands have as yet been found only in a couple of the 

Danish Mosses. In Norway they have been hitherto unknown, except perhaps the one from By in 

Ringerike. None have turned up in Sweden, nor as far as 1 am aware in Danish graves, tho they now 

and then occur in Danish field-finds'. Opinions differ as to their origin, for in spite of the Latin 

letters no name has yet been met-with bearing a Roman clang, as is the case with the names on the 

Roman Saucepans. Nor can we conclude anything from their form, as unfortunately little is known 

about Roman Swords. Some have thought that their damascening betrays an Oriental source, but 

probably this will first be determined by future discoveries. 

“But as we know' that many of the tribes called by the Romans “Barbarians” surpast the 

Romans themselves as weapon-smiths, and that for instance both Iberian and Norian blades were much 

sought after in Rome, these pieces, in accordance with their name-stamp, are now usually pronounced 

“not-Roman” and bear the wide denomination “Barbarian”, 

' “Se Nydam Mosefund, p. 22.” 

11 
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-In Nydara Moss were 90 damascened Brands out of 100; in the later Vi Moss were 14 out 

of 67. But the Factory-raarks upon them were scarce, and Stamps with Latin letters still rarer (in 

Nydam 8 to 10)h It is therefore possible that several other foreign Swords may exist among the 

many such pieces found in Norway from the Elder Iron Age. 

“In any case the Einang Sword has especial interest from its so evidently belonging to the 

peculiar class found in Nydam. When laid in the grave it was nearly new, at least it shows no signs 

of wear, and it cannot have been long on its way from its unknown workshop up to Norway. Impos¬ 

sible and improbable it is not, that some Norse warrior who served out South brought home with him 

this superb blade, — which would be a new proof that the Norsemen came early in contact with 

southern civilized lands. Certainly the Valders finds in general are remarkable evidences of the similarity 

in style and taste — from the influence of Roman models — apparent as eai’ly as the 3rd century all 

the Northlands over, from South Jutland to the mountain-valleys of Norway. 

Another precious Roman piece in Director Lorange s Collection is a Bronze L rn, found 

in 1865 in a grave at Farmen, Vang, Hedemarkens-Amt. N. E. of Christiania, containing only bones 

and ashes. It would seem to have been a Temple-vessel, to have been stolen from some fane, come 

to Norway as war-booty or an article of commerce, been bought or used there for household purposes 

(the sides and bottom were covered with hard soot), and lastly to have been chosen to hold the 

charred bones of the dead householder. It is inscribed, in Roman letters of about the 2nd century: 

APRVS ET LIBERTINVS CVR.ATOR(eS poS)VERVNT. 

APRCS AND LIBERTINOS, TEMPLE-GUARDIANS, OFFERED-thlS. 

A short notice of this Einang Stone will be found at p. 43 of a valuable paper by Lorange — 

“Om Spor af romersk Ivultur i Norges asldre Jerrialder”, an overprint pamphlet of 54 pages 8vo forming 

a part of “Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1873”. with a colored plate of the Roman 

Vase and the Roman Sword, But the block has also been largely described, and its runes translated 

with a learned comment, bv the Norwegian rune-smith Prof. Sophus Bugge. Ihis article is printed at 

pp. 13 (320) —25 (332) of his interesting essay: “To nyfundne norske Rune-Indskrifter fra den teldre 

Jsernalder”, overprint pamphlet, a portion of “Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1872 , 8vo. with a plate of the- Valsfiord Inscription and a view of the Einang stone and its runes, the latter 

^7 of the full size. 

Having thus discust the find, the stone and the mound, and the other illustrative circumstances, 

we will now enquire what the venerable grave-words say. 1'he better to do this, I here give the stone 

itself, Chemityped by Prof. Magnus Petersen, and also the rune-line on a scale of b-g, Heliotyped by 

Pacht from the facsimile-drawing. 

Being turned round and destitute of divisional marks, as usual in the oldest times, and here 

and there injured, the staves of course present some difficulty, but less than might be lookt for. as 

they are generally clear enough and — so to speak — divide themselves. They were redd by 

myself and f^rof. Bugge in the same way independently when first cojjied. It is in the translation 

that we differ. 

Let us fix the marks. Beginning at the top or from right to loft, going downwards and 

reversing the runes, we find they are: 

No. 1. Damaged below, clearly M, d. The damage-shade goes still lower down in Bugge’s 

engraving. He says the stone shows it was certainly d. 

2. A plain f, 

3. Has suffered, but is certainly X, G. So says Bugge also. 

4. Again an F, M. 

5. Can fortunately be well made out, Y, A. 6. Luckily, the chief part of the bow is sharply left; thus the letter has been N th. 

1 “All the antiquities fount) in Denmark with Roman Shop-marks are enumerated by Prof. Engelhardt in Aarboger 1871, p. 432.” 

^ I have translated the above from Mr. Loraiige’s treatise “Oin Spor af romersk Kultur”, pp. 43 (225) —45 (227). 
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No. 7, 8, 9. No real difficulty, FYi^, j^ar. 

- 10, 11, 12. Also quite readable, UKO. 

- 13—19. Only the last rune seriously injured, FismiDO. 

Prof. Bugge, Hr. Lorange and myself all agree that these staves are realh/ and certainly so, 

whatever they may mean. — Now we recognize the group fjcihido at once, as an old and costly form of 

the verb in the 3rd person past which occurs several times in 5ca?ic?ia?i-runic inscription.s as FAti, made, 

carded. See F.aiiHiDO in the Worder, faucepo in the ordroli, Vol. 2, and iii this last the examples 

given of fah, paado and faw runar. 

And there is no doubt of another cluster, rung, the same accusative plural as we find on so 

many other stones in its usual sense of runes, letters. — So far Bugge and I agree; but here we part 

r 

company. I continue with another little handful, the plain and simple word AtJiiA, the regular oldest 

dative of AtJE, a mansname frequent in our forn talks, .— Only 4 staves left. And these make DJiG^, a 

regular and common weak-noun mansname in the nominative, several times occurring in later runes, 

well known to us all, and still Jiving among us in Scandinavia as dag, in England as day. 

Thus it is, that I said these letters divide themselves. Let us then gather up the words: 

HMGM At^EA rung F^iIHIDO. 

D.^G (=DAY) tO-ATHJG theSC-RUNES FAWED (carved). 

Can anything be more usual or more “grammatical”? It is the common formula of a mans¬ 

name in the nominative {t\\Q carver or raiser) and a mansname in the dative (the dead fnend or Jdnsnian). 

Sometimes a verb in 3rd person past {raised, inscrihed. &c.) follows, sometimes also the otherwise 

“understood" accusative {this stone, these runes, die.). Here both verb and accusative are added. 

11* 
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Thus the nomiimtive but in a weak form, as so frequently in old days, with the ending -ii 

(or-A or 0 &c.). Then the dative in A (or some allied vowel) as is characteristic of om fornest Scando- 

Gothic. So the verb, 3rd pers. sing. past, in -o (or an allied vowel), just as we see it on several of 

our oldest pieces. Compare in my old Word-roll FAUtEPO, E..EISTO, StETTOE, T^wiDO, triiknabu, utro, 

woEiEHTO. VRojiTO, besides others in the later runes (snch as the FAAto of the Flemlose stone, my 

p. 678), and occasionally in our most antique parchments.^ 

Have there been runes on the other side of the block? As far as we know, certainly not. The 

back is the rough side, and there is no single trace of a stave. Bits have scaled off, especially in the 

middle, but there would surely have been some spores of letters someivhere had such existed, and no 

letter or half-rune was found on any fragment on the ground. Some of the peasants thought there 

had been runes — a common mistake, as these people often fancy they see runes in any crack or in 

nothing at all or in common Latin letters. Many a wild-goose chase have I had — to find only a 

ridiculous iinmarkt or Latin-lettered stone. Even Prof. Bugge himself (as little as Hr. Lorange) does 

not believe that the back ever was inscribed. “In this instance, I am not inclined to believe it. ^ Ihe 

idea may have arisen from the fact, that Prof. Bugge found on one of the fallen back-bits an imperfect 

Roman E. The owner of Einang said that this had been carved not very long ago, and signified einang, 

and that on the other side had been risted N, which stood for xesja, the block having thus been made 

into a boundary-stone between those two farms. We may therefore be pretty sure that runes stood 

only on the smooth side, as usual; but all these runes are extant and can be redd. 

Hampered by his two ideas, that the 0. N. Y is the mark for final r, -r, and that the -0 in 

past tense verbs is the sign of the 1st person, my learned friend Prof. Bugge reads this risting, p. 15 (322): 

^ Prof. Bugge takes tills past-tense ending -0 to have been the 1st person, and therefore to mean I (made, wrote, &e.). I have 

said that we have no really old runic example of this i, n. n., made. People then said: Alfred made, not i, alfked, made. At p. 20 

(327) he brings an ingenious and in his opinion decisive instance of this /. He reads one line of the old Karnho stone, Sodernianland, 

thus: “.[sTAijN hiNA [a]ft MiK sialbb IN AFT kairulk brdI'UR MIN CARB lAK hrad(r?)”. No translation. But we can follow his 

idea. To this I answer, that years ago I had redd this very same line in much the same way, but it never entered my head that 

it was a proof of the l, N. n., made. The stone has 4 lines. Line 1 is broken away. Lines 2 and 3, much damaged; we cannot 

(at least I cannot) read them. Perhaps Prof. Bugge can, for he has seen the stone. I have never seen it. At all events he only 

reads the 4th line. In this we have a unique example not of i but of after mt&elf, instead of the well-known and common formula 

(n. N. raised this stone (fee. AFTER RIM (her) SELF, or AFTER HIMSELF QUICK (yet living). See my p. 87, 88. The reason for this 

solitary instance might he apparent, could we read the other 3 lines. However, the point here is clearly not the i, but the mvSelf; 

this once written, of course any continuation must say i. The i is here merely an enclitic to the foregoing me. 

We have parallels on other late stones or fonts &c. which say or imply .me. If words follow in the mouth of this me — 

tho this ME be a piece of stone or metal, not a man — then of course we may have i. — But 1 will here give all runic instances 

known to me of’ this formula 1. They can be compared with the i, i am, and me on Classical Antiijuities. 

1. Tingvold, Norway, my p. LXIV: ek Bif>.EN ek et gonnar, ok gj?r1>i ek hcs 1'.etta. oalete. Late Christian. 

The Architect of the church, gcnnar, who built this house, begs the prayers of the faithful for his soul. Ends in Latin. 

2. Tose, Norway. aslacar gerI'e mik. 

RUNAR ek RIST 

AUK RaI’NA STAUE. 

UER 

A scribble stone, late, ending in a well-known phrase or quotation. 

3. Skooaback Drinking-horn, Scone. In Danish of the 15th century. 

4. Stockholm Silver Spoon, tankin 0 mih, suo iab 0 il’/EB. {Think of me as 1 of you). Swedish; 15th century. 

5. Saleby Church-bell, Sweden. I^a iaik uar gbr.{when I was made &c.) Dated 1228. Swedish and Latin. 

6. Gasinge, Sddermanland, My p. 691. Raised by 5 persons and has a Christian prayer. The i know that suin w.4S 

out-west with kut must therefore be uttered by rUE stone, in the old epical way. 

7. Gulldrupa, Gotland. Modern scribble on church-wall. 

8. Karnbo, Sddermanland. (Above). Prom the style of the runes, 4 lines, which imn round the oblong stone, cannot be 

older than the lltli or 12th or 13th century. The i here depends on the foregoing me. 

9. Hdsmo Font, Smalaiid. (/ beg thee that thou pray zealously for ihe man that made me. Jakob hight he). Date 

about 13th century. 

in. Burseryd, Smaland. {Arinbiorn made me. And here shall I for a long time stand). Font, of the middle age. 

The IK (!) of the Gilton Sword is a very different matter. Here it is the sword which speaks. (See under Lindholm, p. 331. 

Thus none of these pieces is really antique-, some come down nearly to the Reformation; not one has simply I, N. Nm 

wrote, ifec. The oldest. No. 8, depends on the mik, and is some 600 or 700 years later than the so-called “Old-Northern” examples. 

And this “Old-Northern i” has spoiled every inscription into which Prof, Bugge has forced it. See my p. 326, LI. LXII. 

^ “Jeg er i dette Tilfaside ei tilboielig til at tro derpaa.” To nyfundne norske Rune-Indskrifter, p. 22 (329). 
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“DAGAh Mr rung FAIHIDO. 

JEG, DAG, SBLREV DISSE RtJNER." 

1, DAG, THESE RUNES FAWED (iVVOte). 

1. By this method of translation we have not one word as to why or to whom this evidently 

funeral monolith was raised. 

2. At this excessively old date we should undoubtedly expect as the nominative end-mark -s, 

not -R, which is very much later. 

3. Ihe expression i>ar rung at this early time is something quite inadmissible. We all know 

that the si, later s, in tisi (w-si), ws, &c. our this, these, those, is an emphatic enclitic added on, 

whether or no it was originally the 2nd sing, imperative of the verb to see. In some cases of this, 

thus emphasized, pronoun the s melted into R, in the way so common to this sound everywhere but 

especially in Scandinavia; but this took place gradually and at a later period. We have hundreds of 

examples of this accus. plur. feminine = these runes, after a verb, on stones coming down from early 

times so late as the close of the middle age, in Norway as elsewhere, but we have no single instance of 

this MR or B^R, with -R; always -S, (D^SAR,* MiS^R, MSI, i>asa. msar, msi, (benr), pesa, iesar, peser, 

PESI, PIS, PISA, PiSAR, Pisi, PiSR, PGSAR, &c.). Is it credible then that this comparatively modern -R in 

this accus. plur. fern, should be found on an Old-Northern monument from the 3rd century after Christ?^ 

Before leaving Prof. Bugge’s valuable essay on this stone, I must strongly object to his 

conclusion at p. 23 (330): “From the inscriptions hitherto translated, no one has been able to 

point out a single essential (in fact, scarcely a non-essential) difference of dialect. The tung which 

speaks to us from the rocky bluff at Valsfiord is exactly the same as that which is gathered from the 

Ferrule of the fhorsbjerg Moss.”^ This formal reiteration of the modern theory about the one, holy, 

uniform, “correct”. Old Northern language in very early days, as spoken from Finland and the White 

Sea down over Sealand and Jutland to the Eider (where it suddenly stops!), and of which 13th century 

colonial and mixt Icelandic is lookt upon as the orthodox norm and index and exponent — is surprising 

indeed. All 1 have to say is, that if the extraordinary differences, “essential” or “non-essential”, in 

sound-laws and grammar-forms and word-stock, found from time to time of old in our oldest remaining 

materials, runes and skinbooks and folktalks, among the manifold clans then with no collective name 

but now called Swedes and Norwegians and Danes, signify nothing, — then the similar or still slighter 

differences between the oldest Scandian remains and the oldest Anglian and Saxon and Frisic remains 

are of as little account. But if so. where are the mighty “organic differences” between the oldest 

Scandian and these other dialects so loudly insisted on by this modern “German school”, — so that 

even Old-English (chiefly derived from this very Scandinavia, and its oldest colonial offshoot) is now as 

glibly as infallibly pronounced to be a “German” and not a “Scandian” f'olkspeech? Surely there must 

be a screw loose somewhere. See hereon my p. XXXVII and fob, 27 and fob, &c. 

’ There is one example of I>ar, nom. pi. fem., on a stone to which i have given the approximate date of the 9th century. 

It is the Rsk block. See p. 50, above: aft damdI’ stonta RtNAR Par. Eut (whether this f>AR be the n. pi. f. of sa (['e) and thus = 

the M. Goth, hos, or of SA-SI (hE-si) the M. Goth, hozun), the nom. is not the accusative, and there is the enormous chasm of 600 

year.s between ROk and Einang — the period between the English of King Alfred and the English of Shakespear! On other, mostly 

far later, stones we have some 8 dozen instances of I'iSR or Pair or Peir or Per or PiR as nom. pi. masc., and a single one of Par 

as ac. pi, mase. — Compare the striking variations, not only in spelling and sound but in grammatical forms and the words employed, 

between the oldest Icelandic Homily-book tabout A. D. 1200) and the oldest Norse Homily-book (about A. D. 1230—-40), where they 

have exactly the same texts or sermons, Yet there is only one generation between them! — See my notice of Prof. Wisen’s edition 

of the Icelandic Homily-book, in Dansk Kirketidende, Kjebenhavn, Sept. 8, 1872. 

^ “Af de hidtil tolkede Indskrifter har man ikke kmmet paavise en eneste vaesentlig (ja neppe nogeii uvaesentlig) dialektisk 

Sprogforskjel. Det Tungemaal, der klinger til os fra EjmldhamnieTen ved Valsfjorden, er fuldkommen det samme soni det, der tydes 

ud af Tegnene paa Dopskoen fra Torsbjerg Mose.” 
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EINANG, VALDERS, CHRISTlANS-AMT, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

From Fhatvinfis. Papei--casts, Ligkt-hild, ^c. lindly forwarded hy Director a. lorange. Chemityped hy 

Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN. 

From this same spot, WestSlidre. Valders, about 25 Norse miles N. W. of Christiania, came 

another grave-minne undoubtedly runish, and from all the circumstances of much the same age as the 

standing stone. It was found in 1871. When Dr. Printz was at Einang, trying to get a paper 

impression for Hr. Lorange, as stated in the last article, a peasant showed him in a stone-heap a 

nearly round block which he had come upon deep in the ground while clearing a field, about 70 yards 

from the inscribed Einang stone. It is from 12 to 18 inches all round, being partly globular or rather 

pear-shaped, tolerably even and of lightish gneissose granite, and is now in Lorange’s Museum, 

There can be little doubt that this jjiece, like so many other such small sarsens, is a grave- 

memorial, and that if had been placed inside the barrow. This being gradually cleared away, the articles 

within and lower down afterwards turn up by accident of riddance or ploughing. Great numbers of our 

“field-finds” come in this way. 

The value of this small block consists in its bearing a Bind-rune, not very deeply and rather 

carelessly scored in, and well preserved. Such monograms are sometimes not easy to make out. My 

distinguisht fellow-workman. Prof. Bugge, has not redd it. Still I think there is little difficulty. — 

The first stave is a roughly carved Old-Northern M, H. On to this has been added the arm of an 

Old-Northern Y. A. Above, partly making use of the right side top of the h, has been fashioned an 

Old-Northern X, 0. A small bar midway on the right is apparently a stop. Thus we get. in the 

nominative, the mansuame 
HAO. 

Should we sav that the stone only bears ha, this would be either a mansname, equivalent to 

HAO. or a contraction of a mansname beginning with ha. But there is little doubt that the whole is 

HAO, with the nominative-ending -0, which we should expect. On so stnall and so ha7'd a block, and so 

carelessly perhaps hurriedly cut, we should not look for a long insci’iptiou. Hence perhaps the word 

has been risted as a monogram — to save labor. ^ 
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TUNE, SMlLENENE, NORWAY, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200 — 300. 

Old~N. R. Mon. p. 247, 904, Lll 

\ ery slightly modifying my former version, i now propose: 

ECWIW^A ^FTER WODURIDE, WIT^I GJf;H^LA:iB^N, WORiEHTO R(un»). 

ARBINGiES INGOST, LIA, JilRBINGiE NOtUlNGOA, DOHTR, lA DiELIDUN (SET)a WODURIDE STiElNiE. 

ecwiWjEa after (in memory of) wodurid, her-wiTTY (wise, high, mighty, illmtrious) loaffellow (partn&t', 

mate, husband), wrought (carved, ^ let carve) these-R(unes). 

The-EEIRS (sons) INGOST and-LlA. and-the-HEJKESS NOTHUINGOA, his-DAUGHTER, HIA (they) DEALED to-SET 

(shared in setting up) to-woDURW this-STONE. 

For the olden ending -n in the pi. past in d,^:lidun, see the remarks on the Bjdrko stone, 

under archaic monuments, and the Wordrow. Vol. 2, under d^elidun. 

Sept. 24, 1874. 1 have received the doublepart of the “Aarboger” for 1874. At p, 133, 134 

Dr. Wimmer gives the Tune stone. In the 2nd line of a, after WIT^, we have (p. 133) in a copy of 

the runes engraved after Dr. Wimmer’s own drawing as absolutely correct, the rune 1X1 (his da), all as 

one stave and with the d fully rounded and joined as a distinct d. On p. 134, where the whole stone 

IS given, reduced, from Munch’s engravings as amended by Bugge, the rune is not so rounded as a d 

and the 2 left corners are not closed. 1 at once referred to the paper casts, using my fresh eyes. It 

is long since I lookt at them. 1 have 2 such squeezes (the gift of Prof. Rygh) of this particular spot. 

The group cannot be said to be a bind-rune. The paper casts give 3 letters, not one, and if I engraved 

the block again 1 should make the staves distinctly 3. There is a clear tho small opening between each 

letter, that is, none of the 4 corners of X is united to the 4 or 1, and this middle X is nearly straight, 

thus almost — 1X1 — iga:. 

But even if it were not so, all acknowledge that on such rude carvings the context and 

formula must decide in cases of this kind. We have hundreds of proofs of this on runic monuments. 

Keeping to this one-, on the other side, b, is the double-rune si, the s united at the top to the i, in the 

undivided line beginning ^rbingjesingostlia. Yet both Bugge and Wimmer take the s and the i separately, 

dividing (they transliterate F as A and Y as -h), the former arbinga siNGOSTE/e, the latter arbinga SINGOSter 

or SINGOSTLIA, My division is .erbing^s ingost, lia, I looking on .erbingjis as the -‘correct” perantique 

n. pi. to agree with the 2 names ingost and lia. The stone really has ingostlia, not ingostea. 

And now to another question. — The valuable Fjuckby stone, Upland, (Liljegren No. 219, 

Bautil No. .'i07), has been unhappily broken in pieces, several of which have been lost; but those which 

remain show that the woodcut in Bautil was moderately correct, and it can be amended by Bure’s 

older readings in his Ms. Sv. Run® No. 71. Ms. Runahafd No. 495, and his copper plate. What is 

now left is figured in Dybeck’s Sverikes Runurkunder, folio. No. 215. The block reads, supplying 

between brackets, [ ], what is now lost, and in parenthesis, ( ), what is noiu damaged-. 

FASTDL(f)r LI(t) [r]iTA STIN EFTIR [hULFASTA, RUNFRI]!' lit I(f)TIA 0SLa[iK, FADUR sin,] UK IRU er[far aslaks]. 

I have only made one correction here; The female name is spelt in Bautil RUNiRit, by Bure 

RUNERii) and RUNARIB, all in my opinion badly copied for the well-known womans-name runfrfd. Thus: 

FASTVLF LET WRITE tUs-STONE AFTER EULFAST, RVNFRITE LET-Wnte-it AFTER OSLAIK, FATHER SIN (hci'), 

EKE (and) they-ARE the arfes (heirs) of-ASLAK. 

We here learn that aslak had 3 children, hulmfast and fastulf, sons, and a daughter runfrith. 

Probably in tempest or battle, aslak and his son hulmfast perish, seemingly together. The remaining 

barns raise the grave-stone, the heir (fastulf) naming his late brother (hulmfast) whose rights he now 

holds, while the heiress (runfrith) commemorates their common father (aslak). 

Thus this block is a striking parallel to the Tune stone, only its son and daughter are both 

taken together in the plural erfar. which has no distinction of sex (as little as the Scandinavian 
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side-form arfving), such distinction being found nowhere in all the north in this word, as I have said 

p. 904, save on the Tune stone, and in Mseso-Gothic. (But I have since found instances of arfa, 

heiress, in contrast to arfi, heh", see the Worder, under ^rbing^S.) 

Certain it is that on either stone a woman is spoken of as heiress, in whatever proportion. 

In fact we know that women could and did inherit in various ways and degrees, all the 

North-lands over. Only usually each son took twice as much as each daughter. Ibis is the “full lot 

of the son and the “half lot” of the daughter, so frequent in our olden landscape-codes. 

In one word, manners and customs and laws (which are only cristalized customs) often widely 

differ among clans of the same blood in the same land, and change yet further in the same land as 

time passes on. These differences sometimes go farther back than the memory of man runneth. Not 

unfrequently they have been produced by the will or interest of some great chief, or by some local 

event or superstition or tradition, or by imitation of something seen elsewhere, or by intermixture of 

kin. This applies in full force to Arv-laws, usages of inheritance, of which both England and bcandinavia 

offer striking instances. Let us only mention, as patent to all men, the law of Gavel-kind in Kent 

and elsewhere, by which the estate goes to all the sons equally; — the ancient law of Scotland, 

whereby the eldest sister succeeded to an Earldom (see the famous instance in the Earldom of Athol), 

excluding her younger sisters and the heir male of her father; — the Vcerend law in Swedish Jjmaland, 

making davghters and wives share and inherit equally with sous and husbands; — our forn (antique) 

right of Borough-English, by which property descends to the youngest son or brother, as is or was the 

case also in certain parts of the Black Forest and in Alsace and elsewhere both in the West and 

East; — and the Arv-law of Bornholm, by which the youngest son inherits, but, failing sons, the oldest 

daughter, who pays out shares to her sisters. 

Let us add a middle-age example in a law which had a Scandinavian (Danish) origin, the 

Woldemar-Erich or Harrisch-Wierisch Code, Cap. 15; — “Sind Broder eyn, efft thwe, efft mher, de 

suster bebben, vnd widen de Brbder deelen, So bemanuen se de Siister, effte SE ghann tho geliker 

DELiNGE MIT EREN brodern; ouer 61’ gudt ei’iiet wedder an ere Broder.”' — There is also the old custom 

of the Wiking-settled Orkneys and Shetland. 2 

Many have repeated the cry that daughters could not inherit among our forefathers, blundering 

and mixing up later changes and feudal innovations, till in some circles it is now an article of faith. 

The real fact is, that the oldest Scando-Gothic wuiit did not exclude women from inheriting. The 

West-Gothic Law, the Salic Law, the Ripuarian Law and others are all united in this primal tradition.^ 

We have another proof of all this on the Viksjo stone. Upland (Liljegren No. 51, Dybeck, 

folio, No. 23), where kulua is the name of the sister: 

BARTR AUK BUSIR AUK KULUA MIR LITU RAI.SA STAIN tENO EFTIR OSUR, BURUtR SIN. TAISI UARU UIKULFS ARFAR. 

BART EKE BVSIR EKE KULUA THEY LET RAISE STONE THIS AFTER OSUR, BROTHER SIN (their). THESE WERE 

UIKULFS ARFES (heirs, children). 

^ Pauckev, Die Quellen der Ritter- Lehn- und Laiid-Reclite Elist- und Livlaiids. 870. Dorpat 1845, p. 132, 134: Are there 

brothers, one or two or more, who have sister.s, and if the brothers will deal (share the property^, then shall they marry off (and 

portion) the sisters, or these shall go to like dealing (shall share equally) with their brothers; but the property arveth back (goes 

back after them) to their brothers. 

^ “gavelkind, a custom by which, on the death of the father, the youngest got the dwellinghouse, while the other property 

was equally divided." {T. Edmonston, An Etymological Glossaiy of the Shetland and Orkney Dialect. London 1866, p. 37). — And 

again p. 102: “sister's-part . . . Under the Udal system a man's property was divided among all his children, a son receiving double 

the portion of a daughter." 

^ “Das dlteste gerinanisclie Erbrecht .... Ein ganzlicher Ausschluss des Weibsstamms wird nirgends augedeutet." — TU Schaefner. 

Geschichte der Reciitsverfassuog Fraiikreichs. 8vo. Bd. 1. Fraukfurt a. M. 1845, p. 296. — “Im luestgotischen Recht wird das weibliche 

Geschlecbt dem mannlichen in der Succession sclilechthin gleichgestellt. uiid je der Nhliere im Grade dem Eutfernteren vorgezogeii. 

So erben die Tdchter den vaterlichen und mutterlichen Naclilass ganz gleich mit den Sdlineu.” Id. p. 305. — “Was die Erbordnuug 

betrifft, so ruft das sahsche Recht zuerst die Kinder uberliaupt. Der Text spricht zwar nur vo7i Sohnen-, allein dass die 2'ochter ganz 

gleich mit dieseu erbteu, folgt theils daraus, dass die Ausschliessung der TOchter voni Sallande nur als Ausnahme betraclitet wird, 

theils aus dem gleichen Erbrecht der Onkel und Tanten, theils aus der' Aiialogie des ripuarischen Rechtes. Wenn es auch anerkaniit 

ist, dass die Tdchter von der elterlichen Erbschaft im Allgemeiiien nicht ausgeschlossen waren, so wollen doch Einige einen Vorzug 

der Sohne vor den Tdchtern im salischen Rechte gefunden liaben. Allein dieses maoht im Ganzeii uberliaupt keinen Unterschied 

zwischen mannlichen und weiblichen Verwandten, auch ist ihra ein Unterschied zwischen vaterlichem uiid mutterlichem Naclilass fremd. 

Von eiiiem Primogenitur-rechte war raithin im salischen Rechte am wenigsten die Rede, wie deiin ein solclies dem Geiste der Volks- 

rechte ganz zuwider ist, und sich erst spater durcli den Einfluss der Lehu.sverhaltnisse bilden konnte.” Id. p. 298. 
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Therefore the argument against my reading of the Tune stone advanced by some linguists, 

that “women could not inherit in the old North”, falls to the ground.^ 

And I repeat once more, what apparently cannot be enforced too often, that we know nothing 

of local faGt& or usages or dialects 1000 or 2000 years ago, except by analogy (which may turn out quite 

false) or guess (perhaps really wild, however clever), or, when some lafe or monument tells us something 

about them. Evolving and infallibly announcing such things out of “iron systems” and pedantical theories 

is a quick road enough, but, abusing the name of “science”, it is deplorably “unscientific”. 

With regard to my objections to his reading of the Tune stone, and especially to my remark 

that in this long inscription, which covers both sides of the block, by his reading no Heiress is named, 

Prof. Bugge (in Bidrag, III, p. 194, 5) finds fault with my strong word that such an omission is 

“unheard-of”, and cites several stones where such omissions of names really occur — a fact of which 

T was aware at least as well as himself. A little goodwdl would have taught linn that my meaning was, 

as most of my readers would see at once, quite simply, that the name of the stone-raiser or rune- 

carver or heir (where such is mentioned) is so universal. — that is, its absence is so excessively rare — 

that we should never resort to such absence when we can find the name on the stone by taking the 

formula in another way. As I have said elsewhere, should the name really he absent, we may be 

pretty sure that there has been a duplicate stone on which the name was given, tho that second stone is 

now lost. We have several such duplicate or triplicate stones, the one of which mentions details not 

found on the other. I will here appeal to only one example, the 2 Rockelstad stones. Upland, Sweden, 

to which 1 have myself referred at my p. 927. See them in full under Virring, in the chapter archaic 

MONUMENTS. 

My learned friend’s reference (Bidrag 111, p. 195) to the Skafsa stone (given by him in Bidrag 

II, p. 360) is an inadvertence, as the closing 

KOJMONTR OUK tEIR ONLOTR, MERSIN 

are the names of the 3 ornairs sunir spoken of at the beginning of the inscription, with which they 

are simply in apposition, — ornair’s sons, namely kothmont, onlot and mersin. Therefore the names 

of those who carved the ruues to their father are not wanting on this Skafsa stone. See the whole 

legend in archaic monuments. 

Compare with- the dj^lidun (set)a of the Tune stone the Mie-K[[AR5u], mith-gared, shared in 

raising, of the Skalmstad block. Upland, Sweden, in the archaic monuments further on. 

^ And if daughters could in certain times and places share in the real estate (landed property), still more might they take 

part in their father’s personal estate (morahle property). This last might be, doubtless often was. as valuable as the former, perhaps 

more so. Cattle and jewels and merchandi.se and plunder of all sorts would often mount up to a very great sum. 

la 
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VyEBLUNGSiN.^S, KOMSDAL, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 2 — 300. 

From, details and drawings ohliqinqlv communicated by AdjiinJct b. B. bbndjxen, Christiansund, Norway. 

Chemitype by Prof. MAGNUS petbrsen. 

If we draw a line from Heniosand in East Sweden, on the Gulf of Bothnia, right away due 

west to the opposite coast of the Scandian Continent, on the Atlantic Ocean, we shall more or less 

strike the whereabouts of this famous Runic Rock, in the innermost or easterly end of the wide and 

deep and far-stretching sea-like Romdals-firth. Information about it will be found in my first volume, 

p. 274, 5, together with a translation (now shown to be foolish) of what were then thought to be the 

Runes. For, as with a couple other of these monuments, fresh materials have led to fresh results, and 

these fresh materials have been gained by my publishing the older copies (the best I had access to), 

and thus drawing attention to them. Where I have not seen these carvings, I must depend upon 

others, and faulty texts lead to faulty results, overturned by correct facsimiles. Compare, for instance, 

my bad translation of the Sigdal stone (p. 271) with what I take to be my true version at p. 846, 

and my glaring faults in handling the Rok stone (p. 228) as compared with ray new rendering from 

the corrected text in this 3rd volume p, 41. 

The glory of haviirg obtained for ' us absolutely trustworthy facsimiles of these costly 

Vseblungsnaes staves belongs to the practical runologist Adjunkt Bendixen. Instead of writing a book 

about an inscription he had never seen, or copying it afar off like his foregangers, he determined really 

to master the runes themselves. But on trial he found this almost impossible. He could not come at 

them standing in a rocking boat, which was some yards below them. Nor could he let himself down 

from the brink of the cliff, with a rope round his waist, ^ for there is nothing above to land-fasten any 

rope to. only a few weak bushes growing on the top. So, at the peril of his life, he climbed the 

almost inaccessible scar, or rather with difficulty mounted a ladder so high that he could reach the 

characters. This he was enabled to do by the fortunate circumstance that a huge and long block of 
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stone, probably borne up by a jutting crag (for there is deep water all round) lies just opposite the 

bluff, and when the water is down the top of this enormous thin slab is almost walkable, tho still 

covered by the waves. A rent on its surface gave firm footing to his telegraph-steeg. This his men 

had to move 4 times that he might be sure of all his letters, of which he took impressions in paper, 

as well as controlling them with his hand and his eye. As far as is known, the rock has never been 

thus ascended before, and it is not likely that anyone else will again use men and a telegraph-ladder 

for this purpose. 

Since ray old text was wrhten. Prof. S. Bugge has made public (Aarboger f. Nord. Oldk. og 

Hist. 1871, p. 222) 2 fresh copies of the runes, one by Rector Brinchmann of Molde, and one by 

Adjunkt Bendixen which latter was nearly perfect, but these are now superseded by the admirable 

tracing for which we have to thank the latter gentleman. 

The sketch of the Runic Cliff, as seen from the deck of a boat nearby, was drawn by my 

learned friend’s own hand, and is a most welcome illustration. It is, as we see, very striking. And to 

show distinctly how wonderfully steep, and now un-comeatable, the cliff is, he has added a side-view. 

Such rock- or cliff-inscriptions are not many. They are without exception, or at least almost always, 

grave-memorials, like nearly all other inscribed stones. The Vseblungsnaes bluff 1 take to be a similar 

funeral miune, and from a very early age. I know of only one other 0. N. SEA-cliff (— that at Valsfiord) 

bearing death-runes, in memory of a chieftain whose “billow-horse” had so often carried him past it in 

sunshine and in storm. 

In the words of Adjunkt Bendixen in a letter to me dated April 13. 1872: “The runes are 

covered by a very fine lichen, but most of them are plain when water is thrown over the rock. They 

are over 11 feet above the highest water-mark, tho usually the sea is 1 to 2 feet still lower. When 

I was there, they were 14 feet above high-water. They are 6 inches high, and not only cut-in but 

also apparently smoothed-iu, for the finger feels a kind of half-round smooth hollow.” 

In “Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Hist.”, Kjobenhavn 1872, pp. 185—191. the same 

scholar has given an interesting account of his visit to the spot. He adds: “The strandstead Veblungsnass 

is at the mouth of the Ramna, at the foot of a rapidly shelving partly terrace-shaped bank, which 

springs from the hills on the south side of the dale. — — — About midway between Indholm and 

Veblungsnces, or ^,4 of a (Norse) mile to the west, and a couple of fathoms beyond a little stream 

called Sjolaa or Yste Elven (the outermost Elv or stream) stands, in the hill-range Hundsloisa, an 

unclimbable crag. This is the Rune-hill. It is about 3 fathoms high, and the runes are about 2 

fathoms — some 11 or 12 feet — above the highest water-mark.” Now follows how he copied the 

staves, August 20, 1871. lie then gives a small woodcut of the carving, which he reads and translates: 

EIRILAR WIWILA. 

EIRIL (=EARL) WIWJL. 

At p. 192 — 6 Prof. Bugge discusses the same rising, and gives the same reading, but takes 

EIRILAR (=EARL) to be a maiisnauie not a title, and wiwila to be a second or surname. 

I here also give the runes separately, as drawn for me by Hr. Bendixen himself and Photo- 

zylographt by Hr. Rosenstand, about i-seventh of the natural size. My friendly correspondent says 

hereon: “I have exactly copied my original drawing, as far as possible reflecting all the small 

peculiarities of the inscription. The 6th stave has a small bend at its root, the graving-iron having 

apparently glided here over a very bard knot. All the letters are handsomely made, and have scarcely 

taken any damage during the many centuries which have past away.” 

All the characters are plain and sharp. They are not groupt into words, either by any stop 

or any dividing space. But they speak for themselves, for the first word is clearly MiRiLiEA, and the 

second as clearly wiwiln. 

12* 
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Bendixen and Bugge take the first mark to stand for e. This I think inadmissible, both on 

pal^eographic and linguistic grounds. A letter is often a little sim'plijied in form, either to accommodate 

it to some flaw or iron-hard spot on the stone or some other local reason, or for capiice or elegance. 

But to add to a stave is rare indeed. N for P'^ (m) is natural enough, but M for M (e) is unlikely 

enough. MiRiLJiiA. dative singular of MiRiLiE, is exactly what we might look for. It is a well-known 

Scando-Gothic name in olden days. We have already had it twice before in these forn runes, once on 

the Etelhem Brooch (p. 182), where it is spelt without the vowels, for ivant of room, 

(MIRIL^), 

and again on the Sigdal block (p. 843), where it stands in full, 

MIkIfF (MIRILiE). 

On this last the M has the same shape as on the Vgeblungsnees rock. Both the Etelhem and the 

Sigdal pieces give the name in the nominative, and this is the usual historical nominative form (the N 

having fallen away). Vgeblimgsuges gives it in the dative, miriljea, and this again is the usual old 

historical dative, for at this early time datives of this class of nouns ended in -A (or some nearly 

allied vowel, afterwards gradually weakened into i), the N having fallen away. We have many examples 

of these very datives on our antique runic monuments; see p. 897. However, it is so far immaterial 

to mv reading whether we adopt eiriljea wiwiln, or miril,^a wiwils. Both will give an excellent formula. 

So I take what stands: 
to-MlRiLyE wiwiLN-carves-this-memorial. 

I have said that I read undoubtedly miriljea, not eiril^^a. And I think I can now bring a 

proof which is absolute and final. We all know the famous rushworth Manuscript of the Gospels, in 

Latin, written by an (? Irish) scribe who spells his name macregol and macreguil, whose date is 

uncertain but probably from the middle of the 8th century. Its 0. English Gloss has been publisht by 

the Surtees Society in 4 vols. 8vo, in union with the Latin text and 0., E. Gloss of the Lindisfarne 

Codex, — and by the University of Cambridge in 4 vols. 4to, adding to the above also the 0. E. 

versions in the Southern dialect. This Rushworth Gloss is by two English priests, farman, and his 

friend and helper owuN, in the latter half of the 10th year-hundred. A note by owen near the end of 

S, John tells us about farman that he lived at Harewood, which is on the river Wharfe in the West 

Riding of Yorkshire, farman wrote little more than the Gospel of S. Mathew, in a S. North-English 

dialect; owdn did the rest in a more northerly N. Engl, speech, but also largely using the 0. North- 

Eugl. Gloss — which is about 50 years older — in the Lindisfarne Gospels. Several specimens of the 

writing of this Rushworth parchment have now been publisht, colored or plain. There are 3 such 

facsimile plates in the large-folio “National Manuscripts of Ireland”, London 1874; others will be found 

in Prof. Westwood’s splendid “Facsimiles”, in the invaluable plates of the English Palseographical 

Society, and in the Surtees ed. of the Gospel of S. John, 1865. Among them is the entry, in 

FARMAI^’S oiun hand, at the end of S. Mathew, that he had glost that book. Ilis words are, writing the 

contractions out in Italics: 

Farm(2»r pmby^er j^as hoc j^us gleosede. dimittet ei domtmts omnia peccata sua ‘I siciit (others read: si) 

fieri potest a.pud dewm. 

Farman priest this book thus glost. May-the-Lord~Christ pardon him all his sins, as so~do he-may ivith God! 

As we know, in our oldest English skinbooks the older rune for Ji, M, (in the oldest Scandian 

bookfells the later mark Y), is often used for MAN or MAPR, as in the oldest English codices is the 

0. N. rune M (d) for dag or djeg. Now here, in this remark by farman, we have the only instance in 

this Rushworth vellum of the 0. N. stave for m, which occurs so frequently in the Lindisfarne Ms. In 

the latter it is always written P^; but here it is written by Earman himself f^, exactly as on this 

Vgeblungsnaes Cliff and on the Sigdal block. For Farman writes his name thus (photoxylographt by 

Rosenstand): 

By the same principle of simplification Aldred, the yet older English glosser of the Lindisfarne 

Gospels, sometimes uses for H the short (? Runic or Latin) form h. 
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Should Y be -R, all this will disappear. We get the proposed mod&i'n name or title eirilar 

(instead of a suitable old eirilas) and a name, wiwila, both obtained by making the plain P (^) into a, 

and the as plain K (n)^ also into a! 

We hxoiv that the 2 variants K, 1-, for N, and the 2 variants of the later rune H, +, for a, are 

universally interchangeable, both forms being often found on one and the same runic object, — that we 

have a large class of olden Scando-Gothic names ending in in or 'n, — that this very mansname (call 

it a derivative or a formative or a diminutive, or what we will) occurs several times elsewhere, that it 

is plainly in the nominative, and that we should expect a nominative here as miril^:a is as clearly in 

the dative. And we know also that we have a whole group of these ancient grave-carvings with two 

names, one in the nominative and one in the dative. I cannot therefore see otherwise than that my 

reading is regular and grammatical and characteristic, and again venture to ask that so many facts shall 

not be compelled to bend before the theory that the Old-Northern rune Y is end-R. which everywhere 

leads to such wonderful and unnatural words and formulas. At all events the giving to the clear N the 

value of A — in order to get rid of an inconvenient nominative side by side with an inconvenient 

dative — is too bad. ‘-Fair play is a jewel". 

MIRIL.R was a mighty man in his day. He perisht. From the peculiar position of his funeral 

inscription he most likely lost his life at sea, probably on the great Romsdal Firth which washt this 

very cliff. He may have been drowned while sledging over in the winter, a thing which often happened 

then as now, and which is more than once spoken of in the old parchments when they relate the death 

of a king or captain. Or he may have been sbipwreckt. In either case his kinsman or weapon-brother 

wiwiLN carved his minne-runes. And this was done from the deck of his war-galley, for the runic 

staves must have been cut breast-high. Some 1600 or 1500 years ago the water was much higher all 

along this part of Norway (or the land much lower) than now. 

While on this head 1 may as well add, that Adjunkt Martin Arneseu, of Fredrikshald in the 

south of Smfilenene in south-west Norway, has of late years by indefatigable exertions discovered no 

fewer than between 130 and 140 distinct groups of Hellristings (Rock-carvings), all of them apparently 

from the Bronze-age, in the south of Smalenene. Prof. Olaf Rygh, of Christiania, has written a 

notice hereon (Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1873, with a Map), and at p. 3 (457) 

makes the following valuable remark: — “Adjunkt Arneseu has also made an observation of great 

importance, which seems to prove that these carvings were once far nearer to the water than now. 

For he has ascertained that not one of all these rock-pictures in Smalenene is at a lowel level than 

from 70 to 75 feet above the sea, and just at this height they abound. In my opinion he concludes 

most justly, that when these figures were cut the sea-level was some 70 feet higher than at present, 

so that they were then mostly close along the strand. And how can we otherwise explain the want of 

all carvings under the level of 70 feet? These Flell-ristings may thus help to throw light on the 

question, so important to Geology, of the rising of the land during the present geological period. Here 

again Archaeology and Natural Science will meet, as at so many other points. These stone-carvings 

seem to show that Smalenene have been lifted up, since the Hell-ristings were figured, more than the 

west of Norway. One, at least, of the scorings on the west-coast, that on Bru Hand near Stavanger, 

is much lower than the lowest in Smfilenene, only from 12 to 14 feet above the sea.” 

I fancy that this wiwil’n was sprung from wwil, a local magnate, who gave his name to the 

district now called viEBLUNGS-NiES. Or a chieftain of that name may have perisht at sea just off the 

steep cliff, and hence it may have been called after him. The ending -ung is only a gradual variation 

of the ending -in or -ing. See the Word-roll under wiwiln. 

Nov. 1875. The mystery of the much-debated Framvaren rock-carving, in Lister, Mandal, 

South Norway, is now solved. (See my Vol. 1, p. 161). This famous runic cliff was scientifically visited 

at the end of June this year by the Norwegian Archseologist Ingvald Undset, and he has kindly now 

* '‘The last rune has also its own form, k, a .short sharp arm slanting downwards from the middle on the right. There is 

no doubt whatever as to the letter. I examined it thrice, and always with the same result. Altho I carefully scanned the rock 

both with eye and hand, I found not the slightest trace of any other side-mark." (Adjunkt Bendixen's letter to me. of April Id. ]87ii). 
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(in Nov.) furnisht mo with dotails and drawings. He was favored with almost miraculously fine weather, 

without which nothing could have been accomplisht, and the absence. of which is one cause of former 

failures. Armed with boat, sailors, ladder, iron clamps (to fix in the rock and hold the ropes which 

should steady his boat) and great coolness and practical sense, he spent two days in careful examinations 

and tracings. The result was a triumph. I'his inscription is now handed over to science and old-lore. 

In another generation or two it will have entirely disappeared, so violently and almost incessantly does 

the spray of the billows dash against its surface, which already has suffered so much. Even at the 

first it cannot have been sharp or deep, for the runes are only rubbed in with a tool or stone — so 

steep and difficult is the spot. It is in two lines, about 8 to 9 feet above the level of the sea, on a 

rocky bluff which stands several hundred feet high, on the eastern side of the firth-lake. All the runes 

are reasonably plain. Only one is doubtful, the i in it. This is really now i, only r, and it may have 

been so originally, for we have both it and yt elsewhere instead of at. But as this is very exceptional, 

and as the surface of the rock has everywhere traces of great scathe and damage, it is more likely 

that the vowel was the usual a, and that the word was at. There is another peculiarity in this scoring. 

It has 3 of the so-called later letters, the + (iE), • (s) and 1 (t). But all these are still very old. and 

2 of them, the s and the t, are on the wonderful Rok stone in East-Gotland, which in my eyes is not 

later than the 9th century. I cannot therefore follow Prof. Bugge, who fixes this Framvaren grave-minne 

at about the year 1200. On the contrary, I believe it to be certainly heathm and not later than the 

10th or 11th century. 

All are agreed that the staves read: 

GIST ainrim 

(a)t ust^n. 

RiSTED (carved) ainrithi (these-runes) 

AT (to) UST^N (-AUSTIN)} 

But this formula is in reality the same as we find on the other two Norwegian grave-rocks: 

Vahfjord, 2nd century: 

To-ihe-EAGUSTALD (Lord, Captain) thewal goEjEGTES (— GOODDAY-wrote-these-rnnts). 

Voihlungsnm, 3rd century: 

MIRILJCA WIWILN. 

To-MiRiLAi wi wiLE-carved-the&e-runes. 

^ Since the above was written has appeared: “Ruiieskriften ved Framvardeii. Af Ingvald Dndset". in “Aarsberetning for 

1875 fra Foreningen til Norske Fortid.smindesniasikers Bevariiig”. With a plate. This most instructive and interesting paper is an 

overprint of pages 94—110. 
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ELGESEM, LARVIK’S FOGDERl, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

From Drawing and Papei' Casts of the original, in the Christiania Museum, kindly made in October 1872 

by Director a. lorange, now of Bergen, Norway. Chemityped by Prof, magnus petersen. 

Another minne-stone from South Norway, this time found on the land of the homestead 

Elgesem or Oljesem (not Helgesem) in Sandeherred, in the Fogderi (Bailiwick) of Larvik (or Laurvik). 

For the following information I have to thank the courtesy of my learned friend Prof. Sophus Bugge, 

of Christiania. 

It appears, then, that this piece was found on the 10th of August 1870 by the Norwegian 

antiquary N. Nicolaysen, who was then officially engaged in opening several barrows on the grounds of 

Elgesem. This Elgesem district is rich in hows, and Hr. Nicolaysen found that, tho many of them 

were from the Early Iron Age. not a few were from the later Iron period. 

The runic block now before us was dug up inside the grave-mound, and was so placed from 

the first, in case the whole low was raised at once. It was lying near 4 feet from the bottom, and 

covered a quantity of red sand, the soil nearest the top being otherwise a layer of dark earth. Under 

the stone were found only small bits of Charcoal and burnt human bones. It is therefore clear that 

it was laid down above the mould and burnt fragments, before the soil was piled up higher and the 

whole covered in. 

The round barrow, which had been slightly dug into from above, was very large, about 90 feet 

measured over the round top, fi’/g feet from the top to the coarse bottom shingles. The bottom was 

as it were paved with cobbles, some of which were large hand-stones. 
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The rune-block was not in the centre of the how, but 17 feet 6 inches N. N. at the 

deep slant. The runish side lay on its face. It is of coarse granite, flat, evidently trimmed and shaped 

by hand, 5 feet 7 inches long, 2 feet 9 inches broad, from 5 to 6 inches thick, squarish at the one 

end and half-round at the other (smaller) end. The rune-side is fairly even, the other a little rough. 

It lay with its half-round end towards the North East. 

But other interments had been made in this barrow; for 8 small pieces of a clay pot were 

found 20 feet N. N. E. of the middle, 5 feet under the surface, and under the stoney floor in several 

2flaces were heaps of charcoal and burnt earth, while beneath the center of the how, at the bottom, 

were bits of incinerated human bones. About 13 feet N. N. E. of the middle, and only 2 feet below 

the sward, was found a knife of flint, which may well have got there accidentally when the earth 

was thrown up. 

In one how, which lay in the same groujD as the runic tumulus, were some clay urns and the 

bones of a Cow, of old a sacred animal. 

We thus see that nothing turned up in the runish grave-mound which could fix the date. ,lf 

iron or wood had been there, it had rusted or mouldered away, as so often. But the runes and burnt 

bones show that the stone is from the Early Iron Age. The staves are large and plain enough. As 

most usual on very old pieces, they are turned round, and thus must be redd from right to left, 

Flh, iELU. 

This I look upon as quite simply the naine of the deceast, as on all other these funeral 

monuments. But Prof. Bugge, in a letter to me dated Aug. 27, 1870, says: “It must have been a 

magical formula, which has been supposed to bear some beneficent power. It was therefore natural to 

cut this word on the stone which was laid down in the grave-mound.” — This opinion Prof. Bugge has 

repeated in his essay on the Bracteates in Aarboger f. N. 0. og Hist. 1871, p. 219. 

It is possible that this runic grave may have been there before the great barrow was made. 

In this case it was taken-in as a part of the same, its contents respected tho the stone fell or was 

thrown over, and the earth heapt up over the top before the turf was laid on the whole. 

Hr. Nicolaysen has since mentioned this stone in “Foreningen til Norske Fortidsm. Bevaring, 

Aarsber. for 1870”, Kristiania 1871, 8vo, p. 144. 

FEOllAUG, PvOMEEIKE, NOEWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 250. 

l 
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NORWAY, BUT FOUND AT CHARNAY, BURGUNDY, FRANCE. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 587. 

As r have said, the drawing of this Brooch, as publish! by its accomplisht owner, was by his 

own . hand h But so careful was I. that the engraving given by me was first collected (with the original 

before him) by the owner himself. Since then (now, in Sept. 1874) the double-number of the “Aar- 

boger f. Nord. Oldk.” has appeared. Dr. Wimmor has here given (PI. 3, fig. 2) a new drawing of the 

runish side by M. Baudot and M. Beauvois, Chemityped by Prof. Magnus Petersen. It is impossible 

for me to know how far this third drawing by the same hand (but with assistance) is better than the 

others; however, we shall probably never get one more exact, so I accept it as now given, repeating 

the inscribed back here in a fresh Chemitype by Prof. Petersen: 

A rune or two in the Futhorc is now clearer. Some other staves show differences. The 4th 

letter on the right is doubtless = + (y), a form which appears very early and is on the Thames Sword. 

The 6th on the left has the straight shank of the N but the high slanting bar of the G, and may be a 

bind for ng. If not. it must be G, carelessly cut as so often. It is not like the N elsewhere. As T 

take it. the corrected inscription reads: 

F. U, I, M. R, C, G, W, H, N, I, Y, yO, P, A, S, T, B, E, (m). 

Thereafter, beginning with the right side and ending with the left, followed by the word on 

the right below: 
FB FYI>..EI IDD^N CI^GO (or CIAiNGO) yOIiE. 

UTE FAWED (made) foi'-lDDA KEENG (hrooch) THIS. 

Ft and IDDA are well-known Scando-Gothic masculine names. See Word-list. FYt^i I look 

upon as a 4th Norwegian example of the well-known verb, in the 3 sing, past, for fayed, made. We 

have it at Einang as f^ihido, (see above); at Skee as F.EiE'(i), and at Valdby as FAti, (see Word-list). 

In the rest of Scandinavia and in England, besides the common later runic faw, we have it as 

* The runish side is also given, after M. Baudot's -work, by Le Blaut in his valuable Inscriptions Cbretiennes de la Gaule, 

Vol. 1, Paris 1856, p. CXLVI. 

13 
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(Bracteate 89); rAato (Fletniose); fadceio (Rutliwell); FEG(de) (at Alnmouth); fihfedo (Bracteates 49, 

49 b); and FUSE (Osthofen, under England). Tims, with such a crowd of witnesses, there can be little 

doubt as to this word. 1 think the whole risting can only be Norwegian. Especially the word for 

Fibula is decisive No other than the Norse-Icelandic dialects have — or, as far as we know, in any 

historical time ever had — this word, tho it is found in .Sweden and England in an allied meaning. See 

Worder. This piece therefore goes out of the wanderers. Whether imitated in Norway from an 

original imported from Gaul, or made or bought by a Norseman in the outland, it is not the less, as 

I believe, inscribed by a Norwegian*. 

The plain KB, below the point of the tung. are a contraction, for what word we know not. 

P. .b93. — Since the above was written. Colonel Gould Weston, F. S. A. has exhibited the 

famous Hunterston Brooch at a meeting of the Society of Antiquaries, London. June 15, 1876. See 

their “Proceedim^s”, Vol. 7, p. 48, where he says, among other things: “It is called the “Hunterston 

Brooch”, from having been found in the year 1826 (not in 1830, as has been erroneously stated by 

some authors) at Hunterston, the estate of my father-in-law, Robert Hunter of Hunter.” 

This beautiful Fibula has again been publisht by me, from the same blocks, in “Proceedings 

of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland”, small 4to. Vol. 7. Part 2, Edinburgh 1870, pp. 462—4, 

and in “Archeological and Historical Collections relating to the Counties of Ayr and Wigton”, 4to, Vol. 1, 

Edinb. 1878, p. 76—79, with a very short text. 

p. 59g. — On the ornamentation of the Manx stone Prof. C- Save observes (Feb. 29. 1868): 

••During diggings here in Upsala some 20 or 25 years ago, about 12 to 14 feet under the level of the 

street, was found a ship or boat in which were a number of old-laves. One of these was a well-kept 

woodem Spooii, whose haft ends in a Dragon-head like those on rune-stones. But along the haft is 

sharply and delicately carved a row of chain-nng work, exactly like that on so many of the Manx 

rune-stones. I copy a bit of this ornament on the Spoon: 

Otherwise I do not remember to have seen this kind of decoration elsewhere in Scandinavia.” — (April 

1877). ' Baron G. Djurklou has just publisht (in Svenska Fornminnesforenings Tidskr. Vol. 3, 8vo) an 

article on the antiquities of Kind Hundred, in West Gotland. Among other things he engraves the old 

runic granite Font at Sam. Its ornamentation includes the above Cablework, and is entirely Kelto- 

Northumbrian. We also find this chain-cable work on one side of the very old Penmon Cross, Anglesea. 

Prof. Westwood says (Lapidarium Wallim. 4to, Pt. 5, Oxford 1879, PI. 83, 84 and p. 185): “The west 

side of the cross is chiefly occupied with a very peculiar ornament, of which no other instance occurs 

in Wales.” 

' I add that Prof. Dietrich (Hau^^ts Zeitschi. 13, p. 113), leaving the after-letters, reads the non-alphabet runes (adding a 

vowel and following the flrst facsimile) as: 

CNTHFaNTHAI IDDAN KIANO 

which he translates Tlie-heroes ivent-on bravely, “Boni milites (heroes) processerunt fortiter”. 

Dr. Wimnier, 1. c. using the new facsimile, thinks the words, which he reads: 

cIthPaI IDDAN klANO 

must have a meaning, but has not yet offered any translation. The value of the first rune in the last word he thinks is unknown. 

Prof. Cosijn (Taalkundige Bijdragen, I, 27(1) uses both facsimiles, and reads 

ANTHFDNTHI DADIN KOANI 

allowing himself to transpose some of the letters. His version is: 

IS-FQUND BY-ITS-DEKDS KEENNESS. 

(= The brave mmi is hioicn by his actions). 
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ORSTAD, STAVANGER AIT, NORWAI, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500, 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 258. 

REIDSTAD,. LISTER, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

Old-N. R. 3Ion. p. 236. 

I still keep to my first, simple, natural and grammatical translation of this stone, which I 

have never seen: 

IUI>ING,aiA ICWJiSUNA TINiXBO WR^ITA;. 

2o-1UTE1NG JCW^SON (z= INGWJSSON) VNNJ30 WROTE-tkese-nmes. 

At p. 172 of his “Bidrag", 111, (Tidskr. f. Phil. 1869), Prof. Bugge says that my 5th rune 

in ICWASUNA is c not s, because s would otherwise be too small, and because the bend to the left 

below is so irregular that it must be accidental. In his note to me when he kindly corrected my 

engraving, he said that this 5th stave was S not c. In the paper casts with which he favored me (at 

my especial request the one inkt-in by his own hand, the other untoucht just as it left the stone) the 

letter is plainly s not c, the lower limb no more “accidental” than the upper. 

In Runic as in Classical inscriptions smaller characters often intermix with others, to save 

room or for ornament, or from the stone being rough and not permitting tlie full size. 

His 5th stave Prof, B. says is R not u. We all know that these letters are often nearly 

alike, but the stave here is much nearer the 5 in the first line than the R. in the 3rd. And the context 

shows that it was meant for u. 

He adds that his rune 6 is f not K, for that the top arm has scaled off and the N is otherwise 

carved d. But. as the stone is broken here, how can he or anyone know that it ever had an arm at 

the top? And as to N being otherwise d on this block, 1 have repeatedly pointed out how frequently, 

as we all know, a letter is cut 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 different ways on the same monument. 

The two last runes in uxnbo ray friend declares not to be happily given in my woodcut, for 

that they are FM not But the latter marks are those 1 see on the paper squeezes, now before me. 

In any case, ray engraving was carefully and repeatedly, before its admission to my pages, (as 1 have 

stated with thanks at my p. 257) corrected by himself; therefore the fault, if any, is his own not 

mine. But I do not think there is any fault. The letters, as my woodcut shows, are injured. Both 

the papdr casts give b. The inkt squeeze has a broken and more straggling, o. A couple of flaws 

follow (see engraving). Thus certainly, to my eyes, judging by the paper casts, bo, not am. 

In any case the hjmn'GAIA is certain: the next word, as far as 1 can see, is as undoubtedly 

ICWASUNA. The last word all say is wrarta. We have therefore a Dative mansname and another Dative 

in apposition, the Nominative and the verb. Now it is all the same to m^ what the nominative is. 

TJNNAM or tJNNBO or any other. But certainly such a name as unnam is very unlikely. Bugge translates: 

IUWNGAr. 

IK WAKRAr unnam wraita. 

Here-lies-iu thing. 

I WAKRAR, UN-NAM (undertook, took upon myself, the task of cutting) this- WRIT (this writing, these rimes). 

1 find all this both linguistically and epigrapliically as inadmissible, as it is without any known 

parallel all Europe thro. 

1.3* 
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SIGDAL, AGGERSHOS SHIRE, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOl'T A. D. 400—500. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 271, 841. 

Probably the stone has l*f.we, not i.jiiwml 

I now prefer to take ah as 2 s. imperative, owe-thou, oion-tkoti, have, take, enjoy. Tn this case 

MIEILJ! will be in the vocative'. Compare the similar vocative formula on the Nasra stone, Denmark, p. 760. 

BELLANl), LISTER, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500 — 600. 

Old-N. R Mon. p. 261. 

RRATSBERG, TRONYEM, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Old-N. R Mon. p. 26h 841. 

Only the name of the deceast Lady i>.®lia. 

* In all lands and times Vocatiye death-words are found, but they are everywhere scarce. As specimens of those from 

very early days in Latin, I will only mention some from Gaul. 

A kind of Altar-stone at Puy in France, originally dedicated to an Emperor and a local God, was afterwards used as a 

Christian tomb-stone, and inscribed on the other side with the words 

SCVTARI PAPA VIVE DEO. 

0 Bishop Scutarius live luith God. 

Thus a rare example of the formula loilh the Vocative. — Le Slant. Inscr. Chret. de la Gaule anter. au siecle. 4to. Vol. 2, 

Paris 1865, p. 346. 
FLORENTIOLE, PAX TECVM. 

O-FLOEENTIOLA, FEJ.CE WITE-THEEI 

Id. 2, p. 217. So, p. 217, 231, 356: 
NECLICIA, PAX TECVM. 

STAFILI, PAX TECVM. 

AETERNALIS ET SERVILIA, VIVATIS IN DEO. 

0-.STEENAZ.IS AJfD SERVILTA, LIVE YE IN GOD! 

Add the striking and beautiful grave-wail in Lc Blant, 2, p. 480: 

LAGGE FILI BENE QVIESCAS. 

BIATER TTA ROGAT TE VT ME AD TE RECIPIAS. 

VALE. P. Q. XV. 

0-LAGGU8 my-SOS WELL MAYST-TSOU-REST'. 

MOTBEB TBINE ASKETH THEE THAT 2IYSELF TO TBEE TBOU-WILT-REOEIVE. 

(Son and Wife have gone before; I soon follow after). 



FONNAS, HEDEMARKENS AMT, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Full size. Engraved on Copper hy Prof, magnus PETERSEN from the original, which is now in 

the Christiania Museum. 
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In the summer of 1877 Archivarj Ingvald Umiset, of Christiania, triumphantly announced to 

me the find of this costly jewel, the most splendid Brooch of this type yet met with in the whole 

North, and the second bearing rimes yet known in Norway. See strand, under Frey-Laubershcim. It 

was dug up, as he kindly informed me, in July 1877, two feet under the greensward, not in a grave 

but in the common earth, and was therefore either hidden or lost. Jhe spot was now first being tilled, 

it having before been wild land. The homestead Fonnas in Upper Rendal Parish, as Hr. Undset explains, 

is situate where meet two streams, the Jylla or Tysla and the Undset. running past my learned friends 

paternal estate Undset. These two becks form the little river Rene, which flows thro Storsjo and then 

falls into the Glommen, from the east at Amot. Near the homestead are several hows and stone- 

settings, so far as they have been examined all from the later Iron Age. Finds from the Early Iron 

Age are very rare in this district. 

This fornlave is of silver, strongly gilt. Its weight in mere metal reaches the value of 50 

Scandinavian crowns, or nearly £ 3 sterling. Herr Tostrup, the goldsmith who valued it, thinks its two 

sides were cast in a wooden mould, in which had first been sunk a very thinly hammered leaf of gold. 

All the head-lines are inlaid with niello, and the large plac[ue has its oblong centre, which is a thin 

plate of gold, decorated with 3 deepred garnets, of which the middle one has fallen out. It is in 

excellent preservation, and on the slab-back bears two legends in the olden runes. Many, of the letters 

have been drawn with refeated cuts, which is uncommon. This piece is now preserved in the Christiania 

Forn-hall (Museum), to which it was given by Herr Ilalvor T. Tronnms, the owner of the estate. 

Prof. 01. Rygh has given a short notice of this piece in “Aarsberetning for 1877 af Foreningen til 

Norske Fortidsmindesmeerkers Bevaring”, 8vo, Kristiania 1878, p. 14. 

All are agreed as to the date of this Fibula — the 6th century if English, the 6th or 7th if 

Norwegian work. — As to the style and oi'namentation, there can be no doubt in my mind. It is Kelto- 

Northurabrian, Old-North-English, at a period when English goldsmiths-work was famous over all 

Europe. If made in Norway it must have been copied from an English original; but, should my 

translation of the runic ristings be accepted, it can only have been produced in olden Northumbria. 

The general type with its characteristic Animal Heads, was for some centuries widely spread in Europe, 

tho often found with local modifications^. 

Let us now come to the precious rune-scribbles. Tho, as usual, there are many accidental 

scathes and scratches on the metallic surface, and here and there especially between lines 2 and 3 iu 

the second writing the owner has idly tried bis or her graver, all the letters are sufficiently clear as 

such. We must all admit that there are 2 distinct scorings, made at different times, and seemingly by 

2 different persons. The first alone is in a scroll (has a horizontal line above and below the writing), 

and reads from left to right. 

The first, then, is the line on the left, running from below upwards. One peculiarity here is. 

that the writer in the side-strokes more than once begins with a deep dig, some distance from the stem¬ 

line. Thus insfead of f (l) we get P. And this enables us to understand the last letter, whose right 

side is worn from being close on the edge. She (or he) would carve (yo)- But this stave was very 

near the rather small T (t) on the one side and the edge on the other. If the usual shape were kept, 

cutting the lower arm as usual at some distance from the stem, and thus close upon the T, we should 

have got which would have really been (a bind of ^ and p, thus TAi) and ^ (l), or t.el. It 

was impossible to do this! So, in the way so common in runic inscriptions, local hindrances modify the 

shape of the rune*, and for T is cut the variant J'. Thus '[;.p could not be mistaken, it was and 

remained Tyo. 

^ Many others of the same general shape and age have been found in Norway. One, from Nes Parish in Hallingdal, lias 

an only partly legible inscription in Old-English letters, capitals, not rune.s. See it engraved, and described fay Prof. 0. Rygh, PI. 5 

No. 48, and p. 70, 71 in “Aarsberetning for 1867”, Kristiania 1868. 

^ I will only give one instance of this, from pieces bearing the 0. N. runes. The English Brooch found at Osthofen has 

the common and acknowledged Northern formula made and ow.ns: 

GONRAT FUl>E MIC. MAH OH MIC. 

cosiiAT (= Conrad) fadoed {made) }IE. hah oweth {owns, possesses) he. 

Here the .Mic and mic are plainly parallel. But the c in the first mic is carved k, in the u.sual way, there being plenty 

of room. The c in the last MIC is cub'*, that is 'I, there being no room to carve J,., on account of the fastening. I said hereon 

(Vol. 2, p. 586): “and the 21st to be k (c), the knee on the right being reverst upward n the left, '1 , for xoant of room, the 
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Ihe first word in this line is clearly ih, our/, (with a slip of the graver, or an accidental cut 

or scratch, at the foot of the i) — spelt as in many of the old Scando-Gothic tungs. including the 

0. North-English. See the Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 943. A divisional mark follows'. 

Next is BiM, BE, am. Same remark, only this word has never yet been found in M. Gothic 

or in the Scandian dialects. In 0. N. E. the usual forms in the 10th century Mss. where it occurs, 

(we can go no further back), are biom, beom, bidm. . As 1 have said so often, the frequent PC, (short and 

running for W, D, and M, m). is redd M or B according to the -context. Here bid would be meaningless. 

Then ULTyo, gen. sing, of the womans-name ultia or ultiu, or whatever the nom. may then 

and there have been. If we only confine ourselves to the female names ending in -titj in Fdrstemann, 

we find 

-DHID, - -DIDHA, -TEO, 

-DIU, -TEIA, -THIU, 

besides -Tin and others. (The same list gives us many masculines with ike same endings, more or less, 

as well as the usual masc. ending -theds, -teus. So little can we sometimes ‘’infallibly decide” as to 

the gender of a per-antique name, where we have no context to help us!) One such womans-narae in 

Fdrstemann (9th century) is nom. gotestriu, gen. godesthiwae. 

Now the peculiarity in ULTyo is the gen. sing, o-ending. This is one great characteristic of 

the Old-Northumbrian or Old-North-English. Not only do crowds of nouns in that speech lose the -n 

in the oblique cases, but the foregoing vowel has a prevailing tendency to become -o or -u, and this 

is the case also with very many adjectives, participles, numerals, prepositions, &c. Thus ul-tia 

(South-E. gen. ul-tian) makes its gen. ul-tio (ULTyo). This I look upon as decisive. The inscription 

is in Old-North-English. Should this be so, it confirms what we had expected from the style, which 

is undoubtedly a noble specimen of Kelto-Northumbrian high-art. 

This womans-name 1 have never seen before. We have in runes the mansname nom. ulr, 

ULIR, gen. dees, ulis, ac. ula, ulO, but as yet no feminine till now here in this compound. In 0. E. 

there is uli and ylla, but no feminine. In Ohg. there is the masc. ul-theds, but no feminine. The 

stem UL is very obscure. Possibly it may have been the old Scandian God ull(r). At all events there 

are many Sc. Goth, compound names beginning with UL, and the usual 0. N. E. gen. of ul-tia would 

be UL-TIO. 

The second carving is in the 3 horizontal lines. The staves are retrograde, redd from right 

to left, an important change from the first carving, have a different look, show fewer double strokes, 

and all the side-lines are close to the stem. It seems written some time, possibly a long time, after the 

other. Now this piece was then in proportion much more valuable than now, and we know that all 

such exceptionally costly things — arms and jewels — were then often heir-looms, went down from 

parent to child, where not piously offered to the deceast in his tomb for his use in the unseen world. 

And of such a piece the question would be askt by the wondering youth: “W’^hose was this?” Proud 

and loving lips would give the answer, and so the tale would not die out. And sometimes such family 

tradition, such note of genealogy, would be vjritten on the object itself. Even in our little handful 

fasteiiiug was in the way. We have many other examples, caused by the nature of the space.” So on the Sjustad stone. Upland 

(Uybeck 8vo. 89, folio 32), where the runes are interrupted by the scroll or siiak.e-wind, k and a {Y and +■) in the words CR at, 

are carved '1 and + 

and we have an exactly similar'' ('t, Y. = k, in the word bcskroki) on the Valby stone. Upland, (Lilj. 760, Dybeck folio No. 123, 

Stephens, Vol. 2, p. 819). But Y, which is only the 0. N. k turned-up, is several times found carved 1 even without any such 

local necessity, as an elegant variation. 

' The oldest wriggling snake-like 0. N. s varies continually in its height and in the number of its twists. So here. But 

we have here also a short twisted mark as a stop — for also these divisional marks vary endlessly in shape, at the caprice of the 

carver. We have such a stop here twice, between ih and dim and between aSping and n. But in both these places a straight line 

runs thro it, as was distinctly pointed out to me by the accomplisht engraver, Prof. Magnus Petersen, when he was working on the 

copperplate, with the original fibula lyihg on the table before us. 
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bearing 0. N. runes we have a second instance, for the Norse Lauberslieim Brooch has a similar 

family legend. 

The first word in the second risting is was, HUS, as still in English; in M. Goth., Old- 

Scandian, Frisic, Saxon and German was, tho softened in later Scandinavia to war, var. as in several 

provincial English talks it is now WAR, waue. The w. a, s are plainly w, a, s, altho the stem of the a does 

not go very high up. Such variations are endless. With Bugge to read this clear a as K — is too bad! 

Next comes HU, the well-known Scando-Anglic word for what is now hJn in book-Scandinavian 

and SHE in book-English. In 0. E. it was variously spelt and pronounced, usually as heo, hi6, (=Hyo). 

but also as ho, hu, hia, HiiE, hhj, hie, hi, lo, &c.; in E. Engl, ge, ye, ghe, zeo, &c.; the 0. Fris. hiu, hio, 

in Mod. Fr. jO. But the parallel-word SEO, sro (so, su, &c.), so common especially as a demonstrative 

in the old Scando-Anglic, and as a pers. pron. (= she) in M. G. (si), Ohg. and 0. Sax. (sm), as in 

Mod. Germ. (SIE) and in Mod. Sax. (se), rapidly fell away in the Seandian homeland, while in England 

it encroacht upon the heo, and by the 12th century became predominant in the North-Euglish, whence, 

as SHE, it has now become universal “correct” book-English. But in the Northwestern English districts 

the mass of the people still say ho, hoo, hu, and not she. 

In Scandinavia, for want of really old writings, no antique example of ha or he for he and 

HU, HO or hio for she has yet been found. These words, like many others, had an early tendency to 

get an emphatic affix -na or -N, and so became ha-n, he., and ho-n, she. 1 hus in manuscripts and 

monuments we find han and hon, &c. But these materials are not old enough, do not go back to the 

Old-Northern Runic-Alphabet age. Here, on this Brooch, we have for the first time as Old-Northern 

the word for sbe, and it is hu, not hun. So on the old Brough stone, Westmoreland, England, we 

have TO (^ ho) not ion (=hon) for .she. But in great sweeps of the Scandinavian popular dialects the 

same phenomenon meets us as we have pointed out in England. As large English dialects have kept 

up the HO, in spite of the deluge of incoming seo (she), so in Scandinavia large and ancient dialects 

have kept up the apparently primitive ho, hu, o, a, in spite of the deluge of incoming hon. Everything 

seems to show that this bo in Scandinavia is jirfinitiYe, the hon later. But the N in han (he) in 

Scandinavia has crept also into the local talks. 

The HU of this Brooch is thus the first example yet found in Scandinavia of this word without 

the -N enclitic. What is it? Is it English or .Scandinavian? .Should the English folks in whose hands 

this Brooch was, have kept up their English siDeech in the heart of Norway, at least for a generation 

or two, then it will be the usual Old-North-English pronoun. .Should it be unlikely that a high-born 

family should thus keep up any such “provincial” differences in the wealthy and powerful circles of 

another “province” (for all these “provincial” speech-differences were then small), then it is the Old- 

Norse word for she. and shows that at this early period the hu as yet had not gotten the N affix. 

The next line begins with inglsk. nom. s, fern., the rune for ing having here its full sound- 

power I. N. G, as so often, not merely ng. Thus ENGLISH, an Englishwoman. Probably the first time this 

word has been found on any carved monument. 

Then we have in this line la (tho a head-down a.s so frequently, A instead of Y), continued 

in the next line with i and ng, thus laing, a well-known 2iRti‘onvmic, still a common English name, 

LA-S-CHiLD, here LA'S-DAVGHTER. 

Continuing the 3rd line comes the name asping, a again upsidedown and ing again wdth its 

full power. This is also still an .English name, and is = asp’S-SON. 

The line now ends with contractions of other proper names. Many such name-shorteuings. 

initials for the full word, occur elsewhere on runic and other pieces old and new.^ The character 

at the top between the ing nine and the r, seems merely a stop or divisional mark. 

' In the Danish Museum is a heavy and costly Spiral Golden Bracelet of more than 3 winds, at least as old as the earlie.st 

middle-age. It was for some centuries in the hands of the sehested family before it came to the Forn-hall. It has 3 inscription.' 

inside, in the common writing-hand. 

‘‘GIFWIT AFF S. G. S. a“ 17'29.:” 

• “N. S. L. S.” 

“GtVET AF E: B: S: 1801 TfL SIX DATTERSOX J: S:" 

Thus last given to a -‘Daughter-son”, nephew. Here, just as is the case with the r. b. s. e. of the Fonnas Fibula, the s. G. s; 

X. s. L. s; E, B, s; J. s: were well understood by the family owning the jewel. 
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The next stave is r. I take it to be merely the initial of a name beginning with R, thus 

R . . . ING, R . . . s-son. — Then b, in the same way B . . . ing, b . . . 's-son. — Followed by s, s . . . ing, 

S . • . s-son. — Fast of all e, e . . . ing, e . . .'s-son. 

These shortened names of the famous founders of the family would be so well known by its 

members, that they need not be written out even if there had been room for them. 

I think then that the whole is, taking every word strictly as it stands: 

1st writing. 

IH BIM tJLTyO. 

1 BE (am) VLTlA'S-brooch. 

2nd wnting. 

WAS HU INGLSK, LAING, ASPING, R . . . ing, B . . . ing, s . . . ing, E . . . ing. 

HU (— she was) English (an Englishwoman), laing (Las-daughter), asping (ivho ivds Asp’s-son), 

R... ing (the son of R .. .), b . . . ing (the son of B ...), s... ing (the son of S ...), e ... ing (the son of E.. .). 

I have already pointed out numerous formulas of ownership. Many have continued unchanged 

down to our own day. Monuments, manuscripts and books offer heaps of examples. Here we meet 

another of these well-known word-falls, / am, followed, hy the owner’s name in the genitive. We are all 

familiar with it, common as it is also in Greek and Latin. Quite near me, on the title of a book 

which once belonged to our great ben jonson, .Shakespear’s friend, but which is now in my own 

Bookhoard, stands in his own hand: 

SUM BEN JONSONIJ. 

It is still in use in Norway itself. In going (August T877) into the Norwegian Annex of the Scandinavian 

Ethnographical Museum in .Stockholm, one of the first things I saw was a large wooden bowl, carved 

home-work, with painted ornaments and figures and inscriptions, Round the rim, in large letters, ran: 

■‘Jeg er Ole Jensens Juule-.Skaal. 

Fire nokking er mit Maal. 

Drik og pust imens du Taal. 1787.” 

I AM Ole Jensens Yide-Scole (— Christmas-lowl), 

Nokkings (— enoughs, deep pulls) four I hold on the whole. 

Drink and draw breath now, thirsty soul! 11 SI. 

1 have placed this piece here, under Norway, not because it was found there but because 1 

look upon the second inscription as in the dialect then spoken in Norway, written by a member of the 

isLmW^ after it was naturalized in Norway. Should any of my readers be of a different opinion, think 

that it — as well as the first — was written in England (in which case we cannot understand why the 

writer should have said "She was an English-woman”). or that at least their English dialect was kept 

up in Norway, — it will be easy in the mind’s eye to see it placed under England. 

That the piece was really English is. I think, certain. It is proved by 3 independent arguments. 

1. The undoubted Old-North-English character of the work. 

2. That the first inscription is written in the Old-North-English dialect. 

3. That the second risting distinctly says: She (the owner who wrote the first line of runes) 

^vas an Englishwoman. 

Intermarriages into other countries have always been universal and always will be. The English 

lady ULTIA became the bride of a Norse chieftain and settled in Norway. In the same manner the 

Nordendorf Brooches followed their Lady-owners from North-England to Bavaria. 

April 1878. Many months after the above was written, has reaclit me the 1st Part of the 

“Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed” for 1878, Kjobenhavn, 8vo. It contains a, valuable paper by Prof. 

0. Rygh on the finding and archteological character of this piece, and another by Prof. S. Bugge on 

the runish inscription on the Brooch, as so beautifully and carefully and truthfully engraved by 

Prof. Petersen and added to the text. 
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Prof. 0. Rygh states that between 30 and 40 fibulas of this type have been found in Norway, 

the largest (from Daluni, in N. Tronyem's Amt) no less than 23,.0 cm. long. They date, he adds, 

chiefly from the 6th and 7th centuries, and he thinks it probable that most of them were made in Norway, 

Prof. Bugge reads the staves as; l, H, s, p, l. D, n, l, t, ?l. bnt adds that the first and last 

were perhaps beginning- and ending-marks, not letters: Then; w, K, ?S, H, U, NG, L, ?S, K, L, R, 

I. NG, E, ?s, th NG. ?s, E, B, ?s, E. He thinks the whole is meaningless or contractions. prob,ibly 

the latter. 

He also points out the rune ^ in the space between the 2nd and 3rd horizontal lines. But 

this is an error. There is no such letter. Only the writer has “tried his point there, as Prof. 

M. Petersen exprest himself to me. It is clearly no intentional rune. 

By the courtesy of the Society of Old-Northern Antiquaries i have been permitted to take a 

Clichee of their splendid copper-plate for use in my work. 

FORDE, SONDFJORD, N. BERGENHUS, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Full size. From a drawing, rubbing and liphthild kindh/ forwarded by Hen' a. LORANGE, Keeper of the 

Bergen Museum. Chemityped by Prof, magnus Petersen. 

1 have to thank the well-known Norwegian antiquarian digger Hr, Lorange for making me 

acquainted with this piece, and the circumstances connected with its discovery. With his usual courtesy 

he procured me the materials which I here use. 

In Sept. 1874 a farmer was clearing fresh land on a hill-side towards Forde river in Sondfjord. 

In so doing he found lying two objects which he thought uncommon and took care of, and which were 

procured for the Bergen Museum. The one was of granite, a wellcut oval piece about 5 inches long, 

probably a weight or sink for a net, or for a warp in a loom. it has a kind of cross-mark hackt in. 

one furrow from top to bottom in the middle- of the stone, and another right across the thickest part. 

In this way it could be tied fast, and in fact these weight-stones are common enough. 

The other was something quite different. It is flattish on the broad sides, roundish on the 

narrow sides, and is of Soapstone (Steatite). It has two holes bored thro it for hanging or fastening to 

* This transliteration by Prof. Bugge of the plain 0. N. rune [j (or J]) (p) into (th) must be a mere inadvertence. This 

common 0. N. variant for p not only abound.' in the 0. Engl. Ms. Alphabets, -which see, but is also distinctly on the Thames Knife, 

the Whitby Comb and the 5 English Amulet Rings. Its presence on the Crowle stone and the Bingley Font is supposed, but doubtful. 
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something, and bears a risting in the olde>' runes. It was quite easy to cut these, as this stone is so 

soft especially when freshly broken. In "Aarsberetn. for Foreniiigen til Norske Fortidsm. Bevaring 

1868 , pp. 47 49 Hr. Lorange has some interesting remarks on Soapstone as used for making urns 

and other articles in Norway. We are fainiiiar with its employment for this purpose in Greenland, but 

in Denmark it is nearly unknown (see my Runic Die, of Soapstone, under sealand, Denmark); and in 

Sweden (see p. 21 above) it is as rare, besides the rune-bearer only one other piece of this material 

(a Grave-cup) having been found, in Dalsland. In Norway Spinning-whorls of Steatite have turned up 

in Early Iron graves, and in later Iron graves Steatite grave-urns are common, often in districts where 

the stone itself is quite unknown. 1 hey have therefore been an article of commerce, and in 1868 

Lorange found a regular Steatite quarry and Urn-factory near Aruses in Romerike.' 

Hr. Lorange thinks that this Runic piece was a Net-weight, inscribed with the owner’s name 

that he might claim his costly lines in case they were swept away by storm or current. This is 

possible, but not likely. We have thousands of such sinkweights from former days, but they are never 

so inscribed. Ihey bear neither bomarks nor names. Some examples must have come down to us, had 

it been customany so to mark them. Ihe object before us is too rough and rude and common-looking 

to have been either an Amulet or an Ornament. It may have been a Dog-collar.® The name, .^:lua 

would then be that of the Dog's master, that the animal might be restored to him in case he strolled 

away. But perhaps future finds will throw further light on this subject. 

However this may be, the letters are quite plain. Apparently, from its position, a little way 

off from the rest and further down, the o is taken separately. We may read .^luao®, as one word, 

but I prefer 

JlLUA 0. 

JELUA OWNS-me. 

A couple of other such pot-stone pieces, with holes for hanging, have been found elsewhere 

in Norway, but never before bearing letters. 

Oct, 1875. “Foreningen til Norske Fortidsmindesmeerkers Bevarings Aarsberetning for 1874", 

8vo, Kristiania 1875, has just reacht me. At p. 83 is Hr. Lorange’s short notice of this piece, in 

which he remarks; “Thus, whether this object has been fastened to fishing-apparatus or to any thing 

else, it has been intended to announce the owner’s name. This marker and the little Bronze Figure 

from Froshaug [my \ol. 1, p. 250] are, as far as we know, the only loose things bearing the older 

runes as yet found in this country.” At pp. 175—179 is an article by Prof. S. Bugge on the piece 

before us. He sums up (p. 177) that we must see in the inscription “a rune-group whose meaning is 

magical not linguistic (“en Runegruppe med magisk, ikke sproglig. Betydning"). If the stone was 

fashioned for suspension to some fishing-tool, the runes were probably carved to bring luck in fishing.” 

A thinnish nicely-smoothed stone, nearly a roundel, about the size of a small saucer, with 

runes on both sides, from about the 14th century, has lately (1872) been found in Kolindsuud, N, Jut¬ 

land, Denmark. In my eyes it can only have been a dog-collar. The loop is pierced for suspension. 

^ At j)|), 536—594 of Proceedings of tlie Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, sm. 4to, Vol. X, Part 2, Edinburgh 1S75, is a 

charming and richly illustrated essay by Dr, Joseph Anderson, Keeper of the Edinburgh Museum, called “Notes on the Relics of the 

Viking period of the Northmen in Scotland, illustrated by specimens in the Museum.’' In this paper the leai'ned author with great 

sharpness aud sagacity lays hold of certain groups of objects found in Scottish graves of the Wiking age but decidedly not of Scottish 

origin, compares them witli similar things of the same time known to be Scandinavian and common in Scandinavian graves, and thus 

identities them as having been buried with Scandinavian warriors w'ho came over to Scotland in the 5Vikiug centuries. The first 

group thus handled by him are the Urns of Soapstone, which he thus shows were brought over by men from Norway. 

^ Of the hundreds of thousands of Slave-collars which were used in olden days in our Scando-Gothic lands, not one has come 

down to our times, and the only reference to them in our antique literature is probably the passage in the Elder Erostathing's Law 

(Norges Gamle Love, foi., Vol. 1, Christiania 1846, p. 228): “En suur |iyborimi ef honum er frelsi gefit fra liorni oc fra nappi." The 

shape of this Slave-collar must have been various, tho perhaps usually, as with the Romans, it was like a crescent (whence “horn”). 

It was fastened with an iron band and a “knob” or tie or twist (whence the “knapp” or “uapp”). — This piece from Forde may 

thus perhaps have been a simple Slave-collar; but 1 think not. The material makes this too unlikely. 

® In Aarb. f. Nord. Oldk, 1878, Part 1. p. 68, Prof. S. Bugge announces that Prof. 0. Rygh is of opinion that the 4th rune has 

not and has not had the fonu Y. All I can say is, that Loraiige's drawing, his text at p. 83 as above mentioned, the Rubbing and the 

Photograph all 4 have this Y, but the 1st 3rd aud 4th indistinctly (the middle top mark damaged), as carefully copied by my artist. 

14 
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The one side bears: 

1> Hi : N n lli 
DU SDAIN 

and the other has (the 9th stave being a biiid-rune, ‘ (s) and h in one): 

TORBIARNS OEN. 

TBOV SWAIN (the Dog's name) art-TORBlARNS WINE (friend). Torbiarn being thus the Uog s master. 

Good Dogs being very valuable and easily liable to be lost or stolen, Dog-Collars must have 

been widely used at a very early period. The oldest instance I have seen is in connection with Egypt, 

about 1700 years before Christ. Of Antefaa, a deceast Pharaoh of that time, it is said: ^ “Ihe tomb 

and tablet of Antefaa have been discovered in the valley of El-Assasif at Ihebes. On it he is 

represented standing amidst four dogs, each of a different kind, and wearing a collar, and accompanied 

ly its name. The king is followed by the master of his hounds." ‘ 

One of the oldest names of a Dog which have come down to us, is that belonging to the 

great Eameses 11, King of Egypt, somewhere about 1400 years before Christ. “In this [campaign] 

he is accompanied by his dog, named Antaemnekht, or “Anaitis in her strength . - 

On a sarcophagus found in a tomb in Cyprus, evidently of great antiquity, among other figures 

is that of a Hound-with a Collar round his neck. 3 

Early in the 18th century was found in a Roman grave near Speyer a figure, of the finest white 

clay. It was nearly 4 inches high, and represented a Dog sitting on its hind legs, a Collar round its 

neeh It was doubtless a House-god, placed in the tomb to guard the deceast from the infernal Lemures. 

See it engraved, PI. I, fig. 12, (and described p. 28), in G. Litzels Beschreibung der Romischen Todten- 

Topffe, &e. &c. 8vo. Speyer 1749. 

‘•Psalm XXXIX has a representation of two greyhounds or hunting dogs with collars round 

their necks."'* 

Costly indeed would be a Dog like that given by Olaf Peacock to Gunnar in Njal s Saga; 

“•‘I will give thee three things of price, a gold ring, and a cloak which Moorkjartan the Eise king 

owned, and a hound that was given me in Ireland; he is big, and no worse follower than a sturdy man. 

Besides, it is part of his nature that he has maids wit, and he will bay at every man whom he knows 

is thy foe, but never at thy friends; he can see. too, in any man’s face, whether he means thee well 

or ill, and he will lay down his life to be true to thee. This hound's name is Sam.” After that he 

spoke to the hound, “Now shalt thou follow Gunnar, and do him all the service thou canst. Ihe 

hound went at once to Gunnar and laid himself down at his feet.” 5 

TOMSTAU, LISTER AND MANDAL, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500 — 600. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 264, 841. 

The reference to the Odensholm block on p. 266 must be struck out. This stone has been 

re-found, and is given by me in the chapter on archaic monuments. 

’ S. Birch. Ttgypt from the Earliest Times to B. C. 300. London IST.'t. p. 58. 

^ Id. p. 124. 

^ L. P. di Cesnoia. Cyprus. 8vo. London 1877, p. 110. 

^ Birch. The Utrecht Psalter. 8vo. London 1870, p. 2.38. The skinbook referred to dates from about the year 800. 

G. W. Dasent. The Story of Burnt Njal. Vol. 1, Edinburgh 1801, p. 223. 
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NORWiY, EOT FOUND AT FREI-LAUBERSHEIM, RHEIN-HESSEN, GERMANY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Drawn and Chemityped, fidl size, by Prof. Magnus Petersen from the original, now in 

the Roman-German Ahiseum, Mainz. 

At Frei-Lauberslieim, a Rhein-Hessiaii village south-east of Kreuznach, is an old burial-ground, 

south-east of the Church and the high-road. Several “forn" things had been found there, and forwarded 

to the Museum in Mainz. The energetic Director, Dr. L. Lindenschmit, determined therefore that 

official diggings should be undertaken. This was done for 3 weeks in 1873, and the result was highly 

encouraging. Besides 15 graves from the early Christian middle-age, they opened 10 still lower down 

from the heathen cremation-period of Germany, and, in spite of the poverty of some and the fact that 

others had been already plundered, great numbers of ornaments, weapons and uten,sils were obtained. 

Only 2 coins were turned up, a. small Roman brass of one of the late Emperors, and a piece struck 

for BADUILLA (= Totilas), the East-Gothic king who perisht in 552. 

In one of these graves was the Skeleton of a Lady, together with a pair of Silver Brooches 

alike in size and type, one of them bearing Old-Northern Runes on its back or inner side. This is the 

one here engraved. The 5 jutting knobs above and the ornamental spaces above and below are gilt; 

the border-ornament is filled-in with niello. 

But the tomb also contained 2 small rosette-shapt cloak-pins of gilt silver, set with colored 

stones (or glass), a Necklace with beads of glass paste or colored clay or amber, a large whorl of cut 

rock-crystal, a small bronze fitting with two wee rings, 2 bronze Shoe-buckles, a large Buckle of iron, 

a glass Goblet and a clay vesseD. 

In October 1873 this precious Runic Fibula was sent to Prof. M. Rieger, of Darmstadt, for 

his inspection. He made a drawing of the inscribed side 2, and publisht this with an interesting text 

’ See Dr. Liudeiischmifs "Verein fiir Rheinische Geschichte und Alterthiimer. .Tahresbericht fur 1872/73; 9 Dec. 1873.” 

2 Or rather, the drawing was made by Prof. Hofmann, the Curator of the Darmstadt Museum. But both gentlemen examined 

the runes together, and unitedly fixt what character., were to be drawn. Zeitschrift, 1. c. p. 375, note. 
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(dated March 1874) in “Zeitschrift fiir Deutsche Philologie”, 8vo, Vol. 5, Part 4, Halle 1874, 

pp. 376 — 381. rYith plate. He copied the staves, as 1 think with some errors, and reads them thus: 

BOSO : WRAETRUNA : LINDI 

DEKIDANSKA : GOSI>U. 

BOSO WROTE this~RV]^E-wntwg. By-the-FAVOR 

PROTECT'ED of-the-GODS GOEST TIIOU. 

This was followed by the 4th Part, Vol. 3, of Dr. L. Lindenschmit’s “Die Alterthilmer unserer 

heidnischeu vorzeit”, Mainz 1874, which has already made public so many valuable remains of Scando- 

Gothic antiquity. Plate 6 of this Part, fig. 1 a and b, gives the fibula nearly full size, the runes almost 

the same as in Prof. Rieger's engraving, whose reading and version are communicated in the appended text. 

In the autumn of 1874, on my return from the Archmological Congress in Stockholm, 1 began 

to study this piece from the materials thus before me. But 1 could not see my w.ay, and suspected 

some inaccuracy in the publisht copies. So 1 threw myself on the generosity and kindness of the 

distinguisht Keeper of the Mainz Museum, and begged him to lend the Brooch for a few days to the 

Danish Old-Northern Museum, for careful inspection and copying here. This Dr. Lindenschmit most 

courteously acceded to, and 1 thank him accordingly for the great favor he has thus conferred upon me 

and upon all friends of Runic studies. It is only by the united help of the rune-learned in all countries 

that we can hope eventually, more or less, to master this difficult branch of philological and palseo- 

graphical science. 

fii now making public mj own transcript — the result of great care and long and patient 

examination in all lights — I beg to add that I have been kindly and powerfully assisted by Archivary 

C. F. Ilerbst, Keeper of the Danish Old-Northern Museum, and by the Norwegian archteologist Adjunct 

B. E. Beudixen of Bergen in Norway, who was then pursuing antiquarian studies in Clieapinghaven. 

My excellent artist also, Prof. Magnus Petersen, has spared no pains to give a true facsimile. 

Accordingly I now (October 1874) commit to writing my ideas about the inscription and its 

meaning, — quite aware that I myself may be mistaken about some particulars. Altho in general the 

staves are sharply and elegantly cut and can be well made out, some few of them are hard to read. 

Some have largely suffered from fnction of the mantle, are a good deal worn away; and, as is usual on 

metallic surfaces which have been knockt about for years, there are so many small scratches and dints, 

as well as weak places from corrosion, that it is sometimes hazardous to fix what was originally carved. 

The engraving shows only those marks which are really more or less distinct. My artist could not give 

those strokes which are so fine and worn as scarcely to be seen without the magnifying-glass, and 

many marks which are only accidental injuries. 

But I will go thro all the letters one by one, and will try to let the reader judge for himself, 

as far as mere description can go. 

1. % (b), clear. — 2. X (o), clear. — 3. 5 (s), clear. — 4. X (o), clear. — 5. Two dividing- 

strokes, clear. Thus the word boso. 

6. ? (w), clear. — 7. K (r). clear. — 8. F (^),. clear. — 9. M (e). clear. — 10. -t* (t), clear. — 

11. Two dividing-strokes, the lower one very faint. Thus the word wRzEET. 

18. (k), clear. — 13. h (u), clear. — 14. k (n), tolerably plain. — 15. F {je), clear. — 

16. Two parting-strokes, clear. Thus the word RUNiE. 

So far I have Lindenschmit and Rieger with me, only they have not remarkt the separating 

marks No. 11. Hereafter 1 unhappily somewhat differ from my learned fellow-workers. 

17. I (t), clear. — 18. X (o), tolerably plain; a good deal worn, but the vital parts can be 

made out with the naked eye. What is left shows that it mtist have been o. — 19. Top and bottom worn, 

now only M (D). not W. — 20. Two dividing marks, very faint, nearly gone. Thus the word lOD. In 

Lindenschmit and Rieger the i and the D are substantially the same, the middle-letter confused and 

mistaken; but Rieger proposes to read MMI or ['•tMl, lndi or lindi, which he translates (as given by 

Lindenschmit) lenitate (s. favore). — We now come to the second line. 

21. Excessively faint and doubtful, from wear. Requires the lens. May have been X (o). — 

22. k (th), clear. — 23. < (c), clear, cut large, the lower limb unnaturally long, as if the graver had 

slipt. — 24. h (u), very faint, but can be seen in certain lights. Nearly worn away. Only a bit of the 

right side is plain, the left side is cut so as to run down over the long under-limb of the (. — 
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25. Two divisional bars, as usual, but almost invisible. Thus the word (o)tc(u). — Rieger and Linden- 

schmit give t> <\ too great a distance between the th and the c, and the bit of the h, and no divisional 

marks. The next word begins with M (d). Dr. Rieger makes it the last letter of this word, suggests 

THEKID as the word intended, and translates (as given by Lindenschmit) protectus. 

26. M (d), plain. — 27. F (^), plain. — 28. f (th), plain. - 29. T (yo), plain. — 30. + (n), 

plain. 31. P (.,e), plain. — 32. Two separation-marks, plain. Thus the word D.a:pyoN.^:. — Rieger 

and Lindenschmit give the same runes. Only Rieger links the d on to the last word, makes the 3rd 

stave h (n, Lindenschmit has it correctly as >, (th), gives to the vowel yo the power of S, and 

translates the thus gotten ansna by the word dsovuni. 

33. X (g), clear. — 34. % (o), clear. — 35. I (i), clear. — 36. > (th), clear. — 37. 5 (u), 

not sure but very likely. We have now the appearance of two strokes II, but this is because the spot 

here is so much worn away by friction and by corrosion of the metal that part of the top is gone, and 

we cannot see the moot, the joining at the top, but I have no doubt it has been there. It will be 

observed that the writer has handled his scalpel with great freeness and boldness, careless of pettinesses. 

Consequently in mmiy of the letters the lines do not end exactly. Thus in the very first, the b, the 

lower limb goes beyond its join with the inner bar. and the upper limb still more so. So in the next, 

the 0, both the upper bars shoot out longer tlian strictly they should. So in the second line. Look 

at the first clear letter, the l>, the upper side-stroke goes beyond the lower. The lower limb of the 

next stave, the c, is tivice too long. And look at the o farther on! — As I take it we have a similar 

instance in the f, No. 36. The two bars jut out too far. ^ instead of K Rieger gives this rune as 

Lindenschmit as f. At all events I think the letter is simply l>, th. But if not it can only be a letter 

at cdl by uniting it to the next stroke, the left side of the h, and reading M, D. This of course we can 

do. for the word and meaning will he the same. But in this case we must suppose that the remaining | 

is the left side of the h, and that the right side has perisht in the eating away of the metal here. 

For the word must have ended in a vowel and this vowel u, it being a feminine noun in apposition with 

the female name (o)£C(u), who was Boso's mother. In my eyes then the Brooch has goitu, but there is 

a possibility that the word may have been goidq. — 38. Only traces of 2 stop-marks. Thus the word 

GOITH. — Rieger and Lindenschmit engrave X XTl’P', with too wide a room between the g and the o, 

and with \ instead of |, and to this \ Rieger again strangely gives the value s. But the stave is 

without doubt a clear I (i), altho there are some accidental dints here as elsewhere. Prof. Rieger reads 

and translates GOS tu, amlmlas (s. amhides). If I am right, all the words were originally divided by 

stops; and there are 2 varieties of the n (p and f, the former from the narrow space), and now 2 of 

the D (N and M). but, as it happens, no M and no a. The ^-dialect, as often, is strongly markt. 

Omitting the doubtful stops, which are of small consequence, we have, I think, only 3 staves 

really unsure, the o at the beginning of the 2nd line and the u at the end of that word, and the last 

runes of all. the co. But a careful inspection of the oidginal ivith a lens will, I believe, convince us that 

each tJ is there. — The outcome of the whole will be, in my opinion: 

BOSO WRiEET RUN^, lOD, (o)tc(u), D.ETyON^ GOIl-H. 

Boso WROTE these-RUNES, her-YOUTH (son), for-(0)TEGA, of-the-DJETHES (= of the Dcethe-clan or family) 

the-PRIESTESS. 

Prof. Rieger claims this piece as German, because it has been found in Germany. I have 

already shown the worthlessness of this argument, and have yet to learn that any German or Saxon 

people had any letters at all, whether Runic or other, until they acquired the Latin alphabet from 

Roman civilization and Christian missionaries. 

Dr. Wimmer, who redd the first 3 words, which he gives as boso wraet runa, Bose wrote 

these-runes, announces that the language is decidedly emphatic Germayi (“bestemt iidpreeget tysk”)^, because 

an Old-Northern Runic inscription would have had bosa wrait runor, while a Scandinavian (or later) 

Aarboger for iVordisk Oldkyndighed. Kjobeiihavu 1874, p. 268, 
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Runic would have had bosi bait BiJNAii. The BOSO (not eosa), the weaet (not tVEAlT), the HnSA (not 

HUKO/i) show the language to be undoubtedly German, probably Imw-German. 

To this 1 answer that we have half-a-dozen examples of this verb on 0. N. monuments, 

beginning with w, and that of these neither the w*EyiT of the Istaby stone, nor the WrEElT* of the 

Varuum stone, nor the U'E^EIM of the Reidstad stone, nor the BRIT of the Northumbrian Casket is in 

“German" much less in "Low-German”, while not one of the variations, with or without w, is (w)eait. 

As to the name. On the oldest Old-Northern monuments (as in the oldest Northern 

parchments) we have multitudinous examples of 0 or a or M &c. interchanging as the nom. mark ol 

nouns masculine, the older N having generally fallen away. And this is what we should expect on such 

antique Northern pieces, for we find the same ending very commonly in all the other oldest Scando- 

Gothic dialects. 

As to the KUNiE. We have many 0. N. examples oi this ac. pi. fern, ending in A or 0, not 

ae (elder as) or OE (elder os), and we have at least half-a-kundred .Scandinavian-runic examples, on 

stones all over the Northern lands, where this word ends in o or a or M or l and not in (os) OB, or 

(J!S) E!E, or (is) IE. The last-found Old-Northern runic example is one not to be denied, for it has 

been puhlisht by Prof. Bugge and we all agree in the runes. It is the Einang stone, Valders, Norway, 

from about the 3rd century after Christ. The third word we all read in the same way. It is the ac. ph, 

and is rijno, not rdnos or runor. But these 60 Northern stones, ivithout this -R, are surely not “German , 

See the remarks of Rydqvist (Svenska Spriikets Lagar, 4, 430—432) on this remarkable and 

ancient dialectic absence of -E in pi, nom, and ac, masc, and fern., in both nouns and pronouns, especially 

in Old-Swedish. This also is found in other of the oldest Scando-Gothic dialects. In Scandinavia it 

goes back as far as the monuments reach, and is still Icept up in certain words, especially in Denmark. 

Afterwards, about LbOO, the lost or silent -E begins to work its way hack again, especially in Swedish 

book-language. 

But, should my transcript and reading be .substantially correct, we have here at least two 

words which are decisive. 

The first is iod, child, son or daughter, offspring, by some connected with 0. E. eadEaV, N. I. 

AUDiNN, given, granted, but which I believe is etymologically the same as the English youth, the German 

JQGEND, &c.^ 'Whatever its source, it has hitherto — as far as 1 know — never been found in any 

Scando-Gothic tung save in Scandinavia, and only there in the Norse-lcelandic, where it is scarce and 

poetical (jod, job). 

The other is goitu From god (God) conies godi (0. N. Engl, gode); in the 7th century 

probably this would have been GOCO or godo in Scandinavia; a Priest and Patriarch, a holy clan-chief, 

an officer at once hath Judge and Priest. Its feminine is (goi^a), gvma, gydja, a goddess, a Pnesiess, 

cren. sing. (GOTiu), gybju, gy'dju. This word also. I believe, has never been found save in the 

Norse-lcelandic. 

The feminine endings in -u (otcu and GOitu). if admitted on examining the Brooch itself, are 

Old-Scandinaviau and Old - North - English at a time' (7th century) when the final N had usually 

fallen away. 

I take DJityON^ to be an Old-Norse masc. gen. plural in -na. of which many examples are 

left in the oldest Anglic and Norse-lcelandic literature. 

Now should IOD and GOitD really be on the fibula, — and I think there can be no doubt that 

they are there, and they give a simple and excellent meaning to what is otherwise unreadable and 

meaningless, — they are clearly and distinctly Norwegian. Old-Norse. words; for in the 7th or even in 

the 8th century Iceland was as yet unknown and uncolonized. But if the language is thus undeniably 

Old-Norse, it cannot be German, and the ornament itself must be a wanderer^. 

1 Jan. 1^, 1876. In a letter just received, Prof. G. Save not only approves this derivation but announce.? that he had come 

to the same conclusion 3 or 4 years ago, and made known the .same in a meeting of the Upsala Northern Philological Society. 

® I have lived to see many revolutions in both archseology and linguistics, and 1 dare say may live to see yet others, m 

proportion as we more and more insist upon facts instead of endless theories and learned phrases and mere break-jaw technical 

expressions. What a liuny there has been to be all-knowing, to master the whole field of old-lore at a glance, to fix and determine 

absolutely and for ever every possible antiquarian question, to shake big books out of one's sleeve in rapid succession on the whole 

cycle of anthropological and social science — instead of devoting a life to one particular branch! And the younger the men the more 
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Than this nothing is easier. Persons and things wander and emigrate every day, and always 

have done. By marriage or otherwise the Priestess herself may in fact have died in Germany, and the 

Skeleton may be her bone-house, and the large and costly Crystal BalP which Lindenschmit has called 

a whorl (for spinning) may in fact have been her official Priestly Show-stone or Magic Mirror or 

Consulting-glass, so well known to students of occult lore, and of which several specimens have been 

found in ancient graves. 'J'hey continued in use thro the middle age, and some subsist and are 

consulted still, partly in reading the future and partly for superstitious medical purposes. 

However this may be. should my reading be substantially correct, the inscription is no more 

••German” than 1 am. But other runologists inav decipher the runes better and come to a different 

result. 1 shall then, as always, be willing and glad to alter my opinion. 

they kuow, and the more infallibly and without appeal! We are now tired of hearing' this called only Sealaudisli or only Jutlandish 

or only Danish, that only Northumbrian or only Kentish or only English. How futile the rage to draw up great hg,rd systems from 

d or 3 or 20 or 30 finds, instead of from the 30,000 which hare been found and lost, and which have shown endless transitions, the 

300,000 •which are still earth-bidden, and the 3.000,00(1 which have for ever perisht! 

Nothing, too, is more wonderful thau the .strange habit of looking on Scandinavia as suiTounded by an iron wall, so that 

no thing and no man could go out or in —, tho, as we all know if we give ourselves time to think, there was in proportion as 

much circulation, wanderings, pilgrimages, war-expeditious, trade and chapmanship, then as now. 

Equally surprising is it to argue as if a Northman in another land could not or would not buy anything of a different 

type to his own, or imitate it in his workshop abroad, or write hi.s name upon it just as he would at home. But we know that 

such Northmen living abroad did all these things then as now. and imitated or imported to their own countiy such things then as 

now. To use the words of Dr. Montelius with reference to another period and other antiquities (Sveriges Historia, I, Stockholm 

lS7b. p. 23!)): "at all events most of these things show themselves to be of outlandish fabrication or to have been made in this 

country alter foreign pattenis.” 

1 The balls of crystal found in Barbarian female-graves in the Early Iron Age may have been, originally an adaptation from 

those worn by Roman ladies — a.s it is supposed, carried in their hands for the sake of the delicious coolness they gave during the 

heats of .summer. In his "Precious Stones” the Rev. C. W. King thinks that these crystal balls went out of use in the Roman lands 

shortly after the general introduction of Christianity, being superseded by the finger-rings cut out of one piece of solid cry.stal which 

then became common, and some of which bear Christian emblems. But in Classic times these crystal globes were originally used for 

divination, the adept eying them with certain ceremonies to see thing.s that would happen. In his Antiqua Schemata (Gemmarium 

Annulariumi, Liceti engraves a Classical Fuiger-ring, repeated by W. Jones in his Finger-ring Lore, 8vo, London 1877, p. 101. It 

represents two figures eagerly divining in a crystal globe, near a flaming altar. The one figure, a female, holds a snake over the 

magic ball, which the other scans. Taken generally, Ciystallomancy embraced ail kinds of divination by transparent bodies. In my 

own Museum is such a Beryl sphere, like that belonging to Sir Edward Harley and de.scribcd by Aubrey; "the diameter of it I guess 

to be something more than an inch; it is set in a ring or circle of silver resembling the meridian of a globe.This, it appears. 

was efficacious in detecting thieves: it also forewarned death.” 

In liis admirable novel "The Caxtons” Mr. BuKver (Lord Lyttoni says in a note; -Tn primitive villages, in the west ot 

England, the belief that the absent may be seen in a piece of crystal is. or was not many years ago, by no means an uncommon 

superstition. I have seen more than one of these magic mirrors, which Spenser, by the way, has beautifully described. They are 

about the size and shape of a .swan's egg. It is not every one, however, who can be a crystal-seer; like second-sight, it is a 

special gift. N. B. — Since the above note {appended to the first edition of this work) was written, crystals and crystal-seers have 

become very familiar to those who interest themselves in speculations upon the disputed phenomena ascribed to Mesmerical Clairvoyance." 

See also the charming "Notes on some Scottish Magical Charm-stones or Curing-stones”, by the late accompiisht Leech 

and Old-lorist Sir J. Y. Simpson, 4to, Edinburgh 1863, — an overprint from the Proceedings of the Antiquarian Soc. of Scotland. Vol. 4. 
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I am now (1873, 4) able to add that another Norse Fibula has lately been found, this time 

in Norway itself — as far as I know the first rune-bearing Brooch yet discovei’ed in Norway. (A second 

has since turned up. See fonnas, above). In the “Arsberetning for 1872” (publisht in 1873 by the 

“Foreningen til Norske FortidsmindesniEerkers Bevaring, [\ristiaiiia, 8vo, p. 58), Prof. Olaf Rygh has 

given a description of this piece, and Lector Karl Rygh, of Tronyem, in the Museum of which city it 

now is (No. 1010), has since favored me with drawings and further details. I give his sketches full 

size, Heliotyped by W. Pacht. — This piece, which may be from the 9th century, was found in 1872 

in a large barrow at Strand, Afjord, together with the half of a Spinning-whorl of burnt clay. What is left 

is of bronze, much damaged. The finder lost some small bits, but 4 pieces make up a nearly complete 

Roundel with edge round, which was on the outstanding center of the Brooch. Compare Montelius, 

Fran Jernaldern, PI. 7, fig. 1 and 4, and the Norwegian Society’s Arsberetning for 1870, PI. 3, fig. 13. 

But the ornamental cover of this Roundel has disappeared. The decorations along the edge show the 

same net-work as in Montelius, 1. c. fig. 4, but interrupted, and the cross-marks are as in Arsberetning 1. c. 

The back is covered with tin or lead, on which are drawn concentric rings, shallow but clear. 

The lower half of the fibula, reaching nearly to the tung, reminds us of that in the Ars¬ 

beretning, but has not the same outlines. The upstanding edge has a like net-work. There are 3 

nail-holes, in one of whieh a bronze nub is still left: they have been surrounded by a cylinder of wood, 

which is now broken in pieces. The back of this piece also has been evenly overlaid with tin or lead. 

All the lines within the contour are faintly cut with a needle or sharp tool, and are not bold or quite 

regular. Here and there the surface is oxidized, shown by small dots. The ornament in the panel 

above the runes is as on several other things from the later Iron Age. The runes themselves are 

sharper and clearer than the other drawings. The last N has not been fortunately cut, and therefore 

the bar has been repeated. The rings on the back of the Roundel were made by the bronze-worker, 

but those here are less exactly drawn by the rune-carver. Photography does not bring the letters well 

out, but they are quite distinct when the 25iece is held in various lights. — In the Arsberetning Prof. 

01. Rygh translates the risting 

SIGLI SA HAILI (hcilli). 

(Gid han maa seile lylckelig!) 

= SAIL BE with-HAIL (luck) ! 

This is good, but I think not quite satisfactory. As (reverst) h is = H (a) and (reverst) H 

would be b (n), I take reverst "b (+) to be the usual .a:, and venture to suggest: 

SIKLI HAILI! 

May-thh-sjGLE SE (be) to-EAiLi 

= May this Brooch be for luck! 

Thus this jewel was probably a parting gift, a keepsake, a love-token, and the runes were 

risted by some aftectionate friend 

SEUDE, THELEMARK, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 273. 

This lost stone may have borne. 

W.^TTiET SJi:M.£NG. 

= WIJjANT SB£M1NG (SAM’S-SON). 

Or we may divide: 

SAM^NG. 

W.^TTBi AT (to) SJEMING. 
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VA T N, Y E R iN E S, S. T R 0 N Y E M, N 0 R WAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800. 

From Lighthild of the stone mid a fidl-sized Linen-tracing of the ivhole block, kindly forwarded by Archivary 

IHGVALD UNDSE2' of Chiistiania; together ivith a Payer-Cast of the runes, for which I have to thank Lector 

KARL RYGH of Tronyem. Chemityped by Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN. 

Owing to the above excellent materials, the Chemitype before us is absolutely trustworthy. 

We see that it is an Overgang-stone, part of the old alphabet still left and part of the newer coming 

in. As this, it is doubly interesting; for it is the first transition piece yet found in Norway, lhat it 

has been rescued to us — we have to thank Hr. XJndset. Having once heard of it, he doggedly followed, 

till he deposited it triumphantly in the Tronyem Museum. Besides private information to me, this 

active archseologist has just publisht (May 1875) a 'minute account of the minne-stone and its runes in 

"Det Kong. Norske Vidensk. Selskabs Skrifter", Vol. 8, Part 2, Throndhjem 1875, pp. 24 — 30.^ 

Vatn is in the Deanery of Orlandet, on the southern side of the entrance to Tronyem firth, a 

little outside the bluff called Agdeuses. which is so often mentioned in the Sagas. On this farm, near 

the water, under a hill called Bengtsberget, is a group of 5 not large grave-hows, running from east to 

west. Four of them are long-barrows, south therefrom is the 5th, a round tumulus. The last but one 

of these long-barrows is 24 feet long, 9 broad and from 2 to 3 high. The owner of the farm, Jon 

Larsen Vatn, in the fall of 1871 began to dig in this how, beginning at its western end. He had come 

about 5 feet forward when he found, inside the grave, a stone standing on edge. On the side turned 

towards the middle were written characters. This struck him as curious and uncommon, so he raised 

it up and canned it home. But in this operation the scaly stone split in two, so that it is now only 

one half its original thickness. But the other half had no marks of any kind, so he left it where it 

was. The inscribed portion remained in his home, but he thought people might laugh at him if the 

letters were of no value. So he used the block to dry fish upon, and at last oil and filth had nearly 

hidden the characters. In this state during his antiquarian journey in 1874 it was hunted out by 

Hr. Undset, carefully cleaned by chemicals and at once made known to science. 

It is of gray slate, 2 feet 7 inches long, 1 foot 2 inches broad, and now about 2 inches thick, 

but at first was about 4 inches thick. From the loose nature of the stone, several slips have scaled 

off. and hereby a couple of the letters have taken damage. But we can see that they all were at first 

^ A short previous notice is in “Forer. til Norske Fortidsm. Bevar. Aarsberetning for 1874'’, Kristiania 1875, p. 55. 
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sharply cut. The inscription offers no real difficulty. The R and h are plain enough. Then comes o, 

but part of this rune has peeled away. Between this stave and the next is a bad uneven place, which 

the rune carver has skipt over. This was often done by the rune-smiths, and was very wise and 

‘•practical”. The next character is the overgang-iE, M from H. This is followed by l. thereafter is 

what was once T; at the top of the letter the stone has scaled away, and the top-arms are lost. But 

there cau be no doubt of what once stood. Last of all is -R, end-R, that later rune which is yet found 

so early. Thus the 7 letters spell the name of the deceast: 

rhoj':l(t)r. 

On a stone 500 years earlier it might be spelt somewhat like hropowaldo. On the even-timed 

Danish Snoldelev block we have the genitive as ruhalts. On other yet later monuments the name is 

ROCUALDR, RUALTR, HRUALTR. The RH for HR is commoii. See the Word-row under ruhalts. —■ Thus 

the chieftain hight glort-wielder. 

The farmer dug no more in the how, and ail the other barrows were left untoucht, but 

Hr. Undset intends examining them all this summer (1875). — Thus in Norway alone we have now 8 

examples of runic stones from the Early Iron Age which were deposited mside the grave, and 2 such 

from the Later Iron Age. 

Nov. 1875. Hr. Undset has now kindly informed me of the result of his diggings at Vatn. 

In the rune-stone grave nothing was found of archeological interest. In the other 4 mounds were charcoal, 

bits of iron nearly eaten away, and several clincher-nails — so often found with, or symbolical of, a 

ship or boat. The bottom of the graves was clay, and this had held the water which trickled from 

above, and thus the articles laid in the tombs had been rapidly consumed. But the bodies had been 

burnt, and in 2 of the barrows the grave-gear was deposited in a squarish chamber about 1 foot deep 

below the surface, — all apparently pointing to the earliest part of the later Iron Age, and thus well 

agreeing with the date I originally fixt for the stone, about the end of the 8th century. 

WEST TANEM, TBONYEM, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Moyi. p. 269. 

GJEVEDAL, OMLID, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1050—1150. 

Old~N. R. Mon. p. 276. 

In 1867 was moved to the Bergen Museum, from the ancient Stave-church at Stedje in Sogndal. 

Norway, in which it had been placed about 1185 — 90, a tree-stem or trunk, about 14 inches in diameter, 

bearing a runic inscription saying that this staf was given by the lady Sigrid for the soul of Arnj^or 

and for mercy to herself. Thus we have here a wooden death-pillar, of the same kind, more or less, 

as that at Gjevedal. This is the second now found. 
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HOLMEN, SIGDAL, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1150 — 1250. 

Old~N. R. Mon. Vol. 1, p. 278. 

At p. 756 of Vol. 2 I have mentioned that the oldest dated Hand-bell known to me is that 

in the Museum of the Soc. of Ant. London, of the year 1366. 

As to Hanging-bells, like the one here before us, the oldest known to me is that figured and 

described in “The Arts of the Middle Ages. By Paul Lacroix", 8vo, London 1870, p. 206. It is in 

the tower of Bisdomini at Siena in Italy. Within a band is the date 

CDCLVniI 

or 1159, and under the band is a decorated Cross. — The next oldest would seem to be that of 

Fontenailles, near Bayeux in France, now preserved in the Bayeux Museum. It bears the date mccii 

(1202). See it figured in De Caumont, Abecedaire ou Rudiment d’Archeologie, 8vo. Paris 1867, p. 583. — 

The oldest seen by Viollet-le-Duc was the precious one (now barbarously re-cast and spoiled) of 

dark bronze, which was drawn by him before it was crackt in 1845. See his engravings in his Diet. 

Rais, de TArchitecture. 8vo, Vol. 3, Paris 1875, p. 268. 1 add his description below. 

WEST STENVIK, NORTH TRONYEM, NORWAY. 

A letter from Prof. Sophus Bugge, dated Christiania, July 13, 1870, communicates the following 

melancholy information, as given to him by Adjunct Karl Rygh: — “Close to West Steuvik. in Skatval 

Parish, some 12 years back was opened a grave-mound enclosing a kist of raised slabs about 6 feet 

high. Within the chamber were found the cheekbones of two men, and pieces of a fragile stone-slab 

hearing Runes. The beast of a man cast them away among the other stones, and laid them in the 

draining-furrows of the field. The runes must clearly have been an inscription in the older alphabet.” 

Information to the same effect is repeated (after Rygh) in “Foren. til Norske Fortidsm. Bev. Aarsb. 

for 1869". 8vo, Kristiania 1871, p. 164, by the Antiquary N. Nicolaysen. 

THORGARD, TILLER, NORWAY. 

A Norwegian paper in Kristiania, speaking of the destruction of the stone above, winds up by 

saying: “just as it went with the rune-stone at Thorgaard in Tiller”. 1 have not heard the particulars. 

' “La plus ancienne cloche fondue que nous arons vue est celle qui .se trouvait encore, en 1845, dans le tour de I’eglise 

abbatiale de Moissac, Elle etait fort belle, d’une fonte admirable, non retouchee au burin efc d’un son plein.Cette cloche, fort 

simple, avait pour tout ornement deux inscriptions, entre le rase et le cerveau, placees Tune au-dessus de I'autre. Void la premiere; 

-j- SALVE REGIKA MlSERlCOROIiE, 

"Entre les mots regina et nnsericordicE etait une petite figure de la saiiite Vierge, entouree d'uii orle a deux pointes. 

comtne les sceaux; apres le dernier mot. il y avait trois sceaux. 

"L'inscription inferieure portait, en une seule ligoe et en lettres plus petites: 

ANNO DOMINI MILLESIMO CC“ LXX TERCIO GOFRIDCS ME FECIT ET SOCIOS MEOS. PADLUS VOCOR. 

"La premiere inscription avait ete fa^onnee au moyen de filets de cire appliques sur le modde. 

15* 
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ANDA, JAEDEKEN, AOKWAY. 

The same letter from Prof. S. Biigge contains the following Job's-post; — “The Antiquary 

Mr. Nicolaysen informs me that on the lands of the homestead Anda, in Klepp Parish, Jeederen, in the 

Bailiwick of Jsederen and Dalerne, was found a grave-chamber in a Barrow. On the top of the kist 

was a stone-slab about 2 feet square, and on the under side of this slab the flat surface bore runes 

and ornaments. The farmer laid the slab in a fence, and it has not since been possible to find it.” — 

There can be little doubt that this tump and minne-stone must have been from the Early Iron Age, and 

that the runes were Old-Northern, 

VOEEIM, M^KE PAEI8H, SPAEBCEN, iN. TEOA'YEM, NOEWAY. 

Lector Karl Rygh (“Paste fornlevninger og oldsagfund i Nordre Throndhjeras amt”, in Kgl. 

norske Videnskabers selskabs skrifter, 8vo, 1878, overprint, Throndhjem 1879, p. 64) says, that in a 

barrow near , the homestead was found some years ago a slab bearing 4 characters (apparently 0. N. 

runes) within a square cartouche. It was put into a foundation-wall, and was lookt-for in vain in 1871. 
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THOESBJERG MOSS, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—250. 

No. 1. Old-N. R. Mon. p. 285. 

JEISG AH. 

JLISG OWES (owns, possesses me). 

A small woodcut of the Sutton Shield-boss is given at p. 266 of “A Description of England 

and Wales”, in 10 volumes small 8vo, 2nd ed. Vol. 1, London 1775. Ihe short accompanying text 

seems to be taken from Hickes, and the woodcut is doubtless copied from his engraving. But there is 

a difference in the description of the find. Instead of one silver shield-boss we have three\ Ihe words 

are (p. 265): “upon which, one of the labourers thrusting his hand into the earth, which was of a 

light nature, found three thin plates of silver, of a circular shape, about six inches in diameter, two of 

them were locked together by a small rivet passing through their centers.” This variation would seem 

to be substantially taken from the English translation of Camden’s Britannia (“Britannia: or a Choro- 

graphical Description of Great Britain and Ireland. — — — — By Edmund Gibson, D. D. Late Lord 

Bishop of London. The Third Edition”-Vol. 1, folio, London 1753, p. 492), where the 

inscribed side is re-engraved, full size, with the information {inter alia, and with reference to Hickes in 

the margin): — “The share of the plough laid hold of a thin plate of lead, and brought up with it 

several small ancient Coins; this led to a further search, and one of the labourers thrusting his hand 

into the earth (for it was a light moorish soil,) he found three silver plates. The two biggest were 

fasten’d with a round silver wire that ran through the midst of them, and lock’d them together.” — 

Could there have been any ground for this variation of the tradition as given by Hickes? 

No. 2. Old-N. R. Mon. p. 295. 

I now adopt the view of I'homsen and Bugge, that owLtu is a lisp-form equal to wolpu, 

and propose: 
NIW^NG-M^RIA OWLtU-PEW^A. 

NlWyENG-MuEEiA-ffives-this-sivord to-her-fnend-oWLpU-pEWjE. 

Apparently this lady was m.^ria of the NiwJiNGS. There were clans of the niwingas settled in 

England in 6 different counties. See Kemble, S. in England, 1, p. 470. A chief of the same name, 

tEW..E (dat. tEWjEA. as here) is commemorated on the Valsfjord clifp, Norway, which.see. 
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In November 1874 the Norwegian Archseologist B. E. Bendixen, on his antiquarian tour in 

Germany, went thro the Danish collection seized by the Germans in Flensborg and carried off to Kiel. 

One section is from the Moss at Thorsbjerg.' Many of the articles found there are of wood, several 

of them being fragments of wooden Bows. One bit, No. 6097 in Prof. Engelhardt’s Catalogue, 

Bendixen found to bear a fragmentary Runic iuscrij^tion, as was also acknowledged by the local savants. 

It is about 7V8 Danish inches long, ab. 1 Dan. inch, broad and ab. 5 of a Dan. inch, thick where 

thickest. This information, as well as the drawing copied above, Adjunct B. obligingly forwarded to me. 

His opinion was, that we here have the last letters of the owner’s name, followed by end-marks, and 

that the characters on the other side are private signs rather than letters. The first stave left has 

apparently been I (i), the second r- (l), the third I (or possibly + or 4, n), the last Y (a). Thus: ....(i)l(i)a. 

The old Scando-Gothic mansname wilia is well-known, and this may have been the name 

should only one letter (P, w) be missing. In case the word was longer, it may have been for instance 

AUPWILIA. 

Sept, 1879. — Quite lately this piece was examined by Docent Dr. Wimmer and Prof. Magnus 

Petersen, and they thought the marks were not runes, but made by the pressure of blades of grass &c. 

on the soft wood while in the water. This is very possible. I have not seen the fragment. I there¬ 

fore leave it, not giving it any separate number. 

BALKEMAEK, NEX0, BOENHOLM, DENMAEK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

From the Block, now in the Old-Northern Museum, Cheapinghaven. Drawn and Chemityped hy 

Frof. MAGNUS PETERSEN. 
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Up to 1865, when I made a runish expedition thro Bornholm in company with the learned 

rune-lorist Prof. Carl Save of Upsala. no heathen rune-stone was known to exist in that iland, still 

less anything bearing the olden or Old-Northern staves. Everything was Christian, and all the letters 

were in the later or Scandinavian futhorc. 

But in 1866 the yeoman J. P. Elleby found a long and narrowish block, inscribed with one 

line of Scandinavian runes, low down in the southern side of the bridge over the stream called Gyldensd, 

near Svanike and east of Ostermarie Church. It was in two pieces. The first reading was made by the 

schoolmaster L. Petersen of Ostermarie. Afterwards it was taken up, joined and raised in the open air 

by the pious care of the enthusiastic and accomplisht antiquarian E. Vedel, then Lord-lieutenant of 

Bornholm, whom 1 have to thank for an excellent photograph. There is no doubt that this piece, which 

has no ornamentation of any kind, is very old (the 9th or 10th century) and yaqaTi. The risting is: 

BUFI AUKA LET STAIN AT tUKIL. 

BVFi EEW {mark, inscnbe) let this-STONE at (to) thvkil (- teurkitil). 

This grave-minne carried us at once into non-Christian times. But in November 1872 came 

another block, not only heathen but Old-Northern. Herr Marker, an intelligent tradesman of Nexo, 

discovered in a rough stone fence, which had long ago been built up with sarsens gathered in the fields 

around, a small pillar, 18 inches high, dark, hard and heavy, about 8 inches broad and about 5 thick. 

The ground there was called Balkemark. It is not far from Bodilsker Moss and close to Nexo 

Plantation. Its small size points to its having been originally deposited inside some grave from the 

Early Iron Age. Afterwards it would seem to have been used by fishermen to hold fast their boats, 

for there are clear marks of long wear and tear from ropes near the top of the stone, the lower part 

having been doubtless planted in the earth. Fortunately the whole inscription is complete. The ropes 

have damaged the right arm of the last letter, but otherwise the whole can be made out. 

The first rune is t (t). — The second is a much smaller h (u), but which has suffered so 

much that it can only just be redd. Such smaller letters are often found on these ancient monuments. 

There may have been some flaw in the material here, to explain the faintness of the letter, but its 

presence is certain. We can still see the top and each foot. — Then comes / (n). ■— Afterwards 

i (b). — Lastly Y (a), followed by a fracture and the wear of the ropes, so that the foot of the 

character and a part of the center stroke and right arm are nearly gone, But what is left shows that 

the mark could have been no other than the usual 0. Northern Y (a). Thus 

T UN B A 

simply the name of the person to whose memory the grave-how was raised and the stone deposited. 

This name is of excessive antiquity, and is here found for the first time on any such inscribed stone. 

It apparently means the ba (warrior, guard, defender) of the tun (the Homestead), and is a counterpart 

to the BEO-wuLF of our Old-English Epic. See the Wordrow. 

1 have to thank the Chamberlain Worsaae for drawing my attention to this costly piece the 

moment it was found, and for the kindness with which he assisted me in all my labors respecting it. 

DALBY, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 283. 

The name, whether masc. or fern., lubro, (may also be redd lecro). 
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HIMLING0IE, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 260—300. 

Old-^N. R. Mo7i. p. 297, 857. 

The name, apparently masculine, h^sriso. 

NYDAM MOSS, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 250—300. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 299. 

VI MOSS, ALLES0, FIN, DENMARK. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 301, 305, 301, LY. 

No. 1. CLASP OF A SWORD-SHEATH. The visible letters meaningless. 

No. 2. BONE COMB. Owner’s name, HjERINGA:. 

No. 3. WOODEN SITHE-SHAFT PLANE. Three several scribbles, by different persons. The first: 

TILING O. 

TJELING OWNS-me. 

The second, broken at the end, says: 

GISLIONG-WILI AH L^-ORB(iE) [? locer]. 

GlSLlONG-WiLi OWNS this-LEA-STAFF (sithe-shaft) [loker — plane]. 

The third, on the side, tells us, as I now think: 

TI6AS HLEUNG, 5E RIIGD. 

TiTHAS HLEUNG HLE-sONj, TEEOW (slave ov Servant) qf-the-lady-RjiGA. 

Viollet le Due (Diet. Raisonne de Mobilier Fran^ais, Vol. 2, 8vo, Paris 1871, p. 526). en¬ 

graves a Plane from the 15th century, the oldest known to him. 

During my antiquarian visit to the iland of Gotland in July 1877, I was fortunately able to 

add to mv Museum an object of great interest. It was a Runed Rlane, parallel to and illustrative of 

the Danish Vi Moss Plane, but 15 hundred years later. 

Among other places and homesteads which 1 entered was the farm of the “Husband” 

(= Yeoman) Carl Johan Gardelius, Hegsarve, of Ekeby; the family name (Gardelius) being taken, in 

the style of the last century, from the hamlet (Garde) where his forelder was born. My host's father 

was a yeoman like himself, and also was a clever hand as a joiner, and 1 found Carl Johan at work in 
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his joiner s shop, surrounded by a host of tools. The conversation turning on old-Iaves and runes, my 

host remembered that he had something in this way, inherited by him from bis father Olaf, who had 

kept up the old letters (the Runes) with which he was more at home than with the Latin alphabet. 

So he began to rummage about, and soon brought forth 2 well-kept narrow Ploiighing-planes, of 

peartree. On each of them, clearly and deeply cut by his father’s own hand, stood: 

1 7 8 6.-. 

This is the latest instance I know of, of the runes being still in domestic use in Sweden as 

the honafide staverow of the common people. Had these staves been found on an ancient article, we 

could of course only have guest that the 3 letters were the initials of the owner's name. But here the 

tradition is complete. We hiow that o. o. s. signifies 

OLE OLS-SON. 

This 6le (popular form for olaf) ols-son gardelius simply wrote his ngme on these Planes, as 

workmen so often do on their tools, and his son, carl johan gardelius openly bore witness to the fact. 

Very generously Carl Johan gave one of these Rimed Planes to myself, and the other to my friend and 

comrade Dr. P. A. Save, Keeper of the Forn-Hall (Museum) in Visby, the capital of Gotland, for him 

to hand over to that excellent local collection. 

In 1878 I added to my Museum a curiously carved and painted wooden Washing-bat 

(Bucking-beetle) for beating clothes clean in the old way. It was doubtless the home-made gift of a 

peasant to his sweetheart,,as was once so common with such things, and came from a farmhouse in 

the country in .Sealand. It bears: 

ABLND::f;803 

cut in large letters within a small space, only about 4 inches. The words are therefore contracted to 

the utmost, and to save the room of yet another stave 2 letters tr are given by the well-known bind- 

rune T and k in one. For the whole is: 

ABIL NILS-DATTER, 1803. 

This is the latest instance I know of the traditional use of Runes among the peasantry 

in Denmark, abil is an old. still common, Danish womans-name, datter is daughter. 

No. 4. Full size. From the onginal in the Old-Northern Museum, Cheapinghaven. 

Drawn and Chemityped by Prof, magnus petersei:^. 

This is another proof of what we may yet hope to find even in our public Museums. Years 

ago, when objects were placed and numbered in collections, the eye was not so sharp to detect runes 

as it is now. The bronze or rather brass buckle here before us belongs to the earlier portion of .the 

Vi Moss finds, and was given to the Museum in 1851 by the excellent and watchful Pastor Meldal of 

Alleso and Nsesbyhoved Broby. I translate Archivary Herbst’s description, written by him at the time 

in the Museum Protocol: 

16* 
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“No. 11, 650. A Brass Buckle, with its attacht shanks for the two ends of a Belt. Small 

silTer ornaments have been placed round the base of the pin and of the two buckle-clamps. Ihe 

attachment to which the clasp is fastened is made of brass plate folded over, to which the Belt was 

fixt by 5 large-headed rivets. The other tail was held by 5 rivets along each end, clincht behind over 

long and narrow end-slips. On the middle of this shank and in the diagonal of its square is a small 

brass bow, held by 2 rivets, in and thro which the tung of the Buckle plays.” 

As we see, no runes are mentioned. They were first observed April 4, 1868, by Professor 

Engelhardt, when he carefully went thro all the pieces afresh in connection with the detailed description 

of the Vi Moss on which he was engaged. In his “Guide Illustre du Musee des Antiquites du Nord a 

Copenhague” (Copenhague 1868. 8vo). p. 24, Prof. E. has given an excellent full-sized chemitype of 

this piece, both sides, by Prof. M. Petersen, and again in his beautifully illustrated “Vimose Fundet”, 

4to, Kjobenhavn 1869, p. 20. 

At first dim from dirt and rust, a little cleaning brought out all the letters, and they are now 

sharp and clear. They are freely cut on the back of the broadest shank, first one line running along 

near the bar of the clasp, and then another line on the other border, turning the attachment round. 

Thus the staves stand: 
ABCDEFGHI 

SHbdONHTKf 

With regard to the translation, we must first decide which line is to be taken first. But this 

is not so easy, for one rune, the last in the upper line as the engraving is here placed, is doubtful. 

All the runes in the lower line (beginning with ^ = l) are plain. But in the line above (beginning with 

P = ^) the last stave is not sure. We have here 5- rivets. The first 2 runes have been cut between 

the rivets. The third, a broad letter, has been carved over the third nail, but as this stands somewhat 

high the parts of the risting on the nail have been rubbed off by friction. The 5th stave has also 

been inscribed over the rivet, which lies low, and therefore the marks have not been worn away. The 

last rune has suffered by the decomposition of the metal. We cannot surely say whether the cutting 

originally was om letter (h, u; or M, e) or two letters (M, li). I am inclined to think, after repeated 

careful examinations of the original, that it was M, li. In this case the name was ^^D.d!:G.^SLl, and this 

line, in the nominative, stood first in apposition with the other line. Should this be so, we have: 

iEJEDiEG^SLI 

L^^S^UWING.^:. 

I take the whole to be the owner’s name: 

= EDG1SL1 LESSING ("= LESSON). 

The many bends in the s are a mark of great antiquity. The g has feet as well as legs, 

which is merely ornamental. The vowel-drawl or vowel-richness is as self-evident as is the frequency 

of the JE-sound in the local talk. 

Sept. 24, 1874. Just received “Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed”, 1874, pts. 1, 2, containing 

Dr. Wimmer’s dissertation on the Origin of the Runic Alphabet. At p. 130 he engraves this piece, 

cannot say which word was first or last, thinks the whole inscription probably meaningless, and reads 

the letters: laasauwinga aadagasd. — I only know one other attempt to read these letters, that of 

Hr. Rud. Henning, (Zeitschrift fiir Deutsches Alterthum, Vol. 22, Berlin 1878, 8vo, p. 311—16). He 

proposes: “addaga sula a salvingam, Gesegnet sei Sula im Solvengaue”, that is: Happy (or Blessetr) he 

Sula in ihe-Solvenland! 

I will add an interesting example of how history repeats itself; how old and how new common 

things and common formulas are. A few years back a silver buckle was fisht up by an oyster- 

dredger in the harbor of Falmouth. It bore in capital letters, still easy to read: 

S. G. BRYDGES . RODNEY. 

•31IHAV ■ anx ■ io • avHiKav 

“Sir George Brydges Rodney, Admiral of the White”, who was born in 1718 and died in 1792, was 

made Admiral of the White in 1778. His title changed in 1782, when he became Lord Rodney. This 

Buckle was therefore lost m Falmouth Harbor somewhere about the year 1780. It now belongs to the 

Hon. Sarah Mundy, his only surviving daughter. 
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Vol. 1, p. 310 I have pointed out the frequency of double-letters on the oldest runic monuments, 

as here. They are also often found on Ogham grave-pillars. Mr. Brash says (Archseologia Cambrensis, 

8vo, London, April 1869, p. 161): “The Gaedhelic Oghamists delighted in double letters, thus on a 

stone, Barachaurin, county Cork, we have the name “Carrttacc”, one over from Kilboultragh, in the 

possession of Col. A. L. Fox, “Muddossa”, on one at Kilbonane, Kerry, Gonnggu”. 

At p. 388 of his interesting treatise “Nordeuropas tidligste Bebyggelse og Kulturudvikling” 

(in Aarboger f. Nord. Oldk. og Hist. Kjob. 1872), Worsaae (following Grevingk: Ueber heidnische 

Graber Russisch Litauens p. 201—^205, after Bielenstein and Boring; Sitzungsber. d. kurland. Ges. f. 

Lit. und Kuust 1869, p. 20, 26) refers to a find in a little bog-hole at Uobelsberg in Antz Parish, 

between Liebau and Mitau, south of Riga-bay in Courland. Within the space of a few square feet, 

and only about 18 inches beneath the surface, partly in a clay pot and partly loose, were found: 

472 lance-heads, iron, 46 of which had the point sharply twisted; — 186 (? broken) lance- 

shaft pipes, iron; — 131 iron Celts; — 40 iron Axes; — 13 Hacks or Axes, iron; — 14 bits of 

Celts, Axes, Hacks, Hammers, an Anvil, iron; — 28 pointed tools (? of a smith), iron; — 6 bits of 

swordblades, iron; — 3 hilts iron; — a quantity of rusty iron-lumps; — 1 bronze Neck-ring; — 

1,5 Arm-ornaments of bronze, iron and silver; — 9 Brooches of bronze and iron, “apparently of Roman 

shape”; — 2 Spiral rings; — Many metal bands rolled together, 2 Sharpening-stones; — 60 shuttle¬ 

shaped stones, with and without scorings on the flat sides. 

Now this, if ever there was one, would undoubtedly seem to be a deposit of miscellaneous 

property, or booty or a chapman’s or metal-seller's stock of useless and useful things. Some are 

injured, some fragments, some whole. There is only a bit or two of silver among the lot, and no 

gold or any other “precious” ready-money object. Yet the learned writer claims this find also — as 

well as the Danish Moss-hoards — as an “offering of booty to the Gods after victory.” 

“He had more goods and supplies of various kinds, also, than were required for present 

purposes, or than could be conveniently transported on horseback; aided, therefore, by a few confidential 

men, he made caches, or secret pits, during the night, when all the rest of the camp were asleep, and 

in these deposited the superfluous effects, together with the waggons. All traces of the caches were 

then carefully obliterated. This is a common expedient with the traders and trappers of the mountains. 

Having no established posts and magazines, they make these caches or deposits at certain points, 

whither they repair, occasionally, for supplies. It is an expedient derived from the wandering tribes of 

Indians.” — Washington Ii'ving. The Rocky Mountains: or Scenes, Incidents, and Adventures in the 

Far West. Digested from the Journal of C'apt. B. L. £. Bonneville. Philadelphia 1837, Vol. 1, p. 98, 8vo. 

Strabo, who wrote some 20 or 30 years before Christ, when speaking of the heap of precious 

metal found at Toulouse, partly in a temple and partly in holy lakes, adds that treasure was so often 

met with in Gaul, sunk in lakes and bogs, ns being excellent hiding-places for such things against marauders, 

that when the Romans became masters of the country they publicly sold these marshes to the highest 

bidder, and the purchasers often found store of valuables (he mentions silver handmills') therein. — 

Strabonis Geographia, cum notis Casauboni. Fol. Amst. 1707, Bk. 4, p. 287. 

Another example of the meaning of “War-spoil” — that it is not arms alone, but everything 

useful that may be rapidly swept up: — “Whilst thi§ was going on in the interior of the [Turkoman] 

tent, outside the various members of the robber’s family were busy inspecting the booty he had brought 

home. The elder women seized greedily upon one or another utensil for domestic use, whilst the 

children, who where jumping about merrily, were trying on the different garments, — now one, now 

another, and producing shouts of laughter.” — Arm. Vdmhery, Sketches of Central Asia, 8vo, London 

1868, p. 60. — “Even these measures do not suffice, for the [Turkoman] robbers often come in large 

bands and lay siege to such fortified places, and not seldom carry the whole population, men, women, 

and children, into captivity with all their moveable property.” — Idem p. 210. 

Another short picture from life, not fancy. 1'he scene is in Malwah, East Indies, about 1806: 

— “In those days lawless turbulence found a much larger field for display than it did a few years 

afterwards, when the power of the British Governement was exerted for its suppression. Two or three 
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times a year accounts would reach us of the approach of large bodies of Piudarees, who had been 

committing havoc in the surrounding districts; or of an inteilded attack by some neighbouring potentate, 

for the purpose of levying contributions on the city. Then the hearts of the inhabitants were Blled 

with terror and dismay; and forthwith jewels, money, aud articles of value were buried in the earth, or 

otherwise secreted." — Autobiography Lutfullah, a Mahomedan Gentkman. 2nd ed., 8vo, London 1851, p. 8. 

Let us add a striking example, from Scandinavia itself iii the very old days. I refer to the 

inroad of the Norse king Eystein (Siiorre Sturleson, Heimskringla, Ynglinga Saga ch. 51, folio edition, 

Vol. 1. Havniffi 1777, p. 59): 

Eysteinn konungr for med herscip nockor 

jfir a Vornu, oc heriadi {jar, tok slikt er fyrir 

vard klaedi oc adra gripi, oc gdgii boanda, oc 

hioggo strandhogg foro i brott sidan. 

King Eystein drew with some ivar-shiys over 

to Vcern, and plundered there; he took whatever there 

was, clothes and other valuables and farming-tools, 

slaughtered the cattle on the coast, and went 'his way. 

GALLEHUS, NOETH JUTLAND, DENMAEK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

Old-N. li. Mon. p. 32L 

The valuable library of the late learned and lamented Prof. E. C. "Werlauff has just (Sept. 1871) 

been sold by auction, and [ have thus been able to add some very rare “Runica” to my collection. 

Among these is a piece apparently unique, an impression of the large facsimile-plate of the Golden 

Horn publisht by Dr. Krysing in 1734. See Vol. 1, p. 326 and my plate 3 (“First copy of the Staves on 

the Runic Golden Horn”). I have there explained that on the Horn itself, as given by Krysing, the 

inscription rightly begins with the mansname echlew, followed by a mark of division, but that in the 

large-scale repetition of the runes separately the first word is TuEwido and the last horNoE. 

Now in the copy bought by me at Werlauffs auction the t^wido at the beginning has been 

erased from the copper-plate (tho so imperfectly that it can still be made out on the paper), and has 

been re-engraved on the copper in its proper place after horn^e. Thus here also, as at the Horn-mouth, 

the carving begins with echlew and ends with t^wido. 

By whom or for whom the copper-plate has thus been used to produce a kind of corrected 

second edition, I cannot say. Probably it was so arranged by a gentleman called alarik .von witken zu 

wiTTENHEiM, to whoiu the whole volume has belonged. It was gathered aud bound by him, and he has 

added several ornamental pictures. On the binding, inside the first cover, stands his name written 

in runes: 

jrjRir tiik nitrn ah 
Then on the next page, within engraved ornaments, are the words in 8 lines: "J. R. Paulli, 

G, Krysingii und B. Grauers Tegning, Typus und Erkliirung alln figuren und Charactereii des bey 

Tundern 1734 gefundeuen Gulden-Horns. Ex Musaeo A. de Witken-Wittenhoim. 1749.” 

Besides marginal notes here and there in Wittenheim’s own hand, we have next Paulli’s 

Description of the Golden Horn, both the German edition of 1734 and the Danish of 1736. The title- 

woodcut is colored, and below the girl’s figure is written her name, Kirsten svens, and below that of the 

peasant his name, erik larssbn. All the other plates are colored yellow. — Next we have Grauer’s 

treatise, mounted on paper, so as to make it a folio; figures colored yellow. — Then a plate of the 

Oldenburg Horn. — Next an old engraving of the Runeless Golden Horn. — Last is a copy of 

P. Egard's notice of the Runelcss Golden Horn. Luneburg 1642, 4to. 

Now the owner, Wittenbeim, has approved of Grauer’s translation, which makes tswido the 

last word, and has written the Roman-letter equivalents, as understood by Grauer, under each of the 
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runic staves as given by Gutacker^ and Krysing. Thus he would seem to have got Dr. Krysing^ to 

alter the old copper-plate, and print off a copy in harmony with his own word-order at the mouth 

of the Horn and with Grauer s reading, for him to bind up in his folio volume about the Horns. 

(Jan. 1879). It has always been the likeliest opinion that the Golden Horns — from their 

great bulk, their peculiar make, and their open ends — could never have been intended for common 

domestic use to drhth out of, but rather to be held aloft by Idol-figures in a heathen temple. So Saxe 

tells us that in the right hand of the Slavic God Svantovit, at Arcona, was held a bronze or brazen 

Horn (In dextra cornu vario metalli genere excultum gestabat. Sax. Gram. Lib. 14). 

i his conclusion is strengthened by a piece which I have lately added to my own Museum. It 

was found a couple of years before I got it {which was in April 1878) in a sandbank near Horsholm 

in Sealand. It is a well-preserved Horn, of the usual small size and shape, about 18 inches long, and 

1 foot in length from mouth to point. Width at mouth about 2^ 2 inches, greatest breadth only ‘ '2 inch. 

It tapers rapidly, becoming very small lower down, and ends in a head of the usual doubtful kind, 

apparently intended for that of a Worm, Dragon, or Bird. The whole, including bands and rivets, 

is of Brass. This Horn is veoy strongly gilt outside, tho much of this is gone from oxidation, which has 

even eaten small holes right thro here and there. It may be as old as the 7th century, scarcely later. 

But the most interesting feature is its peculiar casting, in 4 pieces. The 1st, about 3 inches 

long, is the mouth-piece. The 2nd, about 4 inches long, is the next. The 3rd, about 3'4 inches, is 

the narrower bit, and the 4th is the last. 

The 1st section is cast all in one piece, with a narrow outside fold or rand, about 1 — 7th of 

an inch wide, turned up on the one side, and with a higher outside wavy band about 34 of an inch 

broad, at the end with a depression inside to admit a separate strengthening insertion. This inside band 

is held fast by 2 brass rivets, one on each side the Horn, which go right thro till they touch the wall 

of the opposite inside. There is a similar depression of the wide end of Part 2, to permit its sliding 

under the brace of Part 1. Part 2 is cast in the same way, but under the wavy band 2 there never 

has been a separate tie placed inside, it is only held by 2 rivets. Piece 3 is cast in a like manner 

and with answering outside wavy band, all in one bit, but goes about 1‘ , inch beyond the 3rd rivetless 

^ Short)y after the finding of the Rune-Horn a full-size cop^jer-plate picture of it appeared. “Sculp. R. Frost”, “P. E. Gutacker 

Aufleger”. A copy of this rarity, colored yellow, is here added by Wittenheim as the first of the plates of Pauili. PauUi's first 

plate (Fig. I and Fig. II) gives the last word as t.®wido and has the distinct divisional mark after echlew; but this parting mark 

has been inserted by Wittenheim himself in ink. There can only be one explanation of this. He had doubtless often handled the 

Horn, and had seen that the mark was forgotten by Pauili. See ray Vol. 1, p. ;d26, note 3. 

^ George Krysing was a wellknowu physician, antiquary and collector. He had a Museum of Old-laves found in the Danish 

province of South Jutland (or Slesvig), of which he publisht a Catalogue in Flensborg, no date, in 4to. I have a copy of this Tarity. 
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brace, which has no counter-band inside. Piece*8, deprest inside, admits the larger end of Piece 4, also 

sunk so as to slide in, the two pieces not being strengthened by an inside clasp as being so narrow 

here, but are held fast only by one rivet which goes right thro, and is therefore visible on each side 

of the surface. 

The terminating Head has two large eyes and a full mouth, but no ears or any other parts. 

It is possible that the bands have been painted a darkish color, to set off the bright gilding, but the 

oxidation is so great that this is not quite certain. 

Now it is clear that this piece is highly interesting frqm its workmanship. It is a direct copy 

of an older original made of heaten metal, probably Gold, fashioned into a Horn, with edge turned over 

and with hands fitted on. Only, to spare all this labor, the brazen Horn is cast, and then the pieces 

put together with rivets &c. 

Also remarkable is the metal employed, a kind of Bronze very richly gilt, so that this object 

was intrinsically worthy and costly as well as outwardly handsome. 

But most striking is the certain fact that no one could drink out of this Drinking-horn. From 

being so strangely flattened, and from being so blockt inside with brass pieces and rivets, it holds very 

little. The shape of the mouth-end prevents this little being conveniently swallowed, and the metal 

itself (ungilt inside) would quite simply have poisoned any liquor drunk out of it. Besides this, any 

liquid would easily have oozed out between the only riveted bands. 

What then could it have been intended for? I think it was made for the same purpose as 

the Horn of Svantovit and the Golden Horns, to he held in the hand of an Idol. In that case it would 

practically be as good as if it had been made of Gold, would produce the same effect on a spectator. 

But it would be comparatively cheap to make, from so much metal being saved by its flat shape, and 

from the material being only brass. It would also require no expensive decoration, for such on so 

small a Horn would not be seen any distance off. It was therefore probably made by the temple 

officials, for a donor would at least have added the “ornament” of some words announcing his gift. 

One peculiarity here, which we also find on the Danish Trumpets of the Bronze Age, is the 

Bands. So also on the Golden Horns; the larger one had 13 such over the inner tube; the rune-bearer, 

which is not complete, had 5 yet left. 

We have this same feature, and the overlapping rand, imitated on the 2 damaged Ox-horns 

found a .few years ago at Knabstrup near Holbsek, Sealand, and now in the Danish Museum. As these 

are the natural horn of the animal, the imitations have been made with a knife. I add a sketch of 

one of these horn-bits, one-third of the size, for comparison, as drawn by Prof. Magnus Petersen: 

As these Ox-horns have suffered so much, we cannot see in what ornament the thin end once 

terminated. But it is clear that the one half of the metal original which they copied had, low down, a 

double sectioned overlie plate. Higher up there was a brace, here represented by cutting. Its style 

and decoration are scarce, and characteristic of the Early Iron Age. Archivary Herbst has kindly pointed 

out the same waveflow and dots on two pieces found in the Vi Moss, a Play-table and one of the Bows. 

In Worsaae s Nordiske Oldsager, No. 330. is a rather small Glass Horn of the same type, 

with band-ornaments of glass. His No. 559 is another Drinking-horn of the same general shape with 

settings of metal, but very much later in date and resting on 2 feet. Also later is the Chess-queen 

Horn from the Wikiiig period.' But a second and perfect Early-Iron-Age Horn of green glass has 

> Beside, other thiegs, no fewer than 87 exoeUeiitly on,Ted large chess-pieces, of tt'alms-bono, were found in the hand of 

Lewis, Scotland, in 1832. They are engraved and described by Sir Fred. Madden in the English Archasologia. Fire of them were 

Queens, one of which holds m her left hand a small plain drinking-horn. All these pieces were of the same date, the 11th century 

or a little later. 
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lately been found in Denmark, and added to its rich Museum; it is slightly fluted throout, but near 

the mouth has ring-bands of glass. A third equally old glass horn is in the Bergen Museum, Norway; 

it has ring-bands and fittings of the same material — green glass.^ 

In its moderate size as compared with the Golden Horns, the Brass Drinking-horn thus 

agrees with all the other ancient Iron-age pieces of this kind known to us. 

Oldest among these is perhaps the one held by the Priest on the 2nd band of the Runeless 

Golden Horn. 

But we have the same shape on 2 Runic pagan bild-stones found in Gotland, and dating 

from about the 9th century. On the Tjangvide stone (see my 0. N. R. Mon, Vol. 1, p. 224, and Vol. 3, 

p, 69) the Priest or Chieftain presents the Horn of offering and worship to Woden, who is seated on 

his 8-footed steed Sleipuer, and the god welcomes the fallen warrior to Walhall. But the stone is 

much damaged, the Horn also. 

On the Habblingbo stone, however, where a Walkyrie welcomes a sea-king to Walhall, the 

horn is perfect. See both sides engraved Vol. 2, p. 708. I here repeat only the front: 

Thus it appears to me that the Brazen Horn was not only made as a Drinking-vessel in 

shape and ornament, but was cast for use as a Temple-horn, and was intended to be held in the hand 

of a not overgreat Afgod (Idol-figure). In this case it throws light on the huge Danish Golden Horns, 

which would seem to have been costly gifts to Afgods in feea’s (froe’s, frey s) Godhouse. But such a 

Harg-horn would have a Temple-formula, if any. and thus we have here an indirect support to my 

version of the runes.* _ 

1 A. Loraiige. Samliiigen af Norske Oldsager i Bergens Museum, Bergen ISTlj, 8vo, p. 66. where it is engraved. 

2 [ printed the substance of these remarks on the Brass Horn in Danish, in “Illustreret Tidende", Kjobenhavn, 26 Jan. & 

2 Feb. 1879. in an article on “Do Danske Guklhorn' . 

17 
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Feb. 1879. - I haTe just received Part 4 of “Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed”, Kjeben- 

havn 1878. At pp. 319—337 is a paper by Architect J. B. Loffler, who paid an archseological visit to 

the ilaiid of Rygen in 1873. His chief object was to examine the old stone Churches, raised by Danish 

architects at the beginning of the 13th century, after Valdemar the Great had conquered and Christianized 

the Slavic (Wend) inhabitants. Among other details Loffler describes and figures a granite block in the 

church of Altenkirchen. fixt in the plinth at the east of the south-aisle, on the outer wall. The general 

local tradition, to which Lofl^ler assents, is that the basrelief was placed there in remembrance of the 

triumph of Christ over Svantevit, long after bis image in Arkona was broken to pieces. He continues, 

p. 328: “VA'hat seems especially to strengthen the tradition in the monument is, the large Offerhorn 

which the figure grasps with both his hands, for Saxo speaks distinctly of such a Horn when he 

describes the statue, as a separate feature in the worship of Svantevit. At the great yearly Harvest- 

feast which the Riigen-men celebrated in honor of their God, the priest filled the Horn with wine or 

the best drink made in the iland, and hereby foretold in the new year how the harvest would turn out. 

If the vessel was then yet full, it was a token that the grain would be mightily mcreast; but if the 

liquor was sunken in the horn, it announced poor crops and hard times. It is also of weight to remark 

that the Idol-figure is in Altenkirchen; for, as far as we know, this church was not only the nearest of 

all to Arkona, but also the chief Christian sanctuary in this whole district. This therefore would bo 

the most suitable place, if it were desired to erect a monument whose carving would show at once — 

that the might of heathendom was gone, and that its chief Afgod was now a prisoner in a Church of 

Christ.” Loffler’s drawing (p. 327) of the Wendish God Svantevit is here repeated in facsimile, 

Heliotyped by Pacht: 

At p. 320 of his “Reise durch Pommern nach der lusel Riigen”, Berlin 1797, 8vo, Job. Fr. 

Zbllner says, quoting Kosegarten’s Rhapsodien Th. 2, p. 91, that this stone basrelief was the image of 

the God wiTHOLD, and that the words “St. Vitus oder Swantewit” were cut in a later hand. But in 

Loffler’s drawing there are no words. I cannot explain this mistake in Kosegarten. Have the letters 

been erased since his time? 



No. 1. BIT OF A WOODEN KNIFE-HANDLE OR SMALL- BOX. 

No. 2. BONE SNAKE OR FISH. (Lost). 

No. 3. WOODEN BOX-LID. (Lost). 

No. 4. PIECE OF A SPEAR-SHAFT, OF ASH-' 

Spear¬ 

head 

end. 

Full size. From the original m the Old-Northeryi Museum, Cheapinghaven. Drawn and Chemityped by 

Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN; for cUchees of the blocks I have to thank the Roy. Soc. of Northern Antiquanes. 

In the summer of 1877 Prof. Engelhardt was enabled to make some fresh diggings in this 

valuable antiquarian bog, and the result was highly satisfactory. A number of interesting forn-laves was 

obtained. But chief among them was an ashen Lance-shaft bearing a long inscription in the olden 

runes. It was drawn before being boiled and prepared, but the wood suffered nothing from the opera¬ 

tion. The risting is still sharp and clear. As far as I know, no translation has yet been made public. 

It is very difficult, and 1 offer my version chiefly as a help to a better. The words not being divided, 

we have the usual perils on every hand. 

As I take it, the first group is certainly EC, the English i, here as on the Gilton Sword and 

on the Lindholm Snake not a mortuary or mere carver’s expression, in which sense as I have said it 

is never found on our oldest runic monuments, but a weapon-formxda. 

Next 1 take eril.£A, where the last stave is a bind-rune, F ^ and A a in one. This I 

look on as a mansname, jarl or earl, in its oldest known shape, as on the Lindholm piece. See 

the Word-roll. 

My third word is .^S, as I think dialectic for the fuller-voweled AS, ASS, still older ans. In 

0. Engl, also we have usually the weakened form es, God, Hero. See ans in the Wordrow, Vol. 2. 

Next I find ugis, that is, runes usually not being doubled, = uggis, gen. sing, of ugg (later 

ygg(r) in the nom. in Icelandic which has the gen. ugg(i)s, later yggjar), the ug, O'Dg, fearful, terrible, 

fierce, one of the well-known names of the god (w)oden. In English only left in the Mid. Engl. UG, 

fear, uggin to dread, Pi-ov. E. ug, ugge, to affright, Ac., mod. E. (ougly, now) ugly, ■gvopexXj frightfid, 

Prov. Swed. UGG, ygg, ig. — as, jes, ass is often prefixt to the name of the chief gods: thus here 

.ES-UGIS. of ANS UGG, = of ANS-(w)oDEN, the terrible war-god. 
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As 6th letter-group i fix on *L*, gen. pi. of the common Scandien neut. noun *L, storm, 

tempest, rain-flight. Dsnally found in the older kennings emphatically in the gen. pi. as here. - Ihus 

AiS-DGls-asLjE is literally = (Wjodens-stm-ms, that is the Battle-shock’s. 

Then the cluster S.MDBJ!, as I suppose an ac. s. masc., formed from the olden stem whose rerb 

is in N. I. SMTGA, 0. Engl, smdgax. Mid. E. SMG5ES, to pass thro, dart along, creep, penetrate, m our 

Modern Cant SMUG, to slip away with, steal. In .Scandinaxia it is now used mostly for to creep or 

sneak thro. In England it is out of use, but has left lively offspring, smuggle, smuggler. — Ihe whole 

compound, .SS-UGIS-RSES-SMUHRS, properly the BaUle-piercer, is therefore a kenning or poetical picture- 

synonym in the usual Old-Northern style, for A lance, spear, missile, which darts with deadly aim over 

and thro the kamp-wong. This particular kenning I have not seen elsewhere, but in yore-day Northern 

poems are several almost the same. A curious chapter could be written on the names and epithets 

given to forn weapons, and the kennings by which they were painted. However, as I take it, the whole 

word-group JES-UGIS-aS;L^-SMDH^ is = tbjs lanck 

The next word seems certain, HiEiTE, 1 s. pr. indie, i hight, bid, command. 

So I think is gm, 2 s. imperative, GO-thou. The weaker sound, M for a or a, is still a 

distinctive mark in some of our Northern shire-talks, especially in Denmark. In North-English we have 

for long centuries said gae for ga and go. In the oldest N. E. left to us where the word is found 

(about A. D. 950) we have ga, gab, ga^, gm, gaa, gae, gaea, as well as GEOifG, gang, gong, the 0. S. E. gA, 

geGA, and gang. In Mod. Eng. we say go, but in our Northern provinces also gang. — As I think the 

whole is in verse, I do not take the first G^ to be the usual emphatic prefix (here g^GM), as in 

M. Goth. gaGAGGAN. 0. E. geGAGGAN, gcGAN. Ohg. gaGAGGAN, gaGAN, but give it as the verb GiE timce 

repeated, gm, g^, go, GO', but if geeG^, the meaning will be the same. 

Also the next group seems sure, gj;gin. preposition governing dative. Our old Scando-Gothic 

moles have a host of parallel forms, 0. E. GiEGN, gegn, gen, gean, on-gean, a-gbn, &c.; Ohg. gagan, &c.; 

0. Neth. GAGN, &c.; Dan. IGJEN, &c.; N. I. gegn, gen, gin, &c.; Swed. igen; Mod. Engl, gain, again, 

GAINST, AGAINST. 

So apparently UGiE, dat. s. m. def., the UG, OUG, fierce, savage, N, I. iG(R). 

Next, as it seems, he, 2 s. imp. of the verb which in N. 1. has the form heyja, to work, 

make, cause, let. This imperative on Bracteate No. 57 appears as bm. 

Thereafter I suggest the group NIY^, here as often without the tip-H, but otherwise in N. I. 

and 0. Fris. hniga: M. G. hniwan; Olden Swedish niga, Olden Danish neige, later neye, neie, Olden 

Norse nigja, now nia, and the g is early vocalized in all the Scandian prov. dialects; 0. N. E. hniga, 

0. S. E. hnigan; Ohg. and 0. S. hnigan, nigan, and so on; (the frequentative nicke(n), to nod. is also 

common). This neuter verb everywhere means to bow, bend, and hence to perish. NIY.^ may be here 

3 pr. s. subj., but more likely it is in the direct infinitive; in this latter case we must mark the falling- 

away of the -N, as already in the 7th century in the Old North-English. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 940, 

u. HNAG. — Observe the Y-rune (h) here, and further on in the word wiyu. On this piece the s-rune 

is always of the oldest type, — March 2, 1880. Mr. John Evans, our illustrious English savant, 

has just communicated to me impressions of 6 runic silver Sceattas lately found near Cambridge, and 

now in his splendid collection. Four of them are of the epa class, from the latter half of the 7th 

century, and one of them has the h (y), exactly as on this Spear-shaft. The king’s name is here 

spelt HCCb YPi. 

As we now seem to have a stave-cluster giving the required proper name. 1 take 'B.mgmlm to 

follow, nom. s. m., if NiYiE be subjunctive, or more likely ac. s. should niy.® be infinitive. This common 

Scando-Gothic mansname is in modern times hegel. Found here for the first time in runics. 

Last, wiYU-BiGi(? se), probably dat. s. m. We cannot know whether M or any other vowel 

followed BiGi. Much longer the inscription coxdd not have been, as we have come near that part of the 

shaft which was daily haxidled for swinging it off, and the grasp of the fingers would have spoilt the 

writing. But the substantial meaning is apparently clear — in or on the wlG-BiNG, war-hed, hattle-Jield 

or camp, wiyu is thus the same as wigu, as so often, wig = war, battle. See Word-roll under bigi 

and uiGiE. The presence or absence of the nasal (n) is not essential, especially in runics. In Ohg. we 

have both pigo, m., and piga, f. — If in verse, a word beginning with w has followed. I propose 

WAPN-BAUTIN = lueapon-slain. 
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At present therefore 1 am inclined to take the whole as substantially: 

EC, ERIL^A, jES-UGIS 

SMFH^ H.EITE: — 

•GyE, GiE, 

GJJGIN UG^; 

HE NIY^ 

WIYH-BIGI (? Se 

wapnbautin).’ 

I, ERIL, ANS-UGG’S (= Wodeu's) 

iRON-sroRM PIERCER (— this Lunce) 

BID: — ‘GO, GO, 

GAINST the-SAVAGE; 

BENCE BURRY 

BBiGML OUICK, 

On-GORY WAR-BED 

gash him thro!’ 

Striking is the number of binds in this rune-line, no fewer than ten, er. ^a, mu, ble, h^, g^, 

GiE. G.£, G^, HE. The staves themselves are cut with uncommon freedom and elegance; counting each 

double-letter as two, there are 59 in all. 

The formal Casting of the Sgear or I)art over the border, as a declaration of war against the 

foe, is well known among several of the x4ryan peoples. It seems to me that we have here another 

proof (see Bracteate No. 57) that it also was in use among our Northern forefathers. But we have 

before us the remarkable fact that such a Spear might bear the Ban or Defiance inscribed on its staff. 

In so far this Lance-shaft stands alone. As far as 1 know, no other example has been found in any 

land or time. Weapons bearing the name of the owner or maker are not uncommon. Others inscribed 

with boastful or religious formulas are familiar enough; we have a Runish example on the Gilton Sword. 

Frequently on missiles (especially Sling-bolts) was cut the name or mark of the sender, that the enemy 

might know by what warrior’s hand he was struck. But such a formal heathen Ban as this, carved by 

one chieftain against another, is something as costly as it is rare. 

Should my reading therefore of the Golden Blink (No. 67) and of this piece be more or less 

reasonable, we have on the Bracteate the proud Clan-cry to their leader bidding him begin the war- 

raid, — while here we have the next step, the hurling of the Spear, bearing the War-ban on its 

bosom, over the frith-mark against the enemy. 

I have to thank the great courtesy of the Norwegian old-lorist Lector Karl Rygh, of Tronyem, 

for acquaintance with an article which, however remotely, in some degree illustrates this remarkable 

Kragehul Spear-shaft. On all the rune-written weapons hitherto known, the staves tell us merely the 

name of the owner, with or without some other phrase. On the Spear-shaft, for the first time, we 

have no such mere name, but a quite different and very peculiar formula. 

Now in the summer of 1879, as Lector Rygh informs me. during repairs in the chancel of 

Msere church, Sparbuen, Nordre Thjems Amt, some feet below the floor, the workmen came upon a 

stone-kist. This was built up with raised slabs, and was remarkably small, only 18 inches by 21. The 

contents were equally strange: some morsels of iron and bronze, a bronze key to a padlock, a bead of 

black glass, 3 bone-bits of a human hand, and a hone Arrow hearing a runic risting. 

Of course I use the word Arrow here in the same sense as that given to it by Lector Rygh, 

with reference only to its shape. It could not have been used as a weapon, unless perhaps in some 

game, the feather-end being too heavy; and my learned correspondent is doubtless right in his suggestion 

that it was used as a lady’s Hairpin. However this may be, it is in good preservation, the surface 

still sound and hard, and the letters sharply and clearly cut. Not content with sending me all these 
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details, Lector Rygh has bad the additional kindness to forward me, for the use of my artist, a most 

exact drawing of this object, half sice, here photoxylographt by J. F. Rosenstand: 

In the line of Scandinavian runes here before us, there is only one divisional point. But I 

venture to think that the inscription is comparatively easy. The A* being clearly a bind, doubtless for 

sIKd, ONA, I would read: 
KI^ETE GDI? t>ES ER KONA MA5A. 

GAIT (keep, bless) god tbes (g. s. m. = that-one, him) as (whom) a-QUEEN (woman) madde (made 

wretched, destroyed)! 

— God help him whom a woman ruined (slew)! 

As to the first word and the formula it involves. On the Norse Sylling stone (Vol. 2, p, 794) 

we have; out ga:tie iina. God save thee! On the Dansk Giesingholm sarcophagus (Vol. 2, p. 79.5, and 

Stephens, Runic Hall, p. 14) is; syll niklaos k^ti, his-soul may-Saint-JSicholas guard! On the Swedish 

Angby block (Vol. 2, p. 795) stands: mihel kati at bans, may-Saint-Michael deliver ond (sold) his! — 

Here we have a 4th example. GAiTA is usually gjata in Norse Mss. — The form mai>a, 3 s. p. of mA, 

for the usual mam, is another instance of the older o or a, &c. for the later i-ending, of which we have 

so many on runic pieces. 

But what is the date of the grave-kist and its contents? We shall never know. Judging 

from the runes and language, perhaps about the 12th century. 

And what is the meaning of the whole? We shall never know. It may refer to some secret 

domestic tragedy, in which a woman was mixt up. KONA may be translated both woman and wife\ who 

shall say which? 

Possibly, from the position of the kist in the church, it may have been a kind of cenotaph 

or pious memorial, privately constructed, containing relics of some Priest who fell a victim in the great 

long savage battle waged by the Roman Church against the marriage of the secular Clergy. In some 

way a local Ecclesiastic may have been denounced by, or on account of, a wife or sweetheart by a 

malignant rival; and a sister or near kinswoman may have deposited in the little chamber, with the 

other things, a Prayer for him written — to avoid discovery — on her harmless Hairpin. At all 

events it is a most interesting and romantic old-lave, and as such 1 give it. 

VALL0BY, K0GE, EAST OF SEALAND, DENMAEK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

From the oHginal in the Old-JVorthemi Old-hoard, Cheapinghaven. JJrawn and Chemityped by 

Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN. 

MOLLEHOi (Mill-how, Mill-hill) is a natural bank southwest of Valloby Church, and was so 

called from an old Post-mill which once stood on its top. Herefrom is a wide view over the broken 

country around and athwart the famous Koge Bay. In 1869 the owner, who was carting away stones 

from the highest part of this knoll, came upon some olden things and stowed them away, caring little 

for them. At last, in 1871. they were forwarded to the National Museum by the Schoolmaster 

A. Petersen. They consisted chiefly of a Dish (red Samian Ware), and two silver Beakers with 

barbarian figures in relief on a band below the brim. This led to enquiry, and Prof. Dr. C. Engclhardt 
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was sent down in September 1872 to examine what was left. He found that the grave had been 

shamefully damaged and was now almost ruined, but still he was able to rescue many costly old-laves. 

A notice of his visit was furnisht by him to the Newspaper “Fgedrelaiidet”, Cheapinghaven, Oct. 1, 

1872, and to “Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed”, Kjobenhavn 1873, pp. 285—320 a detailed paper. 

From these sources I draw up the following short description, referring for all minutiae to the pages 

of the “Aarboger , which are illustrated by two score of Magnus Petersen's excellent Chemitypes. 

Let us cut a trench about 6 feet deep. Then dig a rectangular oblong grave 11 to 12 feet 

long and 2 deep, of which about 18 inches at each end being a handstone wall, the rest is the tomb, from 

which nearly 2 feet are thought by .Engelhardt to have been partitioned off at the southern end by a 

cobble wall. Nethermost of all we spread a thin layer of flint shards. Above this sand and gravel, 5 

to 6 inches deep. Then a floor of oaken plank, about 1 inch thick. On this a corpse (probably of a 

man), every bit of which however was quite mouldered away. Near the one end were: 

1. A red-clay Samian Dish, 7V2 inches across at the mouth, with hunting-scenes in raised 

work and a half-obliterated potters-mark. — 2, 3. Two Silver Cups, in the style of those from 

Himlingoie (my Vol. 1, p. 330). — 4, 5. Two Roman Bronze Pails, on feet. — 6—9. Four Roman 

Bronze Saucepans and Cullenders. — 10. Fragments of the bronze fittings of a Drinking-horn, most 

likely “barbarian . — 11, 12. Bits of two Glass Goblets, blue and white threads on a colorless ground. 

In the grave-kist proper, high up on the left, were 46, and lower down on the right 60, glass 

Counters, play-pieces, dark and white. Lower still, left, a piece of amethyst, 2 ribbonlike golden finger- 

rings. In the clay was also found a third similar ring and a golden spiral arm-band, the two ends in 

the snake-type. Further, two silver fibulse. Still lower, right and at the feet, 4 Roman Bronze Dishes 

and Pails, and an earthen Pot with ear. All the bronzes have the (usually Roman) concentric circles 

below. The two Pails with handle and the Pot have the furrow or fluted ornament. On the outside 

bottom of the one Pail is a runic inscription. There were also a couple of small silver ornaments. 

The grave had thereafter been apparently covered over with an oaken plank and a flat stone. 

Above this a pile of small cobbles, then the soil heapt up, and above all a mound of earth some 45 

paces in diameter, with footstones. But all this overground work has nearly disappeared in the 

present century. 

Being thus familiar with the grave and its contents, we can proceed to examine the Rimish 

Bronze vessel, with its characteristic fluting. As we see, it is Roman or Roman-provincial manufacture. 

1 give it here half size. 

Underneath is a Runic scribble, in the usual way. Only 5 letters. The owner, as so oiten, 

has cut-in his name. The following is what is left of this bottom-plate, also half the bigness. 
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That it is Runic, not Roman as some have asserted, is certain. There is no mistaking the 

first stave, the w, But I add this part full size. 

In spite of the damage and corrosion, all can be made out save the upper part of the last 

rune. It was apparently Y (a), judging from the look and the widish space from the foregoing stave, 

which would give room for the arm on the left. But if not, it may have been F (^). or even 1. Thus 

the common Scando-Gothic mansname 
wis(a) or wis(ai:) or wis(i). 

The date we cannot fix with absolute certainty, but everything points to about the 4th century. 

GLOSTEUP, SEALAND, DENMAKK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Old-N R. Alon. p. 838. 
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VEILE, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 332. 

This lost stone may perhaps have borne: 

Mm isingi>a:a. 

j£Nl-carved~these-')'unes to-isiNGTH^E w. 

VOLDTOFTE, FYN, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 333, ZVII. 

VORDINGBORG, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 335, 857, LVll 

Lower down, the bind-rune hw, probably = h.... w(rote). Still lower, ui. Perhaps this is short 

for ui(ki 5UR runa), or kixi-runar or kuml &c., r)iay-Thur-wiH-(hless)-these-nmes! &c. 

With regard to the doubt thrown by my learned friend Dr. Vigfusson (see his valuable 

Sturlunga Saga. 1878, Vol. 1, p. clxxxvii) on A:erSL here, and on its form elsewhere, I would remark, — 

that I know of only 3 or 4 instances of this maiisuame on runic pieces. They are: Norn. Svartsjo. 

Upland, Sweden, heathen, (Lilj. 345. Dybeck fol. 11, 62), awsl; Kirk Michael, He of Man. Christian, where 

W. Camden has a clear Atisi. tho the stone may have borne amsl, while Gumming has distinctly atisi; 

Fuglie, Skaiie, Sweden, unpublisht, heathen, apparently (as)isli; and acc. Vordingborg, heathen, undoubtedly 

AtiSL. Thus there is no clear instance of acisl in the Western lands. As to the lie of Man the only 

possible one is doubtful. 

KALLERLP, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700 — 800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 342. 

HURNBURA: STAHX, SUItlKS. 

HURNBURl’S STONE, SWITHING (= SWITEE’S-SON). 
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SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOTT A. D. 700—800. 

From the original, in mg own Old-hoard. Chemityped fidl size by Prof. Magnus PETERSEN. 

Games of chance have of course been known always and everywhere. The special sport called 

Dice-playing is of very great antiquity, but probably was not in use among ourselves till after the 

Bronze period. It was apparently introduced into our "barbarian" lands with many other things, tools 

and ornaments and luxuries, which came in a few hundred years before Christ and for some centuries 

later from the great centers of Classical civilization. At least I am not aware of any "Die having 

been found in the Scando-Gothic countries previous to the Early Iron Age. Less common of old was 

the 4-sided Talus, more usual the 6-sided Aka or Tessera. Both were made of all .sorts of materials, 

sometimes even of the precious metals. The Talus had only 4 flat sides, the other two (the ends) 

being more or less rounded, so that the bone would not stand on either of them. The Alea or Tessera, 

with which we are more familiar, was mostly a cube, but sometimes oblong in shape. In Ihorsbjerg 

Moss (date A. D. 350—300) was found an Amber Die or Talus, the pips markt by incised concentric 

circles, the corners rounded off and the form longish, so that it cannot stand on the end-numbers 1 

and 6 b In the Vi Moss (date 300—350) 4 Dice were taken up. of the usual cube make, the 6 sides 

bearing 1 to 6 pips (a ring round a point), as also 2 long Jali with 4, 3 and 6 pips on three of the 

long sides, while the 4th and the ends had no mark; all these were of boneb In M^orsaaes Oldsager, 

No. 366 (No. 463 in ed. 2) is engraved a longish Die of bone, apparently nearly as old, found with 2 

others in a grave-how at Veeng, Hedemarken. Norway. On the longer sides are 3, 4, 5, 6 large dots 

surrounded by ringlets, while each end has only one such, so that this Tessera has no 2~mark. In the 

same grave were Arrow heads of Iron and Bone, a corroded Iron Sword, an Iron Ax, a bone Comb and 

other things®. Similar specimens are drawn elsewhere. They occur in various parts of Europe. Several 

have been found in England, perhaps the latest being those from Kent, whose age is about the 6th 

century*, The pips are here made by a dot within 2 concentric roundels. 

In my Museum is a cogged Die from the middle age, found in Sealand, but as far as I know 

no Die has yet been made public bearing Runic staveii. I can now however communicate such a piece, 

and one so much the more interesting as it is evidently made by a Northern "barbarian" in imitation 

of a Roman or Romanizing origiualb There is no doubt of its genuineness, which has been acknowledged 

by such illustrious experts as Steenstrup and Herbst. It came into my hands in 1865. 1 bought it for 

a trifle from a dealer, who stated that it had been found in Sealand. U is of Soapstone (Steatite), 

most rudely made, damaged, rather oblong than square, and has 1 to 6 points or rather holes, some 

of them shallow others perhaps bored deeper in after times. The slight scratches here and there are 

not letters. All the sides are of different sizes. 

The 1- and the 6-side offer nothing remarkable. But the 4-pip has a clear and bold runic 

risting, cut-in after the holes were made, and still well preserved. As far as 1 can see, this can only 

’ Engelhardt, Thorsibjerg Mosefund, p. 22, PI. 4. fig. 27; Id. Denmark in the Early Iron Age, p. 43. Same plate. — 

^ Id. Vimose Fundet, p. 11. tig. 11, 12. and pi. 2, fig, 6, 7, — ® Antiqrariske Annaler, Vol. 4, p, 459—30, — ^ J. Brent, F. S. A,, 

Re,seaTches in the Old-English grave-field at Sarr, p. 4(i, where they are engraved. (Archaol. Cantiana, fi. London 1838). — ® A Die 

of Burnt Clay found in a grave in Holbek Amt, Sealand, Denmark, is in the Danish Museum. It is rather oblong, about 1 inch 

in length, and very rude. The points or pips are prickt in; 3 pips opposite to 5, 1 opposite to 2, and 4 ovor-against 3. This is 

therefore very like the Runic Die, and is equally the work of a native Dane. 
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be in the 0. Northern staves. As I take it, stave one is certainly a bind-rune (up, h and t>), while 

letter 2 is plainly P (^), followed by ic (I and < written close, as elsewhere). The last mark is cut 

small for want of room, as so often. It is 1 (t). Thus: 

UP^ICT 

DISFAVOR (=■-BAD! The Bad Throw!) 

Ihe word is correct enough, and the meaning plain enough. It is even still in use in Iceland. 

See the Word-roll. 

The 3 and the 5 pips are as usual. But the 2-side has a V-mark or a bind of \' and V (l). 

What is its right position (perhaps A) I do not know, nor can I tell its meaning, unless it signify 

UEL, VEL, WELL, FAVOR, the Good Throw. 

I have to thank the great kindness of the accomplisht old-lorist Joseph Anderson, Esq,, 

F. S, A.Sc., the Keeper of the Scottish Museum in Edinburgh, for the information that the collection 

there contains a Cast of this Die, which came to it some years ago, when and how not known. Of 

course it must have been before the original was bought by me in 1865. 

In Roman days 3 or 4 of these Tali or Tesserae were thrown at once. But there were many 

varieties of play. When only one Die was used, it may have been for .some special purpose, either as 

to who should begin the game or for luck and unluck in general. Perhaps here the 4-side may have 

been selected as the had number, and markt as such by the “barbaidan” owner. The 2-side may then 

have been lookt upon as the good number. 

For remarks on the matenal of this Die (Potstone, Lapis ollaris), see Forde, under Norway, 

and Kinneved, under Sweden. 

FEEDEEIKSBEIIG, SEALAND, DENMAEK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 861. 

I now think I can read this little stone amulet. It was, 1 believe, for finding out a Thief. 

Such pieces and inscriptions were used in various ways, in a vessel with water and a small looking- 

glass, or otherwise, that the Thief’s image might appear. The whole accompanied with Charm-words. 

I take the listing to be: 
PIWByO-FUNP«. 

THIEF-FIND. (— For finding a Thief.) 

The end-R seems to be written below for symmetry, to fill up. 

HELN^.S, FYN, DENMAEK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800. 

Old-N. E. Mon. p. 338. 

The broken part I now fill in: TRUKNApv (Hanmn alir), DROWNED (were drowned, were lost at 

sea) (with-Him all; ^ he was lost at sea ivith all his men). 

For Latin grave-stones mentioning death by drowning see Le Blant. Inscr. Chret. de la Gaule, 

Vol. 1, p. 15 and fob 

18* 
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FPiEESSLEV, SEALAND, DEN3IARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800 — 850. 

Drawn and Chemityped from the original block, now in the Old-Northern Museum, Cheapingkaven, 

by Prof. MAGNUS petersen. 

In April 1876 the garden dike of Arodgard, Freerslev Mark, Frederiksborg, Sealand, was cleared 

away. The workpeople came upon a large, stone, a softish sandstone, 4 feet 6 inches high, about 2 

feet broad and about 2 feet thick. This they clove lengthways in 5 pieces. But the owner of the 

homestead, Hr. Kristen Olsen, now remarkt some letters on one side, and stopt all further cleaving. 

He called in a High-school teacher, Herr J. Olesen, who saw at once that the staves were runes, and 

information of the find was instantly sent to the Old-Northern Museum. Official examination followed, 

the value of the block was at once acknowledged; and the owner. Hr. Olsen, generously gave it to the 

Museum. It has suffered very little. Only at one part some of the surface has scaled off, whereby 2 
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letters are partly and 2 wholly gone. But even these can with great probability be supplied. A stave 

or two at the end is also dim and doubtful, but can still be redd with reasonable certainty. The runes 

have been slightly cut, then rubbed-in with a sharp stone or instrument, and are therefore unusually 

deep and broad. Some of the characters, especially the f and the r, vary much in form, as is not 

uncommon. The inscription is: 

IN • UKTTNITR • SKWLFSAR(Fik)l • IWKAFTA^RRNR(Ii)iSI 

• ^SLAIKIR • RAISTISTAIN • 

• IKRAFAISINiER 

We here see 2 of the Old-Northern runes still left, the je and the w, consequently the 

monolith is overgang. There is no o. If it had occurred, it would likely have belonged to the 0. N. 

futhork, and would have been 

We have also here another of the many instances of short writing, to save labor. Several 

letters are understood. This is clear from the words ikr, skwlfs, iwk and RNR. 

The question and the difficulty, as so often on these monuments, is where we are to begin, 

and in what order we must take the lines. As 1 believe, we commence with line 2, continue with 

line 3, and end with the uppermost or long line. Let us now see how this will work, taking the 

words separately: 

^SLAIKIR, n. s., a common mansname, whose oldest form would be anslak.(a)s. We have it 

in runics as nom. aoslik^r, aslacar, aslakr, oslaks, Uslake: as gen. aslaks; ac. oslaik, oslayk, oslak. 

— There are repeated instances on Scandian monuments, both in Runish and Roman letters, of the 

nom. mark {older form -s), as R, ar, jER, er, ir. or and UR. It afterwards fell away. 

RAiSTi, 3 s. p., the usual raised, set up. 

STAIN, ac. s. m.. as continually, this stone, this-the-STONE. 

IKR, g. s. f. Here evidently written short for ikur, that is inkijr, ingur, of inga, a common 

womans-name. Besides the many instances in the Old-Northern runes, we have it in the nom. a dozen 

times as ika in the later runes and half-a-dozen as inka, with 2 instances of the gen. as ikur and one 

as INKUR. This local dialectic ending -UR in the gen. sing. fern, was first pointed out by Carl Save, and 

supported by me with fresh examples in my 0. N. R. Mon.^ In this my Vol. 3 are 5 clear additional 

instances. My dozen runic examples of this fern. gen. in -UR date from heathen days downwards, but are all 

Sioedish. For the first time we have here one on an overgang Old-NoHhern monument and in Denmark. 

afai, g. s. f., a Grandmother (the sound intended probably very near our afae or af.^). As 

far as I know the only yet found direct Scando-Gothic parallels to the Lat. avus, grandfather, avia, 

grandmother, and avunculus, mother's brother, are the Norse-Icel. afi, a grandfather, and the M. Goth. 

AWO, a grandmother. Of course it is only paucity of really olden pieces \vhich prevents us adding to 

this scanty list. (The N. I. otherwise has amma for Grandmother.) As I suppose, we have here an 

additional example. I cannot doubt that this Old-Danish afai, which is here gen. sing. fem. in apposition 

with the gen. sing. f. ikur and siN^R, is quite simply a feminine, answering to the N. I. mascidine, and 

signifying grandmother.^ By the paradigm the M. Goth awo should have made awons in the gen., but 

it may have been something else, for it only occurs once, and then in the dative (2 Tim. 1, 5, awon 

deinai). As we see, the 0. Danish gen. form here is afai®. 

^ This is besides examples iu MSS. and in the living tung of Gotland. 

^ It is no more “incredible and impossible” that the Old-Danish should have locally preserved this word lits nom. form 

here unknown) for Grandmother, than that the same language should (in a modified meaning) have kept the old word for Daughter- 

in-law. With the single exception of modern Gei-man, this term is now practically extinct in all the Scando-Gothic tnngs, And yet, 

I believe, it lives on unobserved in Denmark. Omitting Slavic and other dialects, this vocable was the Sanscrit snosha; the Latin 

NDRCS; the 0. Engl, snord (now, dadghter-in-law) ; the Icelandic snor, sncIr (now, tengda-dottir) ; the Ohg. snhr, snord, Ac., Mhg. 

SNOR, SNORCH, &c., on the Main still schnOrch, (but now almost driven out by the compound schwieger-tochter) ; the 0. French nore 

(now, BELLE FILLE OP BRc), the 0. Ptov. NODERE. The Daughter-in-law being so often the longed-for favorite who should perpetuate 

the name and house of “the old folks”, became in Danish equal to Darling, and then a pet-word for Baby. But as this might be 

of either sex. it became neuter in Danish. Most tenus of kiusmanship have undergone immense changes, even within the times reacht 

by written remains. This curious Danish word is the still often used nor, koer, also ncrris, norres, ncs, a Baby, Darling, Pet. 

® The 0. North Engl. gen. of these fem. nouns is mostly in -ae, -je, -e, -o. -u, but many of them have assumed a strong 

masc. form, gen. in -s, as in Modern English. The 0. Eris. here has mostly in g. s. -a, -e; the 0. S. Engl, -an, -e; the 0. Sax. 

-DN. -ON, -AN, -EN. -A, -0, -E; the Ohg. -ON, -EN, -IN, -0, -A. The still older M. Goth, has -ONS, -ElNS. When the n became nasalized 

many local changes sprung np, of which only the commonest are in grammars, among them the above -CR, s to R, and in Scandinavia 

later the r fell away leaving only -o or -u. 
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SINiEE, g. s. f., (now SIN in Danish): in 0. Engl. SISRE (now extinct, = HIS, her); N, I. SINNAR, 

0. Sw. SINNAR, SINN^E (now SIS). On other runic stones occurs twice as sinar, and twice in the shorter 

“popular” incoming form sis. — Hillesjo, Upland, last passus but one: ear kijam kairlahk at arei iNKF(r), 

TDT0E SINAR (see Vol, 2, p. 716, 885), there (thus) came kairlahk at (to) the-ARV (inheritance, property) 

Of-INKA, DAUGHTER SIN (her). - .Smula, W. Gotland: KDLI RSM (= RISW) STIS tESI EFTIH BEE (= BEDEE) KUNE 

SINAA’, ESBURN OK lULA. TREKA HRtA HARDA) KUIA. 

IAN WA URIU TUBIA 

I LUI (= LItl) iJSTR. 

RULI RAISED STONE THIS AFTER the-BROTHERS of-Q.UENE (wife) SIN (Us), ESBURN EKE lULR DRENGS (soldkn) 

HARD (very) GOOD. 

IN (but) THEY WORTH DEAD (died, fell) 

IN the-LITE (fleet, expedition) out-east. 

Observe the many contractions here, to save labor, exactly as on the Freerslev stone. — Hargsa, 

Upland: kunar, sun farulfs, lit KIARA MIRKI FR (=riR) sial iufurfast (= iufurfastar), stiubu sin (= sinar), 

TOTUR HULMTIS (= HULMTISAR); KUNAR, SON of-FARULF, LET GARE (Set Up) thlS-MARK FOR the-SOUL of-lUFURFAST, 

STEP-child SIN (his), the-DAUGHTER of-HULMTls. — Morby, Upland: khulu lit kiea bro fr (= fir) ant 

KILAUA, TOTUR SIN, UK SUM ATI ULFR. UBIA RISTI; KHULU LET GARE (make) BROO (bridge this) FOR the-OND 

(soul) of-KiLLAUK, EKE SUM (her whom) AHTE (olved, owned, had-to-wife) ULF. UBlR risted (carved the runes). 

It is scarcely possible that the word can be any other than this pronoun in the gen. s. f. But in this 

case it is decisive as to the case and gender of ikur and afai. We have an exactly similar genitive 

formula on the Delsbo stone, Uelsingland, Sweden, which see under archaic monuments, it begins: 

(an)UNTR, KIRIBIS^SUN, RISTI (kuml) RUiUR, HANAA A UAA-IU; (an)UNT (= ANUND), KRIB’S GRIP'S) 

SON, RAISED (these-cumhels — these the grave-marks) of-RUTHA, HER ON (at) var-ey. Here rusur is gen. s. f, 

of RUTA, just as IKR (= ikur) is gen. s. f. of ika (inka). -— 1 add another Danish example, about lOtb 

century, of these genitive grave-formulas; Hune, Vendsyssel, N. Jutland (Thorsen, Danske Runem. 2, 

1, pi. 78). 

HUFI, PURKIL, PURBIURN SATU STIN RUNULFS, HINS RAP-SBAKA. 

HUFI, TEURKIL and THURBIURN SET-up this-minns-STONE of-RUNULF, YON (the) REDE-SPAIK (rede-sharp, 

wise in counsel). 

IN, adv. IN, but, as so often. 

UK. 3 s. p. HEWED, cut, carved (the runes), as very frequently. The 3 s. p. of haugua, &c. 

has very many forms. It occurs on a dozen other stones as ok, uk and UKU. 

UNiTR, n. s. Mansname. Very rare in any Scando-Gothic dialect. Possibly stands (onit) on the 

Norrsunda stone. Upland, Sweden. In Ohg. occurs as unnith, unnid, unnit. 

SKWLFS (=SIKWDLPS), g. s. Mansnamo. Here first found in nmics, as far as 1 know. Is the 

rare N. 1. sjolfr; the 0. E. sigewulf. sigulf: Ohg. sigiwolf, sigulf. 

A(RFik)i, n. s. m. This is the only considerable damage on the whole stone, for which we are 

duly thankful. I think the word can only be the common arfiki. The A is plain. Then comes a large 

part of the r and the foot of another stave, doubtless f. The i and K are broken away entirely, from 

the large piece scaled off here, arfiki has not yet been found in any English dialect, but it is common 

in Scandinavia as a masc. fem. noun, heir or heiress, arv-taker. Our old dialects had a crowd of 

different words and wordforms to express this. See the Word-row, Vol. 2. under JERBiNGiES. But the 

arf-numa. arf-ward, would usually be the S07i, and accordingly both on vellums and stones arfi and 

ARFING are frequently used for son as well as heir. Here the meaning is son, as so often in ruuics. 

iwka (=iwika), the a repeated as usual in runics, iwkafta = iwika^afta. Adv, Ever, alway. 

We all know the adj. M. G. AVUKfs), Ohg. Ewic. 0. Engl, jece, ece, 0. S. ewig, 0. Er. ewch, ewig, 

everlasting, from the stem aw, af, ey, time-, and we see at once that the 0. E. .aiCE, ece has lost, its w, 

This it did so early that no 0. E. .$wic has yet been found, and the whole word died out early in Eng¬ 

land. In Scandinavia also it disappeared so quickly that it is as yet unknown in very old parchments. 

It was re-introduced into Sweden and Denmark (as eyig) late in the middle age from the German ewig. 

But it had of course existed in the oldest Scandinavian, and we have it once as a mansname in runics 

(JiiuiKi, dat.) on the heathen Sparlosa stone, West Gotland, Sweden, a name which answers to the Ohg. 

AVico. The adverb in vowel-ending is scarcer still. It is the 0. E. mce, ece, Ohg. ewigo. This, it 
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seems to me, is the word here. It is found also, as iaiuka, on the lately discovered Pilgards stone, 

Gotland, (9th century), which see. We have many terms on olden runic memorials for rest, repose or 

fame aye or ever or everlastiis'g. Sometimes this is applied to the rune-inscribed monument itself. 

The formula of the everliving grave-words, the longlasting funeral-stone, is very rare on antique Christian 

memorials. But there is one clear and striking example in Le Blant (Inscriptions Chret. de la Gaule 

anterieures au VIII® siecle. Vol. 1, Paris 1856, p. 365):.titvlvm cvm aeternetate vinctvrvm. 

didicavit, ‘lui a cotisact'e ce titidiis qni ne pn-ira pas." 

afta, adv. after-her. Properly a prep, with her understood. This adverbial usage is frequent 

on our runic grave-minnes. The word itself, partly as of one syllable and partly as of two, has about 

100 different shapes of spelling on the stones. This one, afta, is of the rarest. 

.aiR-RNR (= iER-RUNAR), ac. pi. f. ORE-RUNES, honor-staves, words of respectful commemoration. 

Both the Bjorketorp and the Stentofte monoliths, which see, (Bleking, Sweden, 0. Northern, about 7th 

century) announce that the giN-rdnes (GiN^-RUNiEA, gino-ronoa), mighty letters, powerful staves) mell 

(M.a:LiE, speak, tell, declare, perpetuate) the-ORE (^RiE, ac. s. f., honor, fame, worshipful remembrance) 

of the deceast.^ As here we have jer-rdnar, so on the Hauggran block, Gotland, the laudatory minne- 

pillar is called aru-bekun, honor-beacon. 

MSI, (the t much worn and very indistinct), pron. ac. pi. f. these. Among the endless forms 

assumed by this pronoun ‘on the monuments is tisi as ac. pi. f. It occurs several times, runes these 

(in different runic spellings) is a standing phrase, is found hundreds of times. It cannot be denied that 

we have it here also. 

1 hope all may admit that the above reading and version are substantially correct. But in 

that case we may add that the whole inscription is in verse, 6 lines of stave-rime of a simple kind: 

^SLAIKIie RAISTI STAIN, 

IKR (=ingur), AFAI sin^r; 

IN UK UNITi?, 

SKWLFS (= SIGWULFS) AR(Fik)l, 

IWKA (= IWIKA)^APTA 

^R-RNR (=AiR-RUNAR) (l>)lSI. 

^SLAIK RAISED this-STOHE, 

INGA’S, BIS GRANDMOTHER’S; 

BUT SET UNID, 

SON of-SlGWULF, 

EVER AFTER-her 

ORE-RUNES (honor-ivords) these. 

The genealogy will be: 

Grandfather: sigwulf — inga, Grandmother. 

UNID, Son. 

^ISLAIK, Grandson. 

Thus the lady inga lived to a venerable old-age, as many have done before and after her day. 

However we fix the date of this stone, whether we make it 50 years older or younger, we 

have the same features as so often, a local dialect in a flux and flow; modernisms like stain beside 

archaisms like afai and iwka; the fern. gen. IKR, but also the fem. gen. afai; the nom. masc. ending -ir, 

but also -R, UK for huk, and so on. But I suppose all now begin to suspect the “iron laws” and “fixt 

grammar” and “normal speech” and “uniform development” and all that, as applied to our manifold 

olden local Scandinavian as well as all other similar Scando-Gothic remains. Partial “uniformity” belongs 

only to sharply polisht and disciplined conventional book-languages — till they also change. 

^ Otherwise the oldest Ms. Swedish instance of th).« word yERA, which I remember is in K. Magnus' Stadga, 128.'3 (Di])!. 

Svec. I, fJnS); ‘‘at [ler hawi mere aibl'”. 
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H 0 K N I N 6. Old-N. R. ilmi. p. 348. 

In 1873 the Danish Archeeologist Hr. V. Boye carefully examined this stone, and showed that 

the reading is kul, as I have given it. and not KUi. See his article in “Jyllands-Posten for Oct, 1, 

1873. But he also pointed out that there is no mark between the i and the a, consequently no H, and 

therefore frials(i) not frihals(i). Thus no Old-Northern rune on this stone, which consequently goes out. 

At the same time he kindly took an excellent paper squeeze for me, and I can testify that 

the stone undoubtedly reads KUL and frials(i). 

In his “Den Nordiske Kirkes Grundleeggelse”, Part 3, Kjobenhavn 1876, 8vo, p. 586, the 

learned author, Hr. A. D. Jorgensen, thinks that the word kul should be taken for gul, (guld, gold, 

gifts), and refers to the “ek muu gifa j^er frelsi ok kaupeyri”, 1 shall give thee freehalse (freedom) eke 

cheap-oras (goods or monies), of the Gisle Sursons Saga, p, 81. This is possible. But that kul (coll, 

adoption) is not Icelandic is no argument. The stone is Danish, not Icelandic. The reader can decide 

for himself. — Sept. 1879. Prof. Thorsen’s “Danske Runemindesmeerker”, PL 55, agrees with Boye. 

JYDEKUP, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D.: A, — 800—900; B, — 1200—1300. 

Old-N. R. Mon. 85d. 

At p. 72 of Dr. H. Hofberg’s “Nerikes Gamla Minnen”, 8vo, Orebro 1868, is engraved a thin 

3-cornered stone found at Resta in Melldsa Parish, Nerike. It is, almost identical with the one before 

us, but is smaller and runeless. The author describes it as an Amulet. 

SNOLDELEV, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800 — 900. 

Old-N. R. Mon. f. 345, 857. 

With regard to the Cup-markings on this and other stones, see the remarks at the beginning 

of this volume, p. 7, 8. 

BiRSE, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

Old-N, R. Mon. p. 862. 



MAGLEKILDE. SJtDING. THISTED. U7 

MAGLEKILDE, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 864. 

S A D I N G. OU-N. B. Mon. p. 351. 

I now think the runes must be taken as one word, the mansname 

SKiER. 

This stone, most likely from the 12th century, in that case bears no 0. N. rune, and goes out. 

THISTED, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK, 

? DATE ABOUT A, D. 1100—1200. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 355. 



»i'' 

The arm of the. L is a little lower down than I had given. This is here corrected, and I 

therefore repeat the plate. But these variations in the L, &c. are multitudinous, and there can be little 

doubt that the word is the common epithet SOL = sew, beauty, darling, as I have said. i«RiE is a 

womaiTs-name, and one of the commonest, in which case to read SON would be meaningless, .Some 

propose to take it as a side-form of, and equal to, the mansnanie sorer, when son would of course be 

admissible. But this would not get rid of the plain Y = a in lADls. Consequently 1 hold fast to 

PORiE, TADIS SOL, HUILER 

TBOR,iF; TAD’S SUN, iVEJLES (rests) HERE. 

Prof. C. Save thinks that tadis sol is the sun of tadir (m.) or tadi (neut.) a place-name, as 

the beauty of was and is said of places not persons. — He adds, compare tadi. neut. (fat, fruitful region) 

from Ice'l. TABA, f, dunged ground, hay from fat soil (= Dal. tAba, f.), Icel, tab, n., Gotl. tad, n„ manure. 

T0MMEBUP, SEALAND, DENMAEK, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1 227. 

From the original in the Danish Old-Iiorthern Museum. Drauot and Cheniityped. full size, by 

Prof. ilAGNUS PETERSEN.^ 

An unnamed private gentleman sent this piece as a gift to the Danish Museum in Jan. 1876. 

It was found in digging a grave in the Church-yard at Tommerup near Kallundborg in Art.s Herred 

(Hundred), Holbaek Amt (County), Sealand, 6 feet from the nave of the church and in a depth of 5 

feet. It lay in the loose earth, doubtless once in a coffin now quite rotted away. 

The little silver cup here before us is of simple coarse make, and is so bare of any particular 

characteristic that it is not easy to fix its age. It has been attributed by well-informed persons to the 

11th or 12th century and later, down to the 14th and 15th. All that we have to guide us is, that it 

was found in a Christian grave or grave-yard, which would seem to point rather to earb/ than to late 

Christian times, and that it bears rimes. Should these last be properly identified, they will more or 

less decide the question of greater or less antiquity. 

There is every reason to think that it is of home manufacture, fashioned by some Danish 

Silversmith. It has evidently been long and much used. The wear and tear is so great that it is not 

a little damaged.^ Some of the holes have been mended by pouring in fresh metal. But a later break 

^ The substance of this article appeared in Danish in "Kirkehistoriske Samlinger". Kjohenharii 187(3, 8vo, pp. 52i4-r)8f3. 

® We must remember that the Chalice -would often be exposed to extreme friction, from being hastily placed by the prie.st 

in lii.s wallet or saddlebags.' And it often accompanied his portative altar. Add to this, that in certain cases, on administering the 

sacrament to one on his deathbed, who wa.s so sick that he could not swallow the wafer, the priest was allowed to administer the 

viaticum in extremis dipt in wine, for which the chalice would be required. 
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remains wide open. No other such Rune-inscrihed Cup, as far as I know, has as yet been heard of in 

anv Northern land. 

Coming now to the Runes — whatever they may mean. They are ,as coarse and rough as all 

the rest of the work. As might be expected, being cut along the actual rim, they are greatly worn, 

besides the direct damages. We cannot therefore be sure how the simple workman proceeded. But 

the whole somewhat reminds us of the Forsa Ring, and several other runic ristings on metalwork, 

especially the iron-work of Church-doors.' If engraved, the letters have been as it were dug in with a 

sharp heavy tool; or maybe they ware puncht in with small punches. In either case lighter lines have 

been added with a graver, but they have all nearly perisht. Several of the staves seem to have been 

shortened or symbolized in the olden way, calling to mind some features in the Helsing runes, the 

Forsa Ring, the Rok stone, &c. 

At p. 535—5 and elsewhere 1 have spoken of the variety of objects on which the Alphabet was 

formerly used, in order to familiarize all classes with their letters. Among the rest I pointed out 

various things used by the Clergy and the Church, such as Fonts, Bells, Church-tiles, Church-pillars, 

Church-tympana of granite. Here we find the Runic Staverow on a -Silver Cup, which I look upon as 

the Chalice or Communion-Cup of a Priest. '■ 

Of a Priest, for his own private use, not of an Altar for distribution to all the faithful. For 

it is so exceptionally smalH that it never could have been intended for the latter purpose. By the 

time the Roman-Christian faith was fully establislit in Denmark, the distribution of the elements in 

both kinds had been abolisht. Ihe Bread alone was given to the Laity. Only the Priest continued to 

partake of the Wine as well as the Bread. 

But in this case the Chalice before us cannot be older than the end of the 12th or the 

beginning of the 13th century, for it was at this time that the innovation of confining the Wine to the 

Clergy^ came in. and was finally sanctioned by the Pope (Innocent 111, about 1215). 

In this way the Communion-Cup came to be a special mark and privilege of an Ecclesiastic. 

And this again led to the custom so common in the VA^est of burying a Priest with his Chalice lying 

on his breast. Examples of this are common enough in England and other countries. At present I 

only know of 2 other such in Denmark. Both of them are spoken of in “Nye Danske Magazin” (4to, 

Vol. 6, Kjobenhavn 1836, p. 89 and Plate 1, fig. D). The one was the plain Sacramental Cup, over 

4 inches high, found in the tomb of Archbishop Absalon in Soro, when it was opened in 1827. Its 

edges were so sharp that it would seem never to have been used, and to have been bought for the 

purpose. The Archbishop died in 1201. It is thus described: “Of silver, in the usual elder form, 

beaten out very thin, without either ornament or inscription.As far as could be seen and from 

the position of the arms when the coffin was opened, its foot was held by the folded hands, as we so 

often find it figured on olden grave-stones.” — The second is thus spokeu of: “The Chalice found 

some years ago in the grave optmed in Roskilde has about the same shape, but is only of tin. It was 

lying at the side of the corpse, which was in a monk’s dress.”* At this time Communion Cups of 

AA'^ood or Copper were forbidden. Most were of some precious metal, sometimes, in case of poverty, 

* It is a mistake to suppose that the Chalice was only given, in his gnive, to the Archbishop, Bishop or Abbot, We 

have .abiindant proofs that it was deposited in the grave of the Priest in general, whatever his rank. 

2 Chalices so small as this one are rare. Comparatively small one.s are not uncommon. 

^ Even before this, early in the 12th century, a.s extravagant and carnal views, greater and greater materialism, as to the 

Holy Sacrament, rapidly gained ground in the West — culminating at last in Transubstantiation — there was in large sections of 

the higher clergy an increasing jealou.sy of the laity, who were now accused of “profaning” the cup. As superstition increast, both 

ecclesiastics and laity abundantly “profaned " the wafer also, and, to cany out this rea.-ioning, the Koman Church should have abolisht 

the Sacrament of the Altar altogether, instead of merely forbidding the half of it to the great body of the faithful. In any case the 

withdrawal of the Cup had practically become the rule in the West by the end of the 12tli century. 

Feb. 187ti. Archivarv Herbst has just kindly drawn my attention to a 4th such Sacramental Cup — if such it be — 

which has lately been re-examined in the Old-Northern Museum. It is almost identical in size and shape with the one from Tommerup, 

only it is of brass. It is excessively worn. Apparently it must have been a Chalice, for its smallness and its peculiar type recall 

nothing secular in the middle age, but exactly coincide with the usual Communion Cup. As it has no mark or ornament or inscrip¬ 

tion, it is impossible to fix its age. Probably it belonged to a very poor Priest, its material being so cheap. Such things of copper 

and brass <fec. nm.st have been often used by the lower clergy, else they would not .so frequently have been forbidden. According to 

the Museum Protocol ('under C. 21-i) it was given to the National Collection in 18H7 by the land-owner Christen Hedegaard of Sevel 

near Holstebro in North Jutland , and was said to have been found in “Galgehoi” in Fly Parish. — In older days finds were very 

carelessly registered. I am not aware of any such cup being distinctly noticed as found in a grave in Sweden or Norway. 

19’*= 
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of Tin. Glass was now almost disused; one such, however, large and thick in make, from a Church m 

Smaland, Sweden, is in the Husaby Museum. 

The Chalice being the mark of the Priest also led to its being carved iu the middle age on 

the funeral stone, with or without the Cross or an Inscription. All would know at once, on seeing such 

a Chalice-sculptured Slab, that a Clergyman of higher or lower grade slept beneath. Such Cup-carved 

Slabs are not uncommon in Scandinavia. Where any figure is sculptured, the Cup is held on the 

breast. This is also the case with the finest example known to me, the Funeral Brass of Bishop 

Nicholas of Roskilde, who died in 1395. But this whole class can best be studied in Upsala, in whose 

noble Cathedral nearly half a hundred such Chalice-bearing grave-slabs were or still are, some of them 

of interesting types. They go down to the Hrst half of the 16th century, and may be seen engraved in 

Joh. Peringskiold's valuable “Moniimenta Ullerakerensia cum Upsalia Nova lllustrata" (fol. Stockholm 1719). 

Now the Alphabet on this Sacramental Cup may have been inscribed not only to refresh the 

good Priest’s own memory, but also that he might teach therefrom the young men committed to his 

charge, especially those reading for the Priesthood. For the Runes were still used by the Church for 

both Missionary and Literary purposes. 

The number of such Riinish Stave-rows on Stone, Metal, Wood, Parchment, Paper &c. is 

very large. I have myself given crowds of them. Many are not complete. Letters are sometimes omitted 

from carelessness or accident or as being supposed to be understood, just as when we say or wiite ABC 

we mean the whole Latin Alphabet. Often the list stops of itself, there being no room on the piece 

to put more characters, so it ends with a hind of understood et cetera. Then there are endless varia¬ 

tions in the shapes; not only has a letter two or more types, from time to time or place to place, 

but these types themselves are continually modified, for elegance or to suit the spot on which they 

stand, or altered by some flaw or hard surface, or at the mere play and caprice of the writer. And 

in the middle age these Futhorks are often transitional or mixt, some of the signs belonging to the 

older and longer alphabet, others to the younger and shorter. Thus we have every possible difference, 

and they run from near 30—40 staves down to the usual later 16, or even fewer still. 

Now taking the letters on the Chalice as they stand, and viewing them in this practical light, 

it will be clear that the rough writer has copied on the rim A runic futhork of 21 staves, followed 

by THE DATE. 

As we know, the Runic Alphabet is called futhork because it begins with an f and goes on 

in this order. Now let us take each character separately: 

1. F. Of this there is no doubt. 

2. U. Nor of this. 

3. Quite plain. 

4. 0. Another of the many variants of o. It may be a modification of the Old-English 

p-type, or also of the Scandinavian N-type. If the former, it is shortened, the space being small and 

unsuitable for this kind of letter; if the latter, the two side-strokes are placed so as not to come too 

near together, for the same practical reason. Such variations in the Scandinavian o-type are endless, 

the side-strokes being placed in all possible directions, to the right, to the left, slanting up, slanting 

down, on one side only, running thro on both sides, with other differences. 

.5. [r]. There is a hole here, and the place is much worn. We expect the usual R, and 

there is room enough for the letter. But the traces are so faint we can say nothing. Either it has 

been omitted as understood, or it has practically perisht by scathe and friction. 

6. K (or c). One of the many variants of the Old-Northern type for this letter. 

7. H. Also an Old-Northern type. The Scandinavian is usually %. The side-stroke on the 

right is apparently worn away, and the character was originally the common If not, then this mark 

is abridged, as so often with such staves. 

8. N. The usual character. 

9. I. The same. As some of the runes are wide apart, so these two last are near together. 

But they are both quite distinct. 

10. A. Plain enough. Is the well-known Old-Northern A-vowel, here in its exact place in 

the Futhork, as in so many other of the ancient Alphabets both Metallic and Manuscript, instead of 

the later Scandinavian d-type, which supersedes it in the later or Scandinavian Futhork. I have more 
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than once drawn attention to such a decisive proof that this Old-Northeru Y is the vowel a, and not -a*. 

end-B., or any other consonant whatsoever. Here we have a 4th Metallic evidence of this fact. 

11. S. As far as we can see from the much-worn figure, the original carving here was V', 

one of the endless s-shapes in the Old-Northern and Scandinavian Stave-rows. 

12. T. Here with a straight top-mai'k, of which we have many other examples. 

13. B. At present looks like 1:. a shape in which this letter is often found on the monuments. 

Should the finer lines be rubbed away by friction, as is likely, the rune was at first the usual 

14. M. Ihe Old-Northern M (m) and M (d) are often simplified to one common M, which may 

stand for either M or n, — just as we, in writing quick, confound u and n, in, ui, m, &c. As we also 

know, M is sometimes still further shortened. Thus we have 2 antique instances of M for m. Here 

the M is hinted or symbolized in a still more abridged form (M), there being so little room on the 

narrow rim. Nearly four years after this was written, was found the remarkable 0. N. rune-stone at 

Brough, Westmoreland, England, date about the 6th century. It has m 6 times, always carved M. 

exactly as here. 

15. L. We must remember that, tho the vulgar Futhork-order is lm, yet many of the 

Alphabets, including several of great value and age, give the succession as ml, just as here. The ^ (l) 

is not quite distinct on the Cup. But it can be made out with the naked eye in its proper place, and 

with a lens it is still more undeniable. 

16. E. For several of the staves in the Old-Northern Futhork there is no absolutely fixt 

order. In proof of this I will only mention — confining ourselves to the 3 oldest, those on metal — 

that the Vadstena-Bracteate ends with 

the Norse Charnay-brooch with 

and the Thames Sword with 

M. L, NG, 0. 

M (omitting all the rest). 

XG. D, L, M, CE. A. C, BA. 

Still more is this the case with the overgang or mixt Alphabets, of which this is one. In these we are 

never sure where we may find one or other of the characters still kept from the older Futhork. So 

on this Cup. As it is so largely Old-Northern, we should have expected the usual Old-Northern B, E, 

M, L-order. But we must bow to facts. We actually find b, m, l, e, just as the Thames Sword has 

B, E, NG, D, L. M, (E, instead of the B, E, M, L, NG, 0 of the equally old Charnay Brooch. At last, as 

we know, these lingering Old-Northern characters were cast out altogether. That the letter is E is certain. 

This letter is sometimes simplified. But here the full M is very nearly preserved. 

17. D. The next mark has been a D, of Scandinavian not Old-Northern type. But the finer 

lines are worn off. Apparently it was at first the usual 1. 

18. yo. This Old-Northern character is plain enough. Whether carved as here, or j* as 

more commonly, its value is the same. 

19. NG. Also clear. This characteristic stave has many forms (see my p. 149 for more than 

a dozen variants, to which others have been added by later finds). 

20. M. What we see, is almost only a bent stave. But there are traces of a cross-line, 

and 1 have no doubt that the letter originally stood as +, the well-known M [when Y (older) or H (later) 

was A, and % (older) or (Anglian) or k (Scandian) — all with their variants — was oj. 

21. Y (or CE or -A“). Not distinct, and the rim broken here. This letter completes and ends 

the usual short Scandinavian Alphabet. It has endless shapes. One of these is H, apparently the 

character here. 

Thus Cup-Fiiliork: F, u, i>, 0, (r), K; — H, x, i, a, s; — t, b, m, l, e, d, yo, NG, CE. 

Scandinavian ,, : F. u, t, o, R, K; — H, N, i, a, S; — t, b, M, L, CE. 

Now it is ahsolidely impossible that this succession of runes on the Chalice, most of them 

undoubted and undeniable, and the others not more ‘'barbarized" than we find on scores of other “orthodox” 

monuments, can be accidental. We have evidently before us a regular transitional Runic Alphabet, 

chiefly Old-Northern, in the common way. It has still held fast, in the locality where and the time 

when it was copied, 21 letters, of which as many as 19 are Old-Northern or in common to both 

alphabets, while 2 of the number (the d and the iE) are later or “Scandinavian". The Vadsteua- 
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Bracteate has 23 staves, the Chaniay Brooch 20, and the Thames Sword 27. Most of the mixt and 

later staverows run to from 20 to 30 or more. 

So far, in my opinion, all is clear. But what are the signs which follow the Alphabet? They 

must be either Meanmgless, or Runes or Romayi or Numerals. If the latter, they will give us the date. 

There is no reason why they should be Meaningless. They have a regular look, and there is 

surely no talk here of "magic" and "amulets”. — Rimes they are not, taking that word in its natural 

sense. This all can see at a glance. — Roman as little, also taking that word in its proper significa- 

tjon. — There remains only the last supposition. They may be a kind of cipher or date. 

Now we know that the old rune-carvers had no characters (whether letters or otherwise) to 

express/(/Hres. They neither could nor did reckon by numerals. All their words for number are ivriUen 

out full. Dating was altogether unknown in really runic times. (See my p. X\l). Dating, and especially 

with ciphers, is a loan from Latin, and is not found till Latin-Christian civilization is widely spread 

and firmly establisht. Word-dated runic Bells (no numerals) go back only to the 13th century; word- 

dated runic Grave-stones (no ciphers) to the 14th-. the oldest example, in Gotland, is anno 1326.‘ 

In attempting dates, the Rune-smiths (besides the scarce formula of Regnal years, all written 

in full), had recourse to various expedients. One was the technical ecclesiastical way of reckoning by 

the Church Calendar, the Golden Number and the Sunday letter, of which we have so many examples 

in the iland of Gotland. Thus the close of the Hangvar stone (C. Save, No. 20): 

PA UAR DR PRIMSTAFR OK POS SUNUTAHR EN HAN DO. — THEN WAS h PRBIESTAVE (the Gollhn 

Number') eke (and) p SUNDAY (the Sunday-letter) EN (when) HE DIED. — Reckoned out by the help of 

the Rune-clog (Rune-staff, Runic Calendar) this comes to be — A. D. 1350. 

Another way was. by mechanically imitating or Runicising the Roman Numerals. Of this I 

have to thank the Norwegian Archteologist Ingvald Undset for a good example, the boundary-stone at 

Eggemo, Ringerike, Norway. This was examined and copied by him in May 1875. Carved on the back 

is a date, cut-in far later than the inscription itself: 

• Nk: ^4!iii: y-Rtf: 
These rnne-ciphers are merely old friends in a new dress. Y, the rune for M, is here taken 

as the first letter of mille, in the usual Latin way. So t>, answering in shape to the Roman d, stands 

for 500. The runic L, as in Latin, is used for 50. The runestave was commonly used for X in those 

late rune-alphabets which were completed and arranged so as to answer to the Latin arc. But X in 

Latin numerals is 10. The I is of course 1, as in Latin. We therefore get; 

MDLXXXIX : PAN : XXIIII : MARTI. 

1589, THE 24th of-MARCH. 

Here and there, however, local attempts were made to use conventional artificial half-runic 

characters as numeral signs, and their shapes of course depended on the fancy and ingenuity of the 

rune-cutter. 1 only know of 2 such monuments. The one is the Kirgiktorsoak stone, Greenland, which 

ends with the date: 

XX. TTTTi 
/tv/tx/tx /tX ^x 

which has been variously interpreted. But all have taken it to give the date. In my opinion it is 

explained by the common custom in the middle age to omit the mark for 1000, just as we ourselves 

often do now. In this way we have 2 signs for c (100), 3 for x (10), and 1 for v (5), thus 235, 

^ The earliest instance J know of the use of Runes as numbers in the way .shown on Rune-clog's and in many alphabets, 

the first letter (in Runes V) .standing for 1. the second (in Rune.s for 2, and so on, is on a Swedish memorial copper-plate executed 

in 1729. For an impression from this rarity I have to thank Hr. Biikow.ski of Stockholm. It was engraved by J. G. Hallman in 

memory of his friend Petrus Geringius of Upsala. a student full of learning and promise, who died only 23 years old. The principal 

figure leans on a rune-stone, engraved by Ericus Geringius, and these rune.s give all the details. In the passus DOG d. sidsta maRS 

(died the last of March) 1729, the date is exprest by the staves p being the first letter in the Runic Futhork, H the 7tli, 

ti the 2nd and i the yth, thus 1729. 
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that is 1335, which exactly suits the age of the stone as far as we can judge from all the circum¬ 

stances. I he other is the Norum Font, Boliuslaii, Sweden, which ends with the date: 

Here again I take the mark for M (1000) to be omitted, while we have 3 conventional lialf- 

rnnish signs for c (100) and 2 for x (10, thus 320, that is 1320, which also suits well, tho the stone- 

carver in his decorations on the sides of the font has followed older traditions. 

Coming now to the Cup, 1 believe it shows a 4th way of quasi-runic dating, very much akin 

to the last. The conventional fanciful type for M (1000) seems to have been a kind of Old-Northern M, 

squared into □. Ihe left half is kept as M (1000). The right half is kept as c (100). For the first 

character is F, the 2nd and 3rd (injured at the top) probably dd, followed by a small O- This gives 

us MCCo, or MiUessimo Ducmtessimo. 1200. But then the rune-cutter was stopt. There was no room 

left on the rim for 2-tens a 5- and 2-ones, whether Runic or Roman. So he wisely and practically 

added — in AmUc ciphers — a 2 and a 7. Thus 

1227. 

W e have seen that the Cup is, almost certainly, a Priest’s Chalice, and that if such it cannot 

be older than about the year 1200 d his is the limit one wav. On the other hand it certainly bears a 

Runic Futhork of 21 staves, of which no fewer than 19 belong to the Old-Northern or common 

stave-row. It is altogether incredible that this should have - been carved later than the year 1300. This 

is the limit another w'ay. The above date will therefore harmonize wdth what we know of the object 

and of the runes. 

However, should this interpretation of the date be disallowed, and whether we make the Cup 

Sacred or Secular, older or younger, and whether we give the last conventional characters any or no 

meaning — it is certain that this old Silver Chalice bears a Runic Alphabet of 21 staves, of which 

only 2 distinctively belong to the later Futhork. 1 here give the whole line of runes and characters on 

the rim in fidl, in facsimile by Prof. M. Petersen, with an under-line by myself of the normal shapes 

more or less on the Cup before it was worn and damaged. In the 3rd line 1 add the usual letter-values. 

’ Uv R/t 

fM’PfWhHUTV'T u H rn nuv 
F. U,P,0, R, K. H,X,1,A,S. T, B, M, L, E, D, yO,NG,jE,(E 

In my opinion the last marks signify, as 1 have said, the date (mcco27), or 1227. 
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ENGLAND; BUT FOUND AT NOEDENDOEF, AUGSBUEG, BAVAEIA. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

Old-N. H. Mon. p. 514—84. 

I now read, first the mansname: 

^LEDBWIXI. 

= jElmhvoini owns this JBrooch. 

Then a second scribble, the mansname: 

LONiEWORE. 

r.ast risting, in two lines: 

WODiEN WINIWON^WyO. 

WOD.^N~gives-this to-the-lady- wiNi woN.^w. 

The dialect I look upon as Old North-English, especially betrayed by the characteristic 

slurring of the -N in the last word. As to the three name-scribbles, 1 can now point out a remarkable 

parallel. Tn 1806 was found at Bally-spellaii in Galmoy, Ireland, a large Silver Ring-brooch, now in 

the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy. It is thought by Mr. G. M. Atkinson to date from the 12th 

century. See it engraved and described by R. R. Brash, in his “Ogam Inscribed Monuments of the 

Gaedhil”, p. 289, PI. 41. Now on the back of this fibula are four scorings in Gaelic Ogam marks, taken 

by Mr. Brash to be the names of its 4 successive owner.s. I’his is the only Brooch ever found bearing 

Ogham characters. 

P. 577. Line 14 of Note 2. — For to he read to be. 

P. 583. — On this interchange in some dialects of i for w as tip- and out-sound, &c. see 

Rydqvist’s Svenska Sprakets Lagar, Vol. 4, p. 51. 

P. 584. — As a striking corroboration of what is here said about the various types of Brooch 

in the same grave, I would point out the valuable account of the grave of a lady' at Chessell Down in 

the He of Wight, with the accompanying large engraving showing the skeleton exactly as it lay and 

each ornament or utensil in its own place on or beside the body. (See Mr. Hillier’s “History and 

Antiquities of the Isle of Wight”, pp. 29, 30; and C. R. Smith’s “Collectanea Antiqua”, Vol. 6. 8vo. 

London 1868, p. 145. foil, and plate 28). We here see the Brooches which have held the now perisht 

clothing on the lady’s breast. They are 5 in number but of 3 sorts: 1 is round, 3 are long of one 

make and 1 is long of another. The 3 long beighs, of the type given by me at pp. 182, 561, 574, 

587, are here all worn horizontally, but two of them with the thin end to the left while the other has 

it to the right. The differently made long prene is also worn flat, not upright or slanting. 

20* 
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ENGLAND; BUT FOUND AT NOBDENDOEF, AUGSBURG, BAVARIA. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400 — 500. 

Full size. In facsimile from the engravings given hy Dr. L. lindenschmjt, Die Alterthumer unserer 

hddnischen Vorzeit, 4to, Vol 3. Part 7, 8, Plate 6 and teirt Alainz 1877. 

For all that 1 know of this piece, I have to thank the pages of the learned German oldlorist 

Dr. Lindenschmit. He tells us that this Silver Brooch was found some time back in one of the graves 

at Nordendorf, but that the runes had only lately been observed. The inner decorations are gilt, the 

zigzag bands filled with niello, while garnets once stood in the center and in the eyes. IJe submitted 

it to Prof. M. Rieger, who redd the staves as birlnioelk, but that gentleman admitted that this scoring 

gave no meaning.* I have seen no other attempt to decipher the inscription. The Brooch itself is now 

in the Maximilian Museum, Augsburg. 

The runes are cut with remarkable clearness and regularity. What has misled Prof. Rieger 

is his error as to the last stave. It is not the k of the later alphabet, but the olden s of the Old- 

Northern staverow. It occurs several times, and is also found in parchment alphabets. We must 

therefore read: birlnioels. We see here at once a common formula — that of gift. We have 2 names, 

one in the nom. and one in the dative: 

BIRLNIO ELS 

To-the-lady-BiRLiNiA ELS-gave-this. 

^ “Gewanduadel. Silber. Die inneren reichverzierten Felder sind vergoldet. Die Bauder am. Rande und in der Mitte des 

Biigels sowie an dem Thierkopfe sind Silber niit niellirter Zickzackverzierung. Die Mitte des Biigels und die Augen des Thierkopfes 

waren friiher mit Granaten besetzt. — Riickseite der Spange. Oberhalb der FederroUe der Nadel eine Runeninschrift, welche erst 

bei sorgfaltiger Reiaigung in der Werkstatte des ESmisch-gerinaDischeD Museums entdeckt wurde. Sie ist leider nicht zu entziffern 

nach dem Crtlieile eines der bewahrtesten Fachgelehrten des Herm M. Rieger in Darmstadt, welches wir dem Wortlaute nach aus 

dem Correspondenzblatte des Gesammtrereins der deutschen-historischen Yereine No. 5 vom Mai dieses Jahrgangs hier anfuhren: “Die 

vollkommen sichere Legende birlnioelk gibt in deutscher Spracbe keinen Sinn.”.“Gefunden ist die abgebildete Spange in 

den Grabern von Nordendorf und aufbewahrt in dem Maximiliansrauseum zu Augsburg.” 
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Of course it may be that we must understand made instead of gaa'E, but the general formula 

remains the same. Ihe old Scando-Gothic masc. lin, lino, fern. ltna. here linia, with its patronymic 

LINING, is well known. In compounds it is common (masc. -lin, fern. -lina). sir (in various spellings, 

BIR, BER, BAR, &c.), with its patronymic biring, is also a familiar ancient name, and birlin, berlyn is 

still an English family name. But I have not before seen this fern, birlinma. The slurring of the i 

(birlnto for BiRLiNio) both in speaking and writing is common. We have seen it before in Norway 

(Vseblungsnses), wiwiln for wiwilin. birlinio I look upon as quite simply a North-English form in the 

usual way, the end-N having fallen away, as is common in that old dialect. — eliso, elesa, elis, ilies, 

ILSO is also a familiar Scando-Gothic name; as else it is still in use in England. And in all these 

olden names the final vowel often disappears in common talk, even on the oldest monuments. 

This fibula, therefore, either followed its owner from North-England to Bavaria, as the Founas 

Brooch followed its owner from North-England to Norway, — or it was made for or given to an 

Englishwoman married into a Bavarian family. 

ENGLAND, BUT FOUND AT OSTHOFEN, RHEINHESSEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

Old~N. R. Mon. jo. 585. 

D and M being differenced, I now read: 

GONRAT FUIE MIC. DAH OH MIC. 

GONRAT (—GVNDRAD, CORIRAR) FAYED (made) ME. DAE (= DAY) OWES (OlVVs) ME. 

If we take the o in oh twice, in the runisli fashion, the name will be daho. — Doubtless 

English. If not. Scandinavian. It is therefore I have moved this piece from the Wanderers. We 

know of no German or Saxon talk that said fum for made and oh for has. 

The Norwegian archseologist B. E. Bendixen, of Bergen, confirms my note p. 585. He says, 

in a letter dated April 5. 1876: “The Osthofen Brooch has suffered from the acids with which it has 

been cleaned. On this second visit I could not even see so much of its runes as when I first 

examined it.” 

THAMES, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 361. 

At p. 267 of his “Runeskriftens Opriudelse”, Dr. Wimmer says that, suspecting the correctness 

of the S-rune in my facsimile, he had procured the assistance of Mr. Gosch, the Attache to the Danish 

Embassy in London. That gentleman had kindly examined the original, and had pronounced that the 

rune was I, not K. 

On his return from the Archseological Congress in Stockholm, I askt my learned friend 

Mr. Franks, the Keeper of these antiquities in the British Museum, whether this was really so. He 

only laught. He said that the facsimile which I had received from Mr. Panizzi and so carefully engraved 
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was not made by that gentleman, but by himself, fov Mr. Panizzi to send to me. That he (Mr, Franks) 

had bought, cleaned, varnisht, copied, all himself That he had found the runes while cleaning the 

Sword. That he was pretty sure his copy was quite exact. But that we would examine the matter 

together, when I next visited London. 

Accordingly in the summer of 1875 I and Mr. Franks very carefully, time after time, scru¬ 

tinized the Sword in the Museum. But the Y was quite plain, tho the arm was a little damaged. So 

plain was it, that we both agreed it was quite needless to remove the varnish. This question is therefore 

set at rest. And indeed it would have been singular had it been otherwise. For such a sign for s as 

that supposed by Dr. Wimmer has never been heard of, as far as I know, in any Runish alphabet old 

or new. The s of this Futhorc, Y, 1 have spoken of at p. 153, referring to “the somewhat similar 

Roman s on the Franks Casket.” In fact the Runish and Roman alphabets, starting from a common 

center, both developt the s-variation now before us. I'his Roman s is found on a Christian grave-stone 

at Amiensb of the 6th century; and another, equally old, has the same stavel See it also in the Ms. 

Futhork of the 11th century given by me (62 bis) p. 830 of Vol. 2. 

Our great English old-lorist Mr. John Evaus has just (Dec. 1871) communicated to me the 

happy find, in Kent, of a striking counterpart to this piece — a veiy large inscribed Old-English knife 

of about the 8th or 9th century. He adds: “The owner's name is engraved on a plate inlaid with 

other ornamented plates of silver and brass on one side of the knife; and the maker’s name is inlaid 

in separate letters of silver on the other side. Ihe inscriptions are: 

f S GEBEREHT M EAH. 

I BIORHTELM ME WORTE ” 

That is: 
S(i)GEBliREHT ME OWETH (OWns). 

BIORBTELM ME WORKT (made).^ 

SANDWICH, KENT, ENGLAND.. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 428—.597. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p, 363^369. 

CLEOBUEY MOETIMER, SlIEOPSllIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. .500—600. 

Heliotyped, 2-thirds of the size, from Mr. haige’S woodcuts. 

In “The Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Journal”, Parts 17, 18, London 1877, 8vo, 

at pp. 134—222, is a curious and valuable paper by the late Rev. D. H. Haigh on “Yorkshire Dials”. 

In these pages my lamented friend has collected a great deal of information on the several systems of 

^ Le Blant, Insor. Chiet. de la Gaule, 1, p. 428. — ® Id. 2, p. .'>46. — * This costly piece has since been engraved and 

publisht in the Archaologia, 4to, London 1876, Vol. 44, pp. 331 — 4: “Note on an Anglo-Saxon Knife, found in Kent, bearing an 

Inscription. By John Evans, Esq., F. R. S., F. S. A.” 
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lime-showing, and on ancient English Sun-dials in particular, with many careful and excellent drawings, 

mostly from casts. He proves that the ‘■Horologium”. “•Hceg-mgel” or Day-mark is much older in 

England than has been supposed, and that the “Gnomon”, “Dsegmsels pilu”. Day-mark’s pile or Pointer 

played the same part as in later times. Connecting the various systems with those used in the 

Scandinavian homeland and with the knowledge of the Compass possest by the Northmen, he throws 

fresh light on several difficult questions. Several of the English Tide-moles treated by Mr. Haigh are 

inscribed, either in English or 'Latin or both, and their date can be fixt to the 9th, 10th and 11th 

centuries. The oldest is that at Old Byland, the finest that at Kirkdale with its long and remarkable 

0. E. risting, in a local dialect. Of course the great mass, those unwritten, can only now and then be 

reasonably year-set. The date of the Dial so ingeniously introduced on the right half of the principal 

side of the Bewcastle Cross, Cumberland. (Vol. 2, p. 398), is about 670. 

As to the one here before us, Mr. Haigh says, p. 201: “A portable dial of this class was 

turned up by the plough, in 1816, within an ancient fortress at Cleobury Mortimer, in Shropshire. 

A figure of it, published in the “Archaologia Cambrensis”, (3rd series, XIV., 446), was employed in 

the illustration of Mr. Du Noyer's memoir, and to him is due the credit of having first recognized its 

true character as a dial. Yet the illustration is unfortunately chosen; for it has two sides, one fiat, the 

other convex: and certainly it would lie on the former, when in use. Both sides have dial lines, but 

the convex side is more regular than the flat one, which is the one chosen for the illustration. The 

kindness of its present owner, Dr. Whitcombe, of Birmingham, has afforded me opportunities of studying 

it carefully, and of presenting to my readers the accompanying illustrations. It is made of shell lime¬ 

stone. and is pierced through from edge to edge. With it were found two disks, one of limestone, the 

other of sandstone, similarly pierced; so that 1 believe it was intended to be worn with them, suspended 

by a cord, as I have shown. On one of the beads is this inscription in runes. — — — — The lower 

part of the first rune is a little disfigured by the chipping away of the stone; the lower part of the 

fifth is defaced, but I restore it by the aid of the other disk. — — — — The other bead being of 

softer stone, is more worn, and is broken; but I can faintly trace the fourth and fifth of the above 

runes upon it, probably the remains of the same inscription, but written in the opposite direction. 

“The dial is somewhat irregular; in fact it looks like a rough imitation of one more accurately 

made. The circle is not truly drawn, but we cannot doubt what is intended; neither can we doubt but 

that the line, from the indentation on the left to the centre, is intended to be continued by that from 

the centre to the indentation on the right. As it would be placed when in use, (in a direction opposite 
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to that which is given by the illustration, intended to represent it as worn), the space above these 

lines is divided into ten, by lines more or less distinct; and in that below are two spaces, each equal 

to about two of the others, and a central line for adjustment to the meridian. 

The annexed diagram, I believe, correctly represents its intention. Thus we have, 

as at Swillington, seven out of ten divisions of day-night marked, and five of 

these halved as at Old Byland and Kirkburn. 

“Very remarkable are the eight little holes, pierced through the stone, 

seven forming an arc, and one outside of it. At first these seemed to me to be 

connected with the dial lines, and in this light 1 think Mr. Du Noyer regarded 

them. Still it seemed strange, that but one of them should exactly correspond to one of these lines, 

and be placed on the circle; besides that this idea would leave the eighth hole, (outside of the arc), 

wholly unaccounted for. The six holes at the other end of the stone led me to the discovery of their 

real intention; and in order to make this clear to my readers, I present another illustration, displaying 

in one view these and the seven, (it being impossible to take in the eighth). 

“The way in which the four holes are connected by lines suggested the thought of the con¬ 

stellation, known to our forefathers as Woden’s, afterwards as Ceorl’s Wain. Then 1 saw that the two 

intermediate holes must represent the pointers, as they are in a line with the meridian and the large 

central hole, and that the central hole itself must represent the polar star. Thus, then, I was led to 

identify the six holes at the end with fi, y, d, h, «, of the Great Bear. — — — Then the probability 

occurred that the eight holes must also represent a crescent of stars opposite to this constellation; and 

on the first clear night. I observed that ^ of Pegasus, «, and y, of Andromeda, « of Perseus, a and ^ 

of Auriga, and ^ of Taurus, (the sixth of these being of the first magnitude, and all the rest of the 

second), remarkably correspond to them, and may well be imagined to have been combined, by our 

seafaring forefathers, into a constellation, known by them as “the Ship”. The correspondence is at 

least as close as any representations of constellations on ancient monuments are with what they are 

intended for: and, if the stars in the sky seem to verge more to the left than the holes in the stone, 

and the proportionate distances be not quite exact, the limited extent of the surface, and the rude 

execution of this little dial in other respects, must be taken into consideration." 

All this is very ingenious. Whether admitted or not, it does not invalidate the fact of this 

piece being a very old movable Time-mark. Mr. Haigh fixes it at between the years 400—600. Anxious 

not to date it too early, I would propose the 6th century. 

Certain it is that the beads bear an inscription in 0. N. E. runes, in two groups, on the 

best-preserved disk in 2 little groups, the letters reverst as so often on the oldest things: 

[N: 
CLAJiO IWI. 

The staves may be meaningless, but why it is hard to say. There is no question of “magic”. 

They do not look like names. Taken quite simply ther may signify: 

Let-the-CLAW (pointer) eye (show-yoit)! 

Such a risting, on a handy .Sundial given to a friend, would be appropriate enough. The first 

widely spread Scando-Gotlnc word (0. E. clawu, cla, clea, cleo; N. I.. Sw., Dansk, Norse, klo; Ohg. 

CHALAWA, CHLAWA, CHLOA, CLOA; &c.) still living everywhere and in some dialects meaning also any jutting 

point, may well be an old local synonym for ^Ifric’s South-E. PiLu, probably a Latinism. — IWI seems 
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to be the regular 3 s. pres. subj. of the well-known verb here iwa(k} to EYE-hring, show to the eye, 

wake to see, point out, reveal, (but also used neutrally for to show oneself to. appear to the eye, become 

visible). In usual 0. E. its form is eawan, eowan, iewian, ywan, &c., and very frequently j^t-, ed-, 

OD-ywAN, &c., to AT-EYE. M. Goth. has both augyan and ataugyan for to show, Ohg. has only ougjan, 

AUGAN, 0T7GAN, AUCKAN, &c., 0. S. Only OGIAN. in Mid. E. ^TEowEN still lives on. Ill Mod. E. both forms 

are dead, our to eye now meaning only to see, tho it is still found in Shakespear for to appear. In 

modern Scandinavian (Swed. Oga, Icel. eygja, Dan. oine, &c.) the word only means to see. 

Vi hatever the meaning, the piece is a very old Sundial, it bears the oldest English runes, 

and it is the first monument so inscribed yet found in Shropshire. 

The only other known lime-mark with runes is comparatively modern, being dated 1754. It 

is of simple marble, nearly a foot square, and was found near Norrkbping in Sweden about 1876. 

A line of modern runes runs round all the 4 edges, and gives a rule how to arrange the Gnomon in 

Leapyear. i described it (in Swedish, with chemitype illustration) in Mauadsblad. Stockholm. 1877, 

8vo. p. 493—5. 

GILTON, ASH, KENT, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Full size. From impressions and draivings by the Rev. daniel henry baigh, of Erdington. On wood 

by j. F. ROSENSTAND, Cheapinghaven. 

At pages 161, 370 and XXXIIl (which see) of my former volumes, I spoke of and described 

the famous and precious Silver Pommel of the Gilton Iron Sword, and begged to decline trying to read 

the staves until I was in possession of trustworthy materials. These are now in my hands. Besides 

Rubbings from other quarters, my learned friend Mr. Haigh has again assisted me. In February 1868 

be visited Mr. Mayer’s (now the Town) Museum in Liverpool, examined the lave in question, took 

gutta-percha squeezes and made drawings, from which my blocks have been engraved. We can now 

therefore approach the task of decipherment with some comfort, if not with absolute certainty. For 

the letters have suffered by wear and otherwise on both the three-cornered spaces, especially on the 

name-side where they are partly obliterated. 

At p. 47 of his “Remains of Pagan Saxondom” [what a bai'barous and ridiculous title for 

England and the English!], 4to, London 1855, Mr. J. Y. Akerman has an interesting article on 3 Old- 

English Swords — or such parts of them as remain — found early in this century in graves in East 

Kent. On his plate 24 he gives colored drawings of these, showing that all are of the same general 

type and make. His figure 1 is best preserved. It was 3 feet and half an inch long, the blade 2 feet 

GAq inches long and at the top inches broad, increasing to about (/q inch more in the middle. 

“The blade is still covered with portions of its wooden sheath, which appears to have been enclosed in 

an outer-casing of leather, of which also fragments adhere to the blade near the hilt.” This piece was 

found at Coombe with burnt bones and objects from the Early Iron Age. — His No. 2 was found at 

Gilton: the iron handle is left, but the appended brand is gone. — His No. 3, also found at Gilton, in 

the parish of Ash, and then in the collection of Mr. Rolfe, has neither the blade nor the bottom of 

the hilt nor the haft left, only the top of the hilt and the pommel. What remains is thus given 

by Mr. Akerman, as copied on wood by Mr. Rosenstand: 

21 
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SIDE A. 
SIDE B. 

7 

And, as re-engraved by the same artist from the fresh materials supplied by Mr, Haigh; 

If we now approach the reading of this piece, we shall see that there are great difficulties, 

partly from its extreme antiquity and partly from the effects of friction and dints, so that we are not 

quite sure what it is we have to translate. Under these circumstances all we can do is — our best. 

Here again future finds may help us. 

1 begin with Mr. Haigh’s version, kindly communicated to me Feb. 24, 1868h He takes the 

long line (side a) first. Rune No. 1 he reads as y, the top stroke now worn away. The |-| he 

everywhere looks upon as - b - u. Mark 12 he thinks was meant for F, mark 13 for R., mark 14 

for M. The 19th stave he makes R, the top worn away. The last 2 runes he thinks were originally JF. — 

Next he takes the other side (b). Reminding us that what is dotted is filled in by himself, as a guess, 

but that what is not dotted is sharp and sure, he thinks the word was undoubtedly d^gmund. In this 

way we get as his text: 

which he divides and translates: 

ICU IK SIGI MUARNUM IC WISA D^GMUND. 

EEE I VICTORY by-GREAT-DEEDS, 1 CAPTAIE! DuEGMUlSD. 

Mr. Haigh adds: "The ^reat peculiarity of this inscription is the forms ofand [^. The letters as I 

have given them are perfectly distinct, and the inscrip.tion is not very different in its spirit from that 

on old Talbot’s sword 
‘Sum Talboti pro vincere inimico meo’ 

(perfectly grammatical, only dialectic), and that on William Weneman’s 

‘Horrebant reprobi dudum me cernere nudum’.” 

With this, for various reasons, I was not satisfied, and sent a copy of the engravings to Prof. 

Sophus Bugge of Christiania, together with my own reading as I then understood the text. Under 

date April 6, 1868, he favored me with his own reading, but only as a guess till something better 

might be hit upon. .He approves of Mr. Haigh’s restorations of the letters, only the last stave he 

thinks was I, not F. But he believes the K1 was == E, not tJ, and that the u on the short side must 

have been b. The he takes as = T, but admits that it is of little importance whether we read this 

mark as i or eo; ‘T suppose that this rune has stood for the various shades of vowel-sound which 

were heard in its name (eoH, Eow. ih, iw); compare in your Runic Alphabets No. 4 J", ih, hie; No. 8 J', 

i et h, ih; No. 10 T, k, ih.” Assuming d.^:gmund to stand by itself as the name of the owner, in 

which he agrees with me that the aword is the speaker, he reads and divides the long line: 

ICE 1C SIGI. ME iER XEM. IC WISI. 

This he thinks was in staye-rim; 

Ice ic sigi; 

me .iTlr nem! ic wisi. 

EKE I VICTORY. ME EARLY NIM (seize). 1 WISS (shoW the Way). 

Since printed by Mr. Haigh in his "Runic Monuments of Kent", in Archaeologia Cantiana. Vol. 8 (? 1873), 8vo, p. 259. 
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‘'] think (adds Prof. B.) that the Sword, as a costly heirloom, went from father to son during 

seveial generations, and might well say to the young hero "grasp me early”, encouraging him not to 

lose time in winning honor on the battlefield, and "1 wiss or lead”, I point the way to deathless praise." 

The version 1 sent to Prof. Bugge with the engravings, he could not approve, and I myself 

have now abandoned it, for it was based on what 1 now look upon as a mistake,' namely that the is 

= n! U- 1 now think this impossible, and follow Bugge in taking it as = M, E. As this h occurs thrice 

in the long line, the value given to it will of course largely affect any attempt at translation. — Next, 

I now think the first letter was what we see, n/. not a worn (yo, Y, i), and believe it to be one 

of the many old variations of the 0. N. rune for T; still, as we all perceive, this is not a vital point, 

for YCE or ICE or yocE would only be dialectic differences, the word is the same. — Then 1 cannot see 

that the 19th stave was ever F (.^); the top score I look on as an accidental dint, and I take the actual 

letter to be R.; the rubbings and drawings and casts now in my hands all show scratchy damages here, 

and I think that the whole group is erg. — W ith Haigh and Bugge I take the 4th stave from 

the end to have been R, w, the top partly worn off. — W^ith Haigh I suppose the last rune to have 

been F (.e), the arms rubbed away; but this also is unimportant, for wisi would only be an old local 

form for WIS.E or wise or wisa. — On side B I of course would correct Haigh’s supposed {dotted, guessed) 

H to B- (fl* U, and 4, N. as a bind-rune). This will give us: 

YCE IK SIGI. MERGE MIK WlSAi:, D.EGMGND! 

EKE (increase) I siGE (victory), merrily me wiss (show, brandish, hare). o-D/F.gmvnd! 

Compare the following inscriptions on the pommel of the Sword of Isabella the Catholic — 

which also begins with i, the Sword speaking. It is partly in Spanish and partly in Latin: 

DESEO SIENPRE ONERA. NUNC CAVED. PAX CON MIGO. 

1 DESIRE ALWAYS HOKOR. NOW ] W^iTGH. PEACE BE WITH ME. 

Pistol’s Sword in Shakespear’s Hen. 4, Pt. 2, Act 2, sc. 4, bore the’ motto: si fortuna me 

TORMENTA, SPERATO ME CONTENTA. Mr. Douce^ engraves an old rapier, then in his possession, on which 

was carved: Si fortune me tourmente, l'esperance me contente. An Elizabethan rapier, now in Cambridge, 

is inscribed "For my (= me) Christ resolved to dy (=: die)”, and ‘WVho haves me let him ware me.”^ 

Should the latter be correct ("haves” not miscut for "hates”), this will be — He who hears me, let him 

wield me well. 

The magnificent Sabre of Job. Sobieski (1629 — 1696), which has lately been presented to the 

Hungarian Museum by the Countess Therese Erdody-Raezinsky, bears in inlaid golden letters on the 

one side: cave a falsis amicis, salvabo te ab inimicis (Thvself shun false fnends, I will free thee from thy 

foes): and on the other: haec meta laborum. It is also otherwise decorated with gold, crystal and diamonds. 

Bronze weapons and tools from Egypt bearing Hieroglyphics arc well known. But the oldest 

yet found Inscribed Sword is the Bronze sj^ecimen pickt up at Nardi, exhibited by its owner Col. 

Hanbury in London April 6, 1875, and described and engraved in the Transactions of the Soc. of 

Biblical Archseology, Vol. 4, p. 347, foil., and in Manadsbladet, Stockholm 1876, p. 272. Similar blades 

are cut on Assyrian monuments, and are there called sapara (— sabre). This one bears on the hilt and 

the brand, in Arrow-headed characters, a listing thus Englisht by Mr. Boscawen: ‘-The Palace of the King 

of the Vidnirari, son of Budil king of Assyria, son of Bel-nirari, Assynas king." These kings ruled 

Assyria 1375—1300 bef. Christ. Length, including the haft, 2P g inches. A very similar 

piece now comes to us from Europe. In 1879 was found in Heda Parish, East-Gotland. Sweden, 

a Sword not identical in shape, but of the same general Sabre-type, which hitherto is unknown in 

Europe during the Bronze age. See it engraved, and described by H. Hildebrand, in Manadsbladet. 

Engraved in Paul Lacroix’s Military and Religious Life in the Middle Ages. 8vo, Loudon, p. 13f): from the Arnieria Real 

of Madrid, by Ach. Jubinal. 

^ Illustrations of Shakspeare. 8vo, London 1839, p. 279. 

® The Academy, Lond. Dec. 20, 1879, p. 452. 
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■Stockh, 1880, p. 13. On the Sarcophagus at Reims .are the figures of David and Goliath (? .fith or 

6th century), copied in Rey. .^rchfiol. Pari.s. 1879. p. 240. from Dorn Harlot, Hist, de Reims, I, 602. 

Mere David is grasping the Sabre of Goliath. Of course we cannot see whether the metal intended was 

Bronze or Iron. 

We have not yet found any runic weapon bearing its own name. Ihe Swords, &c., of great 

heroes often had names, some of them striking or terrible enough. Nearest to a name is the epithet 

ANS-UGG‘S (Woden's) IRON-STORM PIERCER, assumed for the Kragehul Lance. Ihe custom of names being 

borne by famous weapons is, as we know, of high antiquity and widely spread, even among simple and 

savage folk-clans, ‘ 

The only word in this runic scribble which is not grammatically “orthodox is the pronoun 

MiK. In the Anglic dialect we should expect mek, the older form of me, mec or meh. But there have 

been endless variations of clan-talks in England as elsewhere, (the English Osthofen Brooch has mic), 

and these words may have been cut on the pommel by some member of a family-group whose speech 

kept up the vowel-sound in this word of the Scandinavian homeland, supposing that the sound of the 

vowel here was not nearer to E than to i, for we know that the lettev i is often sounded very nearly 

as E. In Scandinavia, and in all the other Scando-Gothic shires but the English, the forms of this 

word were spelt with the i, (however sounded, of which we know nothing), mic, mik, mih, mi. &c., not 

MEC, MEK, MEH. ME, &c., as In England; the M.-Gothic, Scandian, O.-Fris., 0. S., 0. G , have the i. But 

0. Sax. has also me. Whether the English came from Scandinavia, as I and the old schools say, or from 

Germany, as the modern Germans say, in either case they probably brought MiK with them. Is not 

the English E younger than the otherwise general i. and would not the very oldest English really show 

us T? If so, it is possible that this mtk is quite right, a fragment of the very oldest English. It is 

true that this mek may be a clan-form older than any temporary settlement of such clan or clans in 

Scandinavia or in Germany. But in any case there must have been local variations in England itself, if 

only by mere contact with the neighboring lands and peoples, who usually had mik, mi. It is just in 

this way. by contact and intermixture and local development, that all dialects and dialectic forms and 

variations (some of which have lived while others have died) have arisen from time to time; for they 

have not fallen down from heaven or sprung up out of nothing, but are the fruit of endless overgang, 

gradually shaped in a thousand capricious ways on earth. Nowhere have these differences and changes 

been more chaotic, more surprisingly confounded, than in the pronouns. By degrees, a couple of these 

accidental pronominal variations came to be marks of “national” distinction (!) between the Scandian 

and the Anglian folk-groups. But only old monuments can tell us how old these differences are, to 

what extent they are sprung from trivial or from organic developments. Certain it is that evident 

interminglings of such forms are found everywhere. One unanswerable example is the stone roundel at 

Aldborough, from about A. .D. 1050—1060. See p. XXII, XXIIT. 

It is clear that the runic risting on this Sword-pommel was inscribed long after the weapon 

had been made and in daily use. They are a rough scrawl added when the war-tool was given to 

D.JEGMDND. This brand was a Presentation-sword, to one who had lost his own or who otherwise would 

prize it. djegmund was perhaps joining the folk-hser, the national army, and the friend or kinsman who 

gave him this battle-blade lets the weapon say to him in the well-known olden epical style: T will 

help in the victory, wield me bravely before friend and foe.’ 

The shape and make of this pommel are striking and peculiar, and may be technically called 

triangular. These “triangular-pommeled” swords would seem to have come into use in the middle Iron 

Age, chiefly in Scandinavia and England, particularly in South England. An additional feature of this 

class of swords was, that they had a fitting (? for the belt-hanger or strap) on one side of the knob, 

^ “The clubs [of wood] belonging to distinguished warriors have remarkable names: one is named J. sawtii, lamolamora, “For 

War, though all be at peace ; another, Na tagi, lea kere bole, “The weeping (i. e. for the dead I slew) urges me to action”; while 

a third is styled Veitalakote, “The disperser”; and a, fourth, Kadiga ni damuni, “Damaging beyond hope”.” — Catalogue of the 

Objects of Ethnotypical Art in the Nat. Gallery, Victoria. Melbourne 1878, 8vo, p. 68. — “The natives give names to their spears 

as well as to their clubs, and they are not of such a character as to inspire courage in the breasts of their enemies.” — Id. p. 70. 
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namely a Ring or Double-ring or solid Button, usually of gold or silver or gilt bronze. There is every 

reason to believe that some such Ring or Button has been affixt to the hilt here before us. See 

hereon the valuable remarks of i). Montelius, of the Swedish National Museum, printed in “Hallands 

Fornminnes-Forenings Arsskrilt , 1872, 8vo, Halmstad, pp, 134—140, where a list is given of all these 

characteristic pommels then known, and several are engraved. They would seem to date from about 

the 6th and 7th centuries after Christ. As found in a heathen grave-field, the Gilton sword cannot 

well be later than the 6th year-hundred. 

But swords were not always buried with the dead. They were often left as legacies to the 

living. Many costly weapons of this kind, often silver-kilted, are spoken of in the Old-English Wills. 

Thus, among many: 

"Bjet is ffirest sona rainum hlaforde syxti 

mancusa goldes and mines swyrdes mid fetele, 

and 5art6 twa hors and twa targan and twegen 

francan.” 

Will of ^Etheric, an. 

“and SWUKDES mid dam sylfrenan hyltan 

DE wuLFRic WORHTE, and 5one gyldenan fetels and 

()one beh c*e Wulfric worhte, and bone drenchorn 

be ic er bam hirede gebohte on Ealdan 

mynstre.” 

^'V^ll of Athelstan Atheling, about 

“and DES SEOLFER-HILTAN SWURDES DE ULFCYTEL 

AHTE, and bere byrnan be mid Morcere is, and 

bees horses be Durbrand me geaf, and bes hwitan 

horses be Leofwine me geaf. And ic geann Ead- 

munde minen breber bres SWURDES de offa cyn’g 

AHTE‘, and DES SWURDES MID DAM PYTTEDAN HILTAN, 

AND anes brandes, and senne seolforhammenne 

blebhorn.” 

’ That is erst (first), soon (at once) to my Lord 

sixty martcnses of gold and my sword with ITS 

FETEL (haldrick), and thereto two horses and two 

targets and two francas. 

997. (Kemble 3. p. 304.) 

; and THE SWORD WITH THE SILVER HILT WHICH 

WULFRIC WROUGHT (made), and the golden baldrick, 

and the heigh (jewel) that Widfric wrought, and the 

drinking-horn that I ere (hfiore) at (of) the hired 

(brother-hood) bought in the Old-monastery (at Win- 

I Chester). 

an. 1012-1016. (Kemble 3, 361.) 

and THE SILVER-HILTED SWORD WHICH ULF- 

I CYTEL OWHED, and the brinie (mail-coat) which with 

; Morcer is, and the horse that Thurbrand me gave, 

and the white horse that Leofwine me gave. And I 

l)e<pieath to Eadmund my brother the SWORD that 

OFFA the-KlNG HAD\AHD THE SWORD WITH TEE PITTED 

(ivith open.-ivork) iult, and a brand (wavy blade), 

and a silver-coated blast-horn. 

“And hie geann Eadwige minen breber anes And I give to Eadwig my brother a silver- 

SEOLFORHILTES SWEORDES.” HILTED SWORD. 

Idem. 

“and DES MALSWDRDES DE WIDER AHTE, and 

mines horses mid minom geredon. And ic geann 

AElraere minen disebene bara .vm. hida set ca- 

teringatun and anes fagan stedan, and des sceardan 

SWURDES, and mines taregan. And ic geann Siferbe 

bses landes set Hogganclyfe, and anes swurdes, 

and anes horses, and mines bdcscyldes.” 

Idem. 

and the MHiL-swoRD (inlaid-sword) that Wither 

had, and my horse with my trappings. And 1 

grant to ...Elmer my dish-thane (sewer) the 8 hides 

at Cathenngton. and one pied steed (stallion), and 

THE SHARD (? chequ&t'cd) SWORD, and my targe. 

And I beqiceath to Siferth the land at Hockcliff, and 

ONE SWORD, and one horse, and my beechen shield. 

^ Akerman (p. 49) asks: “Was this the Hunish s'word which Charlemagne sent as a present to Offa? “Vestrse quoque 

dilectioni unum baltbeam et unum gladiuvi H^iniscum, et duo pallia serica.” — Epistola ad Offam Regem Merciorum. Corpus Juris 

Germanici Ayitiqui, ed. Walther, Tom II. p. 125.’' 
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“And ic geann Eadrice Wynflede suna, djis 

SWURDES BE SEO HAND* is on gemeai’cod. And ic 

geann yEOelwine minou clinihte ©ES swurdes be he 

ME iER SEALDE. And ic geann ^lfn65e minon 

swurD-witan ©.£8 sceardan malswurdes. 

Idem. 

Ami I give to Eadnc Wynfied's son the 

SyVORU ON WHICH THE HAND 18 MARKT*. And I 

give to jEthelwine my knight (page) THE sword 

THAT HE BEFORE GAVE &IE. And I leave to JElfnoth 

my sivord-whetter (fnrbisher) the shard mjsl (inlaid) 

s word. 

Quite lately (March 1880) a runisli sword has been found in Norway. As such are so 

excessively rare. T add it here, with the kind assistance of Prof. Olaf Rygh, Keeper of the Museum in 

Christiania, where it is now preserved. That gentleman has obligingly forwarded the following diawings, 

Photo-xylographt by Rosenstaud: 

1 am also indebted to him for the subjoined details which J translate, with many thanks, from 

his friendly letter, dated April 1, 1880: “During the building of the Hedemark Railway, which runs 

along the eastern shore of the Mjosen from Eidsvold to Hamar, was lately found at korsodegard in 

Stange, Iledemarken, north of Christiania, a Two-edged Sword and the remains of a Shield, lying under 

a large stone. They had been deposited with great care. Ihe block was on a slanting spot, and on 

its nether side had a projecting edge. The weapons lay in the space thus formed, on the outside and 

above protected by flat stones. From lying thus dry and sheltered, both are in excellent preservation. 

The blade (36 Norse-Danish inches long) has still here and there its original blue-polisht surface, and 

even of the Sheath large pieces of the two woodlengths inside and some of the outer prest leathern 

cover with simple ornaments are yet left. Of the Shield we have the iron Boss, with remains of a 

bronze strengthener at the top and silver inlay lower down, as also bits of the woodwork and some of 

its iron fittings on the rim and higher up. — On the grip of the Sword are 2 loose slips of bronze- 

leaf bent round the haft, w^hich were fixt at the top and bottom of the tang on wood which has now 

mouldered away (next the iron guard). The lower one has incised tendril-ornaments, and is nearly 2,3 

of an inch broad; the upper one (next the iron pommel) bears a Runic risting easy to read, and is ’2 

inch broad. Only a tiny decorated bit wants at the top end. — The Hilt is very like other such on 

double-edged swords in Norway from the Wiking time, but has also peculiarities, as also has the blade. 

On the whole these arms would seem to be from the first Christian days in Norway, the last half of 

the 11th century or the beginning of the 12th, a period from which so very few weapons remain in 

our country. — The Shield was round, resembling that — Rune-inscribed — from Rike, but not so 

large, only about 40 ctmr. across. See 0. N. R. Mon. Vol. 1, p. 293.” 

^ Akerman (p. 49) adds: “Possibly the Hand of Benediction, a favourite device on the coins of the period of the Will 

here cited.*’ 
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I follow Prof. 01. Rygh in th© reading, which is plain enough; 

AUMDT^R GEtE MIK. AOSLIK^R A MIK. 

AUMUI:^D GAMED (made) me. ASLAK owes (owns) ME. 

Interesting linguistically are the old nom-endings in -.SR (originally -as, then -ar), which 

afterwards became -r and then fell away; the slurring of the R in the verb, as so often, (ge5e for 

gerse); and the antique aos, the nasal gone but seen in the o, aos for ans. 

A collection of the names borne by swords, especially in Europe and more particularly in the 

North, would be highly interesting. Geoffrey of Monmouth, in his fabulous History, tells us that the 

Sword of Julius Csesar was called Crocea Mors (Yellow Death), and was buried in the tomb of the 

British Chief Nennius, who had taken it in battle; (See his Bk. 4, Ch. 4). 

ST. ANDKEWS, FIFE, SCOTLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Old-N. JR. Mon. p. 311. 

TBURO, CORNWALL, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 372, 863. 

BROUGH, WESTMORELAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 550—600. 

From Casts and a Lightbild of the anginal. Engraved, 1—3rd of the size, by Prof, magi^vs PETERSEN. 

This is the most valuable English-speaking monument found in Great Britain during this 

century, and is the first in Runes known to have turned up i Westmoreland. Whether we regard its 

striking general character, its great age, or its peculiar and long inscription, it is equally costly. It 

was first brought to my notice by my learned and watchful helper the Rev. James Raine, M. A.. Canon 

of York, who sounded the alarm and sent me a sunbild. Thereafter I was kindly assisted by the Rev. 

James Simpson, L, L. D., Vicar of Kirkby Stephen in the east of Westmoreland, which is only about 

4 English miles from Brough (pronounce bruff), where the stone was met with. Influenced by the 

friendly representations of these gentlemen, the Cumberland and Westmoreland Archseological Society 

generously forwarded me (in April 1880) two fine casts, one in Plaster of Paris and one in type-metal. 

The former is now in the Danish Museum, the latter in the Husaby Museum, Smaland, Sweden. 
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Thus [ have had e.xcellent materials provided me, for which I am deeply thankful. But in 

addition hereto, Canon Simpson has consented to my prayer, and drawn up the following valuable 

sketch of the circumstances connected with this noble find, permitting me to add it to my pages': 

"Vicarage, Kirkby Stephen, March 16. 1880. 

"When repairing and partially restoring the Church of Saint Michael, Brough under Stanmore, 

in the County of Westmoreland, in October 1879, it became necessary to take down the old porch, a 

comparatively modern erection, and rebuild it in a style more in keeping with the rest of the structure. 

When removing the old walls, it was found that grave covers and other memorial stones had been used 

in building them. There were fragments of five or six, having on them crosses of different patterns and 

of different periods, two of them having also the Shears; one with a Roman inscription nearly 

obliterated, headed imp. c.®sar; and one with a Runic inscription in twelve lines. This stone is 

^ On the 11th of Sept. 1866 Canon Simpson obseiTed in his Address at Penrith, in connection with a passage in my Vol, 1: 

•‘I think it probable that we may find monuments in these counties [westmorelahd and Cumberland], belonging to that [rcnic] period, 

.sculptured, and, it may be, inscribed with Runic characters that have never been studied or figured, or even noticed.” (Transactions 

of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Arcbffiological Society, Vol. 1, 8vo. Kendal 1874, p. 10). Canon Simpson little 

thought that, 14 years after penning the above, he would have the pleasure of thus describing the precious Brough stone. 
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ornamonted across the top with squares divided by cross lines into eight triangles, and up each side 

by what is probably intended to represent a Palm-branch, but looks very like the frond or leaf of a 

fern that grows in the neighbourhood. Across the other end of the stone there is no ornamentation at 

all. and so far as can be judged by its present appearance there never has been. The stone itself is 

carboniferous sandstone, and has probably been taken from a quarry in the immediate neighbourhood. 

It measures twenty-three inches in length, about twelve and a half in width (being rather broader at 

one end than the other), and varies from about five to three inches in thickness. On the sides and 

across the top, the stone appears as if portions had been chipped off with a mason's hammer to fit it 

for the place where found, and at the bottom it seems as if a chisel mark might have been cut across 

the face of the stone, and then the end broken off by the stroke of a hammer. The face of the stone 

bearing the inscription has of course been dressed, but the back or opposite side has never been 

touched by a mason’s tool. It is apparently in the same state as when first separated from its native 

rock or split from some larger stone. It is by no means improbable that it was originally one side of 

the shaft of a Cross, about fourteen inches square, and that the mason who placed it as a foundation 

stone finding the portion of the pillar, upon which he had just cast his eye, too thick for his purpose, 

split it in two with the point of his walling hammer. Of this however there is no proof. It is mere 

conjecture. The stone was found in its jjrescnt condition in the foundations of the wall on the east 

side of the door of the South porch of Brough Church by John hB Cabe, a labourer employed in 

removing the walls of the old porch. Great credit is due to the Rev. William Lyde, Vicar of Brough, 

for his care of the stone since it was discovered, and for his kindness in permitting the Cumberland 

and Westmoreland Antiquarian Society to take a cast of it. It is intended as soon as possible to have 

the stone set in the inside of the north wall of the Church tower, where the light from the west 

window will fall upon it at a favourable angle, and have it protected by a plate of glass. 

“Brough (sometimes written Burgh sub moril) was a Roman station on the Roman road from 

York (Eburacum) to Carlisle (Luguvallum), That road would be the most convenient and easiest way 

by which the Angles. Danes, &c., landing on the east coast of the North of England could cross the 

Pennine chain (of which Stainmorc forms a part) to the west side of the country, and after traversing 

that wild and bleak moor from east to west Brough would be their first resting place, and there they 

would find the remains of a Roman station.” ‘ 

After these interesting details, we will now examine the slab itself, doubtless as suggested by 

Dr. Simpson the center stone of a Grave-cross. It bears 12 lines, nearly all of the last line scaled 

away. The number of runes is 171, besides 3 jjartly obliterated, with room for about 6 more. The 

alphabet is Old-Northern, yet with several remarkable and scarce peculiarities. See especially the types 

for A (X), E (PJ and \\l), K (j^ and |C), M (^\)< and P (f^)- There is no NG-stave; for this is used 

KK or KC, which is therefore voiced ng, as in M. Gothic and in Greek. Nor is there any ^-stave. d'he 

Q or QU sound is given by CO. There are several varieties of the B, the c (f;, [), the F, the o 

(ft.’ S' 5^)' letter d does not once occur. There is no bind-rune. 

As to the date. Until we are favored with fresh runic finds from the same local district, I 

think we shall not be able with any certainty to fix its approximate age. VA^hat do we really know of 

the accidental beqinnings of Anglic Christianity in the North of England? And especially here in West¬ 

moreland, at that time under another name a part of lands that had belonged to the old Brigantes, 

thereafter to territories called Cumbria and then the Welsh Strathclyde — which, as still largely Keltic 

were chiefly Christian, till the gradually overwhelming arrival of the Angle strangers? A family here 

1 Close to the churchyard is Brough Castle, a pile -whose ruins attest its former grandeur. It staiid.s -within the clearly 

markt ramparts of the Roman Camp. Dr. Taylor says hereon (see The Westmorland Gazette, Kendal. Aug. 21, 1880, p. 6, col. 2): 

“Eighteen hundred vears ago this site was pitched upon hy the Romans for the establi.'hraent of a camp. Whether it had ever Leen 

occupied previou.sly by Celtic tribes as a defensive place does not appear. Xo sepulchral or other remains, so far as I know, have 

been found in the immediate neighbourhood. During and after the building- of the Roman Wall, it was a matter of military necessity 

to have the safe possession of roads over -which came the supplies and supports for the garrison of that defensive position. The 

chief road from the western portion of the Wall to the great northern metropolis of Eboracum, passed close by on the east side of 

the rivulet of Helle beck, which -washes the north base of this cliff. 

22 
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and there, a chieftain or lady here and there, by marriage or conversion may have been Christian long 

before any formal Irish or Roman or Welsh “monastery” or “mission”, and some of these last were 

older than we think. St. Ninian evangelized the Southern Piets in the last half of the 6th year-hundred, 

St. Columba the Northern Piets about 565, St. Kentigern many of the Lowland Scots from Glasgow 

downwards about 560. Other efforts were made, of which we ken little or nothing. Welsh “kingdoms 

were still many in this 6th age, and they were all Christian. — And we knotu very little of the old 

floating Anglic settlement-dialects, and of the various intermixtures of things seemingly old and new 

actually in use at the same time and place. Add to this, that new facts are continually turning up as 

to the modified runish stave-rows actually employed. The loud-voiced modern theories (grounded on 

knowing everything all at once) cannot stand. Here the Futhorc is Old-Northern, and has even the 

oldest 0. N. type for g (X), hitherto found only twice before in England, on the Gloucestershire Golden 

Trimessis (Bracteate No. 77 in this volume) and on the fragmentary Bakewell stone, Derbyshire (Vol. 1, 

p. 373). We have also the scarce type for c, and that for e, the usual 0. N. M turned upside down, 

and the so-called “Greek” and “Roman” K, and the simplified M upside-down, only found once before, 

on the late-Danish Sacramental Cup (above, p. 148). If I am right in my reading, we have too the 

“Greek” mark for p.^ Side by side with such peculiarities and antiquities, we have the so-called “later” 

or “Scandinavian” 4 (on the stone all but once ^) for a, before found as “0. N. only on Bracteate 

No. 94, which can scarcely be “later” than the Gth century. 

The general style and ornamentation of the Brough stone is also unique. The Cross-marks 

at the top are quite out of-the common way. Here, on a Christian tomb, these transverse lines can 

scarcely be other than the Holy Symbol. lechnically this is a union of the Greek Cross and the 

St. Andrew Cross. It is found on early Christian pieces, including a Coin of the Emperor Constantins, 

down to the close of the 5th century. It is also on two costly ivory Screens or Pyxes from the middle 

of the 5th year-hundred, described and figured by Fr. Hahn in his “Ftlnf Elfenbein-gefasse des friihesten 

Mittelalters”, 4to, Hannover 1863. But this mark on Roman leaden coffins may perhaps have been 

merely decorative. Two examples on such Coffins are known in England; one described by C. R. Smith, 

Collect. Ant. 7, p. 194. pi. 19 A; the other by Mr. Pilbrow in Archmologia, Vol. 43, p. 160.® — The 

13 rows of runes, without lines or cartouche, are also very striking. — Still more so is the Palm- 

branch on each side. Such a decoration, as far as I know, has never been seen before on a funeral 

stone in any Northern land.® It is the oldest Christian symbol of the Resurrection, Life Everlasting, 

the Christian’s triumph over Death. But it is also in the oldest time the emblem of Martyrdom. It 

naturally belonged chiefly to the early Church, yet in' combat with heathendom, and it retired as 

Christianity became the prevalent faith. Accordingly it is in the Catacombs, in the fornest Christian 

Mosaics, &c., here and there on an antique tombstone in Gaul, and so on. On this slab it cannot but 

announce very great age. — The grave-formula is also (for want of monuments) new to us. — Some 

of the folk-words are also unknown before on such funeral pieces. Should my reading be in general 

* Apart from the question, what Avas the very oidest character for p in the Old-Northern Runish Stave-row, and how far 

the p-marks now known to us on 0. N. monuments were local deviations, — we must remember the Greek Colonies in the West, 

the wide-spread use of Greek in the Roman Empire (so that the oidest Christian Church in Rome itself had originally & Grecian 

Liturgy), the Greek inscriptions in the Catacombs and elsewhere, and the gradual intermixture of Greek or half-Greek letters in the 

Roman alphabets early used in the West. The p here before us mai] be not a survival, but merely such a fanciful or oruaroental 

adaptation or imitation, as often elsewhere in Latin carvings and codices. 

® A line of these Crosses or Marks, together with other regular Crosses elsewhere, is on a Christian grave-slab (in the 

church-yard of St. Aureus at Mainz) bearing, as the learned author expresses himself, “einen hochalterthiimlichen Character”, by 

•which, as I suppose from his context, he means the nth century. The inscription, in Latin, is to a lady called Bertisindis. — See 

L. Lindenschmit, Handbuch der Deutschen Alterthumskunde, 8vo. Part 1, Braunschweig 1880, p. 103, where the stone is engraved. 

^ I have since found one example of the Palm-branch on a leaden tomb in England. In bis valuable paper on “Roman 

Leaden Coffins and Ossuaria” (Collectanea Antiqua, Vol. 7, Part 3, London 1880, at p. 19i), iiOO), Mr. Ch. R. Smith says: “I have 

referred to the coffin once in the Crystal Palace. This, I think, may be accepted as shewing a Christian intiuence in the palm 

branch, a very common emblem, particularly in the catacombs in Rome, but the greatest rarity in the north of Europe, It occurs 

on the Barming tomb described by the late Mr. Poste in vol. I; but I can point to no other example in this country. I understood 

from Mr. Fairholt that this coffin was about 3 ft. in length.” 
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reasonable, the speech is English, and yet Scandinavian, a cross so old that it marks strongly the 

mother-land whence the Anglic population came. But it is rapidly becoming a North-English mole.^ 

We have i for in, o for on, and there is neither the older -s mark in the nom. sing, nor the later -R 

mark; the -N falls away in the weak nouns, while the -th of the 3 s. pres, indie, is already (if I am 

right in what stands on the block) lispt into -S; in Scandinavia the -TH, -s, became further softened 

into -R. The Ruthwell Cross has no verb in the 3 s. pres, ind., so we cannot see what the form was 

in that place-talk. We have no article, while wo have the archaistic -o ending in the 3 s. p. (beckcto), 

and the in England rare Northern verb TAitu, 3 pi. p. (the N fallen away as so early in Scandinavia), 

and the Scandinavian negative particle aici (not), here for the first and last time seen surviving on 

English ground. 

On the one hand apparently the Age of Martyrs, the oldest Runic Alphabet and this with 

rare local peculiarities, the oldest Cross, an olden formula but new and severely JEarly-Christian, Grave- 

words which show that the tomb and funeral mound were overgang and built up in the usual style of 

the Barrow, Words and Word-forms excessively antique; — on the other hand the “later” 

A-raark, the “Greek” or “Roman” K, and a local dialect slurred and “modern” in several important 

particulars. Who shall year-set a monument like this? On the whole, it must be either very old or 

very young. But all the arguments show the latter opinion to be untenable. Hence I venture on the 

approximate date — with a little elbow-room on either side — about A. D. 550 — 600. It may be a 

century older. 

' Generally speaking, the risting is wonderfully well preserved, from having been covered up so 

long. But it is often not easy to read. The letters are rather small, lower down still smaller and 

more crowded, and are not so much cut in as rubbed in with a pointed tool, so that there is little 

depth and sharpness. Then there are no divisional points, at least none are now distinctly left. Add 

the usual weathering and chipping and dints and scathes, all the injuries made by frost and snow and 

idle hands during many centuries (ere the grave-cross was thrown down and the pieces flitted from the 

churchyard and used as mere building-material), — as well as the variations in the letters themselves 

and the likeness of some to each other, — and we shall see how cautious we must be. Accordingly I 

offer my reading with all reservation. The facsimile plate is as exact as I and my artist could make it, but 

of course we must always appeal to the original or a cast.® Generally speaking, I believe my reading 

is trustworthy. Wherever a word is douhifxd I say so. More 1 cannot do. The reader must study the 

Chemitype for the many letter-differences; in what follows I can only give the head types. 

I suppose we all agree in the first word, IKKXf'XPXD’ ik.kalacgc = This 

compound raans-name I have not seen before, but we have dozens of Scando-Gothic words beginning 

with INGO, INGA, INGE, INGI, &c., and others ending in lang. 

So we do in the next. I, r, 7iV, the N already slurred in this local N. E. mole. Prep. gov. dat. 

and accusative. 

Clear also is the next group, buciaehom, buckhome. Apparently dat. s. 

masc. This place-name doubtless stands for the fuller buciaen-hom. with the usual early and especially 

N. Engl, and Scandian slurring of the end-N. We have bucham in an 0. Engl. Charter, and the same 

word, with the unelided N, bucrenham, is still a common steadname in various parts of England. 

‘ Eren at a far later period, so uear to each other were the Old-Englisli and the Old-Scandian dialects, and so unlike 

was Old-Scandian to the common German, that the French of the early time lookt upon Scandian as an English folkspeech. Sir 

Francis Palgrare remarks hereon, speaking of Jarl Rolf or RoHo in the year i)ll, on his final return to the Gauls previous to his 

wresting Neustria from Charles le Simple. -‘Some of his squadron-crews were unquestionably Norskmen from Norway, others Anglo- 

Dane.s, Jutes, Englishmen; — whatever may have been the precise proportion of these national constituencies, the French were 

accustomed to call their language English; and it is remarkable, that the very scanty vestiges of their dialects preserved in local 

denominations, and in the single exclamatory phrase which we possess in Rollo'.s words, are rather Anglo-Teutonic in their sound.” 

(See Sir F. P.’s Normandy and England, Yol. 1, 8vo, London 1851, p. ti71, and p. 755, note to p. G87). 

I need not add that Sir Francis uses “Teutonic” in the sense of “Scando-Gothic”, and that by “Anglo-Teutonic” he 

means Aiiglo-Scando-Gothic in contradistinction to German-Scando-Gothic. 

2 When my chemitype was ready, I sent a copy to Canon Simpson and begged him to oblige me by carefully comparing 

it with the original block, so that any error miglit be corrected. He answered, under date Sept. 22. 1880: — “I do not think your 

copy can be amended, and taking stone, cast and photograph together it is almost impossible that there can be a mistake. It is 

curious to observe the variations in the lines of the letters caused by the skipping of the inscriber’s instrument, and the want of 

junction between the lines of some of the letters, as well as the variation in depth of their different parts.” 

22" 
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Exceptionally distinct next conies EUlCKC+S’ beckcto, the b and t much taller than usual, 

the legs of the 0 running close and the head small, as often. In several places on this stone where 

we have o, the head is small and sometimes has almost disappeared. But this is immaterial as to the 

reading, for in every such place the pair-of-compass legs are there, and there is no doubt as to the 

letter itself. The head, small or large or even altogether absent, makes no difference in this well- 

known o-type. This is the 3 s. past, the present North-E. bigged, usual English built, raised, 

Scandinavian byggede, byggde, bygde. The 0. E. inf. is bycgan, the middle Scaiidiaii byggja, byggva. 

The ending is in the antique o (or u), as on so many of these oldest Old-Northern monuments both 

in Scandinavia and England. 

In the following word the first B is much damaged, and a couple of other letters are dinted. 

But the whole is plain enough. It is CfNAXXBItBia. cuoMBiLBio, CU2IBEL-B00, thu-tke-grave-Mst^ last 

I with side-dints. Probably ac. s. neut. The very old Scando-Gothic neuter noun cumbol, combol, kUxMbl, 

KUML, KUBL, &c., of which I have spoken Vol, 2, p. 915, meant originally a mark, sign, beacon, stamp. 

Flence on the one hand a military sign or badge or banner or standard, a sense which rapidly died out 

in Scandinavia; and on the other a grave-mark, death-pillar, grave-stone, how, barrow, a sense which 

so rapidly disappeared in England that it is found here for the first time. In Scandinavia, where kumbl was 

oftenest used in the plural, for the united stone-settings in memory of the dead, it was long common but 

is now nearly extinct. It occurs frequently on the Scandian monuments given in my pages, but with 

the verb kauea, raisa, or setta, not byggja, as here. — The old Sc. Goth, substantive BU, bo, of various 

local genders, now only left in England as a N. E. provincialism, boo, dwelling, homestead, farm, village, 

also occurs often on Scandian runic monuments, but is here for the first time on such a piece in Eng¬ 

land. — I do not remember to have seen this particular compound, cdmbl-bo, before. In Norse- 

Icelandic however we have its derivative, kumbl-bui, the dweller in such a grave-house, vault or tomb, 

the deceast. — In older Scandian-English otherwise spelt BU, by, bo; in Ohg. bu; in 0. Sax. bu, beo, bed; 

in 0. Swed. s. an. 1210—16, is the holding biornwlf-bid‘; thus the liquid sound here, bio, is dialectic. 

So, beginning with a large c and with each o damaged, comes , CLMOKOMS, 

of-ciMOKOM, a womansname in the gen. It is so rare a compound that I have not seen it before. 

Possibly it is not of Scando-Gothic nationality.^ 

Plain is AtHH alhs, of-ALE. This mansname must have been very scarce in England. For 

the moment 1 cannot call to mind another example. It is equally rare in Scandinavia, probably for the 

same reason, the drawing back of the noble animal (the elk) from which it would seem to have been 

taken. (Forstemann thinks that this name-word usually was the alau, alh, temple.) I only know of 

one later-runic instance, on the Lid stone, Gausdal, Norway, one of the very few not funeral. It bears, 

as copied by Arendt in Feb. 1805; dlMrR: x KdR. x f'lhK'd x I x R.'fht’h x "ilil x; ailif alk bare 

FISHES (spaivn, planted out fish-spawn) IN raudu-SIO (reb-SEa, a small hill-lake belonging to the estate). 

But it occurs frequently (alh-, alc-, alk-. alg-, &c.) as the first part of olden Sc. G. compound names. 

COIN’D = QUIND, quene, wife. The co are indistinct, the i close on to the 0. Same 

genitive form (n fallen away) as in the usual old Scandinavian (kuno, kunu). The 0. S. E. had cwen, 

gen. CWENE, ac. cwen, but also cwene, gen. cwenan, ac. cwenan. The 0. N. E. had also slurred the -n, 

as we can see in the nom. pi. cdoeno. 

8C. OC, hut. The head of the 0 indistinct. This 0. E. particle, supposed by some philologists 

to be allied to EC (eke. and, Also), is found in 0. E. in the forms ac, ach, ah, ak, auch, auh, ad5. oc, 

OK. It died out in England in the Middle-E. period. It is not confined to the Scando-Gothic tungs, 

but is in them M^so-Gothic ak, Ohg. oh, 0. Sax. AC. Not yet distinctly found in Scandinavia. — See 

EC, lower down. 

tIAXP. TIMTH, TEEAIED, begotten, born. The T very high. This is the past part. n. fern. s. of 

the old English verb tima(n), tyma(n), tema(n), so largely used in this sense of old in England, also 

by Caedmon the great Northumbrian poet. If once so used in Scandinavia, it must have drawn back 

very early. — Part of the M is dim and the is broken below. But it is certainly P on the stone. 

^ Diplom, Svecanum, Vol. 1, p. 163. 

^ It will be observed that the name of the ileceast lady is in the Genitive, as on the Danish Freerslev stone (p- 1-12 

above). This Genitive formula is found on grave-monuments with both Oid-'N'orthern and later runes, but it is scarce. See additional 

instances under Freerslev and in the Chapter archaic moncuents. 
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And the only possible other stave at this damaged spot would be K (n) or 1^ (r), neither of which is to 

be seen. Any word tjmn or time, however, would be altogether meaningless. 

r, IN, as before. Top scathed. 

The next word I read as MCBI. ECBI*. but the lower hook of the c is faint, and the b is 

much damaged. The only other possible readings are elbi and Eici. But 1 think ecbi is sure. I know 

of no such English place as ecby or oakby, tho it is common in Scandinavia. 

0\ ON, at. Damaged. Prep. gov. Dat. and Ac. 

XCMHCX. ACLiHCG^’, stead-name, probably in the dat. s. f., ==• aclea, aclean, aclieh, acleia, &c. 

ACKLEY or OAKLElGH, variously spelt in old monuments and found in many English counties. The less 

guttural S. E. LEAH is fern. The mod. E. lea has lost even the H. 

Ainc. the A with a dint across the middle, giving it a Roman look, and the ai very close, 

as commonly on this stone, the last i worn below; AiLic, as very frequently, with dialectic absence of 

the tip-H. Thus = hailic, holy, nom. sing. fem. See h^tt.ai.g in the Word-row, p. 933, Vol. 2. 

[, i’, IN, hito, to, as before. A large bending flaw on the stone at the top of the stave. 

RXIRA. RAIRA, probably dat. s. masc. But as ailic was =■ hailic, so here raira is — hraira. 

The central bend in each r is very faint, but neither letter can be u. If raira, as I think it must be, 

I do not take it to be a Scandinavian form of the side-word reyr, m. rOr, n. &c„ for raise, rasse. 

cairn, tomb, of which I have spoken Vol. 2, p. 960 under Riosii, but rather as a N. E. form of the 

S. £. hryre, gen. hryres, m., ruin, death. (The Mid. Engl, forms are ryre, rere, &c. 0. E. inf. hreosan, 

to RUSH, prov. E. RUSE, Scandinavian rusa, ruse. This verb — to rush, fall, go to ruin — has many side- 

forms and side-meanings, active and neuter; M. G. hrisian to shake, 0. S. E. hrysian to cast down, shake; 

M. G. RiUREi, f., corruption, death.^ Meaning nearly the same, and the reader can choose. But there 

is an important difference. If the latter be the word intended, then it distinctly announces what we 

had expected from the whole character of the-stone, that the deceast lady was a MaHgr for her faith, 

had died a violent death at the hand of pagans. It also better explains the contrast with timi», horn, 

which otherwise is as yet unheard-of on these funeral blocks, whether in Scandinavia or England, this 

being the only instance, i (in) for into, to, is quite common in North-England as in Scandinavia and 

in M. Gothic, and is net unknown in 0. S. Engl, i raira I therefore take to be TO death. In this 

case she suffered at a place called aclihck. 

P^tK. WOLK, the L, which ends the line, with a small arm; the k beginning the next line. 

Can scarcely be other than a N. E. form of the 3 s. p. of the verb spelt in S. E. wealcan, to move, 

turn, roll, go, (whence has sprung our modern walk in a more specific signification), with its S. E. p. t. 

WEhLC. Here we have a dialectic N. E. wolk, thus went. The Mid. Engl. p. t. is welk, the Icelandic 

like the mod. Engl, walked, only weak, valkaw or voLKAti. . In most of the Scando-Gothic tungs this 

verb (simplest form wallan) usually came to mean to full (cloth), to fell (stuff), but the sense to walk, 

to go was very early developt in England. It is from this verb we have our beautiful English noun 

WELKIN, rolling cloud, cloud-heap, sky, heaven-vault, 0. E. wolcen. 

H^hH. with a dint on the top of the last stave, houh, ac. s. m., the o injured at the top, 

but the word plain enough. It is certainly the-EOW, her-EOW, her grave-mound, barrow, the large 

tumulus thrown up over the grave-kist. ^ In daily use in various local shapes all over Scandia and 

England, but very rare on Scandian runic stones. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 932. It is a curious 

accident that it only occurs once in vellums in England, Kemble’s Charters, Vol. 1, No. 38, date 695, 

1 Should the ec in ecbi and the ac in aclihck both be = oak, we are struck by the difference of the -vowel. But we 

have thousands of instances of such things close together in the talk of near localities and in olden carvings and Ms.^., from mixture 

of iramigraut families and other causes. 

® I see from a valuable late publication (A Plea for the Old Names, by Miss Powley, in "Transaction.s of the Cumberland 

and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archieological Society”, Vol. 4, Part 1, Kendal 1879) that hq-w is still in use in these counties for 

Grave-mound. She says, p. 20: “I have not been able to discover from the accounts of Canon Greenwell or Mr. Clifton Ward 

whether there is any distinction between those Raises and other burial mounds bearing such names as lodeex how or- kemphow. 

They may be only variations of expression by the same people, k^mpe hoi is the common name of the numerous and well-recogni.sed 

warrior's graves in Denmark.” — Mr. Th. Edmoiiston (Etymological Glossary- of the Shetland and Orkney Dialect, 8vo, London 18(l(j, 

Philolog. Soc.) tells u,s that in those ilands howie (and hoeg) still means “a mound, a tumulus, a knolT’; and Mr. G. Goudie, of 

Edinburgh, adds that he has also heard it used in those districts with the sound heog. 

The usual words in England for grave-mound, Grave, How, Hill, Low, are of Scandian birth. So is Raise, Rasse, the 

stone-heap, Keltic Cam, Cairn. The now common Barroic is supposed to be also of Keltic origin. Tnmp is Latin, from tcmclcs. 
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a document inarkt doubtful and given to Erconwald, bishop of Loudon. Here we have a place called 

“manentium appellatur [Bajdorices heah”. But local names in spurious charters, should this be one, 

would be matters of fact, else they would not be used as confirmatory evidence. The great mound raised 

over Badoric, badorices-heAh, was doubtless well known. 

ir*’ ^ between the C and the i, and the top of the l damaged: a common 

0. E. and 0. Scaud. mansname, nom., short for oscitil (askitil, anskitil); found in endless shapes. 

Observe here and in the next word that anS is already sunken to OS. 

faint, the B large, osbiol, mansname, nom. I have not seen it before, but 

we have a similar end-Wrik in R^HiEBUL, on the heathen Sandwich stone, Vol. 1, p. 367. — As in the 

2nd line bio was local for BO, so here biol is local for bol. We have a crowd of names whose 

part is 0S-. 

ctHt. CDH.L, mausname, n. s.^ Very rare. I do not remember it in Scandinavian documents. 

We have it, under king Eadmund, as the name (cugel) of an English moneyer. It is still used in 

Denmark (kugel). 

5^WKI. OEKI. mansname. Must be very scarce. I cannot put my finger on it elsewhere at a 

moment’s notice. Nom. 

PXOh. FAI5U, the F high and leaning, the i small and faint and broken. The well-knov'n 

verb, 3 ph p-, fawed, made, threw up, raised.* We have this verb in the 3 sing, past 10 times before 

in runics, and every time it is spelt differently, according to the age and locality of the piece on which 

it stands, from the oldest, FAiiHiDO, to the latest, fegde and fak, Here it occurs for the first time in 

the 3 pi. p. And we see that the end-N has fallen away, as usually on the Ruthwell Cross (end of 

7th century), and as so early in Scandinavia in 3 pi. p. verbs. 

NltlAAX. LAiciAM; the first A straight, for the first and last time; last letter injured but 

plain. Mv-lic-home, flesh-cover, body, corpse.® 

ALWIN, nom. s. masc., a slanting dint on the middle of the L, making it look much 

like F the-ALL-WJNE (pronounced al-ween-e), all-friend, friend-of-all, all-loving. I have not seen 

this compound before in any folk-talk. In form it is rather Scandian (which has VIN as commonly as 

yinr) than English, in which it was wine in old days. It is now van in Swedish, ven in Danish. 

(0. Fris. wiNNE, 0. Sax. duini, Ohg. wini, but now killed in Germany by frednd). It lives in mod. Engl, 

provincially as win, but otherwise is driven out by friend (which is properly Icinsman'). It is a pity 

that this beautiful epithet of Our Blessed Lord should not have lived-on, side by side with the 

ecclesiastical h^lend (Healer), a translation of jesus and Salvator. 

^ There is a slanting mark on the foot of the last letter, making it look like c. Whether this is a mere dint, as so 

often on this .stone, we cannot know, tho it is most likely. If c, the whole word will be ct'HC, possible but very improbable. And 

we may divide cchco, eki, two names, or cuac o eki, which would be CCEC on (of, at) eke, = aike, a place. So difficult are 

these things. 

^ In later times iu England the southern made took the place of fawed and gared. Thus on a stone in Brougham Castle. 

Westmoreland: 

THYS MADF, 

ROGER. 

On the pillar in St. Mary's Church, Beverley: 

THIS PILLAR MADE THE MYNSTRELLS. 

And there are other such. (See Canon Simpson’s remarks in Transac. of Cunib. & Westm. Aut. cfe Arch. Soc., Vol. 1, p. 65, 67). 

® It is curious to follow the endless variations in this as in other vocables, even in the same folkships. In M. G. we have 

only the neut. leik. In 0. S. E. is only lic-hama or -homa, weak ni,. geu. -an. In O.N. E., this -n falling away, we have g. d. ac. 

LIC-HOMA or -HOME. But this oblique -n may survive in or fasten on to the nom.. and then we get in the 0. S. E. Gospels such 

variations in the nom. as lic-haman, lic-hamen. In 0. N. E. it is also used as a strong masc., gen. lic-hom.(ES, Ac. In Mid. N. E. it 

is weak, likame. lekame, licatm, lecam. In N. I. it is both strong, likamr, gen. likams, m.. and weak, mkami, gen. likama. m. (the 

-N fallen away). So iu 0. Swed. likamber. gen. likams, m., and likami or likame. gen. likama, m.; in later Sw. only lekamen. 

lekamens. m., the -n either fast from the oblique cases or else the late post-article become a part of the word. But in prov. Sw. 

it is frequently LEGEM, neut. So in prov. Norse it is likom, lekom, neui., and the older Danish legeme is now legem, neut. In 0. Fris. 

besides the weak m. lichama, liccoma, licma, lecam. &c., now lichem. we have locally (lic treated as a weak fem.) licn-am. The 

0. Sax. has only the weak form lic-hamo, geii. -n. In Ohg. lic-hamo &c. is weak m., but also (as in 0. Fris.) lichik-amo, &c, 

Hence the Mhg. lichn-ame. The modern German has only leichnam, gen. -s. — Let u.s now follow' the crumbling of the forms in 

this part of Nortli-England: Ac. s. laic-haman, laic-iaman. laic-iama, laic-iame, laic-IAM, identical with, the mod. Scand. I.KGEM, &c. 

Was it also locally neuter in North-England? It may have been, for it is followed by icng. not icngan, or (the N slurred) idnga or 

ii'NGE. If masc., then, as common in our old dialects especially in North-England, the adj. is used absolutely, without strict gram¬ 

matical ending. At all events the stone has lajciam idkc, whatever those words may mean. 
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KRINt. KRI8T, CHRIST, nom.; much injured especially the T with its 2 side-dints, but readable. 

iriKD. lOKc = IDNC; YOXJNG, young-again, renewed, ac. s. m. or neut. A flaw above the lU, at 

the end of line 9, and the c injured. Rather English than Scandian in form, the former having the 

older liquid sound, in E. commonly spelt giung or geong, the latter the shortened sound, ung. 

RWCN. REGS. Worn and dim. 3 s. pr. reaches (in its older meaning), leads foHh, brings. 

An instance of the N. Engl. 3 s. pr. in -s, not -th, and the oldest known to me. No 3 s. pr. occurs 

on our other Engl, runish remains, and therefore we cannot trace it. But in the Durham Book (Lindis- 

farne Gospels, about 950) the -is or es or as or -S for Et, At, in sing. & pi. (-as sometimes in the 

sing, and -es in the plural) is almost universal. Jt must therefore have commenced centuries earlier. 

As I have said, this lisp, still further weakened, became -R in Scandinavia. 

Iff. IFT, the FT sorrowfully injured. The prep, after, which has very many shorter and 

longer forms on the monuments. 

BR^K. BROK, pretty clear. Ac. s. n. broke, sorrotv, death. From the great root to break. 

Was never very common in England and is now only provincial. In Scandinavia it would seem to have 

been still less used. Is now only found in Sweden and Norway (brAk, neut.) in the weaker meaning of 

trouble, ado, wear-and-tear. 

8C oc, hut, and, already spoken of above. 

WC EC, EKE, also, truly. The e much damaged. Apart from afven (our even, = also), eg (usual 

modern Swedish OCH, usual modern Danish og) is now the only word of this kind familiarly used in 

Scandinavia, the and having long ago died out there, outtake some traces in such things as the N. I. 

ENDA. On Scandinavian-runic monuments we have of course manifold local forms, a, ah, aik, ak, aku, 

aok, auk (the commonest), e, ek, huk, ik, o, oak, og, ok (the next commonest), odk, Odk, uk (very 

common), OK. In Old-Engl., besides the usual eac, the varieties are chiefly ^o and eg. 

CWXADI-XIX. geaedngia, gen. s. f. caring'S, sorrow's, anguish's. A word English in form, 

not Scandinavian, but probably in old times used also in the same meaning as has been kept up in the 

Scandian verb k^ra, «&c., namely accusation, dragging before a law-court, &c. All the letters are damaged 

and doubtful. Observe that the NG-sound is here given by ng, not by kk, &c. 

wn- WOP, nom. s. m. WHOOP, outcry, clamor, lamentation, WOOP, weeping, Whether we 

take gearongia wop to mean = Care and tears, or as the savage cry The Christian to the Lions, the 

picture is equally affecting. TKe former is simpler and more likely. 

XI Cl Aici, not, never. Again a dint across the middle of the a, and the ai close together. As 

the caprices of dialectic development are well known, 1 need not dwell on them. We have already seen 

EKE and AND, both in common in the oldest Scando-Anglic times, but ok surviving chiefly in the one 

province, Scandinavia, and chiefly in the other province, England. So again with the negative particles 

NE and eigi. This widely spread ne or ni was formerly universal in both Scandia and its colony. It is 

now nearly extinct in the high North, living on for the most in nej (our nay), and in such rarities as 

the Icelandic neinn, = ne einn (our none, = ne one), &c. In England we now meet it mostly in no and 

the still later not (ne wuht, ne wiht, no thing), and in such rarities as will he nill he (ne will), &c. 

The other nay-word was originally Ei (aiw, ay, ai, aye, ever) with the negative enclitic -gi, -ki, added 

to various non-verbal words. Thus came eiki, eighi, eigi, eghi, ekke, ekki, icke, jEIGH, eigh, .^gh, egh, 

EYG, IGH, EGI, EG, AI, EJ, EY', EI, E, &C., — AYE-NOT, NEVER (NE-EVER), NO, NOT. But all this fell away lu 

England so quickly, that no example has yet been found, at least in a form plainly recognisable, Here 

we have it as Alcl. — So SIK (oneself, &c.) fell out so soon in England and Frisland, that no instance 

has yet turned up, altho we long kept its now dead adj. sm (his, her, their), which still lives in Frisic. 

We have unhappily come to the lad word partly on the block, for nearly all the rest is fallen 

away. What is pretty clearly left in this 11th line is ' but <> almost gone. In the 

imder-line are slight traces of 3 staves, the first apparently X (^^)* next as it would seem an 

injured |\| (s), the third the beginning of an ),}, (m). All the rest has perisht, save that there are 

spores further on which doubtless are remains of an end-mark, a stop. Between the supposed M and 

the supposed end-mark there is room for about 7 letters. These I would suggest to fill in, as most 

likely what once stood, judging by the context, with ecmohe f This will give us coec(as Mec more), 

followed by the Cross-mark. As to coecas, it will of course be 3 s. pres. mdic. of the verb coeca(n), 

in 0. S. E, spelt CWECAN or CWECCAN, Mid. Engl. CWECCHES, now to QUETCB, QUITCH, shake, mom. As 
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FALL is to FELL, LIE to LAY and such, SO is QUAKE, to tremble, to QUECIC — to make to tremble or quake, 

in a moral sense to frighten or ageet. This is an excellent word here. Sorrow or sugeiing shall never 

QUECK, QUETCB, move, alarm, torment, me more. In any case mec more, me more, or some such words, 

must have ended the line to make the sense complete. 

I have thus done my best with this remarkable inscription, as shortly and honestly as I could, 

twisting and inventing nothing. An error may occur here and there — for future rectification but I 

think the general result will stand fast. The whole is clearly 12 lines in simple stave-rime verse, and 

1 here recapitulate it: 
IKKALACGC I BUCIAEHOM 

BECKCTO CUOMBIL-BIO 

CIMOKOMS, ALHS COINU, 

OC, TIMt I ECBI, 

0 ACLIHCK 

AILIC I EAIRA WOLK. 

HOUH OSCIL, OSBIOL, 

CDHL. OEKI FAIDU. 

LAICIAM ALWIN KRIST ^ 

lUKC RECS IFT BROK, 

OC EC CEARUNGIA W'OP 

Aici C0EC(AS Mec more). 

JNGALANG IN BUCKENHOME 

BlGGED (built) this-the-cuMBLE-BOO (grave-hist) 

Of-CIMOKOM, ALE’S QJJENE (wife): 

OK (hut), TEEMED (hom) IN ECBY, 

ON (at) AGLEIGH 

AiLY (haily, holy) IN (into, to) ryre (ruin, destruction) she-WALKT (ibent). 

The-HOw (grave-mound) osciL, oSBiOL, 

CUBE and-OEKi RAWED (made). 

My-LECAM (body) all-wene (the All-fnend, all-loving) cbrist 

YOUNG-again reacbes (hHngs hack, skall-renew) after brook (death), 

OK EKE (but indeed, and truly) caring’S WOOP (sorrow's tear-flow) 

NOT (never) shall.QUECK (move, afflict) (me more). 

Whatever the date, all will admit that this remarkable block has belonged to the Grave-cross 

of a Christian Lady — most likely a Christian Martyr* ■— in very far-off days, and is written in a 

venerable and peculiar overgang Old-North-English (Westmoreland) folk-speech, — The last 4 lines 

are a general echo of 1 Cor. Ch. 15, Revel. 7, 17 and Ch. 21, 4. 

As a proof how intensely Scandinavian this part of Westmoreland must have been at an 

extremely early period, I may mention that in a valuable paper by the Rev. J. F. Hodgson on “Kirkby 

Stephen Church’' (Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiq. & Archaeol. Society, 8vo, 

A’^ol. 4, Pt. 1, Kendal 1879, pp. 178 foil.), among other excellent illustrations is (pi. 2, p. 186) a 

photograph of one of the many stone fragments found in repairing this church also, which is only 

1 Christians peWsht for their faith ia England in Roman times, as in other parts of the Empire, St. Alban in 304 being 

tlie first of note. He was put to death at Verulani, now St. Albans. But when the wild heathen Northmen came, the same would 

often take place, also a,< to each other, for the pirates warred against Christ as fiercely as some of the Christian princes did against 

tYoden. And the Northmen begun to settle in Britain long before Hengist and Horsa in 428. Mr. J. Fergnsson (Rude Stone Mon¬ 

uments. London 1872. p. 133i thus sums up the evidence workt out by Haigh in his “Conquest of'Britain”; “My impression is, that 

even before the Romans left [in 410J, Jutes, Angles and Danes had not only traded with, but had settled, both on the Saxonicum 

littus of Kent, and on • the east coast of Yorkshire, Northumberland, and the Lotliians: and that during the century that elapsed 

between the departure of the Romans and the time of Arthur, they were gradually pushing the British population behind the range 

of hills which extends from Carlisle to Derby and forms the backbone of England.” 
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about 4 English miles from Brough, I have to thank Canon Simpson for a large lightbild of this 

treasure, one block out of the several which had belonged to a per-antique Church-cross or Grave 

Cross. It is of carboniferous sandstone, 26 inches high by 14 broad and thick, and has apparently 

stood near a wall as it has nothing on the back. On each side is carved the cable-pattern decoration. 

On the front, cut in relief, is the figure of a man with Ram’s horns lying on his back strongly and 

curiously fettered to .a rock-point. The gyves hold hands and feet hard enough. Mr. Hodgson calls it the 

figure of Satan, and so it is. But how is this to be understood? So exceptionally singular and rude 

is this piece, that it cannot be much later than the year 700. But the Early Church had no idea of 

a Human Chief-Devil in its symbolisation, much less of a bound man-fiend. In the oldest Christian Art 

the Evil One was always represented by a Serpent or Dragon, or (as on the Bewoastle and Ruthwell 

Crosses, see my Yol. 1) with reference to Christ’s famous miracle, by a couple of Swine, on which 

our Lord tramplesk Therefore the block which stood above this one with the fettered fiend doubtjess 

bore the figure of Christ (or of St. Michael who took the place of the heathen thu(no)r, the great foe 

of the heathen Loke). The figure therefore is that of the Scandian Devil, LORE, who was bound by the 

ANSES, the Gods (older ansas, 0. Engl, es, Icel. ^SIR. Mod. Scand. Asar, asar, ^ser, aser) till Ragna-rok, 

the Day of Doom^ d’his is a glaring instance of survival, as is that of baldor-christ in the words on 

the Ruthwell Cross (see Vol. 1, p. 431). Cffidmon (7th century) and our other 0. E. poets, following 

Scandinavian traditions, always represent the man-foe as bound, and out of the 50 Drawings in the 

unique C’sedraon Codex no less than 5 show the Devil as hound, but variously treated, lying .downwards, 

or upwards, once with wings, once with a tail, according to the fancy of the 10th century artist. 

The half-heathen Scandinavian Loke-Devil is therefore a welcome fellow to the half-English 

Scandinavian Grave-slab®, and was found close by. 

’ The introduction of even /ia(/-lmnian figures, such as Cla.ssical Centaurs and Sirens and Fauns &c., with other old local 

heathen beings, as helps to personify the Evil One, dates no earlier than about the 10th century. In the middle age fiends become 

merely and endlessly monstrous, while the Renaissance gives us Acheron, Charon, Hecate, Pluto, Cerberus and the rest. So often 

overcome or outwitted or niockt, the Devil at last became also a kind of Vice or Clown. I know of no work on the earliest 

Christian iconography of Lucifer at all worthy of the subject. One reason would be its expense; it would lose much in value 

unless richly illustrated. The best I have seen is that by Wes.sely, translated with improvements into Swedish (‘-DOdeiis ocli 

Djefvulens Gestalter i den biidande konsten, af J. E. Wessely. Svensk bearbetning af C. Eichhorn”. Syo. Stockholm 1877). — The 

oldest Devil-figures I have seen (only half-human and ugly enough) are a couple on remains Assyrian or Babylonian. One, a slab, 

is in the British Museum. 

^ It is wonderful how long this trow held on in Scandinavia. Saxo Oi'amniatious tells us, as the Danish tradition, that 

Outyard-Loke {Ugarthilocus, see Hist, Dan. Lib. 8) was bocnd hand and foot with immense chains; and in Sweden, in the horrible 

witch-burnings of the 17th century, the mad sufferers said that their master the Devil was nocND with great fetters which they 

tried year after year to saw away, but the moment a link was nearly sawn thro an Angel came and soldered it fast again. 

^ As a help to this work, the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archmological Society have kindly defrayed 

the expenses of my Chemitype. This and my text will appear in their “Transactions" long before this volume can be issued to 

the public. 
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\^'HITBY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D: 600—6B0. 

From careful drawings of the original, now in the Whithy Museum, and a Gutta Percha Cast of the runes, 

Undly forwarded hy the Rev. DANIEL HENRY baigb. Photoxylographt by j. F. ROSENSTAND, fidl size. 

Front 

and 

Section. 

My excellent forthfaren friend Mr. Haigh communicated this bone comb to me in January 1868, 

and I have to thank him for all the information about it which I here give. It was found in the spring 

of 1867 on the shore of Whitby, in a kitcheu-raidding. This very old midding consisted of bird- and 

beast-bones, with limpet shells. Twenty years ago almost the whole was carted away for manure. 

Mr. William Dotchson, of Whitby, passing by the remains of the mound, saw the Comb sticking out, 

and got up all he could. Mr. Haigh urged further search, but nothing more turned up, outtake a small 

iron tool or fitting. All that could be obtained was therefore the front and back pieces, and three bits 

of the middle, This was entrusted to Mr. Haigh for his inspection. He made the drawings and took 

the gutta-percha impression most carefully, but found the whole to be so fragile that he mounted it in 

a frame under glass, and sent it back to the owner, who gave it to the Whitby Museum. As far as 

Mr. Haigh could see, the material is — back and front the legbone of a deer, middle a portion of 

walrus-tooth, the whole fastened by 5 rivets of iron. 

In England we have kitchen-middens (refuse-heaps) of all ages, prehistoric, Keltic, Roman, 

Old-English and Middle-age, not to speak of later "dust-heaps”. We need not therefore be surprised 

at thus meeting with a piece from Anglic times. 

But in order to understand this particular lafe we must remember that the Anglic population 

of Northumbria was largely heathen down to the end of the 6th century and the first years of the 7th, 

and that even after that period Christianity spread only slowly, Various efforts however were made to 

convert the folk, and here and there Christian families would multiply. .Some of the early missionaries 

were anchorites or monks or mynchens. These would influence small circles round about them. Saint 

Hilda did not found her monastery at Strenseshalch (Whitby) till about 657, but there might have been 

already some infant settlement there, either establisht by herself or some pious lady or monk. Saint 

Hildas friend and sister in Christ the famous Saint Begu (or Heiu) had planted religious houses at 

Hartlepool, Hackness, and Healaugh (Heeley near Lancaster), before the close of 650. Now the runic 

carving here before us is Christian, and yet is so excessively old in its Noj'th-English speech that it must 
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date mry far back indeed. It therefore cannot well be later than the first half of the 7th year-hundred. 

The- peculiar wording points back to a Christian family, doubtless the small monastic house establisht 

at Whitby 

I will not endeavor to make anything of the runic scratches and remains of letters purposely 

rubbed out which are still visible on the back. All is too far gone. But the letters on the front are 

clearly and elegantly cut, tho here and there dimmed by the stains of the iron rivets. The marks at 

the one end of the front flake enable us by measurement from the centre to restore the wdiole comb 

in its full shape, and we can thus see pretty well how many letters are lost. The sense of the whole 

is so clear, that we are also able to complete wdth some certainty what is gone. All this has been 

done by Mr. llaigh. But the added parts and letters are given only in outline, the shaded part being 

what remains. Mr. Haigh was also good enough to communicate to me his translation: 

(go)DU SMJE US. GOD ALUWALUDO HELip.^: cyN(nises usses). 

May God look upon us. May the good all-wielder help our race. 

And he would fix the date at A. D. 630 or soon after. There can be no doubt that the above version 

is substantially the meaning. But, for linguistical reasons, my own division and wending would be 

as follows: 

(GO)d us! god ALUWALUDO HELIP^ ctrN(niffis ussaes)! 

May-GOD ON-SMSE (look on, regard, bless) us.' May-GOD all-wald (Almighty) help kin 

(family, home) our! 

There are 3 binds, MiE, do and hel, MF carved in a tie, like as Ml*' and MMb. Characteristic of 

the Old-Northumbrian — which tended to cast away N and change the foregoing o into u — is usMiai; 

in O.S.E. this would have been on-sm.^. The “grand forms”, as they are aptly termed by Mr. Haigh, aldwaludo 

and heliPjE, for the later alwald and helpe, remind us of the same richness of endings and of vowels 

which we find on the like old monuments of the Scandian main. 

' Not only are Combs often found in heathen and Christian graves, as having been set great store by vhile the owner 

lived, but they were also long preserved in Churches or Religious Houses. They were sometimes of wood, more commonly of ivory. 

Several can yet be seen which have belonged to famous Saints. In olden times they were often a part of the Church-furniture, that 

the priest might reverently comb himself ere he began his holy functions. Some of these antique looms are very large, double-combs, 

and a few a7'e highly carved or otherwise decorated, now and then inscribed, sometimes being set with stones. The Comb was also 

one of the very few things lookt upon as needful to Monks and Mynchens, ere the cloister-folk became rich and riotous. Orm says 

in the Ormulura, date about 1215, (ed. by R. M. White, Vol. 1, 8vo, Oxford 1852, 1. 6384, foil., p. 219j, speaking of the Monk: 

Forr himm birrjj beon full dene mann, 

And all wijjjrutenn ahhte, 

Buttan [latt inann himm tindenn shall 

Unnorne mete and wmde. 

And tffirr iss all {)att eorl)!!;, |)ing 

patt minnstreniaun birr|) a^piciin 

Wi|)|jutenn cnif and sbrnpe akd cams. 

And nedle, pff he't jcornelif). 

And all piss shall mann findenn himm, 

And wel himm birrj) itt ^emenn; 

Forr birrp himm nowwperr don pmroff, 

Ne ^ifenn itt, ne sellenn, 

For him it birth (behoveth) to-be a-full clean {pure) man. 

And all xvithout alits {owings, goods), 

But that man {one) to him find shall 

Un-orn {simple) meat and weed {raiment). 

And there (this) is all that earthly thing 

That minster-maji (a monk) ought to-own 

Without {except) Knife and Sheath and comb, 

And Needle, if he-it yearneth {greatly desires). 

And all this shall man {people) find him 

And well him it-birih {needs) to yeme {take care of it); 

For it-birth {behoves) him imther to-do there-of {to do it away, lose it), 

Nor give it, nor sell-it. 

Two elegant and interesting ‘T..iturgical Combs”, to which Class the Whitby specimen belongs, are in the Museum af 

Brussels, found at Stavelot; both engraved by E. Reusens (Elements d'Archeologie Chretieune, Vol. 1, Louvain 1872, 8ro, p. 439, 440). 

The smaller one bears on one side: QvrsQvis EX me svvm planaerit qvoq. capvt, on the other: vivat t'elix feliciter semper aknis. 
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[n his letter communicating this pieceh Mr. Haigh said: M think you will regard this as a 

very precious addition to our English runic treasures”. It is so indeed, but we also look upon it as 

another proof of the devotion and laud-love and care of our late noble rune-smith Mr. Haigh, without 

whose aid and tact this piece would probably have been lost to runic science! 

Since the above was made ready for the press has appeared Mr. Haigh s treatise on “"iork- 

shire Runic Monuments”, in the Yorkshire Archeeologicai Journal, 1872, which reacht me in October 1872. 

At p. 28 Mr. Haigh handles this lafe, illustrated by engravings. Here the name of the finder is given 

as Dotchon, and Mr. Haigh remarks: “A couple of border lines incised at each end, and an occasional 

serration of the upper edge of the tooth-plate, are the only ornaments. The teeth are cut with groat 

regularity, much closer and finer than .those of any combs found in barrows; indeed little inferior to 

modern work. ~ — — ~ For my part, when I compare the beautiful regularity of the saw-cut teeth, 

with those of the best examples from Kentish graves, and the very similar ones from the cemetery at 

Nordendorf. and note the superiority of its workmanship, and the absence of the ornamentation which 

characterises them, I cannot help thinking of the “pectinem eboreiim inauratum”, which Pope Boniface 

sent to Queen iEthelburg, A. D. 625. No trace of gilding now appears; but, perhaps it would be 

carefully rubbed off, before the broken, and so useless, comb was thrown away. The superior execution 

of the comb seems to require the supposition that some extraneous ornamentation is lost.” 

1 cannot understand how the gilding can have been in any way “rubbed off”, without at the 

same time destroying the delicate runes; nor is it likely that a gift from the Pope to a Queen would 

have been so soon “thrown away”, even tho it had been somewhat “broken”. On the contrary, the 

plain and simple style of this .piece would seem to show that, tho of superior workmanship, it was 

not a papal present. 

At p. 29 Mr. Haigh prints his t^anslation^ as given above, but he now prefers to fill in the 

broken end with ing.^s .edwin^s, instead of NiiES USSR’s, and therefore now gives: 

“(Go)du smre %is. God aliiwaludo helipoe eyn(mgcBS ^Sdivmces.) 

May God regard us. May good All-wielder help King .^Tldwini.” 

On the same page Mr. Haigh now fixek the date of this piece at about A. D. 625, and adds: 

“It must be remembered that Whitby was royal demesne, and as such was granted by King Oswiu to 

S. Hild for the foundation of her monastery. A. D. 658; that .^dwini was already buried there, and 

Oswiu twelve years later; and that vEnflsed, daughter of Htdwini and wife of Oswiu,- the first baptised 

of the Northumbrian nation, chose it for the retirement of her widowhood and her last repose. Thus 

a comb which had belonged to this family, might well have been lost at Whitby. Did it belong to 

Queen ^thelburg? Have we here the expression of her anxiety for her husband's conversion?” 

I should say, certainlv not, nor is a comb a likely place for such “anxiety”. I prefer my 

learned friend's first filling-in. the simple and natural CYN(ni(es ussas) to his later CYN(ingcEs yEdivines), 

of which we have not the shadow of proof or reason, and adhere to my reading as given above. 

^ See the similar sowhcla and I’jEES of the Bewca.stle Cross; the riicn/E of the Ruthtvell Cross; tlie romwalcs and beomwalcs 

and wfLiF and GictEASC of the Franks Casket; the SIOILFOR of the Cotjuet Hand Ring'. 

* This had already been made public June 7. 1872, for in the Athen»um for June 15, 1872, I find: — “Archmological 

In^t^tute. June 7. Mr. Greaves read ‘Remarks upon a Runic Comb, Jet and Glass Beads, Arrow Heads, and other objects of Flint, 

lately found near Whitby’, which were exhibited by him. The insci-iption on the comb had been deciphered by Dr, Haigh, and was 

of the seventh century. It had, perhaps, belonged to Ethelburga, the wife of Edwin, the first Christian king of Northumberland, to 

whom Pope Boniface sent a silver mirror and a gilt ivory comb." — Thus other things have been since found in the kitchen-midden. 

— In 18711 our learned Scandinavian .scholar the Rev. J. C, Atkinson, of Danby in Yorkshire, says (Cartularium Abbathim de Whiteby, 

Surtees Society. 8vo, London 1879, p. XV): “The great “kitchen-midding” which is known to exist in so many places at the foot 

of the bank above which slopes the “Almaiy Field”, is quite sufficient as an index to the site of the domestic buildings of the elder 

monastery; and. indeed, a veiy cursoiy glance at the brae of the said bank, even without the remembrance of the ruiied Anglo- 

Saxon comb found there (and now in the local museum) would go very far towards enforcing the same conclusion; it is full of the 

matters wjiicli go to con.stitute what is understood by a kitchen-midding.” 
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NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND. 

NKTHirS CASKET. — ABOUT 620 — 650. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 378 and foil., and H65. 

Several critics have surmised that this Casket cannot be called AWit'c-Northumbrian, and that 

its date must be several centuries later than that given by me. 

My conclusions were formed from the Runes and their contents — which are conclusive if 

my reading be correct —, and from the general work and style and distinctive ornamentation as 

compared with that of other olden Keltic remains then known to me, and from Northumbrian remains 

largely impregnated with Keltic influences, including the Lindisfarne Ms. of about the year 700. 

But I have just (Jan. 1875) received Part 3 of the Facsimiles publisht by the Palseograpliical 

Society of London. This contains, inter alia, specimens from the costly codex called St. Chad’s Gospels, 

(late — as the learned editor says — “about A. B. 700”. See especially No. 35, the charming picture- 

leaf. Its prevailing type is “birds and lacertine animals”, and its general effect stnkingly reminds us of 

the Casket which I have called Kelto-Northumbrian, and which I have attributed to the 7th century. 

My date therefore remains unshaken b 

Mr., Haigh reads and translates the inscription very differently. See his “Runic Monuments of 

Kent”, p. 179. In this work he handles many other of the pieces in my volumes, but his interpretations 

are seldom mine. 1 cannot go into details. The reader must consult the work for himself. 

GOLLINGHAI, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 651. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 390. 

In his paper on “The Runic Monuments of Northumbria”, 1870, pp. 21—28 (and plate behind), 

Mr. Haigh says he has obtained fresh casts from Mr. Denny, but admits that “the traces of letters 

are not nearly so plain on the casts of 1870 as on those of 1855, for the surface of the stone has 

suffered from the exposure during this interval,” Yet he thinks he can restore the inscription. Altering 

his former guess of {Euilbl.j:d into (EONBL^d, he would suggest: 

(oeonbleed j^is settee 

iEFTER (gisibee 

ymb) AUSWINI cu(ning 

giceegeejj |}£er sawle). 

All this does not alter my opinion (p. 391). 

“^Eonblsed this set 

After (her) cousin 

After Oswini (the) king 

Pray for the soul.” 

* In June 1880 appeared the valuable and richly illustrated essay by Dr. Sophus Miiller: ••Dyreornamentiken i Nordeii”, 

Svo, Kjobenhani, Here the oldest English pieee.s, in stone, bone, metal. Mss. are “interpreted away”, brought down several hundred 

years, by a theory in mv opinion altogether erroneous. In short, without speaking of the acknowledged contact of the Gothic 

North with the flourishing Greel' Colonies in “Scythia” many hundred years before Christ, whence probably came the Old-Northern 

Runes, certainly some Classical Art-motives and perhaps some elements of Mythological tradition — also the posi-Christiau facts 

SHALL not ONCE date the ornamentation. The olden rcnes with their linguistic archaisms and their plain historical statements, the early 

influence of Roman Art in Roman Britain, the immense intercourse with Rome and Italy in the oldest Anglic Christian times, the existing 

proofs of Roman and early Romance decorative types in Britain centuries before the desolating stream of the Wiking invasions, —_ 

are all quietly ignored. And this, to Jiiake Charlemagne the inventor of an ait-school which he chiefly imported from England. 
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KJRKDALE, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 660. 

Many years ago. in work done at the ancient Church of Kirkdale, part of a coffin-slab came 

to light on 'which was cut a Latin Cros.s Quadrate, with the top and two limbs also Quadrate. On the 

4 ends of this Cross were Old-English runes, slightly carved. The slab was examined by the late 

Mr. Haigh. and also by the Rev. Jos. Th. Fowler, F. S. A., of Durham. Mr. llaigh thought the 4 

groups of letters were: 

CYNI NG05I LWAL DAIG 

and assumed it to mark the grave of King (Edilwald of Deira (Yorkshire), A. D. 651 — 660. Mr. Fowler, 

however, tho fully admitting that runes were there, could not make anything out of them, and could 

not support Mr. Haigh. At this moment the slab is very much worse than it was then, and gives not 

one distinct stave. I therefore abandon this monument as illegible. 

In the summer of 1880, when this church 'W'^as restored, among other pieces, was found part 

of what may have been a Runic Cross. But it bears no runes, only some of the usual knot-work ornament. 

BAKEVELL, DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 373. 

LANCASTER, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600,-700. 

OM-N. R. Mon. p. 375. 

f now agree with the last suggestion of Mr. Haigh, that at the close the letter is an h, half 

gone, that next came a T, of which there is only a trace, and that the rune for ing is quite broken 

away I now so think from an examination (in 1875) of the stone itself, which, thanks to the zeal 

of Mr. Franks, is now in the British Museum. And this substantially coincides with our great Kemble’s 

idea, in my eyes an additional proof. I therefore read; 

GI-BID^P FORJi CtJNIBALP CUPBCEREfHting). 

BID (pray ye) FOR CUNIBALTH CUTHBOCREHTING (= CUTHBERT-SON). 

NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700. 

Old-N. R, Mon. p. 386. 



For our knowledge of this interesting shaft as a runic monument — thus adding a fresh 

English shire to our runic field, a fresh English Runic Cross to our scanty store — we have to thank 

the enlightened zeal and open purse of our English old-lorist the Rev. Joseph Thomas Fowler, of 

Wiuterton in Lincolnshire, (now Vice-Principal of Hatfield College, Durham), That gentleman first got 

CROWLE. 

CROWLE, LINCOLNSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 650—750. 

From Casts, Ritlhings and Lighchilds kindly forwarded by the Rev. JOSEPH Thomas fowler, M. 
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light-bilds made from his own drawings, and gave one copy to Canon William Greenwell of Durham, 

who kindly forwarded it to me, thus bringing me into direct auspicious correspondence with Mr. Fowler. 

But Mr. Fowler also gladdened the late Kev. D. H. Haigh, of Erdington, with a cast of the runes, and 

that great rune-smith favored me with an excellent drawing of the same, 'full size. But, about a year 

after his find, Mr. Fowler redd some notes on the subject to the Society of Antiquaries of London, at 

their sitting December 17, 1868, and these remarks were printed in their “Proceedings”, 8vo, Vol. 4, 

No. 4. pp. 187—191, where also is given a small woodcut of the shaft, showing the two broad sidesb 

and another of the runes separately. 1 beg to copy the following extract from this paper; 

“The remains of what are called -Runic Crosses’ are allowed to be among the most interesting 

of the memorials yet'remaining to us of early Christianity in Britain. Many of these have been 

thoroughly examined and described; but the one 1 am about to bring before your notice has received 

but little attention, and until quite recently a considerable portion of it has been, as one side still is, 

concealed in masonry about seven hundred and fifty years old. It serves as a lintel in the Norman 

doorway leading from the tower to the nave in the church of St. OsM'ald, at Crowle, in the county of 

Lincoln. There is a slight notice of it in Stonehouse’s History of the Isle of Axholme, illustrated by 

woodcuts which give but a very poor idea of what they are intended to represent. 

“It does not appear to have been understood at this time, what is now perfectly evident from 

the tapering form of the stone as well as from the position of the figures, that it was not originally 

intended for its present situation, but was meant to stand upright and isolated. The portion now 

remaining is just 7 feet long, 18 inches across at the wider and 14 at the narrower end; the thickness 

is about 7 or 8 inches. On the west side there has been some cutting and bevelling, in order to adapt 

it to the form of the arch and tympanum, but this has not materially interfered with the sculptured 

portion of the stone. When 1 particularly examined it about a year ago it was encrusted by many 

coats of wash, and it was doubtless in a similar condition when Stonehouse’s drawings were made. 

Setting to work with brush, pail of water, and wooden scraper, I succeeded in thoroughly cleaning the 

surface, and clearly making out the figure of a man riding upon an ass. I also, to ray great delight, 

discovered some Runic characters in what had been the low-er part of the stone, and saw reason to 

believe that there were others concealed in the wall. At the opposite end there was evidently more 

sculpture built over, but it was not then possible to examine further. Since this time some stones 

have been removed so as to expose the whole length of what is now the eastern surface, that side 

namely, on which the human figures and the inscription are. The result is that two more letters have 

been brought to light at the one end, and at the other all the part which has been above the heads 

of the pair of human figures shown by Stonehouse. The stone, however, which is a sandstone brought 

from a distance, is so much disintegrated that it is not easy to determine what the two figures under 

the large circular device are intended for. 

“It will be seen in the drawing that a cable-moulding runs along each angle, represented as 

if tied in a knot on either side. The opposite face of the stone is almost wholly occupied by inter¬ 

laced work similar to what is seen on Roman pavements and on other Runic crosses, but the pattern 

has apparently been blundered by the workman. At the upper end is a horned serpent.There 

are some faint traces of .an interlaced pattern on what is now the under side of the stone. The upper 

side, which may possibly bear a long inscription, cannot be exposed without pulling to pieces the whole 

of the arch and tympanum which it supports.” 

So far Mr. Fowler in 1868^ as to this precious fragment from Crowle (pronounce Crool!). 

I here show it as it rested by one edge on the jambs of the door, while with the other it supported 

the masonry above. For the lightbilds taken on the spot, and here engraved, I have to thank 

Mr. Fowler. 

1 This view has been repeated in the lleiiquaiy (London, 8vo, July 1869), as illustration to an article (‘-ObseiTations on 

the lintel of a doorway at Crowle Church, Lincolnshire”) by the Rev. George Dodds. D. D. Dr. Dodd.s looks on the stone as having 

formed part of a Druidical Teraisle, the figures as signifying Noah and the Ark. Jcc., and the runes as being in Dano-Saxon-to the 

effect “BESTOW A PRAYER ON LIN A ncn” (“nunlin - boncnn'). Suclj speculations only show want of acquaintance with our own 

Northern folklore. 

2 In 1869 Mr. Fowler made another communication to the Society of Antiquaries, after he had temporarily removed the 

stone and carefully examined it, &c. See Proceedings of the Soc. of Ant. of London. Vol. 4, London 1870. p. 878, under date 

Nov. 18, 1869. 
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POSITION OF CROWLE STONE. 

t-ppei drawing, section of wall at East face of stone; Low&r drawing. West face of Doorway. 

Ihis was originally an outer entrance, as the tower was built long after the lower portion of 

the nave, and the doorway is of the same date as the fine Early-English (vulgarly “Norman") arch 

forming the southern doorway of the nave. “This is evident" — says (? Mr. Fowler in) “The Retford, 

Worksop, Isle of Axholme and Gainsburgh News” for August 28, 1869 — “from the architectural 

character of the work, which is known by its general features and by the closeness of its joints to be 

of the later Norman period. In the tympanum or filling-up of the arch, the stones were so closely set 

that it was thought by an experienced builder to be all in one piece. This reminds us of Roger de 

Caen, Bishop of Salisbury A. D. 1107—1139, one of the greatest builders of his day, who is said by 

an old chronicler to have first built “with such close joints that the whole fabric seemed of one stone"." 

But Mr. howler was not content with what he had already done. With a noble enthusiasm 

he determined to have the stone taken out and examined. Having gotten the ready leave of the Vicar 

and Churchwardens, he effected this on the 17th of August 1869, and on the following days were made 

the Casts, Rubbings and Lightbilds which he so generously sent me for my work. On the 21st of 

August the shaft was returned to its place and the arch and tympanum rebuilt, but the two chief 

(broad) sides, that is the front and back of the Runic Cross, may still be seen even better than before. 

Thus it is to Mr. Fowler that we and our aftercomers owe our compleat scientific knowledge 

and mastery of this costly Old-English Runic lave. 

Mr. Fowler’s letter to me announcing his having sent off the case of Casts and Rubbings, &c., 

is dated Sept. 13, 1869. Among other things he says: “I wish I could have sent you casts of all the 

four sides for the Runic Hall, but this was not practicable. I believe the casts of the runes are as 

good as can be obtained. Some of the casts were taken before the whitewash was removed, and 

accordingly do not show the grain of the stone. I send them in order that you and your accomplished 

artist may the better understand the exact kind of relief in which the fi.gures and patterns are cut. 

I wish to direct your attention particularly to the cast (and photograph from cast) of the object behind 

the head of the rider, for in certain lights it seems to me to bear traces of human features. It shows 

very well too the chopping and hacking to which all that side of the stone has been subjected, 

apparently in order to deface the figures. The specimen of stone 1 send [a wee bit of red sandstone] 

was broken off accidentally. 1 take it to be millstone grit from near Leeds, whence it might easily 

have come by water. Some parts of the stone are softer than the specimen, and so much perished 

that little hard spots of ironstone stand up from the general surface Vio of an inch or more. 1 send 

also a specimen of some brown dust which 1 found in the hollows of the chain or knot-work on the 

walled up side. Microscopic examination shows it to consist of decayed moss, probably ToHula Muralis, 

the common wall screw-moss, which was doubtless growing on the stone previous to its being placed 

where it now again is. The two ends of the stone have been cut off, but not 1 think to any great 

extent. There are no traces of tenons or mortises. You will observe on the narrow sides the places 

24 
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where the arms of the cross, or perhaps the enclosing circle, have been broken off. Ihe side which looks 

so indistinct has been more chipped down th:in the rest: it seems to have borne a chain-pattern. Ihere 

is a notion among the Crowle people that the two central figures are “Adam and Eve", and some go 

so far as to claim for their town the honor of being the burial-place of our first parents.” 

To all this information, so trustworthy and exact, I have little to add. The outcome of the 

whole is, that about the year 1150, when the oldest part of this Crowle Church was raised, one of 

the large stones used as building-stuff was this Runic Grave-cross, then a sule (single pillar) perhaps 

about 10 feet long, which was standing or more likely lying (long since overturned and the arms 

smasht) in the old church-yard over the forgotten grave-mound of some one whose kin had many 

years agone died out or flitted to some other shire, The hungry sexton got a handsome something for 

it as a perq^uisite (just as they do now!), and the Master of the Works thought it “capital as a lintel. 

'I'he mason then chipt and chiseled away here and there, to suit his convenience, and thus so much of 

the surface has been nearly skinned off. That the grave-beacon is hundreds of years older than the 

date of its being thus made use of, is self-evident. It is proved by the very antique style of the 

wicker-work the knot-twists and the worm-winds, by the wonderfully helpless conventional and “barbaric” 

treatment of the figures, and by the runes themselves — which, in this folkland, so early and so largely 

“Danish” have had time to become Old-English. not the primitive Old-Northern Runes brought in by 

the first Danish settlers. 

The ornamentation speaks for itself, and needs no comment. One of its most striking morsels 

is the head of the snake biting its own tail. 

We cannot certainly say what the raised bilds mean; they are too rudely cut, too much 

damaged, and have not one word of explanatory text. The lower one is a figure riding on an ass or a 

horse. Is this person a man or a woman? Is the roughness on the chin a beard? Should we decide 

for the latter, it can scarcely be other than Chnst riding into Jerusalem, the head behind symbolizing 

the on-following crowd. But should we say it is a woman, perhaps the lower part of the face muffled 

’up with a kerchief, it will then be the usual picture of the Flight into Egypt the head behind meaning 

Joseph. I'liis very subject is carved in the same way at the bottom of the Ruthwell Cross, East side, 

my p. 414. under G. 

The upper group is doubtless the joiffid meeting of the Hermit-saints Antony and Paul in the 

ivild.erness, a well-known theme for early CJhristian art. Commonly they are shown breaking the loaf so 

strangely brought them by a Raven, and this would seem to be the case here in spite of this part 

being so much defaced. The same legendary subject is carved on the Ruthwell Cross, East side. See 

my remarks thereon p. 413, under letter F. Curiously enough, the two hallows on the Ruthwell Cross 

are beardless, tho the loaf in their hands and the Latin words around plainly tell us that it is Paul and 

ANTONY BREAKING THEIR LOAF IN’ THE DESERT, and these two saints were, as we know, right venerable 

oldings. On the other hand, the Crowle Cross shows them plainly bearded. 

Lastly, the rune-risting. Most of this has been cut away by the workman’s chisel and other 

mishaps. Only what would seem to be the middle of the grave-formula is left. In my reading I agree 

fully with Mr. Ilaigh. With him, I believe that the first partly legible stave was P (a), the next C (P). 

The others are clear as far as b. Next came, tho now so dim and defaced, TrtF (caft^). Thus the 

first 3 marks, the ap^, are a mansuame with that ending. The last 5 characters are BeAFT^E, the 

following R now quite gone, thus BeAFTiE(R), the same in meaning as the usual aft^r (= after, to. in 

memory of). Ihe middle and distinctly readable word is the compound lic-b^cun. We have before 

had the word beacon in England, and also in Gotland, for a funeral block. (See begun in my Wordrow, 

p. 912). But here is prefixt Lie (pronounce leek, now sounded leer and lich), a dead body, thus 

making corpse-beacon, huvicd-pillar, gravestone. Ihis'lic-b^cun is here found for the first time in Old- 

English, and has not been seen in any other Scaudo-Gothic folk-talk. 

Thus the whole has been: 

.{FK)PrihBPhrilB{Ti;tP). 
.(AP),E LIC-BJECtIK B(eAFT*)r. 

(Set . . .) AP^e this-LIK-BEACON (grave-shaft) after. 

It will be observed that there are no marks of division in the above risting. 
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HARTLEPOOL, DURHAM, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A, D. 6B0—700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. j,. 392. 396, 865. 

BEWCASTLE, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 670. 

Old-N. H. Mon. p. 398. 

See a paper on Bewcastle and its Cross, bj W. Nanson, B. A., in Transactions of the Cumber¬ 

land and Westmoreland Ant. and Arch. Soc., Vol. 3, p. 215, Kendal 1878, 8vo. 

RUTHWELL, NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 680. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 405—448, 865. 

P. 435. — J. Zupitza. who has examined the venerable Cambridge Beda codex, agrees entirely 

with Haigh except in one word. He reads fold'" (= foldu), not foldan. (tJber den .Hymmis Cadmons), 

Zeitschr. f. deutsches Alt. Bd. 22. Svo, Berlin 1878, p. 214. — (August 1879. This leaf has since 

been issued in facsimile by the English Paleeographical Society, and we see at once that Prof. Zupitza 

is correct.) 

YARM, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOl’T A. D. 684—700. 

Photoxylographt hy j. f. ROSKNSTand from liyht-bilds kindly forwarded hy the Rev. j T. fowler, -F. S. A., 

Vice-Principal of Hatfield /fall, Durham. 

I'his piece is not in runes. But it claims a place here as inestimable in itself, and as being 

in a very old North-English dialect, like so many of the English runics. It is all that is left of a tall 

grave-cross, of sandstone, and was found by our famous English digger Canon Greenwell of Durham and his 

friends, at a meeting of the Durham Archseological Society in 1877. The bit before us is 2 feet 

2 inches high, 1 foot of an inch wide, and 7^ 4 inches thick. As both the narrow sides are alike in 

pattern, only one is given here. It was first made known to me by my departed friend the Rev. 

D. H. Haigh, who at once sent me an excellent tracing of the inscription, and whose sharp eye 
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discovered the damaged fr in the broken top line. Various hindrances have as yet delayed its pub¬ 

lication by Mr. Fowler in the Journal of the Yorkshire Archeological and Topographical AssociatioiV; 

but in the meantime, as a contribution to this my 3rd volume, that zealous old-lorist has most 

courteously favored me {Nov. 1879) with sun-pictures, and with the following communication: 

“The inscribed stone about which you enquire is a portion of a shaft of an early monumental 

cross, which for many years served as a weight in a mangle at Yarm in Yorkshire, a place on the 

south bank of the Tees, which river here divides between that county and Durham. Nothing is known 

FRONT. SIDES. BACK. 

of the previous history of the stone, the photographs sufficiently shew what its present appearance is. 

It is now preserved in the Durham Chapter Library. The late Rev. D. H. Haigh read the inscription 

thus:-FEB-j MBEREHC ' T SAC •{• | ALLA ^ SIG I NUMAEFTER | HISBREODERA I YSETAE-F He considered 

that PRB stood for presbyter, and sac for sacerdos, and. assuming that a portion had been broken away 

from the top. proposed to render it: (N.) to the priest (Trum.)herecht (and) to the hishori Alla, in memory 

of his brothers, set up (this) cross (signum). 

“Professor Earle of Oxford has had paper casts, and suggests the following: (p)ro (he) | 

KiBEREHC I T -F SAC -F | ALLA F SIGN | DMAEFTER | HISBREODERA | (y)setae f For Rereberht priest (or, For H. sacred(?) 

Alla erected this cross in memory of his brother. 

“I may add that the letters in the top line are very indistinct even on the stone itself, that 

to Canon Greenwell and myself the first letter in the second line has always looked like N, and that 

the first in the last line is very doubtful, and quite as much like s as Y. Prof. Earle too says, “I 

wish, 1 could see the y more distinctly.” 

“It has occurred to me that there may have been orate in a line now quite gone, and that 

it may have been: f Pray for Tuniberecht ^ bishop (or priest) F Alla set up (this) cross “after' his brother. 

“Ihis is all 1 can tell you about it; you will doubtless state your own views for yourself.” 

First, as usual, the woodcuts being ready (March 1, 1880), we must try sharply to fix the 

staves themselves. And in doing this we must remember that at this early time minne-stones in the 

‘ This active Society has munificently paid the cost of my 3 woodcuts, and will give this my paper thereon a place in 

their Journal, where it will appear before the printing of this volume is ended. 
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West to princes of the Church or to officers or members thereof were written in the language of the 

Church Latin, (very rarely in Greek, or Latin with Greek letters). Only in the Scando-Anglic lands 

do we find the stubborn mother-tung employed, wholly or in part, whether the staves were Runish or 

Roman. (In heathen days, of course, only the local dialect and the local Runes were carved.) So here, 

The prayer-bidding and the technical Church-term SIgsum begun) were in Latin, the rest in the local 

Old-North-English speech. For, having regard to the formula, there can be no doubt in my mind that 

my learned brother Fowler is quite right, and that the lost line at the top beg an with the usual orate. 

I think it is also clear that Prof. Earle has happily redd the 3 letters in the top line. pro. Sufficient 

is left of them to make this nearly cei'tain, and they belong to this particular and very common word- 

fall. In the 2nd line I believe that Mr. Haigh identified the first letter correctly as M, the usual 

minuscule, tho worn above. 1 believe it cannot possibly be any other stave. The dash, or contraction- 

mark over the minuscule a in sac is plain. The only remaining twayly mark is the 1st in the last 

line. But here also I agree with Haigh, and read ST, Y, that antique half-runic vowel which afterwards 

became y, then y. and of which I have spoken in my Vol. 1, p. 158. As we can date this stone, the 

shapes of the letters are most valuable to students of Palseography. We have also the common 

mingling of minuscules and majuscules, variations, and letters cut small for want of room. The dated 

and localized decorations are also precious to the archseologist. Everything is Old-Northumbrian with a 

touch of Keltic, in one word — Kelto-Northumbrian. My own reading therefore will be: 

[■t orate 

PRO tru] 

MBEREHC 

T + SAC 

ALLA i- SIGN 

UMAEFTER 

HISBREODERA 

ySETAE -F 

/•F pray-ye] \ [for tru] \ MBEREHGT -F | bishop -F | ALLA this-MEMORlAL after bis brother set -f 

It is clear that the key to the whole is the name, by Haigh and myself taken as trumberht, 

and his title of sacerdos. On the Cross, sac is a contraction for sacerdoti. Sure it is. that the name 

ends in -berht, and that he was a sacerdos. I^ow it is well known that in the early Church the epithet 

sacerdos had a very distinctive meaning. It signified Bishop, like as sacerdotium was used for Episcopate 

and as a word of respectful address, like our Right Reverend-, while, on the other hand, the word for 

Priest was presbyter. Therefore this -berht, whoever he was, was a Bishop. And indeed it is un¬ 

reasonable to suppose that so large and costly and ornamental a pillar as this must have been when 

first raised, beautiful and complete, — should have been put up to a simple Priest. The style and 

language go back to about the 7th century or so. Now what Bishops ruled in England at about this 

time, whose name ended in -bercht? W. Stubbs, in his solid “Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum” (Oxford 

1<S58, sm. 4to) will tell us. We begin with the very first in England in -bert: 

agilbert. Bishop of Dorchester, consecrated 650. 

trumbert, ,, Hexham, 681. 

cuthbert, ,. Lindisfarne, „ 685. 

eadbert, ,, n •- 688. 

sdidbert, ,, ,, Friesland, 693. 

nothbert, ,, ,, Elmham, „ 693 X 706. 

eadbert, ,, ,, Selsey, „ 709. 

kinbert, ,, ,, Lindsey, „ 706 X 731. 

EGBERT, ,, York, 734. 

FRITHBERT, ,, ,, Hexham, M 734. 

cuthbert, ,. Hereford, „ 736. 

EADBERT, ,, Leicester, 764. 

ALUBERT, ,, ,, Selsey, ., 746 X 765. 
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jaenbert, Bishop of Canterbury, consecrated 766. 

ethelbert, „ York. 767. 

ALDBERT, ,, Loudon, 767. 

ALDBERT, ,. Hereford, 777. 

ETHELBERT, ,, ,, Whithern, 777. 

ALDBERT, ,, Bunwich, 766 X 778. 

HIGBERT, ,, Lichfield, 779. 

ITLBERT, ,, Hexham. 781. 

KINBERT. ,, ,, Winchester, 781 X 785. 

HEATHOBERT, ,, ,, London. 794. 

DENEBERT, ,, Worcester, 798. 

WIGBERT, ,, ,, Sherborn, 796 X 801. 

EANBERT, ,, Hexham, 800. 

We surely need not go further, into the Uth and 10th centuries. The shape of the letters 

alone would forbid this. The only other defensible reading of what stands before the -berehct hitherto 

proposed is Ri. But in all the above long list there is no name beginning with - - ribert. Jf not Ri, 

the mark can only be M, in its usual minuscule form. And in the above roll there is only one Bishop 

whose name begins with - - mbert, and that is trumbert, Bishop of Hexham, West of Newcastle. This 

prelate’s name is as usual variously spelt, according as it was variously slurred in the pronunciation, or 

as the copyists were more or less careful. In the O. E. Chronicle it is trumbyrht, trumbriht. in Beda 

TUNBERT and so (tdnberht) in Florrnce of Worcester, but in his English version of'Beda King Alfred 

gives it as trumbyret. But all these are late forms compared with the sametime pillarb Comparing 

Beda (4. 19). Florence of Worcester (681) and the 0. E. Chron. (681. 68.o), we see that this Anglian 

Missionary succeeded eata as Bishop of “Hagustaldcs-ham” (= Hexham) in 681, but was driven away 

by the revolted Piets in 684, and in the following year at the synod of Twyford eata was restored in 

the see, C.UTHBERT, the elected, preferring Lindisfarne. When trumberht died we are not told. He may 

have lived to the end of the century, 16 years. I have therefore dated the stone between 684 and 

700. The fragment was found at Yarm, some 50 English miles from Hexham, and he may have retired 

to that village and died there. Or the stone itself may have wandered. 

But, from a linguistic point of view, the costliest vocable on this piece is of course the 

BREODERA. It occurs here for the first time on these forn monuments in England as dat. sing. Our 

next oldest Old-English things containing it are probably the Durham or fdndisfarne Gospels, from 

atiout 950. I have noted the following examples from this skinbook of its use in the dat. sing. Where 

the South-English text has breder in the dat. s. and the Rushworth N. E. Gloss brocer, the Lindis¬ 

farne N. E. has, (besides ha3m broder in Prol. j\Jt. Cambridge ed. p. 10. 1. 12): 

Mat. 5, 22: brodere his. 

,, ,, ,. BRODRE his. 

., ,, 24: BRODRE Oinum. 

,, 22. 24: BRODRE his vel his broedre. 

,, ,, 25: broeder his. 

Mark 12, 19: broedre his. 

Luke 12, 13: brodre minum. 

,, 20. 28: BRODRE his. 

Thus in the Lindisfarne-Ms. dialect broder usually makes its dat. sing, by a vowel-ending, BRODERE, 

commonly shortened to brodre; but instead of this it mostly has the broken iu-vowel, thus broeder. In 

our Northern English codices OE and eo often seem used promiscuously to express the same sound. 

* On the about coinemporaneovs stone, with its beautifully carved Cross and decorations in the Keltic style, at Tullylease, 

Duhallow, County Cork, Ireland, is inscribed in elegant minuscules: “qui cum quse hunc titulum legerit orat pro berechtuine.” Here, 

on a saiue-time .slab, the berecht is a.s old in form as the herehct of the Yarm Cross. Saint Berchtwine came from the north of 

England, lived long in Ireland, and died at Tullylease. — See W. Reeves, Ulster Journ. of Archseol., vol. 6, and M. Stokes, Christian 

Inscriptions, 4to, Ft. 5, in both which works it is engraved. — About 50 years later is a stone at Wensley in Yorkshire bearing a 

floriated cross and. in raised majuscules (with 1 minuscule), e.^tbereht et arl'ini. Here the guttural is already softened. See this 

curious slab engraved (from a drawing by the late Rev. D. H. Haigh) in the Yorkshire Archeological Journal, Vol. 6, 188U. Mr. Haigh 

points out that the contemporary coins of King Eadberht bear eat-, bad-, eot-berehtos. 
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In the oldest Scandinavian parchments browr makes its dat. s. broi* *ur or brojor; but also, 

breaking the in-vowed, broepr or broep^er. There is owe instance, in a codex of the Vestmanna Law 

(Sweden) of the end-vowel, its nom. bropur making dat. s. bropiri, where i, in the usual way, represents 

an older e, and this an older J& and a. On Scandian runish stones no dat. s, has yet turned up. 

In 0. frisic there are 2 instances of the end-vowel, brothere and brodere. 

In all the other Scando-Gothic talks the nom. and dat. are the same, save that in M. Goth. 

bropar has dat. bropr. None have the end-vowel. 

Thus the BREOUERA of the Hexham stone is the oldest dative yet known to us, and as to 

antiquity of form can only be compared with the Sanscrit bhratar: dat. bhratre, instrum. BBRlTRAb 

And here we have another example to the endless crowd, of the excessive caprice of language, 

and of the folly of the theoretical systems octroyed by the modern mechanical philological school. Like 

the engineer who lays down roads over a country he has never seen by drawing straight lines on the J\Iap, 

and thus often, unwittingly, over large lakes and high hills and bottomless bogs, — so the modern 

philologist ignores countless variations old and new. Here, in the Scando-Anglic group alone, we have 

the striking gradation -a, -e, -i within the space of only 650 years^, besides no case-ending at all. and 

besides the in-vowcl change. But in the orthodox I.atin dialect 1500 years h^ore the Vestmanna-lag, we 

have already the “modern” -i (fratri), while the “per-antique" M£eso-Gothic of about A. L. 350 has 

the bald and vulgar latest form dat. s. bropr! So much for facts on the one side and theories on the other. 

But we know that really much of this modern specuhition is illusory. If we had hundreds of 

other local monuments and documents of various ages, we should find (by whatever name we call them, 

leaping dialects or lagging or mixt clan-talks) many examples of such an -a or -e or -i or what else, 

where we had least expected it. And .so it i.s at this day. Every living tung is full of exceptions and 

archaisms and neologisms and anomalies, and always will be. 

April 1880. — Since the above was penned I have received the interesting paper “On an 

Inscribed Stone found at Yarm. By the late Rev. D. 11. Haigh. Communicated and annotated by the 

Rev. J. r. Fowler, M. A., F. S. A.”, publisht in Vol. 6 of the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical 

Journal, 1880, and accompanied by an Autotype plate of the written side of the block. Its principal 

contents had already been kindly communicated by Mr. Fowler, and may be redd above. Mr. Haigh 

gives excellent examples of the use of sacerdos for Bishop in the Early Church, beginning with the 

(.'atacombs (366 to 384), and showing how it continued till and after the time of Venerable Beeda, when 

“Episcopus” began to make its way. Mr. Fowler adds the “Ecce Sacerdos magnus", applied in Missals 

and Breviaries to none but Bishops. 

LliNDISFAENE, THEREAFTER DURHAM, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 69.s. 

Old-N. R Mon. p. 449. 

* Of course I do not mean that the Hexham form is a lineal descendant of the Sanscrit, but merely that both show olden 

endings. The .‘^cando-Gothic tungs have practically no Instrumental case. 

* Hexham stone about A. D. 1190; Vestmanna law Ms. about A. D. 1350. 
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FALSTONE, NORTHUIBEELAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 456. ' 

BINDLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 768—770. 

From a Cast, Rubbings and Photographs kindly forwarded by the Rev. JOS. te. fowler, F. S. A., 

Vice-Principal of Hatjield Flail, Durham, England. 

If my reader will kindly go back to my Vol. 1, p. 486, he will see what was then known about 

this runish lave. He will perceive that Mr. Haigh had done what he could, but that the times were 

unpropitious. Since then, circumstances have altered. Fresh materials have been placed at my service. 

The same energies and opportunities which have enabled my noble countryman Mr. Fowler to restore 

to us the Crowle Runic Cross have also permitted him to do what can be done for the Bingley Font. 

To do what can be done — for this precious relic, hundreds of years neglected, is now so shattered and 

worn as almost to make us de.'^pair. The staves are so faint and broken, the stone has so many false 

jags and cruel scratches, that the risting is almost unreadable. The best men may differ, and widely 

differ, as to its meaning. 

And this difBculty is largely increast because it is not yet commonly agreed what this piece 

was intended for. I look upon it as a font, Mr. Haigh thought it the socket of a cross. 

But to understand this better let us describe it, using the details kindly given me by 

Mr. Fowler and Mr. Haigh. This piece, years ago, was found turned upside down, doing duty as a step 

to the entrance of the Grammar School at Bingley, a markettown 32 miles W. by S. of York, with a 

population of about 10,UOO souls. When the said school was rebuilt this stone was taken to the 

Churchyard, where it was for nobody knows how long. 1 now follow Mr. Fowler: ‘■‘■Matenal. The 

ordinary strong gritstone of the district. General Form. Irregularly foursided, the inscribed side being 

longer than the opposite side. The under-part is quite rough, as if it had never been workt. The 

sides are very thick, and the cavity accordingly small in proportion, especially at the bottom. Dimensions. 

About 2^/2 square by IL-^ high and 10 inches deep. Details. The ornamentation is confined to the 

four sides. These appear to have had a cable-moulding running all round the upper margin, which may 

perhaps have been continuous with the interlaced patterns on the sides. These are different on all the 

three sides which bear them, and are rude and irregular in character. The runic inscription is in three 

lines occupying what appears to have been the front side. There is a shallow rebate all round the 

brim of the cavity as if for the reception of a cover, but there are no traces of fastenings. The 

aperture is roughly made in one corner, and the stone is much broken away from it all round on the 

outside, as if driven oflt from within at some later period. Present condition. The under-part is very 

rough as above stated, and perhaps it has never been otherwise. This condition may however be the 

result of the action of frost or of mechanical violence. It is so much weathered all over that none of 

the original surface remains, and little hard points stand up, having resisted corrosion longer than the 

rest. It must have been in the open air for a long tirhe, but of late years it has been kept in the 

church. Similar remains in neighbourhood. tjninscribed runic stones have often been found in South 

Yorkshire and in North Lincolnshire, as shewn by my brother and myself in Proc. Soc. Ant.” 
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The hole or aperture above spoken of’ is cut horizontally in the corner as described. 

Ibis being so, and without reference to the inscription, what would this piece seem to have 

been made for? I think undoubtedly for a church font. And this for three reasons, its general 

appearance, the “rebate all round the brim of the cavity as if for the reception of a cover", and the 

hole to let out the water. Certainly it is large enough, for the hollow basin is about 1 foot 

9 inches square at top and about 10 inches deep, besides which baptism hy sprinhling was not 

uncommon from the very oldest times. 

But general objections — smallness of the water-cavity, barbarism of the work, &c. — arc 

quite inapplicable here. What do we know about Baptismal Fonts anywhere in the 8th century? How 

many have we left to us from that early date? In a rude neighborhood and a half-heathen period we 

must expect helpless workmanship. And this piece is very rude indeed. Perhaps its want of proportion 

was partly owing to the shape of the original block, while its unfinisht base was to spare labor. But 

both its rough ornamentation and its careless runes show the hand of an unskilled workman. True. 

And how many skilled workmen — carvers of stone -— should we exjject to find in a small, poor, out- 

of-the-way hamlet in Yorkshire even now? And a thousand y'^ears back, I trow none. We know that 

all the earliest ‘skilled workmen in whatever was not wood were brought over by the early ChristJhn 

clergy about this time from the Continent, chiefly from Italy. Native village stone-cutting from the 8th 

year-hundred is scarce enough, and barbarous enough. A Font so old I have never seen. But I have 

examined, particularly in Scandinavia, some very old native-cut Fonts, as old as the 11th and 12th and 

13th centuries, and I can testify that sevei’al of these are as rude and helplessly fashioned — tho not 

perhaps so much ruined by time and brutality, which is quite another thing — as this piece at Bin’gley. 

.4nd several of them have a Water-basin even much smaller than the Bingley. In plans and drawings 

of Fonts, sizes of top and bowl &c. (measured inside from rim to rim and the depth) ai'c seldom 

given, else it woidd be easy to refer to scores of publisht instances^ And many of these oldest Fonts 

have the drain (water hole) not in the middle, but, as at Bingley, at one corner below, while others 

have no drain at all! These old Fonts are often square, as well as round, and this applies to the 

Bowl also. 

If we now turn to the runes, we shall see that — apart from all wearing and damage — they' 

have never been so even and regular as on many other laves. It is also clear that the staves in the 

lowest line have been purposely S23read, partly to fill up the space and partly perhaps from the stone 

being unsmooth at parts. 

At p. 486 in Vol. 1 of this work Mr. Idaigh tolls us that the first lijie began 

t -- 
that the second ended 

and that the third commenced with 

(SIGEB.NLIS ODEOA'GEN). 

In 1869—70 Mr. Fowler generously and enthusiastically rusht into the field. At great e.xpense 

both of time and money he lavisht favor on favor upon me — details of every kind, drawings, rubbino-s, 

photographs, and at last a cast of the runic side. For all this labor of love I and the whole Republic 

of Letters offer him our hearty thanks. At this time a letter reacht me from Mr. Haigh, dated 9th 

March 1870-. which contained the passage: “I have thought that the first line mav be 

t T KI n K H t k R i [ X” 
EA D B E R H T C t) NI NG. 

As my materials came in 1 began to work upon them, and at last — after some few gradual 

ameliorations — have come to my present text. Should 1 be right in this, of course ive are sure that 

the stone trough was made for a Font. 

1 One such, from Great Britain, where measurements are given, I have at hand. Chapel of St. Malruhe, Lochaoineart, 

Skye, Scotland. Font. “The basin-shaped cavity is ISh'g inches in diameter, and 70g inches deep.” Hornblend gneiss. No mention 

of hole for water, nor of the age; but the style of ornamentation, as described, shows great antiquity. — Proceedings of Soc. of 

Ant. of Scotl.ind, 4to, Tol. 8, pt 2. Edinburgh 1871, p. 237. 

25 
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Mr. Haigh has come to a difFerent conclusion. He rejects both my opinion that it was a Pont 

and also my reading of the runes. He insists that it was the Socket of a Cross, and has gradually 

decided that the stone bears (besides at least one other line): 

“EADBERHT EATTING KY- 

NJNG EEHTE GIBAN OiSTE, NYS- 

ODE ONGEN BINGAL^HES.” 

'Phis he translates: “Eadbei'ht Eatting, King, pnblisht a good ban, visited again Bingley."' 

To this 1 answer that — however much the stone has suffered, still enough is left lor us to 

see (at least in my opinion) that the above runes have neve^' been there. Minor points, as to the 

strangeness of some things in the words as given and the — to say the least — unlikely and 

meaningless character of this whole inscription on a public monument, we can pass by. 

1 now come to my own reading, to which men able to judge will perhaps object as strongly 

as I have done to that of my learned friend. After numberless and patient examinations of all my 

materials, in all lights, and guided by the faint traces still left, and avoiding what 1 conceive to be 

accidental dints and jags, and partly holpen by' the dividing dots which 1 think here and there exist, 

I make out that the letters were as below, ccnij-ilete in 3 lines, uo more. Ny fancy may have misled 

me as 1 think his has misled Mr. Haigh, but still I submit my text for comparison. The reader will 

then judge for himself. 

(P'ont as I see it, from cast and lightbild, &c. Runes as T sec them, some more or less 

plain, others partly or nearly worn away. As the whole surface has suffered so much, it was impossible 

to engrave it otherwise. No Photograph could bring out the details of so excessively worn a stone; 

besides which, to give a Simbild in every copy of this work would have been very expensive, and no 

artist can engrave such a Photograph without himself fixing the shape of every letter.) 

In the last line (in the word gibid) parts of only 2 of the 3 upper strokes of the g (.5f<) are 

left. All the rest is broken away. Thus my reading and version will be: 

£4DBIERHT CDNCiVG 

HET HIEAWAN DCEP-STAN US. 

GIBID FHR his SAULE. 

EADBIERBT, KING, 

EOTE (ordered) to-BEW this-DiP-STONE (baptismal stone, font) for-us. 

BID (pray-thou) for ms souLi 

1 Id “The Runic MoDuments of Northumbria” (1870), .p. 29, my late accomplisht friend has modified this to; 

“EADBERHT K4TTINU CYKING REBTE GEBAN CESTF NTSODE OKGEK BINGALEABES, Eadberht, SOD of Eatta, King, uttered a gracioUS- 

ban, visited again Bingley.” But the appended plate gives giban, as before. 
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[ need not remark that the longer and oftener we look at the Hght-bild of the runes, the 

more will the at first so indistinct staves gather shape and look into our eyes. 

Should the above reading be accepted as substantially correct, the next question is the age of 

this Font. Putting together, in short, the notices of eadbert eating (Fata s-son) king of Northumberland 

given in the Old-English Chronicle, the Addition to Beda, Florence of Worcester, Simeon of Durham, &c., 

we find that in 737 Oeolwulf, in the 9th year of his reign takes St. Peter’s tonsure (became a monk) 

at Lindisfarn (Holy Hand), and gives up his sceptre to EadbertS “feederan sunu”, his uncle’s son. In 

740 Eadbert wars against the Piets. In 750_ he adds the district of Cyil, in Ayrshire, to his dominions. 

In 756 he fights against the Britons, and loses most part of his army. In 757 he takes St. Peter’s 

tonsure (is shorn as a clerk), gives up his kingdom to his son Oswulf, and becomes a Canon in York 

uqder his brother .\rchbishop Ecgbert. In 768, on the 20th of August, Eadbert dies at York, after 10 

years of private life, and he and the Archbishop both rest entombed in"the same porch in the city of York. 

Eadbert may have ordered this Font for the church in Bingley while yet king, but the prayer 

for his soul makes it more likely that he did this when n&dv death, in the usual way, by his oral or 

written Will, by which doubtless many pious gifts were made to monasteries and churches near him 

for the good of his soul. A year or two would be sufficient for so simple a Font, and therefore its 

date will probably be between 768 and 770. Perhaps the church at Bingley was first built or restored 

in his reign, or a stone church may have been raised instead of a rma&d. • wooden one. 

Bingley is nowhere spoken of in our oldest books, and must have been in the 8th century an 

obscure hamlet with some scores or perhaps a hundred souls Even now it has only one church. So 

much the more extraordinary would it have been, 'to raise a monument with a formal inscription to 

commemorate a first or second casual visit thither of a local king. — See the word-row, and the 

Bridekirk Font, p. 489, and the Bdrse Font, p. 665. 

Anxious to do full justice to this valuable relic, and wishful to give every view respecting it 

fair play, 1 now add that I have just (October 1872) received my deceast friend’s paper on “Yorkshire 

Runic Afonuments”. Mr. llaigh here partly abandons his former readings, and gives a third or fourth, 

as follows, (pp. 3, 4, and Plate): 

“During the course of the past winter, I took up the photograph of this inscription one, day, 

and was very much surprised to find that the sixth rune in the third line, which 1 had read e, was 

certainly u, and that it was followed by S, not by N. This discovery, most unexpected, throws new 

light upon the whole. 1 had identified Ouama or Ouoma, the place whence Eadberht led his army to 

the aid of Oengus, King of the Piets, A. D. 756, with Hewendeu near Bingley, and supposed that the 

assembling of his forces there might be the occasion of Eadberht’s visit. • The identification is now 

confirmed: the army really assembled at Heweuden; but the person, whose visit to Bingley is recorded, 

was not Eadberht, but his ally Oengus, whose name is here spelled Angus or Ongus, (for dc and 6s 

differ but in a single stroke, and 1 cannot be sure which letter is here). 

“I give a tracing from the photograph (by Mr. Holgate, of Bingley, see Plate, fig. 1), collated 

with the cast.” —, [Here Photoxylographt from Mr. Haigh’s Plate by Hr. Rosenstand.] — “My reading 

J10W is: 
“■i- ^DBERHTEATTli^CY 

NINGRIHTEGIBANtESTENTS 

ODEOi^USBINGALEAHESr 

Eadberht Eatting Cyning rihte giban ceste. Nysode Ongus Bingaleahes. 

“7 “Eadberht, sou of Eatta, King, uttered a gracious ban. Ongus visited Bingley.” 

^ Spelt in the skiobooks eadberht, eadbert, eadberth, eadbriht, eadbrtht, eatbebt, eathbert, edberht, edbrict, &c. 

^ So late as in 1284, the ‘Bingelei’ of the Domesday Book and the ‘Byngeley’, ‘Bingeley’, ‘Byngley’ of Kirkby was but 

a single manor, of 14 earucates of land, making only 1 knight's fee. It was then held in capite by the lady Milisent 'de Monte Alto, 

but part of the property was let out to others. — The Survey of the County of York, taken by John de Kirkby, commonly called 

Kirkby's Inquest, itc. itc. Durham 18(i7, 8vo, p. 42. (Surtees Society). 
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“It is but part ot a longer record. dhe “gracious ban. no doubt resulted in the alliance 

between Eadberht and Oengus, previously enemies; and at Bingley, wc may believe, that alliance 

was cemented.” 

With these words Mr. Haigh passes to the Franks Casket. — Thus for 

the last: kyning, rehte, ongen, BrNGAL.^HES 

we have now: cyning, rihte, ongus, bingaleahesi. 

I can as little see this inscription on the stone as Mr. tiaigh’s former ones, and look upon the 

“gracious ban” and “Ongus” as equally improbable on a Runic Cross at Bingley with the “good ban 

and “the again’'. At all events these frequent alterations show — what we must, all admit — that the 

block is too much damaged to justify us in looking for any historical names whatsoever other than the 

first plain eadbierht. Whether the reader agrees generally with Mr. Haigh or with myself, he will 

equally remember that he has to thank the indomitable zeal of Mr. Haigh for first drawing attention to 

this piece, and the noble labors of Mr. Fowler for the careful materials and trustworthy information 

here laid before him. 

We can now proceed to show the other sides of the Font, which I here give Photoxylographt 

by Herr Rosenstand, but on a very reduced scale, from Mr. Fowler’s excellent Rubbings, taken by him 

in February 1870. 

As has been said, the Runish side is the longest. The opposite or back is the shortest: 

The right side is still more simply ornamented. We can here see the water-hole in the 

right corner below: 



This rude and uiidevelopt and hackivard decoration not only points to an early date — for art 

was not so low and helpless as this in the 8th century either in Great Britain and Ireland or on the 

Continent, still less in Scandinavia, (of course I here speak of Barbarian Art) — but conclusively 

suggests a poor village in an outlandish part of the country, and no workman at hand but the honest 

stone-smith of the hamlet. 

Lastly I give, in the same way reduced from Mr. Fowler’s very large outlines, a view of the 

Font as seen in section and as it appears when lookt at.from above. 

/ETilliED’S FINGEE-RING, ENGLAND. 

? DATK ABOUT A. J). 700—800. 

li. Mon. p. 46S. 
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DEWSBURY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

OJd-N. R. Mon. f. 464. 

The stone has daer, not der, as ascertained by the Rev. J. T. Fowler, who has carefully 

examined it, And he has also supplied the faint traces of 3 letters on the upper edge of the fragment. 

“The two last of these (says Mr. Haigh, “On Runic Inscriptions at ThornhiU", p. 4) “would, of course, 

be be; then, at a distance which would allow of rather more than two, but scarcely three, letters inter¬ 

vening, there was possibly E. dil seems better to fill the space than any other restoration i can 

suggest.” 1 also follow Mr. Haigh in translating beornae by BERN, chief. Thus the restoration proposed 

by Mr. Haigh would be: 

[.Dis settae 

aefter EdilBEjsHTAE. 

BEGUN AEFTER BEORNAE. 

GIBIDDAD DAER SADLE 

f..this set" 

after EdilBEjrht. 

a-BEACON AFTER the-BERN (prince). 

BlD-pe (pray) for-TUE SOUhl 

DOVER, KENT, ENGLAND. 

'? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 465, 865. 

IKTON, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D'. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 469. 

In 1880 the following communication from J. Romilly Allen, Esq. F. S. A. Scot., Civil Engineer, 

was kindly forwarded to me: “On one side of the cross there is a blank left in one of the panels, 

iinornamented and perfectly smooth, and there is absolutely no trace of letters of any kind. The cross is 

well illustrated in Lyson’s Magna Britannia.” 

NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND; 

BUT BOUGHT IN AUZON, BRIONDE, HAUTE-LOIRE, FRANCE. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. 'R. Mon. p. LNIN, 470. 

P. I.XIX. — In a paper publisht in Archffiologia Seotica, Vol. 5, Parti, 4to, Edinburgh 1874, 

pp. 249—60, "On a Runic Door from Iceland”, I have given a list of all the works of art then known 
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to me illustrating our oldest Northern Myths and Legends. Among them were several connected with 

the Volsnng and Sigurd Saga. Others have since been discovered. One of these (see my notice in tlie 

Danish “Illustreret Tidende" for 17 May 1877 of the Drafle runic stone, Upland, Sweden, from about 

the middle of the 11th century) i have shown to bear not only Sigurd killing the Worm but even 

ANDVAEE THE DWARF HOLDING THE FATAL RING, and thus by implication the ANSES themselves, (W)odin, 

Loke and Hsener! 

P. 470. — In the newly publish! (Oct. 1872) Yorkshire Archseological Journal, the late Rev. 

D. H. Haigh has treated at some length, in his article “Yorkshire Runic Monuments”, this precious 

old-lave. illustrating his text by beautiful reduced engravings (apparently photolithographt from my 

Chemitypes) of all the pieces now left. He here defends his original idea that the left compartment 

of the MiEGi panel represents the beheading of S. John the Baptist, not the legend of Weland as had 

been suggested by Prof. Bugge and adopted by myself, He says (p. 6): “It has hitherto seemed to me 

riiost natural to identify the two women with Herodias and her daughter. Another explanation of this 

part of the scene now occurs to me. Gregory of Tours (P. Ixix.) has preserved a legend to the effect, 

that when S. John the Baptist was in prison, a Gallic matron was on a visit to Jerusalem. “Audivit 

autem quod beatus Johannes decoilaretur: cursu illuc rajjido tcndit, datisque muneribus supplicat 

per.cussori, ut earn sanguinem defiuentem colligere perniitteret. Illo autem percutiente, matrona concharn 

argenteam preeparat, truncatoque martyris capite, cruorem devote suscepit; quern, diligenter in ampulla 

positum, patriam detulit, et apud Vasatensem urbem, sedificata 'in ejus honore ecclesia, in sancto altari 

collocavit. {Gloria Martyrum, Hi. 12).” It may be that this scene is intended here. The first woman 

has evidently given to the executioner the cup which he holds in his hand; he perhaps is holding the 

head so that the blood may be collected by her; and the second woman, her attendant, holds an ampul' 

suspended, by a cord. If my view, (to be developed in the sequel), that this casket was made for 

Queen Gailesuiuth, be correct, the motive which dictated the choice of this scene will at once appear; 

for Bazas (Vasatensis urhs) is surrounded by the group of civitates (Bordeaux, Cahors, Lescar, Limoges, 

and Tarbes), which were conferred on Gailesuinth for dowry or “morning gift” (morganegiba) (Hist. 

Franc. IX. 20).” — — — — “Does then the-casket picture represent this story? Should there not 

be two bodies, -not merely one? Is it not essential that Beadohild should visit Weland alone? Is it 

conceivable, that Weland should receive Beadohild’s jewel in one hand, whilst he holds with the other 

her brother’s head, and the corpse lies on the ground before them? It was a ring, and nothing else, 

that she brnught to him; and her brothers’ bodies were buried, and their skulls, eyes, and teeth dis¬ 

posed of, before her visit, (at least according to the Edda). Does the group, of the man, his victim, 

and the two women, convey the idea of two immediately consecutive incidents — his receiving from 

them a cup of drink after he has cut off the head — or a series of incidents such as those above 

related? The man with the. birds is turned in a direction opposite to that of the women, and so we 

may well understand a different incident here; but should not the birds be flying, and he have a bow 

and arrow, if he is to be taken for Egil?” 

I cannot see that this obscure local Franco-Keltic tale has anything to do with the subject on 

the Scando-Anglic Casket, and the presence of many scenes from the same legend all exhibited at once 

is very common on works of art everywhere from the earliest times. 

At p. 9 and 20 Mr. Haigh accepts the suggestion of the Rev. J. T. Fowler, that fisc-flodu is 

the nominative to the verb ahof, and that fergen-berig (berig=beig, bridge, causeway, quay) is Hill- 

bridge, a place he would identify as Filey-bridge; he then translates gas-eicg as Dusky-back, and gives 

the whole as: 
“Whale’s bone fish-flood 

above on hill-bridge. 

Dusky-back was vanquished 

where he ashore swam.” 

He adds (p. 9): ^'Fisc-fiodu is the “wave” or “tide” of the sea. The early Northumbrian MSS. 

present several parallel examples of nouns ending in n, or an equivalent o, (the former earlier than the 

latter). Thus, as I have elsewhere maintained, tlie personal names, Begu and Beiu, in Ven. Bseda’s 

“Historia Ecclesiastica”, represent the words beg (bedg, beah, beh), “a bracelet” or “ring”, and hege (hcsge), 

“an enclosure”, of southern dialects. Foldu in the earliest version of Ceedmon’s hymn is in the 
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accusative; so are eorthu in the Leyden Ms. version of one of the ndriles of the Codex Exoniensis, and 

galgu in the Ruthwell inscriptions; but their nominatives must have had the same forms. In the Epnial 

glosses we have several, hcegit, “hedge”, scamn, “shame”, slcegit, “sloe”, terv, “tar’ &c.; and others ui the 

Durham Ritual, and the Lindisfarne and Harewood Gospels, ego, “eye”, eorthu (or eortho), “earth”, mego, 

-friend", witgu, “prophet”, &c.; all in the nominative. There is therefore ample authority for regarding 

flodu as an early Northumbrian form of fi6d. “flood”." — And at p. 20: “It would seem, then, that the 

whale came too near the shore, was stranded by the ebbing tide, so perished, and was devoured by 

sea-fowls, until tide or storm washed his bones up on Filey bridge. To the northward of this bridge, 

between it and Scarborough, there is little access from the cliffs to the shore; and as it is probable 

that there was but scanty population there in the sixth century, the gradual destruction and decom¬ 

position of the whale on that coast might well pass unnoticed. Hence, then, came the material of the 

casket, and hereabout most probably dwelt Domgish before he went to France. 

This proposal to take fisc-flodu as the nominative* to ahof is reasonable enough. It is as 

good as the version given by myself, perhaps better. Ihe berig = brig is possible, not likely. I know 

of no authority for translating gas by Dusky. 

At p. 11, speaking of the Romulus and Remus myth, Mr. Haigh says: “In England it appears 

as the type of one of the early sceattas, probably of the seventh century, and of the unique penny of 

Ethilberht of East Anglia, towards the close of the eighth.” 

At p. 15 our learned author argues that the ^gili and the fragmentary drygyi> swi(c) of the 

casket refer to a king agila in Spain, who was slain in 554, at Cordova, and succeeded by Athanagild. 

_ “Then, as these last [scenes from the history of the Visigoths] would have an especial interest only 

for the family of Athanagild, (and his successor was of another family, Liuva, governor of Narbonne), 

I think this casket must have been made, either for his queen, or for one of his daughters, Gailesuinth 

or Brunichild, the wives respectively of Chilperic, King of Soissons, and Sigibert, King of Austrasia; 

and most probably for Gailesuinth. For, having found ^gili, I do not hesitate in identifying the artist, 

Domgisl, with Domegiselus. who was sent‘by Chilperic to Spain, A. D. 582, to inspect the dowry, which 

Reccared, son of Liuvigild, had offered, proposing marriage with Ghilperic’s daughter Rigunth; who two 

years later, when all arrangements were completed, escorted the princess on her way J.o Spain, (which 

however she never reached); and who, two years'later still, after Chilperic’s death, appears to have 

been governor of Angers. Thus the casket, worthy even to have been a wedding present from Chilperic 

to Gailesuinth, would be made about A. D. 567, for that was the date of her marriage, and in the 

following year she was murdered; and thus it had not travelled far from its original home, when it 

rested at Auzon.” 

All this is very ingenious. But I think it a mere fanciful combination. It is more than 

_ doubtful that the two different words dom and gisl are the one name domgisl at all. And I look upon 

the date 567 as 200 years too high. Certainly A. D. 567, or anything like it, is inadmissible.^! If so 

old, I believe that the Runic Letters, the Roman Letters and the Old-English ivords would all have a 

character much more archaic. Nay, I think that even the architecture is of a type too decidedly “Gothic” 

to have been cut by a shrine-smith who lived in the 6th yearhuudred after Christ. 

Since writing the above I have obtained a copy of Prof. Hofmann’s article on this Casket in 

“Sitzungsberichte der philos.-philol. und hist> Classe der k. k. Ak. der Wiss. zu Mimchen”, 1871, 

Heft. VI, pp. 665—676. His transcript of the inscriptions has some errors, but he interprets the 

heathen scenes as belonging to the Saga of weland and .aiGiLi, in the same manner as myself and Prof. 

Bugge, tho he omits any mention of the long note hereon by Bugge and myself at my p. LXIX, LXX, 

which he had perhaps never seen. He differs from’ me in his translations of several words. In some 

of these I cannot follow him, and pass them over. But a couple have more value. Thus at the very 

beginning, instead of taking otLjjDN neg, as Haigh and 1 have done, to mean outplay is'IGH were 

exposed-to-perish near-to-each-other), he suggests ocLJi: unneg, their-OTHEL unnigb (-far-from their home¬ 

land, birth-place). The words are not divided by stops or spaces, and I think this new version very 

likely indeed. 

’ Prof. S. Bug-ge suggested this as early as 1870. See his Runic article in Aarb. f. Nord, Oldk. 1870, p. 208. 
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A^ain, instead of Haigh’s and my gibroj^ra fcedd^, he would read gibroj^r AFCEDDii:, The 

meaning is the same in either case, and there are no divisions, so we may group the letters as we like. 

But I cannot see any reason for altering my reading. Of bropor, broker, &c. we have such Old-North- 

Engl. nom. plurals as brodro (as well as geBRODOR, giBROBOR), and such 0. S. E. as gesRODRA, geBRODRU 

(as well as brodor), such 0. Fris. as brothera, brothere, brodere (as well as brother, &c.), such Ohg. 

as BRUODERA, PRUADRA (as Well as bruoder, giBRUODER). Therefore gtbrot>/ERa is more\ liJceh/ in England 

as being more antique on so very old a monument. 

As in 0. Engl, dialects we have many instances of both fedan and afedan in exactly the same 

meaning, it is quite immaterial which form we adopt. Both signify to feed, give suck to, suckle. 

Adopting as probable a couple of these hints, I would thus amend the two longer 0. English 

carvings: 

01L4D TJNNEG ROMWALUS' AND REUMWALUS, TWCEGEN GIBROtiERA; FCEDDE HliE WtJLIF IN ROMiEC^STRI. 

Their-OTHEL (home-land, birth-place) dn-nigh (far away from) were-ROMWALVS (—ROMULUS) and reumwalus 

(REMUS), TWAIN (two) BROTHERS; FED (nOUrisht, SUCklcd) HI (them) a-WYLF (she-wolf) IN ROMECASTER 

(Rome-city). ■ 

hron.es ban fisc-flodu 

A-HOF on fergen-berig: 

wars gasric grorn, 

:d^r he on greet gi-swom. 

Of-the-Srone (— ^^Oiale) ihe-bones the-fishes'-flood (~ the Sea) hove (lifted, raised) on Fergen-berg (Fergen- 

hill, on the coast of Durham); worth (became, was~he) gas-nch (playing, gamboling) groren (omsht, pasht to 

pieces, killed) there (there-where, where) he on the-grit (shingles, shore, coast) swam. — i. e. 

THE WHALE’S BONES THE FISHES’ FLOOD 

LIFTED ON FERGEN-H2LL: 

HE IfAi' GASHT TO DEATH IN HIS GAMBOLS, 

AS A-GROUND HE SWAM IN THE SHALLOWS. 

In 1741 various antiquities, graves, &c. of Roman origin and from the Early Iron Age, chiefly 

as it would seem from the 2nd to the 5th century after Christ, were found at Kiionau near Zurich in 

Switzerland. See an interesting and careful account hereof in a 4to pamphlet by J. J. Breitinger and 

J. G. Sulzer (Zuverlassige Nachricht und Untersuchung von dem Alterthum der Stadt Zurich, Zurich 

1741), with plates. One of these objects is a Bronze Helmet (fig. G, plate p. 8 in second part), which 

has a distinct nasal. This is the oldest Nasal I remember to have seen of Western Classical origin. 

An earlier copy of the poem Stacions of Rome, date about 1335, has just been given (May 

1879) in Notes and Queries for March 1879. p. 184, by Mr. Furnivall. Here we have remulds, not 

ROMILON: 

[je duchesse of troye J)at somtyme was 

To rome he [= heo, she\ cam with grete pres 

OflPe her cam Remulus and romulus 

Offe worn [whom] rome is cleped [called] jjusse [thus, so]. 

See the Wordrow, Vol. 2, p. 959. 

With regard to the left under-panel of the Back I am now inclined to suggest whether this 

DOM may not mean the doom of Christ, whence the destruction of Jerusalem sprang; "His blood be on 

us, and on our children”. Mat. 27, 25. Should this be so, we have left', a man smiting our Saviour; 

centre: a servant coming with the basin and towel, and, beneath, offering them to the Roman governor; 

right: Pilate "took water, and washed his hands before the multitude, saying, I am innocent of the 

blood of this just person: see ye to it”. Mat. 27, 24. 

Dec. 21, 1880. — The Chamberlain Worsaae has favored me with his ideas on the weland 

compartment, where the runes give us the name of his brother jegili, in connection with his proposed 

explanation of the figures on the Golden Horns, &c., of which 1 speak further on, under gallehus. In 

Worsaae’s ipsissima verba, with which he has kindly replied to my request for his opinion: "I believe 

that the figure behind Egil represents Odin the Old, sitting on his throne, with a sceptre or a sword 

in his hand. Under his feet lie his wolves Gere and Freke, and over his head the ravens flugin and 
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Munin are stretching out their beaks. Above the chair or throne, which bears triangular ornaments, is 

seen the holy mark of Odin, the Triskele, which also appears on the corner of the building itself. The 

presence of Odin indicates, as I suppose, either that Egil in his battle is supported by Odin, or that 

he already has been taken up into Odin’s hall. In this latter case, we see this most excellent and 

famous bowman fighting alone with his bow in Walhall against the other Einheries. 

THAMES FITTING, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700 — 800. 

From a Giitta-percka cast of the original, most obligingly forwarded to me by AUGUSTUS w. thanks, Esq., 

Director of the British Museum. Drawn and Chemitypedf\dl size by Prof. MAGNUS petersen. of Cheapinghaven. 

The first mention of this costly fragment met my eye in an article by Prof. Fr. Dietrich of 

Marburg (“Fiinf Northumbrische Rimenspriiche”, pp. 104—123 of “Zeitschrift fiir Deutsches Alterthum. 

herausg. v. M. Haupt”, N. S., Vol. 2, 8vo, Berlin 1867), where this piece is handled under No. 4, 

pp. 115—118. It is there stated to have been found in the Thames near Aylesbury in Buckingham¬ 

shire in 1864, and he thanks Dr. Grotefend of Hannover for his copy of the runes. Always suspicious 

of mere transcripts. I immediately wrote to the learned Doctor for further information, and in his reply 

dated March 7th 1868 Dr. Grotefend explained that the copy which he had given to Prof. Dietrich was 

one he had received from Dr. AVilliam Bell of London. E'urther enquiries in London brought to my 

assistance our illustrious Mr. Franks and the distinguisht art-kenner H. Syer Cuming, Esq.. Vice- 

President of the British Archseological Association. The latter gentleman informed me, in a letter dated 

April 25, 1868, that he had communicated to Dr. Bell the tracing of the inscription, who had trans¬ 

ferred it without his permission to Dr. Grotefend. Time went on, and in June 1868 appeared a part 

of “The Journal of the British Archseological Association”, containing at pp. 179 —182 a paper by 

Mr. Cuming on this old-lave (“On a Runic Epigraph found in the Thames”), together with a plate 

containing an excellent full-sized picture of the object, and, in further illustration, a drawing of a nearly 

as old piece, also a fragment, found near London Bridge. Of this latter Mr. Cuming says: “It is made 

of copper bronze, and for form may be likened to a spur, or better, perhaps, to the fork of a musket 

rest; but that it is neither the one nor the other is plain enough. Both branches terminate with a 

dragon's head of the short type; the ovate eyes have round pupils; and the open jaws, thickly set with 

teeth, shew the remains of tongues. On the throats of these monsters flow beards, and through the 

neck of each is a triangular hole. The occiputs of both heads are socketed, as if to receive a transverse 

bar. from which, some think, an ornament or jewel depended, and swung between the curved branches; 

others, that to it was secured a pin,, the object being wrought for a fibula. At the base of the fork is 

a portion of a stem, which may have finished with a knob, if the thing be a fibula; or else a point to 

fix into something. But if so, what were the form and character of that something’l Here we are as 
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much at fault as we are in respect to the other item from the Thames, and conjecture is equally busy 

with the one as with the other. A portion of horse-furniture (head gear or neck pendant), the adorn¬ 

ment of the apex of a crown or helmet, and the head of a sceptre or official staff, are some of the 

notions which have been advanced regarding it." I do not engrave this piece, as it has nothing in 

common with the runic lave save that both end in dragon-heads. 

Much nearer in general character, altho far younger and clearly intended for a very different 

purpose, is an object found in barbor-digging atYstad, Skaue, South Sweden, in 1868—9. whose results 

have added one more to the many proofs that in the north of Scandinavia the land has long been 

gradually rising, but that in Skane it slowly sinks. The above-mentioned harbor-works showed first 

sand and rotted sea-plants with many artificial objects, but nothing over 500 years of age, then lower 

down a peat-bog with branches and trunks of trees, but nothing made by human hand, and still lower 

a layer of shingles, sand, clay, boulders, &c., with many articles from the stone and bronze age, and 

still later. Among these last was a Knife-haft of bone, in two slices, about 5 inches long, which must 

have been dropt while the moss was at the level of the sea, This is the clearer as all the carving is 

still sharp, not sand- or water-worn. This interesting object is probably not later than the 12th 

century. 1 here copy it (Chemityped by Prof. Petersen) from the plate of Rector N. G. Bruzelius, who 

has printed a valuable article on this subject (“Om Fynden i Ystads hamn 1868—69”, pp. 50 — 77 of 

“Samlingar till Skanes historia, fornkunskap och beskrifning". Part 4, 8vo, Lund 1871), with 3 plates. 

This Knife-handle is PI. 3, fig. 12, and is engraved full size. 

But let us return to our runish scrap, It was found in 1866, being then dredged from the 

gravel of the Thames near Westminster Bridge, and came into the hands of Mr. T. Gunston, of Upper 

Street, Islington, London, by whom it was lent to Mr. II. Syer Cuming. It is of not very thin whitish 

metal or reddish bronze, bears traces of gilding, which may have holpen to preserve it, ends in a 

dragon’s-head with round eyes of blue glass, and has served as the lap or border or rim or hold-fast 

of some article to which it has been fastened with rivets. Its original length we do not know; it still 

bears 5 of these large rivets or knobs, while 3 others have fallen away. The knobs go right thro. The 

letters have been cut or stampt before it was mounted on the wood. "Conjecture is rife” (says 

Mr. Cuming, p. 181) "respecting the original purpose of this inscribed piece of metal. Can it have 

bound the crest of a helmet, or border of a pelta-shaped shield? was it mounted on the butt of a 

whip or back of a large knife? are among the many queries offered. Mr. Carr asks if it adorned a 

purse, or the bow of a portable harp or cithara. The nearest approach in form to the fragment in 

question, that I can refer to, are two dracontine oi’iiaraeuts which rise from the gable-ends of the crested 

roof of 0. feretriim of the twelfth century, given in Worsaae’s Afbildninger. pi. 110, fig. 399." (This is 

No. 525 of the 2nd edition, and is engraved at my p. 476 B, Vol. 1.) 

As we know, an object of a certain particular shape may have been intended now for one 

purpose now for another. Sometimes we can only give a guess at one or two among many. But 

should there be a readable inscription, we can usually decide much more sharply. So here. This piece 

is a ruue-bearer. Can we decipher the staves? If we cannot, the risting will not help us to identify 

what this bit belonged to. If we can, it may more or less help us. 

As yet I have only met with two translations. The first is by Prof. Dietrich, Haupts Zeit- 

schrift p. 115. His copy of the runes is pretty good, save that the last letter but one of the first 

group is given by him as [d instead of P', thus s instead of a. He also, strangely enough, takes ill to 

be EA instead of E. He transliterates the whole risting and divides as follows (giving P for the plain b): 

"SPEARiEDH TE BUSI EARHA D^PS. 

d. h. es spart zu emsig cin geiziger dickwanst." 

SPARETH TOO BUSILY A MISERLY BIGBELLY. 

•2e>* 
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I think we may at once pass over to No. 2. This is the version of Mr. Ralph Carr, of 

Hedgeley, Alnwick, Northumberland, as communicated by him to Mr. Cuming (p. 180). Mr. Carr there 

states that the runes are mist with “debased Roman characters"; he does not explain what the letters 

are or how he groups them into words, but he determines that the whole legend signifies. 

“ir BELOI^GETB TO JBNE (OT IBHE), YOUR SISTER-IN-LAW . 

I can see no “debased Roman characters" in the carving, and nothing which can in any way 

be tortured into the above. 

The runes are so large and plain that there can be no doubt at all about them. The difficulty 

lies in how we are to read them. They are, as a child can see, (with nails before the first word and 

after the last): 

SBER.EDHTyOBUAI (3 knobs) ERHADiEBS. 

Here we have the end of the sentence but not the beginning, and how much wants we cannot 

tell. The bronze may have been double as long, there may have had an answering piece on the l^t 

hand. The missing bit must at least have borne the nominative to the verb sber^dh. — The rune HI is 

clearly a variation of h, E, and occurs twice for E on the Morbylanga stone (p. 243). The er in both 

groups is a bind (e and R written close). In the second group we have two other such monograms, 

H and A tied together and D and F and b written close. As elsewhere so here, the M may stand for M 

(d) or M (M). but the context shows that it must be d. ~ sperasdh for sperms reminds us that we 

have examples of this dh for t in many other places also. — As it is not likely that a letter belonging 

to a following word would stand before a group of intervening knobs, it is pretty sure that the s (or Sb) 

belongs to sber^dh, and not to some foregoing word. 

Being quite as well aware as anybody else of the many shades of sound which written letters 

may sometimes veil, I could quite as easily — to suit my own real or supposed convenience — alter 

the standard values of the runes. But this I never do, and will not do so here; for nothing is more 

unjustifiable or dangerous, often destructive to everything on olden monuments. a may be dialectically 

drawn over to .i: or i or o or what not. But if an inscription bears the word hand we have no right 

to alter the word to HiiND or hind or hond, &c. We do not know how the words may have been 

locally sounded. We can only with iron consistency insist on giving each letter as it stands. Here B 

may have been sounded as p (tho the rune for P is common enough), or it may have been a local 

pronunciation for P. But the bronze bears B, and B we give. So of J'; this is organically yo, so I give 

it as VO, not as e or any other vowel, tho it may locally have had such a sound. 

As I have said, the first word would seem to be SBERiEDH, and this has every look of a verb 

in the 3rd person singular. The next word is apparently Tyo, either a mere preposition or used before 

a following infinitive (to, te). Next 1 would take bda, possibly a noun in the dative, (boo, house, 

home), but more likely a verb in the infinitive after Tyo. So comes i, the prep., followed by erha in 

the dat. s., and this by d^bs, gen. s. — Should all this be so, the above will be in an old Midland- 

English folk-talk. 

But the first word may be taken in two ways. It may be = the 0. N. E. sp.era, spera, 

geSPERA; 0. S. E. SPARI.AN, to SPARE, save, gnidge, hold bach as it has been understood by Prof. Dietrich, 

or = 0. E. SPERIAN, SPiRiAN, SPYRIAN, SPORiAN, &c. to SPER, SPERE, SPAR, SPEIR, SPORE, to ask, enquire, seavch, 

try, trace, track. ^’C. (a third verb, to sper, spar, shut, bolt, close, is not likely here). All such words 

have and have had at various times and in various dialects, even in the same land, varying shades of 

meaning. Thus King Alfred uses this verb spyrian (to ask) in the sense of to FOLLOW, go after, some¬ 

thing plainly seeii. See the Word-roll for this and the other words. I here take SBER.EDH not in the 

sense of spare but spere, speir, and this not as to enquire, desire information about a thing, which has 

now become the commonest meaning of this word both at home and in Scandinavia, but in the old 

sense of to ask as a favor, to demand, request, pray for. 

Taking the words quite simply as I have divided them, we get 

— — —-SB^RJEDH Tyo BUA I ERHA D^BS. 

— — — — — SPEiRETH (asketh. desires, demands) to boo (dwell, abide) in the-ARG (wave-rush, trough) 

of-the-DEEP. 
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Now to what can this refer? In old legends, sacred or secular, commonly known in England 

somewhere about the 8th year-hundred, does any popular chief ask to he cast into the depths of the sea'l 

I am aware of one, and only one, the prophet jonah. 

Should the words undoubtedly point to some such meaning, and should jonah be the person 

here referred to, we shall be led to conclude that the fragment has belonged to a shrine for relics or 

a costly box for a copy of the Gospels. Such Shrines are best known in the many yet extant chasses 

of Limoges work. Many of the oldest of these pieces, or their prototypes, may have been imitations 

in miniature of early churches. They are usually narrow, with a high-pitcht roof. See a most 

interesting example, from a drawing in the Book of Kells, Ireland, figured at p. 139 of the Archseologia, 

4to, Vol. 43, London 1871, p. 139. This is one of the many fine illustrations to the paper by Miss 

Stokes “On two Ancient Irish Works of Art known as the Breac Moedog, or Shrine of St. Moedoc of 

Ferns, and the Soiscel Molaise, or Gospel of St. Molaise of Devenish.” Other old Shrines and Caskets 

will be found Vol. 1, p. 378, 470—476 1), and in various other publications. A very striking specimen, 

cast in brass, of the 11th century, is given on Plate 12 (p. 12) of “Katalog der in germanischen 

Museum befindlichen Kirchlichen Einrichtungsgegenstande und Gerathschaften”, 8vo, Niirnberg 1871. 

Below are engraved figures showing the soldiers watching the grave of Christ. Above this is the 

entombment of Christ, in open work, an Angel sitting at each end. From the top of the grave spring 

two horns or branches, one on each side, very like the piece here before us tho plain, on which stands 

a rude Cross with figures, Christ taken down from the Rood. See a somewhat similar Reliquary, tho 

far later and more elegant, in Worsaae’s Nordiske Oldsager, 2nd ed.. No. 521. 

Now let us call to mind the immense frequency in olden times of all sorts of objects bearing 

Christian symbols, the multitudes of these which referred to Our Lord Christ, the great numbers which 

especially handled his Uprising from the dead, and the very many which bring together on the same 

work or which separately treat other scenes lookt upon as emblematical of the same, such as Samson 

carrying the gates of Gaza, and especially pictures from the life of jonah the great prophet. Our Lord 

Himself has said (S. Matthew, Ch. 12. v. 39, 40): — “But he answered and said to them. An evil and 

adulterous generation seeketh after a sign, and there shall no sign be given to it, but the sign of the 

prophet Jonas. For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whales helly: so shall the Son of man 

he three days and three nights in the heaii of the earth."'- 

The story of Jonah we all know. But let us remember the words, Book of Jonah Ch. 1, 

V. 12: “And he said unto them. Take me np, and cast me forth into the sea\ so shall the sea be calm 

unto you: for I know that for my sake this great tempest is upon you.” And again in Ch. 2, v. 3, 

he says: “For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst (or heart) of the seas", exactly the same as 

the I ERHA D.«BS here before us. 

The glorious doctrine of the Uprising was of course often applied to the decoration of 

Christian grave-monuments, and no where more frequently than in the Catacombs of Rome, where 

Jonah and his whale appear again and again. But particularly in the Cemetery of St. Agues was a 

marble sarcophagus, not later than the 5th century, bearing in relief scenes from the life of Christ, &c. 

Among these is again that great symbol and compendium of the Resurrection and Immortality — the 

punishment of Jonah. But not only have we here 3 acts in that drama (Jonah praying to be thrown 

overboard, Jonah swallowed by the whale, Jonah cast ashore by the fish) all shown at one and the 

same time, but the first subject. Jonah asking to be cast into the sea. is rarely found. I therefore 

here re-engrave this part of the tomb (from Ant. Bosio, Roma Sotteranea, large folio, Roma 1632. 

p. 431), chemityped by Prof. Petersen. 

’ See a valuable note on the artistic use of the Raising of Lazarus, Jonah in the Whale’s belly, Daniel saved in the den 

of Lions, and other such symbols of the Resurrection in Le Blwit, Inscriptions Chretiennes de la Gaule, anterieures au 8me siecle, 

4to, Vol. 2. Paris 1865, p. 165. — Consult also the engravings and remarks of Jos. Anderson, Keeper of the Scottish Museum, in 

the sections “Daniel in the Den of Lions" and “Jonah and the Whale” of his important essay “Notes on the survival of Pagan 

Customs in Christian Burial", Proceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. 11, Part 2, Edinburgh 1876, pp. 363—406. — 

On an ivory Pyx supposed by Hahn to be late 6th century work, vre have two episodes from the Jonah-Saga, his sleeping under 

the Gourd, and his being cast into the Sea. iFiinf Eifenbein-gefasse des friihesten Mitteialters. Herausg. v. Fr. Hahn. 4to, Han¬ 

nover 1862. PI. 2. Pyx No. 5.) 
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Nothing,is easier than to suppose that we have had a Reliquary, of wood or some kind of 

bone, bearing rude carvings of scenes connected with the life, death and resurrection of Christ, with 

other answering type-pictures from the Old Testament, in the way so well known to us, certain com¬ 

partments or the whole held together by metal frame-work, and the subject of each pointed out in the 

vulgar tung, as on the Franks Casket and elsewhere; here — the date being so early — in English 

Runes, as on the Franks and the Northumberland Boxes (see Vol. 1, p. 378. 470). These short 

sentences may have been in prose, or perhaps in rude verse, parallel, for instance, to 

THIS IS GABRIEL AND MARIA, WHO. 

HERE RESTS MARIA, WHO BORE HER CHILD. 

THIS IS THE THREE KINGS, WHO. 

HERE RODE THEY AWAY,. 

THEN TOOK THEY OUR LORD, . 

HEBE NAIL THE JEWS CHRIST TO THE CROSS,. 

Sentences, beginning thus, actually stand on the very old (? 13th century) Runic Font of stone, richly 

carved with Biblical scenes and runic ristings in the Gotlandic dialect, and thus made in Gotland, now 

standing in the old Akirkeby Church in the Hand of Bornholm, Denmark. Some such headings may 

have been cut over the answering carvings on our Old-English Shrine. If in prose, perhaps this 

particular passage may have been: 

[hIR IONAS] SBEBJCDH Tyo BUA I ERHA DJilBS. 

The HIR IONAS now broken away. If in verse, possibly, for instance, 

[hIR IONAS EORLa] SBER^DH 

TVO BUA I ERHA DiEBS. 

HERE JOl^AH of-the-EARLS (men) SPEIRETH (asks) 

TO BOO (hide, be cast) jn the-ARG (waves) of-lhe-DEEF. 

If, even in Latin, we cannot expect to find on such things the exact words of Scripture, either 

from the Old-Italic, or Old-Vulgate, still less can we in a “barbarous” version. We all know how 

loosely such things were handled, how the meaning not the word was given (especially if in any kind 

of verse), how the general idea only was seized by the writers and workers of the early and middle 

ages. We abundantly trace this in art-things, tho they seldom bear scripture or half-scripture mottoes. 

Thus on the magnificent Shrine of the Three Kings at Cologne (date about 1198) we have — amid a 

crowd of other figures and sentences — the bild of the Prophet Jonah, with the words: “Si propter me 

orta est hsec tempestas, mittite me in mare.” — But the Vulgate says (Ch. 1, v. 12): “Tollite me, et 

mittite in mare, et cessabit mare a vobis: scio enim ego quoniam propter me tempestas hsec grandis 

venit super vos.” — When the meaning is given in the mother-timg, we are usually at the mere 

mercy of the carver. 

Supposing, then, this to be a bit of a Shrine, how came it at the bottom of the Thames? 

Perhaps in the same way as many other things — lost or thrown in as useless. And this particularly 

at one period, the close of the 8th and all the 9th century, and long after, when the Scandinavian 

Wikings harried the lands of the Christian West, specially of Great Britain and Ireland. Running up 

the rivers in their gallies, and loading these with booty, they would often on the voyage out to sea find 

time to break open in search of treasure lots of boxes and ‘arks' which they had hurriedly taken on 
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board. fearing off all precious stones and metals, and possessing themselves of any real valuables, 

mere relics and parchments and the bits of the broken materials — wood, bone, bronze, &c., would 

usually be thrown overboard. And in this manner may this runed fragment have been lying in the 

Thames for a thousand years. 

Among the endless instances in the old chroniclers of the devastations and spoilings of 

churches and monasteries thus perpetrated by heathen barbarians and even by Christian, at least in 

name, I will only quote one, more than usually applicable here. In the Annals of Ireland by the Four 

Masters (original Irish, and English translation by Dr. J. O'Donovan, 2nd ed., 4to, Vol. 1, 1856), at 

p. 401, ad annum 798, we read: — “Inis-Padraig was burned by foreigners [= Danish and other 

Scandinavian pirates], and they lore away the shnne of Dochonna." The Cod. Clarend., tom. 49, has the 

variation, “the breaking of Dochonna's shrijie", and the Annals of Clonmacnoise “they took the relics of 

St. Dochonna. They carried off this chest not for the sake of its bones, but for its costly fittings or 

other decorations, and they took it to their ships that they might rifle it at leisure. All that was not 

“money’s worth" they would throw into the sea. 

Prof. Sophus Bugge, to whom I submitted an outline of this my explanation, on the whole 

approved of it. Understanding erha as rather a Dative than an Accusative, in which I follow him. he 

compares this word with the Old-English Dative felda. But we have many other such olden Scando- 

Anglic datives. 

THOKNIIILL, YOEKSHIEE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Chemityped by Prof. Magnus Petersen from Casts and Rubbinqs kindhi forwarded by the Rev. 

JOS. TH. FOWLER, F. S. .4., Vice-Principal of Hatfield Hall, Durham. Scale J—6th. 

For all my material with regard to these Thornhill stones I have to thank the unwearied 

kindness of the Rev. J. T. Fowler and the Rev. D. H. liaigh. By continual correspondence they have 

kept me informed of every circumstance, and the latter has since publisht a learned and interesting 
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paper on the subject, with engravings, (“On Runic Inscriptions discovered at Thornhill''), in the York¬ 

shire Arch-neological and Topographical Journal for 1877, Part 16, pp. 416 and foil. But I must of 

course be here as brief as possible. 

At the close of 1875 and the beginning of 1876 various repairs were going on at the old 

church of Thornhill, a village 9 miles from Leeds and 2 miles south-east of Dewsbury. When the 

nave was taken down many interesting fragments of various dates were found amongst the masonry and 

as fillings, several of them pieces of ancient sepulchral Crosses, The rune-bearers were in the west 

wall of the north aisle, which was built in 1777. The rector, the Rev. J. Ingham Brooke, M. A., 

carefully lookt out and preserved every carven stone. They are of the local hard sandstone. Mr. Haigh 

gives engravings of 5 of these pieces decorated with interesting interlaced work in the olden style, and 

other ornaments, but with no inscription. 

All these fragments, doubtless only a few out of very many which have been, seem to show 

that the old church at Thornhill, which existed as early as the Domesday Survey, was the seat of 

some religious establishment dependent on the mother church of Dewsbury^ at least as early as the 

8 th century. 

The piece before us is part of the shaft of a Grave-Cross, in the usual Old-English style. 

The whole inscription is left, and, tho it has suffered much, only a letter or two is really doubtful. 

Interesting is the reading twice of the M in sett^fter (= SETTaE^^FTER) in the usual runic manner, to 

save space and trouble. We have also an uncommon bind-rune at the end of line 3, where D, E and R 

are carved in one monogram. Still there was not room to end the word, and the workman has added 

I and NGxE beyond the line. But the ng is partly and the M quite gone. 

Grouping the whole, the risting is, in what may be stave-rime verse or perhaps only prose: 

•j- ElELBERHT SETTaE^ 

^FTER EMLWINI DERING(ee). 

ETEELBERET SET-up-this-CrOSS 

AFTER (in memory of) etbelwwi DERWG. 

The epithet dering (= der-son, or of the der family) may already have become fixt as a 

second name, for double names are found, tho scarce, in very old days. This dering (dtring, deoring, 

BEARING, deering &c.) is a common name in England now as then. —- Mr. Haigh would read EtELBERCHT, 

and takes the last word as dreing, or dering as =; bring, a dreeg, warrior, chief. — As the names are 

so usual, we shall probably never be able to identify the persons intended. 

THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

1 DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Chemityped hy Prof, mageus PETERSEN, from. Casts and Rubbings as before. Scale about 1—5th. 

Found at the same place and time. Sandstone. Shaft of a funeral Cross. After a Calvary- 

cross we have, again in stave-rime or in prose: 

EADRED SETE ^FTE EATEyONNE. 

EADRED SET-up-this AFTER the-lady-RATEyA. 

We shall probably never know more of these persons also. Mr. Haigh reads aEfte eate inne, 

and translates aft&r Eata a Hermit. I cannot follow him in this, in spite of the instructive learning 

with which he tries to support his idea. I see not how, in this old North-English dialect, the dat. of 

EATA could be EATE: we should have expected -an or -o or u or m. But passing this, I never heard 
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of such a word in 0. N. or 0. S. Engl, as inna for Hermit. Nor was it likely, if found, to be an 

official title on a grave-stone.^ Then 4^ was yo; certainly it never was i. 

EATEyONNE IS “regular 0. N. E. in another way. This old dialect in certain substantives had 

a tendency to “break the in-vowcl and to give strong declensions a weak or weak declensions a strong 

ending. I take it to be so here; the word is then simply a Northumbrian twist for dat. sing, of 

EATEyA.^ — There is a very short stroke under the s in sf.te. This I look on as merely a divisional 

mark, Mr. Haigh thinks it is i, and reads isete. — The word for after had endless forms in our 

olden talks. This particular one (^efte) is here found for the first time in England, 

WYCLIFFE, NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 476, E. 

^ See aa excellent popular account of Hermits and Herniitesses, especially in England, in “Scenes and Characters of the 

Middle Ages.” By the Kev. E, L. Catts. Sni. 4to. London 1872. This work is richly illustrated. I refer especially to the chapter 

“The Hermits and Recluses of the Middle Ages”, pp. 93—156. 

® The masc. is eata. The feminine form (here I believe found in English for the first time) is EATEyA. Strictly speaking, 

the usual gen. dative would be — masc. eaTak, fern. EATEyAK, the original masc. having been eatan, the original feminine EATEyAN, 

in the nominative. Hence the tendency here and there to discriminate between the cases. So in 0. Ger. we have masc. atto, ato, &c. 

fern. ATTA, ATA, &c.. geD. attane. atcnaf, atanai. 

27 
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THOKNHILL, YOIIKSIIIEE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 867. 

Seliotyped hy facet fToni the engraving in the Hev. d. u. eaigH’S Thornhill Inscriptions, p. 4, plate. No. VII. 

Scale not given. 

Found in two pieces, rest gone. Same time and place. Sandstone. Only a small part of the 

center remains. The whole has probably been in 9 lines. I agree with Mr. Haigh that it was in 

stave-rime, and that the raiser was Ecgbercht. I would propose: 

(-j- ecgbe 

rcht. 9is 

Set)E . AEFT 

(er.) OSBER 

(ch)TAE . BEG 

(un . o)SBER 

(chtaes . ge 

biddat^ . Oa 

er . saule.) 

This will give us 4 lines of regular stave-rime verse: 

ECGBERCHT DIS SET^ 

AEFTY.K OSBERCBTAE, 

BE’CUN 05B£'iJCHTAES. 

GEBiDDAD DAER SAULE. 

ECGBERCET THIS SET 

AFTER OSBERCET, 

the-BEACON of.OSBERCET. 

BID (pray-ye) for-THE SOUL. 

It Mr. Haigh’s combination be correct, of which I have not the least doubt, osbercht fell in 

the year 867 (21st March), fighting against the Danish army in the great battle at York, and was 

succeeded by ecgbercht in his Northumbrian kingdom. 

The above is not in runes, but is in the vulgar tung and therefore of equal linguistic and 

historical value. By proportion of size, it must have been a lofty and noble monument. 
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ClIEETSEY, SURREY, ENGLAND. 

Old-N. R. Mon. -p. 482. 

In “Archsologia”, Vol. 44. Pt. 1, London 1873, 4to, p, 63, is a paper on this dish by 

W. R. S. Ralston, Esq., redd June 8, 1871. At p. 64 he closes his remarks as follows: 

-A short time ago 1 sent a rubbing from the inscription to St. Petersburg, and Professor 

Sreznievsky, of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, has favoured me with a very simple solution of the 

mysterious words of which it is composed. They are in all probability, he says, modern Greek, reading 

XATZH nAPACKO, or Xm^i nitQmno = The Pilgrim Paraseo’s. The word XaiSs, gen. is a modern 

word for a pilgrim, taken from the Turkish Hadji, and forming a title borne by such pious Greeks as 

have visited Jerusalem, The name Parasco is one of Grieco-Italian or Grteco-Roumanian form, like 

Bergamasco and many others. It seems likely, therefore, that at some not very distant time a pilgrim 

named Parasco had his name and his title cut upon the dish in question, which was afterwards brought 

to Chertsey by some traveller in the Levant.” 

All this seems very likely, and this piece therefore goes out, as not Runic. 

COQUET IRANI), NORTHUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 480. 

ENGLAND; BUT UNKNOWN WHERE. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

From “Finger-Ring Lore. Historical Legendary, Anecdotal. By william joi^es, F. S. A." 

8vo, London 1811, p. 421. 

I give this Ring as I find it above. The engraving was lent to Mr. Jones for his work by 

one of the English learned Societies. But unhappily no note was made of it, and he cannot say 

whence it came or where it is publisht and described. Several learned correspondents in England have 

also endeavored to trace the whereabouts of this piece, but as yet in vain. So I cannot say what it 

is made of or whence it came or where it is, nor whether the setting is as old as the Ring. 

All we can see or say is, that it bears, in the usual Old.English runes, the common olden 

mansname 

owr. 

As we know nothing of the original, the date can only be an approximative guess. 

27* 
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IIODDUM, NOPiTHUMBEIA, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 483. 

KIEKDALE, YOEKSHIEE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

All that I know of the ruined Runic Cross at Kirkdale is the statement in a note from the 

Rev. J. T. Fowler, M. A., dated Winterton, Brigg, June 81, 1870. He says: “Mr. Haigh and I, when 

in Yorkshire lately together, got some casts of traces of a Runic Inscription on a Cross at Kirkdale, 

where that famous Dial is, bearing the risting in Old-English about Orm making the Church new ‘from 

grunde’, when it was all ‘tobrocan and tofalan’ in Eadward's days king, and in Tosti’s days Earl. — 

The staves are I fear hopelessly gone, only just enough is left to see that there were runes; one is 

3UESII0WE, 8TENNES, MAINLAND, OEKNEYS. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900. 

Old-N. R. Mon. Vol. 1, p. 485. 

Two scribbles probably by the same hand: the second has the 0. N. I’unic stave for 0: 

lORNR SA:R®. — URiLHI RJEISTO. 

THOR1S (or Javelin) soeeth (wounds). h.>elhi risted (carved this/. 

{!:: 

i I j 
MONK-WEAEMOUTII, DUEHAM, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D, 822. 

Old-N. R. Mon. pi. 411. 
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LEEDS, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 872. 

Old-N. a Mon. p. 487. 

In “The Runic Monuments of Northumbria”, (1870), p. 37, Mr. Haigh decides that this anlaf 

was the anlaf or olaf, the son of a king of Denmark, who with his brothers Sitric and Ivar went to 

Ireland in 853, invaded Britain in 866—7 and probably died there in 872. “Now, we are expressly 

informed, that all the monasteries of Northumbria, without exception, were destroyed, (this, therefore, 

at Leeds, amongst the rest), by Halfdene and his followers in 874, and none restored till after the 

Norman conquest. There was no revolution but this which could have destroyed so many sepulchral 

crosses and an altar, and converted them into mere building materials; and, satisfied for my own part 

that their destruction must be referred to the time of Halfdene, I can only regard the inscription on 

this fragment as a memorial of the first Olaf.” 

HAOKNESS, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 850—950. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 467. 

Since my text was printed, I have received as a gift from the Rev. D. H. Haigh his interesting 

“Notes on the History of S. Begii & S. Hild”, 8vo, Hartlepool, (no date). 1 see by this, p. 35. that 

“the other side [of this block] has, above the head of a female figure, bygga virgo”, whom Mr. Haigh 

thinks may have been that heaburga surnamed btjgga who was the daughter of canegyth, a correspondent 

of her countryman St. Boniface, somewhere about 730. 

However this may be, it is evident that this stone is a palimpsest, has been used before and 

long neglected or thrown aside. It may well originally have been the central slab of a grave-cross. 

It is also clear that the dialect is Scandinavian of the Wiking period. And yet the new¬ 

comers have had time to become pious Christians. 

I therefore now place its date in the last half of the 9th century or the first half of the 10th. 

CRAMOND, EDINBLRGIISIIIRE, NORTHUMBRIA. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 900—1000. 

Fidl size of the original, now in the Antiquarian Museum, Edinhirph. From a sun-picture, together with 

an impression of the runes, "kindly forwarded hy JOSEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Keeper of the Museum, Drawn 

and Chemityped iy Prof. Magnus petersen. 
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Another Runic Ring from our old English Northumbria, this time from that corner of it now 

yclept Edinburghshire, in Scotland. My attention was first drawn to this piece by Robert Ferguson, 

Esq., of Carlisle, and I instantly took ste23s to get further help from the learned Keeper of the 

Museum to which it had been given. Mr. Anderson did all in his power to oblige me, and has thus 

enabled me to lay this old-lave before my readers. He was also good enough to add the following 

information, in a note dated June 29, 1871. 

“The Ring is a plain hoop of Bronze, quite flat inside, but having the edges worn and rounded 

on the outside. A small part is broken on one side, and a slight corrosion is beside the broken part. 

The metal is not thicker than an English sixpence. The breadth of the band is 3,8 of an inch, and 

the diameter of the ring 3/^ of an inch. The ring was found in the Churchyard of Cramond, near 

Edinburgh, about 18 months ago. It was found three feet below the surface, near the oldest part of 

the church, when the grave-digger was digging a grave there. He happened recently to mention to the 

minister of the parish, the Rev. Dr. Colvin, that he had found a ring, and Dr. Colvin immediately 

secured it and presented it to the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.” 

I leave it to the ingenious reader to decipher this piece. As Mr. Anderson remarks in a 

previous letter, “the Runes are very faintly cut, and the beginning of the inscription is not indicated. 

It may begin anywhere.” On this account, and as in several parts it has sufi^ered so much that divers 

of the staves are doubtful, we are at a loss what to make of it. The writing is plainly in Old-Eiiglish 

Runes, but I, for my part, cannot say whether they are intended to spell some name, or are words 

contracted, or are a risting cabalistic or amuletic. In connection with this uncertainty, my loose attribu¬ 

tion of the age of this object is more than usually a mere approximative guess. 

(The above remarks first appeared in the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 

sm. 4to, Edinburgh 1873, p. 458. 9.) 

ALNMOUTU, NOKTHUMBEELAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 913. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 461, 865.- 

AMULET KINGS, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 492. 

P. 493. — In ‘■Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London", 2nd Series, Svo, 

Vol. 4, No. 3, p. 125, is mentioned another of these Rings, exhibited by George Manners, Esq., F. S. A. 
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It is of gold, and was found near Iriangiilar Lodge, parish of Rushton, county of Northampton. The 

listing is: 

t BAK . A . BAK . GUT . GUT . ANE . BAR. 

Archivary Herbst kindly informs me that the Danish Museum has lately obtained a silver 

Fingei-iing, found in a turf in Jutland, Denmark. The letters were once filled-in with blueish enamel 

(niello). Inscription, Outside: f gvttateblegvt, Inside: -f vgatygyyyg 

In 1875 was found at Cimbrishamn in Sweden a ring inscribed: Outside: got x gvt x MEL x 

GABEL X, Inside: davi haber + hebr + habi -s- 

In 1879 the Swedish Museum obtained a plain golden ring bearing the words: buro, berto, 

beriora. On the other side was the figure of Our Lady with the child Jesus. Manadsbladet, Stock¬ 

holm, July—Oct. 1879, p. 164. 

No. 11. P. 497. — In his “Yorkshire Runic Monuments” (printed in the “Yorkshire Archgeo- 

logical Journal , 8vo, 1873), our indefatigable D. H. Haigh has re-engraved this Annulus, plate 1, fig. 3, 4. 

At p. 30 he gives the following additional information: — “In Drake’s “Eboracum”, on a plate at p. 101, 

a ring is engraved, which the author says- had been found on or near Bramham Moor, about two vears 

before the publication of his work, (therefore about the year 1734), and was then in the possession of 

Mr, T. Gill, of York. ’ I could not communicate this, for I have never been able to see a copy of 

Drake s work. In my presentation copy of his essay, Mr. Haigh adds in the margin, citing the Annual 

Register, that this ring sold for £ 15 at the sale of Mr. Gill’s collection in June, 1762. 

P. 498. At the bottom. — For the Stockholm Museum read the AVisby Museum, to which 

it was given by Prof. Carl Save. 

P. 499. No. IV. 

WEST OF ENGLAND. 

From Archceologia, 4to. London. Vol. 44, Part 2, 1876, p. 481. 

EEC . RI . UF . DOL . URI . URI . THOL . WLES . TE . ROTE . NOL. 

Our great old-lorist Augustus W. Franks, Esq. has fortunately been able to spore, and to 

present to the British Museum, this lost roundlet. He has made it public in the Archseologia, whence 

i copy the above drawing and facsimile of the runes. We now see that the old transcript in Archeeo- 

logia for 1887 was not quite correct. I beg to add the following remarks by Mr. Franks in the 

volume cited above: 

“The ring then belonged to George Cumberland, Esq., of Bristol, and by means of Notes and 

Queries I was able to trace it into the possession of the late Mr. Loscombe, of Clifton, at whose sale 

it passed into the collection of Mr. Purnell, and at the sale of the latter I was fortunate enough to 

become possessed of it. 

’•Before placing it iu the British Museum, 1 have thought that the Society might like to have 

an opportunity of seeing once more the original, which I beg to exhibit. 

“It has been described as of jasper, but it appears rather to be of a pinkish agate with 

streaks of a darkish colour; its diameter is IVio width 6/^^ in. The inscription is neatly cut 

in a band along the centre of the ring, which is somewhat convex in section. It has at some time 

been unfortunately broken into several pieces, none of which are however missing. 

“In the Archseologia, vol. xxi, the inscription is given, but no representation of the ring, and 

the letters are not quite accurately figured, the sign, something like a g, which precedes the inscription 

being omitted. It is therefore desirable that a fresh engraving should be given.” 
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No. 5. 

NOBTH OF ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

Full size. From a Ught-Uld of the original and a gutta-percha cast of the rimes, for both which I have to 

thank the Jcindness of the owner, ROBERT FERGUSON, Esq., of Carlisle. Chemityped hy Prof, j MAGNUS petersen. 

W fh hl^ I ■ followed by TMN inside. 

Referring my readers to what I have said above and Vol. 1, pp. 492—500, on the 4 similar 

Rings previously known, I have now the pleasure of giving No. 5 of these very curious Annidi. 

My attention was first drawn to this piece in the “Proceedings- of the Society of Antiquaries 

of London, 2nd Series. Vol. 4, London 1870”, p. 439, under date Feb. 3, 1870. eobert ferguson, Esq,, 

Local Secretary for Cumberland, there says: — “I send you a photograph of a copper ring which has 

lately come into my possession ...... the rings being generally too large for finger-rings, it has been 

suggested by Mr. Franks that they may have been attached to the hilts of swords. I may observe, 

however, that mine is — as I have found by experiment — not too large for a good-sized man. The 

photograph is the size of the original.”^ 

On reading this, I immediately entered into communication with Mr. Ferguson for further 

information, and, with his usual courtesy, he furnisht me with sun-bilds of the ring and with a gutta¬ 

percha squeeze of the runes, with permission to make use of them for my third volume. He added, 

in a letter dated March 15, 1871: — “The size of my ring is precisely the same as your No. 1. 1 got 

it from an old lady who told me that it was given to her Grandfather by Captain Mac Donald an 

adherent of Charles Stuart, who was executed at Carlisle in 1745. This would tend to throw a doubt 

as to the locality where the ring was found.” — Mr. Ferguson has since generously given this piece 

to the British Museum. 

We see at a glance that this lave is very like my No. 1, and is also without any division of 

the words. But it is of copper, not gold, has small variations in the letter shapes and several of the 

runes are slanted or otherwise carelessly cut. The cross-mark at the beginning is here graven so 

barbarously as to resemble the Scandinavian rune + (a), but none of the other 4 rings has any letter 

here: they all begin with P {je). Then this beigh has the oldest mark for S (l') like No. 1, while the 

0 ( P) is carved so badly as in one place to be P (a) in another nearly fd (h). Lastly by the cross¬ 

mark being cut too long and too low down, the artist has (in tol) made h (l) into 4 (n). 

Comparing No. 1 with No. 5, the difference is: 

No. 1. + iiRCRIUFLT tiRIURICON GL^STRiPONTOL. 

., 5. + .erCrujflt Uriuricon gl^st^panton. 

1 find this ring engraved by the Rev. D. H. Haigh in his article on “Yorkshire Runic 

Monuments”, just received (Oct. 1872). See his plate 1, fig. 7. In this essay, pp. 30—37, our 

distinguisht countryman treats all these rings, as he had done in his “Conquest of Britain”, p. 47. In 

this former work he redd the formula as; 

“AR HRItJF EL HRIURITHON GLAS TACON TOL.” 

1 A similar announcement was made by Mr. Ferguson to the Scottish Society of Antiquities, May 11, 18t58. See its 

Proceedings, Edinburgh 1870, 4to, Vol. 7, Pt. 2, p. 461. 
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Here, by dint of taking the sign of the Cross and the divisional marks as runes, and by other curious 

means, he says the reading is: 

“JAB, (or ar), chriuf, el, chriuridon glas, tacon tol.” 

or also: “g^r criuf el cridrithon gljes TiECON tol." 

His first decipherment he translated as: 

"Ar, Hriuf, and El (or war, rapine, and the grave) have vanquished Glas (or glory) taken tribute." 

His new version is: 

"Time, rapine, force, have conquered glory, taken tribute." 

I adhere, more firmly than ever, to my old reading, and to my opinion that the whole formula 

is — an abracadabra, meaningless magical gibberish, possibly in connection with certain “illuminati” or 

some other secret society, — or also as Charms against some Sickness, or Amulets in general. 

Mr. Haigh adds, p. 36: — ,,I regard these rings as belonging to the period when Angles, 

Pranks, Prisians, Jutes, Saxons, and other Teutonic tribes, were engaged in the conquest of Britain.” 

Supposing him to mean, more or less, about anno 400, 1 take the date to be at least 600 years too early. 

ENGLISH (? OR NORWEGIAN) RUNIC CALENDAR. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100. 

Old-N. R. Mon. Vol. 2, p. 866. 

P. 872. — It is said that this stratagem was employed by Josephus to save his life, when 

he was in the cave with 40 fanatical Jews, dreading the severity of Vespasian. — And again its use 

has been claimed for Ibn Ezra (the learned Rabbinic commentator Rabbi Abraham ben Ezra, of Toledo, 

A. D. 1092 —1167), of whom we read: “Ibn Ezra has placed on record, in some verses, that he did 

not prosper in business: “Were I a shroudseller men would not die all my days.were candles 

my merchandize the sun would not set till my death”: and yet surely he must have been a practical 

man, for “It is said that once when he was on board a vessel with some of his pupils, a raging storm 

compelled the captain to throw every ninth man of the passengers overboard; by means of an 

algebraical formula, which his mathematical knowledge had discovered, he placed himself and his party 

in such a position that the fatal number never reached one of them; but neither the plan of the 

captain, nor the counterplot of Ibn Ezra is sufficiently known!””^ 

But I have since met with an old reference to this storv in Sweden also, namely, in Peder 

Swart’s “Gustaf I’s Kronika”, a fragment ending with the year 1533, publisht by G. E. Klemming, 

Stockholm 1870, 8vo, p. 7: — “Nemlige att spele Sancte Peders leek medh the Swenske, thet war 

monstra them, sa att minste parten skulle bliffue igen.” (Namely, to play St. Peters game with the 

Swede.s, that was, so to fix them that the least part of them, shndd he left.) 

Several articles have appeared in Notes and Ciueries, London, showing a similar game among 

the herd-boys of Kent and Aberdeenshire, and mentioning their cutting the marks on their whip- 

handles. See ^particularly the number for Sept. 21, 1878, p. 235, “Herd-boy lore”, and the references 

there given. 

There is also a Danish variation, which I have found in a chap-book bearing the title: “Aller- 

nyeste Hexe- og Konstbog eller naturlige Magie”, &c., 8vo, 4th ed , Kjobenhavn 1815. No. 78 of this 

collection of tricks and magic (p. 55) is “Lodkastningen om Liv og Dod”, where the tale is told of an 

Algerine Corsair who had 30 prisoners, half of whom were girls, whom he wisht to save. This “Reck¬ 

oning-trick” is in later editions of this work, and doubtless in earlier also. 

* The Academy. London. Dec. 1, 1873. p. 451, in a review of “The Commentary of Ibn Ezra on Isaiah, ed. by M. Fried- 

Jander”. See also Dan. Schwenter, Delicias Physico-Mathematiofe, oder Mathemat. vnd Philosophische Erquickstunden, 4to, Niirnberg 

I63G, p. 79. 
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In a Dutch Card-player’s Conjuring-book, no date, but about 1820—1830 (Het Tooverboek 

■van een Kaartspeler, of 126 Kunstjes met de Kaart. Leiden. 16mo), 1 have found, at p. 68, this 

St. Peter’s Lake described under the title “De joden en de christenen”. But the number is here 32, 

and each 12th man is taken out. The order is: xx||xx;|x|i|xxx||xxxxx||.|xx||xx. The story is told under 

the form of a ship-master and a storm. No Saint is spoken of. 

I may here mention another proof of the popular persistence of Runes and especially of the 

Runic Calendar in Sweden, in the remarkable fact that when the well-known Dutch Brass lobacco- 

boxes were manufactured in Holland, and afterwards imitated elsewhere, their fabrication was also carried 

out in Sweden in the lath and 19th centuries. Two types of these Swedish Brass Tobacco-boxes bear 

the Runic Calendar, but with Latin letters instead of Runes (“Runslatwen FOrswenskad’’); both are 

made in Stockholm; one of them is dated 1787, the other 1812, 1 have also seen a Brass Swedish 

Ell-Measure, from about the end of the 18th century, bearing the Runic Calendar. And in my own 

Museum is a Fan, of about the year 1800, a unique impression of 2 copper plates, one for each side, 

colored, showing the Runic Calendar, with several sentences also in Runes. When 1 was in Stockholm 

in July 1877, Herr Bukowski, the esteemed dealer in Antiquities, showed me impressions (of course not 

colored) from copper plates he had bought at an auction, intended for a Fan, and bearing the Runic 

Calendar. On examination, these proved to be the same as the one 1 had, colored and mounted as a 

Fan. Engraved Fans apparently first spring up in France in the 16th and 17th centuries. Some were 

plain, others colored. They were imitated in Stockholm in the 18th century. But such things as Runic 

Tobacco-boxes and Fans presuppose a large public behind, who demanded and used them. 

P. 872, note. — Jens Wolff. Runakefli le Runic Rim-s'tock ou Calendrier Runique. 8vo. 

Paris 1820. At p. 52 is lithographt a Norse Rune-stock full size. At p. 37 the author says: “Un de 

mes amis en Norwege m’assura qu’il rencontra un jour un fermier dans le Gulbrandsdahl, ou vallee du 

Gulbrand, qui faisait regulierement usage d’un de ces calendriers pour ses occupations journalieres, et 

quoiqu’il eut un almanach chez lui, il donna la preference a son vieux Rimstock qu’il connaissait depuis 

longtemps presque par coeur, ainsi que les lettres runiques." — Dr. E. D. Clarke. Travels in various 

countries of Scandinavia, 4to, Vol. 1, London 1838, pp. 552 — 9, and the engravings at p. 538. — 

Prof. P. A. Munch. Om Kalenderens Indhold. Indretning og Brug. (In Norsk Folke-Kalender. 1859. 

Christiania 1858. 8vo. Pp. HI and fol.) — “Some Account of Runic Calendars and Staffordshire Clogg 

Almanacks. Communicated to the Society of Antiquaries by J. Barnard Davis, Esq, M. D. F. R. S. 

F. S. A.” 4to, London 1868, pp. 26. (Overprint from the Archeeologia, Vol. 41). — A large and 

elegantly illustrated work in 4to, in Russian, publisht in St. Petersburg in 1874, The Northern Carved 

Calendar, an historical and ethnographical enquiry by Vjatseslaf-Sresnefski. — A remarkable treatise by 

Eirikr Magnusson, M. A.: — On a Runic Calendar found in Lapland in 1866. (From the Cambridge 

Antiquarian Society’s Communications, Vol. 4, No. 1, 8vo, Cambridge, 1877.) \'\^ith an Autotype. — 

Also, by the same: Description of a Norwegian Clog-Calendar. With an autotype. (From the same, 

Vol. 4, No. 2, Cambridge 1879, 8vo.) — The oldest Liturgical and Bible books for service and popular 

use in Scandinavia, to which Printing had not then or had scarcely come, were executed in Germany. 

In the same way was produced in Leipzig, near the close of the 15th century, a Perpetual Calendar, 

with rude colored woodcuts, arranged very much in the same way as the Scandinavian, only with 

ornamental additions and no runes. F. D. Grater has copied one page (for January) in his Idunna, 4to, 

1816, No. 1. 
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BRIDEKIRK, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1100—1200. 

Old-N. R. Mon. Vol. 1, p. 489. 

P. 491. I believe I have now found who the Master richard was that sculptured the 

striking Bridekirk Runic Font. If so, I was right in assigning, on other grounds, its date to the 12th 

century rather than to the 13th. 

Lately again looking thro the excellent edition of the Boldon Buke^ by my learned correspondent 

the Rev. W. Greeuwell, M. A., I was struck at p. 2 and 43 by the following passage: 

■■Willelmus quondam Abbas de Burgo tenet “William, sometime Abbot of Peterborough, holds 

Newtonam juxta Dunolm de accommodatione et JSexvton near Durham, by the accommodation and 

elemosina Domini Episcopi, et reddit pro me- ^ alms of the Lord Rishop, and renders, for the 

dictate doinini. quani Ricardus ingeniator tenuit I moiety of the demesne ivhich Richard, the architect, 

.j. marcam. held, one marc." 

Mr. Greenwcll adds in a note: “Richard was a man of some note in his profession; he was 

employed by Bishop Pudsey about the repair of Norham Castle. Reginald, in his Life of St. Cuthbert 

(Surtees Soc.), Ch. 47, 54, tells an interesting story about him, and says ‘Cunctis regionis hujus incolis 

arte et nomine notissimus est. Re and his heir. Thomas, granted land in Wolveston to the Prior and 

Convent of Durham in exchange for a carucate of land in Pittington,” 

What was this “interesting story”? It is told diflPusively by Reginald in his ch. 47, shorter, 

with some variations, in ch. 54. The substance is: a pious layman, who showed his faith by his works, 

like many other simple people carried about him some amulets, half-Christian Charms and Spells, with 

verses of Scripture, &c. A familiar friend, a monk of St. Cuthbert, who also bore on his person a 

kind of amulet, a little manuscript life of the saint, and, hidden in the binding-boards a morsel of the 

chasuble which had lain by his body, showed Richard this last treasure. But its sight excited holy and 

eager longings, and at last, overcome by his prayers, the monk gave the layman a bit of the costly 

fragment. For this and his other talismans Richard procured a rich silken case or bag, and constantly 

went with them on his person. One of the first fruits of this devotion was, that Bishop Pudsey made 

him his Master of the Works for the improvements at Norham Castle, and here Richard was always 

boasting of his precious safeguards. A certain ecclesiastic at Norham, a Frenchman, heard often of this 

hidden belt, and one day, when Richard had gone to Berwick and in his haste had forgotten it, he 

happened to find it. Quickly tearing it open, to see what jewels were therein, imagine his disappoint¬ 

ment to find that the chief treasure was — a tiny lave of whitish cloth! Angry and disgusted, the 

Frenchman threw the halidom into the fire, where it remained for a couple of hours. But it took no 

harm, would not burn, and so the thief lifted the wondrous morsel from the coals, humbly restored it 

to the returning Richard, and announced the token to all the bystanders. 

Reginald says that he himself had seen the bit of cloth, and that it was whiter and brighter 

after its fire-bath than the robe whence it had been cut: — all which only shows that it was woven 

of Amianthxis or Earth-flax, a kind of Asbestos, which for thousands of years has been used for making 

incombustible stuffs. 

And this reminds us of the equally “unburning” hair of St. Cuthbert, evidently fabricated of 

gold-wire a few years before by that cunning and impudent relic-stealer Elfred Westow. See Symeon 

of Durham, ch. 42; Reginald, ch. 26; and the Rev. James Raine’s valuable “Saint Cuthbert", 4to. 

Durham 1828, p. 59. 

As we have seen, it was while Richard was superintending the works at'Norham that the 

“miracle” in question took place, that is to say about the year 1171. Reginald wrote his book about 

^ Boldon Buke, a Survey of the Possessions of the See of Durham, made by order of Bishop Hugh Pudsey, in the year 

1183. With a translation.By the Rev. W, Greenwell, M, A. Durham 1852. (Surtees Society). 
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1173, and in his chapters on Richard that craftsman is still living (“cognominatus est , “notissimus 

est", not fuit). But he was dead before 1183. for this is the date of the Boldon Buke, when Abbot 

William had followed him (how long before we do not know) as tenant of Newton. The works at 

Norham were too extensive to have been finisht in one year (1171). and while engaged thereon Richard 

would probably neither have time nor wish to descend to simple stone-cutting with his own hands. He 

doubtless therefore carved the Font either before his elevation to the post of Master-builder at Norham 

(that is. say, some time between 115U—1170), or else after his finishing those works and his death 

(say about 1172—1180). The/ormer is the more likely, as handiwork would better suit a clever jour¬ 

neyman than a renowned architect. 

After praising his simplicity and piety, Reginald adds about him (ch. 47), “artificiosus fuisset 

opere. et prudens architectus in omni structura artis forissecse”, that he was most skilful in his work, and 

a careful architect (talented constructor) in all kinds of outdoor b\iilding\ and (ch. 54), “Vir iste Ricardus 

liigeniator dictus cognominatus est, qui Dunelmensis civis effectus, cunctis regionis hujus incolis arte et 

nomine notissimus est”, This man Bichard is well known by his title of the Engineer (Architect), and, 

having become a burgher of Durham, is celebrated both by name and fame to all the men of this region, — 

that is, at least in the counties of Durham, Westmoreland, Cumberland and Northumberland. 

Thus, according to all testimony, he was a worthy highly-respected artist, pious beyond the 

average, and distinguisht as a gifted craftsman long before the favor shown to him by Bishop Pudsey. 

It is also evident that he became a man of substance. That he was a native Northumbrian is plain, 

for otherwise the contrary would have been pointed out by Reginald, in the same way as he is careful 

to tell us that the clerk who seized his belt was “Francigena”, a Frenchman. When Richard was born 

and died, I do not know. The dates will be something like A. D. 1120—1180. 

Thus the figure below the rune-line on the front of the Font is probably, in some degree, a 

portrait of the carver, richard the architect, of Durham. He here, with his own hand, has shown 

himself at work on the Font, say somewhere about the year 1100. 

RICHARD HE ME I-WRODGHT 

has now fresh interest for us, for we know something of the personal history of the artist. 





CHRISTIAN JURGEN8EN THOMSEN. 

1788—1865. 

IN MEMORIAM. 



In connection with my remarks Vol. 1, p. 515—519, and as the foolish talk about that mare’s-nest 

“German Runes still continues, especially in Germany, I here bring together a few extracts on which 

I have stumbled, from various authors, many of them Germans, admitting or asserting that the whole 

thing is a snare and delusion, too often even political claptrap. 

Loccenius, who was himself a Saxon (born at Itzehoe in Holstein), and who believed that the 

first home of "the Goths” was the sweep of Gothland territory in Sweden, says that the Runic Alphabet 

was invented by the Goths in Sweden before the birth of Christ: “At nostrates eriiditi Runas jam 

dudum a Gothis indigenis inventas, inter paganos ante natum Christum exstitisse, ex non unis veterum 

monumentis, & Saxis Runicis, quae hie in Svecia, Dania & Islandia a Clariss. Viris Johanne Bureo, Olao 

Wormio, Arngrimo Jonse, Brunolpho Svenonis, Olao Verelio atque aliis collecta & in lucem edita sunt, 

probatum eunt.” — Johannis Loccenii Antiqidtatum Sveo-Gothica'i'iim Libn Tres. Ed. 3. 8vo. L'psalicB 

1670, f. 101. 

“Mit diesen Buchstaben oder Runen haben die nordischen Volker Hire Sprache geschrieben: 

jedoch nicht in ganzen Biichern.Bestehen demnach die Runen nicht in einer besondern Sprache; 

sondern sind nichts, als alte schwedische Buch'staben.” — J. P. v. Ludewig. Einleitung zii dem deiitschen 

Miinzwesen mittlerer Zeiten mit Anmerkungen herausgegeben v. J. J. Moser. 8vo. Ulm 1752. p. 204. 

“Enhver maae dog tilstaae, at nu omstunder Andes ingen Stene for sig eller paa Hoje i 

Tydskland med Rune Bogstaver eller nogen Skrift paa, og ej heller har vseret i nogle hundrede Aar, da 

derimod saa mange Andes her i Norden.” — P. F. Suhm. Critisk Historie af Danmark, 1 Bind, Kxohen- 

havn 1774, p. 161. 

“Man hielt die Runen fur die uralte und eigenthiimliche Schrift von Skandinavien, und glaubte, 

dass sie nicht allein auf Steinen und zu Kalendeni, sondern auch zu ganzen Biichern gebraucht worden. 

.Thomas Bartholin, und fast alle ehemalige Schriftsteller iiber die Nordischen Alterthiimer haben 

folgende Meynung. Die Rimenschrift sey dem heidnischen Norden eigen, und steige wenigstens bis zum 

Othin hinauf.” — Joh. H. Schlegel, Samhmg zur Ddnischen Geschichte, Aliinzkenntniss, Oekonomie und 

Sprache. Vol. 2. 8vo, Kopenhagen 1774. (Ueber die Runemiinzen, pp. 17, 19). 

“Da man i Tydskland Ander hverken Penge eller Stene nu omstunder med Runer paa, end- 

skiont der ere Gravhoie og Stene nok, saa og Ligstene med Latinske Inscriptioner fra det 11 Seeculo, 

saa beviser dette for mig at Runerne ere Nordens eiendomlige gamle Bogstaver.” — Historic af Dan¬ 

mark. Ved P. F. Siihm. T. 4. 4to. Kiohenhavn 1790. p. 567. 

“Marcomannorum in Germania litteras, a Rhabano Mauro Archiepiscopo Moguntino, qui vixit 

Seculo VIIIvo, allatas, [a modiAcation of the Anglo-Runic alphabet, arranged in the Latin A.B.C. order, 

foisted into the Ms. about A.D. 960 by some monk. See my Vol. 1, pp. 104 — 106; Vol. 2, pp. 517, 

518,] qua nomina atque figuras, proxime ad Runas nostras accedere constat; si vero ex Germania in 

Sveciam illatm, qui Aeret, ut nulla earum in natali solo vestigia restarent?” — Er. AI, Fant (E. N. Bill) 

Dm. de Antiquitatis in Svecia Reliquis. 4to. Upsalice 1791, p. 11, 12. 
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“Einige Gelehrte haben bey den alten Gerrimnen schon eine Buchstabenschrift angenommen. 

Einige gaben ibnen die Runen. Allein diese geboren nacb Norden, wo sie sicb nacb Verell und auch 

neuerlicb nacb den Submischen Untersucbungen nicht ableugnen lassen, sie sind warscbeinlicb mit in das 

alte Gotbiscbe Alphabet aufgenommen.” — Die Alterthiimer der Deutschen. Von K. G. Rossig. 2te Aufl. 

Leipzig 1801, p. 425. 

"In Germania stricte sic dicta nulli siint lapides Runici." — N. H. Sjohorg (C. S. CollnSr), Diss. 

de Monumentis Runicis extra Scandinaviam. Pars 1. 4to. Londini Gothorum 1805, p. 9. 

When Sjbborg wrote people believed in the forged "Wendish runes , and other such things. 

He therefore thought that the “Germans” had runes, but he says they must undoubtedly have gotten 

them from Scandinavia. So: "Nos autem apertum esse arbitramur, runas Scandinavise antiquiores esse, 

Germanosque suas a nobis accepisse. Runge re ipsa tam parum cum Alemannorum vel Marcoraannorum 

lingua quam cum nostra conveniunt. Svecia adhuc 1260 habet lapides runis inscriptis, Dania 47, 

Norvegia 48, Germania vero nullas. Vetus itaque apud Scandiuavos est memoria, quod etiam ab 

Historicis & Poetis Islandicis commemoratur, Odinum circa an. 100 ante Christum natum, Runas in 

Sveciam intulisse.” — Nic. Henr. Sjohorg. Liit&i'CB Gothicce ah Asia oidundce. 4to. Londini Gothorum. 

1805, p. 5. 

"Fiir jeden teutschen Forscher und Freund der Runenschrift, dieser merkwiirdigen Erscheinung 

des skandinavischen Alterthums.” — P. D. Grater. Idunna und Hermode. 4tS. 1814. s. 108. 

"Auf diese Betrachtungen gestiitzt, konnte man der Meinung geneigt seyn, die Deutschen 

batten erst durch die Angelsachsen die Runen kennen gelernt; die Angelsachsen aber sie aus dem Norden 

erhaiteu,” — With. C. Grimm. Ueber deutsche Runen. 8vo. Gottingen 1821, p. 135. 

"Nacb Verhaltniss der mehr oder miuderen Entfernung von Upland finden sich auch mehr oder 

minder Hunensteine. Norwegen, Danemark und dessen kleineren Inseln, Island &c., besitzen nur wenige, 

und im Herzogthume Schleswig, wo in Louisenlund noch zwei derselben stehen, horen sie ganz auf. denn 

in den angrenzenden Landern, wie z. B. in Alecklenhurg-Schwerin und in Pommern und Riigen fand man 

bis jetzt [the gross and impudent Runic Forgeries called “the Neustrelitz .Slavic Gods and Runestones ] 

keine Spur davon. 

"Auch in England, besonders auf der Insel Man, finden sich zwar Hunensteine, welcbe jedoch. 

den Inschriften zufolge, von dauischen (-olonisten errichtet sind. Ebenfalls fand man dergleichen in 

Spanien, welche warscbeinlicb gleichfalls nordischen Reisenden angehoren [Celt-Iberian staves, not ruue.s]. 

Stralenherg wollte ahnliche Denkmiiler in Russland entdeckt haben; der Collegienrath Aliiller suchte auf 

seiner Reise nacb denselben, fand sie aber nicht, wie e‘r dies an den Prof. Ihre selbst schrieb. — 

Friedr. von Hagenow. Beschreihung der auf der Grossh. Biblioth. zu Nmstrelitz hefindlichen Runensteine. 

4to. Loitz 1826, p. 2. 

"Runen sind die altesten .Schriftziige der Volker des germanischen Nordens: es kommt diese 

Benennung mithin nur denjenigen Schriftziigen zu, welche sich unmittelbar im Norden erzeugt haben, 

oder deren sonstiger nordischer Ursprung entweder durch Zeugnisse erwiesen oder durch Schlils.se 

glaubwiirdig gemacht werden kann.”. 

"Nacb alien diesem aber ist soviel auch gewiss, dass wir bis jetzt noch kein unbezweifeltes 

Denkmal mit Teutschen Rnnen in Teutschland selbst entdeckt haben.” — G. T. Legis. Die Runen und 

ihre Denkmiiler. 8vo. Leipzig 1829, pp. 4, 46. 

"The Runic alphabet consists properly of sixteen letters, which are Phenician in their origin. 

The Northern traditions, sagas, and songs, attribute their introduction to Odin. They were probably 

brought by him into Scandinavia, but they have no resemblance to any of the alphabets of central 

Asia.” — Henry Wheaton. History of the Northmen. 8vo. London 1831. p. 61. 

“La Scandinavie avail, il est vrai, ses runes, dont elle attribuait I’invention a Odin, mais el)e 

en avail peu tire parti pour ses compositions litteraires.” — Ch. Al. de Sourdeval, Etudes Gothiques. 8vo. 

Tours 1839. p. 16. 

"Demnach wird man sich der Behauptung nicht entziehen diirfen, dass die ganze Annahme 

specifisch deutscher Runen wegfallen muss, und das hrabanische Alphabet Nichts ist, als eine von der 

gewohnlichen Art etwas verschiedene Umsetzung des ags. Futhorks.” — R. v. Liliencron und K. Mullen- 

hoff, Zur Runenlehre. 8vo. Halle 1852, p. 16. 
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Die sogenaiinteii markoinannischen odcr althochdeutsclien ruiienzeichcn so gut a!s namen 

ledighch aus ciiieni aiigelsachsischen alphabete eiitspruugen sind." — Br. A. Kirchhqf. Das Gothische 

Runenalphabet. 8vo. 2te Auji. Berlin 1854, p. 36. 

■■Beusevnelsen tydslce Runer er miiidrc i-igtig, da der iieppe i liele Tydsklaud findes eu eneste 

Uuiieiudskrift afdette Slags. — Prof. P. A. Mmich. Punestenenfra Tune. Roy.Hvo. Christiania 1857, p. 4. 

Nos. 1, 2. O. N. R. iM. p. 319, 520. 

Most likely meaningless, apparently mere' blind imitations of Roman epigraphs. — Nov. 1880. 

\A lieu, in connection with his treatise on the Golden Horns, the Chamberlain Worsaae publishes his 

proposed identification of the Holy Marks and some of the figures on the Bracteates, fresh light may 

be thrown on these costly little ornaments. 

Nos. 3, 4, 5. 0. N. R. M. p. 520, 521. 

No. 4, found in 1817, 1 now think bears only the mausname: huthu. In No. 5 1 take the 

mansname. ECMU, as a nominative. 

No. 6. 0. N. R. 51. p. 522. 

? SEHS-CUN^ RiOAHRSE 

To-the-siGE-KKEN (tnumph-claring. victorious) uoiiSK.)}AN (perhaps a mansname). 

No. 7. 0. N. R. iM. p. 523. 

? GAL GLyOJiU-GlAUyOU. 

GAL to-the~lady-GLyoJEU-GiAvyoA. 

GLEE-GIFT or GLEE-GIVERESS is a very fine womans-name. — Many things, also grave-stones, 

bearing 2 words, 1 have redd as a nominative and a dative. Memorial, Keepsake, Betrothal and Cove¬ 

rings &c. are common from the earliest ages down to our own time. Sometimes these also bear 2 names, 

a nominative and a dative. Thus in W. Jones's Finger-ring Lore (8vo, London 1877, p. 41) we have 

one engraved' with two claspt hands, and proteros to-UGiA (“proteros UGiiE”). 

No. 8. O. N. R. 51. p. 524. 

Doubtful or barbarized. Possibly, considering this a careless copy of a better original, we may read: 

TO AULlLyOJi: PAM TILLE. 

TO AULliyO THE TILL (yood). 

No. 9.-- O. N. R. 51 p. 524. 

I would now read the staves from below upwards, taking the ta as a clear bind. This gives 

us the mansname: tallwe, 

Meaningless. 

Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13. 0. N. R. 51 p. 525, 6. 
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No. li. 0. N. E. p. 527. 

Found in 1827. 1 now take this as the maiusnamc: FOSliEU. 

Nos. 15. 16. 0. N. R. M. p. 528. 

See No. 18. — No. 15 found before 1817, No. 16 before 1852. Both bear the same mansname: .RED. 

No. n. O. N. R. M. p. 529. 

Doubtless barbarous. 

was my 

I also agree with him (p. 199) in taking the 4th rune in 2nd word as a bind, c and .«. 

[ therefore now read (nom. masc. and dat. masc.): 

aELU LtEUC^A. 

JELO tO-L.T:UCjE. 

No. 19. 0. N. /V. M. p. 530. 

Found about 1840. Bugge, Om Runeindskr. pS. Guldbrak. p. 199, says rightly that the Sth 

rune is a bind, c and je. The 2nd stave in next word has doubtless the same value. So 1 now read 

iDat. masc and Nom. masc.): 
L.EWULOUC^A G.E.ECALLU. 

To- or for-LjEWiJLOUCJE GJii.-EGALLV {gave or made). 

No. 18. 0. N R. iM. p. 529. 

See Nos. 15 and 16, and 71. As remarkt by Prof. Bugge (Aarb. 1871, p. 183) the n in 

woodcutter’s error for L (thus iELu). Accordingly it is here rectified. 

Found in 1845. 

-Vo. 20. O. N. R. M. p. 531. 

No. 21. O. N. R. M. p. 532. 

Found in 1822. Whether a name, a word, a contraction, we cannot say. Only 3 letters. 

Probably the mansname: GL.E. 
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No. 22. 0: N. Jl M. p. 533. 

A 4th metallic J^iuiic Alphabet, has just (Jan. 1876) been found, a Silver Communion Cup. 

The runes are on the run of the Chalice. See it under Denmark. — Dr. 0. Moiitelius informs us, in 

his “Statens llistoriska .Museum”, 8vo. Stockholm 1872, p. 36, that this costly Bracteate was about to 

be cast into the melting-pot of a goldsmith, when it was rescued by the Rev. P. Kylander. 

Ovei the great door of the old borshem Church, in West Gotland, Sweden, is a semicircular 

stone bas-relief. Du its border below is the Latin alphabet, beaded by the sign of the Cross. — See 

P. A. Save, m Antiqvarisk 'J'idskrift for Sverige, 8vo, Vol. 2, Sthckholm 1869, p. 154. — A grave-block 

at Kilmalkedar. in the barony of Corkaguiny, county Kerry, Ireland, bears the word DNI and the whole 

Latin Alphabet. See Plate 5, fig. 9, of Christian Inscriptions in the Irish Language; chiefly collected 

and drawn by George Petrie, LL.D. Edited by M. Stokes. Part 4, Dublin 1873, 4to. Miss Stokes 

says (p-7): “This is the second pillar-stone we have met with in Ireland, inscribed with the invocation 

Domine . It is the first that has other charactei-s in addition, and a])pears a well preserved and most 

iiitciesting example of the whole alphabet in the Roman character of the sixth or seventh century, upon 

which Dr. Petrie remarks — “As to the object of this inscription I can of course offer only a con¬ 

jecture, namely, that it was an abeced(irmm. cut by one of the early Christian settlers in this place, — 

either a foreigner, or a native who had received a foi'eign education, — for instructing his followers in 

the rudiments of the Latin language; for that it was the practise of the first teachers of Christianitv 

in Ireland to furnish their disciples with the abecedarnmi, or Roman alphabet, appears quite clear from 

Nennius, and the most ancient Lives of St. Patrick, as may be seen by reference to Harris’s AA^are, 

Irish W’^riters. Book ii, c. 1.” 

Sept, 1878. — A couple of months ago 1 saw in Vesteras, in the Museum there (Vestmauland, 

Sweden), a lately discovered Hand-quern, or small stone mill for grinding corn, probably from the 12th 

century. Round the flat rim was a damaged inscription. At last 1 made out that it was the Runic 

Alphabet &c. — Shortly afterwards Baron Djurklou, the Swedish Antiquary, told me that he had seen 

a large watermill stone, perhaps from the 13th century, at Ullerod in V^ermland, also bearing the Runic 

Futhork. — These two pieces are another striking proof that the Runes were originally the popular 

alphabet, not magical, for grinding at the mill was the duty of the unfree or the lowest laborers. — 

In 1880 two other such quern-stones bearing the runish stave-row have been found in Sweden. — Two 

Alphabet-Bells, from AVarwickshire, are noticed in “Notes and Queries” for April 3, 1875, p. 266. One, 

dated 1591. ends with s. The other, made in 1640, goes on to x. — In 1872 there was found in the 

Rhine district a handsome Urn on which is inscribed the Roman Alphabet. It is now in the Maynz 

Museum. See Dr. Lindenschmit. A'Crein fitr Rheinische Geschichte und Alterthiimer, Jahresbericht fiir 

1872 — 3, 4to, p. 2. — See one of the English Alphabet-tiles admirably copied (printed in colors) in 

The Reliquary, Svo, Jan. 1871, (London), p. T29, Plate 16. The text (“Mediaeval Paving Tiles at 

AVirksworth, Derbyshire”) is by Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt; see particularly pp. 131, 132. — “The Academy” 

for June 24, 1876, p. 600, mentions that Leicestershire alone has “several” alphabet bells, and that a 

Norman Font at Severnstoke in AA'arwickshire is inscribed with the ABC. — In March 1877 was found 

in Rome a niarble gambling board, probably of the 14th century. Some words in Latin vvere cut round 

the rim, followed by the Roman alphabet from a to x. See the Athenaeum, London, Maiadi 31, 1877, 

p. 424. — In Norw'ay only one runish staverow was known, on a Church-bell at Akerslms near 

Christiania (Nicolaysen, Norske Forulevninger, p. 27). But Prof. 01. Rygh has just informed me (Oct. 

1879) that a second has turned up at Erga iu Stavanger Amt, of a singular kind. It is cut on a very 

small Ox-horn now in the Stavanger Museum, and is thus the oldest “Hornbook” in Europe. Date 

about 12th or 13tli century. 

No. 23. O. N 11 M. p. 531. 

Apparently barbarous. 

,29* 
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No. 24. O. N. R. JI. p. 538. 

As t have said, this piece (found early in the 17th century) was engraved by Bartholin in his 

Ant. Dan., 1689. I have seen a letter from the Danish poet Georg Sorterup. dated “Lyderslou d. 27 

Janv. 1711”, from which we learn that the Bracteate was then in the possession of Christian Worm 

(01. Worm's grand-son), Bishop of Sealand. My former translation was a failure. But I think that 

this and the fellow-blink No. 55 are too carefully and elegantly cut to be merely “barbarous”. We 

know tbe mamj variants of the UG-rune. Late finds (Bracteate No. 78 and the Kovel .Spear-head) have 

enabled me to add an important one (in 3 shapes) to the number. Here, I believe, we have a further 

variety of the 2 last, the same in type but ornamentally differenced. In the same way 1 think the 

curious H above may be merely a modification of the many 0. N. variants of the Y-riine. For the 

moment assuming all this, I see no reason why the inscription should not be regular. Both Nos. 38 

and 55 are then apparently in the same dialect (a tendency to the i-sound for A, and to intercalate 

they), and both may have been struck for the same person. Bugge, Om Run. pa Giildbr. p. 199, s.ays 

the 3rd rime is more like l than w, and 1 agree with him. 1 therefore now propose: 

NafEtUYiENG UYuEYLIIL ^NN HOU.«A. 

UYyEYLllL of-the-NJLTEUYJUNG-famihj ANN (gives-tkis) tO-HOUEi. 

No. 25. 0, iV. R. iM. p. 538. 

Treated at large under No. 75, which see. The place, some say, should be spelt Kiii-kf), not 

Tjhrko, but both are pronounced in the same way. 

No. 26. 0. N. R. M. p. 539. 

Found about 1840. Perhaps the mansname: fuwd (or Fueu). 

No. 27. O. N. R. M. p. 540. 

May be taken in many ways. Had we a thousand more such monuments, our doubts would 

be the fewer. I now prefer: 
T^WON JiltODU. 

r.<£ woN-made-thh for-the-lady-JETHODA. 

No. 28. O. N. R. M p. 540. 

Found in 1848. May be barbarous, and comparatively late in date. 

No. 29. O. N R. M. p. 541. ' 

See WANDERERS; now placed under Sweden. Corlin is said to be more correct than Coslin. 

No. 30. O. N. R. M. p. 542. 

Probably as meaningless and comparatively late in date as No. 28. 
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No. 31. O. N. R. 21. p. 543. 

Blind-runes or contractions. 

jVo. 32. O. N. R. 21 p. 543. 

Bound in the first half of this year-hundred. I would now prefer; 

TW^D TIWITiE. 

TWjF.D to~TlWlT. 

Nos. 33. 34. 0. N R. 21. p. 544. 

Both found early- in this century, No. 33 in 1817, with No. 25, which see. 

Nos. 35-41, b. O. N. R. 21. p. 544. 

See Nos. 83, 84. 

No. 42. O. N. R. 21. p. 547. 

Not known when found. 

Nos. 43—46. 0. N. R. 21. p. 547. 

The large blink, to the top left, No. 43, found in Sweden, but not known when, No. 44, the 

top right, found in Gotland in 1843; and the Swedish No. 45. find-tide unknown, all agree in what I 

now read as the mansname: eltil. See Nos. 85, 86, 87. — No. 46 was found long ago in Denmark, 

date not markt. It reads, a mansname: til. 

No. 47. O. N. R. 21. p. 548. 

Only the mansname: elwu. 

No. 48. O. N. R. 21. p. 549. 

Accidentally misredd at p. 549. As the staves are reverst, the word mnst begin from below. 

The mansname: 

Nos. 49, 49, h. O. N. R. 21. p. 549, 875. 

Both these pieces have the small errors common to careless die-cutters, but the two texts 

agree in nearly every particular. The i in fihb5du is hidden by the triangular ornament under the loop. 

No. 49 is more correct than 49, b. The common text, by comparison of both, is: 

HHL.j;^DD-UIG^ ALTE-UIL^A FIH^DU. 

HLJLDWiG for-ALTE-UiL.^ FAWED (made this). 
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hl.s:du-wig.^; means LADE-wiGG, Packhorse, Carrywg-nag, Sumpter-horse. I he design in the center 

is therefore the Goldsmith's Sign or Rebus-play i on his own name. No other Bracteate, with or 

without runes, bears the above type. These blinks, however, are often excessively barbarous. On some 

the Helm or Cap, on others the Head, on others the Neck, on others the Horse, almost or entirely 

disappears. We may therefore say that the Rebus is “not proven”. But this will not alttr the reading, 

which is so simple and plain and grammatically correct that it remains unshaken. 

No. 50. O. N. R. M. p. 550. 

Apparently blind-nines or contractions. 

Nos. 51, 52. O. N R. M. p. 550. 

No. 51 was found in 1-^52 with No. 56; No. 52 in 1860. Comparing .the two, I now propose 

to read: 
OWiE-ALUT EiESL^UA. 

ow.ti:-ALUT made (or gave) -this to e^.thljeU- 

No. 53. O. N. R. M. p. 551. 

Found in 1841. Perhaps only barbarous or contractions. 

No. 54. 0. N. R. 3f. p. 552. 

Found in 1848. Only the mansname: laokij. 

^ Our forefathers continually employed the Rebus, and it is found on our oldest Coins. In connection herewith Le Blant 

remarks, on a Christian .slab in Gaul dated A. C. 4C6: — “Je ne puis considerer ni comme pavement ornamentales, ni comme 

symboliques au point de vue chretien, les aigles gravees sur cette epitapbe; je ne pense pas non pins qu’elles figurent ici comme 

accompagnant le nom du consul empereur, bien qu’elles apparaissent sur quelques monnaies de I’epoque, type nouveau, dit Bandun. 

dans la nuniismatique romaine. 

"Elies me seniblent plutgt avoir 6te I'emblenie du nom d’A^'u/Livs. qu'aurait porte le defunt, et dont les quatre derniere.': 

lettres soiit encore reconnaissables au debut de I'epitaphe. 

"Ces sortes d'arnies parlantes avaient ete, comme on le sait, employees longtenips avant notre ere; les monnaies de 

Rhodes portent une rose, celles d’Agrigente, un crabe, allusion au nom grec de-ces villes. Les Roniains, du temps ineme de la 

Republique, se plaisaient a ces emblemes, ain.si que Ton peut s’en assurer dans Buonarotti; leurs inarbres en oflrent plusieurs exemples, 

dont Fabretti a reuni les prlncipaux. 

‘‘Le gout de ces jeux d’esprit, qui rappellent les concetti dont j'ai deja parle, se retrouve encore a I’epoque ebretieune. 

Dans le recueil de Boldetti, le nom de nabira e.st accompagne d’une figure de navire; celui de porcella, d’une laie; celui de dracon- 

TIUS, d'un serpent: un onagre est grave sur la tombe d'oNAGER; un tonneau, dolium, sur un titulus qui porte la mention pater doliens, 

probablement ecrit pour dolens; a Anagni, une chevre est figuree sur I'epitaphe d’une chretienne nommee capriola, 

"Peut-etre I'aigle etait-elle de meme representee sur I'inscription suivante [Boldetti, p. 397]: aqvilina «ve vixiT ankis x.L.v. 

cesqvkt in pace, a la droite de laquelle est figure uu oiseau volantr,” — Le Slant., Inscription.s Chretiennes de la Gaule anterieures 

au Vllle siecle. Vol. 1, Paris 185G, p. 158, 4to, 

As an example how long-lived such things are, I may mention that the smallest clay pipe in the late T. C. Croker’s large 

and curious collection was one of great fineness and beauty dredged up from the bed of the Thames near Kingston. It is supposed 

to have been made in the first half of the 17th century. The edge of the bowl has a milled or indented pattern round it, hut the 

heel is very broad for the pipe to rest on. and is stampl with the figure of an open gacntlet or glove. But this “Potter’s mark’ 

(gauntlet) was the maker's name. See this pipe engraved in FairhoH’s interesting "Tobacco”, 8vo, London 187ti. p. 162. 
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No. 55. O. N. E. 31. p. 552. 

See my remarks on the fellow bracteate No. 24. Found in 1862 with Nos. 6 and 39. — 

! now explain the simplified M and the N with the side-stroke on the right, as caused by the extremely 

narrow space, and propose: 

SIHMYWNT iENN HO(use)A. 

siEM'Ywi^T siGMUl^D) AiViV (gives-this) to-HOU^. 

No. 56. 0. N. R. M. p. 553. 

t oLind in 1852. May be barbarous. 

No. 57. 0. .N. R. 31. p. 554. 

This costly golden blink was dug up in Sealand. Denmark, in 1852. Unique type, a War- 

chief spear in hand. I now agree with Bugge that the 13th rune is c, not L, and read: 

HiE UIU, 

HJ; H/EITIC^. 

F.tEUaE, UISiE! — 

GIB (TID)! 

Wage thj-battle, 

publish thy-war-han, 

0-F(ewa otir-Wisa (Leader, Captain)! — 

Give weal (success) (O God Tin)! 

BATTLE STOUTLY, 

BAN TEY FOE, 

0-FjEUA our LEADER! — 

GIVE LUCK 10 TlUj! 

Should this be so, we have here the only Bracteate on which I have found stave-rime verse. — 

An echo of such an old Northern baiting meets 

Sec. 92, 93: 

NiV reiO Gizurr i brott ok |iar til, er hanu 

kom i her Hiina; haun reiQ eigi nser eu sva, at j 

hann matti tala vi9 |}a, [la kallar hami hari roddu 

ok kva9: 

‘Felmtr er y5ru fylki, 

feigr er ySarr visir, 

gnffifar y5r gunnfani, 

gramr er y3r 09inn! 

Ok enn: 

“ByQ ek y5r at Dylgja 

ok a DunheiOi 

orrostu undir i 

Josurfjollum; 

hrffi se y9r 

at ha hverri, 

ok lati sva OOiira flein fljiiga 

sem ek fyrir mseli.’ 

We have another reference to this custom 

1864, Ch. 44, p. 82: 

us in the Hervarar Saga Ch. 18, in Bugge’s ^ed. 

Now rode Gizurr away, on till he came to the 

army of the Huns; he rode no nearer than that he 

coidd talk to them. Now calls he with a lond voice 

and says: 

•Ft,ar strikes your folk-bands, • 

fey is your leader, 

our war-flag wags at you, 

Wodins ifour foe.' 

And again: 

'At Dylgja I bid you, 

and on Dunheath, 

neaih Josurs fells 

to join in battle. 

Carnage crush you 

in every conflict! 

speed- Odin my javelin 

on whom aye I call!' 

1 Eyrbyggja .Saga, ed. G. Vigfusson, 8vo, Leipzig 
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En er flokkrinn Snorra gekk iieSan skriSuiia, , But m the flock of Snorri went down the hill- 

|)a skaut Stcin|)6rr spjoti at foraurn si8 til heilla dde. Steinthor shot out his spear in the olden way, 

ser yfir flokk Snorra, en spjotiS leitaSi ser staSar, ' that he miffht have good luck over Snorri’s hand. 

ok var fyrir Mar frasndi Snorra, ok varO liann l aljirf the lance went on and hit Mar, Snorri's kins- 

[legar livigr. • tnan, and made him unfit to fight. 

Of course the words of such a challenge would endlessly vary, but the casting the war-spear 

over the enemy was thus at times a part of the ancient battle-ban. See the unique example of the 

Spear-shaft inscribed with the War-ban, to be cast over the border, under KEAGEHnL, Denmark, 

No. 58. O. N. n. M. p. 5.5i. 

Found before 1846. 

No. 59. O. N. R. M. p. 555. 

Found in 1856. The runes are not correctly given in Thomsen’s Atlas (No. 252) and my 

p. 555. I therefore here re-engrave it, by the kind permission of its owner, the Chamberlain 

F. Sehested, Broholra, Fyn. It is drawn by Prof. M. Petersen, engraved by J. F. Rosenstaiid. See 

also the Chamberlain Sehested’s Description of his Museum, with its beautiful plates. — As we see in 

this more careful copy the line nuab becomes NUABaE, while the N and the u below are not letters. We 

thus get: 
TE NU ABiE, OD. 

TEE (give) NOW EAD (fortune, happiness) o-OD ’(=ODJN, wodeN)! 

Blit all this is very doubtful. The t, e, o, d, may be contractions, and the words may be 

divided in various ways, 

No. 60. O. N R. M. p. 556. 

No. 61. O. N. R. M. p. 551. 

Found early in this century. Read: 

JULIENI HCUG ^MILIU, 

JULIENI (—JULIAN) HEWED (stmck this) for-the-lady-oEMiLiA. 

No. 62. O. N R. M. p. 557. 

Not known when found. Read : 

lOHN HO. 

JOHN HEWED (stmck this). 
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Nos. 63. 64. O. N. R. 31. Vol. 2. p. 558. 

No. 65. O. N. R. 31. Vol. 2, p. 5.^9. 

Found early in this year-hundred. Read: 

TVTO AIVOaMlA VRqjITO. 

TVTO for-tlie-lady.AivoMi WROUGHT (made this). 

Found in 1837. 

No. 66. 0. N. JR. M. Vol. 2, p. 556. 

Nos. 67, 68, 69. 0. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 560-2. 

No. 70. O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 563. 

I now agree with Mr. Haigli in taking the first stave to be an inverted L, and read: 

LUL ON AUASA (or mavbe ausa). 

LVL ON (of) AUASA (or ausa) = struck this piece. 

Monogram the king, who died in 836: ecgberht. 

In his interesting paper “On the Old English Coinage” in the Numismatic Chronicle (London, 

1869), my forthfaren learned friend Mr. Haigh says of this coin: — ^‘Obv. — Monogram. Rev. lul on 

AUSA. The first L inverted. PI. V., fig. 14.” “The mint may have been Ousden, near Bury St. Edmund’s, 

now an obscure village. Professor Stephens sees in the monogram the name of Ecgberht. I cannot; 

and whilst T do not remember a runic legend on any piece of West Saxon mintage, w'e have the name 

of the same moneyer on another coin of -^thilberht, and several runes on the coins of his predecessor, 

Benna.” — I still adhere (see Vol. 1) to my reading of the name ecgberht. But this is immaterial. 

Postscript, May 1874. Archivary Ilerbst has just re-found the original drawing by Prof, van 

der Chijs, from which he made his copy, engraved by me on p. 563. The result is that Mr. Herbst’s 

copy was wonderfully exact, entirely accurate. There is only one difference, on the obverse or 

monogram side, where the drawing shows 4 dots below, not 3. 

No. 71. O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 876. 

See Nos. 15, 16, 18, 19. I now agree with Bugge (Om Runeindskr. pa Guldbr. p. 199) in 

reading the last word as .s:j!;L.a:uc.;EA, and translate: 

TJiNULU ^.ELAEUC.a:A. 

THLNULU (= DANE-WOLF) to-JLHULjEUCuE. 

No. 72. 0. N. R. jM. Vol. 2, p. 877. 

30 
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No. 73. O. N. R. JI. Vol. 2, p. 878. 

Bears the mansname: 

No. 74. 0. N. R. M. Vol. 2. p. 879, LXVIIL 

The mansname: scanomodu. — The Rev. D. H. Haigh says (in his article in the Numismatic 

Chronicle 1869): ‘'undoubtedly a mancus. Its date, if not of the fifth century, as is most probable, 

must be early in the sixth. There can be no difficulty whatever in recognising in the runes the name 

of a man, and as names compounded with Scan are exceedingly rare, it is not improbable that Scanomod 

settled in Yorkshire, and left his name to Scammonden, near Halifax.” 

No. 75. 

ENGLAND. 

From an electrotype of the original in the Bntish Museum, for which I have to thank Count J.F. B'. DE Saias, 

London. Drawn hy Prof. maGISIUS PETERSEN, engraved hy Hr. j F. ROSENSTAND. 

‘At the beginning of this century, as the tradition goes, a peasant digging somewhere in Eng¬ 

land found this golden piece. But where or when is not recorded, for in those days people cared little 

for such details. It was sold as a curiosity, and was preserved in private hands. At last it was seen 

to be a finely struck rarity, and was bought in London in 1856 by the great coin-collector Count 

J. F. W. De Salis. Some time after, that savant gave this piece, together with a vast and valuable 

heap of other Coins and Medals, to the British Museum, where it now remains. In March 1868 the 

Count favored me with fine wax impressions of both sides. From these 1 let make a sharp electrotype, 

and from this last my artists have workt with their usual accuracy. 

But on the arrival of this unique rune-talking barbarian, Archivary Herbst reminded me that 

in the large Cabinet of the Danish Collector G. F. Timm, which was sold by auction in Cheapinghaveii 

in 1834, was a silver Triens the same as the golden one in the Brutish Museum. It will be found de¬ 

scribed at p. 72, Part 111, of the printed Catalogue (Fortegnelse over Georg Friderich Timms udmierkede 

Mynt- og Medaille-Samling. HI Deel, Kjobeuhavn 1834, 8vo). The editors, the well-known coin- 

kenners Thomsen and Devegge. add the following remarks, which I English: “From the inscription on 

the obverse of this piece, which consists of runes mixt with some Latin letters, we might suppose it 

to have been struck in England, during that period when the Latin staves earlier in use were for a 

time partly superseded by runes at the arrival of the Anglosaxons. Should we opine that this legend 

may be redd “Cunut u Diejiio", it will be better to regard it as minted in about the 7th or 8th century 

for a king of Dublin called Cnut, who was perhaps of Northern birth. But the agreement of the type 

with the Merovingian and West-Gothic golden coins makes us suspect that it may be a cast from a 

golden coin, a question however which we cannot decide with certainty.” 

The piece here spoken of, and which at the time both Thomsen, Devegge and Herbst were 

strongly inclined to pronounce a cast, was sold at the roup for 6 Danish dollars to the landholder von 

Romer of Dresden, now deceast. ^ It was made public some years ago. from a tin-foil impression taken 

^ The substance of this article appeared in Swedish in “Svenska Fornniinnesforeningens Tidskrift. No. 7 (Vol. 3, Part 1, 

Stockholm 1875, 8to), pp. 47—64, “En Svensk Historisk Run-brakteat”.” 

^ This famous collector bequeathed the whole of his valuable Coin-cabinet (29,000 pieces) to the Royal Museum in Dresden, 

where accordingly this silver piece now is. 
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by Archivary Herbst, and will be found engraved on wood at p. 419 of “Minder om de Danske og 

Nordmsendene i England, Skotland og Irland. Af J. J. A. Worsaae. Kjobenhavn 1851”. 8vo. In his 

text at p. 419 Worsaae repeated the guess about “Cunut u Dieflio”, adding what I here translate as 

to the other side: “On the reverse we see the letters enae above 2 figures which both lift up their 

heads, turned to the same side, and each of them stretches out a very large hand, while with the 

other hand they both together hold a ring, as if they were swearing by the Holy Ring. They are also 

represented as standing before or sitting upon a height (? an Altar), beneath which is a mark (no) like 

a downlying S. Possibly all this may have some reference to a Treatv between an Irish king and the 

Northern king Knud.” 

When Count de Salis kindly put me in possession of the Museum gold coin, the question at 

once arose whether this was from a different die or was merely a golden stamp from the same die as the 

silver piece in Timm’s collection. The woodcut in Worsaae’s book shows some very small variations; 

but the old doubt that it was from a cast was against its being a second piece, the more as we all 

know that no coin of this type was ever struck in Ireland, and that the Northmen there never made 

gold coins. My friend Archivary Herbst has cleared up this difficulty for us. Before losing sight of 

the Timm copy he had made 2 tin-foil squeezes, and these are happily still in his hands. On our 

comparing them with the Museum piece we both saw that the two coins were the same, identical, and 

that the tiny differences in the woodcut were the work of the engraver. It is therefore certain that 

the silver exemplar was only a cast, to all appearances tahen from the original gold piece in the British 

3Iuseum. To this, then, we come back. 

On examination I was at once inclined to give this piece (Count de Salis' B. 7.), which is of 

pure gold and weighs 1,29 grammes (20.3 grains) and was therefore doubtless intended as a tremissis 

or triens or third of a mancus, great antiquity and a I*iorthern ongin, and for the following reasons: — 

“1. Its high finish and pure style as imitation. — 2. 'fhe characteristic “barbarization” of its figure- 

execution on the reverse, at once reminding us of our oldest runic Bracteates. — 3. The striking and 

oue-ly trait that the “king” wears ringmail, which the late finds in Scandia (see Vol. 1, p. 185 and foil.) 

have shown to have been so commonly used by the Barbarian Chiefs in the Early Iron Age. — 4. The 

remarkable and one-ly subject of the reverse, which evidently represents a solemn oath-gang, the 

swearing by the Holy Ring, a custom so common among the pagan Northmen. * As Worsaae has 

observed, this interpretation is supported by both the heads being turned up (as to heaven) and one 

way (as if towards the Priest or Judge who “staved the oath”, said forth the oath-formula which they 

repeated after him). 

On the obverse we have both runes and Roman staves. The latter are Lio c, or c Lio, for 

we do not know in what order to take them. They are cut in the usual way. But the runes are all 

carved reverst, turned round, as is so common on the oldest pieces, and they all hang together, are in 

one group or cluster. But as the space is so small, we shall not be surprised to find a contraction. 

Accordingly they clearly read, turned round, 

^NIWULTJ (= AN WOLF) KING. 

This is an exact counterpart to the 

CUN(ung) 6ASC0 

KING THASCO 

of Bracteate No. 3, and cr often occurs in runics at the end of a syllable as a kind of F. On the reverse 

we have the name tenaes. It is in Roman letters and written straight on. 

1 The Old-Northern Oath on the Holy Ring or Beigh is well known, and is mentioned in the Poetical Edda and elsewhere. 

It \va.s the most solemn swearing of our heathen forefathers, — but notwithstanding was frequently broken. We have a mention of 

it in our own English Chronicle, text A (The Parker Ms., Thorpe, Vol. 1, p. 144, Earle, p. 78), where King Alfred in 876 had the 

upper hand over the Danish wikings, “and wi[i |}one here se cyning fri[j nani, and him jm alias sworon on jiam halgan beage”, and 

with the [pagan] army the king peace made, a7id to hm then oaths they swoee os the holy beige. This Beigh-oath is the N. I. bavg-eidr. 

I will here add a practical remark by that practical and distinguisht old-lorist the Dane C. J. Thomsen: — “Though 

most of the coins of the barbarians are imitations, still the types of some have been altered, or even invented by the natives.” 

Numismatic Chronicle, London 1840, Vol. 3, p. 118. 

See on the whole subject of the Oath-Rings the essay by Prof. C. A. Holmboe “Om Eeds-Ringe", in the Transactions of 

the Norwegian Academy of Sciences for 1863, 8vo, which is illustrated by 4 plates. 

30* 
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I next referred Count de Salis to another circumstance. In 425 Theoderic the Goth made war 

on the Romans; in 426 his troops which were besieging Arles, then the greatest city in all Gaul, were 

defeated by the famous Roman general Aetius. In 428 Aetius conquered the Franks. In 430 the Goths 

again attackt Arles, but were routed with great slaughter by Aetius, and their king (“optimas”) or leader 

was taken prisoner, d'he Gothic king thus made captive was named anaolf (= anwulf). The only author 

who has preserved to us the name of this Northern king is the contemporary Spanish chronicler Bishop 

Idatius. He says {Idatii Episcopi chronicon. Th. Roncallius, Vetustiora Latinorum Scriptorum Chronica. 

4to. Patavii 1787. Pars 2, p. 23): “Per Aetium Comitem non procul de Arelate queedam Gothorum 

manus extinguitur, Anaolfo optimate eornm capto.” — I submitted my reading as above — king 

ANWOLF — to the Count, and added that perhaps he might be the “optimas of Idatius, in which case 

the Lio c might be lionensis cititas, perhaps already in use for the City of Lyons (which is only a few 

miles from Arles), about which he might have made some high oath or compact. 

De Salis very obligingly replied to me in communications which he kindly permitted me to 

make public. Under date May 3, 1868, he has the following valuable remarks: “I am extremely obliged 

to you for the clear and satisfactory reading of the runic portion of the legend of No. 7, class B, and 

beg to ofPer the following observations on the proposed attribution to the city of Lyons, and to one of 

the Burgundian chiefs who settled, in the early part of the 5th century, in the south-eastern part of Gaul. 

“I have, as you know, collected an immense number of imitations of the later Roman and 

early Byzantine coinages. Thanks to these materials, which no other numismatist ever had the patience, 

or even the idea, to collect, I have been able to trace without much difficulty the coins issued by the 

tribes which took possession of the civilized provinces of the Roman empire, the Burgundians, Suevi, 

Visigoths, Vandals, Ostrogoths and I.ombards. I may add that the basis of this classification has been 

the rearrangement of the whole Roman coinage by mints and provinces, instead of by emperors, which 

alone makes it possible to trace a monetary series as it passes from the Roman to the Romano- 

barbarian, and finally to the purely barbarian stage. 

“This study affords a most graphic view of the process of disintegration of the Western 

Empire. In Britain, the London mint ended under Constantine about 330, and the island had henceforth 

to be supplied by the Gothic mints of Treves, Lyons and Arles, which were suppressed after the 

rebellion of Eugenius in 394. Britain and Gaul could then no longer be provided for by the mints of 

Italy. This fact is attested by a very numerous class of imitations of coins of the period preceding the 

barbarian invasions. The types selected for imitation were either the commonest in circulation, or those 

of the emperors who had been most popular in the different provinces. In England the coins of this 

class are generally imitated from those of Constantins II; in France, from those of the reign of 

Constantine the Great; and in Spain, as far as I can judge, from those of Tetricus, whose coinage was 

of course driven westward and southward by that which issued from Treves, Lyons and Arles, all 

situated in the eastern part of Gaul, there having been no mint in Spain since the suppression of 

Tarraco, about the same time as London. This gradual withdrawal of the Roman imperial mints clearly 

indicates what took place in the other branches of the administration. The three great western 

provinces had drifted into the condition of unprofitable dependencies to a collapsing empire, though the 

provincials still clung to the shadow of Roman institutions, and the way was open to the invaders and 

to regeneration. 

• “I have not taken account, in this brief sketch, of the few coins struck by the usurper Magnus 

Maximus in London, by Constantine and Jovinus in the three Gallic mints, for four or five years only 

in the early part of the 5th century, and by Majorian and two or three of his successors at Arles. His 

predecessor Avitus, set up by the Visigoths, also issued coins at that mint, which had been closed for 

more than 40 years. 

“I have treated the Byzantine series like the later Roman, dividing it into Eastern, Italian, 

Sicilian and African. The two last cease at the Mahomedan conquest, and the Italian, which is of very 

peculiar fabric, gives the means of tracing the Lombard coinage, both of the kings in the north, and of 

the powerful dukes of Benevento in the south. As I observed in my last letter, I am perfectly con¬ 

vinced that the impressions I sent you, with the exception of classes A and B, were copied, with hardly 

any admixture of Gallic or other features, from the coins issued by the Byzantine mint of Ravenna, the 

seat of the exarch, and by the Lombard kings, and seem to be the prototypes of most of your 
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Scandinavian bracteates. Other Roman types of difterent periods were also copied, but I believe the 

harharo^^s features of Scandinavian bracteates may generally be traced to these imitations, which I think 

I may call Bavarian or German. 

“The coins I have spoken of fill up, for the then civilized part of Europe and Africa, the 

interval between the cessation of the Roman mintage and the establishment of the national types of the 

Visigoths, Franks, &c. There is not a single runic coin among them, although the scheme includes, 

roughly speaking, every country where latin was spoken at the break up of the Western empire. I have 

entered at some length into the preceding explanations in order to show that the broad features of the 

early mediaeval period are perfectly distinct, although the minor details in many cases still remain to 

be filled up, and in others never will. I think I may safely venture in stating, from a general view of 

the coins already collected and arranged, that the invaders did not strike runic coins among any of the 

latin speaking populations of the provinces they occupied, and that we must look for their origin on 

the limits or even beyond the pale of Roman civilization. 

••Ihe classes A and B of the impressions I sent you contain, with the exception of the 

Scandinavian bracteates, the only gold Roman imitations with runes I have ever seen, and the coins of 

class B, which seem much later than those of class A, are in style and fabric most unlike any of those 

struck in the provinces where latin was spoken at the close of the Roman domination. 

“With regard to the attribution of the coins of class B to the Burgundians and to the city 

of Lyons, I have to observe that the coins struck in the south-eastern provinces of Gaul, the earliest 

acquisitions of the Romans beyond the Alps, are among the very best of the imitations I have collected. 

They are sometimes so like the Roman and Bvzantine originals that it often requires much careful 

comparing in order to distinguish them, an operation I should not have been able to accomplish without 

the abundant materials we possess in the Museum. The Burgundians, who occupied these highly civilized 

provinces, were the mildest and least destructive of all the invaders, and their principal idea seems to 

have been identification with the empire, of which they looked upon themselves as vassals and 

dependents, and 1 cannot place any runic or even decidedly barbarous coins by the side of those which 

mark the period of their domination in the south-east of Gaul, because the contrast would be too 

great. ‘ I believe the modern form lio, for Lyons, would not be found before the Carlovingian period, 

and should not expect to find anything except latin, which remained the monetary language of France 

till the end of last century, on coins struck in that town where the traditions of the great Roman mint 

of Gaul must, if anywhere, have been preserved. 

“As to the date of the coin, I am inclined to place it about 550 or 560. Of the three of 

similar fabric which precede it in class B, the first is a Justin I [518] with a side-faced Victory, a 

reverse borrowed from the Visigoths, the second a Justinian I [527] with the usual fullfaced Victory, 

and the third an illegible non-runic coin, also with the full-faced Victory, and evidently imitated from 

the same emperor. 

^ In support of this opinion of Count ile Salis I add the following extract. “Les indications chronologiques gravees sur 

les marbres de ce temps sont de deux sortes: dates pour les consuls, dates par les rois barbares. Si Ton marque sur une carte de 

la Gaule les lieux ou se rencontrent ces diyerses mentions, on voit les dates consulaires se grouper exclusivement dans le royaunie 

des Bourguignons, les dates royales chez les Francs et les Wisigoths. 

‘•Ti'ouver, pour des temps anterieurs, un raarbre a date consulaire sur un point de notre sol, c’est voir, par une marque 

materieUe, que le main de Rome etait sur cette contree; mais, lorsque I’Empire a vu decroitre ses possessions immenses, lorsque les 

Francs, les Bourguignons, les Wisigoths, tiennent la Gaule, ce fait prend un tout autre sens, et je vais tenter de I’expliquer. 

“Un des points saiilants dans I'histolre des Bourguignons, a la fin du t"' siecle et au vi', c’est leur deference pour I’empire, 

dont ils se piaisent a se declarer les feudataires. Tandis que, chez les Francs, Fassassinat d’un barbare est un crime plus grand et 

plus puiii que le meurtre d'un Eomain, les princes bourguignons courrent tous leurs sujets d’une protection egale; ainsi I’a decide 

Gondebaud, qui, selon le mot de Gregoire de Tours, a voulu que sa loi flit douce aux vaincus; dans le partage du sol, ils ont traite 

les anciens maitres ayec rooms de rigueur que ne Font fait les autres conquerants de la Gaule; seule entre toutes les lois barbares, 

la leur presente des dates consulaires comme les edits de Ravenne, de Rome et de Constantinople. Gonderic, Childeric, Sigismond, 

portent avec orgueil le.s titres de Patrice, de Maitre des airoees, et des lettres celebres nous montrent ce dernier prince ecrivant, par 

la main de saint Avit, a I’empereur de Byzance: “Mon peuple est le vdtre et j’eprouve plus de joie a tous servir qu’ a lui com¬ 

mander. La Teneration du nom remain est chez nous une religion de famille. Maitres en apparence de notre royaume, nous ne 

sonimes en realite que tos soldats. C'est par nous que vous administrez une terre si eloignee de Totre Empire; la distance nieme 

ou vivent tos sujets marque gloneusement 1 etendue de yotre puissance, 1 action lointaine de yotre gouyernement. — — — — 

Comme par un dernier horamage a la grandeur du yieil empire, la Bourgogne a de meme conserve, a travers les ages, Fusage officiel 

du droit romain.” _ Edmond le Slant. Inscriptions Chretiennes de la Gaule antiirieures au viii" siecle. Vol. 1, Paris, 1856, 4to, 

P- LX-1,XII, LXIV. 
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‘•These four coins are of very neat and peculiar fabric, and very unlike any of those which 

seem to me to belong to the latin speaking provinces of Gaul, Spain, Italy and Africa. Ihe coins they 

most resemble, in style and workmanship, are the early English silver sceattae, and 1 suspect that they, 

as well as the gold solidus which formed the subject of our former correspondence [my No. 74, Vol. 2. 

pp. 879, LXVIII], were struck by some of the northern invaders of England. This attribution is also 

satisfactory with regard to the reverse which is, like those of many sceattae, di freely handled imitation 

of a Roman tvpe, while those of coins struck in the latin speaking countries are much more m-oile. It 

is, I have no doubt, a modification of the two soldiers or of the two emperors type', the former intro¬ 

duced by Constantine [A. D. 306] and the latter by Valentinian and Valens [A. D. 364]. 

“I do not include England among the latin speaking provinces of the later period, as 1 am 

convinced it was only half so at the best period of the Roman domination, and that the process of 

Germanization had been actively going on ever since the reign of Septimius Severus [A. D. 193]. In 

other words, the stage of transition must have been with us much more gradual than is generally sup¬ 

posed. The early English sceattae are of an original character, but the later are almost exclusively 

imitated from the contemporary coinage of France, and are accompanied by a few gold coins, too bar¬ 

barous to belong to the Merovingians, whose tremisses, though often of very rude workmanship, are 

always legible. In some of these coins the Merovingian head is replaced by a copy of an old Roman 

type or some other device; I have one with the wolf and twins, and another with the emperor dragging 

a captive after him. 

“Our coin No. 7 B is of pure gold, apparently without a trace of silver, its chief resemblance 

to our early English sceattae is in the straight profile of the king’s head, and w'e can account for the 

resemblance not being more complete by the fact that the sceatta was a local and national coin, while 

the tremissis was of foreign origin and was expected to bear some similarity to a Roman or Byzantine 

original, to facilitate its acceptance in foreign transactioyis. This is a case in which the attribution of the 

coin ought, I think, to be determined by the workmanship rather than by the general appearance, and 

I know no country more likely to have produced it than England, which must have been comparatively 

more civilized than the other regions bordering upon the old continental provinces of the Western 

Empire, and no doubt continued at all times to have a certain amount of commercial intercourse with 

Gaul. I therefore propose to give to England classes A and B, derived from Gallic or Visigothic 

prototypes, while the remaining classes, which are of a later period and copied from Italo-Byzantine 

and Lombard originals of the latter part of the 6th and of the 7th century, remain for Germany and 

Scandinavia. The little bracteate^ [0. N. R. Mon. Vol. 2, No. 3, p. 520] of which you kindly sent me 

a woodcut, belongs to this second category, and is very like some of my impressions. 

“Do you think anything can be made of ^mwdlu as applicable to England? I despair of 

getting, on my hypothesis, a satisfactory interpretation of lioc, and with regard to the co = s, 1 think 

the coin is certainly intended for a tremissis, and not for a semissis. 1 have not yet met with a single 

Gallic imitation of the semissis; there are, I believe, none but a few issued by the Lombards in Italy.’ 

Again under date May 24, 1868: — “Pray accept my best thanks for your very interesting 

letter and successful copies of our little gold coin. I owe you many apologies for not having at once 

adopted your interpretation of the reverse. I do so now, and confess that I ought to have been a 

little more on my guard against my natural propensity, which is to ascribe everything to a Roman 

rather than to a barbarian origin. Had I reflected a little more upon the matter, 1 should have said, 

not that the reverse was a freely handled imitation of a Roman type, but that it was a Scandinavian 

subject treated so as to bear some reserablanee to a Roman original. We do find perfectly original 

types unmixed with anything Roman, on some of the early English sceattae, while others have a more 

or less remote affinity with Roman reverses, in consequence of the natural tendency to preserve some- 

^ Dr. O.Montelius has since fortunately identified a still nearer isrototype, a jrolden Solidus of the Emperor Libius Severus, 

A. D. 461—465. This Roman coin was found in Olaiid, and is engraved in "Sveriges Forntid” by 0. Montelius, No. 447. See 

Dr. Montelius’ note in Svenska FornminnesfOreningens Tidskrift, Stockliolm 1875, p. 57. But 1 think we may hope one day to come 

nearer still, for I cannot look on the Eunebearer as a mere copy of the Roman. On the contrary: in certain details the latter is 

later and more barbarized. They both are taken independently from some still older original. 

® Count de Sails was right in calling this piece a bracteate, in so far as that it is only struck on one side. But in size 

and Romanized type, it is a coin. 
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thing of the general appearance of a known prototype. You were quite right in holding out for your 

old-northern oath-gang. 1 am extremely obliged to you for the explanation of this interesting reverse, 

and indeed for the whole of your correspondence, from which I have gathered valuable hints as to the 

arrangement of my non-latin barbarous imitations, which is now much clearer than it was before we 

became acquainted.” 

From grounds entirely practical and numismatic, the result of the widest possible induction in 

connection with his science, this illustrious specialist* has thus come to the following conclusions: 

1. That the “Barbarians” struck no Runic coins in the folklands where they set up their 

“kingdoms”. 

2. But that this ivas done by the Northmen who wrested England from the Roman-British 

inhabitants. 

3. That these Northmen in England also had a golden coinage, characteristic and partly runic, 

as a circulating medium for their commerce beyond the sea, 

4. That all these early runic coins, of whatever metal, show by their types and fabric that 

they are of English origin. 

Consequently the triens before us was made in England. 

Count de Salis approves of my reading of the runes, ^niwulu Ktj(nung), but cannot assist me 

in the Lio c, or Lioc, or CLio. 

Since the above was written has appeared a fresh number of the Numismatic Chronicle, 

London 1869, containing Mr. Haigh's valuable paper on Old English Coinage. No. 1 of the golden and 

runic pieces here described by him® is the coin now before us. No. 1 on his engraved plate. Mr. Haigh 

commences with the lines: “The prejudice against the very idea of an Anglo-Saxon coinage of gold, 

which prevailed during the early years of the Numismatic Chronicle, has long since yielded to the stern 

logic of a gradual accumulation of facts. With this prejudice I never sympathized.” He asserts that 

the design on the reverse is purely Barbaric, not imitative-classical, but differs from me in reading the 

legends. The rune Y (k) he says was “intended for f” (V), and he thus gets “aniwdlufu” as the name of 

the chief, while the Roman letters he gives as Clio. “1 read therefore Clio continuously, and believe it 

is an epithet = “wise”.” The name on the reverse (treating all the marks as letters) he takes to 

be HENAEisi, “intended for HENAGisi”, and this to be the same as hencgest, the great captain who con¬ 

quered Kent in the first half of the 5th century. In all this I cannot follow him, but I quote with 

pleasure his very just remark: “In the lists of the ancestry of those who ruled the several kingdoms 

of Saxons and Angles, in the sixth and following centuries, our chroniclers have by no means preserved 

the names of all who took part in the great struggle, and founded principalities or kingdoms.” 

It is now Feb. 1871, and this lapse of time has thrown fresh light on the Latin letters of 

this most interesting coin. The accomplisht archeologist my helpsome friend Archivary Herbst has 

kindly drawn my attention to the last (4th) number of “Revue de la Numismatique Beige”, 8vo, 

5® Serie, Tome 11. issued at the close of 1870, where we have a second coin of this type, also doubtless 

struck in England. At p. 495 of this journal is an article by M. R. Chalon, “Pieces Rares ou Inedites. 

Seizierae article”, and No. XllI of these small sketches, p. 507, is as follows in English: 

“Bust of profile, to the right, the head wearing a crown or royal fillet: 4-coRXiLio. 

“— Two persons standing, holding each other by the hand, and each grasping in the other 

hand some undetermined object: 4-lene—SM. 

1 It is \vith deep sorrow I add, that Count J. F. W. de Salis is no more! This illustrious Scholar, this Prince of Coin-men, 

yet further distinguisht by nobility of character and a most generous disposition, has been called home by his Heavenly Father. 

Frith and Blessing be with him alway 1 

2 Repeated by Mr. Haigh, in substance, at p. 175 of his “Notes in illustration of the Runic Monuments of Kent” (Archao- 

logia Cantiana, Vol. 8, 8vo. ? Date about 1872). 
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“Gold. 1.32 grammes. Cabinet of Leyden. 

“The loop attacht to this piece shows that it was borne as an amulet or ornament. What is 

the locality intended by the distinct word cornilio? Perhaps it was Conieillan CorneUanum, a town two 

leagues from Aire in the south of France. Must the name of the Moneyer be redd tene —s M(onetarius) 

or LENE — s? Both these names are equally unknown in the list drawn up by M. Cartier." 

So far M. Chalon, and I here add his copy of the Triens itself (photoxylographt by Rosenstand) 

from the figure given in the “Revue”, Plate X, No. 13: 

Thus these two golden coins are nearly of the same weight, offer the same type and variously 

explain each other, but the Leyden exemplar is somewhat later, a rather coarse imitation of the British 

Museum piece, and has omitted all the runes. 

It is now clear that the c Lio of the one is short for the cornilio of the other, but whether 

this word was a mans- or a place-name, and if the latter where we are to seek it. we cannot tell. My 

own opinion is, that CORNILIO is a mansname, as on so many other of these pieces, probably that of 

the Chief-Officer of Finance or of the king’s Royal Mint. 

Comparing the reverse of each, we must admit the reading tenaes as the name of the mint- 

master, or, as spelt on the Leyden copy, tenes M(oneta). But in this case tenaes or tenes would 

at first blush seem to be in the nominative, and such a word sounds very strange and has nowhere 

been met with. Such an ending in -S is certainly most unlikely. Now in my Word-Row, Vol. 2, 

p. 951, I have shown the existence on early coins in England and Scandinavia of a well-known Northern 

word MOT or moti meaning Coin, Stamp, Die, Mint, Mint-house.^ I have there collected many undoubted 

both Runic and Roman-lettered examples of the formula 

N. N. OWNS MOT THIS 

and of the peculiar and striking formula 

N. N.’S MOT. 

Some pieces omit the verb (owns), which is therefore understood; others omit the noun (mot), which is 

’ At p. 80 of Mr. Chaffer’s Sale-Catalogue, London 1855, we have 3 examples in one lump, under silver Pennies of King 

Eadgar (959 —975): 

LEFMANXS MON. 

LEFMAH'S MOSEY (ov Coin). 

OTHELRIES MOT. 

OTSELRics MOT (coin., Stamp). 

MANIES MOT. 

MASTS (or MASISG'S) MOT. 

In October 1878 was found a precious hoard of silver coins (chieffy Norwegian) and ornaments at Grssli, Tydalen, a few 

miles south of Tronyem in Norway. The coins were 2150 in number, of which several hundreds were Runic pieces, chiefly of Harald 

Hardrede. Thus this is the greatest coin-hoard ever found in Norway. Many of the rune-hearers have kdnar mot, kckar a mot, 

kdkar a mot Pisa, konar a mot I>is, kcnar a mot Pita, &c. Thus we have here additional proof of the correctness of my reading 

Vol. 2, p. 952. But Prof. Olaf Bygh has also kindly informed me that 3 of the runic coins bore an entirely new reverse, namely: 

ASKEL 0 PENEG PeN. 

ASKEL OWES TESSY THIS. 

This precious formula is exactly parallel with the other in mot or moti , and with the Latin one in moneta. All three 

therefore now stand fast. See mute in the Word-Rows, Vol. 2 and Vol. 3, where a crowd of Moneyers’ names in genitive is given. 

We cannot he far wrong in giving the date 600, more or less, to the golden Triens struck for anwdlf in England by 

TENAE. Now according to Akerman (Numismatic Manual, London 1840, 8vo, p, 265), the last moneyer named on any English coin is 

ROBERT DE HADELEiE oT DE hadl’, Under Edward I, 1272—1307. We have thus a succession of English Moneyers, named on their 

coins, from about A. D. 600 to about 1300. This is otherwise unexampled in all Europe. 

In the same manner on Old-English Coins which hear epigraphs in pure Latin., we have many which have the nominatm 

construction (such as, under king Beldred, an. 805—823, diormod moneta = DioRMOD kis-MOSEY or Coin or Type), while others have 

the genitive formula (such as, under king Cuthred, an. 797—805, sigeberuti moseta = sigeberh7''S mosey or Coin or Piece). 
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I therefore take the texaes (or texes) on this golden tremissis to be a maiis-name in the genitive, and 

M to stand for mot, as elsewhere. We then get: 

TEXAES M(ot). 

TEN’S DANE’S ov DAN’S mi' (Com). 

In exactly the same way on a coin of Edgar of Mercia, 959—975, we have the reverse 

(J. Lindsay, Gr. Rom. A. Sax. &c. 4to. Cork I860,, PI. 2, fig. 22) fastolfes m; while on another of 

the same English king (R. Sainthill, 011a Podrida. 8vo. Vol. 1, London 1844, p. 105) we have fastolfes 

MO. On such pieces, for there are several such, M and mo may stand for either mot or moneta, probably 

the former as the moueyer s name is in English, not Latin. All this is otherwise often exprest on our 

oldest Anglo-Scandic coins by fecit or me fecit. 

Ihis minter TEXJi; works for ail who employ him and 2^*17 him well. CORNILIO — a Latin 

name will then be anwulf s highest fiscal officer, probably a Roman verst in fiscal technicalities. — 

But all this does not affect the general meaning and bearing of the coin itself. 

In May 1875 a hapj^y runic linguistic detail enabled me to ameliorate, as I hoj^e, several of 

my translations. This new Key — the Old-Northern -ia as a nominative feminine ending (gen. lu) — 

has already opened several locks. As ajjj^lied to cdnimddiu on Bracteate No. 25, we now see that this 

lu is a regular Old-Scandinavian dative fern, from a nom. cunimudia. But this again amends another 

word, and I now hope that the whole is finally correct. See the piece. No. 25 above: 

DtTR TE RUXOaI 

JiXWLL, H^-CURXE HELDAiA, CQNIMODIU. 

TBDR TEE (hless) these-RUNES! 

uENWLL (= anwulf), the-HiGE-CHOSEN of-the-HELTS (—the Elect of the Heroes, the Chosen Chief 

of the Army), to-the-lady-cuNniuiNjDiA.^ 

Thus this was a Gift-jewel by axwulf to his Sweetheart or M^ife or Mother or Friend 

cuNrMU(x)DiA — and the Name is the same as on the English Runic Triens. — In the local dialect 

JUNOR has already become tur, as so often in the oldest North-English. 

The longer form tonar occurs on the Ostberga stone, Sbdermanland, Sweden (see my Old- 

North. Run. Mon. Vol. 2, p. 767) in the prayer-formula toxar roa uit! thonar roo (rest, peace) wiT (give)! 

The Danish stone at Glavendrup, Fyn, (see 0. N. R. M. Vol. 2, j). 697) bears the prayer- 

formula 1>UR UIKI iiASi euxar! May-TiiVR Wi (bless, hallow) these runes; — Another stone at Virring in 

N. Jutland (see Aarb. f. Nord. Oldk. 1870, p. 420, Thorsen’s article, and archaic monuments further on) 

bears the prayer-formula iUR uiKi Pisr kuml! May-THUR wi (hless) these cumbels (grave-marhs)! — 

For the Danish parchment 1>UR uiGi wk! may-THUR win (bless) thee!, see “England”, under arch. mox. 

A Swedish stone at Vesterby in Upland bears: (i)N ruR su ki-r(u)noar, in (but) may-THVR see (hless) 

these-KEN (marking) RUNES; 

For the various formulas meaning to hless, see 0. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 738.^ — For the formula 

K-, KI-, KIN-, KiNi-RUNA, see Vol. 2, p. 927. •— The Swedish 0. N. BjorketorjD stone has ginaiI-runjca 

(nom. pL). The Swedish 0. N. Stentofte stone has gixo-eonoa (ac. pi.). The (Norse) Freilaubersheim 

^ Observe tlie feminine r-euding for the oblique case in .singular. So also the H/E or ha as prefix is common in old 

Scandinavian compounds. But I have not before seen this j)articular HjE-CDRiK. The usual N. 1. would have been ha-kosins, but the 

old Homily-Book has korikn. The N. 1. has scores of compound.s beginning with thi.s ha. 

At p. 190—195 of his “Om Runeiiidskrifter pa Guldbrakteater” (Aarboger f. Xord. Oldk. 1871) Prof. Bugge, and at p. 193 

Prof. S. Grundtvig in a letter to Prof. B., have handled this inscrijJUou, which they look U2*on as a depraved cojjy of an older 

original. Their -R being luy a, and for other reasons, they give very different, tho inoomidete, versions from my own. Both prefer 

wcRTE instead of hcR TK. But such an exjwession as (wcrte) wnoucHT (worJit, made) runes, I have never yet seen. Such a formula 

(to WORK runes) would Seem unlikely. It may have existed, it may not. Future finds may perhaps offer an example. Till then, 

and probably even after then, I decline it here. In any case it will not in the least affect my argument. All know that the oldest 

Golden Blinks are undoubtedly heathen. And the reading wurte runoa .ekwll would join in with ray following words just the same, 

and give the same general meaning. As to the “impossibility” of the slurred form hUR instead of 1‘UNOb in a particular local dialect 

in the 6th century — I need not answer. Aud as to the verb te never having existed, I also heg leave very humbly to differ. 

See the Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 970. 

* This formula is equivalent to the closing j^rayer in Kagabu’s famous Egyptian Faiiy-tale, written for the Crown-Prince 

Seti Menephta, son of Raineses II, about 1400 B. C. The pa^iyrus, now in the British Museum, ends; “May the God Toth guard 

all the words contained in this scroll from destruction!” — See Emanuel Deutsch, Literary Remains, Svo, Loud. 1874, p. 174, “Egypt, 

Ancient and Modern”. It is interesting to call to mind that Moses was educated at the court of this Raineses II. 
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Brooch has bfnje, the Swedish Istaby stone has EtiSYA, the Norse Einang stone has hdno, all in 

ac. pi. f6En. and all in Old-Northern letters. 

Now this Name anwulf^ is peculiar. As far as I wote it is otherwise unknown in all 

Scandinavia, unheard of in Saxland, not found in Germany, never met with elsewhere, except as 

above, borne by the “Gothic” (that is. when loosely applied to immense bodies of adventurers and 

free-lances, “Barhanau") “King" defeated and taken prisoner by Aetms in Gaul anno 430. and after¬ 

wards at a very early time in England. 

And it is not only the same name on the Golden Blink and the Golden Triens, but it is on 

each the same name with the same military title. The one says: chosen captain, the other says: king, 

which at that time meant about the same thing — the warriors chose their “King" or Leader for the 

period of their inroad or foray or expedition, after)' which each member of the war-band was as free as 

before. By degrees, when lands and settlements were gained, the office and title had a tendency to 

become hereditary, at least were generally transferred to some able adult of the same family. — but 

this came later, later still the strict claim of Son or nearest heir. At first the title of King was borne 

by any Chief on Sea or Land who could gather a fighting-troop about him. 

Add hereto, that both these stamps are Heathen. The one invokes the war-god thur, the 

other shows the famous ring-oath of the Pagans. 

And both are about contemporary. Their workmanship and character show that they were 

struck about 500 — 550. 

In England, as 1 have said, this rarest of names re-appears. It is found here and there in 

our oldest skin-books and Charters, and at last becomes of national importance as borne by a powerful 

magnate, a family owning wide lands and high civil titles. Especially in the 8th and 9th centuries 

(when our written sources flow more abundantly) is this uncommon name conspicuous in English history. 

Their great home-freehold, their othel, seems to have been in Somersetshire. Such a valuable 

possession the new comer would of course have to defend against all after comers, and hence our pages 

are full of older-settled Northmen driving back, if possible, the fresh swarms of their countrymen from 

beyond sea who would wrest their rich estates from them. So here In 845 an anwxjle (his name 

variously spelt in the documents) was “Alderman" or “Earl” or “Duke (“Dux . “Comes ) of Somerset, 

and at the head of his shiremen he battled gallantly against the Danish and other Scandinavian heathen 

Wikings who were then harrying the land. The Old-English Chronicle (Parker Ms., Earle’s ed. p. 66) says: 

“845. Her eanglf aldorman raid Sumursaetum 

and Ealchstan bisc. and Osric aldorman mid Dorn- 

ssetum gefuhton set Pedridan-mu[}an wi|D Deniscnc 

here and jDser micel wsel geslogon and sige 

This year fought eanulf, alderman, with his 

Some)'setmen, and also Ealchstan Bishop and Osric 

Alderman with their Dorset-men they fought at his 

side at the Parrot-mouth against the Danish Army, 

and there made great slaughter and got the victoiy. 

Now I think all these links can be put together. Apparently, in 430 a Swedish-Gothic folk- 

king called ANWULF fights in the ranks of the Goths in Gaul, but is defeated and made prisoner. 

Doubtless ransomed or for a time in Roman pay and service, he returns to his country. How long or 

short his life or his sow’s, we cannot say. People sometimes lived very long then as now. But his son 

or grandson strikes this beautiful golden Bracteate for cunimundia, and swmrd in hand among bands of 

other Northmen gains broad lands in England. Here he strikes the golden Triens for the commerce of 

his people. In general features it follows Roman types, and may have been struck in a revived Roman 

English mint.^ In time his race are no longer kinglets, but become great chiefs and barons in the 

English monarchy. Thereafter they disappear. New times, new men. 

^ A couple of Scandinavian sarans have thought that we must read not .-ekwll, there being a mark on the first 

f (l) which makes it F {£,). 1 cannot see anything of the kind. There is a tiny score or flaw, but it is nothing more than one 

of those small dints which we find on all stampt metallic pieces, and often on Bracteates, even where no “letter” can be thought of. 

But I reque.sted the great Danish Numismatist aud Archseologist Herbst to examine the electrotype in the Museum here. This he 

has done most carefully, and writes to say that the small imperfection in question is, in his opiuion, of no consequence, and that the 

rune is l, not — But even if it wei'e .esw.®l, it would still be only a variation of the same name Axwctr. The dift’erent sounds 

and spellings of this wclf or tLF or olf, especially where it is a mere unaccented falling syllable, are endless. I began to count 

those in FOrsteraann (under his name vclf), but stopt when I had come to 35. In Scandinavian-runics they are legion. 

® “Cette oonformitc de poids me persuade que les Frangois imiterent les Remains dans la fabrication de leurs Monnoyes. 

11s purent mesme se servir de leurs Ouvriers & de leurs machines, apres qu’ils se furent emparez, en entrant dans les Gaules, de la 
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But if this so be, we have here the first tie connecting the Bracteates with acknowledged 

histoiy, and for the first time Scandian objects bearing the Old-Northern Runes are brought in contact 

with our regular annals. 1 may be so much the more excused in drawing this conclusion, as this is the 

only instance in which 1 have ventured to give any such loose Old-Northern piece a direct historical 

application, In this case I think we must accept this as historical, or we shall carry scepticism too far. 

No. 76. 

DALUM, N. TEONYEM, NORWAY. 

From the original, in the University Museum, Chnstiania. 

I have to thank my learned friend Prof. Olaf Rygh, of Christiania, for this addition to my 

Blink-hoard, and for all the information with regard to the circumstances under which it was found. 

As Prof. Rygh points out, not only the grounds of Dalum but all the districts round about 

abound in grave-hows. Dalum itself is only a short distance from the famous Mcere, where, at all events 

somewhat later, towards the close of heathendom, was the head-temple of this region (Inner Tronyem). 

The Bracteate before us was found iu November 1868, in a grave-chamber built up of flat 

stones, 10 feet long, 2 feet 6 broad and from 2 feet 6 to 3 feet high. This kist was in a large mound 

on the lands of Dalum, in the Parish of Sparboen, North Tronyem. It contained 

1. Two golden blinks struck from the same die, each weighing 47 ees; type, a man's head 

turned to the right over a fourfooted horned animal, the whole surrounded by a crans of raised points, 

of which several occur also here and there on the field. — 2. A golden blink, as here engraved, weight 

35 ses. As usual, all these Bracteates have the bead-rim and loop. — These three pieces are 

Nos. 4565—7 in the Christiania University Collection. — 3. A spiral gold-ring (bullion or money ring), 

two rounds, nothing cut off, 21 Carats gold, weight 1 Lod 4 ees Norse. — 4. Some broken Bronze 

ornaments. — 5. A Brooch. — 6. Fragments of a Sword, a Spear and a Shield-boss, of iron. — 

7. Some bones. — 8. Some small things of iron, too much damaged to be recognized. 

This little hoard is so much the more interesting as Bracteates are so seldom found together 

with other forn-laves, and especially in graves. It is also worthy of note that this is the most 

northerly Bracteate yet found, in conjunction with that from the near-lying Inderoen, pickt up in 1842 

(Thomsens Atlas No. 185). — This Dalum piece is not a runic blink, strictly so called, for the runes 

are dubious; but it is clearly struck from a runic original, and is another example of the ‘’barbarous- 

runic" types which arise in this way from striking copies of copies of copies. 

ville de Treves oil lea Romaius avoient mie fabrique de Moiinoye, de mesnie qu’a Lyon & a Arles.Lea Gets qui habiterent 

TEspagne fireiit aussi, seloii Covarruvias, faire des sols d‘or du luesme poids que ceux des Empereurs.Les Bourguignons & 

les autres peuples, qui s’eniparerent des Provinces de I’Empire dans I’Occident, eurent aussi bieu que les Frangois ifc les Visigots leuv 

sol, leur demi-sol, ifc leur tiers de sol.11 ii'aurait pas ete de la bonne politique de changer, dans Tetablissemeut d’une 

nouvelle doniination, les Monnoycs, qui sont le tbndement du commerce & le lien de la societe.” Le Blanc, Traite Hist, des Monnoyes 

de France. 4to. Amsterdam 1692. p. 38. — As to the absolute necessity of the "barbarian" chiefs providing circulating medium for 

their commerce. Ave must remember what Zosimus tells us (3. 14.5), that under Julian (A. D. 357) 800 ships visited the English coasts 

for the Corn trade. 
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No. 77. 

BASTLEACH TURVILLE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? Fovnd in 1868 or beginning of 1869. ? Now in private English hands. Engraved (after drawings on 

the wood by Prof. J. ilAGliVS pmtebsen) from gwtta-percha squeezes kindigforwarded tomelij the Rev. D. B. EAIGB. 

The existence of this piece was first made known to me by our great English coin-kenner 

Mr. Haigh, who said, in a letter dated Erdington, April 19, 1869: “There has also turned up a precious 

little gold coin with this legend 6MY11TIXI®.” Since then (in the Numismatic Chronicle, London 1869) 

my departed friend engraved this trimessis (Vol. 9, PI. 5, No. 4). His text is: 

"Obv. — Bust to the right, head surrounded by a beaded circle; legend, unmeaning letters, 

OIAA, continued by a succession of lines in zigzag, and dots; the die-sinker apparently tired of forming 

letters he did not understand. 

“Rev. — A cross on three steps; legend in runes, beau : tigo. PI. V, fig. 4. 

“Of these letters one only is doubtful — the fourth. I -had thought it. might have been R, 

but as the second stroke is not inclined to the first, I now think it can only be u. 1 take b as 

standing for f, (as on some of the coins of^^^llfred), and read Feau tigo, “ten moneys”. Fea is a “fee”, 

“money”, and of the plural in u, we have many examples in the Durham ritual, and the ancient glosses 

of the Psalter of St. Augustine; and this old word for “ten”, lost in our branch of Teutonic speech, is 

preserved in the Gothic tigiis. The unit, of course, is the penny. The gold penny of Henry III, weighing 

45,2 grains, and current for twenty pence, would require the mancus, value thirty pence, to weigh 

67,8 grains; and the triens, which should weigh 22,6 grains, would be worth ten pence. The fact that 

these coins are usually one or two grains short of these weights may be accounted for by the wear 

of circulation. This piece, found at Eastleach Turville, in Gloucestershire, but on the borders of Oxford¬ 

shire. illustrates another, of the same workmanship and type, found in the latter county at Dorchester, 

and figured in the Num. Chron., vol. iv, p. 31.” 

I dare not follow my learned friend in his above ingenious reading. The second limb of the 

R, or f\ is so variously placed, more or less bending inwards or outwards, that, when the top is broken 

or cut off or from shortness of the metal blank not struck, as here, we can only be guided by the 

context. And in this place I think the rune can only have been R. B for f, at the beginning of a word 

(AELBEED foi’ AELFRED is a very different thing) is most hazardous and unlikely, and the more as I 

cannot see how feau (cattle; property; money’sworth; money) ever could mean a giece of money, a 

coin! — Still less could tigo in apposition with a noun ever mean ten. The M. Goth, tigus is as little 

found alone for ten as the Icelandic tigr or the 0. Engl, tig, this ancient word being only used as the 

second element in numeral compounds, thus M. Goth, twai-tigtus, tREis-TiGYUS, Icel. tuttugu, I'Kirtigir, 

0. Engl. TWEN-TIG, 5RIT-TIG, twenty, thirty, altho in M. G. and partly in Icel. both words may be inflected. 

But otherwise the M. G. word for ten is taihun, the Teel, tiu (the N fallen away), the 0. E. ten, tyx, 

0. Nortli-Engl. also te (the N fallen away). — Nor do I believe that such an extraordinary reading as 

ten pieces~of-money was ever found or heard of, or anything like it, on any old coin of this kind 

anywhere in Europe. At least I have never met with an example of the like, and Mr. Herbst thinks 

it impossible. 

I therefore hold fast to my original interpretation, communicated by me to Mr. Haigh but not 

approved by him. I take the whole to be one word, and this a mausname as so commonly: 

infwtixF 
BEARTIGO, 

thus BEARTi(n)GO, with the old nominative-ending still left. We have an 0. E. BRiHTrNC in Kemble, 

3, 394 (the 0. G. berting for bertingo, as we can see from the mansname ingo, the womans-name 

bertinga) and it is still a common English name as barting and brighting. The N. I. Nickname is birtingr. 
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Here we meet the original Old-Northern Y for A, instead of the later provincial English P, and 

the 0. N. mark for g, while the primitive 0. N. rune for o (Ji) has given way to the provincial 

English p. The date of this rare piece is probably about the 5th century. 

No. 78. 

NJESBJEEG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Drawn by Prof. Magnus petersen from the original in the Danish Old-Northern Musenm. 

On ivood by j. f. rqsenstane. 

In the last days of June 1870 Hans Nielsen’s daughter was raising on end some ling-turf cut 

on the heath between Skonager and Na?sbjerg hamlets, in the Parish of Nsesbjerg, Skads Herred, North 

Jutland. While so doing, she remarkt 2 golden “plates” (= Bracteates) at the bottom of a turf, and 

by degrees found altogether 12 such golden blinks. One of these she took to a village goldsmith, and 

got it made into a ring. The others were given up to the authorities, and came to the Danish 

Museum in July 1870. — Six of these precious pieces bore Old-Northern runes. The largest, of which 

only one was found, is that now before ns, No. 78. Of No. 79 two copies were pickt up, both struck 

from the same die. Of No. 80 there were three exemplars, all from one pattern. Besides these there 

were 4 other Bracteates, all from the same die, showing the broken-fragment type, and 2 others still 

rawer, struck from one punch, of the snake-bit type. There were also some small pieces of broken 

gold-work. All these things would seem to be from the 5th or 6th century. 

This blink appears to show a type rudely imitated from a Classical original. The letters are 

coarse but clear, and I believe are not barbarous. They are reverst, as usual. Beginning on the left of 

the head we have t, i, the peculiar Runic-and-Roman s, c, g, — then a dividing point — h (shortened 

by omission of the connecting bar), cr, another shortened H, M, R, M, xg and u. This form of the ng, 

one of its manifold variations, is also found on the Silver-inlaid Runic Spear-head found in Russia. 

(See under the gothic march). Another scarce shape occurs on Bracteate No. 90. — I think then 

that we may read; 
TIS^CG HU H.^R^NGU. 

TISAECG HEWED (CUt this) for-thc-lady-HAEILENGA. 
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No, 7a. 

NiESBJERG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

From the original in the Danish Museum hg Prof. Magnus Petersen. On wood ly J. F. rosenstand. 

Same general type and character as No. 78, with which it was found. But here the rune- 

clusters are differently arranged. The one, beginning on the top right, has the letters in the usual way. 

The other, beginning at the top and going down on the left, has the staves reverst, and is therefore 

redd from right to left. Here, as often, the first rune is so formed that it may be taken as either M 

or D. Apparently we must read: 
D^ITDH.^; LILIA^IWU. 

D/E1TUHj£ to-the-lady-LiLiAJEi wa. 

No. 80. 

NiESBJERG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

From the onginal in the Danish Museum hy Prof. MAGNUS petersen. On wood hy J F. rosenstaND. 

See No, 78. This elegant golden blenket will always remain doubtful, because the last word 

(in reverst runes) — for want of room •— is contracted. The vowels are left out. Usually, in this 

case, it is the light vowel i, which is supposed to be included in the foregoing stave. Hence I venture 

to look on this as a kind of Burial-medal in memory of a deceast Chieftain, and translate: 

NIUWILiE L^N (= LIPIN). 

NiuwiLJE is~LiTEEN (departed, gone, dead). 

But as LIPIN properly means merely departed, gone, it may here signify o\it on foray, gone on some ivar- 

expedition. Future finds may help us. 

Since the above was written, has appeared Prof. Bugge’s “Bemeerkninger” in Aarboger f. N. 

Oldk. 1871. .At p, 217 he gives the name as niuwila (his a is my .e), but can not explain lpn. 
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No. 81. 

? MECKLENBURG. 

twin the original in the Danish Museum. Drawn hy Prof, aiagnus petersen, engraved hy j. f. rosenstand. 

An unusually barbarous golden blink, but the type is the common one — a man on horseback, 

probably trampling on a dragon. It was formerly in Thomsen's collection, but is now in the Cheaping- 

haven Museum, to which it was left by will with Thomsen’s other bracteates. In his paper “Om 

Guldbracteaterne" (Annaler f. Nord. Oldk. 1856, p, 313, No. 115) Thomsen tells us that is was found 

somewhere in Mecklenburg, but he gives no details as to where and when, and this statement may 

therefore be unfounded. He obtained it from the Cabinet of B. Friedlander in Berlin. 

This piece is engraved in the “Atlas for Nordisk Oklkyndighed”, No. 115, but very incorrectly. 

Worsaae has had it re-engraved for his essay on the Symbols occurring on the Bracteates (Aarboger 

f. Nord. Oldk. og Hist. 1870), where it is given on plate 17, fig. 4. 

My reason for having this blink recopied is, that it bears the mark T, which we could not 

see in the bad plate in the Atlas — where it is given as +. Now this Y is never found on the 

bracteates as a mere ornament or symbol, but always as a letter, the vowel a. Therefore I presume that 

it is a letter here also. Not to speak of the Zojiig-inscribed, many of the blinks bear short stave-groups, 

sometimes only 4 runes, occasionally (Nos. 16, 16, 33, 34) only 3, now and then (Nos. 21. 63) only 2, 

and once (No. 69) only 1. Here is apparently another example of a bracteate bearing only 1 letter'. 

But, if so, it is of course only a contraction, and if a contraction it is then necessarily the first letter 

of a name or some other word. Thus this is an additional proof that this Y (here a tip-letter) cannot 

be the end-letter -r. I take it to be here as elsewhere 

T 
a. 

But should the ~R men demur, and say that Y is here a sign or symbol and no letter, I 

answer that it may be so, and that this piece will then belong to that large class yclept runeless 

bracteates. — In like manner one of the Arrows found in Nydam Moss (see Vol. 1, p. 300) bears the 

same a. If a letter, it cannot be end-R. 

No. 82. 

KILLERUP, FYN, DENMARK. 

From the onginal in the Danish Museum. Drawn by Prof, magisus Petersen, on wood hy j. f rosensta^nd. 

From the middle of February to the beginning of April 1874 the Farm-laborer and Danne- 

brogsmand Hans Rasmussen of Eiby Mark was engaged in cultivating a paddock belonging to the 

yeoman Hans Rasmussen in Killerup, Fyn, In a spot in this enclosure he found from time to time a 

number of old-laves of gold or electrum, which he duly forwarded to the National Danish Old-Northern 

Museum. For the following list and details 1 am indebted to the kindness of Archivary C. F. Herbst, 

the Keeper of the Museum. 
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1. No. C, 1767. Two small bits of a Golden Bracteate, tlie top part bearing 4 Old-Northern 

runes. See the engraving above. 

2. No. C, 1764. A second Golden Blink, weighing 3,7 grammes. Also a rune-bearer. 

3. No. C, 1765. A third similar ornament, nearly in diameter, set in a grooved ring, 

and with an eye Vs" broad. In the center are the same wild twistings (“a serpent cut in two ) as on 

Plate 9 in the Atlas for Nordisk Oldkyndighed, and round this type is a border 2^'2" broad, in which 

is a line of xxx-marks. 

4. No. C, 1766. A like Bracteate, struck from the same die, but only P' in diameter. Also 

with a grooved ring, but the ear is only '* broad. It has a narrow smooth border. 

5. No. C, 1773. The half of a like Golden Blink, of the same type as 1765, 1766. Is 1^ 

in diameter, and has a grooved ring. Has no loop for suspension, which may have belonged to the 

lost half. Weight 1,5 grammes. 

6. No. C, 1768. Only the loop of a Golden Bracteate, 2‘ 2"' broad. May or may not have 

belonged to the foregoing number. 

7. No. C, 1769. A fitting for a Sword-sheath, of gold. 2“ long and 5'" broad, made out of 

a band of gold flat inside but half-round above, H 4'" broad, spirally bent in nearly 4 turns. 

8. No, C, 1770. A Golden Finger-ring, of a band of gold 2‘/V" broad, soldered together, 

with a section as thus cCi. Inside, to make it not so wide for the finger, is soldered a small golden 

plate 5'" long. 

9. No. C, 1771. Two Golden spiral Rings, about the size of small Finger-rings. Both are 

made of thick eight-edged thread. The one has nearly 2^2- tbe other 1® 4. turns. 

10. No. C, 1772. Fifteen bits of Ring-gold, cut off. Two are of thickish round bars, 3 of 

thinnish round thread, the other 10 of many-sided golden bars. Some have a large proportion of silver. 

This outline will be sufficient to give an idea of the character and age of this gold-find, Some 

of the Bracteates would seem older than the others, but all are of an early date. 

If we now examine the letters on this Golden Blink, we shall see that they are plain and clear: 

tJNDA. 

But we cannot tell whether this is the whole inscription. Perhaps some runes may have gone before, 

and we have here only the end of the word, apparently in either case a Proper Name. 

Besides some runish letter's, this Blink also bears a costly and rare type, which we can happily 

identify in spite of so much of the piece having perisht. It is that interesting motive, the Emperor 

the Caesar and Victory, which is the key to the lately discovered Barbaric Northern Gems. Accordingly, 

I take this opportunity of here giving my remarks on this class of antiquities, mostly printed in 

Danish in “Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed”, Kjobenhavn 1873, 8vo, pp. 50—56. The substance of 

this article is also given in German by Miss J, Mestorf, in “Zeitschrift f. Schlesw.-Holst. Landeskunde”, 

Vol. 5, Kiel 1875, 8vo, pp. 179—185. 

THREE “B A RB ARI C - C L A S SIC A L” GEMS, 

FOUND IN DENMARK. 

In “Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und Urgeschichte”, Sitzung am 11 

November 1871, 8vo, p. 11, is an engraving of a curious piece, found near Sonderborg in the ilaud of 

Als, South Jutland. Denmark, rudely carved or rather scratcht with 3 standing figures. This 1 here 

reproduce, full size, photo-xylographt by J. F. Rosenstand.* It is now in the Berlin Museum. 

^ The accompanying German text is as follows: — ’‘Herr Beyrkh zeigt eiiien 

Runenstein Ton Aisen. 

Derselhe wurde 6 Fuss tief zu Souderburg (Insel Aisen) im TFurzelgeflcchte eiiies horizontalliegendcii Baunies gefunden. 

Er ist ein niit sonderbaren, eingravirten Figuren tanzender Mensclicn und mit sogenaniiten Binderunen gescbmiickter duiikler, rundlich 

ovaler, blaulicben Scliimnier und Fettglanz zeigender Stein, von 3 Cent. Lange und 2,5 Cent. Brcite.’" 
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Ihis object, cleaily not Runic and of Glasspaste not stoneS is exceptionally interestin'g. It 

belongs to a dass of antiquities excessively rare, and hitherto not discust, but which would seem to 

throw fresh light on Scandinavian civilization in the Early Iron Age. 

We see on examination that the 2 spreading sculptures above the figures are Palm-branches, 

or somethin^ such, not nines or bind-runes or birds, and the 3 figures below are not dancing men but 

persons standing upright. 

On my showing the above to Archivary Herbst, he at once agreed that it bore no runes and 

was a barbarous gem, but he also kindly pointed out that the Old-Northern Museum possest a similar 

piece, nearly identical. This I here give, Chemityped full size by Prof. Magnus Petersen: 

It was presented to the Museum in 1860 by Candidate Jacobsen, as found by him on a 

ploughed field near Agerup, Roskilde, Somme Herred, Sealand, and is numbered 19,031; Like the Als 

exemplar, it -is a thin layer of blue glass-paste, let into a body of black glass-paste. The design is 

absolutely the same as on the former piece, only here the Palm-branches are a little larger. — 

Fortunately, while preparing for the press a notice of these two striking objects, a third came into my 

hands for which I have also to thank the friendly help of Archivary hlerbst. It is a similar glass-paste, 

blue upon black, found deep in the earth at Roskilde in the summer of 1872, and has since been given 

to the Danish Museum by the landowner C. Selchau, of Selchausdal in Holbek's Amt. I here com¬ 

municate it, full size, as drawn by' Prof. M. Petersen and engraved on wood by Hr. Rosenstand: 

As we see, it is smaller than the others, and therefore the Palm-branches are omitted, but 

otherwise the representation is the same, and this is roughly scratcht-in by the like process and in a 

similar style as the more complete specimens. All three are so remarkably alike, that they are 

seemingly the work of the same man, or at least might have come from one and the same workship 

and are nearly of the same age. 

The material, small glass-paste roundlets or ovals, is well known to antiquarians, as an article 

of Roman manufacture largely used in the early Imperial centuries by Roman artists, on which to 

produce cheap impressions of gems for Seals and Decorations. All our Museums can show specimens, 

often whole groups, of these Roman pastes. Uninscribed, they were doubtless also articles of commerce. 

One of these unengraved pastes is in the Danish Museum, No. 8537, whither it came from the old 

'■Kimstkammer". where it bore the name “Absalon’s Ring”. It is a golden Finger-ring, on whose field 

is cut in later runes DUK-tlR (poekair) a common olden mansname^ with 5 other marks, all alike, 

^ Both these facts are ackno-wledged in the same Journal. “Sitzung am 9 Marz 1872”, p. 8; — “Herr v. Ledebur bemerkt 

.Die Darstellung der 3 hageren Gestalten auf der letzter Sitzuug vorgelegten Glasi^aste diirften als Augaren anzusprechen seiii, 

die aus dem Huge zweier VtSgel (in denen freilich Ruuen richt zu erkennen sind) de^, tVilleu dev GOtter deuten.” 

* Should the k be a “stung” Y and therefore G {not a Roiiian k), which is possible, we then have thorgair. 

32 
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to fill in, — surrounding a small Roman glass-paste roundlet (blue let into a body of black) on which 

nothing has ever been carved. See this engraved in Worsaae’s “Nordiske Oldsager”, 9nd ed. No. 440, 

No. 350 in 1st ed. 

The type is unique on these pieces. It is far removed from the grotesque combinations of 

the Egyptian and Gnostic schools, and a.s little does it belong to that rare class of carvings which 

show a Skeleton and Wine-vase ("Eat and drink, for tomorrow you die! ), the germ of that large art- 

group which became the "Dance of Death”, "Dance Macabre of the middle age. The objects before 

us are rather barbarized copies' copies of some Classical or Imperial subject, not now easy to identify. 

Several such designs, very near to that here before us, occur on Classical Imperial Coins, but nothing 

as yet as far as I know has been found which can be lookt on as the exact prototype from which 

these pastes have sprung. 

But we have another class of Scandinavian remains from the Early Iron Age which also grew 

np, originally, from rude imitations of Classical Imperial Coins, — the well-known ornaments called 

Golden Bracteates. Four of these, engraved in Thomsen's Atlas, offer a design very near to that of our 

pastes. I refer to his Nos. 69'. 70^ 71 and 72, all found in Denmark. Of these he says^ "No. 70, 

on which the representation is most distinct, we will try to describe; a winged Victory stretches ont a 

wreath before a Candelabrum or Altar; a crowned Prince, followed by a ^Varrior who wields a down- 

turned spear, goes towards her with a kind of sceptre in his hand. Over these figures flies a bird, and 

a Serpent (not on Nos. 71, 72) bites the heel of the Prince." — In my text*, I simply spoke of this 

group of Bracteates as "representing or symbolizing a Triumph, "Victory” or Homage.” — On the 

pastes we have a central figure with his head turned to the left, with another personage on his right 

whose head is also turned to the left. The man on the left has his face to the right. 

Now let us examine Thomsen's No. 69, my No. 10: 

Here we have a central figure. Prince or Emperor, head to the left, bearing a Standard, and 

standing on the prow of a vessel or on a chariot. The head below is probably that of a Serpent 

biting his heel. Behind him, head to the left, is a captain or warrior bearing a downturned spear. On 

the left is a Winged Victory, bearing a Palm and offering the 'rriumphal Wreath to the Emperor. 

Above this latter is a Bird, probably a Barbarian rather than a Roman symbol. -— Herewith we will 

compare Thomsen's No. 71, drawn from the original in the Museum by Prof. M. Petersen, engraved on 

wood by Rosenstand: 

As we see, exactly the same as the last, only more barbarous. The Palm is now close to 

the Emperor. Only the foot and a small part of the body of the Bird is visible. 

Now let us look at the glass-pastes. The group is the same. The Emperor in the centre, 

only the Standard has fallen away. The Chieftain to the right, or else a winged Victory, and a winged 

Victory to the left. No wreath or Palm. Instead of these, tivo Palm-branches are above the head of 

the Emperor, while there is no Bird. On the smallest paste the Palms also have been omitted. — 

But as we know, nothing is more common in olden art than for designs to be reverst. This is 

* Bearing a few runes. In my 01d-\ortherii Runic Monuments No. 10, Vol. 2, p. 525. — ^ Runic. 0. N. R. M. No. 11. 

Vol. 2, p. 525. — ® Annaler for Nordisk Oldkyndiglied. 1855, p. 230. — * 0. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 525. 
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especially the case with the Golden Bracteates, where wo hare several double series, one with the 

figure or figures to the right and the other showing them on the left. So here. The other 2 Blinks 

have the same design, but turned round. - First we take Thomsen's No. 70, my No. 11: 

As on the foiegoing. Fniperor (and Standard, and AVorni gnawing at the heel). Warrior (and 

Spear), Victory Winged and with Palm and Wreath. Above, the Bird. - Compare with this Thomsen's 

No. 72, drawn from the original by Prof, Petersen and engraved by Roseiistaiid: 

Here all is the same, only delightfully barbarous. The Emperor looks like a ghost or an 

Ogre, and his standard is something mystic and wonderful; the “respectable" part of the Captain is his 

Spear: the Victory has lost one of her wings as well as her Palm. 'I’he prow or chariot has become 

a few dots, on which the Emperor does not tread. — It would almost seem as if the Danish artists 

had begun this kind of imitation of Roman work by trying to produce Barbaric Gems. But this was 

perhaps too hard, and the pieces too difficult to multiply quickly, or unfavorably received as not so 

easy to wear as a striking ornament. So the next step was, to produce rude copies of the golden 

coins and medallions so common in the Imperial lands where so many of the Northmen had served or 

wandered or traded, And this succeeded beyond expectation, for the Northmen were excellent gold¬ 

smiths, and the Bracteates were admirable decorations for the male and female aristocracy of the 

period. And any number could be struck from the same die. while the setting might be large or 

small, cheap or costly, at the option of the buyer. By degrees the classical designs became more and 

more nationalized, and runic letters and Northern marks and symbols took the place of mere Roman 

types. • But the details of this whole question are still very obscure to us. This little handful of 

contemporaneous glass-pastes is one unexpected help and illustration. 

There can be little doubt, with these Golden Bracteates before us and remembering the many 

Triumphal Imperial Coins still left, that the motive of these Scandinavian glass-pastes has been taken 

from some now lost or not yet engraved Classical Imperial Coin or Medallion, whose principal design 

has been: The Emperor, Labarum in hand, standing on the prow of a galley or on his war-chariot, — 

saluted by the Caesar who bears a reverst spear, — while a Winged Victory advances to do him 

homage and to offer the wreath and the palm. To show what 1 mean, 1 add a few such pieces taken 

only from one older volume*, which happens to be lying by me. Certain it is that these Barbaric 

^ I nientiou those of this class engraved iu J, Musellii Numismata Aufiqua, fol., Yol. 1, Veron® 17.52. 

2 Figures, domitiak. (81—96). Brass. Reverse'. To the left a winged Victory, Paliii-braiich iu her left baud, crowning 

Emperor -with a TVreath in her right. His left hand holds a Spear, his right a Tliunderholt. Below, S. C. Tab. 48, No. 7. — 

Ditto, Same. Tab. 50, No. 6. — tbajan. (98—117). Ditto. Same, spqr optimo prikcipi. Below. S. C. Tab. 63, No. 9. — 

FLORiANDS. (276). Brass. To the left a Winged Victory -with Palm in left arm presents a Wreath with right hand to Emperor, 

whose left hand holds a Spear, concordia militvm. Below. S. Tab. 234, No. 7. — probus. (278—282). Brass. To right a Winged 

Victory, whose left hand holds a Palm, tier right crowning with a Wreath the Emperor. His left grasps a Spear, his right a globe. 

RESTITVT ORRIS. Between figures, 11. Below, XXI. Tab. 23.5, No. 9. — Ditto. Same. Brass. Winged Victor}' to left, restitvtor 

Saec. Below, VIXXI. Tab. 235, No. 10. — Ditto. Same. Brass, cokcordia militvm. Tween figures, P. Below. xxiNC. Tab. 236, 

No. 1. — LiciNii's juKiOR. (307 — 324). Brass. Winged Victory to left. Her left hand holds a staff or palm, her right presents a 

Wreath to Emperor, nude, whose left hand holds a Spear, lovi et vict cokser ddnk avg kt caes. Below. smkJ. Tab. 246, No. 10, 

S Figures, uordian ii. Brass. (238). Winged Victory to left. Her left band ^lolds Palm, her right crowns with a 

Wreath Emperor who sits. His left hand grasps a baton, his right a Standard and another is near him. The legionary before him 

presents a Palm, and has a Spear in his right hand. viR(tus augg.) Below, S. C. Tab. 196, No. 2. 

4 Figures, geta. (212). Brass. LeftHercules, club on left arm. crowns Emperor (Caracalla) with a Wreath in his 

right hand. Emperor’s right hand grasps right hand of his fellow-Emperor, whose left holds a Spear. Behind Geta is a Winged 

lictorj', advancing with a Wreath. Tab. 163, No. 9. 
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Gems, {like the Gulden Bracteates belonging only to the Northmen, Scandinavia and England), must 

date from about the 4th or 5th century. They are another proof of the direct and indirect contact of 

Roman art with Scandinavia from about the time of Christ downwards, and belong to that large and 

increasing section of pieces which we may well call Romayio-Barhanc. 

But since the above was written and up to this time (March 1875) 4 other such Barbaric 

Paste Gems have been found, so that the whole number known is now 7. — No. 4 was found at Pinnerup 

in Sealand, Denmark, in 1874, and is in the hands of the lady of the Rev. Mr. Lind, then of Seeby, Slagelse, 

who is now Bishop of Alborg. It is a glass paste about the same size as No. 1 and No. 2 and of 

the same type and work. Only, the robe-like lines jutting out below the arms of the two outside 

figures are three, not tivo. The palm-branches are bushy and stumpy, something like starry nosegays, 

but have not the least resemblance to birds. — No. 5 was bought in Stockholm in the summer of 1874 

by my distinguisbt countryman John Evans. It is almost identical with the Als exemplar, but has no 

Palm-branches. He procured it there from a Dealer, who believed he had received it from Skane in 

South Sweden, formerly a Daui.sh land. ~ Nos. 6 and 7 have turned up at the beginning of this year 

(1875), fortunately recognized by Med. Dr. Max Bartels of Berlin. He found them on a small Reliquary 

of the 14th century, which is richly decorated with Gems. It is of wood, in the shape of a Gothic 

Church, painted all round with Saints in tempera. All the Gems are cut in a noble style, two only 

excepted. The larger of these shows 3 figures, with palms above, the smaller 2 figures vyith a palm 

between them. Tho the figures are slenderer, more meager and taller, these pieces are exactly of the 

same make and barbaric type as those engraved by me above, so similar that I need not repeat them. 

On the larger one the Palms are smaller, and look more like Birds. Dr. Bartels has made an 

interesting communication hereon in the Proceedings of “Berliner Gesellschaft f. Anthrop., Ethnoh u. 

Urgeschichte” for Jan. 1875. He agrees with me in my appreciation of these pieces, and judges them 

to belong to Danish or Northern Art. Either therefore the Shrine must have wandered from Denmark to 

Germany, or some Danish Pilgrim must have given the Gems to the Church where the Reliquary was kept. 

January 1876. Happily we have now No. 8. In Nov. 1875 the Danish Archgeologist 

Dr. Sophus Muller kindly informed me that during his antiquarian tour, from which he had just 

returned, he had accidentally met with yet another such “Barbaric Gem” lying in a drawer of loose 

unimportant things in the “Samlung der deutschen Gesellschaft” at Leipzig, at the same time handing 

me a rough sketch. I immediately entered into communication with Dr. Bruno Stiibel, the Curator of 

the Museum, and that gentleman in the most obliging way forwarded me impressions in sealing-wax 

and plaster of the curious paste. From these I give it here, carefully drawn by Prof. M. Petersen and 

engraved on wood by J. F. Rosenstand. 

It is, as we see, of the 2-figure type, and a valuable connecting link from the distinctness 

with which the Wing is cut on the Victory. Unfortunately, Dr. Stiibel regrets that he can give no 

information as to when or whence this Paste came to the Collection. No memorandum or entry of any 

kind exists concerning it. 

Dec. 1878. I have to thank Dr. S. Muller for another such piece, No. 9, found by him during 

another tour on the continent. It is a similar glass-paste, 2 colors, of the usual size, but bears only 

1 figure. It is one of the many ornaments let-in on the shrine of Charlemagne at Aix-la-Chapelle. It 

is fixt to the right of the representation of the Virgin Mary. — At p. 362 of Dr. H, Schliemann's 

Mycense (8vo, London, 1878), he engraves 3 Lentoid Gems. The middle one (No. 540), of dark red 

agate, was found by some peasants not very low down in a field, on the site of Phoenic^. It bears 2 

rude figures barbarously cutrin. very much in the same style as the Glass gems we are now considering. 

Whence it came and when it was lost, no one can say. 
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No, 83. 

KILLERDP, FYN, DENMARK. 

From the ordinal in the Danish Museesm, No. C. 1764. Drawn hy Prof. tUGms PETERSEN, ms wood hj 

J. F. ROSEI^STAFID. 

See the text to No. 82. Same type as my Nos. 35—41, b (pp. 544—546), and, as far as I 

can see, bears substantially the same name (= inge or ingwe). See the Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 945. As 

so often, so here, 1 take the side-stroke or beginning of the frame to be r. We then have n and k 

and I, thus 

INKI. 

No. 84. 

HILLER0D, SEALAND, DENMAEK. 

From the original in the Danish Museum. Drawn, hy Prof, magnus PETERSEN, on wood hy J. f. rosenstand. 

See Nos. 35—41, b, and 83. — This Golden Bracteate was found in Sept. 1874 in ground 

belonging to the widow of the yeoman Bendt Nielsen, by her sou Niels Bendtsen. This farm is near 

Hillerod, N. W. of Kjobenhavn. Weighs 14,4 grammes. Archivary Herbst adds, that in olden days, 

on the spot where this Blank turned up, stood a grave-how called ‘Ashoi”. At least so tradition 

states; but the mound has long been cleared away. The exact locality is Matr. No. 24 in “Lynge 

Gyde”. — Same type as No. 83, and also, as far as 1 can see, bearing the same name in substance, 

the N being nasalized as so often. We have y, then then c, then a, thus the womans-name (inga): 

Y^CA. 
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Nos. 85—87. 

GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Drawn by Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN, on wood by J. F. rosenstaND. 

No. 85 was found at Burge in Gotland, and is my No. 45, b. See it described at my p. 874. 

I now think that the second reading there given (eltil) is the only correct one, the b (l) and t (t) 

close together, and repeat the engraving here for convenience of comparison. 

No. 8G is in type a variation of the above and of No. 45, only the runes are very indistinct, 

and inside within the beading runs a line of ornaments, consisting of the mark stampt in. Other¬ 

wise it is almost identical in detail with No. 45. so much so that it need not be engraved. It was 

found in 1873 at Allmungs. Hafdhem Parish, Gotland. Is now 4945 in the Stockholm Museum. Like 

Nos. 43, 44, 45, (which see), both these give the name: eltil. 

No. 87 was found with the next number in 1872 at Djupbrunns in the Hobergsaker, Hogriin 

Parish, Gotland. Together with these two pieces was taken up a little spiral ring of thick silver rod- 

wire, like the common golden spirals so often occurring in the middle of the Iron Age, as also a small 

Finger-ring of gilt silver or gold mixt with silver, very like to Nos. 609 and 610 of Dr. Montelius’ 

“Svenska Fornsaker”. All these things lay in a small box of copper, engraved No. 476 of “.Svenska 

JArnsaker”. At the same time and more or less at the same place were found by another person 200 

Roman silver coins (Denarii), from the 1st & 2Dd century after Christ; No. 4877 in the Stockholm 

Museum. These last 2 Golden Bracteates'have been kindly communicated by Dr. 0. Montelius, together 

with the information concerning them. All 3 must therefore be redd, as far as I can see: 

ELTIL, 

No. 88. 

GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Drawn by Prof. MAGNUS Petersen, on ivood by j. f. rosenstand. 

Found with No. 87. Back-runes. Like Nos. 15, 16 bears only the mansname: 

.aELU. 
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No. 89, 

UNKNOWN WHERE. — PROBABLY DENMARK. 

Drawn hy Prof, magnvs Petersen, on wood by j. f. rosenstand. 

Early m 1876 Archivary C. F. Herbst had occasion to refer to some of the nondescript and 

barbarous pieces in the late Councilor Thomsen’s famous and costly Collection of Coins, lately, by a 

generous arrangement between the family and some private Danish gentlemen, added to the great 

Danish Coin-Cabinet. In so doing, one of these strange pieces arrested his attention. ■ It struck him 

■that it bore something like Old-Nmthei-n Runes. He obligingly communicated it to me; 1 carefully 

e.xamined it and was of opinion that it was rune-inscribed, and that these staves were Old-Northern. 

.Since then I have spent days in seeking out its meaning, in all possible lights, and have come to the 

following result. 

The object itself, here engraved full size, is of silver, stampt only on one side. Its Museum No. 

is 13,186, its weight 1,31 grammes. In. fact it is in every way like an ordinary Old-English Silver 

Penny, or other such forn Coin of like value, except in not being struck ori both sides, and not bearing 

any effigy or such mark, only a few large letters which fill the whole space. In so far it is unique. 

Y e shall never be able to read it with absolute certainty, unless a better copy from the same die 

should turn up. As being of full silver value, it has been treated as any other silver Penny, has 

circulated from hand to hand, been often scratcht and notcht on both sides with a sharp tool to see 

whether it was good metal, and is much worn at certain places. But I think there can be little doubt 

of what we can decipher, beginning in the middle on the left, after the 2 dots. 

1. F. Plain. — 2. The piece is much worn here near the rim, but the letter has almost 

certainly been f, M, tho the traces of the upper arm are so slight that they could not be given by the 

artist. — 3. X, g, distinct. — 4. Y, a, undeniable, in spite of the friction at the top. — 5, 6. Have 

suffered so much, and the traces are so slight and so to be gathered only by the eye, that we never 

shall be sure. In my opinion the 2 staves were no. — Thus an old Scando-Gothic mansname; 

probably f^gano; at all events a name. 

We then recommence, and find a verb, in the 3rd person past. — 1. |s, f. No manner of 

doubt. — 2, 3. fF, MM. Quite sure. — 4. E>, th, imperfect, the central part of the bow gone, but he 

would be a bold man who would deny that this was the rune. — 5. F, iE, followed by 2 dots. _ 

Thus the well-known Scando-Gothic or rather Old-Northern verb, in the past tense and 3rd 

person, which we have already found so often and so variously spelt on 01d-.Northern runic pieces, 

signifying fawed, stampt, made, &c. 

I take it then that there is no reasonable doubt of what is before us, a mansname and a verb, 

the latter fully readable; as far as we can see, the whole: 

f^gano f^^i>,e. 

FjEGANo FAWED (made, stampt, this piece). 

The workmanship is heavy and coarse, and would seem to have been executed by a journeyman 

or beginner, practising in the noble art of cutting stamps for Bracteates or Runic Coins. He has taken 

a flan (blank) from the pile lying near him, and from his rude die has struck off some copies, of which 

only this one has come down to us. If so, it is a trial piece from the olden days*, and as such stands 

alone in all collections. Its date we cannot fix. but the runes and language point to about the 

7th century. 

'■ I have since added to my Cabinet a Trialpiece, Scandinavian, of far later date but verj' curious. It is of copper, large, 

cut on both side.s with sentences, arms and mottoes, to show the artist’s skill, whose name it bears: gddmcnd svekdsos sclpsit. No 

date, but probably from the 17th centuiy. Who the engraver was, I cannot guess. 
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No. 90. 

GETTORF, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Drawn on wood hy Prof. MAOms PETERSEN, engraved hy j. f. rosenstane. 

In the autumn of 1876 a poor person found in a field at Gettorf, Duchy of Slesvig or South 

Jutland, 2 Golden Bracteates. They afterwards were bought by a merchant in Kolding, \yho sold the 

one, that here given, to the Kiel Museum, instead of the Danish Museum, to which it ought to have 

gone. It is not strictly runic, but Runic-Roman-Barbaric, and is meaningless. As the Director of the 

Kiel Museum declined to lend it to the Old-Northern Museum in Denmark for copying, it is here 

given from a tin-foil impression only, and is consequently not absolutely perfect in every very minutest 

detail. But it is more than sufficiently correct for all practical purposes. 

No. 91. 

GETTORF, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

This is the second Bracteate found at Gettorf. It is very beautiful, but I cannot engrave it, 

as the owner as yet declines to sell, publish or allow it to be engraved. Many persons, however, have 

seen it and copied the runes. The device is a very rude Head with the Fylfoot; on the right, running 

down, are the following staves: 

iprxpd 
T^LINGWD. 

To-tlie-Jady- t.£ljng wa. 

Here again, as often, we have the iKG-rune with its full sound and in a peculiar shape, the 

2 angles close together. See Bracteate No. 78, and the Kovel Spear-head (under the Gothic March), 

No. 92. 

LUND, SKInE, SWEDEN. 

From the original in the Lund Museum. Drawn hy Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN, on luood hy j p. rosenstand. 

Silver Bracteate, probably a private die from which a certain number was struck for a 

Norwegian gentleman who wisht to obtain a specimen of the Danish artist’s skill, and mayhap to 

commemorate some favor conferred upon him by the Danish king. This curious piece was found in 

Jan. 1878 in a garden in Lund, Skane, in olden days a province of Denmark. It came quickly as a 

gift to the University Museum, Lund, where it is now preserved. Characteristic for this unique example 

of early art is, that it is about the same size as the usual money of the period, that besides the head 
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of the king it bears a second head low down on the right, and that the long inscription must be lookt 

upon as an evident proof that the engraver intended to show that he was master- of all the alphabets, for 

he has purposely ■ mtermixt letters belonging to the Old-Northern Futhork, to the oldest Roman 

staverow, and to the later runes. Our greatest Scandinavian numismatist, Archivary C. F. Herbst, kiiidly 

iiifornis me that the general type would seemi to place this piece in the reign of KNUD v (Magniissoii), 

king of Denmark fiom 1147 to 1154. He also approves my reading of the letters, which apparently 

must be as follows: 

Beginning under the figure we have a slanting i, a Roman a, a Roman v (=u), an l, a 

Roman L (the foot raised), an l, an antique majuscule G, and an B slightly marred by the divisional 

dot. This gives us the nom. mansname iaulige, which answers to the common N. I. jdLGElR, 

Then we have the preposition i. 

Next comes an S, then an I, then a very ancient M, as on the -Ruthwell Cross (7th century), 

and I, which gives us simi, dat., apparently the important parish and district of sem or seem near bibe 

in North Jutland, Denmark. 

Then the plain verb, 3 s. p., TAIMI, fyidi, made or struck, the d being an Old-Northern stave. 

This is followed by a slanting i. a Roman a, a Romany, a Runic >, and a Roman ini, = iaupini, 

dat. mansname, equal to the well-known 0. Engl, mansname EAtwiN. 

So the preposition i. 

Followed by b, then i, — here a damage, but the upper part of e and Y (k) ■— then a 

Roman 0 (here = w as often), so il, then a runic K (n)-, followed by W (u) as a bind with the same 

Old-Ronian m as in the word simi. This makes birkoinum, dat. pi., bergwin, bergen, the well-known 

sea-town in the west of Norway. — Thus: 

lAULIGR I SIMI FYIDI lAUPINI I BIRKOIINUM. 

lAVLlG IN sni FAWED (made this) for-lAV/JN (-. EAfjWlN/ IN BERGEN. 

Here the Jutlandic i prefix, 0. Engl, e, is very striking. Should this reading not be absolutely 

correct, at all events it is substantially so, as will be apparent from an examination of the original. 

But in this case it is the oldest mention of Bergen on any contemporary document. 

No, 93. 

WAP NO, POSEN, POLAND. 

All 1 know, or have been able to learn, about this Bracteate is the following extract from a 

letter by the Danish runologist Docent Dr. L. F. A. Wimmer on the rune-inscribed Spear-head found 

at Kovel in Volhynia, See p. 181 of “Materialien zur Vorgeschichte des Menschen im ostlichen Europa. 

Nach polnischen und russischen Quellen bearbeitet und herausgegebcn von A. Kohn & C. Mehlis", Vol. 2, 

Jena 1879: — “On another Bracteate, found in 1850 or 1852 in VVapno south of the Netze in Posen, 

has been redd the name SABAR, which answers to the Visigothic sabaricds known at the date 

688.— As Dr. W. gives to F the power of A instead of M as usual, we have therefore here 

the mansname 

SibB^R. 

This would seem to be the well-known name SrE-b^r, sea-dear. But it may be something else. It 

is a pity that Dr. W gave no details as to the place where this piece is kept and the person by whom 

the inscription was deciphered, in Cumberland, England, the place yclept sebarham has gotten its name 

from a. settler or chieftain called sebar. ~ The oldest dated runic Bell known to me is that at 

Burseryd, Smaland, whose long inscription is in Latin. Hr. P. G. Vistrand, who copied it in 1880, has 

favored me with a drawing of both the “Kampana” itself and of the staves separately. It ends: bero 

SCRIBSIT. This was in 1238. 

^ “auf einer anderen Brakteate, welolie im Jalire 1850 oder 1852 in- TJopno, sudlich der Netze im Posensclien gefuiiden 

woi-den ist, hat man den Namen sabar entziffert, welcher dem im Jahre (388 bekanuten wisigothischen Sabaricus entspricht." 
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No. 94. 

SKIEN, SOLUM PARISH, LOWER THELEMARKEN, S. NORWAY. 

From, the original in the Christiania JMuseum. Drawn hy Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN. On ivood by 

J F. ROSENSTAND. 

For the communication of this interesting golden blink I have to thank the kindness of the 

Keeper of the Museum in Christiania, the distinguisht Norwegian antiquary Prof. Olaf R-ygh. Besides 

information from time to time, and the gift of gutta-percha squeezes of both Bracteates, from which I 

obtained the electrotypes used by my artist, Prof. AI. Petersen, he most obligingly drew up a detailed 

account of the whole find, with permission for me to English it for publication here. 

“In the summer of 1879 a most valuable find turned up in a previously disturbed grave-mound 

on the homestead Sjotvet in Solum Parish, Bratsberg County, about a Norse mile S. W. of Skien. Ihe 

barrow, of red mould, was round, and was originally 54 feet in diameter and 7'/4 feet high. ihe 

objects lay in the middle of the how on its floor, where previously so much soil had been dug out 

that the laves only narrowly escaped, a verv thin layer of earth remaining over them. The articles 

exhumed came to the University Museum in August 1879, and are as follows: — 1. Two Golden 

Bracteates bearing runes, both struck from the same die. The one weighs 3.9 grammes, the other 3.1. 

Below the loop on each of them are soldered 8 small beads of gold, arranged as a three-point. — 

2. Ten glass beads, 2 of them blue; the others of some other color, and with inlaid patterns. — 

3. Fragments of a largish Brooch of silver, of fhe same type as the Fonnas fibula, but nearer in 

ornamentation to that in the Aarsberetning for 1872 (Kristiania 1873), fig. 5. Besides the usual relief- 

work, it has had niello inlay and garnets, 2 round ones on the upper piece and 2 triangular on the 

lower. This fibula is nearly complete, and is now 11.5 centimetres long, having probably lost about 

1 cm. — 4. A Button of gilt silver, belonging to a clasp-brooch of the shape shown in the Aars- 

beretniiig for 1868- (Krist. 1869). fig. 9. and 1877 (Krist. 1878). fig. 40. Its surface is decorated with 

a kind of cross, — 5. A small bit of gold, hammered flat. — 6-. Pieces of two clay vessels, 

the one flower-pot shaped (as in Montelius. Sveriges Forntid, Atlas, II, Stockholm 1874, No. 394), the 

other as in the Aarsberetning for 1867 (Krist. 1868). fig. 4. — 7. The foot and a bit of the rim of 

a Bronze dish with beaten-up hollow's on the rim. as in the Aarsberetning for 1874 (Krist. 1875), 

fig. 34. — 8. A morsel of a wooden Bucket wdth bronze fittings. — 9. Three broken Keys of 

bronze, type as in Undset’s Norske Oldsager i fremmede Museer (Krist. 1878), p. 11, fig. 8. — 

10. A glass Beaker, broken into 3 pieces before it w'as deposited, of which one. the least, the upper 

part of the one side, now wants. It is like that in Undset’s Oldsager p. 20, fig. 16, but is larger and 

wider, and the oval hollows have a different form and position. It is 9.2 cm. high, width at the 

mouth 8.8. Like ^several other such glass vessels from the Older iron Age found in Norway, it has had 

silver fittings, mostly here preserved. They have been partly bands round the rim, a little below it, 

partly a band over the break to hold the pieces together: 8 of the nails, with rounded heads on both 

sides, still remain in the glass, and there are some small bits of the bands, about 4 mm. broad, gilt, 

and lengthw'ise fluted outside. The glass is clear, with a weak vellow-greenish shade. — 11. A small 

ring of silver, originally gilt. I..3 cm. across inside, flat within but convex without, a little worn at one 

spot, showing that it has been fastened in a loop as a bearing-ring.” 

The finder, the schoolmaster J. Hanssen, thought these things were distributed over a kind of 

dark fatty earth which might have been a decomposed body, and that there had been several stone 

chambers the one above the other. But this is doubtful, in Prof. Rygh’s opinion. 

Judging by the above list, I should have thought the find would date from the 5th century 

or early in the 6th, but Prof. Rygh, who has minutely examined all the articles and is an acknowledged 
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expert, would fix them in the 6th century or early in the 7th. ^^'e shall not be very far wrong in 

assigtnng them to about the 6th year-hundred after Christ. It is seldom these Bracteates are found 

m and this is another ^distinct instance of their being used as personal grave-gear. 

As we have 2 copies, which help each other, there is no doubt of the staves. There was not 

overmuch room for them, so the artist has made them rather small, in the only two spaces left him. 

First comes a little group above the front of the forehead, then a larger number above and behind the 

head, but of vaiious sizes according to the room. To read these w^e must of course turn the blink 

round. We see at once- that the longer group is reverst, must be redd from right to left, when it 

gives us JCELW^^:o. Ihe question is, are we also to reverse the first two? If we are, w'e get nl. This 

of coLiise is nothing, can only be a contraction whose meaning w'e shall never know. If not, if we are 

to read what stands, the letters are ta. But in this case d+ for ta will be the oldest instance yet 

known of the shorter 1 instead of the longer t, and of + for a as in the later runes instead of the 

usual Old-lVorthein Y (w'hich in the later I'uthorc is m). At the same time we have very old examples 

of T in vaiious shortened and modified shapes, sometimes to suit the narrow space (as here), or the 

peculiar material or method of cutting or stamping. In fact it is in such ways, as well as for ornament, 

that the like variants have arisen, which have been individual and local before they became more 

general. And as to the + for a; this also is excessively old, and, whatever its origin, must have had 

a beginning. And, as NL gives no meaning on a piece otherwise regular and uiicontracted, while ta 

makes everything quite plain, — ] see no reason why ta should not stand. — (Since the above was 

written, the costly Brough stone has been found, which see under England. On this grave-slab, date 

apparently about A. 1). 650 — 600, the a is everywhere \ or /)). 

Ihe die-cutter would seem to have begun with ta, wdien he stopt for want of space, and, 

turning to the other available opening, continued with .selw^o, thus TAJiELW^Jiio. Here we are at once 

struck by tire group elw.,eo, a familiar Scando-Gothic name, here apparently in the dative and feminine. 

We have on these 0. N. pieces a;lu several times, as well as compounds beginning with iEL. The 

masc. name jelua is on the Fbrde stone. — We have then only ta.$ left. But this is also a well- 

known name. Its older form was tah^e, t^eha. &c. . but the guttural early fell away, leaving tae: as 

here. Ihen this was further shortened to taa, ta, a very old name from some personal characteristic. 

In Old-Engl. we have not only ta but even the name fugelta, fuheltae, the first bearer’s toe having 

somewhat likened/that of a fowl, toe is still a mansname in England and taa in Denmark, and in the 

13th and 14th centuries we have a Danish Matheus taa de Krakastborp (Scr. Rer. Dan. 4, 506; Dipl. 

Svec. 4, 23. 47). 

Now we know that a not uncommon formula on these golden ornaments is — 2 words, a 

nom. and a dat., NN (made or gave this) to- or fov-yN. 'I'his I conceive to be the wordfall used here: 

TA.E ELW/EO. 

TA^ (made-tlLU-for. or, gave-this-to) the-lady-ELW^. 

Everything shows that this Skien how was apparently a womans-grave, there is no sign of 

man’s work or weapon. It would therefore seem to have been that of the Lady ELW.d<;. 

No. 95. 

iGEDAL, BJELLAND, LISTER AND MANDALS AMT, NORAVAY. 

Drawn on wood by Prof i\iagnus petersen, engraved by j f. rosenstand. 
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I have to thank the zealous Norwegian archaeologist A. Lorange, Keeper of the Bergen Museum, 

for yet another runic Bracteate, this time from South Norway, and again found in a Lady s grave. I he 

find was made in the summer of 1879. My learned brother has kindly forwarded me the following 

interesting details, which I English: 

“This golden blink, together with another and smaller which bore no runes, was found in 

clearly the tomb'of a woman, with other fornlaves as follows. A principal ornament was a splendid 

fibula of gilt silver, decorated with niello and small inlaid blue stones. Ihere were also three smaller 

brooches of gilt silver, same type as Montelius, “Frau Jernalderen” PL 5, No. 11. Nearby lay two 

other similar fastenings of bronze, and 6 gilt Buttons with Bracteate-ornaments, once belonging to a 

Belt, to which had also adhered a ring-clasp of bronze, very like Montelius No. 528, with its suspended 

long ornamented Bronze-key. In the grave was also a large Button of gilt silver, 2 whorls, and remains 

of small iron implements and of some stuff. With the exception of the iron, all is well preserved, and 

has not been intentionally injured. The corpse had been burnt. The cremated bones were lying in two 

clay arns. Some of the things had suffered by the pyre-flames, and one large fragment of a Glass 

beaker (type as PI. 8 No. 8 in Montelius’ “Fran Jernalderen”) was half melted with the heat. The 

grave-chamber was 16 feet long, 4 broad and 3 deep, and was properly a deep pit cut iu the ground, 

the 5 large top-stones resting on the surface of the soil. In the grave were ashes, charcoal and 

shingles. The grave-pots were all at one end. The barrow was large and long, shaped like the roof 

of a house. It lies close under a bank in Bjellaud Parish.” 

Ill a following communication Director Lorange, referring to the similarity of the grave-goods 

in so many Old-English tombs, adds: “The large Cross-shaped Fibulee, the Keys, the handsome 

Spinning-stones, the imburnt corpse, the lich-stead mider the soil, and the peculiar Iron tool, suggest 

to me that some of the Angle settlers may have found their way ■— or have been driven by wind and 

storm — to south-western Norway. On both sides of Lindesnses, of late years, have been found not 

a few burials under the surface, something between grave-row fields and our usual grave-hows. This 

custom must have come in from alfoad; why not from England? The cruciform Bronze brooches ending 

in an animal head (see Old-N. R. Mon. 2, 840) so common in England and Norway (so scarce in 

Denmark and Sweden), have never yet been satisfactorily explained. We know very little as to the 

communication between England and Scandinavia in early times. It has often been thought that some 

fresh settlements were made in Norway in the Middle Iron Age. If it could be proved that this was 

so, and that the wanderers came from England, many difficulties would be solved. One argument in its 

favor is the iron instrument found in the Agedal grave. R. Smith, in his Collectanea Antiqua, describes 

a fellow piece as “one swordlike implement, but the edges are blunt, and the peculiar pointed top 

further deprives it of the character of'a sword, whatever the purpose may have been; it was found in 

the grave of a lady". Several others, from female tombs, are entered in the Kensington Museum 

Catalogue, from Old-English burial-places. These “looms” must have been used in the same way as 

the later Iron Age “awry spears” (Aarsberetning 1863, PL 3, fig. 27) and the middleage “Bone-swords” 

(Worsaae, No. .558), — as lueaving-slays.^ In England they were displaced by the Bone-comb, but in 

Scandinavia they have remained till late times. I have never met them, however, in Danish or Swedish 

finds. Roach Smith knew of no parallels, but in Norway at least 7 finds'have shown such things in 

female graves. On the whole, I should date this burial at about the year 500.” 

All the circumstances seem to show that this tomb is not later than the 6th age. The 

Bracteate is here given from an Electrotype of the original, for which I have to thank the great courtesy 

of Herr Lorange. This blink is a fine specimen of its class. But, in my opinion, the inscription is in 

confused blind letters,' — barbarous. — Nov. 1880. Hr. Lorange has described and figured the 2 Brac- 

teates in Aarsb. f. 1879 fra Foren. t. N. Fortidsm. Bevaring, Kristiania 1880. See his Indberetning 

p. 39, and figg. 41, 42. 
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Geata leode. 

Gat we our outsprmg 

from the Gothic folk-clans. 

Beowulf. G. J. Thorkelin. 4to. Havnice 1815. IV, 5, 6. 

“Les Goths proprement dits etaient les anciens Scandinaves.Les migrations des Goths donnkent tant 

d'importance a leur non, quo celui-ci s’eteiidit a. toute la race, au nord et au sud de la Baltique.” 

Ch. M. de Sourdeval. Etudes Gothiques. 8vo. Tours 1839, pi. 
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BUZEU, WALLACIIIA, EOUMANIA. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—250. 

Old-N. R. iMon. Vol 2, p. 561. 

I now divide and translate: 

GUT^ NIO WI HiEILAlG. 

Of-the-GOTHS to-the-NE\v wm (temple) holy. —Dedicated to the new-built fane of the Goths. 

P. 567. Line 1. — For fall size read-, full size. — Prof. C. Save reminds me that I might 

have mentioned here a stone I have spoken of elsewhere, the first of the 3-double .Sjonhem runic 

blocks, Gotland, (C. Save, Gutniska Urkunder, No. 89, Liljegren No. 1592). This one, after announcing 

that Rojjuisl and Ro|}alf has raised (3) grave-stones in minne of their 3 sons, continues: 

tINA EFTIR ROCFOS. HAN SIKU BLAKUMEN I UTFARU. 

THiS-one AFTER ROTHFOS. HIM SWAKE (betrayed, murdered) blackimen (-= Wallachians) in 

his-ovTFARE (outward-journey, ? to Greece, or to the Holy Land). 

Of course this is hundreds of years later than the time of the Ring, but it still bears evidence 

of the same fact — the visit or settlement of Northmen, singly or in bodies, in the lands now called 

Roumania. 

In an article by M. Charles de Linas, in “Revue Archeologique”, Paris, Jan. 1868, pp. 46 — 56, 

“Tresor de Petrossa”, that gentleman agrees with Dr. Bock in thinking that this find may have been 

the treasure of Athanaric, king of the Visigoths, who died in 381. — He repeats this opinion, describing 

the whole find, in “L’Histoire du Travail”, 8vo. Paris 1868, pp. 183—197. •— These Buzeu pieces were 

sent to the French Exhibition in 1867. Thence they were lent at the beginning of 1868 for a few 

months.to the South Kensington Museum, London, where they were seen by the Count de .Salis. That 

gentleman writes me thereon (23 Feb. 1868) that among them “a gold dish of Byzantine workmanship 

seemed to me to point to the early part of the sixth century.” So do opinions differ! But it is clear 

that such a collection — whether a temple-hoard (chiefly votive offerings) or a series of private 

heirlooms — or war-spoil or booty from a captured city — must consist of things older and younger. 

We cannot date them all in the same year or in the. same century. — May 1875. At last the 

“Comte-Rendu” of the Archfieological Congress at Cheapinghaveii in 1869 has appeared, At p. 361 — 372 

we have an excellent sketch of the Petrossa find from the pen of M. Odobesco himself. Elegant 

illustrations give great value to this article. The Ring is engraved on a small scale, but the runes are 

not given with absolute accuracy. M. Odobesco thinks the treasure was buried down in the last quarter 

of the 4th century. — Nov. 1877. See an important and suggestive paper (L’Age du Fer. Etude sur 

Tart Gothique. Par M. Henszlmann) in the Compte-Rendu of the Arch^ol. Congress at Budapest 1876, 

Vol. 1, pp. 501 —541, with many valuable illustrations. The runic ring is engraved on a small scale at 

p. 518. — May 1879. Dr. Isaac Taylor (Greeks and Goths, p, 8), who agrees with me as to the date, 

says: “The torque evidently belongs to the heathen period. In the second half of the third century the 

Mcesian Goths were converted by AscoHus; in 325 Theophilus, one of their bishops, attended the 
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council of Nice; and not long afterwards the Gothic runes were superseded by the alphabet of Ulphilas, 

who was born in 311. The Biizeo torque must belong to the period when the Goths were recent 

settlers in Dacia and still heathens. The great intrinsic value of the gold points to the dedication of 

the spoils of some great triumph — the plunder, it may be of the camp of the Emperor Decius, or 

the ransom of the wealthy city of Marcianopolis." 

KOVEL, VOLHYNIA, KUSSIA. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

From a colored Cast of the original and a careful drawing of the Runes hy ArcMvary j. UNUSET of 

Christiania, Norway. Drawn and chemityped hy Prof. iUGNUS PETERSEE\ Cheaptinghaven, Denmark. 

' i 

1 

pMi asMi 

1 r_ „..i._ io*rc A,..,!,'_r- 1? tr__-.-jr... tt. c ta . t ^ i Un the autumn ot 1875 Archivary L. h. Herbst received from Herr S. Bergsoe, then of Andigard 

near Randers in Jutland, a good sketch of this piece, forwarded from Warsaw, with a request that he 

^ The route thro what is now European Russia is a subject of great importance, as to the pre-historic colonization and 

commerce of ScandinaTia. We are now beginning to get new light as to this, from a totally unexpected quarter. — At p. 165, 
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would obtain a reading of the runes. This being communicated to me by Mr. Herbst, I drew up a 

short statement and gave my reading nearly as below. At the same time Mr. Herbst kindly made 

every effort, thro Mr. Bergsoe, to procure the loan of the original or a careful plaster cast’ at my 

expense. He succeeded in the latter alternative. The cast arrived in Jan. 1876, accompanied by the 

following, which I English, from a letter to Hr. Bergsoe by his correspondent in Warsaw, ’dated 

Dec. 83, 1875: “Herewith I send you the lance-head. I have packt it so carefully that I hope it will 

take no damage. The facsimile is very exact. The happy owner informs me that it was found in 1858 

in the Russian, once Polish, Government of Volhynia, whose capital is Shitomir, near the tmvn of 

Kovel in the county of Kovel, in a hamlet called Suszyczne. At the Archeological Congress in Kief 

it was exhibited under the name of the Kovel Spear-head.” — In the summer of 1876 the Norwegi,au 

Runologist and Archeologist Archivary Ingvald Uudset, of Christiania, was at the Congress of Prehistoric 

Anthropology and Archeology in Buda-Pest. He had there an opportunity of minutely and very care¬ 

fully examining the original, and was good enough to send me . his exact drawing of the runes. He 

particularly points out that the owner had overlookt a circlet full-stop at the end of the inscription. 

He says; “I think the final jioint is of great interest. Here, as elsewhere sometimes on the lance-head, 

the silver inlay has fallen out, but we can plainly see the stampt dent in the iron, where the silver once was." 

In 1876 appeared in Warsaw Part 3 of “A^Hadomosci Archeologiczne”, au interesting Polish 

Archseological Magazine in 8vo. It contains an account of this Spear-head, with photographs (Tab. 1) 

of both sides. See pp. 54—61. My learned Colleague' “in partibus Slavoruni” has, with his usual 

courtesy, enabled me to follow the statements of the writer, Prof. A. Szyszkowski, of Warsaw, the owner 

of this costly forn-lave. Prof. S. says: “The Spear-head with silver inlay (Tab. I) was found in the 

spring of 1858 near the village Suszyizno in Volhynia, some miles northeast of the hamlet Kovel, and 

was given to me by my kinsman J. Szyszkowski, who was then bailiff of the property there, and who 

saw it ploughed up. It came to light south-west of the village, near the boundary between Suszyeznos 

and Lyczyu, an extensive high-lying spot surrounded by moss-land. This district has long been 

overgrown with a bushy vegetation. When it was to be cultivated, it was found to bear furrow-marks 

here and there. It was therefore formerly arable land. The Spear-head was found under the sward, 

which had already been disturbed by the plough. That this was once cultivated land is shown by 

another find. A year later a stone-hammer, of diorit, turned up here, broken in the middle. 2 This 

piece is curiously markt with groovings. This ornamentation, which so much weakens the weapon, 

must be from the last part of the Stone age.” 

Prof. A. S. then communicates a letter and interpretation (imperfect as being from an imperfect 

photograph) from Dr. Wimmer of Cheapinghaven3, and proceeds to give his own ideas as to the 

above. I liave mentioned the first known Assyrian sapara (sabre), 1300 years befbre Christ, now in Col. Hanbury's collection, — 

and the Bronze Sabre, of undoubted Assyrian type, lately found in Sweden, the first discovered in Europe. Now (April 13, 1881} 

comes a new and remarkable explanatory revelation. On that day I saw the number of “Journal Officiel de la Republique Fran^aise” 

for April 6, 1881. At p. 1860—2 is a most interesting’ article by Ferdinand Delaunay, on the career and discoveries of the great 

French Orientalist M. Oppert. The last paragraph informs us that this distinguisht Assyriologist has just made a new and surprising 

find. He has deciphered a Royal Inscription whose date is the 10th century before Christ, which proves that, at that early period, 

Asiatic Caravans (“des caravanes asiatiques”) traverst what is now European Russia, following the rivers, to procure yellow Amber, 

‘TArabre jaune", at the coasts of the Baltic. The merchants of the Asiatic king said, that they collected this substance in those 

seas whore the Little Bear was in the zenith (“dans les mers ou la petite Ourse est au zeuith”), that is, where they no longer 

knew well how to steer. M. Delaunay adds, that these Asiatics were therefore the precursors of those Milesians and other travelers 

of whom Herodotus speaks, and the Assyrian text thus casts unexpected light on Commercial events in Northern Europe, at a time 

when those lands were otherwise past over in silence by tlie rest of the world. 

To the Swedish Assyrian Sabre must be added an exceptionally rare and costly iiersonal ornament, lately found in Den¬ 

mark, which can only have had an Assyrian origin. Thus Scandinavian finds have already confirmed the testimony of the Assyrian Tablet. 

But when the Assyrian Caravans came to Scandinavia to buy Amber, they did not come empty-handed. They brought 

vith them productions of their own lands, metals, jewels, spices, and other luxuries, to the rich and splendor-loving Bronze-using 

population. They must also have had interpreters. One thousand years before M. Oppert's Inscription, they were familiar with Iron, 

but Iron and the Runes apparently creep in to Scandinavia 3 or 4 centuries later than the 10th before Chri.>t. In my time the 

Scandlan school dated the first Iron Age 800 years after Christ. Dr. 0. Montelius, of Stockholm, now goes back to the 2nd before 

Christ. Thus in my time a march back of 1000 years. But we must go farther back still. 

' Prof. C. W. Smith, Prof, in the Slavonian Dialects and Literature in the University of Cheapinghaven. 

^ Engraved in Kohn & Mehlis, Torgeschichte des Menschen im Ostlichen Europa, Yol. 2, Jena 1879, p. 85. 

® Dec. ] , 1877. I have just received “Congres International d’Anthr. et d'Arch. Priiliist. Coiiipte-Rendu de la 8me ses., 

Budapest, 1876. Prem. Vol. 8vo.” At p. 457—460 is a communication on this Spear-head by M. le Comte Zawiska. The name of 

the owner is here spelt Szumowski. Dr. Wimnier’s letter is added in French, aud he decides that the runes give the mansuame 

34 
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inscription. With regard to the Fylfoot or Swastika he says: “This per-antique Svastika-mark, according 

to Rulikowski. means Blessing, and is often found on our grave-urns or funeral vessels, He adds 

that Bnrnouf, in his Sanskrit-lexicon, gives to this symbol the meaning of Blessing and the Life 

Everlasting. See hereon my Vol S. p. 509. 

Thanks to the kindness of the above gentlemen, we are now able to handle this relic. We 

see at a glance that it is almost a counterpart of the similar weapon found in 1865 at Mi'mcheberg, 

that old Wendish land now Germanized and a part of Prussia. The one is as little ‘-German as the 

other. Both are found in Slavonic countries. And the workmanship, style, ornaments, silver-inlay, are 

so alike in each that they might have been made by the same weapon-smith or in the same workshop. 

They are of about the same age. The runes, also inlaid with bits of silver wire, hammered in, aie 

•clear. They give us the owner’s (or maker’s) name, the mansname in reverst staves, and therefore 

redd from right to left, the oldest way of runic writing: 

TIL^RINGS. 

The first letter has the rare form with the straight top (T); a little bit of the 3rd rune, the l, 

has fallen out. The 5th character is apparently r; as we know R. and h. R and U, are often very like 

each other, but the decided swing seems here to give us R. The 7th rune is very precious, as adding 

one more to the many shapes of the ng. Ihe two angulars can he variously placed; heie they 

absolutely fit on and touch each other, thus forming a square. See Vol. 1, p. 149; the similar rune 

for NG. only still squarer, on Bracteate No. 78; and the variant on Bracteate No. 91. 

Much has been said and written about (w)odan, (w)oden, (w)odin, and his period, his settle¬ 

ments in Scandinavia, his minor clans but omnipotent and welcomed Civilisation and Arts among the 

older far less cultured Bronze-using populations. But adepts are now more and more agreed that his 

date must be placed far back, at least some 6 or 7 hundred years before Christ. This alone will 

explain his learning Letters, the Runes, from the Greek Colonies from Thrace and the Black Sea and 

the Crimea and Dnieper up towards the Vistula, as happily explained by Dr. Is. Taylor in his “Greeks 

and Goths”. And this alone is the key to whatever of Classical origin may early have entered into the 

Mvthical traditions or Art-ornamentation of the old Scandinavians. An author unknown to Dr. Taylor 

has long ago judiciously pointed out' that time is a most important factor in all such questions. — At 

TII-ARIDS. — At pp. 481—493 is a valuable paper by Dr. 0,?car Montelius, drawn up after a personal visit to the Museums of these 

Scando-Slavic provinces, in which he points out whole group.s of Early Iron Age antiquities, from graves, in use among those peoples 

but not among the Slavic tribes. His woodcuts are quite convincing. The dissertation bears the title: “Sur le Premier Age du Fer 

dans les provinces Baltiques de la Russie et en Pologne.” He entirely confirms all I have said. But he differs from me in this, that 

he thinks Runes may have been known to other Scando-Gothic tribes than the Scando-Anglo-Gothic. — .Tune 1879, See also a long 

resume of the history of this Spear-head in A. Kohn und C. Mehlis, Materialien zur Vorgeschichte des Meuschen im Ostlichen Euvopa, 

8vo, Vol. 2, Jena 1879, pp. 177 -184,-where a good engraving of both sides is given on a small scale. — In his paper "Die Stein- 

schiffe von Musching und die Wellalaiwe odev Teufelsbote Kurlands iiberhaupt’ (with 4 Plates, 8vo, Dorpat 1879), C. Grewingk shows 

that the Scandinavian Goths had temporary settlements in Courland itc. at least as early as the time of Christ, aud that these were 

continued or renewed, more or less as plundering-raids, thro the Wiking period. 

1 "Toutefois, nous devons declarer que nous eprouvons quelque hesitation a admettre une epoque aussi vecente que celle 

indiquee ci-dessus [Tan 70 avant notre ere] pour Tarrivee d’Odin en Scandinavie. L’histoire de ce mysterieux personnage est entouree 

de tenebres qui semblent iiidiquer une antiquite beaucoup plus reculee. II est peu vraisemblable que le fabiileux edifice de la religion 

qui lui est attribuee, que la poesie, que les institutions nationales aient re^u leur immense developpement dans le court espace de 

270 ans qui separe .le regne d’Odin d'avec les premieres migrations gothiques vers le midi de TEurope. De si grands resultats 

semblent demander beaucoup plus de temps. “La tradition, dit Bailly, gros,sit eii roulant a travers les siecies; elle se cliarge et 

s’enveloppe de fables; mai.s toute enveloppe a un noyau, et ce noyau, e'est la verite historique.’’ L’histoire d'Odin, qui est ici le 

novau, nous parait trop problematique et trop profondement enveloppee, pour etre placee si prLs du jour ou I'histoire a succeJe a 

la fable. Puis, comment se fait-il qu'une revolution aussi importante ait echappe aux excellentes informations de Tacite, qui ecrivit 

seulement cent vingt ans apres, et qui n’en a pas parle? Comment ces Ases, si reniarquables par leur culte et par leurs mmurs, 

auraient-ils ete incounus des geographes latins au temps de Pompee? Comment enfin une religion si prodigieuse par ses conceptions, 

par ses mythes, ses poesies, et par Telan et I’enthousiasme qu’elle produisit, se serait-elle, dans un aussi court espace, fonuee, 

developpee, puis miirie et affaissee au point de disparaitre sans combat au premier contact avec le christianisme, qui etait la religion 

des vaincus? Taut de puissance religieuse parait incompatible avec si peu de duree. II a fallu des siecies pour creer la religion des 

Goths, il a fallu bien des annees de cldcadence pour en preparer la chute. Or, ne serait-il pas plus rationnel de reporter, a Texemple 

de Saxon le gramroairien, I'expedition d’Odin vers 600 ans avant J.-C.? Cette epoque aurait I'avantage de coi'ncider avec celle iiidiquee 

par Freret. pour la migration des Cimmeriens, vers le nord de I'Europe. Ces demiers partirent, coninie Odin, des bords de la Mer- 

Noire et du Palus Meotide, et vinrent, comme lui, s’etablir sur ie territoire actuel du Danemark qui, d'apres leur nom, s'appela 

Ciinbrie. Les Cimmeriens, qui disparaissent dans I’histoire grecque, peuvent bien etre le.s Ases de la tradition gotliique. On peut 

attribuer egalement'a Tinvasion des Cimmeriens ou a celle d’Odin la nuance esclavonne qui existe dans la laiigue scandinave, et qui 

la distingue des idiomes teutoniques.” — Ch. J/. de Souvdeval, Etudes Gothiques. 8uo. Tours 183!). pp. 11—13. 
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all events wc know that .Scando-Gothic peoples dwelt and wandered along the coasts of the Baltic, 

over into Scandinavia, from times long before Christ and downwards. This gave rise to the trade in 

Amber (gl*,5, bay in Tlenmark and Iceland, beexsten in Sweden, eat and bebxstex in Norway; in O.-Engl. 

it was called eolh-saxd, or smvltixg, as well as by the half Greek word elehtbe), and to the traditions 

about GLrESisVALL. Hither was it also that ancient sayings led bodies of Scandinavians when over¬ 

population was a trouble. They drew thro “Scythia”, the old route up ' the Buna and the Dnieper, 

even as far as the Black Sea. But they were met by two great on-rolling folk-streams, the Slavonians 

and the Fins, who took their places along the Northern Baltic lands, and even the Scando-Gothic 

Estland became Finnish. As early as the 6th century the Wends were masters of the regions now 

known as Mecklenburg, Pomerania and Riigen. Other Slavons threw the Finnish tribes back northward. 

Ihe Upsala kings led many expeditions of revenge or recovery against Estland and East-rike, and 

alterwards of conquest to Kyrialand and Finland. By the year 800 whole districts near Novgorod 

obeyed Waraegian or Waring or Scandinavian and English Goths, so that the Baltic itself got the name 

the Warmgian or Waring Sea. Higher Civilisation, better Law, finer Weapons and Discipline, higher 

Statesmanship and the strong arm in general founded Earldoms and Kingdoms among these Slavic 

peoples as tar North as Novgorod and as far south as Kief. So says song and saga and many a sober 

skinbook. The same thing has happened in our own day with “the English in India”. And probably 

because these Wendish Estonians and wild Fins best knew the nearest Swedish coast at Ros-lagen 

(Rodin, Rods-lag), they gave all Sweden the name euotzi, euotzi-maa, all Swedes the name eotsi, 

RUOTZALAINEX.‘ Picking up the name from the Finnish coast clans, the inland Slavic tribes gave their 

masters the name EUS, RUSI. Scando-Gothic Early-Iron remains are found in graves, &c. from Courland 

up to Novgorod. 

But the same stream of tradition for these Scando-Slavic movements in the Early Iron 

Age states that these clans threw off the yoke somewhere about 86S, drove their rulers from 

among them, relapst into lawlessness and barbarism, then repented, and sent a deputation to 

Sweden for rulers sprung from their former dynasties. Three brothers, Rurik, Sineus (Sune) and 

Truvor (Thurvard) accepted the offer, marcht to Slavonia with their chiefs and warriors, and formed 

•‘kingdoms” in Novgorod and elsewhere whence gradually was developt the present “Russian” Empire. 

Two other Waring brothers, Askold and Dir, carved out “kingdoms” at [\ief and in other places. This 

was in the last half of the 9th century; and it is this originally Scandinavian, afterwards Nationalized 

and Christianized, movement which spread on during the later Iron Age into the Christian period. 

Now in late years these later Iron Age historical outlines of Russian history have been 

abundantly proved by repeated finds in Scando-Russian graves &c. of undoubtedly Scandinavian Jewels 

and Weapons from the later Iron Age. But as yet no RUNE-inscribed — and therefore absolutely 

undeniable — proof has turned up from Scando-Russian finds in the Early Iron Age. 

THIS SPEAR-HEAD is the first such direct written evidence known to me. It is doublv costly as 

explaining at the same time the fellow-piece in the grave at Miincheberg, and, the 5th century Ring 

with runes and the Golden Bracteates, one of them with runes, found at Ccirlin in Pomerania (see 

Bracteates, No. 29), besides others, Mark-Brandenburg and Pomerania being parts of the old Gothic March. 

All these things are now at once understood. They have all been exhumed in the line of 

these ancient Gothic settlements, are all from the Early Iron Age, all bear the usual Old-Northern 

Runes, and are all Swedish, or, if not. Danish or Norwegian, in a word are Gothic. No one will now 

dream of calling the Golden Bracteates “German”, or a Weapon with Old-Northern workmanship and 

an Old-Northern name in Old-Northern runes dug up in Polish-Slavonia “a German piece with Gei'man 

runes” [of which we have otherwise no trace and no tradition] “from a G^'man land”. 

’ See niv remarks on such movable folknames Yol. 1, p. (19 and foil., and add the notes of the excellent Striunholm (Svenska 

Folkets Historia, Svo. Vol. 2. Stockholm 1336, p. 310): “So for instance the Laps call Ru.ssia Karjeli-rika from the adjoining Karelen, 

and Norway Mcera from the name of the Norwegian province. And the Letts call Russia Kreeva-semme, from the Slavic stem nearest 

to them, the Krivitsches,. The Fins give Estland the name JHi'O-maa from Wir-land, a district in Estonia. Germany they call 

Sa.Ta-maa, from Saxen. .Many such examples could be quoted. See Thunnian s Nord. VOlk. — “In the .same way, among hundreds 

such, the name Kitai reacht the Russians thro the Mongols, and the name Sim reacht Euroise thro the Arabians, tho in those days 

the Chinese called their country neither Sina nor Kitai. So the Russians have given us Samojed, Kamtschadal, Jakut, for the native 

Objondh\ Itebnen. Socha; and our Fins, Laps. Fstonians, call themselves Sitomalainen. Sabmelads, Somelased." 
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,4t Vol. 2, p. 882 [ spoke of the many examples of gold and silver inlay on iron found in 

Northern lands and dating from the Early Iron .kgc.* For remarks on similar objects from the Later 

Iron Age see Worsaae, “^^IjL^ii^jien-Fnndet” (,Aarboger f. Nord. Oldk. 1869, pp- 203 217), wheie he 

handles the Iron Axe, heathen date, inlaid with silver and gold. See particularly the facsimile-plates 

and p. 210. — Under ENGLAND, THAMES, will be found a notice of a lately discovered Old-English 

inscribed Knife, from Kent; letters and ornaments inlay in Silver and Brass; not in runes; date 8th or 

9th yearhmidred. [Early Wiking-swords have lately been found, with runes &c. in sted-mre inlai/]. 

Since the above was written Dr. 0. Montelius, as antiquarian, and Prof. V. Thomsen, as linguist, 

have defended the traditionary view of the Scandinavian settlements in Russia, in addresses at the 

Philological Congress in Cbeapinghaveii, July 1876, and Candidate J. C. H. R. Steenstrnp has ably 

vindicated the claims of Denmark to a share in these movements. See bis valuable "Indledning i 

Normannertiden’', 8vo, Kjobenhavn 1876, pp. 119—126, 194—202. Prof. V. Thomsen's Lectures in 

0.xford have now (Jan. 1878) appeared under the title “The Relations between Ancient Russia and 

Scandinavia”, 8vo, Oxford & London, 1877. Here the learned Danish philologist gives a clear resume 

of the whole question as to Scando-Gothic (especially Swedish) settlements in Finnish and Slavic 

countries in the Early as well as in the Later Iron Age (under Rurik), and proves that this fact can 

now no longer be gainsaid. In connection read his lecture on the same subject, printed in “Forhandlingerne 

ved de skandinaviske Naturforskeres 11 te Mode i Kjobenhavn 1873", 8vo, Kjobenhavn 1874, p, 629 —640. 

Thus 1 consider it certain that this piece is Gothic or Scandinavian, may be much older but 

not later than the 4th century. Whether we read tiljeeings or til^hings, we get a good old Scando- 

Gothic mansname, and, as we see, it has the per-antique nominative-ending in -s of strong nouns. It 

is TiLiERiNGS, not TILRIRISGR, as indeed is natural at so early a period, We are all familiar with the 

mansname (h)eixg, and with names of which (h)rixg is the first or the last limb. In Scandinavia it 

very early became so scarce, that I only remember to have seen hringr (etsgr), m., and heixgja, f. 

There is no compound found before, except, in the later runes (Gotland) rinkorm. In England and in 

0. Germ, and 0. Sa.x. dialects we have many ancient compounds, both with and without the H. 

MtiNCHEBEEG, MARK-BEAiNDENBURG, NOW IN GERMANY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 880. 

Only the mansname: RaSNiNGJi. 

GORLIN, POMERANIA, NOW A PART OF GERMANY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400 — 500. 

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 600. 

See also Bracteates Nos. 3. ? Bohemia; 29, Pomerania; 81, ? Mecklenburg; 93, Posen. 

• Add the notice of Mr. Franks, “HorBe Ferales”, p. 209; “An Anglo-Saxon spear-head decorated with silver was found 

on the Sussex Downs, at Coombs near Steyning; see ‘Sussex Archfeological Collections’, vol. ii. p. 2G9. British Museum.” See also 

a Sword inlaid with silver, in Dr. 0. Montelius, Sveriges Forntid, 8vo, Atlas, 2, Jeroaldern, No. 506. — “Mais ceux que les loix 

appellant Barbaricarios, c'estoient ceux qui gravoient les armes, & qui les doroient ou argentoient: ou bien qui d’une main subtile 

representoient'sur icelles avec filets d’or ou d’argent des figures d’hommes, de bestes, ou d’aiitres choses naturelles. 

Quant au nom de Barbarieaires, il a este donne aux graveurs, & doreurs des armes que Ton faisoit es officines publiques des 

Empereurs, a, cause qua Barharis hccc opera emanarunt, comme dit Guido Pancirolus: c’est a dire, que tels enrichisseraens ont este 

inventez chez les Peuples barbares: a raison dequoy, on les a nommez Barharica opera., & par consequence les ouvriers, 

Bcirbaricarios.” — Nic. Bergier, Histoire des Grands Chemins de I’Empire Romain. 4to. Nouv. ed. Vol. 2, Bruxelles 1728, p. 690. 

This old testimony is confirmed in a masterly paper, richly illustrated, in Vol. 1, pp. 501—541 of Coiiipte-Rendu of the 

ArchfEol. Congress at Buda-Pest in 1876: “L'Age du Fer. Etude sur I’Art Gothique. Par M. Henszlmann.” Only, instead of calling 

these art-workers "Barbarians” he identifies them more decisively as Goths. See also greenmocst, in archaic moncments. 





WILHELM GRIMM. 

1786 — 1869. 

IN MEMO RIA M. 



THE BUZEU RING. 

See under the gothic march. 

THE NORDENDORF BROOCHES, 1&2. 

See under England. 

OSTHOFEN BROOCH. 

See under England. 

THE CHAR NAT BROOCH. 

See under Norway. 

THE GORLIN RING. 

See under the gothic march. 

THE BRUNSWICK CASKET. 

See under England, 

THE FREI-LAUBERSHEIM BROOCH. 

■See under Norway. 

THE FRANKS CASKET. 

See under England. 
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EMS, NASSAU. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500 — 600. 

I have never seen this piece. All that I know of it is from a short paper (by D. R.) in 

“Correspondenzblatt des Gesammtvereins der deutschen Geschichts- und Alterthumsvereine”, No. 5, 

May 1878, 4to, from which I have exactly copied, full size — Heliotype by Hr. Pacht — the drawing 

there given, This silver Brooch, unhappily only a fragment, about one half being lost, was found near 

Ems some years ago, It is in private hands, and has never been properly made public. D. R. states 

that it was submitted to Dr. M. Rieger, and that the above drawing is not correct. Dr. Rieger’s text, 

as communicated by D. R., is to the effect that he thought the one side bore the letters 

n p p N P 
= tJw.a;D.s:, 

while the other in his eyes, assisted by a lens, showed something like 

Under these circumstances 1, following the good example of Dr. Rieger, decline to attempt 

any explanation of scribbles so uncertain and so fragmentary. — The Pin itself is doubtless of 

English origin. 
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Slli JOHJ^ YOUNG SIMPSON. 

1811 — 1870. 

IN MEMORIAM. 



This work handles especially things bearing the older or old-northeen runes. But, like as 

in my Vol. 2, p. 607—628, I gave an abstract of the results furnisht by many monuments (Vol. 2. 

p. 629 — 826) in the later or Scandinavian staves, which all say they can read, — showing glaring 

archaisms and neologisms and proofs of old local peculiarities not to be explained by the modern 

theory of “one language all over Scandinavia”, this mythical “one language” being the late mixt Icelandic, 

and even that taken as graciously fixt and formulated for us by modern editors and grammarians chiefly 

from 14th century skinbooks, — so 1 here add freak examples and parallel formulas from sources not 

then known to me. Under the wing of these “illegalities”, the variations on older stones, as in vellums 

and books and the mouths of the people, — where “the Schoolmaster” has not yet extirpated the 

clan-talk and dragooned everything into one orthodox uniformity —, may be allowed to rest in peace. 

We cannot continue to pronounce everything “miscut”, or “carved for fun”, or in “a dialect made by 

the author”, or “a magical formula”. The time will come when all these things will be eagerly studied, 

not superciliously ignored. 

Meanwhile my argument was and is, that if suchlike exist on the later blocks, still stranger 

forms might be expected on things himdreds of years older-, and that our business is, -not to fabricate 

a priori a language as we think it ought to have been, but patiently and trustfully and reverently to 

collect from the old-laves still left us the local talks they actually used at any given time and place, — 

for such things alter as years roll on. — Corrections to Vol. 2 are here entered in alphabetical order. 

Vol. 2, p. 608. last line. For he read she. 

,, „ ,, ,. The bind for an (and on). — Angarn, Upland, dikuj/aivtr (where the man 

is one bind). — Bjornum, Upl. P,4A'SI. 

,, ,, ,, 608 — 610. The variant-runes for y. — j* ; Frestad, Upl. ryisa. — Hofva, Upl. 

ryisa. — |J and Limgersds, Narike. ryrlifr. — TFmho, Upl. ryra. — Tumho, Sodermanland. 

itVN. — h; See English Sceatta, under kragehul Spear-shaft, 

,, ,, ,, 611. Strong nouns nom. s. in -s. Hogby, E. Gotland, treks, — Ireland, chnungs. 

Karkstad, Upl. harals. — Lunda, Gestrikland. hulms. — Oddum, N. Jutland, eurulfs. 

., ,, ,, 612. Strong m. nouns, otherwise with no ending in n. sing, in -R. — To baranr 

(burnr goes out) add the £0ENR of the Maeshowe slab, Vol. 1, p. 485. In the Danish Museum of 

Northern Antiquities is a splendid golden Rood from Ouro in Holbmksfjord. (See Worsaae, Nordiske 

Oldsager, Kjobenhavn 1859, p. 130, 1). It is a Reliquary, doubtless for remains of the Holy king Olaf 

(t 1030), and was used as a pectoral Cross. On the front, above and below the arms of the crucified 

Healer, are the words: iSACOS (=^ ISACUS, Isaac, the type of Christ) and olaf ccnunce (= olaf king). 

Here it is self-evident that the e in cununc-e is the melting away of the older noramative-mark -r. 

This piece, which is not later than the latter half of the 11th century, is thus of the same age as 

many of the Scandinavian-runic stones. 

,, ,, 628. TS = ST. Veda, Upl. curtsain. 
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Vol. 2, p. 613. Strong masc. Nouns and Adjectives ac. s. in a vowel or the half-vowel -r. 

(Such examples of -R, exprest both by -A and exist by scores). — Ashy. Neerike. bOia. — Ashy, 

Sbdermanland. fau^ra; ? aurgr. — Hall, Upl. i>urkarO; facurO; beupuro. — Helganas, Smal. uialfa. — 

Kumla, Upl. FAPURO. — Marma, Upl. ofaikr. — 'Nomme, Smal. fahura. — Skon, Medelpad. sunu. 

,, ,, ,, 617. Nasal Nouns. Mallosa, Narike. STUKN. 

,, ,, ,, ,, Nasal Nouns fern. g. s. in -UR. Delsho, Helsingland. RueUR. — Jixder, Sbder¬ 

manland. SIFUE. — Lundby, Sbderm. UINUR. — Ramstad, Sbderm. au£UR. — L''>'valla, Narike. kunur. 

tasir, young girls. Skalmstad, Upl. siu tasir. 

TIN, tine, grave-pillar. Vol. 2, p. 976. — Brohy, Upl. riti itain. — Eckersholm, Smaland. 

Riw^/TYN ^ANi. — Ekehy, Upl. lat rta itn. — Salmimge, Upl. riti i&un. — Smaland, Sweden, litu 

HAKUA I5UN. — Stafsund, Upl. RiSTU TIN (i)iNA. — Titmho, Sbderm. (raitce uyn). — Vible, Upl. 

L^T ITIN RITA. 

PUILR, Speaker, Priest. Berga. Sbderm. 

UNIMNK, un-nithing, not mean, generous. Vol. 2, p. 785. Hofgdrd, E. Gotl. mist uniwk. 

Names of Gods. Tjursdk&t', Upl. sakse-tuni>r, = (w)oden. — England. i>dr. — Vesterhy, 

Upl. PUR. — Vin'ing, N. Jutland. PUR. 

Patronymics in-ing. — Ashy, Sbdermanland. Obka=Ubinga: abka = arfinga. — Nomme, Sma¬ 

land. TiURKA = diuringa. — Skee, Bohuslan. ilfihr = ilfing, ylfing, wulfing; inuh = inung. 

Pronoun dat. dual, to-iis-two. Ruk, E. Gotland, okr. 

Pron. g. pi. m., of us, our. Ashy, Sbdermanland. Usa. 

Pron. ac. pi. f., two. Rok, E. Gotl. tua. 

Vol. 1, p. 38; Vol. 2, p. 620. — i (ki, g, h, &c.) as prefixb Brohy, Upl. itain. — Eckers- 

hohn, SmMand. ityn; isunr. — Ekeby, Upl. itn. — Lunda, Gestrikland. ibiurn. — Salmunqe, Upl. 

IPUN. — Smaland, Sweden, ieun. — Tumbo, Sbderm. ipyn. — Vible, Upl. itin. 

Vol. 2, p. 927. KiN-RUNOAR, Vestevhy, Upl. — kini-run, Vaksala, Upl. — kuni-runa, Pilgdrds, 

Gotl. — kina-stina, Rockelstad, Upl. — (ku)n-stn, Virring, N. Jutland. 

,, ,, ,, 618. Verbs 3 s. p. in -o or -u. — Torpa, Vestmanland. lOPU. 

Verb 3 s. p. fawed, made, carved, f^i(pi), Skee, Bohuslan. — fiupe, Pilgdrds, Gotland. — 

Fi.a:(pi), Orja, Skane. 

,, Vol. 2, p. 619. 3 pi. p. rPRU for -rpu. Lungersds, N®rike. kipru. 

,, 3 pi. p. in -UN. Bjorko. Smaland. suikun, 

,, 3 s. pres. subj. in -ai. Ny Larsker, Bornholm, stai. See Vol. 2, p. 812. — Rok, E. Gotl. uoknai. 

,, Vol. 2, p. 619. Infinitives in -an (n not yet fallen away). Garn, Upl. reisn. — Rok, 

E. Gotl. HUHAN. — Virke, Skane. stantan. 

Vol. 2, p. 623. — N not yet elided. — Arja, Sbderm. unulfu. Vol. 2, p. 634. — Ashy, 

Narike. an(i)su.ar. — Brenner, Zillerthal. unfota. — Fosie, Skane. ansburn. — Helganas, Smal. padn. 

— Ireland, anlaf. — Lofri, Upl. on. ~ Lundby, Upl. onsur — Malstad, Upl. ansuars. — Norrala, 

Helsingland. anasuipr. — Skafsd, Norway, onlotr. — Skalmstad. Upl. in. — Stenqvista, Sbderm. 

SIQUN. — Torpa, Vestmanland. an. 

Vol. 2, p. 619. The formula a, a mik, oivns me. — Greenmount, Ireland, a soerp peta. — 

Korsodegdrd, Norway, a mik. — Kruse, Gotland, a mik. — Odensholm, Upl. a bro. — Skara, W. Gotl. 

mik a. — Urskoug, Norway, a mik. 

. A-prefix. Jerna, Sbderm. a-bu. — Hdsselhy, Upl a-si. — Ldderstad, Upl. a-risa. 

A-BU-, bless. P. 739, Vol. 2. J&t'na, Sbderm. uinr (krist) a-bu h(a)n! 

birka, bless, save, P. 914, Vol. 2. Smaland, Sweden, kut birki ant! 

^ By a similar phonetic movement we find on Gaulish Christian g^rave-stones earlier than the 8th century iscala, ispmiTCS, 

ISTEPHAJIUS, ISPES, iscHOLA. iSTETiT. is.MAfUGOts, iscBiPSiT. ISTCDICM. which in French have become Escalier, Esprit, Etienne, Espoir, 

Ecole, Ete, Emeraude. Ecrivit, Etude. See Le Blmit. Inscriptions Chretiennes de la Gaule, antcrieures au Vllle siecle, Vol. 1, Paris 

185(3, p. CXVIII, 4to. Le Blant supposes that in Base or Vulgar Latin a host of other words was spelt and sounded in the same 

way (iSTABCLC.M. Etable, istagkdm. Etang, isteata. Estrade, ispecies, Espke, ispina, Epine, &o. &c.). Among many other local or 

archaic forms on the monuments, he enumerates at p. 336: i.uaritata, ifilia. imirae, ireddere , ivekeriae. emorit. ends, and reminds 

us of VaiTo’s ESCM for sEM. — On the coins of William Rufus of England we have this i prefix dialectically creeping in. Thus 

lELFRIC = ALFRIC Or .SLFRIC, lELNOO = .ELFNOD, lELFWlKE = .ELFWINE. &C. 
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SIA, to bless. Vol. 2, p. 738. Baghg, Gland, kge ata sta! — Hmselby, UpL 

— Rogslosa, E. Gotl. siiEL ^su si a! — Yesterhy, Upl. an tUR su Ki(n)-R(u)NOAR! 

Adverb.s. iaiuka, ever, aye, Pilgdrds, Gotland. 

A-si (sil ku)t! 

ABRAHAMSTORP, WEST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 738. — 1 have since personally examined this stone, in company with Lector Karl 

Torin of Skarah A scathe right across has now obliterated most of the iftir and all the ans. As I 

now take it, su is the pronoun she, not the verb to see. The important correction is kilka, not kilia. 

BUJRN RSIT STIN tINSI (IFTIR) MUt, FILUKA SlA (= SIN Or SINA). KUt JALBI (ans) SUNL (= SUAL), 

OK SU KILKA SATA-MARKi! 

BIURN RAISED STONE THIS AFTER THIUTB, FELLOW (COmrade) SIN (his). GOD HELP (Ms) SOUL, 

EKE (and) SHE the-HOLY SAINT-MARY! 

The H is often locally pronounced so hard as to be = K. I therefore look on kilka as = 

W-YLh. = HOLY, and marki as = marhi = mary = maria; the saint-mary having become one name, so that 

HOLY was prefixt afresh. — We have the same formula on the Sarestad block, same p. 738. Lector 

Torin’s^ excellent drawing shows that a fragment has been broken away below, so that on the right 

we have now only half an s after bidrn, and on the left 2 dots before halbi. Among other corrections, 

HiMLA is hilka, and we must read: 

(e)MIKR LAK1>I STIN tANSI IFTIiJ STINBIURN, (Sun sin ku|:>an. kuf)) HALBI UT HANS, AUK SU HILKA SATA-MARJa! 

eMING LAID STONE THIS AFTER STINBIURN, (Son Sin = htS good. God) HELP OND (sOul) HIS, 

EKE SHE the-HOLY SAINT-MARY.' 

See BlGBY, HASSELBY, KORPEBRO. ROGSLOSA, tjursAker, vesterby, virring, Vol. 2, p. 660 and 738, 

and a ’parchment bur uigi bik under England in this section. 

iBY, SODEEMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

P. 670, 1. — There is a second instance of sioun (with the n) for seven on the Stenqvista 

stone, which see farther on. 

iLBORG, N. JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

See under brynderslev. 

ALFVELOSA, OLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 630. — In the Flatey-codex of the Hyndlu-li66, lu is twice written for u; stanza 6, 

line 7, iunga for unga; st. 9, 1. 3, iungi for ungi. See Flateyjarbok, Vol. 1, Christiania 1860, p. 12. 

ALSIKE, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 623, 4. — After RU 1 accidentally omitted the concluding words lufa libi, to-his- 

LEFE (beloved) lithe (comrade). We must also remember that auk eir may be adk;^keir, in the usual 

way of doubling. — Since then this block has been given in Dybeck’s Runurkimder, folio, 2, 232. But 

* Since publisht by him in “WestergOtlands Runinskrifter", Part 1, Lund 1871. Roy. 8vo. P. 10, pi. 10. 

^ Id. Part 2, Lund 1877, p. 20, pi. 43. 
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its upper half is now lost. What is left shows the correctness of the old text. The fragment now 

bears: oi>smdnt2? auk e(i).^u sin, sutu burutur. ulfkil auk ru lufa (l) ... 

Thus the only difference, should Dybeck be right, is AUK RU instead of lUK RU, both which mean the 

same: hewed these Runes. 

ANGARN, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

No. 473 in Liljegren; No. 112 in Dybeck’s Sverikes Run-urkunder, folio. JI. The latter shows 

that in the name uikumantr the man is one bind, t (Y, d, K). 

ANGBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 795. — This stone is given in Dybeck’s Runurkunder, fol. 2, 236, and we there 

read mihel, as I had suggested, kati or k.®ti may sometimes be = gait, gladden, which governs an accusative. 

ANGBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 632. — This stone goes out as to the word markapu. It has appeared in’ Dybeck’s 

just publisht (Jan. 1870) Runurkunder, folio, II, No. 160. His reading gives ant for at, markam for 

MARKAPU, Otherwise agreeing with Bautil. ~ In YI+fKI the Y, m. may be a miscarving for h. But it 

may also be, here, a contraction for mensku, with mildyiess or mildly, mercifidly. Thus either = hialbi or 

MENSKU ialbi. See the same formula — mesku giristr litin, menshly (mildly) CHRIST lete (see, hless, 

3 pers. s. pres, subj.) — on the Brackestad block. Upland, under Korpebro, further on. 

ANGVRETA, upland, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 633, 884. — Goes out as to the mansuame unru, if Dybeck be correct. There is 

some mistake at my p. 884. He has daru not unru. As to this name unru elsewhere, see under 

KirkebS, further on. 

IRJ A, SODERM ANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 634. — Prof. C. Save prefers to derive the name yski “from a name answering to 

the Icel. (ESKI or oski, m. (the wisht one), from 6sk, f. Thus yski for Y'NSKI. Compare Gotlandish 

YNSKi, m. wish, Ohg. wunsc, m., 0. Engl, wusc.” 

iSBT, N^EIEE, SWEDEN. 

In Mallosa Parish, Asker Hundred. Only mentioned by Liljegren (No. 1033). Is figured 

incorrectly by Hofberg (Nerikes Gamla Minnen, p. 88), and I have another drawing of it. But Dybeck 

has now several times visited it, and has communicated to me his new and careful copy (since publisht 

in bis Runa, folio, Vol. 1, p. 92. PI. 21). It reads: 

ANUATR LET AEKA STEN PANE EFTR BUIA, FAPUR SIN. HAN UAP TUP I UIXOU. PO FIUB lU AN(l)SUAE. 

ANUAT LET HEW (cavve) STONE THIS AFTER BUI, FAIHBR SIN {llis}. BE WORTH DEAD 

(was slain) in vin-ey, tho (when) fwb hewed (slew, killed) aN(1)Suar. 



Asby. — ASPO. 28i 

VIN-EY, now viN-0, is a large iland half a Swedish mile from Asby, in the lake Hjelmaren. 

For the last words compare the closing lines of the Husby stone, Sodermanland: 5a at i atjsmki hiue 

AS0K, IFNTI KINA UISTR. TRO (when) THAT IN EAST-THING (battle Oitt east) ke-HEWED (sleiv) ASVR, EVEN-AS 

(as also) KINI out-WEST. The an(i)sdar is plain enough; it is (with the anasuke of the Norrala stone) 

the oldest form yet found. bEia is also very forn, having the ac. in -a. 

ISBY, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

No. 964 in Liljegren is the text, No. 706 in Goransson’s Bautil is the woodcut, of the runic 

block at Asby, Helgaro Socken (Parish). But I durst not use this piece — altho it there bears the 

ac. s. m. FAUtRA for father — till a later and better drawing was at hand. This is now happily the 

case. My indefatigable antiquarian friend Baron Olof Hermeliu has just (March 1871) favored me with 

drawings of all the 3 sides of the monument. Goransson only gives the principal side. This, besides 

its long inscription in a worm-scroll, has 3 Twig-runes. Another flank bears the figui'e of a Wild-Man 

or God, and some runes, of which we at present say nothing. Side 3 has the sign of the Cross.   

This monolith, as Baron Hermelin informs me, lies in an immense grave-field, strown with hundreds of 

grave-hows, stone* settings, &c. some of them 3-cornered. some of them boat-shaped, — At present I 

am inclined to look on this lave as from the 10th century, and raised to a man who believed in both 

the heathen Gods and in the strong God Christ. — The inscription reads, in my opinion; 

UMAL AUK HIRARNLA RAISTI STAIN 1>ANIS AT AUEGR, USA FAUtRA, STUOL AUK KUL UBKA. 

HAN T (? = TRAB) ABKA (? = ARBINKA) SIN. 

UilAL EKE HIRARNLA RAISED STONE THIS AT (to) AURG, OUR FATHER, and-tO-STDOL EKE 

KUL UBING (- UB‘S-SON). HE DRAPE (slew) EEIR SIN (hls). 

The scarce AURGid, if not = aur-gair, may be — aurigr, the muddy, clayey, and thus another 

instance of the accus. s. ending in the half-vowel ~r. — Should my reading be correct, and Usa be a 

separate word with the meaning our — it will be an archaism of great value, taking us thro the older 

Swedish var, vara (of us),' feel, var, 0. E. ure, user, to the M. Goth, unsara. See the usa, our 

(n. pi. fern.) of the Swedish Bjorketorp stone. — And in this case, we have a stone, for the first time, 

in which the speakers say we, altho this pronoun is understood, not written. 

The words han : t : abka : sin are written outside the worm-scroll, there being no more room 

left there. Hence the contraction t, to save space. It is not sure that this t is short for trab, but 

very likely, abka I look on as one of the many instances in which R is elided, both in sound and spelling. 

ASPO, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 638. — Dec, 1871. Count 0. Hermelin has just favored me with the following 

information here-anent. The block has been taken out of the churchporch wall, whereby some additional 

runes have been gained; but some are gone since Brocman’s time, others are still more worn by tramp. 

The corrections made by Hermelin from the stone are: trebin, not jeibin, gutlanti, not kutlanti. The 

last words are: KUt hilbi anta hans, no a after hans. Taking away this last stave, and remembering 

the above small betterings, my reading and translation remain unchanged. — P. 642. I have now met 

with an English example of bridge-building from pious motives as early as the 11th century: 

|:)e preost him wile haten j^et he nime jia i 'the priest him will hote (hid) that he nim (take) 

ilke elite oc>er his wur5 and dele hit wrecche I that ilk (same) aht (property) or his (its) woHh, and 

monne oSer to brugge o9er to chirche weorke deal (disti'ihute) it to-wretched men, or for a-BRlDGE 

. \ or to (for) Church work ^c. 

See Old (read Early) English Homilies, &c. Ed. by R. Morris. Vol. 1. London 1867, p. 31. (Early 

Engl. Text Soc.) — A correspondent to Notes and Queries, March 30, 1872, p. 258, draws attention 

to the following quotation from Bishop Ivennett: — “It is a good and pious custom in Ireland that 

the natives on passing over a bridge invariably pull off their hats, or, giving some other token of 
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respect, pray for the soul of the builder of the bridge.” — On a brass plate found in the foundations 

of the old bridge at Stanford, Worcestershire, England, is the inscription: — “Pray for Humphrey 

Pakynton, Esq., born in Stanford, whyche payde for the workmanshepe and makeing of this brygg — 

the whyche was rered and mayed the 1st day of May, and in the 1st year of the rayne of King 

Edward the Sixth.” — (Thus in 1547.) Notes and Quenes, April 13, 1812, p. 308. — That valuable 

and learned work “The Lay Folks Mass Book, Offices in English according to the use of York, from 

Manuscripts of the Xth to the XVth century”, by Canon T. F. Simmons, 8vo, London lb79, publisht 

by the Early English Text Society, contains a number of Bidding Prayers. One of these, date 1405, 

at p. 65, has the passus: — “And for al pilgrymes and palmers and for al that any gode gates [ways, 

journies = pilgrimages] has [have] gane or sal [shall] ga. and for thaim that brigges and stretes [bridges 

and roads] makes [make] and amendes [restore] that god grant us parte of thare gode dedes and thaim 

of oures.” Thus we see how Holy Church continued publicly to acknowledge the merit of Bridge¬ 

building, &c. The oldest enactment in England which has come down to us, is in the Canons under 

king Edgar, 959 — 975; and the custom continues among us down to nearly 1700! 

AXLUNDA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 626. — Perhaps aborfastr, as one word. Compare the N. I. afrafastr. 

BlGBY, CLAND, SWEDEN. 

Another instance of sia to see, bless. It is Lilj. 1302, Bautil 1059, Bure Ms. Runah. No. 590. 

(For formulas of Blessing, see abrahamstorp, and the list there added). 

KUtBRATR AUK SUAIN RAISTU STAINA UNA AFTIR BRUtR SIN, AT. KUt ATA SIA. 

KUTHBRAT (=GUDBRAND) EKE SUAIN RAISED STONE THIS AFTER BROTHER SIN (thdr), AT. 

May-GOD ihe-OND (sold) see (bless) I 

BlLLESTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 643. — The 2nd Part of “Upplands Fornrainnesfbrenings Tidskrift” (Svo. Stockholm 

1872) has now (May 1873) been publisht. The Aggeby stone, Lilj. 378, has been re-found, and is 

given at p. 69, with the verses as corrected from the stone by Docent Hjalmar Kempff, p. 80. They are: 

MENU IKI MiRKi MUN (may) NOT grave-MARKS 

MiRi uiRtA. I MORE (greater) worth (he). 

In consequence of this new formula, I have re-examined the Ballestad stone, No. 1, and think 

my reading must be amended. The block is very rough below, and the rune-carver, as is usual in 

such cases, has past over this ragged surface. Therefore nothing wants before the first'word, UK, or 

after the word wkstap, but iar will be = hiar, here. 1 take m to have fallen away before the line 

beginning with UNU, I after the line ending with kir, and tu. 5 before the line beginning with IR. In 

this way unuiki and the strange ir will disappear, and the real text will be: 

UK, ARRIL UK KUI 

tIR KARIPU IAR RIKSTAt. 

(m)UNU IKI MIRKI 

MAIRI UIR5A 

1>AN ULFS SUNIR 

IFTIR KIR(i]DU, 

{d)ir SUINAR 

AT SIN FAtUR. 



VK, ARKIL EKE (and) KUl 

THEY GARED (made) HERE a-THlNG-STEAD. 

MVN (may) not grave-MARKS 

MORE (greater) worth (he) 

THAN-here vlfs sons 

AFTER-kim GARED. 

THOSE SWAINS (voilths) 

AT (to) SIN (their) father. 

Their Father's name was therefore hlp. Compare the like closing lines on the Salna stone, Upland: 

’ GOOD SWAINS (youths) 

I GARED (raised) at (to) sin (their) father. 

May NOT BAiBij (road) -cumbels (marks) 

better worth (he). 

P. 645. (No. 2). As I said, the Ballestad (or Bellstad) stones were handled by me under 

great disadvantages. No one in Sweden could tell me anything about them, and I had to do the best 

I could with the old materials, making up a text out of the several copies before me. By good luck 

Hr. Dybeck has been able to restore these blocks to us. They are Nos. 108 and 109 in his just 

publisht (Jan. 1869) Section II Part 3 of his Sverikes Runurkunder. 1 find that, after all, I made but 

few mistakes. The proposed epigraph on stone A (Dybeck’s 108) is faidtless, as far as what is left goes. 

But that on stone B (Dybeck’s 109) has one error in my text in line 5, another in line 6, 

and a whole word amiss in line 8. For the stone (in Dybeck’s plate) has in line 5 KtiRiw not KiRipi; 

in line 6 UiRlfUF, not uirkduf; and in line 8 Ti kiatit not tuji at it. I therefore re-engrave this stone B, 

Photoxylographt by Rosenstand from Dybeck’s plate as aforesaid; and, with these alterations, the text is: 

KtJtIR SUINAR 

KIARtD AT SIN FAJtJR. 

MO IGI BRDTAR-KUML 

BETRA TJERUA. 
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UK IN MIKLA 

AT lARTIKNUM, 

UK KURIW 

KAS.d_jT UIRl-tUF. 

ON I KRATI 

KIATIT LATA (geu. pi.). 

KUNIR IK STIN. 

RAISED these-si'ONES 

EKE (and) tkis-STAVE (mark-pillar) WAli (wrought) 

UK YON (the) MICKLE (Great) 

AJ- (as) YLA-TOKENS (= honor-signs), 

EKE GARED-he (made, huilt %ip) 

a-CHESS (beacon) at (to) UJRUTHUF. 

HE IN CRETE 

had-GAiTEN (guarded) the-LANDS. 

KUNIR HACKT (Cai'Ved) this-STONE. 

Thus the archaism ON falls away. But, instead, we get the forn forms uiRi-tUF and kiatit, 

and the remarkable fact that we have here for the first time on these stones mention of Crete, which 

had thus been for some years under the protection of uiri-puf. He clearly acted as an Imperial 

l.andward-man or Guardian, a military Governor or Commander at the head of Greek and “Barbarian 

troops, a Garrison in the pay of the court of Byzantium, for Constantinople still held this ile. — In 

this earlv period Crete changed hands many times. The Romans won it 69 years before Christ. At 

tlie division of the East and the West, it went with the Eastern Empire. The Saracens seized it in 

823, and built Candia. whence the whole Hand was often called Candia or Candy. In 962 the 

Mohammedans were driven out, and Creta was restored to the Eastern Empire by Nicephorus Phocas. 

He gave the ile its own rulers, the last of whom was Ronifacius. Marquis of Montserrat, from whom 

the Venetians bought it in 1204. Thus this Ballestad minne must have been raised between 962 and 

1204. Probably its date is somewhere about 1000—1050.‘ 

In the Orkney Saga this iland is mentioned as krIt, fern. King Alfred, in his Orosius (Thorpe, 

8vo, London 1853. lib. 1, ad fin. p. 260) speaks of it as “creto })3et igland”, and at p. 262 “se 

cretisca [see]”. — Scores of the old rune-stones speak of the Warings and Captains and Shipmen (and 

perhaps, now and then. Merchants or Pilgrims going to or from the Holy Land) who served “in 

Greece”, “in Greekland”. who “gained wealth in Greece”, who “died in Greekland”, who mere “Greek- 

farers”, visited “Greek Havens" &c. in the 10th, 11th, 12th centuries. But rare indeed is a sarsen on 

which, as here, is found the name of any particular place or province in the far-off dim Byzantium.^ 

As the runish uirland is substantially our estland (properly only a province of it), perhaps 

UIRI-THUF may have gotten his prefix from some great foray or exploit in that then Finnish folkship. 

Some years ago 1 publisht the substance of the above remarks and re-engraved this Ballestad 

stone No. 2, in “Ny Illustrerad Tidning”, folio, Stockholm, April 10, 1869. — Sept, 1874. In "Epp* 

lauds Fornminnesf. Tidskrift”, Stockh. 1873, pp. 82. 83, are two widely differing readings, by Prof. 

Save and Prof. S. Bugge, both of them, in my opinion, failures. 

^ See the remarks oh the LLncoln stone in the word-list, under FiEiHiDO. 

® About this time one of the oldest Canons of Lund, the Dean Andreas, died in CRETE on his way as a Pilgrim to Palestine. 

“VI. Idus Octobris. Obiit Andreas Decanus in Creta insula, eundo ad Terrain sanctam”. Liber Daticus Lund, vetustior. (Scriptores 

Rerum Danicarum. Voi. 3, folio, Hafnite 1774, p. 5(50). — Nicetas Choniata, one of the Byzantine historians, incidentally mentions 

Northern Warings (“axe-bearers”) on service in Crete in the third year of Alexius Manuelson, or anno 1181. (See Nicetae Choniatae 

Historia, ex rec. Im. Bekkeri. Bonnae 1835, 8to, p. 342, Alexius Manuelis Comn. f. ch. 161). — In the same way we get accidental 

notice of a Garrison of Warings at Batfa (Bassa, Basta, &c.) in Cyprus, about the year 1150. The Abbot Nicholas, in his Geographical 

treatise says: “I Kipr er borg (er) Bessa heitir: Jja-r er Vseringja seta; jiar andadiz Eirikr Danakonungr Sveinsson brodir Knuts bins 

helga.” {In Cyprus is the town of Bessa, where there is a Garrison 'of Warings. Here died Erik Svensson, king of Denmark, brother 

of Saint Knut). WerlaufF, Symbolas, Huuniffi 1821, p. 27, 4to. ' 
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I add the following, m further illustration of stakes, staves, and olden burial-mounds. — In 

a letter dated Camp Chumpai. Feb. 2l. 1S72, describing the Lushai Expedition (Times of India, March 

11, 1872, Supplement, p. 6), we have the following account of an Indian grave-mound: - ‘-rhe troops 

penetrated into the centre of the village, and were there halted in an open space facing the great 

prayer-house, alongside of which was a large square enclosure, the tomb of Vonolell, Lalboorah’s father, 

a chief of great power and influence in his day. The tomb was simply a platform of stone raised about 

two feet from the ground and about 30 feet square, in the centre of which was fixed an upright slab 

about 7 feet in height. The entire structure was surrounded with stakes, each surmounted in the usual 

Lushai fashion with skulls of wild beasts and other trophies of the chase; but the feature of greatest 

interest was a forked stick driven into the ground, from the upper limb of which hung suspended the 

head, arm, and foot of a Soktie killed in the fight a few days previous. The skull was battered in, 

and the whole presented a most ghastly appearance. .Sets of fetters and several bundles of sticks 

rudely carved into the likeness of a man. to represent the victims of former fights, completed this 

barbarous mausoleum, raised by the bereaved Impanu to the memory of her great husband.” _ star is 

also used in many parts of Sweden for a boundary-staff, limit-stake. — I may add that stake and 

stang are very neaily allied. In some dialects these words may be slurred into a cowi/iYion sound, 

something -like STAI or stei. Thus in Fyn, Denmark, where end -ng becomes nearly a faint half-nasal, 

so faint as scarcely to be heard by other provincials, stang. (stan, STAin, stai’) becomes nearly stei. 

In thi.s shape it has even crept into Danish law-books. For instance, in C. A. Trap, “Fremstilling af 

de gjgeldende Lovbestemmelser om Hegn og Fred”, ed. 2da, Kjobenh. 1847, 8vo, p. 4: “STEI- stjdnge- 

og flytte-gjjlRDER. .Steiene eller .^teengenie maae ikke vsere over 5 d’omraer fra hverandre.” — Thus 

whether they said st^ng-gjerde or STEI-gjerde (the latter a mere provincial sound of the former), all 

farmers would understand the author. — J. Grimm (D. Mythol. p. 1088) reminds us of Paul the 

Deacons remark (5, 34), that the l.omhards planted wooden Staves near the graves of those who had 

fallen in battle or abroad, and the tops of these Wands were crowned with the figure of a Dove gazing 

at the tomb. In Serbia the melancholy and lamenting Dove is replaced by the sorrowing Cuckoo; as 

many Cuckoos are painted or carved on the wooden Grave-cross as there are afflicted kinsfolk, espe¬ 

cially sisters. (Montenegro, Stuttgart, 1837. p. 99, 100). 

BARNSPIKE, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

Vol. 2. p. 64S. — With regard to the alleged injury to the Barnspike inscription, the late 

Rev. John Maughan wrote me in a letter dated Bewcastle Rectory, Feb. 3, 1869: “1 am sorry to see 

yonr observations about Barnspike being painted. 1 cannot think it. I never saw it, and never heard 

of it. The two men who took the photograph were painters by trade, and noticed nothing of the kind. 

The scratches have done it no real harm. Mr. Little, the neighbouring farmer, who let me see the 

inscription, told me at the time that he and Watson had on different occasions scratched the letters 

to get the moss out of them, trying to find some letters which they could read. This I believe is all 

the fresh cutting which the letters have received. I'hey are in all other respects the same as before, 

oidy showing whiter where the dark grey moss has been scratched out, I fancy they will be as grey 

as before in a short time, and the inscription will be again as good as ever it was. None of the letters 

are in the least injured.” — Nov. 1880. Canon James Simpson, of Kirkby Stephen, Westmoreland, 

has kindly forwarded me a Rubbing and two .Squeezes of this inscription. As far as I can see, the 

rock has hraita, not hraite. All the rest remains unchanged. — See hessilgil-crags, farther on. 

BERGA, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

In U. Dybeck's Svenska Run-urkunder, 8vo. .Stockholm 1857. p- 12, pi. 61, 62, we have a 

grave-how on which stand two stones, apparently heathen. 1 he larger, about 6 feet high, is rune- 

inscribed. within a worm-scroll. The smaller, more than 4 feet high, is carved only with a kind of 

36* 
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ornament something like a Cap or Headdress, below which is what looks very much like an Ox-head &c. 

The former is damaged on one side at the top and in one spot below. I take it to read (A being = y 

or (E; and, as final, -r or y or (e): 

YLIFAUIN (? = ALFUIN) I SYN MIK A(rist at U)K0, tUILi^ A UAMNK(u)m (? = UAM-INGUM). 

MANA.^ARAR 

LIKU IFT. 

YLIFAUIN IN SYN ME A-RISTEE (inscribed, at = in memory of U)K, THYLE ON (at) UAM-INGS. 

MAUN (remind, speak of him) these-ares (honor-stones) 

LONG AFTER-him! 

I take SYN (ac. or dat. s.) and uamnkum (dat. pi. ? uam-meadows) to be place-names. — tuiLR 

(ac. sing.) I look upon as the same most interesting Priestly or Legal title. Speaker, Orator, Law-sayer, 

which we have so seldom and understand so little. Every fresh example is therefore worth its weight 

in gold. — IFT is a kind of bind. 

BJlLBO, EAST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 656. — I'his stone still lives, but has not yet been re-redd. See P. A. Save, 

Antiqvarisk Tidskrift for Sverige, 8vo, Vol. 1, Stockholm 1864, p. 113. — I have since found an 

independent drawing bv Elias Brenner, in a 4to Ms. of rune-monuments copied about 1690, preserved 

in the National Library, Stockholm. He puts the break at a spot slightly different, gives the staves at 

the top nearly as kribitia, and has for ^[^KI. His last U in SUNU is a full h. 

BJORKO, SMILAND, SWEDEN. 

In reading the Old-Northern runic monuments. 1 have everywhere endeavored to show that 

there is no sudden jump in language, that older forms only gradually pass away, and that many 

archaistic words and word-shapes undoubtedly have existed — locally or dialectically — on pieces 

bearing the later or Scandinavian staves as well as in Mss. far later still. Among these forn grammar- 

marks is the 3rd person plural of the past tense, which in all our other Scando-Gothic talks (the 

Mseso-Gothic, Old-English. Old-Frisic, Old-Saxon, Old-High-German, Middle-High-German, Modern 

German, Ac.) always ended in -N, and which therefore by analogy must have existed also in the oldest 

Scandinavian, tho it rapidly fell away there as in the Infinitive and so often elsewhere, just as it also 

died out in English and other tungs. We can see this early crumbling of the nasal in an undoubted 

and per-antique example, the North-English Ruthwell Cross, whose date is about the year 680. On 

this venerable and magnificent pillar, with its lines of verse in Old-English runes, we have 5 verbs in 

the 3rd pers. plural past. Of these. 3 still have the olden -N (a-legdun, gi-stoddun. bi-healdun), but 

in 2 it has fallen away (bi-sm^r^dd, kwomu). See my Vol. 1, p. 421. On Old-Northern runic laves 

found in Scandinavia we have only one which has a verb in the 3rd pers. pi. past. This is the Tune 

stone in Norway, which I have judged may date from about the 3rd century after Christ. (See my 

Vol. 1, p. 247, and Vol. 3. p. 87). Its risting ends with the words djelidun (set)a woduride st^einj;, 

which I have said can only mean, that the heirs and heiress mentioned dealed to-SET (shared in setting) 

to- WODURID this-STONE. 

On Scandinavian-runic pieces 1 have only found one example, and this a doubtful one (the 

copy being bad and the stone now lost), namely, the Swedish Ostberga block — dating from heathen 

times — which apparently has the word rmseun, raised, 3 pi. past., raised STONE this, &c. See my 

Vol. 2, p. 766. — I now add a second Scando-runic instance, also so far doubtful, in that the stone is 

broken at the part where the verb occurs. Among the few verbs in the plural past on Scandian stones is 

suiKA, to swike, betray. We have it as follows, particularly in a characteristic formula telling us that 

the deceast had died by the hand of a traitor. 
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3 Sing. Past. Soderbi/. Upland. Sweden. Ends: en sasur trab ran, ouk kab nibiks uerk, seik 

FELKA SIN. KEB HELB RET HNS. (eN (but) SASUR ERAPE (slew) HIM, EKE (and) GAT (did) NITmEG’S 

(smmdrers. coward's) work, swake (betrayed) fellow (comrade) sis (his) (= his brother-in-arms). god 

EELP OSD (soul) his! (See my Vol. 3, p. 705). 

3 Plural Past. SjimiAem, Gotland, .Sweden. Ends ; HAN SIKE blakemen I ETFAHE. keb HAELBliV„(»ni 

ant auk) SIAL EOBFOAH. KEB SEIKI BA AR HAN SEIC. (HIM SWAKE (betrayed, slew) WALLACH-MEN (Wollochians) 

IN his-oOTFARE (journey, expedition), god help now (the-ond and) SOUL of-ROTHFOs, may-QOD swiKE (be¬ 

tray. avenge) those as (who) him swake (betrayed): - Lena. Upland, Sweden, Ends:' keb suiki ba ifi 

lA SUIKU. (GOD SWIKE (avenge, pimish) those as (who) ia swake (betrayed)! 

3 Sing. Pres. Subjunctive. See Sjonhem, Lena, above. — Past Participle, n. s. m. Elfkarleby, 

Upland, Sweden. Much broken. Ends: HAN uas suikn (.ku|j hialbi ant) ans. — {he was swiken 

(betrayed).God help ond) his! - Nora, Upland. Sweden. First half ends: hon tjaei- sdikuin 

0 FiNAiEi. KTO HIALBI ON HONS, (he WORTH (became) SWIKEN ^(betrayed, = he was murdered) on finheden 

(in Upland). GOD HELP OND (sold) his! 

infinitive. Gulldrupa, Gotland, Sweden. In a fragmentary scribble painted on the wall of the 

church is SUIKa. 

Being now familiar with this word and the way in which it is used, we shall, 1 think, be 

convinced that it also occurs on the Bjbrko block in Smaland, a piece of which I.iljegren (No. 1213) 

has made nonsense, partly because he had only access to the faulty drawing in Bautil (No. 1023), 

partly as he did not see that a couple of the runes at the bends are, for convenience of reading, cut 

reverst or upside down — as so often — so that he gives the simple pa ir (or possibly paim) as the 

gibberish PNii?! In addition to Goransson s bad woodcut I have had access to drawings made by 

J. E. Lagergren in 1816. One copy is in his Ms. Brefsamling. 4to, p. 110; another is in his Ms. 

bimalands Hunor, 4to, p. 47, (manuscripts now in the National Library, Stockholm), and both agree. 

He gives the height of the stone as about 6 feet 4 inches, about 2 feet 6 its greatest breadth, and 

Ennes adds that it is lying in the inner side of the ring-wall round the church. But a bit of the top 

on the left is broken off. as is part of the lower end, where about two words want. At the top of the 

stone, within the rune-wind, a large cross is carved. The risting begins on the left, low down, runs up 

and down again to the right, has past over to the left again (the runes now gone at the base) and 

ends on the left with the letters . . . UN. AH is clear and plain, save where the stone is broken. If we 

now examine carefully, we shall. 1 think, admit that the last word has been the verb suikun, in the 

3rd person plural past. The following is the text as given by Lagergren: 

rmihn t wi ^ : riw = 'iit ^ ^ mi?': m-ia .m ^ 
KUPFASTR SETI STIN HI(ftir auj-j)UIL, FAPU SIN. SUIKUI KUP PA IR (ban Suik)UN. 

That STI+ is = STIN and Pf is pa. as so often, is certain, as also that hi_ is the common 

HIFTIR — IFTIR. There has then followed a niansname ending in UIL, of which the first 3 letters, or so 

about, for there is no room for more, are broken away. 1 know of no such name ending in uiL but 

AUPUIL; this was probably the dead man’s name. Then comes the common fapu = fapur. By comparison 

with the same formula elsewhere, we are prettv sure that KUp suikui pa ir must have had a verb and its 

objective noun or pronoun. But these were scarcely other than han (him) and suikun (swake, betrayed). 

Ihe N. I. svikja, svikva, SYKVa governs an accusative, but in other dialects (particularly 0. Engl) also 

a dative. 1 therefore translate: 

kjjthfast set this-STONE after (auth)uiL, FATHER SIN (Ms). SWIKE GOD (may God avenge, 

punish) THEM AS (him swak)E (betrayed)! 

BJORKO, SODERMAXLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 658, line 4 from bottom. — For Vesterling read Vesterljung. — The last word, 

uaura, should properly not be translated be. but he ever, last, staiid. — tor the bjOrkO stone in upland 

see under rOk. p. 61 of this vol. 
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BJORNUM, upland, SWEDEN. 

Another plain instance of T for an, is found on the IBjornum stone in Gryta Sockcn. 

I.iljegren No. 74; Dybeck’s folio series I, No. 132; Bure, Ms. Uunah. No. 142. Ihis gives STIN 5ANS1 

by HTI4. t)'f .1. 4 he S is broken out between the T and 1, for the block is now in 3 pieces. 1 he whole 

risting is: 

KRUKB LIT RITA STIN EAN(s)j AFTIi? KARA, FAtUR SIN. KUP lALBI HONS AT UA'._iCUl>S MUtlA. 

KRVK LET WHITE STONE IBIS AFTER KAIU, FATHER SIN (his). GOD HELP HIS OND (sovl) EKE (and) 

GOD'S mother! 

BOGESUND, WEST-GOTLAND, SM^EDEN. 

Vol. 2, p.' 813. — Prof. C. Save looks upon huaf as = hualf. not huarf, as hualf signified 

not only vault but also stone-laid grave, stone-list, perhaps even cumhel. In Gotland hvalv, fern., is 

stone-Mst, but hvalv, neut., is vault. In West-Gotland (I-ilj. 1639) hvalf is niasc. — P. 814. — He 

also says we may take 4 in uorn as = +, thus UORA. when we shall have i 0ORA akru, the latter fern,, 

like the West-Gotlandish erra. 

BRACKESTAD, SWEDEN. See under korpebro. 

BRENNER, ZILLERTHAL, TYROL. 

As yet I have seen or heard nothing which can show that the Germanic clans or the -Saxon 

clans had the art of writing, much less the Runes, before Roman Civilization and the Christian Church 

gave them the Latin Alphabet. All fast Runic monuments are found in the North and its colonies. 

Hitherto every Runic block said to have been discovered in Germanic or Saxon countries has turned 

out to be a misunderstanding or a forgery. — I have now the pleasure of making public a Rune-stone 

— as far as I can see — perfectlv genuine, and found in a district at present largely German. For 

this 1 have to thank the great kindness of Professor Japetus Steenstrup, who has forwarded me the 

necessary information and the following drawing, as comniunicated to him by the happy discoverer. 

District Doctor Dan. Hen. Otto Cold of Frederiksvserk. I’his gentleman has just (Oct. 1874} returned 

from a tour in 'kyrol, and states that in a hill-pass over the Alps, a kind of side-glcn near Brenner 

on the road to Karlssteg in Zillerthal, he met with the sarseu in question. It was high up in the 

ancient mountain-pass, and was overgrown with moss. Its surface on the side towards the south-east 

was naturally smooth, this even part being 32 inches high and 35 broad. Dr. Cold happened to sit 

opposite this large stone, and thought there were marks like letters on it. .So he scraped away the 

lichen and found real characters. I'hese he carefully copied, comparing his transcript many times with 

the original. The drawing is thus: 

The first stave was so indistinct, from the peeling away of the surface at the spot, that he 

could not clearly make out whether there were only 2 straight lines or whether thev run together at 
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the top, but he thought the latter. 'I'his obscure stave he gives dotted. The runes were 7 inches high. 

Any traveler who goes from Mayerhoff, half an hour's walk before the crossing at Karlssteg, will 

find the block. 

So far Dr. Cold, whom we all heartily thank for his sharp eye and ready hand. All is thus 

plain and simple. 1 here is no reason to fancy the piece a modern risting, either for joke or deceit. 

It appears very old. Let ns now examine the letters. There is no doubt that the first has been h (u). 

The second is d (k). The next is f (f). The fourth is t (o). for the barbarous mark on the left is 

evidently a mere flaw on the surface. Then we have d (t). Last the usual + (a). — Now all this 

spells UNFOTA, a mansnarae, thus the name of the deceast in whose memory the runes were cut. Either, 

dead of sickness, he lies buried under the boulder, or he perisht in some deep chasm nearby in the 

winter, when the ground was covered with snow, and these letters were his only memorial. Such things 

happen eveiy year in Alpine districts, and where nothing more can be done the peasants raise a wooden 

Cross near the spot. — Can this stone be used as an argument for the use of Kunes in German and 

Saxon lands? We shall see. Let us first try to guess at the date. Clearly the staves all belong to 

the .Scandinavian or later futhork. In this alphabet the characters for o and a are 4= or 1= (or some 

variation) and d or -f (or some variation). In the Old-Nortnern or longer stave-row they are X and Y. 

Now the younger alphabet begins to develop more rapidly about the 8th century. It is very uiilikelv 

that this 0 and a, especially the o, could have be^n carved on this stone before the 8th'century. Here 

then is one limit. Then the language. We have UN, with the N. In Scandian dialects, as we know, 

this N largely fell away and became u in Denmark, o in .Sweden, &c. By the 11th age it had nearly 

died out. Thus another opposite limit. Add the A-ending, as on so many pieces with the older runes, 

where the later tung has i. — Thus a heathen grave-mimie, from the 8th or fith year-hundred. But 

were there any heathen Germans in Tyrol at that time? 1 never heard of any. Tyrol was christianized 

as early as the 3rd and 4th century. And had Tyrol any Kunes? Never heard of. Even if once 

existing, they must have died out — so strong was Roman and Christian culture ■— long long before 

the 8th or 9th age. But the letters are those of the later alphabet. No German has ymt claimed the 

Scandinavian or later Runes as German. And Christian Civilization was in full force in I'yrol from the 

8th to the 11th century. This period belongs to the glare of parchment history. No author mentions 

one word about Runes or Heathendom in 'I'yrol in that epoch. .Scandinavia was heathen in the 8th age, 

and in the 9th, and mostly in the 10th, and partly in the 11th. And Scandinavians — as soldiers and 

merchants and travelers — then as now w'ere found everywhere. It is therefore both possible and 

probable that a pagan Scandinavian perish', at that time near the Brenner pass, and that a comrade 

carved his funeral stone. Or. by possibility, as the stone is in a seldom traverst by-way, very high 

up and in a desert region, some one may have cut his own name as a scribble, to announce to such 

as might come after him that he had been there b^ore them! However this may be. we have here a 

monument of great interest, probably carved in the 8th century after Christ. I.et us hope that some 

German runologist will visit the spot, dig so as to find the grave (if any be there), make a large 

drawing of the stone, and publish what German savans may think of it, Audi et alteram partem.. 

I know of no mansname dnfota in any German or .Saxon document. In .Scandinavia it is 

excessively scarce, and only found in the later form ofoti. — The above in substance appeared in 

Danish in “Jllustreret Tidende”, folio, Kjobenhavn 1874, 18th of October. I sent several copies to 

Germany, and privately begged that the subject might be taken up there, But, as far as 1 know, my 

little paper has never been translated into German, and no steps have been taken there to examine the 

stone or its inscription. So I leave it as 1 found it — a Scandinavian memorial. It will not help to 

look uf»on it (tho it bears no Cross or Prayer) as Christian and late, say from the 11th century. At 

this time Pilgrimages from vSeandinavia, especially to St. James of Compostelia, were in full swing, and 

crowds of people, high and low, ecclesiastics and laymen, crost the Alps on their way south. Besides, 

the N in unfota points much further back. 
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BROBY, UPLAND, SWEDKN. 

I’his stone, in Korsta Parish, has long since disappeared. I have been waiting for information 

about it from Prof. C. Save’s hand. He has now treated it in the lately publisht (Dec. 1875) “L pplands 

h'ornminnesforenings Tidskrift”, Part 4, 8vo, Stockholm 1875, p. 40. But he has nothing to say. 

I therefore give it here from Goransson’s Bautil, No. 225. Liljegren (No. 590) quietly alters the plain 

ITAIN to STAIN. Every other word in this risting being apparently quite correct, I cannot see why itain 

should be changed to suit a theory. 

ANUNTR UK TUSTI PAIR RITI ITAIN IFTIiJ ALA. FAPUR SIN, UK KUNAR BRU (= BRUDDR). 

ANVNT EKE TUSTJ THEY WROTE this-TiNE (grave-pUlar) AFTER ALL FATHER SJK (their), EKE~after 

KUHAR their-BROTHER. 

BRYNDERSLEV, N. JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 659. — Jan. 1881. Early in this century a small bit of Ochre-stone, about 3 

inches long by Ib'j broad and deep, came to the Natural-history collections of the School in Alborg, 

N. Jutland. It is now found to be inscribed. At the top, on the left, are 2 lines of small common 

runes, probably from about the 12th century: 

KIEKIA P [ 11 y I /j KIRK (CHORCHl 

EE KEIST. "J" R F H [ m IS CHRIST. 

Most likely some visitor to Brynderslev was struck with these words on the great block, pickt 

up the little stone in the church-yard, and wrote the runes as a memorandum. 

DANMARK, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 665. — A letter to me from the late Prof. C. Save shows that the stone has KUCI 

not KUNI, and nukin not aukin, and that the first copies issued by Dybeck also had nukin. Prof. S. 

suggests, what is most likely, that ar-nukin means year-Heegen, bowed down by years. See his reading 

in “Upplands Fornminnesforenings Tidskrift”, 7, Stockholm 1878, 8vo. p. 35. 

DELSBO, HELSINGLAND, SWEDEN. 

“Cr 
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This stone is of course unintelligible in Liljegreii (No. 1683), whose only authority is the 

■barbarously copied fragment in the "Delsboa lllustrata" of K. N. Lenieus, Stockholm 1764. S™, p. 179 

1„ 1844, however, the Rector of Delsbo, the Rev. L. Laudgren, found in the churchyard another piece 

of the same slab, and in 1847 forwarded a good drawing of both pieces to Prof, C. Save, who favored 

me with a facsimile in 1860. I could not then make it out, as little as Save liiniself. The large lower 

piece was the one given by Leiiteiis; the bit fittiug-iii on the top was the fragment happily recovered 

by Landgren, I now fancy I have solved the mystery, and give the tracing Heliotyped bv Pacht. — 

1 think that the whole will be clear, and that the still missing letters may be reasonably supplied, if 

we take the rupur to be yet another instance of a feminine in the genitive with the frequent local 

archaistic -UR ending. 

As, from the bend, we c^ii see that the rune-lines have not gone high at the top, only a 

couple of letters are wanting there. Ihe first word was therefore almost certainly the common nians- 

name anuntr. By the peculiar position of mni on the left below, only a few staves can want at that 

end. And as the break there is slanting, there is about 1 character fewer in the last left line. Thus, 

say, 4 on the extreme right, 4 for; and 3) in the inner right line, 3 (or: and 2) on the outward left 

line. The carver began this last left line with letters to be redd from below, as we see in the still 

left -AM. Ihe verb was probably fam, fawed, got ready. But the stone-smith soon found this reading 

from below inconvenient, and placed the remaining words in the left line so, as to be redd from the 

top dovjyiwards, like all the rest of the inscription. — I therefore believe that we cannot go very far 

wrong, if we divide and read: 

(an)UXTR, KIRIBIS^SUN, RISTI (kuml) RUtUR, HAXAR A UAR-IU. AIKIL (hail f)AW (ailk raaRfKAtr STIN PIXI. 

an-UNT ANUNDj, KRIB’S (= GRIP'S) SON, RAISED (these-ciimheU =■ these the grave-niarhs) of~RVTHA. her on 

(at) VAREY. AIKIL (=EGlLj (he f)AWED (prepared, ehe) markt (imerihed) stone this. 

As we have runic instances of both hrudr and RDJR, masc., hruia and rum, fern., — nothing- 

being more common than the dialectic absence or presence of the h, — so rucur is here the same as 

HRUfUR, a luomayi's name in the genitive, as we all see from the following HAXAR = fl£i?, gen. sing. fern. 

in apposition. —■ uar-iu can only be a place-name, added either because her family estate was there, or 

else to distinguish this RUtA from some other lady of the same name. The variations of (this word for 

EY, ILE, i-land) AU are manifold in our old dialects, especially in the oblique cases. We have runic -lu 

elsewhere as a dat. sing. Where this var-et was I cannot say. An iland so called is in a channel to 

Blndalsfjord and Folden, in Naumdal, Norway. This, by marriage and removal, may have been the spot 

intended. But there must have been other var-eys. Steadnames beginning with yar were common. 

Perhaps there was a yar-ry near Delsbo in Helsingland, all which country, as we know, swarms with 

lakes and Hands, 

ECKERSHOLM, SMALAND, SWEDEN. 

This stone has hitherto only been known from the woodcut in Goransson’s Bautil (No. 1053) 

and the text in Liljegren (No. 1245), on neither of which we could depend, as little as on what is 

found elsewhere (Wieselgren, Ny Smalands Beskrifning, Vol. 3, p. 29, Sjoborg, Samlingar, Vol. 3, p. 130). 

But 1 have now been able to go thro J. E. Lagergren’s 4to Ms. Letter-book and his 4to Ms. Smalands 

Runor, valuable old-lore volumes preserved in the National Library, Stockholm. Both (the former at 

p. 31, dated Tofteryd 1817, the latter at p. 131, 2) handle the Rasasten, as this old block used to be 

called. It stands on the high bank of the Laga-stream near Eckersholm Ironworks, east of the house, 

on a road 4 Swedish miles from Vrigstad. Lagergren gives a new careful drawing, and we now see 

that the inscription really is (turning round a couple of reverst staves: 

; : rhl'IA •• mk ■ ^ ; N't; liiM-A: tnti ■ htItF 
ANIRR, RULIR, AUER, RUtEURN, RIWi^iTYE SANY,._iSUNi;, AUTI STIX F (= fajHir). 

ANIK, KULIR. AUK, RUTHKURN, REDDE (counsel’d, hade, let raise) tine (pillar) this, they-his-soNS, 

AFTER STIN, their-FATHER. 

A&UR may once have stood on the stone. If not, f stands for faie’R as elsewhcie, Ihu 

we have here itye and isunr. 
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EK, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 668. — Has been again drawn and engraved by Adjunct Karl Torin, of Skara, in 

his Vestex'gotlands Runinskrifter, Part 2, p. 26, PI. 54. 

EKE BY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

No. 645 in Bautil, the stone still perfect. In Dybeck's Sv. Runurkunder, fol., II, No. 275, 

where it is again given, we see that it is terribly broken and most of the inscription has perisht. 

What is left usually confirms Bautil, but corrects it in some places. Putting the two together the 

text is, apparently all in verse: 

URTR LAT RTA- 

ITN UIKS. 

RUN-RIF KAF AIKILI, 

IN IRNBIN lA ALLR. 

KATU RUN-M HU PAN 

M EAI‘A KAN. 

We are here struck by the many contractions, rta = rita, itn = itin, run-m = run-matr. t = jaim, m = 

MANNI, and-by the rare 4= for B, while the run-rif kaf is partly in Helsing-runes. Hence the last 2 

riming lines, announcing a difficulty to the rune-reader, irnbin is a variant of or equal to irnbiarn, 

ARNBIARN, &c., and lA is equal to iak, iuk, &c. allr is followed by runa or runar understood. I there¬ 

fore translate: 

VRD LET WRITE 

this-TllSE (grave-pillar) of-uiG. 

The-RUNE-RIB GAVE AlGlLl (EGlLj, 

JN (hit) 1RR!B1N HEWED ALL-the-VmUS. 

Tkk-GEESSIHG (riddle) the-RVHE-MAN HU FOUR^D 

for-THat Man-ii'ho REDE-it car. 

\ do not remember to have seen the 'word rif, ac. s. n., (=rib, slab) elsewhere, as applied 

to a grave-stone, gatu, ac. s. f., riddle, is a not less costly word. The forms to give a rune-block, 

and to REDE, unlock, think out, explain, its more obscure staves, occur elsewhere. — Should all this 

be more or less correct, this is another example of tine for grave-pillar. 

ENGLAND. 

I extract the following, with an occasional alteration, from my pamphlet on Thunor*, pqD. -13—49: 

xAt p. 162, Vol. 1, of my 0. N. R. Mon. 1 mentioned a few runish transliterations (Latin words 

but Runic letters) and oddments and scribbles in manuscripts, on which 1 did not dwell. But 1 referred 

for particulars to John M. Kemble’s excellent paper on “The Runes of the Anglo-Saxons"-, where they 

are engraved. Several of these have since been handled by Prof. Dietrich of Marburg, but as I suppose 

without any result^. 

The longest and most tantalizing of these manuscript-runes is the row in the Codex Caligula A, 

XV in the British Museum, Cottonian Library, This 4to skinbook is described by Wanley in his 

Catalogue p. 233. It contains a number of Latin treatises, together with many pieces in Old-English, 

* Thunor the Thunderer, carved on a Scandinavian Font of about the year 1000. London (Williams and Norgate)-1878, 

Imp. 8to. With many Illustrations. — The same appeared in Danish, “Tordneren Thor” (Kjobenhavn 1878, H. H. J. Lynge). 

2 Archaeologia. London 1840. Vol. 28, 4to, pp. 327—372. 

s See his “Drei Altlieidnische Segensformeln” in M. Haupt’s Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alterthum, 13 band, Berlin 18GG, 

pp. 193—197; and his “Fiinf Northumbrische Runen-spriiche” in the same magazine, pp. 104—123. I have a few -words on these 

his etforts in my 0. N. R, Mon. Vol. 2, pp. 890—2. 
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Religious. Computistic, Calendaric, Medical and Mixt. At the bottom of leaf 119 b and 130 a (133 b 

and 124 a, new pagination) are 76 large and plain later or Scandinavian runes. This curious stave-line 

was communicated to Hickes by ^Yanley, and he engraved it in his Thesaurus b Thence it was copied 

by ThanY-, and by Kemble in his fig. IV. But neither of them has attempted an exact facsimile from 

Hickes, and both have made one mistake. In the word urci they give the third stave as K (thus uiKi), 

instead of K (g), which Hickes plainly has. Wishing perfect exactness, 1 begged Edw. A. Bond, Esq., 

now Principal Librarian of the British Museum, our gifted English pal^ographist, to assist me, and he 

-kindly came to my help in Nov. 1876. He explained that the codex is still in the Museum, and that 

the transcript publisht by Hickes was quite correct. The section containing the runes was written, he 

says, before the year 1075, the year 1074 being the latest date entered. The length of the rune-lines 

was dictated by the breadth of the page. As many runes were written continuously in one line as one 

page could hold. Thus at the bottom of leaf 119 b we have 40 staves, ending with mk. This line is 

continued and concluded with 36 letters at the bottom of the next leaf, 120 a, beginning with tOESA. 

“The reading of the runes is quite correct throughout”, Mr. Bond added. Thus our glorious Hickes is 

again found to be trustworthy, in both Hickes and Kemble and the original skinbook we have iueil, 

altered by lham into KURIL. I agree with Dietrich that this is probably a mistake for Kuril, the name 

with which the inscription begins. It may indeed have been a colloquial or slurred softened form. Of 

such things we have many examples. But this “pet” pronunciation would scarcely have been ado^Jted 

in the one line, and not in the other. It is therefore apparently a clerical slip of the copyist. For these 

mss. are often copied the one from the other, and Runic Alphabets and other scribbles we know were 

in the same-way transcribed again and again, usually with ever-added barbarizings. Nothing would be 

easier for a later scribe than to pass over one short side-stroke, in a piece which he perhaps imper¬ 

fectly understood 3. I cannot refer to any facsimile of this bookfell. It is one of those used by our 

lamented Mrv Cockayne in his “Leechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcraft of Early England”, in which 

volumes so much quaint lore has been brought together. But he gives no plate of this codex. Hickes 

engraves the staves in 2 lines, as they stand. Kemble copied them in 3 lines, for convenience in his 

narrower page. To en.sure perfect accuracy, Mr. Bond obligingly procured me a full-size Autotype 

facsimile of both lines direct from the Ms. This has been photoxylographt by Hr. Rosenstand, and 

is as follows: 

FnRirWRH+K+ft-RW-inraMMVWWllliffll’IK 

FRWmi+lllW'frRIM-RtliaXttW'll+Rl 
If we wish to translate this remarkable and sudden entry, in runes, in a codex containing 

Latin and Old-Enfflish texts, we must first carefully fix the value of the letters, their transliteration. 

Dietrich makes h sometimes U and sometimes y; + sometimes a and sometimes e. This system, in one 

and the same line, is scientifically inadmissible. The Futhork (or runic alphabet) is plainly the later or 

Scandinavian, and must be treated as such. The writer had no stung T for D, and t therefore stands 

for both D and T. He has a stung k for g (T), and therefore K is k and Y is G. Otherwise the characters 

are as usual at this period; 4 is a, h is U, F is o. Taking things to be so, the runes give us: 

RDRILSARtUARAFARtUXUFUNTIXISTUI'URUIGllJiK 

• I'ORSATRUTTXIORILSARCUARAUIl'RAtRAUARI 

^ Liiiguarum Vett. Sept. Thesaurus. Auct. G. Hickesio. Oxoni® 1705. Pars 3. Gram. Isl. PI. 6. Folio. 

2 Anmarkniugar i aoledning af Herr Prof. Miillers Afhandling om Guldhonien. Af P. Tliam. Stockholm 1817. 4to. 

3 As of Runes so of Drmcmjs copied and recopied in our ancient English Mss. In his excellent treatise on the famous 

Cotton Ms. Claudius C. VII, now in Utrecht and called the Utrecht Psalter, Mr. TValter de Gray Birch says (The History, Art and 

Paleography of the Manuscript Styled the Utrecht Psalter, 8to. London 1876, p. 121), wdth regard to the Utrecht codex (of about 

the year A. D. 800): “From this interesting passage we are now cognizant of the fact that the Utrecht Psalter gave rise to at least 

four copies executed with more or less faithful adherence to its archetypal teaching, in the tenth, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries.’ 

In illustration, Mr. Birch gires one drawing from the original skinbook, with the corresponding plates from 2 of the later manuscripts, 

all In autotype. 

37’" 
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As far as 1 am aware, only 5 attempts have been made to read this difficult inscription. Iwo 

of these were bv Tham, in his pamphlet on the Golden Horns (at p. 7 and again at p, 30); the 3rd 

was by M. F. Arendt (piiblisht by Tham as above, p. 38); the 4th by F. iMagmisen in his Runamo, 

p. 604. 605; the 5th by Prof. Dietrich as afore said. Of late 1 have again and again directed my 

attention to these lines, and now believe that I have redd them. As is my wunt, I alter nothing, take 

the staves as they stand. I make them to be in an Old Danish dialect, and to give us a missive or 

message or note or report, transmitted by a heathen Dane in England to a friend, perhaps a kinsman, 

probably also in England. Pagan Danes and other Northmen swarmed in England in the lOth and 11th 

centuries. This runic message was doubtless at first cut on a little Cavel or tiny stick or tablet, and 

from this wooden flake it may have been copied on to parchment iov family reasons. Of the Northmen 

many in the same family were pagans, others already Christians. They rapidly embraced Christianity, 

and a converted Scandinavian may have preserved this notice as being a document which in earlier days 

had announced the safety of a lady very nearly allied in blood or friendship. Runic alphabets &c. were 

often recopied for hundreds of years. This heathen telegram may be much earlier than the leaves on 

which it now stands, At all events, as Mr. Bond has shown, it cannot be later — but may be much 

older — than the year 1075. At this time, say in the last half of the 11th century, commotion was 

universal both in .Scandinavia and England. All the British lies thro, pitcht battles and dreadful 

bickerings and accidents and inroads and murderous attacks were taking place. Many inquiries would 

be made as to the fate of individuals and families, and thousands of these carved ’ “bits of news” would 

be sent by trusty hands. Often this would be bv “underground railway”, which has flourisht in every 

age. We have many notices in the Sagas and elsewhere, from the earliest times down to the middle-age, 

of these letter-slips and other runic wooden notifications and annals and poems. In the shape of 

parchment and paper they continued, here and there in Scandinavia, down to the 16th century. But 

nearly all these wooden ruue-cavels, which have existed by tens of thousands, have naturally disappeared. 

We know the extreme difficulty, at times, of translating inscriptions which are not divided into words. 

This especially in a period which had little of a conventional book-language, but naturally used many 

and mixt dialects of which we know so little, and as to which we must allow ourselves a certain latitude 

both as to spelling and form, sometimes- even as to words. For certain words may have existed in 

localities and talks from which, from mere paucity of material, we have pronounced them absent. And 

in a writing of this kind, very many combinations of letters may be made, giving a meaning more or 

less possible or probable. 

In the face of all this, the following attempt may not have succeeded. All 1 can claim for it 

is, that it is simple and natural and reasonable and “grammatical”, and fits in with the movements of 

“the Wiking period”, which lasted longer than is generally supposed. If the runes are not an idle 

scribble, thev must have been meant to say something intelligible, and we know so much of the 

comparatively late dialects of the 10th and lltli centuries, that we ought not to be quite helpless. 

Should my reading be rejected, some other student may be more fortunate. The tiny rune-tane, which 

may have been hidden in the hair of the carrier, in my opinion said: 

KURIL SARt UAR A FARbU. 

NU FUNTIN (= FUNDIN') I STU. 

lUR UIGI tlK. ^ORSA TRUTIN (=DRUTIN)! 

(K)URIL SARt UAR A UltRAtR A DARI. 

* Or written, but usually cut. Parehiuent and inkhorns were as yet a rarity everywhere, especially among the Northern 

freeboters, In Shakes^jear’s Hamlet the young prince is sent to Britain with a letter, carried by his tw'o comrades. But he re-writes 

the letter aud saves his life. In the original Amleth legend of Saxo Grammaticus the two compaoious of Amleth carry a wooden 

noNE-CAVEL [^Uiteras ligno insculptas (nam id celebve quondam genus chartarum est)”J. But he cuts away some stares and adds others, 

so that the letter now tells the British king to slay the messengers and to give his daughter in marriage to Amleth. Saxonis 

Grammatid Hist. Danica, ed. VeLschow', Vol. 1, Lib. 3, p. 145. In “The Hystorie of Hamlet", London lljOS (p. 246 of W. C. Hazlitt's 

’•Shakespeare's Library". 2nd ed., Vol. 2, London 1875) we read: “No-w to beare him company, were assigned two of Fengon’s 

ministers, bearing Letters ingraved in wood, that contained Hamlets death, in such sort as he had aduertised the King of England. 

But the subtile Danish prince (beeing at sea) -whilest his companious slept.raced out the letters that concerned his death, 

and in stead thereof graued others.” 
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KURIL SORED (U'oimded) WAS ON her.FEED (joiirney, pmsaqe. expedition), 

sow ehe-is-FODND is stow. 

ilay-IHUR wm (Hess) thee, he-the-TEURSES' (giants') dreeten (lord, rtder, smiUr): 

tEiVRiL SORED (hvrt) WAS ON (at) the-wiTEER-EEDES (debates, mmdtations, parhyings) on (at) ware. 

Thus tlio L.idy koeil was long expected in vain, never arrived. Enquiries were set on foot by 

her friends, and she was found at Stow, whither she had escaped. She explained that she had been in 

danger of her life, having been attackt and wounded at Ware, Then the affectionate greeting to the 

sorrowing father or husband or friend: — 3Iay Thyr, the giant-tameo', Hess and comfort thee! Further 

thoughts suggest a “postscript", of additional detail. The debates between the Wikings and the English, 

or between two 'VViking-bands, at Ware, where a formal parley was held, ended in violence, and even 

the Lady Kuril was not spared. 

I make KURIL a female name because it must be so. Jt is clearlv in apposition with sarii and 

rUNDiN, and both these words are in the nom. sin^. fern. But I have never seen this name before. It 

may be a diminutive of kur, a worn kueila, or a slurred popular or pet form for kurhildr, both of 

them unknown to me. There was a Gothic king coEiLLusb — SARf is a “correct” Old-Danish and Old- 

Swedish participle, nom. sing, fern., (masc. sari-er. fern. s^Rt, neut. sart). — uar is common, for the 

earlier uas. — a common, for the earlier an or on. — farlu, dat. sing. fem. Doubtless Old-Danish. 

The nom. sing, is in 0. Swedish F^Rt, N. Icel. ferb, 0. Engl, feed, fyrd. 0. Fris. feed. But the 

M. Goth. FARPO, Ohg. FART and 0. Sax. fard have preserved the older unweakened vowel. All are 

feminine. — NU, common in all our dialects, now. — fundin, p. part. n. s. fem. found. — i, common, 

for the older in. — STU. I cannot prove that this is a place-name. But if we really have stu between 

I, the end of one section, and tUR, the beginning of another, I cannot see what else it can possibly be. 

In England and up thro the old Northumbria we have several places called stow, spelt in 0. E. stou 

and STOW, and Latinized stoua and stowa. The most famous is stow or stow-jiarket in the Hundred 

of Stow in Suffolk. It is on the river Dipping, a tributary of the Orwell, between Ipswich and Bury. 

It is quite near the sea at Ipiswich and Harwich, and is not very far from London. 

TUB, the heathen god tunor, tur, sor, followed by the verb uiga. This verb, so common in 

Scandinavia, has not yet been found in 0. Engl., tho we had the noun and endless compounds. Here 

it is in the 3 s. pr. subj. The whole phrase. tUR UIGI, may Thur bless, we have already seen on two 

Danish heathen runic stones. But we have here — for the first time in all the North, on stone or 

parchment, in runes or Roman letters — the doubtless once common phrase. tUR uigi lik, may 

Thur Mess thee! 

TORSA, gen. pi. masc. Of the thurses, ettins, giants, goblins, monsters, helpless and fools tho 

so burly and big. This is the N. Icel.: purs, i-ORS, fUSS, the provincial Norse tusse, tuss, the provincial 

Danish tosse, the provincial Swedish tusse, tuss, tasse, tass. In 0. Engl, we have jyrs, in Early EL 

I'URS, in Mid. E. thurs. mrs, erisse, ‘ in provincial Engl, thurs, thrdse, thyese, thrust, and a rock-den 

or stone-shelter is called a thurse-house. In Ohg. there was dues and turs. — 1 have never before 

seen this fine epithet, doubtless once widely 'used, i>orsa drutin. — drutin, obsolete in Denmark, the 

0. Swedish drotin, droten. N. Icel. drottenn, 0. E. dryhten, drihten, Mid. Engl, dryghten, drichtin, 

DREETEN, Ohg. TRUTIN, 0. Sax. DROHTIN, DRUHTIN, 0. Fris. DROCHTEN. — UI1*-RA1'R, ac. pi. fem,, a COmpOUnd 

hitherto found only in the Norse-Jcelandic yid-RaEda, fem.. talk, conversation, parley, — a uari, on, at, 

WARE. Analogy would seem to show that this also is a place-name. But again I cannot prove it. 

Should it be so, again there were several spots called w^are in olden days. M e should expect that the 

one here referred to would be in the same county as stow. And accordingly in Domesday Book^ we 

have in Suffolk, in the neighborhood ’of Bungay and Flixtou, Hundred of M aneforda, a place in wari. 

With his usual kindness Mr. Bond, then Keeper of the Mss. in the British Museum, referred to the 

Ordnance Survey for me. But there is no ware there, and he suspects it may have gotten a later 

appellation, and be the spot now known as Eartham near Bungay. — Should this be not a stead-name, 

it can only be a word answering to the N. 1. tOrr (older form VAR, gen. varar) fem. anil masc.. and 

ver, neut., 0. E. wr=r, Engl. ware, weir, a haven, station, fishing-jilace. I he general meaning will be 

the same, but it will not be so sharp and clear as in the former case, which I therefore prefer. 

> tVe have in England the name.s ccbel, ccri.k, ccbll. in Denmark ciulle, ciulleses. — ® Vol. f?, fol.. London 1783. p. .380, col. 2. 
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Till a better can be found, 1 therefore hold fast the interpretation here offered. Should it be 

substantially correct, it puts into our hands the earliest bit — by about 225 years — of parchment 

Danish yet known to us. And not only so, it is about 125 years older than any such fragment in 

Norse-Icelaudic, a couple of whose vellums are the most antique left to us in any Scandinavian 

tung. — This is also the first thu(no)r invocation yet found on vellum. 

FERSLEY, N. JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 673. — I now agree with C. Save and S. Bugge (Aarb. f. N. Oldk. 1870, p. 193) 

that LUTARIS is a genitive. In Aug. 1878 Prof. M. Petersen made a new drawing, and found a T before 

the UKi, thus TUKI. I therefore read: 

LUTARIS SUN, TUKI, SATI STIN lONSl AFT OSTA, SON SIN. 

See Petersen’s drawing PL 35 in Thorsen's Vol. 2, Part 1. text Vol. 2, Part 2, p. 109. 

FJUCKBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 675. 955. — I agree with several Scandinavian scholars that it is simpler, and 

better to take an as = han, he, as is so cominon. These old verbs of motion and energy often governed 

an accusative, kuam is therefore came to, reacht, visited, kuam an krikhafnir, reacht he Grecian havens. 

In this case there is no an, on. — For a second Fjuckby stone see under Tune, Norway. 

FLATDAL, UPPER THELEMARKEN, NORWAY. 

Vol. 2, p. 678. — In “Thomas Saga Erkibyskups”, 8vo. Christiania 1869, p. 2, we have: “En 

er mo5er bans uar af terso life framm faren”, (d. s. n.). — At p. 8, “tESSOR kona” (n. s. f.). — At 

p. 13, “sera hann hseyrir lessor konungsens or5” (ac. pi. n.). ~ At p. 20. “Sonn var l^esSOR syn” 

(n. s. f.). — At p. 21, “er lessorr bans bfittr ollura raonnum val vir5ande” (n. s. m.). — At p. 22. 

“huerium J^eeirra er lessor vsegr til hseyrer” (n. s. in.), “engum au5rum vttan mer ceinum hseyrer l.essor 

vffigr til” (n. s. m.). — At p. 30. “lisa nest” (d. s. n.), “LiESSORR Iseresvseinn” (n. s. m.). — At p. 43, 

“LISA nest" (d. s. n.), “i lisa” (d. s. n ). — At p. 45, “lisa nest” (d. s. n.). — At p. 50, “lessor 

Herefordensis” (n. s. m.), “lessor oc engen onnur” (n. s. f.), — At p. 51, “LJiSSO” (d. s. n.). — At. 

p. 52, “LISA nest” (d. s. n.), “lessorr hinn mickle mai^tare” (n. s. m.). — At p. 55, “lessor er su 

hin fyrsta sundrlyudis sok” (n. s. f.), “lessor var onnur sok” (n. s. f.). — At p. 74, “Skok lessorr 

stormrenn stolpa kristnennar” (n. s. m.), “lessor [)in or5” (n. pi. n.), “lessor or5” (n. pi. n.). — But 

I stop here; the volume has between 500 and 600 pages. What has been given refers to only one 

word and in one manuscript. 

FLEMLOSE, FYN, DENMARK. 

\ ol. 2. p. 678, 885. — In Vol. 3, p. 175—189, of Suhra’s “Nye Samlinger til den Danske 

Historie”, Kiobenhavn 1794, 4to, are given extracts from a Daybook by Holger Jacoba3us, 1671. At 

p. 178 is mentioned the Fiemlose Runestone, as then lying in the churchyard. But the information 

adds nothing remarkable to what we know. 
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FOLE, GOTLA-ND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p, 684. — This homestead is hight to this day liela fole, the men are lill-fol-boae, 

and they are yet bound to give right of way, chnrch-way, free passage, thro their fences, which must 

not be quite closed. Carl Save. 

FORSA, HELSIN GLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 684. — April 7, 1877, 1 communicated to the Royal Society of Upsala the following 

article, as an appendix to my remarks on “Some Runic Stones in Northern Sweden from the papers of 

the late Prof. Dr. Carl Save", and it appeared in 1879 in their Transactions (Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Sc. 

Ups. Ser. III. Vol. 10, Pars 2, Upsala 1879). 

THE FORSA RING. 

It is now more than a dozen years ago. when real Rnnology was so young and we were all 

so inexperienced in this new archaeological-philological science, that I hastily workt out my short paper' 

on the lorsa Ring, dliis remarkable piece, on whose iron surface a cunning rune-smith has piincht-in 

245 staves, 1 had never seen, nor have I to this day, But it had been examined and carefully copied 

by Prof. Carl Save, at that time the greatest living Runologist. The only transcript that could come 

into competition with his, was that by Arendt (1806). But it is no secret that j^ll the older runic 

drawings are usually more or less doubtful, often lamentably incorrect, and the general excellence of 

Arendt’s work was then not suspected^. No authority was at that time equal to Save’s as a working 

runologist, one used to handling’ real stones and other runic old-laves, not mere printed copies. I there¬ 

fore adopted Save s text. Just so now with Sophus Bugge. He has become an illustrious rune-man, 

and has workt on the Hing itself. So I now follow him loyally and blindly, as 1 then did Save. And 

this the more as, in his treatment and translation, lie of course has the advantage of building on all 

who have gone before, making use of their good “hits” and avoiding their mistakes, as every wise man does. 

Not only has Prof. Bugge shown 'that there were some serious errors (no fewer than 10) in 

the copy I followed (Save’s) but I went on a false principle, that the Ring was a heathen relic. This 

was the universal belief then, and misled me. Bugge. has made it clear that this is a mistake, that the 

piece is Christian. Hence my translation in many places falls away of itself, and Bugge’s takes its place. 

For in Sept. 1877 appeared Bugge’s 4to essay^ on this iron roundle, with a separate facsimile 

of the runes drawn and lithographt full size by Mr. C. F. Uindberg. The first key to the whole more 

mysterious section was ray identification of the word Liut'EiT(i). The next was Prof. Olaf Rygh’s excellent 

idea that aku could only be =agu, own, have. The third was Prof, Bugge’s admirable lirhr, thus 

stamping the whole as Christian and enabling him so to use his great learning and ingenuity as 

substantially to solve this difficult problem. In this he was also assisted by the accident of his being 

a Norwegian, for his philological instinct has recognized in certain things in the risting traces of Old- 

Norse pecidianties, explained by the fact, also pointed out by Bugge, that the folk-speech of olden 

Helsingland had some features in common with Old-Norse. Thus, on the whole, his version is in iny 

opinion triumphantly happy and probable. Hard points will always remain, and I differ from him as 

to some words; but in general we must, I believe, undoubtedly follow him in his construction and 

translation. All honor to him for this his latest and ripest gift to Northern linguistic science! 

Carl Save made his drawings on the 4th and 5th of Sept. 1851. They were engraved by me 

in my work. He himself never attempted or publisht any translation. I therefore here repeat my 2 

•engravings of the Ring, but I have had the runes corrected according to the copy-given ns by Bugge^. 

' The Old-Northern Runic Monuments of Scandinavia and England. 2 vols, folio. See vol. 2, pp. 684—0. 

^ Arendt’s drawing of the Ring is so good that, as compared with Prof. Biigge’s, it has only 3 faults. 

® Save could only give some jexc hours to the Ring, as it hung on the door, and had then never seen Arendfs beautiful 

copy, Bugge had the Ring for mamj days in his oiun hands, and was familiar with Arendt s drawing. 

^ “Rune-Indskriften paa Eingen i Forsa Kirke i Nordre Helsingland”. Christiania 1877. 58 pages, with plate. 

5 On these 2 blocks the runes (like as the Ring itself) are only 2-thiTds of the full size, and they are sometimes more 

stiff than in Bugge’s lithograph, to which therefore, in this respect, I refer for minutim. 



i I ; UKSATUrSKILANAUKAUE^TUOSTAFATFURSTALAKI 

I UKSATUOAUKAURAFIURATAKHULAKI i 

: IXAT5R1MALAKIDKSAFIURAUKAURATASTAF 

; AUKALTAIKUIUARA'IFAXHAFSKAKIRITFURIR 

These staves I now divide and interpret as follows: 

1. UKSA, ac. s. m. An Ox, one Ox. — tuis-k.ilan (= tuis-gillan), ac. s. m. twice-GILD. full- 

grown and strong, ivorth 2 common beasts. Thus 1 here follow Brocmau, Liljegreu, Rydquist and Bugge, 

and banish our friend the god TU (ty. tyr). who appeared here in my first version. Cannot help it. 

Peace be with him! — auk, eke, and. — aura, ac. pi. m. ores, ounces of silver. — tuo, ac. pi. m. 

TWO. I again must object to Bugge’s fancy of transliterating the plain rune for o by a (which he 

makes to be a kind of liasal a). The rune for a must be given by a, the stave for o by o, however 

we may theorize (often, as here, unfoundedly) as to the pronunciation of this or any other letter in 

certain cases. All who like may accept Bugge’s theories. I and most others decidedly reject them. 

But he has quite simply no right to bolster them up by altering the runic values of any letter. — stafa, 

inf. (One shall) STAVE, fix as uith a stroke of the Judge’s staff, decree, ,levy as a mulct, demand as a -fine. 
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I add my own new version, chiefly based, as I shall show, upon Bugge s, where he differs from my 

former text (for in some things we of course all agree), but offering some changes, jicrhaps • rectifications,- 

of his reading. — Otherwise, for further details, J refer to my vol..2, p. 684, and to Bugge’s exhaustive 

paper. As we see, following Bugge’s corrected text, the runes are: 

FRONT OF THE RING. 
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I take STAFA here to be the usual N. I. verb so frequently employed for - to ordain, Ha-, determine 

sentence to any fine or punishment even death itself. As Bugge truly says, this is perhaps the hardest 

word m the whole nsting. 1 now divide stafat as stafa^at. Bugge thinks this is inadmissible, as. in 

the next place where it occurs, there are 3 points between the f and the following A. But there are 

BACK OF THE RING, 

• SUAtLlRtl/^AKUATLHJPRITISUAUASINTFURAUKHALKAT 

: INCA/iKIKtUSIKWTANUNROTARSTAtUM • 

• AUKUFAKftOHIURTSTAEUMilNDIBIURNFAPI : 

hundreds of examples on our runic pieces of much greater freedoms than this, so necessary was it to 

spare space or hard cutting-labor or both. And, when the rune-stamper came to the other place 

ATASTAF : AUKALT 

how was be to proceed? If he had written 

ATASTAFA i UKALT 

it would have been much harsher and more unintelligible. Including the twice-taken but once cut L in 

TUiSKiLAN, there are 8 letters thus twice redd in the usual runic way on this roundel, dhe whole 

sentence is undoubtedly in the accusative, and I take stafa to be the governing verb (with the indefinite 

man must or one shall understood as the nominative, a construction so very common in our old tungs). 

Bugge divides STaf at fursta, and takes staf to be a hitherto unknown word meaning a fast (fast as a 

staff) Slim or nomn or fine or mulct, staf, with him, is therefore a second accusative, in apposition with 

UKSA — Tuo, and he gets his verb by supposing an understood One shall pay — an idiom too hard and 
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harsh to be approved. — at, prep. gov. dat. at. — fursta, d. s. n. sup. The-FiRST. — laki (= lagi), 

d. s. n, LAY, rate or tax or share or price laid on, levy, here tithe-rate, tithing. This is one well-known 

sense of the word, all whose many meanings fall back on the primitive lay, LAYER, place where or 

manner how things are laid. I am not aware that it has ever meant time, as Dieterich and Bugge will. 

The constructions noted by Bugge stand for way, manner, not time. But even if the word ever had 

been exceptionally used for time, this would be a very meagre sense here. And besides, I know of no 

example of this expression (time) with at. 'Fherefore, itnpaid rating, the year's tithe-rate not yet sent in. 

Thus: One-ox TWiCE-GiLD (worth 2 simple ones) eke ORES TWO to-STAVE (shall one stave out, pay out, as 

a fine) Ai: the-FiRST lay (for the first year's unpaid tithe-rate). 

2. URSA TOO AUK AURA, as before. — fiura (the vowel doubled, fiurat = fiura^at), ac, pi. ra. 

FOUR. — at, as before. — apru, d. s. n. The-OTHER, the second. — laki, as before, 'riuis: oxen TWO 

EKE (and) ORES FOUR AT the-OTHER LAY (unpaid levy). 

3. IN, adv. IN, AN, but. — AT, as before. — i>rii>ia, d. s. n. The-TUIRD. — laki, as before. — 

URSA FIURA AUK (fiurauk = ftura.^auk), as before. — AURA (aurata = aura^ata), as before. — ata, 

ae. pi. m. eight. — stafa (stafak = stafa^auk), as before. Thus: in (hut) at the-third lay (unpaid 

levy) OXEN FOUR EKE ORES EIGHT shall-one-STAVE (seise as a penalty). 

4. auk, as before. — alt, n. s. n. all, the whole. — aiku, g. s. f. (Bugge). OI'-age (O.-E.); 

EiGA (O.-N.): AiGA (Goth); egha (O.-Swed.), ownings, property, substance, possesdons. '— i, prep. abs. 

(Bugge). IN, in it, therein, in that case, with regard thereto. A Norwegianism. — uarr, 3 s. pr. (Bugge. 

with elision of i>, -- UARi>R = u.^Ri>R — uerpr =■ diri>r), WORTH to be there, becomes to be there, is lost, is 

forfeited. A Norwegianism. — This is, in my opinion, coirect and very ingenious. But it is so “violent”, 

in the eyes of the modern mechanical-phonological school, that if / had proposed it, 1 should have 

been excommunicated at once, as 1 have so often been for many such things, now silently “annext” 

and admitted and used as true linguistic facts. 1 myself have repeatedly pointed out the many floating 

dialectic sounds, the frequent slurriugs of the i>, and the striking interchanges of a and i on our 

monuments. — IF, adv. (Bugge). if. This word was once, in various forms, quite common in Old- 

.Scandinavian as in English. — an, n. s. m. he, the-tithe-refusev. Bugge takes the word here as an, but 

makes it equivalent to in, H£N, yet, still further. In this I cannot follow him. We have this in. but, yet. 

in 3 other places on this King, and it is always in, never an. Nothing is a more common dialectic 

usage, old and new, than for h to be added or omitted, and there are hundreds of runic and pai'chment 

an for HAN. We have the same thing reverst in the next word, by Bugge’s own showing, hafskari foi- 

AFSKAKi. There can be little doubt therefore that this an is the frequent an for han, he, which the 

sense also requires. — hafskari (= afsraki), 3 s. pr. subj. Should-OFF-SHAKE. altogether shake off. entirelu 

refuse. Bugge makes this the word here, but looks upon it as standing for afskakri, which he would 

translate, twist, make unequal, cut of or away, and thus not give so largely as one ought. I think the word 

quite a different one, and the meaning as demanded by the context very much stronger, ahsolvtehi refuse. 

after 3 notices, 3 warnings, 3 fines for non-payment. Not to pay fidly. thus deduced from (h)afskakra, 

is also terribly forced, and is quite unsupported. But (h)af-skaka to off-suake. shake off. entirelu 

ignore and get rid of, has been a common word and idiom in all our dialects from the beo'mnino’, and is 

so still. — RIT, ac. s. m. (So Bugge). I had taken it. less correctly, as an adverb, right, law. the 

just claim of Holy Church. — furi/^, prep. gov. ac, fore, beFORE, opposite to, contrary to. I'his meaning, 

a Norwegianism, is another of Bugge’s “happy inspirations”. — sua (sual = sua_a5), rel. pron. ac. sing, 

indeel. (Bugge). so, that. — al, rel. pron. ac. s. indecl. (Bugge). at, that, which. Bugge parallels 

this sua at, SU.AT, SUAI., by SUI at, luit, mid. — rjRDi/L n. pi. m. (Bugge). A decisive and admirable 

identification, the well known epithet given to the Clergy ((T-E. l^rde), especially in Scandinavia. In 

Old-Swedish, also bor-l.erdir m.en and klj5Ek^:r. dims the learned, the Priests. Ecclesiastics, Holy 

Church, in contrast to lay men, lewd men. — aku (= Agu, Aghu, ^ghu), 3 pi. pres. (Prof. 01. llygh 

and S. Bugge). OWE, owm, have, possess, rightly enjoy. Icel. eigu. — at, prep. gov. d. (Bugge). AT, by, 

in accordance with. — liudriti, d, s. rn. (Bugge rightly adds the last i). lede-right, 0.-\i. leodriht. 

Folk-right, Folk-law, as I pointed out. Bugge proves that the N.-l. lyritr is the same word, only with 

the D elided. — sua, rel. pr. n. s. m. (Bugge). so. as, which. — uas, 3 s. pret. (Bugge). iras. — 

iNT, p.p. n. s. n. (Bugge). Carried in, proclaimed in the folk-moot, publicly enacted and announced. — 

FUR, adv. (Bugge). fore, hcFORE. — AUK, as before. — halkat. p.p. n. s. n. (Bugge). hallowed, set 
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apart, speaally allotted, fixt. 'Ihiis: eke all of-age (his properly) m-it (therein) woRTH-is-to-Ue (is lost) 

IE BE OFF-SHAKE (should finally refuse) eight (just paytnent) fore (against) so-AT (that which) the-learned 

(the Clergy) OWN (have) at (by) lede-right (folk-law), so (as) was inner (proclaimed) fore (before) eke 

(and) HALLOWED (fixt, solemnlij enacted). 

We have seen that in this sentence fdrir is taken by Bngge himself to be a preposition 

governing the following SUA. And yet the two words are separated by a divhional stop or ornament (i); 

another proof, to the many we have before, of the frequent insignificance of such marks in the con¬ 

struction of the language. See what I have said above about stafa. 

5. IN, hut, as before. — n. pi. m, they, the persons to be named, those or these men, 

namely anund and ufag. We have hundreds of such instances, variously spelt. Confining ourselves to 

runic pieces and to those which have the i> and the end-R, we have mr. tAiE (the commonest 

form, nearly 100 examples), lair/?, iar (7 stones), eaue, tAbR, l>eir. ler, ei^ir, mr (the next commonest 

form), tom. — Prof, Bugge takes this sar to be the adverb there, and makes it bear the meaning 

HERE, on this ring. — KiRtu (= GiRtu), 3 pi. p. GARED, made\ probably here, as so very often, equivalent 

to let make, ordered to he made. — siK, refl. pr. d. pi. For-themselves. Instead of the older ser, sir. 

The reflective pronoun gen. sin, dat. ser, ac. sik, died out so early in England that no example has yet 

been found. But it doubtless once existed, as it is known in all the Scando-Gothic languages. — dita, 

ac. s. n. THIS, this piece, this ring. — wtanunr = ieta^anunr. — anunr, n. s. The common mansname 

AH-UR'D (the t slurred). — o, prep. gov. dat. oh, of, at, the N now nasalized — tarstai>um. d. ph m. 

TARSTATH. Bugge savs that this village is now called tIstad, in Hog Parish (Socken), and is 5, g of a 

Swedish mile from Forsa Church. — .-tUK, as before. — ufakr, n. s. The not iincoinmon olden mans- 

uame Ufag Spelt in many ways on the monuments, also, (the N not yet nasalized) unfaikr (Starkebv, 

Upland). — 0, as before. — hiurtstacum, d. pi. m. (Bugge). hwrtstath. Bugge fixes the place at 

H.J0RSTA, in Hog Parish, Vs of a Sw. mile fi-om Forsa. It would be hartsted in English, Thus: /A’ (hut) 

THEY GARED TIIEMELVES THIS, AHUH ON (of) TARSTATH EKE UFAK ON HIURTSTATH. 

6. IN (but). — UIBIURN, 11. s. Mansname; common. — fai>i, 3 s. p. fawe:d (executed). Of 

course no earthly man can know whether faei here refers to the Bing and the Runes, as I have said, 

or to the Runes alone as Prof. Bugge thinks. It is most unlikely that the 2 wealthy landholders 

unitedly made the roundel ivith their own hands. It was probably made at their request and for their 

money, in the usual wag, by some skilled artificer, a class often mentioned on the monuments as smii>r. 

We know that such words as raisti (sing.) raistu (plur.) and lit raisa (s.) litg raisa (ph), garsi (s.) 

GARi'U (pi.) and LIT gira (s.) litu gira (pi.) etc. etc. are used almost promiscuously, and doubtless often 

with the same signification. The actual stone would usually be sought for and transported, the 

grave-how raised, the stone or stones set up — all which would usually be several days’ hard work — 

by some one accustomed to the business and who had regular helpers, all wdiich would be paid for. 

Where, as frequently, a Mother or Wife or Widow or Sister or Daughter is the “j-aiser”, it is certain 

that she did not do this herself. Sometimes it would be one of the family or a friendly neighbor; but 

usually, rich people, then as now, bought the services of others. With the runes it was different. We 

have too many instances of the direct a.ssertion that the lamenting father or son or friend cut the 

runes, to doubt that it was often so, for this would indeed be a labor of love. But here also, as we 

know, others were employed, and the names of some have come down to us who were clearly regular 

professional stone-cutters. And this would sometimes be necessary also from the elegant and 

complicated patterns used, which it was not in every body’s power to accomplish. — And so of this 

faw, one of the many words employed for made and for cut, and which is several times found on 

things bearing Old-Northern staves. Usually it is N. Sati (s.) or N. n. satu (ph) followed by N. fati. 

Now we have, as the whole risting, N. fati at n., where the dear friend was also the rune-cutter. Now 

we have the full n. sati followed by n. fair runar tisar. Sometimes it plainly means the ivhole piece, 

runes and all, as on the Church-door at Vafvcrsnnda, East Gotland, asmunter fair tyr i>asar, and 

Jattendal, Helsingland. where n. n. SATU hut N. fam stin i>ina. Pieces with the Old-Northern staves are 

still more decisive. On the Norse Einaug stone, N. rung f^ihido, it means inscribed-, as it does on the 

English Alnmouth stone, fegde contrasted with worhte; while on the Huthwell Cross it means (me 

FAU(Ei.o) composed the poem there cut. But on Braeteates 49 and 49 b, fihjsdu, it signifies made this 

piece and stampt these runes, as it does on liracteate 89, fmmvm. On the Norse Charnay Brooch it 
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means, Fyi'iii, made and inscribed, as it does on the English Osthofen Fibula, fuI'E. So on non-runic 

pieces. On the English St. Edmund’s Coin, N. Ml fiet, it is coined and stampt, while on the English 

palimpsest block at Lincoln it, fiet, signifies the enlarging of the Steeple (eirtign) of the Church, — 

So I see no reason for altering my opinion, that fam here means: fa wed (made this Hing and stampt 

these runes). Thus: w (hit) UJBjuRls! fawed. 

The whole then will be, in freer and modernized language: 

1. ONE FJRST-RATE OX AND TWO OUNCES-of-silvei' SHALL BE THE FINE FOR NON-PAYHENT-of-tithe, 

WHEN THE FIRST titke-LEVY IS MADE. 

2. 2'TFO SUCH OXEN AND FOUR OUNCES FOR NON-PAYMENT OF THE SECOND YEAR’S RATE. 

3. BUT FOR THE THIRD Unpaid-tithe-LEVY,FOUR SUCH OXEN AND EIGHT OUNCES SHALL BE THE MULCT. 

4. AND ALL THE DEFAULTER'S PROPERTY IS FORFEITED, IF HE ALTOGETHER REFUSE HIS LEGAL- 

tithe-rate, contrary to what the clergy claim by our folk-law, as was before publisht and fixt. 

5. BUT THESE had-THis-Hng made for themselves, namely, anund of tarstad and ufag of 

mURTSTAD. 

6. but UIBIURN made (THIS RING AND STAMPT THESE RUNES). 

ANUND and UFAG, the two powerful Thanes here mentioned, were doubtless the two Church¬ 

wardens, called in the Old-Swedish Provincial Laws kirkiu-drotna(r) or KiRKiu-w,i;Ri^ND.ai:(R). The 

West-Gotland Law (Schlyter, p. 104) says: 

Twer skulu kirkiu drotna ua?ra j Two shall the-Clnirch-drihtens ware (he). 

As such, and as both probably large proprietors and zealous Christians, it would be their 

wish and duty to stand by their priest and their church, and see that the tithes (to Bishop, Priest 

and Parish, or however else divided) were not kept back. They might therefore well take an opportunity 

of placing on the Church-door, in an alphabet and a tung understood by all the parishioners, the he^nel 

of that legal enactment which secured to the clergy their full right of tithe, a right which had already 

been gradually introduced into the Swedish folklands. Prof. K. Maurer (Bugge p-43) thinks these two 

landholders may have been patrons or owners of the church. One may have so been. I doubt whether 

such foundationship and ownership would have been in 2 hands. 

With regard to the Act itself, Prof. Bugge (p. 43) reminds us that by the Norwegian Elder 

Eidsiva Church-law (Norges Gamle Love, 1, 386): “He who neglects to discharge his tithe for 12 

months, shall pay 3 marks; the second year he so refuses, 6 marks; and the third year, 9 marks. 

Then shall the Bishop’s deputy summons him to pay within 5 days; if ho has not then done so, he 

has forfeited his frith (peace) and all his property.” Also by the Norse Frosteting Code (Norges 

Gamle Love, L 137): “The fourth year, he has lost his frith and his goods.” 

I here add Prof. Bugge’s free paraphrase (p. 26): a two-GILD OX AND 2 ores (SHALL ONE PAY) 

AS F'AST AMOUNT THE FIRST TIME: 2 OXEN AND 4 ORES THE SECOND TIME: BUT TEE THIRD TIME 4 OXEN AND 

Ij ORES AS FAST AMOUNT: AND ALL OF ONE'S PROPERTY ONE FORFEITS, IF ONE THEREAFTER CROOKEDLY CUTS 

OFF RIGHT OMITS FULLY TO PAV WHAT ONE IS BOUND TO PAY) THUS SETTING ASIDE WHAT BELONGS TO 

THE CLERGY ACCORDING TO TEE LAW OF THE LAND: THIS IFAS BEFORE NAMED AND UNBROKENLY FIXT. BUT 

THERE (ON THIS RING) MADE ANUND OF TAASTAD AND UF'EG OF HJORTSTAD TO THEMSELVES THIS: BUT 

V1BJ0RN WROTE THE RUNES.' 

Prof. Bugge (p. ,51) fixes tlie date of this piece at about 1150, or between 1150 and 1200, 

which all the circumstances render likely. 1 refer to him for other details, an enquiry when Tithes 

were introduced into Scandinavia and especially into Helsingland, a list of certain words in olden 

Helsingland probably connected with old Norwegian, an examination of the term uniElTE with the 

remarks of Prof. K. Maurer thereon, etc. He winds tip by remarking (p. 53) that this Ring is the 

oldest extant Legal llocuincnt yet discovered in Scandinavia. 

' “El, Iregild Okse og 2 0rer (skat man erlsgge) sora fast Betob torstn Gang: 2 Okser og 4 Orel- anden Gang; men 

tredje Gang 4 Okser og 8 0rer som fast Betob; og att af Eiendom fortaber man, tiris man fremdeles skjmvt afskjmrcr Ret (d. e. 

nndlader fnidt nd at ,yde tivnd der er Ens Ptigt at ydo) mod Titsidesmttolse af head der titkomnier de Geisttige efler Landels Lov; 

detto rat forheo mevnt og nb.'odetig fastsat. Men der (d. e. paa denne Hing) gjorde Annnd paa Taastad og Gfeg paa Itjonstnd sig 

eJette: men Vibjorn skrev Runerne,” 
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While these last lines are passing thro the press, has appeared Dr. Harald lljarne's paper 

on this Ring in Part 3, Vol. 5, of Nordisk Tidskr. f. Filologi, 1880. Herein the learned author offers 

a new reading. staf he makes a subst. in the dat. s., meaning bishop's staff — the Bishop. laki he 

translates, as dat., for a thrust or stab, at aikij t means, he thinks, for all the property therein (the 

church), hark is = oahm, the churchwarden, hafskaki is hafsk, is had, exists (aki, 3 s. pr. subj.), = let 

him, the chtirchumrden, have, ikt is earned in (to the church). iar is = at the public meeting. kirpr 

is they legally obtained. Thus the fines are for murderous assault in the church, the first, second and 

third stab, and for any damage to the property in the building. The fines go to the Bishop, while 

the Churchwaidens are entitled to compensation for injury to what has been taken in to the building 

and consecrated. 1 his is ingenious, but 1 think unsatisfactory for several grave reasons. 

FORSHEDA, SWEDEN. See under VALLEBERGA. 

FOSIE, SKlNE, SWEDEN. 

In September 1876 Prof. M. Petersen and Dr. Wimmer found a new runic stone in this parish, 

bearing a fresh example of the old x in ass: 

ASSRURN RISTI STIS TAM IFTIR t(i)U-4RK, FILAKA SIS, TRIK KTJTAS. 

ANSBUEN RAISED STONE THIS AFTER TtRUARK, FELLOW (Ctmirade) SIN (his), a~DR£NG (soldier) GOOD. 

FRAMVAREN, NORWAY. See under V,EBL1JSGSSIES. 

FRESTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 6Sy. — In the word kMHI 1 now think it impossible that the second rune can 

be A. which is always 1 on this stone. It can therefore be scarcely any other than the usual Y. and 

we must read the place-name as suia-ryisi. 

FROSO, JAMTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 626, 7. — In Dec. 1879 appeared Part 1 of "Sveriges iMedeltid”, by Riks-Antiquary 

Dr. 11. Hildebrand, Stockholm, dvo. At p, 45 he copies the woodcut in Bautil, but with the runes 

corrected by T.ector P. Olsson of Ostersiiud. Ihe result is that Bautil s is an excellent text. The only 

difference is that some letters have snffered further damage or have fallen away at the breaks an the 

stone, and that instead of Hflhb Olsson gives -HtHM-. Dr. Hildebrand queries this TRiHiX, and I think 

rightly. Why should Bautil’s otherwise faultless drawing be incorrect just here, and to introduce a 

name so unlikely? 1 fancy that Lector Olsson has mis-interpreted some scathes on the block at this spot. 
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FUGLIE, SKON^], SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 690. — Has been recopied during the runological tour thro Sk;nie of Dr. Wimmer 

and Prof. M. Petersen in Sept. 1876. From the drawing of the latter the listing seems to be: 

AUTE RISCI STIN lONSI AUFTIZ^ AU(KIR), BRUtUR SIN. HAN UARP TAUtR 0 KUTLATI. KUt HIALBI HANS SILU, 

The KIR in aukir is very doubtful, the stone having suffered so much, especially here. 

Hilfeling gave the word as aulir. The SUNU goes out; the word is clearly brupur. 

GARN, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

1 believe we have another example of the infinitive in -an on this Garn lave in Garn Socken 

(Parish), which T dare not use before as I was not sure whether Goransson’s reisn = reisan really was 

on the stone. Liljegren, in his usual off-hand wav with difficulties, simply writes it raisa. (See 

Goransson’s Bautil No. 233, Liljegren No. 591). But Dybeck’s folio “Sverikes Runurkunder”, Section 11, 

Part 4 is now (Jan. 1870) to hand, and his No. 169 is the block in question. I therefore give it here, 

lleliotyped by Pacht: 

SIHATR UK PURBTORN UK PURKRIM UK ERINMONTR LITU REISN STEIN AFTIZZ BROPUR SIN SIKSTN. IN HN 

TO 1 UIBURKUM. 

SJEAT EKE (and) THUIiBlORN EKE TEURKRIM EKE ERINMONT LET RAISE this.STONE AFTER BROT/TER SIN 

(their) sikstin. in (bid) ee died in viborg. 

The stone has suffered somewhat since the time when the drawing was made which was used 

by Goransson. In his woodcut the u in the last UK was not so much broken but a plain h. In the 
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same manner lie gives the H in HX as a clear and the second u in uiburkum as distinctly n. Observe 

the ' and 1 everywhere for s and T, and mark how very near to h (u) is the It in uiburkijm. This last 

word (in the dative plural as usual in our old times) is the wellknown ancient and famous city of 

viBORG in North Jutland, Denmark. 

Now it is certain that on this block the + and +, the a and x. are ahmys carefully distinguisht. 

7jever used the one for the other. We must also see and admit that 3 words here are sounded short 

or contracted for shortness, a vowel being understood or slurred as so often. No one will say that 

siKSTN is siKSTA or that HN is HA. But, if siKSTX Is undoubtedly sikst’n or sirstan (or sikstin or 

SiKSTEiN &c.) and hn = h x or hax, then reisx is as surely reis’x or reisax. All this is more than 

probable; it is almost certain. By Dybcck s scale this monolith is about 9 feet high. It lies on the 

ground below the steps to the southern porch in Garn Church. 

GALLSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Voi. 2, p. 614. Jan. 1869. Have received Part 11, No. 3 of Dybeck’s folio Sverikes Run- 

urkunder. No. U)3 is this stone. Dybeck’s plate shows that it has fasur, not fapuri. This example 

therefore goes out. 

GLAVENDRUf, FYN, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 700. — Add to what is here (and at pp. 89, 90, 292) brought together on the 

Grave-imprecations of olden times, a couple of modern instances. On our own Shakespear’s grave-slab 

ill Stratford Church, Warwickshire (1616): 

•‘Good friend, for Jesus sake forbeare 

To digg the dust enclo’ased heare: 

Blest be man y‘ spares these stones. 

And curst be he y‘ moves my bones.” 

Pai-t of the epitaph to the memory of Nils Bagge, 1708, Church of Marstrand, near Goten- 

burg: “Male percat, insepultus jaceat, cum Juda partem habeat, si quis sepulcrum hoc violaverit.” 

( Wretchedly perish, unhnried lie, with Judas take his share, whoso shall violate this grave'.) 

In the Swedish Westgotland and Eastgotland Laws another word, of the same meaning as this 

WRATAX, RATA, HRATA, RATE, and as the (sixsa), SICA, of the Skjern stone, is employed, namely the old 

verb BETA, to BAIT, hunt down, drive away into banishment Thus in the Eastgotland Law, Drapa-balk. 

4, 3, the one codex has “at han do i friclOsu”, that he died IN fbitblessnbss, outlawry; but another 

Ms. has “at han do sottir och bettir”, that the died sought-after (pursued) and baited (driven into 

banishment as a Warg or Wolfshead). 

GLIMMINGE, SKINE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 701. — 1 have never seen this stone. In 1876 it was examined by Dr. Wimmer, 

in company with his artist Prof. Magnus Petersen. At p. 14 ol his “Sproglige iagttagelser in “Kort 

Ldsigt ov. d. philol.-hist. Sainf. Virksombed”, Kjobenhavn 1878, Dr. W. states that the block ends: 

dtrct at [hJrata 

HUAS UB-BRIUTI 

WORTH (be) AT (to) RATI (an outlaw) 

WHO-AS (whoso, he ivho) may-VP-BRETE! 

(Let him. be an outlaw who breaks open this gravel) 

This gives an excellent meaning, and a formula exactly similar to the Sici SA MOXR is cusi 

KGBL UB-BiRUTi of the Skjern stone, which see. 
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GHANA, VALLENTUNA, UPLAND. 

Vol. 2, p. 702. — ill Dybeck’s folio “Sverikes Runurkunder”, 0. 3, just received (Jan. 1869), 

this stone is No. 107. My engraving is quite correct, only, as I hinted, the a in auk is the usual +. 

GRANBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 703. — Altho Mr. Dybeck does not give one word of explanation, it now appears 

that the Granby stone is not broken to pieces and lost (all but one small bit). For in that runesmith’s 

last part (Section 11, Part 3) of his “Sverikes Runurkunder”, just received (Jan. 1869). the Granbv 

stone is No. 148, and is nearly perfect tho in 3 pieces. The only letter of any consequence which is 

doubiful is the i (a) in uiat, which is quite plain in Bautil but unfortunately was lost when the stone 

was smasht about 25 years ago. As now given, Dybeck’s text is in several places different from 

Bautil's. and particularly the archaism on-botdn disappears. On the block anumuiat is written in one, 

and perhaps we had better divide anum uiat, not an um-uiat, in which case uikmuntr, not biuri, was 

the manslayer. Taking the first 6 lines as in staverime, 1 would read: 

lURSTIN UK RAKNFRIi? 

£C RISTU STIN PINA 

IFTIN BIURI I KRaNBU, 

BRUPUR KALES. 

ANUM UIAT 

uikmu(nt)r, 

KUP IHLBI ONS OT UK SALU BITR PAN ON KARPI. 

TBURSTIN EKE EAKNFRIR 

THEY RAISED STONE THIS 

AFTER BlUR IN GRANBY, 

BROTHER Of-KALF. 

HIM had-wiGG'D (slain, — him slew) 

WIKMUNT. 

GOD HELP HIS OND (spMt) EKE SOUL BETTER THAN HE GARED (did, acted, deserved). 

BIURI in Dybeck is biurn in llautil. Which is right? Carl Save asks: — “Is uiat an old 

reduplicated past tense of a verb uita?” 

Vol. 2, p. 704. — Very similar in Layamon are lines 30,459 & foil. (Layamons Brut, ed. 

Sir Fr. Madden. Vol. 3, London 1847, 8vo, p. 223): 

bur5es he barnde [burned] 

castles he ualde [felled] 

his here [army] wrohte on Jonde 

harmes vniuose [enough, numberless]. 

Vol. 3, p. 705. ~ An English Nitli-.Song from about the year 1608 (Notes ami Queries, 

Jan. 7, 1871, p. 7): 

“Mary acusmge Robb wroiigfullye for the well Robert prayeth for hire after tbi.s man',, and 

wishethe him self noe better end yf ever adid [he did] deserve yt. 

“I ffervently beseeclie 

the thundring God of might 

that all the plague of heven & erthe 

oppon the wrettche maye light 

that fury f'rette her gall 

her payne maye never ceasse 

non- fynd noe frend in her distresse 

that may her woe releasse.” 
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GEEENMOUNT, LOUTH, IRELANH. 

A most interesting find has turned up, October 27, 1870, in Ireland, a piece bearing plain 

runes, the fiist yet discovered in that country. For this happy addition to our stores we have to thank 

the zeal of Major-General J. H. Lefroy (now Governor of the Bermudas), who opened and examined a 

grave-mound near the coast, on the estate of Lord Rath-donnell. The how thus dug into, called 

D'nihnm catha. Ridge of Battle (Dorsum praelii), or also Greenmount, is in the County Louth, 

1 English mile south of Castle Bellingham, 10 miles south of Dundalk, and 5 from the Danish 

settlement of Dunany on the Bay of Dundalk. Earlier CTemated interments were laid bare at the 

bottom of the tumulus. On sinking a shaft from the top, an interment was found uyiburned. About 9 

feet below the surface were remains of a mouldy substance (a leathern belt, unhappily thrown away by 

the workmen), and a bronze plate or fastening attacht, about 5 —Sths of an inch broad and 4 inches 

long, evidently the fitting of a Swordbelt. It is admirably cast, and bears on the front an elegant 

intertwined thong- or cable-ornament of seven loops, once inlaid with silver mechanically heateoi in. of 

which 4 small patches remain. 

Details of this curiosity were instantly and kindly forwarded to me by the accomplisbt 

old-lorist Major-general Lefroy, together with beautiful light-bilds of the piece, full size. The runes 

are sharj^ly and elegantly risted on the hack, as is usual with such things. A couple of them have 

suffered slightly from corrosion, but the rest are very clear, even in the photograph, and all can 

be well made out. There are no marks of division, tho we have the stung 1 for E. The ornamentation 

on the front is of the class which perhaps may best be called Kelto-Northumbrian, and much resembles 

the chain-cable patterns on many of the Crosses in the He of Man. The bronze surface has plain 

traces of gilding, and the cuts on either side the silver line have been filled with a white paste. This 

paste also shows itself in two places where the silver should be, probably only a repair. I here give 

both sides, full size, TIellotyped by Hr. Pacht from the Journal of the R. 11. and A. As. of Irek, April 

1871, p. 484: 

Lying near this piece was a lump of oxide of iron, possibly the remains of an axe. There 

were also found, besides great quantities of bones and animal-teeth, a bone or ivory Tlarp-peg, and a 

Bronze Axe of the type peculiarly Irish, hundreds of them being found in Ireland while they are so 

scarce elsewhere. I copy this also, from the same work p. 479, one half the size of the engraving there: 

39 
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The date of this fitting and of its runish risting it is of course impossible to fix. I think it 

cannot be later than the 10th century. Altho it has the stung e, it has not the stung D. I cannot see 

that HOFOt for HAF05 or HAUFOt should necessarily bring it down to the 11th century, soerth (swerth) 

is a form which this word has also in Old-English. However this may be, I take it that we can only 

read and divide: 

TOMNAL SELS-HOFOC A SOER/'^/.'ETA. 

TOMNAL SEAL’S-HEAD OWNS SWORD THIS. 

TOMNAL (had the dotted t been used, domnal) is the older form of the well-known Keltic 

mansname domhnall, now usually spelt donnell, and curiously enough this lave was found on the land 

of Lord RATH-DONNELL. This name has always been very common in Ireland, especially in the 9th and 

10th ages. But the owner was doubtless a Scandinavian, probably a Dane. Nothing was more common 

— from friendship, intermarriage and other causes — than for Northmen to take up in their families 

the names of the strangers abiding among them or among whom they lived. 

This interesting relic was shown by Maj.-Gen. Lefroy to the members of the Archaeological 

Institute Dec. 2, 1870, and was first noticed in “The Athenaeum”, London, Dec. 10, 1870. A short 

account of it, by the Rev. G. H. Reade, was publisht in the Journal of the Roy. Hist, and Arch. Assoc, 

of Ireland (Vol. 1, 4th Series, Oct. 1870, p. 279). But soon after appeared a long and learned treatise 

on the whole find by the fortunate digger himself, Maj.-Gen. Lefroy, in the Journal of the Archceological 

Institute, 8vo, London 1870, — reprinted in the Journal of the Roy. Hist, and Archseological Association 

of Ireland, 8vo, April 1871, Dublin, pp. 471—502. 

GRYTA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 707. — Prof. C. Save rejects kuy-uir and prefers kus-dir, possibly masc. He 

adds: “In Lilj. 32, 36 we have kus (nom. and acc.), which 1 take to be = Icel. gus or gus's, gus being 

the root in the verb giosa (gaus, gusum), whence gusir (giant), gustr. m, (gust) (a dwarf). Rather so 

than from kiosa (kaus, kusum). There may have been a real ku-, kO-ripr, like as ku-tirfr Lilj. 469, 

and JJlj. 155, 319 ku-lifr (laifr) distinct from kun (=gunn-) -ridr, -tirfr, -laifr. I look on this as 

GU, Gtr. What it means 1 do not know, but in the Ynglinga Saga is the name gy-laugr. Perhaps this 

is Lilj. 159 Ki-LAUK, f., and Lilj. 151 gi-lok, f.” And again, quite correctly: “krutum is merely the 

old name of gryta, krut (g. kruta, d. krutUxM, ac. krut) neut. pL, Swed. ett gryt, stone-heap, rocky 

place. Many places are called gryt, Icel. griot, neut. sing. Accordingly we see that this stone stands 

in gryta parish.” C. Save, 1868. 

HABBLINGBO, GOTLAND, SAYEDEN. 

A ol. 2, p. 708. At p. 709 I said (in 1867): “Can the symbolical carving signify the arrival 

of the fallen Sea-king — summoned and chosen by (W)oden, and mounted on his war-steed, which 

had been buried with him — to the Halls of Walhall, one of the Heavenly Nymphs (the Walkyries) 

welcoming him thither with a Horn of Mead?” The same opinion has now (March 1880) been exprcst 

by Dr. IL Hildebrand, the Swedish Riks-Antiquary, quite independently, for he had never seen my 

article Vol. 2, p. 708, 709. In the February No. of the “Manadsblad", Stockholm, 1880, that learned 

old-lorist publishes 3 Swedish metallic pendants, small ornaments, female figures, two of which offer a 

Drinking-horn, and a silver Ear-picker from Bjorko bearing a similar ivinged bild holding the Horn. All 

these he ingeniously and I think truly explains as Walkyries with the Horn of welcome to AALalhall, 

and connects them with the like Horn-bearing mays on the old Gotland Bildstones. See also Tjangvide. 
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HAGELBY, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Voi. 2, p. 709. — R. Dybeck says in Sver. R. Urk. 1. p. 3,'j, that Bantil’s drawing is correct, 

except (as he adds in Runa 1, 6, p. 85) that the stone has the full inkikielr. 

HAINHEM, GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 712. — “IX HIXG (not hixke); the homestead bixg still exists in Hainhem parish.” Carl Save. 

HALL, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

I have now (Jan. 1870) received Dybeck’s folio "Sverikes Runurknnder", If, 4. No. 170 is a 

stone found by Dybeck at North Hall, Upland. It has 3 strong nouns ending with a vowel in the 

accusative! 

ULKAUTR LIT STAIN HAKUA IFTIR 5URKAR5, FA5UR0 SIN, AU/C._/aTIL, BRULURO SIN. 

niKAUT LET this-STONE HACK (inscribe) AFTER THURKAR, FATHER SIN (his), EKE (ami) after-KITIL, 

BROTHER SIN (his). 

T repeat once more, that I am quite aware of the fact that we can sometimes “easily” get 

ri(.l of every ei'ample of these accusative nouns in a vowel, and other such; by simply assuming that in 

old times there has been “a side-form” in i or something else, or a masc. noun with a fem. declension, 

or that AFTAR often governed a dative on the Scandian-runic grave-stones. Of course this may be so, 

now and then; but, generally speaking, the remedy is worse than the disease, or only states my main 

fact in other ivords. 

HALLESTAD, SKINE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 1, p. 233. — Prof. S. Bugge, Man. Bladet, Sept. 1877, p. 533, thinks the stone bears 

STix and STUJAN, not SAM and saupan. 

H A K G S - A, UPLAND. See under Freerslev, Denmark. 

HARGS-MO, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 1, p. LXI. — This valuable block has now been engraved by Dybeck (Runurkunder, fol. 

I. II, 1876, No. 275), and we see that Liljegren-Bautil’s copy contains an imjwrtant error (minor things 

we do not speak of). The inscription is remarkable for its many bind-runes. But one of these, as 

clearly given by Dybeck, is a treble monogram, 3 letters in one, , sar, h'ifc, so that, he being right, 

instead of altulf arfs, we must read altulfs arfs. This makes a great difference, altdlf is the person 

whom KDPLIF and sihuicr inherited, and arfs is the genitive of arf, arv-goods, inherited pro23erty, 

inheritance, heirship, the estate left by their father altulf. 

KUPLIF auk SIHUIIR, ALTULFS ARFS ARFAIR, LITU HAKUA STEN AFTIR FACUR SIN OK SIHBORH, MOCOR HONS. 

Kh'THLlF EKE SIHUITH, ALTULF’S ABF’S (inheritance’s) ARF-TAKERS (heirs), LET HEW (inscribe) thiS‘STONE 

AFTER FATHER SJN (their), EKE (and also after) siHBORH, mother ms (= Altulf s). 

The curious figure-carvings are also given by Dybeck much more exactly than before. 
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HASSELBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

(Lilj. 794, Bautil 1087). Dec. 1876. This Christian stone has been re-engraved by Dybeck 

(Ruimrkiuider, fol. 1, 11, No. 296). The only doubtful place — at the end — is now clear, and gives 

yet another instance of the verb si, here a-si, to hless. &o in Early Swedish wc have fore se and forse 

for to see for, care for. help, Ness. For formulas of Hlessing see abrahai^istoep, and the list added there. 

ASKIiJ UK MEKINRIARN UK LITLT LITU EISA STIN AT TUBA, FAI>UR. (ASI sil kll)l>! 

ASKIR EKE AlEKmBlARN EKE LIT LI LET RAISE this-STOKE AT (in memory of) TUBl, tlieir-FATHER. 

ON-SEE (looh on, heep, bless) (his-soid go)D! 

HELGANAS, SMALAND, SATE DEN. 

In Norra Tjust Harad, Varend, Smaland. No. 1283 in Liljegren, who follows Count G. Bonde's 

old drawing, a copy of which is now before me. A couple of words are obliterated at the beginning 

and one at the end. Otherwise everything is apparently faultless. The risting is: 

.: M'M: t[+i ■■ Ntn: irtiA • nwi'rt ^ hw ■ • ■ 
(.auk) FASLAUG, PAUN HION, LITU IFTI/? UIALFA, SUN (sin). 

(..... eke) FASLAUG THOSE HiWAK (spoiises, man and loife) let after uialf, SON (sin — their). 

PAUN, n. pi. n., with the N, on a block apparently heathen. — litu, the verb, (raise, &c.) 

omitted, as elsewhere. — faslaug for fastlaug, with the slurring of the T, as so often. Thus we have 

here an undoubted old accusative in a vowel which afterwards fell aw'ay (uialfa = uialf), unless we say 

there was once a form ualfi, of which no one ever heard — and if found, which would be an equally 

great archaism, only of another kind. 

HESSILGIL CRAGS, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND. 

In 1874 appeared at Kendal Part 3 of “Transactions of the Cumberland and AA^estmoreland 

Antiquarian and Archseological Society”, 8vo. At p. 318 is a paper by the late Rev. John Maughan, 

Rector of Bewcastle, announcing the finding of a second runish rock-risting in Cumberland, this time 

at Hessilgil Crags, only about half an English mile north of the Barnspike rock carving, given by me 

Vol. 2, p. 648. Mr. Maughan says: “During the summer of 1872 a Scandinavian Runic Inscription was 

discovered by a shepherd, named John Davidson, on one of the Hessilgil Crags, on the Highgrains 

Farm, in the parish of Lanercost. — — — — Like the Barnspike, the Hessilgil Inscription faces the 

north, and is well protected from the weather by another crag, which stands close to it, and forms a 

barrier against the shower and the blast.” He gives an engraving of the runes. But I had doubts 

whether these staves were quite correctly copied, and applied for help to my learned brother Canon 

James Simpson. Rector of Kirkby Stephen. He kindly forwarded me 2 rubbings, taken for him by a 

gentleman now deceast. "We are so much the more thankful for this assistance, as we now see there 

were faults in Mr. Maughan’s transcript. The runes are about the same size and shape as those at 

Barnspike. As corrected by the rubbings, they are as follows: 

ASKR HRITA HEIL KIL, HIMUIK,® 

HESSIL (? HESSILS). 

.•is/sT WROTE (rime-carved) this-iiiLL (rock) to-GiL, bome-tbjgger (house-carl, henchman, hirdman, guard) 

tO-BESSlL (? or of-BESSIL). 

Unhappily, the gentleman who made the rubbings accidentally forgot the under line. We 

cannot therefore know at present whether any spores are left of an s after the last word. Maughan 
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has only hessil. Should only hessil have been carved, we must take the word as a dative, the vowel 

fallen away, a very uncommon construction. The practical meaning will be the same. 

ASKR, ASK with the .bcandiau uominative-mai-k -R, is an excessively rare name in Scandinavia, 

and is here found in runics for the first time. In 0. Engl, it is still rare (aesc); in modern English 

it is rather common, ask, aske, ash. IMr. iSlaughan says hereon: '‘^Ye have a remarkable trace of him 

in the word askerton, the name of one of our noted Border Castles, and probably the ancient residence 

of this ASKR. Ihe township of Askerton lies on the north side of the parish of Lanercost, 

is about ten miles long, and five miles broad, and contains the Barnspike and Hessilgil inscriptions, 

which are about three miles fronj the farfamed inscription on the Bewcastle Cross. In very old records 

Askerton appears to have consisted of two Askertons, so that we mav assume that the family of askr 

had flourished in these parts, as the Bucths had done on the north side of them, where they gave the 

name to the large district of Bewcastledalc.” This pre-supposes that asker is askar for askars, the 

genitive. In any case, ask is a scarce Old-Scandinavian name. 

hrita, 3 s. p. Ihis is the 4th example of this guttural form in runics, eraita Barnspike, 

HRITA here, hrita at Ilanunda in Upland, and lit hrita at Eorkarleby in Upland. 

Ihe runish HIL, hel {rock, slab) has dozens of forms. I only know one other instance with 

the diphthong, the Bjornsnas stone, East Gotland. Sweden, whose local dialect affects this sound. It 

has HAiEi TAisi, kairtu buru taisi and aiftir. This Cumberland piece has heil. 

KiL, a slurred dative (for gile, gil") is probably not a shortened kitil or a side-form of kal, 

but a Keltic name, now gill, gille, which means a boy, youth, son, and is excessively rare in 

Scandinavia. Mr. Maughan observes: “About fifty yards on the north side of the inscription is a 

distinct trace of a ring-barrow — probably the last resting place of this gil, from which, if he could 

only raise his head, he could see the glistening waters of the Solway.” 

Hi.viWKJE, dat. sing., in apposition to gil’. Found here for the first time in England. Only as 

vet met with on 7 other runic grave-minnes, all of them in olden Denmark. 

HESSIL. Also a mansname never before found in rimes. Chiefly in England (hesel, hesele, 

HESIL, ESELL, &C., fem. ESSEL, now HASSELL, HASSILL. HA2ELL. HESSEL, &C.) and ill Denmark (HiESLiE, hesel, 

now HASSEL, HESSEL, HASLE, &c.). Mr. Alaughan says. p. 320: “Near the llighgraiiis Farmhouse are the 

remains of a very old and strong stone dwelling — about four feet high — with thick walls and very 

low and narrow doors. It may have been the stronghold of this Ilessel.” Or it may not. 

On the whole this rock-risting is a very remarkable monument of the Wiking period, is 

heathen, and would seem to date from the 10th century. 

H IE K M I N D, see TULSTRUP. 

HILLESJO (or HILLEKSJO ot RUNEBERGET), UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 716, 8S5. — I think this costly block, with its m,any forn word-falls, may be redd 

without break with the help of Dybcck’s drawing, hor I would fill-in the lost letters as follows: 

SITAN LA ERAUTRIK; HAN (uar|> tnujir in bu ]i)iNSA. I>A FINKU TAU BARN (tu; in) jiar ain lifli. hun hit inka, 

SiTBAl^CE THEN (thereafter had they a son) fravthiuk: he (worth dead [died or in boo [home-stead or 

hamlet] ih)is. THEN fehg (got) they barns (two: hut) a-NAY (gi>'l) ONE-ly Li\hD. boo (she) 

BIGHT (was named) inga. 

The carver, thhebiaen skald, also gared the Bro stone. Upland, Liljegren 626. — The lady 

IKGA raised 4 stones to her husband kaGxNFAST, three at .Snottstad (l s.ndiastamm), Ldj. 486, 497, 498, 

and one at Vreta, Lilj. 2010, all 4 in Markim Parish. She commemorates her deccast sons by aieik 

on the Hanstad stone, Upland. Lilj. 2011. — Men and things are always the same. As kiasae’s wealth 

went back to his Grandmother kaibladk, so, says "The Gnardian” for Aug. 14, 1872: “Ihe Due de 

Guise, who was the only remaining child of a family of eight, was to have inherited f 800,000 from 

his mother. The inheritance will now revert to his grandmother, the Princess of Salerno.” 
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HOFGlED, EAST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 785. — Prof. Carl Save, of Upsala, has just (Feb. 1868) sent me a transcript of 

a drawing by Student K. A. Hagson, showing a runic block lately found by him. It stands by the 

homestead Hofgard, in Hof Parish, Gostring Hundred; its greatest height about 6 feet 6, its greatest 

breadth about 6 feet. The whole middle bears a Cross-mark, round which runs a runic band inscribed: 

TUNA SATI STIN I>(anA) AFT/i SIN UAR, lURFAST. 

UAS HAN MAN 

MIST UN1I>IK. 

TUNA SET STONE THIS AFTER SIN (her) }YERE (husband), THVRFAST. 

irns HE a-MAN 

MOST UN-NITHING. 

(Free-handed and kindly was he alway.) 

Only the upper half of the last rune is left in the injured pronoun; the word may have been 

PANA, 6INA, PISI. &c. &c. The last words have no nominative-mark. 

HOFYA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

This stone. No. 223 in Dybeck’s Sverikes Runurkunder, folio, H, has 

for RYISA, the second rune being clearly Y. 

HOGBT, GOSTKING HARAD, EAST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Granite, about 11 ('2 feet long by about 2 broad. The 2nd and 3rd side first made visible in 

1874. As I have publisht this monument separately, with large engravings b I need not repeat it here. 

In my monograph I have shown, or endeavored to show, that this noble stone, which contains many 

lines in both prose and verse, was raised about the middle of the 11th century, and that kari — one 

of the chiefs whom it commemorates — fell at Dundee under the banner of Earl SIWard, in that battle 

which struck the sceptre out of the hand of machete, king of Scotland. — Linguistically noteworthy is 

the masculine nominative noun treks = dreiigs, dreng, soldier, hero, with the old nominative-mark still 

left as -s, instead of the later -R (= drengr, now dreng). All runologists have acknowdedged that this 

is an undoubted and clear instance of this lingering -s for the later -R. 

HONUNGSBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 721. — \Ve may possibly read diusa, as well as kansa. Therefore: litu risa sten 

mansa (or eidsa). 

HUNE, N. JUTLAND. See under Freerslev, Denmark. 

1 Macbeth, Earl Siward and Dundee. A contribution to Scottish History from the Rune-finds of Scandinavia. By Prof. 

G. Stephens. London 1876. pp. 27. Imp. 8vo. With 2 Chemitypes. Price 2 sh. (Williams and Norgate, London.) — Macbeth, 

Jarl Siward og Dundee, Et Bidrag til Skotlands Hlstorie, &c. &c. Pria 1 Kr. (H. H. J, Lynge, Kjobenhavn). 
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INGLA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 722. — Dybeck’s copy is bad. It has been amended by Hr. K. A. Hagson, of 

Upsala, who has also found runes on the edge and back. See Upplands Fornm. F<3r. Tidskr. 3, Stock¬ 

holm 1873i p. 72, where Prof. C. Save gives the risting as follows: 

HULMKAIiS AUK SIKRIBR a(u)k (a)h(FASTE) UAU L(itu raisa Stai)N AFTIfl KDNAR, (s)UN HULMKIRS. 

On the one edge : . . . i. sar . u . . On the back, wend-runes : 

OSMUNTR, S(uin), 5(ai)r MARKAI>U ilSAR RUNG. 

EULMGAIR EKE SIGRITH EKE ABFAST THEY L(et raise Sto)HE-thu AFTER GVHAR, the-SOH of BVLMGAIR. 

Observe the internal declension in nom. hulmkair, gen. hulmkirs. 

OSMUKD and-s(uin) they markt (inscribed) these runes. 

It is certain that the name was suain, or sdin, for we have on the Hamlinge stone, Gestrikland, 

SUAIN UK OSMUNRNT BiR MARKAPU, and Oil the Flarang stone, Gestrikland, suain ouk osmunrt markasu stin 

UNO. — Mark, HULMKAIR not AN hulmkair: and (s)un, not kunan. 

IRELAND. 

Vol. 2, p. 611. Should Dr. Smith be exact, there is a striking Scando-English instance of 

the nom. -s on a Iliberno-Danish coin lately found. In the Athenseum. London, Feb. 26, 1870, p. 296, 

we read, in connection with a meeting of the Numismatic Society: “Dr. A. Smith exhibited a coin of 

Sitric with the obverse legend sitric cunung dyfl, and the reverse godwine mo wint, the head to the 

left, like that of Ethelred the Second. Also a penny of Anlaf, with the reverse legend anlaf cunungs, 

and some other Hiberno-Danish coins.” — “Olaf, said to have been a son of a king of Denmark, came 

to Ireland, with his brothers, Sitric and Ivar, and was accepted as king by all the foreigners there in 

863; and he is noticed in the years 859, 861, 8G2, 863, and 869.” > After 871 he is mentioned no 

more in the Irish Annals. — The coin was probably struck by this Anlaf; if not, by Olaf the son of 

Guthfrith I and brother of Sihtric (about 930 — 935), or by one of the other kings in Ireland named Anlaf. 

JADER, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

The stone (? 11th century) in the Church here (Lilj. No. 981, Bautil No. 745) has been taken 

out, and a word has become visible which gives another instance of the old gen. sing, feminine in -dr. 

I have to thank the late R. Dybeck for this communication. (See his Runa, I, 6, 89.) What is left reads: 

(.raisti stain |:)insa) at begli. fa^ur sin, buanta sifur. han uar FA(rin mi{j ..... .) 

(.raised stone this) at (to) begla, father sjn (his), bonde (hvshand) of-siFA- he was FA(ren 

= out in service, ivith.). 

JERNA, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 739. — Apparently we have now a second instance of BU, biufa in the sense of 

to bless. Richard Dybeck has just (Dec. 1871) favored me with a drawing of the Jerna stone, also in 

Sijdermanland. It has suffered much since the bild was made for Bautil (No. 687, Lilj. No. 807). 

Comparing the two copies, the risting was: 

(.e) raisti stain PANSI at UIKAIR, FAPUR sin. UINR (krist) A-BD h(a)n! 

(.r) raised stone this at (to) UIKAIR, FATHER SIN (his). 0-WIN (friend) (Christ) BOO (take, help, 

bless) HIM.' 

^ D. H, Haigli, Coins of the Danish Kings of Northumberland, p. 5. 
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This is followed by a Calvary Cross. Unhappily we are not sure what was the name that 

followed uiNR, but as this is masculine krist is more likely than maria. As we have arisa, &c.. in the 

English maimer, for EISA, &c., so we have here abu for BU. — We have several times thy soul, 

THEE, &c. instead of HiS SOUL. — See p. 739, and Korpebro, further on. 

KALLBYAS, W B S T - G 0 T L A N D, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 725. — I have since found a drawing of the Kallbyas stone, taken in 1670, in 

Elias Brenner’s Runteckningar, 4to. Ms. in the Riksbibliotek, Stockholm. It is independent of Bautil s, 

but agrees with it in everything, except that the A in TOR has not the dot above on each side, the i 

in RISTU is whole, there is a damage on the middle of the R in 0Ri>A, and there are no points after 

that word. 

K 1 L S T A D, SWEDEN. See under virring. 

K A R E B Y, B 0 H U S L A N, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 665. — In “Goteborgs och Bohusliins Fornminnen och Historia”, 1876, 1877. 8vo, 

Stockholm 1877, pp. 425—446, is a charming chapter on the Fonts of this province, with engravings 

from drawings by G. Brusewitz and text by Dr. 0. Montelius. The 4 sides of this Dip-stone stand 

p. 432, 3, and p. 445 are fresh efforts to translate the nines by Prof. S. Bugge and Docent Leffler. 

KARKSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

From RICHARD DYBECK’S Sverikes Runurhunder, folio, No. S8. Heliotyped hy vilhelm pacbt. 

An elegant stone in fine preservation. Greatest height and breadth about 6 feet. Is No. 721 

in Liljegren, No. 640 in Gbransson’s Bautil. Lies as a threshold-block in one of the southern buildings 

in Karkstad, Sparrsiitra (not Varfrukyrke) Socken. It is commonly called the Testby stone, but 

Mr. Dybeck tells us that it has never been there, and consequently this name should fall away. The 

inscription has always been misunderstood from taking the last word as a genitive, which of course 

gives no meaning; auk is evidently here the 3rd p. past of the verb haukuan, one of the endless 

variations assumed by this verb in the p. t,, and of which in this shape we have many examples. 

HARALS is therefore in the nominative, and is a fresh instance of the nom.-mark in -S, the later -R. 

I therefore read: 
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SKARM HAISTI STAIN PINA AFTIR UTRllK, SUN SIN. KUP HIALBI ANT HANS. AUK HARALS, 

SKARTHl RAISED S20NE THIS AFTER UTRHK OTRYGG), SON SIN (kw). GOD HELP OND (soul) HIS. HEWED 

(= sculptured this stone) harals t= harald,. 

Ihe usual later forms (in the nominative) of this haral(t)s are haraltr, HARALTJi, haralt. 

Here (harals) the t is eliiied; on the Sondervissiug stone, N. Jutiand, (harats) it is the l which is 

slurred. On the broken Skjern stone, N. Jutland, (Thorsen Vol. 3, Part 1, No. 67) which begins with 

HARALS A(?uk).... and ends with dsbiaur(n). we cannot see whether harals is nominative or genitive; 

probably the former. 

KILBaR, BARRA, HEBRIDES, SCOTLAND. 

For some 800 winters has this venerable grave-minne stood where it was first uplifted, in the 

old and now disused burying-ground of Kilbar in Barra, a i-emote iland in the outer Hebrides, off the 

N. W. coast of Scotlandh It was first found in 1865 by Alexander A. Carmichael, Esq., of Strathavon, 

Oban. But the carvings were first drawn by his artist-wife, Mrs. Mary Francis Carmichael in 1875. 

and since then they have both repeatedly examined it. I have to thank them for the friendly help of 

drawings of both sides, and a full-sized facsimile of the runes on linen. In August 1880 this costly 

block happily reacht the Edinburgh Museum (= Forn-hall). and its Keeper. J. Anderson. Esq.. 

F. S. A.Sc., after having cleared away its lichen, obligingly favored me with light-bilds and other 

valuable aid. For all this generous assistance I am deeply grateful, as also for clichees of the careful 

woodcuts, for which I have to thank the Society of Scottish Antiquaries, Edinburgh, in whose Trans¬ 

actions (Vol. 15. pp. 33—36) the substance of this paper first appeared. 

The stone measures 6 feet 5V2 inches in length, its greatest width being ISVg inches above 

and 10 below. It is the first example of runes in the Hebrides, and hence is doubly valuable. 

1 Jn a letter this moment received (Oct. 1S81), Mr. Carmichael kindly informs me that — by tradition ~ this monolith was 

perhaps “first uplifted" elsewhere. He says: “I am inclined to think that it was brought from Iona to Barra about the beginning 

of the 18th or end of the 17th century. When 1 can first trace it. it stood at the head of a Uwga - a built grave — made by 

a son of Macneill of Barra for himself." 

40 
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i\s to the names. UR is a well-known but scarce Old-Northern mansname; tUR (short for 

thunor) is more common; riskurs (if so it be, for Mr. Anderson writes me that the 2nd letter may 

possibly be d (a) is dialectic for raskurs. gen. of rask-ur, the rash or rasiu or bold or daring UR. one 

of several names compounded with -UR, found here as I trow for the first time. rask is still a 

common mansname in Scandinavia. Highly interesting is the genitive formula here, the name of the 

forthfaren in the possessive, of which construction some few examples are found both in Old-Northern 

and later runes. — The expression stanir, stones, in the ac. pi., may refer to a block at each end of 

the grave, or may be equal to stone-setting, a ring or line of stones, foot-ring round the grave, as so 

often. — The use of SIE for bless is also costly, as being so rare in runics; from heathen times it 

lives-on into Christian days. ! have spoken of it Vol. 2. p. 660 and 738, and refer to abrahamstorp, 

farther back. — The last word, perhaps anti or ATI or something such, in the 3rd line, is so worn 

away that it cannot be made out. I’he well-known formula, however, demands this, or its equivalent 

Sali (or siLi or some such form) in the accusative; ond (spirit) and SOUL interchange on the monuments. 

With the exception of the last word, only one letter is doubtful, the Y (K) in kbistr, for the 

stem is broken away. Christ, in various spellings, is frequent on runic monuments, especially in a 

final prayer as here, 'fhe last stave in kristr, the -R (softened from the older -s), is merely the later 

Scandinavian nominative-mark, long since fallen away, tho yet largely left in Icelandic. As to the forms 

of the runes, the staves for S and t belong to the shortened and later types, the mark for E being a 

still younger “stung” or “pointed” rune. We therefore get: 

UR. tUR, KIRCU stanir RTSKURS (of RASKURS). SIE (k)RISTE (anti)! 

UR and-THVR gared (set up) these-the-s'iONES of-RiSKUR (or-RASKUR). A/ay-CERJST SEE (see-to, bless, 

save, guard) (his-soul)! 

1 he Western Hands were early settled by a Scandian, chiefly Norwegian, population, and the 

Kings of Norway took care that they adopted the Christian faith. We may therefore safely call this 

a Norse monolith, from about the eleventh yearhnndred. The large Cross on the back reminds us of 

several on the rune-pillars in the lie of Man. and the Keltic and Northern styles are curiously inter¬ 

mingled in its decoration. 

kirkebO, Faroes, Denmark. 

Vol. 2, p. 728. — With regard to the mansname UNIRUO on this stone, and the URU on the 

Harnacka pillar (vol. 1, p. 340), add that the Diplom. Svec. 3, p. 423 has a “dominus Hermannus unruwe”. 

KORPEBRO, SODERMANL AND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 736. — We have this old phrase as late as 1677 (The Lovers Quarrel. 12mo. 

London 1677, in W. C. Ha/.litt. Early Popular Poetry, Vol. 2, 8vo, London 1866, p. 260): 

“God be with you, master, said Tommy pots, 

Now Jesus Christ you save and see; 

If ever I come alive again, 

Staid the Wedding it shall be.” 

So again in William of Palerne (William and the Werwolf), about A. D. 1350, ed. W. W. Skeat, 

8vo. E, E. T. Soc. London 1867, 1. 1757 and 1. 3166: 

preide ful pituosli. to prince of heuene 

to loke [save, guard] fro alle langour [pain]. 

[)o [those] lonely makes [mates, companions]. 

.5tf [if] i [*is time mist trust, treuli to sour sawe [saying, word], 

so [lat se wold lelli [loyally, truly] my lemman [sweetheart], saue and lore. 

Another notable example is in “How l:.e Hali Cros was fundin be Seint Elaine", in a West- 

Midland Ms. version of Cursor Mundi (Early E. Text Soc. Legends of the Holy Rood. ed. by Richard 

Morris. 8vo, London 1871), p. 113: 
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God LOKE [bless] j)e, cros, precious j'iuge, 

on |>e hange [= hung] jjat heiest kinge. 

We have this lokek and witen (for to keep, guard, protect, save) also in “Pe Liflade of 8t. 

Julian”, ed. by Rev. 0. Cockayne, from 2 Mss. of A. D. 1230, 8vo, London 1872, (Early Engl. Text 

Soc.). As an example of the way in which they may be interchanged, we may refer to a passage at 

p. 34, where the Royal Ms. has: "wite me from his lacV’ (hatred), while the Bodleian Ms. has (p. 35): 

•‘LOKE me from liis la5”. 

The Brackestad stone I now take in another way. and accept the plain mesku of Bautil and 

Dybeck. 1 think it must be redd: 

STHOTBIARN AUK ISTATN LITU STIN UFTI/i FAtUR SIN RUTA. MESKU GIRiSTR LITIN SAHLI HOS ! KIULIN RISTIR RUNG 

PAS. KETILUBA HIT KUINO HAS. AUK UIELF. 

STROTBJARN EKE ISTAIK LET-Vaise tklS-STONE AFTER FATHER SJH (their) KUTJ. MENSHLY (mildlp) may- 

CHRIST LETE (see, hless) soul his' KIULIN RISTS (Cai'Ves) RUNES THESE. KETJLUHA HiGBT QUEEN (Wife) 

HIS. HEWED UIELF. 

Compare the fragmentary Kumla stone, Upland (Dvb., 8vo, p. 90), which has the same 

formula, tho a couple of words between manissku and sal are broken away: buki auk (? runa liiu Raisa 

stain ])ina aftir.) fapur sn. man(i)ssku.sal hans. — Here mesku and manissku are 

dat. s. f. or an adverb, with mildness or mildly. 

In some Early English Homilies of the 12th century (but transliterated from originals of the 

11th) we have witicrist, witecrist, often used as Tielp ChHst!, So help me Chnst! or By Christ! See 

Old (read Early) English Homilies, &c. Ed. by R. Morris. Early Engl. 'I'ext Soc. 8vo, Vol. 1. London 

1868, p. 27 and passim. Instead of this witicrist the author also uses the equivalent swa me helpe 

drihten! — At p. 199 of the same volume we have: 

|)ereuore ich ]>e bidde [let |)u me wite (bless) and werie (guard), 

|>et jie deouel me ne drecche (afflict) ne dweolde (error) me iie derie (hurt). 

So ill the Lay of Havelok the Dane (Early E. Text Soc. Ed. by Skeat, London 1868) p. 13, 

1. 405. we have: 

IhesLi Crist, that makede moue [moon] 

On [le mirk [dark] nith [night] to shine, 

WITE [save] his soule fro helle 23ine. 

And in Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S. Ed. by Skeat, London 1871) p. 9, 1. 221: 

And WTJSTEST [didst save] daniel in [le put [pit, den] 

].iat he was inne l-worpe [cast into]. 

Another striking English instance of this see, i-see, is in 'fhe (childhood of Christ, from a 

Ms. of about A. D. 1300 (C. Horstmann, Alteuglische Legenden, 8vo, Paderborn 1875, I. 514, p. 19): 

“A god schal i-bore beo (=■ be born) 

})at al schal warde and al ISE.” 

For formulas of Blessing, see abrahamstorp and the list added there. We now see that help 

and SEE were used both in Heathen and Christian invocations. 

K 0 E S 0 D E G 1 R D, NORWAY. See under gilton, England. 

KRONOGARD, SWEDEN. See under virring. 

KRUSE, GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

A letter from my learned friend Dr. P. A, Save, of Visby, announces the find of a limestone 

pillar, 4 feet high by 17 inches broad and 5 to 6 inches thick, at Lilia Kruse in Alva Parish in that 

iland. In a semicircular band above is a line of runes. Below is a Cross filling the whole stone, the 

40* 
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stem united by a circle. It has been use<l as building matei'ial, and the one side has been cut away, 

whereby some letters (the 6rst name) have perisht. It reads (addinji, for instance, karl, as the 

missing word): 
(karl) HUEPAREI A MIK. 

(Karl) HUETHARFl OWNS ME. 

Thus another example of this ownership-formula. Dr. Save adds that this piece has now 

(Oct. 1878) been given to the Visby Forn-hall. hueb-arfi, originally a mansname, became a homestead- 

name, in the usual Gotland manner. The name HUEtR or HUAiR is now extinct in Gotland, but lives in 

HVATLINOS, the name of a farm in Foie. Gotland. 

KUMLA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

R. Dybeck’s folio ■•Sverikes Runurkunder”, IJ, Part 4, (Jan. 1870). No. 165, the Kumla stone, 

gives yet another old accusative in a vowel. It is No. 238 in Bautil, No. 539 in Liljegren. Dybeck’s text is: 

FASTBIURN U(t) RITA STAIN IFTIR MINTIL, FAtURO (T-f t> h R. A) SIN. 

FASTBiURN LET WRITE (Carve) this-STONE AFTER MINTJL, FATHER SIN (hls). 

LADERSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

After continual enquiries 1 can still hear nothing of this stone, which was in Kalmare parish 

(Liljegren 34, Bautil 321). But 1 cannot see a single fault in Goransson’s woodcut, which shows that 

the block had suffered in a couple of places. It bears a Christian Cross, and reads: 

: tnr- nti'KioRi ^ rftn: ^(f-) irtiR ^ nw i rii?h[i - H[ii: ifim; m 
SNARI AUK KITILBIURN LITUl^ARISA S(Tain) IFTIR ULF, FA5UR SINA, KU(r)lP BUNTA SIN. 

SNARI EKE KITILBIURN LET A-RAlSE this-STONE AFTER ULF, FATHER SJN (their), and-KURITE uftet' 

BONUE (husband) SIN (her). 

Here the old a-risa is plain enough. at or iftir is often omitted before a second noun, as 

here, the worm-scroll being crowded. 

LAGNO, SODERM ANLAND, SWEDEN, 

Vol. 2, p. 741. — 1 have just (April 1871) been favored with a large and fine drawing of 

this remarkable rock-risting by Baron 0. Hermelin, of Orebro, Sweden. There are some slight variations 

in the ornamental part, such as that there is a claw-limb on the top-right. The only diff'erence in the 

runes is, that for sak-al the rock has sakat. Between the following f\+A and ShK there is a long deep 

stroke which may be i. We must therefore continue to take nuk for auk as so often, or else we must 

read in uk, (iN=hut, eke = also). Instead of sak (=^sank) al, sank (boggy) all, we must therefore 

translate sakat uar, damaged i. e. made good the causeway with sand and shingles wherever it had 

begun to shik. Should sakat not be this word, as in N. I. and in Swed. dialects, it is doubtless the 

popular Swedish and Norse sacka, sakka, English sag, to sink gradually, settle doivn. The meaning will 

be about the same. 

Thus the dyke was old, and was now repaired, restored, in memory of thorth. As kislauk is 

a female name, she was probably his mother or widow, and slothi may have been thorth’s brother or 

son. This grand mark would seem to date from the close of heathendom, say about the year 1000. 

Jf so early, this is the only heathen votive “bridge-building” known to me. 

LAURBERG, DENMARK. See under viRRiNG. 
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LAWS, MONIFEITH, FORFARSHIKE, SCOTLAND. 

In the "Pi-Dceediiigs of the Soc. of Antiquaries of' Scotland”, 4to, Edinburgh 1880, appeared a 

paper by J. C. Roger, Esq., on the remarkable old-lave here before us. As it is rune-written, Joseph 

Anderson. Esq., F. S. A. Sc., was kind enough to forward me the following descriptive text, and at the 

same time the Roy. Soc. of .Scot. Antiquaries generously presenteil me with clichees of their blocks, 

for use in this work. For these favors I and my readers are most thankful. 

"Mr. James Cruikshank Roger has sent to me a drawing made by his father of a very 

remarkable object, which he describes as a bronze plate dug up at I.,aws in the parish of Monifeith in 

17b6. He states that some time after 1856, his father, Mr. Charles Roger of Dundee, mentioned to 

him that when a very young man. residing on his father’s farm of Laws in that parish, he had made 

a drawing of a bronze ornament found in a large mound which had been intersected by a newly formed 

drain. Within this tumulus, Mr. Roger understood him to say, there was found a complete skeleton 

surrounded by a cist formed of stone slabs, some implements of bone, and this bronze ornament, of 

which he knew he had the drawing although he searched for it without success, in looking through 

his father’s papers after his death in 1865. Mr. Roger found the lost drawing inside an old letter into 

which it had been accidentally folded. The obverse and reverse of the object are represented on 

opposite sides of the sheet and apparently of the actual size, 4*. 2 inches from side to side. The 

obverse of the crescent shaped object bears a representation of the curious crescent symbol, crossed 

by the V shaped rod with floriated ends, which occurs so frequently on the Sculptured Stones of 

Scotland. The crescent is filled with a diaper of depressed squares, with a central dot placed in bands 

obliquely across the surface. A double scroll in one corner and a border of T shaped ornament 

complete the decoration. But on the lower margin of the plate, which is unfortunately broken, the 

artist has shown most unmistakeably the remains of a Runic Inscription. 1 his is the feature that will 

be of special interest for you. 

‘•'fhe reverse of the plate is less elaborately ornamented, but the ornament is of the same 

special character as that of the obverse. It bears in the centre another symbol, consisting of two 

circles joined by two parallel bands, crossed in the centre between the circles by a rod, which is 

acutely bent to right and left and floriated at both ends. The circles are filled with ornament of 

specially Celtic character, and the symbol is one thiit occurs more frequently than any other (except 

the crescent) upon the Sculptured Stones of Scotland. It occurs also in some of the caves on the 

coast of Fife, and it has been found twice on small oval silver plates discovered in a mound at Largo 

in Fife, and once on the terminal ring of a massive silver chain of circular double links found at 

Whitecleuch in the parish of Crawfordjohn. Lanarkshire. In the Largo plates the symbol is also 

accompanied by a beast’s head placed under it. which bears a strong resemblance to the beast’s head 

placed near the one point of the crescent. A scroll similar to that on the other side and a slightly 

raised border completes the ornamentation of the reverse of this singular object. 

“The Laws, where it was found, is a very interesting place. It is an ancient fortification, 

consisting of massive walls of uncemented stones, drawn round the summit of the hill, and enclosing 

an oval space about 500 feet long and 200 feet broad. Within this enclosure are the ruins of many 
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buildings. One of these is circular, about 30 feet in diameter and the wall about 15 feet thick. Others 

are smaller and less regular in shape. Both the exterior walls of the fortification and the walls of the 

buildings within it have been largely vitrified. I'hese remains have been greatly destroyed by being 

used as a quarry for stones, but they are now carefully preserved by the present proprietor Mr. James 

Iveish, F. S. A. Scot., who has given a good account of his extensive explorations, with plans, in the 

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol. Ill, p. 440. Many objects in stone, bone, 

bronze and iron, some of which seem to be from the early Iron Age, were found by Mr. Neish: but, 

unfortunately, they are not engraved and therefore not available for comparison. The bronze plate, of 

which the drawing gives a representation, was said to have passed into the possession of the proj)rietor, 

the late Sir Alexander Ramsay Irvine of F^almain; but the present representative of the family. Sir 

Alexander Ramsay, informs me that he has no knowledge of the existence of such a bronze plate, and 

had never heard of its discovery.” 

After these excellent remarks. I have only to add a few words as to the Runic risting. This 

is in the usual later or Scandinavian staves, and may well be from the Wiking period. Some letters 

having fallen away at the beginning, the first word is now the mansname . . . mkitil. This kitil is a 

very common old Scandinavian-English name (now our kettle, and short kell), and has many 

compound.s. But only 2 or 3 of the prefixt words end in -M. Let us take the commonest, grimkitil. 

This, or some other whose first link ends in -M, must have been the name. — I'hen come 2 runes, la 

(TH and a), the rest broken away. dlie whole word here was doubtless the usual tana (or some such 

form), ac. sing, masc., THIS, followed by 2 divi.sional dots. — What came next, we shall never know. 

Perhaps the common formula-word a, 3 sing. pres, indicative, as on scores of other such piece.s. 

0WES~me, owNs-me. Or there may have been another usual formula of ownership, raist, 3 sing. past. 

RISTED, cut, inscribed. In auy ca.se this -mkitil wrote these runes as oivner of the ornament, whether 

he got it as war-spoil or by marriage with a Keltic lady. But the piece itself may be older than the 

10th century, when perhaps it received the inscription, of which all that is now left is; 

...fnur s 
We have a similar ivnt of ownership by a Scandinavian on a Keltic jewel incised on the 

famous and beautiful Hunterston Brooch (Vol. 2, p. 589). And, not to speak of the Maeshowe runic 

scribbles, there is another such in St. Molio’s Cave, Holy Hand, Lamlash Bay, Arran, Ayrshire 

(D. Wilson, Prehistoric Annals of Scotland. 2nd ed. 8vo. London 1863, Vol. 2, p. 279): 

HMN* • 
NIKULOS AHiENE R.a<;iST. 

I'his the learned Norwegian Prof. P. A. Munch translated, I think most successfully, nirulos 

(= NICHOLAS) ON (of) BEEN RISTED (cut these runes). Hcen or Hein being a homestead in Cfryten Parish. 

Romsdal. Norway. 

LID, NORWAY. See under beough. England. 

LOFO, DROTTNINGHOLM, upland, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 624. — No. 362 in Liljegren, who is not correct. Much better is the woodcut in 

Bautil, No. 283. which in fact agrees with the best of all, publisht in Stockholm 1751, an excellent 

copperplate engraving, by the famous Swedish Historian and Poet Olaf Dalin. As we know, he was full 

of fun and persiflage and was a great writer of occasional verses and comic prose. One of these his 

humorous pieces was a rare pamphlet in 4to, ot which only 30 copies were printed, in commemoration 

of the namesday of the Swedish king, Adolf Fredrik. It appears from the text that His Majesty and 

his Queen, Louisa Ulrica, who had often seen this Rune-stone (apparently long since destroyed), were 

curious about its contents, and had askt Dahn — who was Royal Historiographer — to trive them an 

account of it. This he has here done, in a very laughable manner, roasting the pedantic learning then 
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in vogue. But he has pretixt a careful engraving, which has hitherto been entirely overlookt, even by 

Liljegren. I heie give it photoxylographt by Rosenstand. I here can be little doubt of its absolute 

correctness, partly because it is the same as the old woodcut in Bautil (also overlookt by Liljegren), 

but still more because the King and Queen, who saw the stone every day for months together when 

living at Drottningholm, and were specially interested in it, would at once have detected and resented 

any attempt to falsify the inscription. And there was no reason for any mistake, for it all looks plain 

enough. It may well be heathen, from the 10th century, and is interesting for the 2 animal figures 

introduced, but especially for the distinct on be. the old on for the later o or a. The risting is. in 

both Dalin and Bautil: 

IKULBIARN OK UIBIARN OK HUKBIARN RAISTU STAIN AT GIJBA. FAtUR SIN, ON BE. 

IKVLBIARI:^ EKE UlBlARK EKE HCKBIARK RAISED tkis-STONE AT (to, in memory of) GUBI (=. GUBBE), FATHER 

SIN (their) on (of. at) be. 

BE is apparently the dat. s. of the common word bu(R) or BVfR). hamlet, homestead. It occurs 

repeatedly on the stones in the dative, almost always in compounds, in the forms bai, bi, bo, boi, boa, 

BIT, BtJ, BY, &c. But what particular farm on Lofo this be was, I do not know. The 2 animals carved 

on the stone are perhaps Dogs. 

LUND, SCONE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 749. — Last line. For Stobach read-. Stobaei. — P. 750. “Compare the manor 

of the Guta Lag and the mante shins of the d'orup stone. N. Jutland.” C. Save. — P. 751. Add 

that, tho the N. I. dialect has menn as the indefinite form, it has always MENNiR-nir in the definite. — 

Line 29, read: sunar, suner, sunir. — Line 33. read: shna, suni, sunu. 

LUNDA, GESTRIKLAND, SWEDEN. 

This fine block, in Lunda village and Valbo parish, has lately been carefully drawn and publisht 

by the learned Rector (unhappily now deceast) C. F. Wiberg of Gefle. (See his “Gestriklands Run- 

stenar”. 4to, Gefle, Part 1, 1865, p. 3, Part 2, 1867, p. 7). Ihe only drawing hitherto known to us 

is that in Goranssou’s Bautil, No. 1100, but without the signature of any copyist The reason for this 

suppression is evident. The lower part of the risting is largely worn away, and here the transcriber 

has imprudently foisted in a lot of runes (for which there is no room in the worm-wind) to support 

certain absurd hypotheses then in vogue. All this has been blindy accepted by Liljegren (No. 1050). 

But this stone was also copied by the learned Bure, and is found in his Ms. Runahafd, No. 537, 

written between the years 1630 and 1640. In this transcript by Bure, as well as in that of Olaf 

Celsius (Monuraenta quaedam, Acta Lit. Sveciae, 4to, Stockh. & Ups. 1726, p. 215), all these forged 
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runes are wanting! — As I have said, some words on this stone have fallen away. Supplying them in 

brackets and small letters, in analogy with what is found on other such monuments, we get: 

ItALTRE LIT RITA STIN PINO ABTI/i IBIURN, SUN SIN, PE/'i UAie Hfaima tauj>r; en s)UAlN AUK ARNFAST AUK 

Ai(Rik, bruj^r,) pair R(aistu kumbel). 

KUP HALBI H0N5^SALZ7^t7K^KUPS MUPIR! 

RUNOR-RITAR HULMS R (- risti). 

ITHALTRE LET WRITE STONE THIS AFTER IBIURN, SON SIN (her), THER (who) (at-HOme dead) (who died 

in his mothers house); (en) (hut) swain eke aRNFast eke AJ(Rilc, his-brothei's), THEY raised the cumhel 

(grave-marks). 

GOD HELP HIS SOUL EKE (and) GOD'S MOTHER! 

The-RUNE-WRITS (= winds arid runes) HULMS R(isted) (carved). 

ITHALTRE (=■ Noble-tree), reminding us of the old Scando-Gothic female names adallinua and 

ADALROT. is here found for the first time. As we see. she was a widow, and the mother of ibiurn, 

whose brothers were suain, arnfast and atrik. — But (besides the ibiurn. with the tip i) the important 

part of the inscription for our purpose here is — the last line. This is carved for itself in the neck 

and head of the snake at the top of the stone, and without any division of the words, thus: 

RUNO RRIT ARHULMSR 

Now what can this signify? In the first place there is no doubt as to the first well-known 

group, RUNOR-RITAR, which we have elsewhere. Fhe .frd rune in the next word is now illegible on the 

block. In Bautii it is k, which gi'^es no meaning, for HURMS is nothing. But in Bure’s copy it is a 

clear h (l). — We have then only R left, evidently a contraction for risti, for there is no room left in 

the space to carve a single other letter. Thus we have here the mansname hulm with the olden 

nominative-mark S, hulms, the later Norse-lcelandic hulmr, afterwards hulm. 

As to the closing word-fall, it occurs on other stones. So on the Krossunda stone, Upland, 

OSMUNR markapi runar-ritar. Oil the Garstad block, Gestrikland, osmuntr ,... markapi runor-ritar. 

On the Aker stone. Upland, OSMUNTR HID runa-ritar. The parallel-phrase is runa-rap. the rune-row. So 

on the Kongs Husby stone. Upland, bali risti runarap pisi. On the Tuna stone. Upland, nasi ok kitil 

PEI lOGU runirapi sasu. Oil the Aker block. Upland, litu R(un)i-ROPO iR(ista) at arsua. — Within the 

worm-wreath is a Douiile-Cross. 

LUNDBY, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

The large folding-plate No. 46 in Richard Dybeck’s Octavo “.Svciiska Rnn-Urkunder”, Vol. 1. 

Stockholm 1855 (text p. 48), shows a splendid fhirrow with its pillar-stone, and several other hows. 

On one of these stands a Runic block of hard graystone. found by Dybeck himself. It bears the 

Uross-mark, and is doubtless from the early (Tiristiau period, d'he staves read: 

SBIUTI, HALFTAN, PAIR RAISPU STAIN PANSI IFTIA* SKARPA. BRUPUR SIN. 

FDR AUSTR HIPAN 

MIP RUARI, 

0 SIRKLANTI LIKR 

SUNft UINUR. 

SBIUTI and-HALFTAN. THEIY RAISED STONE THIS AFTER SKARTHJ. BROTHER SIN (their). 

FOOR-he (he fared, went or sailed) hence 

MITH (with) RUAR. 

ON (in) SARKLAND LIGGETH (lieth) 

that-SON of UINA. 

What particular wiking-foray or expedition or Crusade^ this was of which RUAR had the chief 

command. I do not know, (kiptain skarthi fell in “saracenland”. North Africa and a part of .“^pain. 

1 If a Crusade, probably one of the many marauding half-pirate half-military Christian adventures from Scandinavia in the 

last quarter of the 11th and the 1st quarter of the l^th century. See Paul Riant, “Expeditions et Felerinages des Scaudinaves en 

Terre Sainte”. 8vo, Paris 1865, p. 133 <fe foil. 
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But the linguistic point here is the old feminine genitive niKUR, nom. niSA. This is plain 

enough. In olden days the matronymic was frequently borne by the child, when the mother outlived 

the father; or the mother, uina. may have been especially famous or high-born. Whatever the reason, 

we have many instances of men being thus called after a distinguisht mother, not after the father. 

LUND BY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Part 3 of the second section ot Dybeck’s folio ‘'Runurkunder" is now (Jan. 1869) in my hands. 

Its No. 139 (Bautil No. 11, Liljegren No. 495) is the block at Lundby, Markim Socken, a rune-token 

which offers yet another example of ans. ivith the n. Dybeck shows that this elegant pillar is quite 

perfect. It is from the early Christian time, and tells how a daughter KURit raises the minne-stone to 

UNIF her father, while a lady KUtLUK shares in the raising in memory of onsur (= onsuar, osuar, 

ANSUAR, &c.) her husband, unif and onsur may have perisht together in some storm or fray, and may 

have been father and son or two brothers. As the order of the runes is intentionally complicated, the 

artist has archly added, as so often in such cases, rai> tisi = rede this, interpret this if yov can! As 

most .commonly, the risting begins at the head of the nadder: 

KURTI> UK KUtLUK TArt LITU RISA STIN DINA IFTI/^ UNIF, FADUR SIN, UK IPTIA’ ONSUR, BUNTA SIN. — RA/i^fJSI. 

KURITH EKE KUTHLUK THEY LET RAISE STONE THIS AFTER UNIF, FATHER SIN (her), EKE AFTER ONSUR, BONDE 

(hmha7id) siN (hef). — rede (decipher) this. 

LUNGERS-AS, NARIKE, SM^EDEN. 

No. 1025 in Liljegren, who prints it very incorrectly. It has since been engraved by 

Dr. Herm. llofberg, in his “Nerikes Gamla Minnen", Orebro 1868, 8vo, p. 82. But I here give it from 

Dybeck’s Runa, I, Pt. 6, p. 91. PI. 20 No. 2, folio. .Stockholm 1873. This stone, in Lunger village, 

(jotlunda parish, stands in a ship-setting, now injured at the eastern end, 24 feet long by 8 broad. Its 

greatest height is about 4 feet, its greatest breadth about 2 feet 10. It is a heathen block, particularly 

valuable to us as giving another example of the rune r* for x. Besides Dybeck’s and Hofberg's, 

i’rof. C. Save has communicated to me a third drawing, by the Rev. 0 G. Blomberg. They all agree 

in the word KHi.MP'A. I'lie text is: 

OF.LGDLFA AUK KYRUFA DKIA KIDRQ EFTIA SIGMUNT, BEUDUA SIN. 

OELGULF EKE KYRLIF THEY GARED (made this, let raise this) AFTER SIGMUNT, BROTHER SIN (their). 

MALL Os A, NARIKE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 759. — In 1868 appeared in Drebro, .Sweden, Dr. Herm. Hofberg’s “Nerikes Gamla 

Minnen", 8vo. At [>. 87 he engraves this .Stora Miillosa stone, but his copy is not quite so good as 

Mr, Wgetter's. from which 1 engraved it in my vol. 2, p. 759. Since then, in May 1869. 1 have been 

favored by the Swedish rnnesmith Dybeck with a new drawing by himself, taken in 1863 (pubhsht by 

him in his Runa. I, 6, p. 92, folio, PI. 21). Greatest height about 6 feet 6 inches, greatest breadth 

about 3 feet 4. I saw the stone myself for a moment in July 1878, and think it reads (the A being 

Y or 0 as usual): 

IKA LIT RIITY EFTY ASL. S(T)UKN SIN. 

IKA I— INGA) LET WRITE AFTER ASL, STEF-SON SIN (her). 

I have never seen this name ASL before. It might be thought a short slurred form of askisl, 

A.SKITIL or ADiSL. But 1 think it more likely to be from [answqlfs] asui.f, 

41 
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MALSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Among the many new stones for which we have to thank the energy of Richard Dybeck, is 

also the block at Malstad, in Lyhundra Harad. It is of pale red sandstone, and was found by him 

leaning against the western wall of the church, having been recovered some years before during repairs 

of the building. The top or inscribed half is left, about 3 feet high by about 2 in greatest breadth. 

Jhe runic ristiiig and ornamental winds are quite perfect, save that in the word SUN, which is at the 

left side of the top, about half the h and f (including the cross-stroke on the latter) are broken away, 

d'he staves are elegantly and regularly carved. 

IHAR LIKE SNACBIARN, SUN ANSDARS. KU5 HIALBI ANT. 

HERE LIETH SNaUBIARH, SON of-ANSVAR. GOD HELP his-OND (sOul)! 

Not only does this stone bear a Christian formula, but it has also the word lieth, showing 

that it is a comparatively late grave-minne, and yet it has the very old name-form ansuar for the 

usual asuar. For this piece see R. Dybeck’s Rima, folio, Part 4, Stockholm 1871, Plate 14, No. 15, 

and the text at p. 59, and his Runurkunder. fol. I, II, (1876), No. 260. — Father and Son had like 

striking names — ansuar and Snowbear. 

MARMA, UPLAND, SWEDEN 

Bure’s Ms. Runah. No. 237, Bautil’s No. 206, Liljegren’s No, 577, and the rune-lines given 

by 01. Celsius in “Acta Lit. Svec.”, 4to, Upsala 1730, p. 97. are excellent copies of this stone, still 

better than in Dybeck's folio “Sverikes Runurkunder”, II, 4, just arrived (Jan. 1870). It is Dybeck’s 

No. 184 in this part, which shows that the block has suffered a little since the old transcripts were 

made. The runes have been, one or two having nearly perisht since Bure’s time: 

PROTI UK INGULFR LITU RITA STAIN IFTIA SIHUID, FAtUR SIN, UK JNKIFAST AT BONTA SIN, IN OFAIGR. tJBI/i RISTI. 

THBOTi EKE INGULF LET WRITE this-STONE AFTER SIHUITH, FATHER SIN (their), EKE JNKIFAST AT (to) 

BONDE (husband) siN (hei), in (yon, the) unfey (bold, gallant). UBIR RiSTED (carved the runes). 

Observe here the P and Q for 15, the bind-rune for as in inkifast the name of the widow, 

and the well-known half-vowel (whether written with A. or as here with k) ending the accusative 

singular masculine ofaigr. Of this particular half-vowel we have scores of runic examples. 

MEJLBY, DENMARK. See under BRENNER. 

MORBY, SWEDEN. See under freerslev, Denmark. 

NOBBELOF, SKINE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 762. — “We may also assume a weak form ulfi (butulfi), ac. dlfa, like as biOen 

BiARNi, KARL, KARLi. In Liljegren No. 1064—5 we have fisiulfa [read fihiulfa] as both gen. and ac.” 

C. Stive. — This is quite true, as I have said myself more than once. In some cases we cannot finally 

decide which is which. — At p. 14 of “Kort Udsigt over det philolog.-hist. Samfunds Virksomhed”, 

1876—8, 8vo, Kjobenhavn 1878, Dr. Wimmer states that this stone, which I have never seen, bears: 

TUFI RIS5I STIN tAINSI IFTIR AUPKA, BRUfUR SIN, HARPA KUIAN. 

In this case butulfa disappears, and the stone goes out as to that word. 
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NOMME, SMIlaND, SWEDEN. 

As we know, we may easily be misled by fdljegren. Not only were his copies (by himself or 

others) often incoriect, but he sometimes could not catch their import, sometimes printed them faultily, 

sometimes altered letters which he did not understand. This is the case with the stone now under 

notice, the remarkable block at Nomme in Bjorko Socken (Parish). Ostra llilrad (Hundred). Njndingen. 

It was first mentioned by Rogberg (Smalands Beskrifning. p. 740), but a drawing was first made by 

the Curate in Svartorp G. C. Cagergren, in 1813. Copies of this got about, but in 1832 Wallman 

made a fresh drawing, still more correct, and this was engraved by Sjoborg (Samlingar, Vol. 3. p. 118. 

fig. lyo) altho he mistakenly says that it is taken from a copy by Major Ennes. All these materials 

are now before me, and Liljegren follows none of them. See his No. 1214. He has also misunderstood the 

order of the lines, whereby he has made the whole into gibberish — as we may see in the translations 

offered by him (Runliira, p. 86. 87) and by .Sjoborg. — The following is Lector J. 11. Wallman’s correct 

transcript of the runes, tor in doubtful cases it is supported bv all the other copies, but the lines for 

the first time are here printed in the proper order; 

RUFitA RISTI STIN PANSI AFTI/t SUNI SINA SIN AUK tURSTIN, AUK AT SAM; RUBIR AT SIN TIURKA, KUtA FAtURA. 

RUFRA RAISED STONE THIS AFTER SONS SINE (her) SIN EKE THURSTIN, EKE AT (to) SAM; RUBIR AT (to) 

SiN TIURING, his-GOOD FATHER. 

'i’hus the Lady RUFRA had two sons, sin and thurstix. The kinship of sam is not stated; 

perhaps he was the cousin of sin and thurstjn. Probably they all three perisht together in some feud 

or foray or storm. Ihe widow then commemorates her sons and kinsman, and her grandson rubir 

joins in remembering his father. — tiurka I look upon as = tiurika = tiuringa, diuringa, dyringa, with 

the very common slurring of i, thus a patronymic. six's f'atlier was tiur, dior, or tjuri, uiuri, a very 

common mansname. ('onseqnently tifr’s sou was sin tiurixg, tiur’s or diur’s sox. This patronymic in 

'ING (-IXGOX, -iNGJi;, -IXGI. &c.) SO frequent in the oldest days, is also sometimes found on the later 

stones. — Certain it is that as sum. ac. pi. is interesting in one way, so is fAi>ura (in which all the 

copies agree) in another, it being undoubtedly an older form of this word with the accusative-vowel 

still left. Whether this lingua runtica be very old or not, and lives-on in present local forms or no, — 

the facts remain. As to Norway. Ivar Aasen says that the vocalic accusative (and nomin.) sing, ending 

is now always -E, when it occurs. ' 

NOKKALA, HELSINGLAND, SWEDEN. 

This block, greatest height and breadth about b feet, is known to me in Liljegren No. 1061 

and other sources, but especially in a di’awing by Prof. Carl Save dated .Sept. 6, 1851. All the copies 

agree in the first word. ’i'his name, anasuicr (osswii* *, oswith in 0. Engl.), also occurs on the Kolind 

stone. Jutland. Denmark, where it is said of tuki that he was SMitR osuitAR. Thus we have here not 

only the antique axs for as, but the (at least as to outward form) still older anas for axs. — Prof. 

-Save’s transcript^ reads: 

AXASUISR AUK^KUTRIKR AUK SIKBIURN mu IJTU RITA STIXA IFTI/f KATILBIURIN, AUK ANUNT SUN HANS AUK SAUFARAR. 

KUC HlALBi A(TU jmira.fa|.>i maR)Kl tlTA. 

ANASVITH EKE KUTRIK (~ GODRJK GUNDERIK) EKE SIKBIURN THEY LET WRITE thlS-STONE AFTER KATILBIURIN, 

EKE-after anunt anund) tke-soN of-BiM (— Katilbiurn) eke (and) of-SAUFARA. 

GOD help ond (soul, their!.faived (= inscribed) grave-mar)K this. 

Several copies have katilbiurn. This chief and his son anund perish. The 3 surviving sons 

raise the stone to their father and brother. saufara is a woman's-name taken from an epithet, the 

sea-fere, sea-strong, ocean-daring. 

’ "De forekommende Levninger af Hankjonsordenes gamle Nominativ paa r (son: i.,tAA-R, sko-r), eller blot med halvlyd 

(soni dau’e, hkst’e), ere fovlien onitalte, og kuniie iieppe betragtes .som Kasus, da de, saavidt bekjendt, bruges ligesaarel i Akkusatir 

soni Nominativ." I)et nor.s ke Folke.sprogs Grammatik. Sto. Kristian!a 1848, p. 1.t3. 

* I’ublisht bv me in “Some Runic Stones in Northern Sweden. From the paper? of the late Prof. Dr. Carl Save”, p. 28 

of “Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Ups. Ser. Ill, Vol. U), Pars 2 , 4to. Upsala 1879. 

41* 
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NYBLE, SODBRM ANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 910. — Refound by R. Dybeck in 1860. I have his and several other drawings, 

as also one by Baron 0. Herinelin in 1871. It is Bautil 737, Lilj. 947. This splendid monument 

reads, in stave-rime: 

SAN HIUK ESBERN: 

STINTE AT UITUM, 

BAT Ml» RUNUM. 

RAISTI KULA 

AT KAIABIRN, BOANTA SIN. 

AUK KOFRII) AT FAfUR SIN. 

HAN VMi BOANTA 

BESTR I KILI. 

R.A1>I S.\R KUNl! 

This-sooTH-stove (=■ true memorial) hewed esberN; 

let-it-STAND AT the~wiTTERS (beacons), 

BEYT (adorned) miB (with) ruheb. 

RAlSED-it KULA 

AT (to) KAIRBIRN. BONDE (husband) SIN (her), 

EKE KOFRITH AT (lo) FATHER SIN (her). 

HE IFJS of - BONDEts (yeomen) 

the-BEST IN KILA. 

REDE 5A-JS (he-ivho) may-CAN. (Let him unriddle this ivho can.) 

KILA is a village close by the stone, in Strengnas stift (diocese). — San is plain enough. 

ODDUM, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 763. — Prof. J. M. Petersen has lately (1873) revisited and redrawn this stone. 

He finds that the first word is tURULFS, not euralfs. Thus still more strikingly the old nom. s-mark 

still left. — Prof. C. Save says, Englisht: "Besides here, I think I have seen this hialbi hans 

somewhere in Liljegren, tho ! cannot now find it. If so. it is possible that the Northern hialpa, of 

old. steered also a genitive, as did the M. Gothic hilpan.” — Lower down, read Ost-Gbtland. — .Sept. 

18<9. Vol. 2. Pt. 1 of Prof. Ihorsen’s "Danske Runemindesmgerker” has now appeared. Oddum block 

is No. 17. The engraving shows eurulfs. 

ODENSHOLM, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 1, p. 266. — Another and interesting example of the formula a, owns, has, is found in 

the just received (.Jan. 1869) Part 3. .Section II of Dybeck’s "Sverikes Runurkunder", folio, No. 130. 

A Bridge having been built and named in minne of a deceast kinsman, his runic stone bears only 

these words r 

lORER A BRO. 

thorth owns this-BROW (bridge). 

1 his stone, now at Harg, is the one known (but long lost) as the Odensholm block. Dybeck has not 

remembered that this is the missing monument copied by Lars Bureus, and referred to by himself in 

his 8vo series, Vol. II, p. 34. 
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ONSALA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. G61. 914. — Has now appeared in Dybeck’.s Sverikes Runurkunder, II, No. “17. 

The text is substantially the same as in Bautil. but I may as well repeat it here as amended in 

Dybeck’s copy. The first word is nmo nearly all broken away. 

(tOR) OK SIRir LITU KIARA MEKKl F.FTIR SUN SEN SIHROR. KUR BERHI SIULU HANS. 

0 R .J A , S W E D E N. .See finder VIRKE. 

ORSUNDA, upland, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 76.b. ■■I'lXGFASTR may also mean fast, firm, unshaken as judge, at the ting, law- 

court, Carl Save." 

OVER-SELO, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 9, p. 769. — -‘KILAUM is belike *Icel. gl.aum (cf. glaumvor in Ssem. Edda); so runic 

KIRIMK = GEIMR, siMltR = SMliR, &c. Carl Save." — I have just (March 1871) received from Baron 

0. Hermelin, of Orebro, a new and large drawing of this stone, in some places showing that the copy 

by Dybeck was apparently incorrect. Hermelin reads: 

IKIALR AUK UISTI, STAINULFR, PAIi? RAISTU STAIN AT KARL, FAtUR SIN; AUK KILAUM AT BOANTA SIN; AUK IKA AT 

SUN SIN; AUK lUNKAIR AT BRODUR SIN. ISBERN AUK TIIiKUMI HIUKU RUNIii A RIKAN STRINK, 

I have not before seen this last word in runics. but suppose it to mean string, hand, rune-wind, 

worm-rihhoyi (between whose two lines the runes are carved). d'he last words therefore may mean: 

ISBERN EKE TiTHKUMi HEWED these-RUNES ON the-RiCH (= hard or elegant) S'l'RiNG (rime-wind) — and this 

example of Y for Y in hTKIf-K falls away, if Hernielin’s be trustworthy. 

PIEDSTED, N. JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 770. — Oct. 1870. In Prof, I’horsen’s Daiuske H. M. Vol. 2, Part 1, this is pi. 16, 

and reads lal rist^. But a few days ago it reacht the Danish Museum and J have examined it. Among 

other flaws on the surface, older than the inscription, is a rude streak or break running from below 

upward, slanting, from beneath the a to beyond the s, thro nearly the middle of the vowel after R. 

The question is, was this vowel I (i) or + (^)? If I, rist^ will mean risted, cut (the runes), and the 

whole will be an idle scribble. But this is seemingly impossible. The block is on this surface as hard 

as steel and as glassy as crystal, the very last material to be used for scribbling purposes. And the 

cartouche or frame is a mark of great antiquity. If a grave-minne at ail, it must be very old. There 

IS no Cross or other sign of Christianity. I have no doubt it is late pagan, say from the 10th 

century. — It is quite possible that the carver lookt upon the flaw as sufficiently giving the +. If he 

had dinted another side-stroke higher up. it would have lookt like +, probably then and there =0, 0, 

1 he arm on the right (k) niay have been sharpened by the writer, but this is not sure; and in the 

center there is a dot (1 — e). possibly made by the stave-smith, tho this also is doubtful. I need not 

add that I had often, in the sound, the local power of e, In any case I believe that RaEST.^: (or RESTJi:) 

was intended, and that we must read 

lal RJiST^E (or REST.E). 

Let-LAL REST-in-peace-here. 
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This verb in this sense, so common in the suuthern Scando-Gothic talks, includin;^ the 

English, in which from old times it has been a regular grave-formula word, may well have lived-on in 

Jutland, which abuts on the Frisic and Saxon and other folk-lands. — I he name, LALE, LALJi. Laale, 

LEILL. LOEEI. &c., Engl. LEAL. LEALE, is common in olden times, especially in Denmark. 

PILGAKDS, BOGE, GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

In 1871 the farmer Johan Niclas Nyberg found this block in a “stajn-kalm’’ (heap of stones) 

in his “hajm-akur" (home-acre, croft-field) about 200 paces from his house. Nearby, a few fathoms 

from the outbuildings, lay two large and heavy slabs, of which one is still left, bearing deep rib-marks 

made by the continual sharpening of stones and metal upon them in prehistoric times. The other is 

in the Visby Museum. 

This rune-bearer is of light reddish-blue and pale-striped graystonc, greatest depth (or lengtli) 

2 feet 1 inch, greatest depth (or height) 15 inches, and about lOb'g inches thick. It was given by 

Hr. Nyberg to the Gotland “Forn-sal” (Old-hall, Museum) in Visby in 1875. and has been mentioned^ 

but never yet redd. For the above details 1 liave to thank Dr. P. A. Save, the learned and energetic 

Founder and Keeper of the Visby Fornsal, who kindly gave me every facility for the dailv examination 

of this lave during iny antiquarian visit to the iland in July 1877. I was so much the more anxious 

to read this piece if possible, as. with the exception of the small single-worded stone at Siglaifs in 

Nar (C. Save, Gutniska Urkunder. p. 49, No. 161), it is the only runish monument of granite yet found 

in the iland. whose very numerous rune-minnen are otherwise of the universal and excellent local 

material — limestone. It is also evidently among the very oldest inscribed pieces yet found in Gotland, 

dating as I think from about the 9th century. 

d'ho so small, the sarsin is very heavy. Unhappily, it has suffered much dint and damage, 

and the letters are in some places nearly worn away. 'I'he difficulty of deciphering it is also increast 

by veins and stains and false ruts, which may easily be mistaken for letter-marks or long lines. Add 

a remarkable peculiarity of scathe, an endless number (of which only a few could be given in my 

drawing) of various-sized holes and pittiiigs, some of them very small. I'hese render it impossible to 

say absolutely whether it has any dotted rune, which here applies only to the I (i). I think we really 

have here and there an ♦ (e); but I give the stone as 1 find it. In any case this \ creeps in very 

early. — For the same reason these false points may mislead us as to the separation of the words. 

^ Manadshladet. StockhoJm 1875, 8vo. Mai'.^. |). 42. 
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in my opinion, ongnially, there were divisional stops between almost every word. Now all is confusion; 

only in some places can we seemingly decide that the hole-marks are real stops. 

The shape of the stone is singular, as well as its smallness. It never can have stood upright 

in any way. ^ Apparently it has been placed the grave-mound, with its flat written side upwanl. This 

would explain the multitudinous honey-combing, the disintegration of the surface thus fully exposed to 

centuries of sun and rain and frost. It would also account for the won; patches, for very likely people 

have endlessly sat upon it. — 1 hings being so, 1 could only do my best. 1 spent many hours every 

day lor many days in its study, and made a full sketch by measurement of every line and every letter. 

In the most doubtful places paper squeezes gave no satisfactory result. vSome staves are so faint and 

the surface is at places so much injured, that an occasional error may have crept into my drawing. 

But such mistakes cannot be many. I here is no doubt that my transcript is substantially correct. 

The greatest difficulty is at the beginning. I have finally redd iaiuka a statu, d'he iaiu . . a 

STATU are sure. Ihe many dints and much wear render the other two staves doubtful. After the iaid the 

obscure 1st rune is not F; the apparent lower limb is an abrasure, helpt on by two holes, not a cut 

line; the upper limb is seemingly the usual K-mark; it is regularly cut at the top close to the line, 

goes down (over a later pitting), and is then nearly worn away. The doubtful 2nd stave is not K; the 

apparent K-mark is not regularly cut, and does not go up to the line as it does in all the other k’s 

on the stone, and does not join the stem; it is therefore only an accidental flaw. But the A-mark 

below is clear. 1 therefore fill in with ka. and read iaiuka. Should we say that the k is not k but i, 

we get lAiUi AA, which is not likely, renders the whole construction different and harsh, and is not 

borne out as 1 believe, after long and patient examination of the original — by the stone itself. 

But the meaning of iaiui would be about the same, a nominal adverb, in-aye. ever, always, iaiuka is 

an adverb from the adjective (iaiuik), answering to the iwka of the Danish Freerslev stone, the 0. Engl. 

ECE (=ewice). Ohg. Ewrco; modern Scandian evigt'. The epical formula itself is doubtless in verse, as 

usual. W hat strikes us at once on this rune-clump is the type for b (d'). so rare elsewhere, so 

common in the ile of !Man. We also find the short S-mark (D, and the strange variety in the shapes 

of the R and the u. W e cannot say what has stood in the worn spaces. Between BRUtUR and rutuisl 

I suspect the usual sini, as again lower down; between muxu and kifr was probably han; and between 

LIKA and RUPUISL we expect the usual ift or ifti or something such, for the preposition can scarcely 

have been omitted. — Even in this short inscription we have differences in the spelling of the same 

word, BRUtUR and BRUtR, ufur and ifur. This stone also gives another example of runa in the 

accusative plural. 

1 take it then that the words are: iaiuka. aye, ever, always. — a, on.* — statu, d. s. f. 

STEAD, grave-mo%md, ba^TOiv. This word, which answers to the N. I. feminine stada, still lives in Got¬ 

land (stada, st^da) particularly in the sense of a mound, high stead. — si, 3 s. pr. subj- (the M. Goth. 

siYAi, the N. I. SE, the 0. Engl, sy, si.s:, sie, sio, seo, sig, &c.). let he, shall stand. — sa, n. s. ra. this. — 

stain, stone. — UFUR, OVER, in memory of. — sar, d. s. to himself, to him. Otherwise in runics S.®E, 

SER, and SIR. — kiarn (—kiahan), ac. s. m. dear, beloved. Observe this early use of a word plainly 

derived from the Latin CABUS. — BRUtUR, brother. — (? sini), his. — ruluisl, ac. s. mansname. — 

AUSTAIN, n. s. mansname. — r (= in), prep. gov. dative, in. — munu, dat. s. f. Place-name. 1 do not 

know what place, in or out of Gotland, is intended. Dr. P. A. Save tells me there is no such locality 

now known in the iland. It is possible that the Danish Hand now called mOn (whose olden spelling has 

never been found) may be intended. Thus mun, wherever it was. — (? han), he. — kifr, 3 s. pr. 

GIVES. — STAIN, ac. s. m. si'ONE. — tis, THIS. This form, without a falling syllable (eisa or wsi, &c.). 

is quite exceptional. But it is plainly on the stone. — skal, 3 s. pr. It-SHALL. — lifa, inf. live, 

last, stand. — lika (= LinGA), adv. long. — (? ift), after. — rueuisl, buthuisl. — bruer, brother. — 

^ The earliest instance of this word which I happen to have seen and noted in Swedish is, as adjective, on the Grave¬ 

stone of a Swedish Knight in Upsala Cathedral. It bears: 

HAR LIGG/^ L.AREiVS OLAFSOA/ J BERBT OK HAWS HV.STAtr SOM STIKTAT HADi'.fl EN EVIC SIVKGGAWDE . MESSA . HVAR . MAA'aDAG . BSK ■ I . KLOSTiW 

This was in 1477, as is proved by his gift of land to Upsala Monastery for the above "Singing Mass”. The parchinent 

document has til ewigh tijd. — See J. PeringskiOld, Mon. Ullerakerensia, fob, Stockholm 1719, p. 123. — I have since found a 

Swedish example of this word more than a century older than the above, hut I have lost the reference. — In Danish it occurs in 

1448, ‘‘til EwiGiE tidh”, in a vellum deed printed by Adjunkt A. Heise in his ‘‘Diplomatarium Vibergense”, 8vo, Kjebenhavn 1879, 

p. 38. How much earlier in Danish I cannot say. 
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SINI. ae. s. m. aiN. his. — kdni-rona, ac. pi. f. These-KEN-RUNES, memorial-tvords, marking-letters. — 

IFUR, adv. oVEB-him, in his memm'}/. — uifil, a. s. Man.sname. Very antique. On the V^£ebliuigsn£es 

Hock we have the longer form wiwiln. — fiuce, 3 s. p. fa wed, made, cut. Jhe f is not sharp, the 

stone being so much damaged here, but it is certain. 'I’he longest and oldest form of this word is on 

the Einang stone (F.i:iHiDo); the shortest and latest is the common runic faw, — The formulas to give 

A STONE which shall live long with its ken-rdnes are all found elsewhere. — l.et us then draw the 

whole together: 
lAlUKA A STATU 

SI SA STAIN I 

UFDR. SAR KIARN, BRUPUR {? sini) RUPUISL, AUSTAIN I MUNU (? hail) KIFR STAIN 1>IS. SEAL LIFA LIKA (? ift) 

RUPUISL, BRUPR .SINI. 

KUNI-RUNA IFUR UIFIL FIUPE, 

AYE (ever) OE this-STEAD (barroiv) 

SY (shall-be. let-starid) sa (this) STONE; 

OVER, to-BlMSELF DEAR, BROTHER {? his) RUTHUISL, AUSTAIN IN MUN (? he) GIVES STONE THIS. 

It-SHALL LIVE LONG (? after) RUTHUJSL, BROTHER SIN (his). 

These-KEN-RUNES {.staves of commemoration) ovER-him uifil fawed (carved). 

Thus speaketh this heathen grave-block after 1000 winters! 

RAMSTAD, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

Among the scores of new Runic stones found by Richard Dybeck, is one from the earliest 

Christian tide, say about the year 1000 in up-.'*'weden, at Ramstad in Husby Socken and Dppunda 

Harad, Sbdermanland. It was publish! bv him in the 2nd volume of his “Svenska Run-urkunder”. 8vu. 

Stockholm 1857. p. 7, plate 57. The last word is aupu. But in a letter just received (Dec. 1871) 

Mr. Dybeck kindly informs me (as he has since also stated in Ruua, II, 1, p. y,. publisht in 1874) 

that — on referring to the large sketches from which his drawing was made for the ]iress — he finds 

he has made an unaccountable mistake. Me has lost a letter. The last word is aupur. not aupu. T'his 

at once gives us one more example of the feminine genitives in UR. I have therefore the pleasure of 

at once transferring this grave-writ to my pages. TTc stone is broken in two. ami has otherwise 

suffered. Hence several of the staves are partly chipt off or otherwise injured. But the whole risting 

can be substantially made out. The yt or OT is spelt AT. 

AUPA auk IKA. AUK IRINTIS PRItl. HAFA MUPKUfNI)KUM KA(R)UT STA(IN) 1)(IN)A (a)BTI/iI SUAIN. FAPUR SIN. 

AUK YT KUPFAST. BRUPR SIN. H(a)N UAS SUN AUPU/V. 

aUTHa eke IKA, eke IRINTIS THIRD. HAVE with-their-MOTHER-KiN GARED (made. Jet raise and inscribe) STONE 

THIS AFTER SUMN, FATHER SIN (their). EKE AT (to) KUTHFAST, BROTHER SIN (their). HE IFAS SON of-AUTHA 

SUAIN married a widow-lady, autha, who had borne a son (guthfast) to a former husband. 

SUAIN had issue 2 daughters, inga and irindis. Du the death of suain and guthfast, the 2 daughters, 

with the help of the widow autha (tlicdr own mother) and of her male kindred, raised the stone to 

their father and half-brother. T'he moth^-and-her-kin were therefore autha and the kinsmen of 

guthfast. — .All dialects have peculiar and expressive words of kindred. The old Scandian have many 

such, of which several have died out. Among these (confining ourselves here to offshoots from MOTHER) 

are the Norse-Icelandic mcedgin, neut. pi. mother-and-son or sons. 0. Swedish mOpgin, neut. pi.: 

O. .Swed. MOPGiNi, n. pi., mother-and-son. father-and-daughter; N. i. mcekgur. f. pL, 0. Sw. mopghur. 

mOpghur, f. pL, mother-and-daughter or daughters; N. I. modirkyn, neut. mothers-kin. On the Danish 

.'^kivnm stone muprkin. apparently Mother-and-son or sons. We have the following Runish examples: 

Idngsberg. Upland, paun mipkin, those mother-and-hcr-sons (hulmfripr and her sons TAN. huskarl and 

suain): .Sandby. Oland, paun mOpkini, those mother-and-her-sons (halgun and her sons kupfastr and 

N.\nir); Skivum. N. Jutland, PAU MUPRKIN. those mother-and-her-sons (purui and her sons upinkaur and 

KUPMUNTR). T’his last somewhat injured block has pripi (the third who took part in raising the stone), 

in the .same way as on this Ramstad stone: it has just been publisht and partly redd by T'horsen, in 
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his “Runemindesmserker", Vol. 2, Part 1, pi, 23, and Vol, 2, Pt, 2, p, 67, My own reading and 

translation is as follows: 

MU MUB(R)EIN 5UEUI AUK UMNKAU(R AU)k KUPMUNTR BRl(|ji rai)s(lU) KUMBL 5AUSI AIFT K(lUlA H)IN HUtSKA. 

HON UAS L(an)tMONO BAISTR I TONMARKU AUK FURSTR. 

TEEY the-MOTEERKJN (mothev-and-sons) THURVI {—THYRE) eke VTHINKAUR, eke GVTHMUND m-ihe-THlRD, 

RAISED cumbers (grave-marhs) these after KUNI i—GVKNE) yon (the) UUTHISH. he of-LANDMEN 

the-BESl' IN DENMARK EKE tke-FlRST. 

liether londmon may here have the technical value of Land-warden, Alderman, Earl, we do 

not know. Nor can I say what the epithet hueska (t= hueiska, ac. s. m. defin.) means on this heathen 

miniie-stone. It may be a family- or clan-name, more likely a stead-name (from the district called 

huth), or perhaps something else. Other finds may help us. 

But on the Ramstad block we have a form never found before, ending not in -kun or -kin 

or -KINI but in -kunik (—-kunink =-kuning), as tho in English kining instead of kin, kindred. The 

nearest parallel to this I have seen is the Ohg. kunniling, “Verwandter Stammgenosse, con- 

tribidis." (GrafF, Sprachsch. 4, 442). 

RIMBO, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

We have yet another example of this H = y rune on the Rimbo stone, Upland, a block built 

in at the threshold of the church and therefore partly hidden. It is given in Dybeck’s Runurkimder, 

fol. 2, No. 248, and bears, inter alia, 

if-ini LIT AUK KYRA, RET EKE GAR (make). 

ROCKELSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 625. — In the last part (Jan. 1869) of Dybeck’s Sverikes Runurkimder (II, 3, 

folio), is No. 114, the Rockelstad stone. One of the first names, in the nominative, is eurmontr. See 

under yirring, farther on. 

ROGSLOSA, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Heliotyped by v. facet from Goranssons Bautil, No. 920. 
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The text on this Christian grave-slab is barbarously given by Liljegren (No. 168G), who had 

no other materials than Bautil's woodcut as above. Since then I have never seen any other drawing, 

and do not know whether the stone exists. Nor have I heard of any attempt to translate this epitaph, 

altho it is so late as the Christian middle-age. One reason for the difficulty is, that many of the 

letters are not divided into words. Another is, the rarity of some of the words actually employed. — 

Should my own attempt have succeeded, we have here a formula quite new to me. It reminds us of 

the similar somewhat fanciful epigraphs on so many olden Christian Latin stones, and would seem to 

have been dictated by an ecclesiastic (of which we have other middle-age runic examples). P>ut the reason 

why 1 give it here is, that if I am right, the inscription not only has its invocation in rime, but offers 

us a fresh and clear example of the valuable word SEE in the sense of bless, spoken of Vol. 2. p. 738. 

It is here si a, see OxV, look on. — 1 take it then that the woodcut is apparently correct, if we only 

remember that a and je and E are carefully distinguisht, as was so common at this period, and that 

we have the usual ornamental use in 2 places of + for + (iE), in the words tJiN and Lit^N. I divide 

and translate thus: 
GES-KRIST, PJ£N ALT MA, 

si^Li ^:su SI a! 

LII>.EN IS TLAO I STENNLI KAKA. 

JESUS CHRIST. THAT ALL xl/Ji' (can do), 

H£SA'S SOUL LOOK OH AY! 

LiTHEN (past, gone) is the-TWEE (douht) in the-sTONE-HiLL (the grave-imdt) to-GANG (go). 

— Past is the douht, come is the certainty, the hard necessity, to enter thy tomh! 

TIAO answers to the N. Icel. tyja, fern., a slurred form of tvia. doubt, doubleness. — stennli is 

the usual sten-(h)ili, stone-kist. — For formulas of Blessing see abrahamstorp, and the list added there. 

RORBRO, FINNHEDEN, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 785. — Prof. S. Bugge, who has seen this stone, says in Manads-bladet, Sept. 

1877, p. 532, that we must take umunaots as one word, and that this stands for umunastr, and that 

this is to mean the-most-unspai'inq, all possible enough. Fie adds, that the stone also bears: 

KUSTRU (=KUi>s TRU) GOD’S TROW (=■ Faith ill Christ) 

KUtA HAFti. that-GOOD-man had. 

In the line uar intr matar Prof. Carl Save would prefer to take uar as the same as UOR 

above, namelv was, the R redd twice, thus uar^rintb matar, tvas a lavisher of-meat. This would be in 

N. I. UAR Tirindr aiatab, a driver away of meat, hrindr from hrinda as briotr from briota and others. 

•So such N. I. expressions as men-glOtubr, jewel-disperser, baug-broti, beigh-breaker, baug-stOkkvir, 

aud-slongvir, ikc. — P. 786, 1. 15. P'or ,s(u)s(tir) read s(u)s(tur). 

ROTBRUNNA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 1, p. 240. — An engraving of this stone has now (1876) appeared in R. Dybeck’s Run- 

nrkunder, folio. 1. II, No. 277, which shows the block much damaged and with nearly all the Is-ruuos 

broken away. But it gives us aftir nuka, after NUKI, instead of the older at irlauka. — Prof. S. Bugge 

(Rbk-stenen, p, 82) guesses that nieikr may have been miscut or inisredd for airier. But nirikr 

(whether ni-rikr or nir-ingr) mav also be a good old name. 

SALMUNGE, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 776. — The Salmunge stone has now appeared as No. 249 of Dybeck’s folio Ruii- 

urkunder, Section 11. Flis copy agrees with that given by me from Bautil. The riti itUN, wrote, 

inscribed, this tine, I now look on as an example of tin, tine, pillar-stone, and not a lisp-change of the 

word STIN, stun. 
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S A R E S T A D, SWEDEN. See under KORPEBRO, 

SEDDINGE, LIlaND, DENMARK. 

Vo]. 2, p. 780. As I have said in my text, I have never seen this stone — I cannot do 

everything and go everywhere. 1 blindly followed the Kornerllp-^Vo^saae copy, as it was then inv duty 

to do. ft has now {Aug. 1878) been again drawn by Prof, J. M. Petersen, and the result is — several 

important vaiiations, doubtless corrections. 1 he stone has suffei'ed so much, that we uever shall be 

sure as to certain details. But, following Petersen’s new drawings. I now propose: 

5URm KA(t) KAURUAN stain PAKSr (AFti) (a)IRIK, UIAR sin. IAN HAN HAS (K)ARMATE AUA/i‘-SUTR SUIA. 

AUK ^satRLANA k(r)aulatr uf(Riiair-miiii). 

The T is as doubtful as ever in ka(t). Ihe ti in aftir (which may have been aft or afti lS:c.) 

is my gue.ss, as is the ar-mini in ufricar-mini. — afar, over, very, iimch, and mini (manni, menni), man, 

arc frequent as the first and last word in compounds, but 1 liave never seen these particular auar-sutr 

and UFRii'AK-MENNI before. 

THURUi != THYREi GAT GARE (let male) STOh'E THIS AFTER AIRJK ERIK), WERE (man, hmhand) SIN (her). 

IN (hit) HE a-CARLNAN (soldier, chieftain) over-sweet (beloved. ^ a darling Captain) of-the~swEDES, 

EKE (and) of-the-SOUTH-LANDS the-GRAYLET (ash-colored, fierce) un-frith-man (foe). 

Perhaps others may light upon a better combination to explain this difficult risting. — At all 

events it is very far-fetcht and very unreasonahle, that — altho we have hundreds on himdreds of runic 

example.^ of this verb kaijrua in the infinitive (the n fallen away), and not one in its form as p. part. 

ac. s. or ph. m. or fern, or neut.. yet — just here, because the -N\is left, kauruan must be suddenly 

taken as p. p. ac. s. masc. agreeing with stain! 

SIGTUNA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

\oi.. 2, p. 782. — Jan. 1S76. This stone has again been publisht by Dybeck. Sver. Run- 

urkunder. fob. II, 4, No, 196. It has been taken out of the cellar where it was laid, and other letters 

are now visible. But Dybeck’s drawings arc not exact, as Prof. C. Save informs me, on the authority 

of Docent E. Schwartz, Hr. P. J. Lindal and other runologists. It reads: 

KILAUH AUA'^AUSI I’AtJ LITE RAISA (stain) MNA EFTIR (?ui)K SUN ARNA. 

KILAUH EKE KUSl THEY LET RAISE (stOne) THIS AFTER (? UIK). SON of-ARNJ. 

There is a dot after Raisa. Tlie word is not raisan. 

SIGTUNA (b), upland, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 784. — Jan. 1876. Prof. C. Save informs me that this block has been re-examined 

by several runemen, and that the last words arc: 

matu no(u...) 

Prof. Save proposes, with great acumen, to restore the broken place thus: 

MATU-NOUT SIN. MEAT-MATE (mcss-mate. sliip-mate) sin (his). 

I think that there can be little doubt of this being absolutely correct. — P. 785. kies risin. 

Compare the N. 1. gest-risinn, guest-risen, hospitable, generous, and vig-risinn, wig-RISINN, ivar-nohle, glorious. 

ST. MOL 10, ARRAN, SCOTLAND. See under laws. 

42* 
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SKAFSl, BRATSBERG, UPPER THELEMARKEN, NORWAY. 

At p. 234 of his "Norske Fonilevninger, Kristiania 1862—6”, N. Nicolaysen speaks of this 

stone. It was first given correctly by Prof. S. Bugge in his “Bidrag”, Part 2, p. 49 (360) as follows; 

ORNAIRS SUNIR RISCU ELU CESA EFTIR tlUTULB, BROtOR. R05M0NTR RIST RUNAR MSAR OUK tEIR ONLOTR, MERSIN. 

ORyAlR'S SONS RAISED BILL (slab-stone) THIS AFTER THWTHULB (= TffEODWULFj, thdr-BROTBER. KOTHMONT 

(=GUDMUNDi RISTED (CUt) RUNES THESE EKE THEY ONLOT and-MERSlN (? = MAR-SWIN). 

Thus KOtMONT, ONLOT and MERSIN took part in this memorial to their deceast brother nuiULB. — 

However we may interpret lotr, whether or no, as I suppose = the usual Northern word liot, ugly, 

fierce (in which case onlotr is = the handsome, the pleasant), it is clear that on is here the full olden 

negative on or UN, which afterwards sank to o, U. marsvin (mar-swine, sea-hog, porpoise, dolphin) is 

still a Scandinavian name. 

SKALMSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

I take it that we have in once more on a stone which has never yet been redd, that at 

Skalmstad, Parish of Skanila, Upland. This has now been re-copied by R. Dybeck. and has just 

appeared (Jan. 1869) in Part 3, No. 132. Section H of his folio “Sverikes Runurkunder". I here give 

it Heliotyped by Pacht. We can handle it the more securely, as it is practically identical with the 

text in Bautil (No. 38). No. 487 in Liljegren. The runes are plain enough. On the chief side of the 

large block, which bears the usual snake-winds and the Cross-mark, we read: 

UlTAN LIT RAISA STAIN PINSA EFTIR SUN SIN. (a)UK KARL EFTIR BROPUR SIN. 

SlU TASIR IN MARNU 

MIP-KI EFTIR UTULF. 

In deciphering this, all that I ask is that the 4th letter in the second risting shall be T carved 

ornamentally, as often, upside down — which of course it is (observe, in the same way, the 2 forms 

of the s) —, and that the KI shall be a familiar contraction for kiarpu, to save space, there being no 

room for the .\rpu: — this is so natural and likely, and we have so many other similar shortenings 
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that it may well be granted. I then take siu to be the number seven, tasir to be the nom, plural of 

a common Scandinavian and provincial English word now first found in runics and signifying a wee lass, 

a young girl , in to be the old form of what is now i, marnu to be a place-name (marna in the 

nominative). The name of the deceast, not on the first side, is very properly on the other, after all 

the sorrow-sharing kin have been mentioned. The dead man height utulf; if we should take 

/^UTDLF, it would be rutulf. We get then: 

UlTAN BUITAEN] LET RAISE STOBE THIS AFTER SON SIN (Ms), EKE KARL AFTER BROTHER SIN (hls). 

SEVEN TASSES (lasses) IN MARN 

MiTH-GARED (tooh part, shared with their father and brother, in this memorial) after utulf. 

Thus UlTAN had 9 children, of whom 7 girls were of tender years. At utulf’s death, his father 

uitan and his brother karl raise his minne-stone, and his 7 sisters — tho too young to be separately 

named join in the pious act. Ihe old home was at marn. — Should this be so, let us note and 

compare the 

Mii> ki[ar6u], mith-gared, shared in raising, 

of this epigraph with the 

D^LiDUN (set)a, dealed to-set, shared in setting, 

of the Norse Tune stone. 

Nov. 1880. .\nother variation of this idea — ihe sharing, taking part in setting up or building 

anything, has just been found in Norway. I have to thank the kindness of Prof. Olaf Rygh, of 

Christiania, for making it known to me. During repairs in the old stave-church atAl, Haliingdal. came 

to light the Builder’s announcement, painted on the sill of the boarding, 3,50 meters long. He intended 

to cut the whole in, but for some reason never finisht more than the animal-figure, which is really 

'•risted". All the rest remains in mere paint. A word or two at the end have perisht. The church 

was built about the year 1200, and the same man (thorolf) also raised the similar stave-church at 

Torpe, which is only 1 Norse mile off. The last 3 words are a postscript, added before the animal- 

figure, which otherwise marks the beginning of the inscription. Prof. 01. Rygh’s beautiful transcript of 

the runes is, in Roman letters: 

tOROLFR KiERW KIRKIU :&ESA, EN KiERiEST^IN UAR FILAKR, OK tiEIR KUNaR, UIPAR, ^YINTR, iEIRIKR, KDNAR. NU 

HJilFI EK RISTIT ALRA (? liafn |)Seira). ALFR UAR OK. 

THOROLF GARED (buUt) CHURCH THIS, EN (bvt) KJER^ST.£IN iVAS his-FELLOW (comrade, tooh part, shared, 

in the ivoric), eke (and, as well as) they kunar, uithar, jeyint (-EYVIND), jeirik, kunar (a second 

gunnar). now have 1 risted of-ALL (them the-names). alf was eke (also one of my fellow-ivorhers). 

1 believe that this is the first time the name of the Northern God vidar has been found as 

a mansname. at all events in runics. And in the word filakr we have another proof of the fact, to 

which I have often drawn attention, that from the promiscuous use of the 2 r’s {the half-vowel A and 

the r) both are frequently found with a clear vocalic power. Thus here. A strong noun filakr (for the 

weak FiLAKi) has never been heard of in Scandinavia, and the-filakr is in fact equal to filaki, (felagi), 

the R being merely graphic for a dull indistinct vowel. 

SKlNILA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 787. — The Skanila stone is re-copied in Dybeck’s folio “Sverikes Runurkunder”, 

just received (Jan. 1869). I was right in my conjectures about :|:Kh+, which is the reading of the stone, 

and in the name inkirun'T, which is inkimunt. Only Dybeck reads eftr, not iftr. The kisladh stands fast. 

’ The word tDs iSwed. dial. vies. Taus. tasa; Norse d. tacs; Dan. d. TfiS; Lombardic TOSa; 0. Fi-ench TO0SE; N. Engl. 

tassy. t.azzv, a wild romioing girl; not yet found in Icel.) is of high antiquity, Gi'eek {hjGGd, Hindostanee dosisa, Sanscrit dAsi. The 

varied vowel, a, au, 0, o, is highly interesting. [1 have since found this word in Icelandic, in the lately publisht ‘-Skikkju Riiuur” 

(Ms. about the year 1.500), III, 33, in the line 

Fram var leidd en fimta taus I Forth was led a fifth damsel. 

See G. Cederschidid & F. A. WullI’, ^‘Versions Nordiques du fabliau Francais Le mantel mautaillie”, in Acta Universitatis Luiidensis, 

Tom. 13, 1870—7, Lund.] 
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SKARA, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

In Plate 29. page 6, in “ Westergotlauds Runinskrif'ter. samlade af Karl Toriu, 2dra Samlingen” 

(printed in Part 3 of Westergotlauds Formniniiesforenings Tidskrift. 8vo, Lund 1877) is given a 

decorated grave-slab in Skara Cathedral, d he runes have suffered from tramp. W^hat is now left is: 

f MIK A (|)Ur)KPR IKIRS(un). 

(han 1)1KR (u)N(t)lR HAL(st)UN -j- 

ME 0IVW5 pUrKll TE IKlRSOn. 

he liES uEdER this-HiLL-STOlSE (slob). 

This ME HAS formula, of a tomb, is very common in Gotland. 

SKEE, SWEDEN. .See Word-roll, F.EIHIDO. 

SKIVUM, DENMARK. See under ramstad. 

SKJERN, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 789. — In October 1869 Prof. Magnus Petersen copied the Skjern stone afresh, 

for Prof. Thorsen’s second volume. He then found that Kruse’s excellent drawing is yet not quite 

perfect. Among other small things must be mentioned 4 places in the runes, SOSKIRipe not soskirapr, 

FINULFS not KINUXFS, the word monr has the N as the usual 4, not as b, and Kruse has misunderstood a 

break in the stone and thus given us pausi instead of pusi. — Thorsen’s Vol. 2, Part 1. is now (.Sept, 1879) 

publisht. This monolith is No. 22. In his Vol. 2, Part 2 (text), it is p. 59. I cannot follow Thorsen 

in his transliteration and version. 

SKON, MEDELFAD, SWEDEN. 

Another example of SDNU in the accusative singular has turned up in Sweden. (March 1870) 

I have received ’‘Antiqvarisk Tidskrift for Sverige. Utgifven af Kongl. Vitterhets Historic och Antiqvitets 

Akademien genom Bror Emil Hildebrand”. Svo. Vol. 2, Stockholm 1869. With other valuable articles 

it contains a digest of the results obtained by Docent Karl Sidenbladh during his antiquarian visits to 

Norrlaud. Among these is, that he found 2 new rune-stones in the landscape Medelpad. The one was 

met with when the old church at Skon was taken down, and was placed in the foot of the tower in 

the new church. In a single wind we have as follows: 

biurn RITI stain PINN AFTIR UKUIP; AUK AT UN. SUNU SIN. 

BIURN WROTE (carved) stone this after UKUiTE: EKE (olso) AT (to) UN, SON SIN (hls). 

Possibly the stone has really DHls (pino), not >11-8 (pinn). Several staves are round-about. 

AVhile the name UN has here 7W vowel at all in the accusative, SUNU is in one of its oldest endings! 

But all tungs and manuscripts and monuments are full of such things, the ipse diait of school-theorists 

notwithstanding. 

SKEIMSTAD, upland, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 790. — This stone is now in Dybeck’s Runurkimder, fol. 2, No. 229. His text is 

identical with Bautil’s. 
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SLAKA, EAST GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 791. — Has been taken out of the wall and re-redd by Baron C. F. NordenskjBld 

(Ostergotlands Foniminnesforenings Tidskrift, I, 8vo, Stockholm 1876, p. 3). Three new words have 

been recovered, the whole being: askitb auk wb bhuib resto stes jaxi iftis sabta, famr sia (= sina), — 

EESTU is therefore 3 pi. p, in the usual way after a plural and this stone goes out. — NordenskjBld has 

L. C. Wiecle (1. c. p. 116) has BRUtR. 

SMALAND, SWEDEN. 

\ ol. 2, p. 914. I have since found another stone bearing this formula with birga, 0. E. 

BEORGAN, Mid. Engl. BERWEN, BERWE. But J caiiuot say in what part of Smaland this block is or was. 

I found it in Eiines’s valuable Ms. “Smalands Runor”. 4to, in the National Library, Stockholm. I here 

copy the drawing, Fleliotyped by V. Pacht. Ennes has accidentally forgotten to add the name of the 

hamlet where it stood. Ihe runes are in one place not correctly copied, for there can be little 

doubt that Ennes s sin os0r are a mistake for sino kub, the runes for s and K, for t and r, being so 

often misunderstood by persons ignorant of the meaning of what they transcribe. I therefore print 

them rightly here, but leave the drawing un^oucht. 

lUFFI UK lu LITU H.AKUA II>UN IFTIR OSIR, FAtUR SINO. KUt BIRKI ANT, 

iVFFi EKE IV LET BACK (carve) this-iTNE (pillar) AFTER OSIR, FATHER SIB (their). May-GOD BARG 

(bless, save) Ms-obd (soul)! 

Thus another example of the icon = tine, and of the birki = bless. — Since the above was 

written and engraved I remark that this drawing must have been copied by Ennes from the Atlas to 

Rudbeck’s .Atlantica, where it is fig. 108. It is referred to by Rndbeck in his Vol. 1, p. 833, but he 

neither mentions where the stone was nor does he offer any reading of the inscription. 

SMULA, SWEDEN. See under freerslev, Denmark. 
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SODERKOPING, east GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 619. — Of course we may say, with Carl Save, that the u in haku, iggu, iku may 

be taken as the -w or -v in the forn forms haggw, (h)iggw, as in the Gothic stagkw from STIGKwan, 

SAGKW from SIGKWAN, &c. But this is not the place for such enquiries. What I said and say is, that 

these stones have in the 3 s. p. u, not i. 

STAFSUND, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Is No. 359 in Liljegren. No. 278 in Bautil, and No. 57 in Dybeck’s “Sverikes Rimurkunder”, 

folio, Sect. 2, where we see that part of the block has become illegible since the drawing in Bautil 

was made. The whole has apparently borne: 

(SAS)DR AUK IS(a) RISTU TIN (l))lNA EFTI/^J (IN)uINTTAR, MAK SIN KU6AN, I UIKI. 

SASUR KKE ISA RAISED TINE (pillar-Stone) THIS AFTER INUINTTAR, MAVG (son-in-laiv) SIN (their) 

GOOD, IN WIK. 

Another example of tin, in which both Bautil and Dybeck agree. wiK is doubtless a place- 

name. probably in the parish (Akeru) or at least the Hundred (Farentuna) in which this block stands. 

STAVANGER, STAVANGER AMT, NORWAY. 

V’^hen handling the Norwegian Frei-Laubersheim Brooch (p. 112 above), I spoke of the 

feminine GOitu, gen. sing., a god-maiden, a priestess, whose nom. then and there was probably GOitA. 

Its masculine, gu»i a priest-magistrate, the M. Gothic gudya a priest, not yet found on any Swedish or 

English carved block and only 3 times in Denmark, has never yet been seen on any Norse stone, tho 

it occurs so frequently in Iceland, largely a West-Norse colony. The reason is simply, that so few 

really old Norse rune-laves remain. See the Word-row Vol. 2, p. 930. — I now think 1 can point 

out at least one instance of this guw also in Norway. 

Among the many runic pieces in the Bergen Museum is a large granite minne-stone found 

near Stavanger about the year 1843. It now stands in the open air, outside the building, and is so 

much weathered and so injured that it has never yet been redd, as far as I could learn. When I was 

at Bergen in July 1881, I carefully examined it in all weathers and lights for more, than a fortnight, 

twice every day. The result is, that I think I succeeded in making it out, more or less certainly as to 

the first line, more or less probably as to the 2ud. I submitted my reading to my runic friend 

Hr. B. E. Bendixen of Bergen, who went over the block with me several times, letter by letter. lie 

agreed with me. 

This old-lave, without ornament of any kind, has 2 lines of runes, both of them beginning 

from below. The right or lower line is the first in order, the left or upper line is the second and last. 

This block would seem to date from the 9th century. As far as 1 could make out. the runes are 

as follows: 

n r R • m r # h R -111: R n+• i> [ F t [ 
The upper or left line, as J have said, is very difficult to read; the 2 staves after the S are quite 

broken away. As sin and afti are at the top of the stone, which part has greatlv suffered, these two 

words are obscure, the afti less so than the SiN. Interesting is the plain ^ for p. and the runic binds 

AR and 0^ in sparkodi as well as na in runa. My translation is: 

UKR, SPARKOPI, RAIT RUNA PISO AFTI PURMUPA, PIALFUNA KUPA, S(un) SIN. 

UK, SPAR-GOTHi (priest-magistrote of the Spar-men) WROTE runes these after teurmuth, 

the-THIALFES’ GOTHJ, SON SIN (his). 

Should this be so, the father had the "Guth-ord” of one district, his son that of another, of 

which we have examples in the Sagas, this office being also obtainable by purchase. With regard to 
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the several words, HKK may be either = OK or no or osger. — We have in 0. Norse documents such 

places as speirin gArd, SPERRESrAD, sparube (now spared), and there was doubtless a powerful sparre or 

SPAR family or clan, the modern Scandinavian sparre, Jf so, this is the earliest mention of this great 

Scandian house. — Of old we have a Norse place-name thjalfahelle , and pialfi occurs in the 

Harbarhsljoh st. 39, as well as in the Prose Edda, and in the Gotlands Saga we have the mansname 

MELWAR. It is not tinfrequent on Swedish runic stones. Thus, as nom., ielfi, Axlunda and Fardabro, 

Upland; MALFI, Fockstad, Glia, Gryta, Svingarn, Upland; waefr, Skogkloster, Upland; as gen., malfa, 

Benhammar, Upland; as ac.. malfa, Landeryd, East-Gotland; Vallsjo, Smaland; Gryta, Upland; malfe, 

Kumla, Upland. There is therefore no reason why malfdsa should not be a clan or settlement of this name, 

in the gen. pi. rait, 3 s. past, is valuable as so near the still older wrait, and rdna is another 

plain instance of this word in the ac. pi., as of old, without an -R. — For the present I will not 

insist on the left or upper or last lino, which 1 think has khpa in the ac. singular. But I believe 

there can be no douht of the nom. sing, kom in the first line. In this case we have here at least one 

ancient example of this interesting gdw in Norway itself. — But this whole question will be set at 

rest, when Professors S. Bugge and Olaf Rygh publish their long-announced “Runic Monuments of 

Norway . Even should I have made a mistake in my reading, there is no harm done. 1 have at 

least drawn attention to this unknown Norwegian monument. 

STENQVISTA, S 0 D E R M A N L A N D, SWEDEN. 
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This fine block, now in Stenqvista Church-jard, is No. 34 in Djbeck’s Svo series. Besides 

this. I was favored with an excellent paper cast by Hr. Westerberg, then of Eskilstuna, in Nov. 1868. 

We can therefore safely handle it. It is remarkable as being heathen — bearing plainly and boldly 

carved THE HAMMER OF thu(no)r, like the Aby stone, — and also the same seven marks, the seven again 

with the end-N as on the Aby stone (H!AIM'= sioun), Vol. 2, p. 671: 

HELKI AUK PRADKAIiJ AUK 1‘ORKAUTR RAISTU MERKI SI0DN AT I'lUCMUNT, FAliUR SIN. 

HELGl EKE FRAUGAIR EKE TUORGAUT RAISED these-MARKS SEVEK AT (to) THWTHMUKD, FATHER SIN (their). 

The above Ileliotype is from the lithograph in Dybeck, but corrected in two places by the 

paper cast, which shows that the stone has helki not halri and merki not mirki. The Hammer of 

Thor, equivalent to the formula thd(no)r bless or guard this stone (or these runes), is very co.stly. 

STRANDEBARM, S. B E R G E N H U S - A M T, NORWAY. 

Little is known of this stone, It came somewhere about the year 1835 to the Bergen P’orn- 

hall, as found in the stonefence round the churchyard at Strandebarm. 1 examined it in July 1881 in 

the Cellar of the Museum, as well as all the other runic remains there preserved. IMvself and my 

learned friend the Norse Archfuologist B. E, Bendixen, of Bergen, copied it in union, and we fully agreed 

on the letters which it bore, whatever their meaning may be. But it is not therefore said that our 

transcript is faultless. The minne-stono is a dark hard slaty slab, greatest length about 34 inches, 

greatest breadth about 23, average thickness 4, the runes being nearly 2 inches high. .Apparently a 

piece has been broken off at the end. If so, tho the inscription seems complete as far as it goes, 

there may have been a continuation. I studied this memorial for several days, made a full-size facsimile 

of the shallow runes, and secured a faithful photograph. The result is before my readers, Chemityped 

by Prof. Alagnus Petersen, of the natural bigness. — As to further details: here and there the 

surface is unusually worn, and in a couple of places small bits have fallen out, making a letter or two 

doubtful, This is particularly the case in the word KiRJiN. A film at the top of the Y has scaled off, 

and a chip or flaw in the center of the ! makes it possible, not probable, that the I mav have been •!, 

thus KARJSN, In either case the meaning is the same, and we have often both kira and Kara. — At 

the very end I take the last stave to have been * (s), which seems certain when we examine the slab 

itself. There is indeed a very slight and short mark or scratch or cut on the right, but this has not 

the look of the arm of a K (k). Should the broken stave, however, really have been Y. not h 1 think 

this Y must have been the first letter of a new word, following after skOltil^, — Some of the divisional 

points, as well as the dot at the foot of h are uncertain as usual. — This funeral stone, carved to lie 

on a Christian grave, would seem to date early in the 11th century. 
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Now what can the risting on this burial-slab mean? As far as 1 can see, it cannot be 

deciphered at all, unless we acknowledge that it contains local archaisms, as well as Propernames found 

here foi the fiist time. I take ostoixi to be = ost-wini, the o equal to w as so often. — ise^s, should 

this word be here, can scarcely be other than a verb for the usual let or bade in the 3 sing. pres, 

indicative, of which indicative construction we have several other examples. If so, it is the first 

Scandinavian instance known to me (in Old-North-Euglish we have thousands) of the overgang-form in 

-S still left , ere it went over in Scandinavia to the softer -E; like as the 0. N. Maeshow'e block (also 

Norwegian), with its tokne s..eri>, is the only one yet found bearing the olden common Scando-Gothic 

3 s. pres, indicative ending in -L, from which the later Scando-Anglic -s was lispt and developt. The 

verb itself, iPtiA, to itb, busy oneself vAthy attend to, not neglect, here let, hid, is here first seen in runes 

announcing the gift of a grave-minne to a departed friend. — In ist^ix we have the forn i-prefix, as 

so often. kir..j;n, if so it be, gives us for the first time in Norway an infinitive with the x-ending 

still more or less sounded. — SKOLT]L.aiS is the dead man’s name in the genitive, and is another of the 

rare patronymics in -la, seemingly from the scarce Scaudian mansname skolti. In this way the 

inscription will be: 

osToixi iHDiES KiRJiN rsT.^ix skOltilji:s. 

dSTOlNl ITHS (hastens) to-GAR (make) (= carefidly lays down, lovingly sets) this-the^sroNE of-SKOLTlUE. 

After the above was written, the officials of the Museum discovered that this slab had been 

redd. About the year 1865 the distinguisht Norwegian rune-smith Sophus Bugge visited Bergen, to 

copy for its Governors the runic pieces within its walls. His transcript of this slab was as follows: 

OST.S;iNI 1DD.^E SET t^ENA ST^IN SKYLTIL.ai;K.” 

But he added no translation, except of the last word, which he has underwritten (doubtless 

supposing that the next, lost, rune was a) “skyldigen”, = hoimd so to do, dutifidly, (an adverb). We 

shall not be far wrong in supposing that he intended 

6STJ21N1 the-]TH (busy) set THJS STOBE DUTIFULLY, 

the rest being of course broken away. Now as to this, it is absolutely certain that the 1st and 4th 

runes are the same, namely 2^, which may be either 0 or 0 according to the locality and the age of 

the piece on which it stands. — It is next apparently sure, that there are 2 divisional dots after the 

12th stave. — The 13th letter is obscured, for most of its lower part, a film of the stone having 

fallen away; it is therefore physically impossible for us to say whether it was Y (k), as I take it, or 

(if we with Bugge make the next character a 1) an I or A or i (i or a or e). — Mark 14 has a 

triangular scathe on its left side low down. Mr. Bendixen and myself thought it might be I or H; 

Prof. Bugge makes it 1 (t), which it certainly mav be if we ignore the film which has fallen awav at 

the top between runes 13 and 14. ■— d'he 15th stave in our eyes was undoubtedly R, the lower limb 

being short, I?, as often. Prof. B. has redd it as (th), which makes a great difference. — Between 

the 17th and 18th letters would seem to be 2 divisional dots, but on this we cannot insist. — Stave 

18 is Prof. B.’s d (a), undoubtedly an error, it being clearly 1. — In all the rest Prof. B. and our¬ 

selves agree, outtake the last mark, his Y my Assuming Mr. Bendixen’s and my copy to be correct, 

Prof. Bugge’s text will be; 
OstOixi s(et i>)aj:Ni stjeix skOltil.s:(k). 

I myself cannot follow Prof. Bugge in his reading. Whether the first word be osTOixi or 

OST.Eixi is immaterial so far. But 1 cannot help remarking that such a name as Ostjeini, with an end-i, 

I have never seen before. 1 have seen no st^tni, and no -stjeini as the last link of a compound, in 

the nom. sing.; ostoixi. on the other hand, as ost-oini, would seem to have been a Scandinavian name 

* In 0, N. E. this -s also often become,s the form for the 2iid sing, and all the plural (like the -bh of the modern Eano- 

Norse). in contrast to the plural -EN of the older and later Midland E. dialects; in the living- N. E. talks, very far back, it frequently 

creeps into the 1st sino-. also, as well as usurping all the plural. In modern “correct” Conversational and Book English the -s has 

finally supplanted the older -th in the 3 s. pres., wiiile in the plural the ending has fallen away altogether! We now say and 

write, in "good English”, he thinks, we, you, they think. 
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— here found for the first time — ans-wering to the 0. Engl, easterwine, aesturuini, eusterwin, and 

the Ohg. ostrewin. ostrdin, parallel to the Scanclian astrid, astrac, astulf, austmund, austualti, ostansia. 

There are Scandinavian names ending in -din and -uiNi. as well as -uiNR; the -oiNi, therefore, is so far 

quite regular. — The 2nd difficulty is set. The 3 s. p. of seta on Scandinavian monuments is sjiITE, 

sjeti, sati, satte, seti. I know of no example without the vowel-ending, which would seem impossible 

on so old a stone. Even in modern Scandian vulgar dialects I have never seen or heard this 3 s. p. 

SET or sat for posuit. — The SKYLTiL^K(a), = SKYLDiL^G(a), with the for skyldieiga, skyldliga, 

SKYLDULIGA or SKYLDUGLIGA, With the I, also appears very wonderful. Nor has this skyldiliga ever before 

been found in any rune-rister’s formula. 

Should, however, — all the above notwithstanding, — Prof. Bugge’s reading be accepted, that 

proposed by myself will fall away. We must hope that further finds will throw light on this question. 

At all events this is a good example how opinions may differ, especially when the piece — as here — 

seems defective at the end. 

STLLING, DRAMMEN, NORWAY. 

Vol. 2. p. 794. — Prof. C. Save thinks that we should divide: g.s:ti e i>ina, gait (keep) aye 

(ever) thee! — Last line but one, for W. K. Skeat read W. W. Skeat. 

THINGVOLL (or TINGVOLD), NORDM0RE, NORWAY. 

P. LXIV. — B. E. Bendixen, of Bergen, has just (May 1879) publisht an engraving of this 

stone from a sunbild of the original. The block bears, as Prof. S. Bugge said, alla, not olla, and 

MINNAR I, not MINNRI^I. This fresh copy is in Bendixen’s valuable paper: “Fornlevninger i Nordmore 

og Romsdal”, Part 2, p. 68, in Aarsber. for 1878 fra Foreningen til Norges Fortidsm. Bevaring, 8vo, 

Kristiania 1879. See also p. 1, above. 

Vol. 2, p. 797. 

in service (as a soldier). 

TIBLE, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Prof. C. Save would prefer han nuti fiar to mean — he took pay, he was 

TILLIDSE, LOLLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 1, p. 21; Vol. 2, p. 795; Vol. 3, p. 5. — Has been re-copied by Prof. Magnus Petersen. 

See Thorsen, Danske Runem. II, 1, pi. 33, and II, 2, p. 272. The Chemitypes give: 

ISKIL, SULE.A-SDN, LIT RES STEN BENA EFT SIALFAN SIK. 

E MUN STANTA, 

MET STEN LIFIR, 

DITRINT SU 

lAR UAN ISKIL. 

KRISTR HIALBI SIOL HANS AOK SANTA MIKAOl! 

On the back is a large Cross. On another side: 

TOKI RISTI RUNAR EF(t)IR EBU, STIUBMUBUR SINA, KDNU KOBA. 

ISKIL, SULKl-SON, LET RAISE STONE THIS AFTER SELF HIM (— himself yet living). 

AYE MUN (shall) STAND, 

MITH (while) this-STONE LIVES, 

WITTEREND (memorial, grave-rune) su (that) 

AS (which) WAN (raised) iskil (which Iskil carved and raised). 

TOKI RISTED these~RUNES AFTER EBA, STEPMOTHER SIN (Ms), a-QUEEN (lady, wife) GOOD. 
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TIRSTED, LOLLAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 802. ~ Prof. C. Save suggests that mSTB-DAKM on the Haraldstorp (or rather the 

Harlmgstorp) stone may be = westehb wavs, ont icest, in which case we need not supply h, on the 

Jadeistad stone (p. 802 ’Vol. 2), but take what stands, l ADSTH-niHl, in-the-east-way, out east. This 

is also dear from the l AnSTB-mm of the Hamra stone, Sodermanlaud (Lilj. 864), and the l adstebiki 

ol the lylstege block, further on: in both these places it is evidently out east, in the eastern way, out 
in Russia. &c. 

TJINGVIDE, GOTLAND, SWEDEN, 

Vol. 1, p. 234. Ihis stone has been removed to the Stockholm Museum. Fine paper 

squeezes, kindl} foiwarded to me by Dr. 0. Montelius, and afterwards my own personal examination, 

have shown that it bears no 01d-]\orthern letters. Jt therefore goes out of that class, and its date 

may be about the 9th or 10th century. Five or six staves are broken away at the beginning. The 

first rune now left is half an r, I read and translate; 

(sikni R)AiSTr staixio afti urulf, brui>ur sin. sikui for trink deulfi. 

(sikui RjAisED this-STONE AFTER URULF, BROTHER SIN (his). SIKUI FOOR (went, served, warred) as-DRENG 

(trooper, captain) ivith-VRVLF. 

I here repeat the woodcut, but with the runes corrected as I think they really are on the stone. 
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Among other interesting peculiarities we have here ' for s, i for B, 1 for T, &c. Prof. S. Bugge 

(Ant. Tidskr. f. Sver. 5. 2, p. 103) has found very different letters on this slab, and gives a very 

different version. 

TJURSAEER, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Runic stones directly heathen are very scarce. d’hose bearing invocations of the Gods are 

scarcer still. I believe I can now add one more to the scanty list. 

In 1862 the late Swedish Rune-man Richard Dybeck, to whom the whole North is under 

such deep obligations, publisht Part 3 of his “Sverikes Runurkunder”, folio. It contained also some 

newly found monuments. Among them is this, in Varfrukyrka Parish. It is a large earthfast rock 

(hence the phrase let hew (carve) not let raise), whose inscribed part has never been smoothed and 

has many rents and roughnesses. Still only a letter or two has perisht or suffered, and this chiefly in 

the lower line, where the block is especially rugged. Besides the usual intertwined worm-winds, it 

bears the well-known elegant standing Griffin (or wingless Dragon or whatever else we may call this 

nondescript four-footed animal), is evidently heathen, and probably was inscribed in the 10th century. 

The risting is as follows: 

ASTEN lit AKUA STEN 

Oeti esmon fob (= fobur). 

SAKSE-TilNBR IU(L)B(i) 

SUNI SIN(UM) I 

TIBKUMI lUK STEN BINO. 

ASTEN LET HEW (mscribe) this-STONE 

AFTER ESMON, hlS-FATBer. 

May-the-SAX-LORL (Sword-Captain) help 

SON SJN (his)! 

TITHKUMl HEWED (carved) STONE THIS. 

The praver, as we see, is in verse, stave-rime. It is to the lord of saxes, the Chief and 

Ruler of Battle-blades. This kenning is so peculiar that it only can have one meaning. 1 he great 

War-God, the Swayer of Battle, the Giver of Victory or Defeat, the Wise Leader who was always on 

the watch to fill Walhall with chosen warriors whose help he needed in the final conflict, was — 

(w)oDENk Hence his endless warlike epithets, among them, besides that here before us (which. 1 

believe, occurs here for the first time) others — such as hjalm-beri, helm-bearer; dres-varpr, arrow- 

flinger; geir-tyr, spear-god: geira drottinn, Lord of spears, &c., in olden Norse-Icelandic remains. — 

We have already seen that see was useff on heathen as well as Christian stones for Bless. This block 

shows us that help was employed by pagans as well as afterwards by Christians. So old are many of 

these formulas! — See abrahamstorp, and the list added there. 

TORPA, VESTMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

^Sculptures in relief from the very oldest Christian times in Scandinavia are of course rare. 

Some few of the simpler kind are known here and there, chiefly Heads with or without hair and beard, 

but pieces with groups or figures are seldom met with. Scarcer yet are basrelief figure-blocks with a 

^ One of the many names of (w)odh;n was I'UNOr in English, in N. Icel. hrKDR. This thunder is in Ohg. thokar. tonir. 

noNiR, &c.; in Mhg. doner, toner, &c.: in 0. Fris. thcner, tokgeu, and so on, The h, t and n continually interchange in the 

dialects. In N. 1. we have several forms, hcND, f., a thundering river-, duki, m., a roaring dcna, f., a tumult, battle; hrNDi'R, 

I'edr, dcnk for Odin. Thus Tt'Kl>R. in 0. Swed. also I’cnner, would be the Thunderer. But it was early used also for God or King 

in general, and later even for Hero or Man. On the Yttergard stone, Upland, we have aft 1‘unta hoRKiTiL, after the Lord {or 

Captaiv) ThurkitiT, on the Hagelby block, Siidermanland, afk kdI'Mut at 1‘dnti sin, eke Gudmund to Lord his; and on the Liiikoping 

stone, East Gotland, iftir anari I’dty sin, after Anar, Captain his. 

^ This paper appeared, in Danish, in the “Illustreret Tideude”, folio, Kjobenhavn 1874, Feb. 22. 
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Runic nsting. One such I have engraved in my Vol. 1, p. 351. Another (at Skeberg in Norway) is 

copied in .'ijQborg’s “Samlingar", 4to, Vol. 1, p. 137, fig. 124, 125- But the former has only a couple 

of runes and a hairless mustachioed head; the latter, which is later, only a bald skull. 

The Runic bildstone here made public is apparently the oldest ever yet found, as it is 

certainly the most remarkable. My attention was first drawn to it by the Swedish archseologist Baron 

Olol Hermehn, whom 1 have to thank for all the materials here made use of. With unwearied kindness 

he has from time to time forwarded me all the information in his power, as well as a pen-and-ink 

drawing of the slab, a still larger pencil drawing, another sketch taken in profile, and a very careful 

cop} of the runes drawn full size. I have also been favored with a small outline of this stone by the 

distinguisht Swedish old-lorist Richard Dybeck. This striking specimen of "barbaric art” at the dawn 

of Christendom in central Sweden now stands in the oldest part of the wall in the very primitive 

Church of lorpa in Westmanland. It is a granite block about 2 feet high, 16 inches broad at top but 

only 15 below, and the greatest depth of cutting is nearly 4 inches above the level on which the runes 

stand. lorpa Parish is on the other side of Arboga. near to Sodermanland, and is in the bishopric 

of Strangnas. The Church is on the highway which runs to Sodermanland. A small engraving of this 

simple building may be seen in Gran’s "Wastmanland”, 8vo, Vasteras 1754, tab. VIT _ The figures 

here so roughly but vigorously carved are full of character. The one is a Lion in gentle motion, its 

head in full face to the spectator. As far as we can see (for I will not be certain, it is often hard to 

say whether the head of a Lion in oldest art-work is or is not human) the head is that of a Man, a 

motive or symbolism rare and antique. In Scandinavia are some sucli man-faced Lions, but not many. 

This is here the more likely, as there is no trace of mane. Round the neck is what looks like a full 

band or ring, not the loose hanging locks of the king of beasts. The tail is boldly thrown back. — 

The other bild is that of a Woman, with long hair, clad in a kirtle. She is seated on the Lion’s 

b.ack. which she firmlv bestrides, her face also turned right in front. 

[ believe that this group is symbolical, in the style of the earliest Christian days. The Lion 

I rake to be Christ the victor. Christ the Mighty King of His People, as distinguisht from the Lamb, 

CHRIST THE REDEEMER. — The Womaii I look iipoii as announcing the church, the Bride of Christ, which 

rests secure on His strength and which He shall protect till time shall be no more. — The Runes 

vary in height according to the space. They begin on the right of the Woman’s head, and run down 
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along the right side of the Lion to the very bottom of the stone, where one letter has apparently 

been broken off or has peeled away. 

It has taken me a long time to decipher these characters, so much have they suffered from 

time and weather, and so greatly are we troubled by the absence of divisional marks. But I believe 

that my reading is now altogether trustworthy. At least 1 venture to lay it before ray readers. — 

'I'he first stave, on the right of the head, I at first took to be the sign of the Cross. But Baron 

Herraelin’s full-sized facsimile has convinced me that this is not so. The seeming thwart-mark is a 

nearly horizontal break in the stone, which stretches over into the next rune. The letter was doubtless 

originally i. The whole first word — for there are no separating marks — is lotu, the last stave 

injured at the top. But even should this not be so, should the first word be taken as Otu, this would 

merely be a variation of the sound or spelling, the meaning would be the same. — Word ttvo is sure. 

It is the raausname siKi, tho the K has suffered above. — Word three is AN, the N also scathed at its 

upper half. — Word four clearly eats, the surface of the stone fractured between the i and the S. — 

Last word, kir and the foot of a k. Thus only 1 letter wants, broken or worn away. — The whole 

then reads: 
lOEU SIKI AN EAIS KIR(Ku). 

HEWED (Worht) SlKl l=SlGGEi ON THIS CHURCH. 

{Sigge was the Master-builder of this Church.) 

This risting is exactly what we should expect on a Church-slab, and has parallels on similar 

Church-articles and stones down thro the middle age. On the later block at Brynderslev, North Jut¬ 

land, given in my Vol. 2, p. 659, and in my Runic Hall p. 16, after some pious words we have: SUIN 

SUN KARMUNTAR (sulN SON of-KARMUNT), evidently the name of the Builder of the Church, or possibly 

of the Lord at whose cost it was raised. This block has no figure. But the still newer slab at Ske- 

berg, in Norway, is a Relief-stone, and the runes announce that the Church was dedicated to Christ, 

the Virgin Mary and S. Peter, ending with: 

STEIN EJDNNA GERDE BOTOLFR STEIN-MEISTAR/E. 

STONE THIS GARED (carved) BOTOLF the-STONE-MASTER (= Master-buUder). 

The first word, lOEU, occurs again on the heathen Sparlbsa stone, in West-Gotland, in the 

form lAUPi. Here it has the antique 3 persou-Past-ending in u. The usual Norse-Icelandic form would 

be HAIL — SIKI is a name more common in Sweden than elsewhere. — an is a venerable form for the' 

later a, as the same word in the shape on is forn for the younger o. Of both an and on we have 

rare runic examples. — eais is ac. sing. fem. In East Gotland we have also the form eaisi. — The 

acc. sing. fem. kirku or kirikiu is found in many other places. — The date of this most costly Runic 

figure-block we may safely fix at about the year 1000, or a little later. 

TORTUNA, WESTMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

July 10, 1878, I had an opportunity of examining a broken rune-stone fixt in the outside wall 

of the church at Tortuna. It rained and blew heavily, and I had only a few moments to spare. But 

I believe my transcript is correct: 

. 
HRISI IN barua lit RESA STEN tF(tir ....). 

HRISI IN BARUA LET RAISE this-STONE APfter . . . 

IN (later I, the N still left) is plain, barua is a place-name, perhaps in this province. It is 

at all events known in Sodermanland. 

TRANS JO, VlBEND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 804. — The inscription is also given, but very badly, in A. Celsius (Erl. Colliander), 

Dissertatio Ac. de Verendia .Smolandorum. 4to. Upsaliae 1743. p. 19. — 1 have found and drawn this 
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splendicl block, which is still on tho whole passing well preserved. It is now re-raised in a field near 

Dalbjgard, on the dransjo lands. In August 1869 1 made a second visit to it, accompanied by my 

late learned brother Prof, Carl Save, and with his assistance took paper oasts of all the ristings. My 

transcript and translation, both of which were approved by Prof Save, are as follows: 

1 ^ ^ t R1 t f ['• t (I: IJ k 1. i : f Y tilt:I i [ [': ti n t: [1 [ I: ^ 11: F]- A: f. Y 
T f H [I ^ ^: I- [ [i [ '■Ut: Ut: : S W t (: 11 [ s -t ni> [J ( 

KATR SATl STEN CANA Ef’TR KITfL, SUN SIN. 

HAN FAR (= fAr =f6r; 01’. possibly. = uar) mana 

MESR 0-NJHKR, 

ER A IKLATI 

ATI TUNCI. 

A'AT GJTJ SET STONE THIS AFTER KITIL, SON SIN (Ms). 

HE POOR {went, bore himself, was; or, possibly, was) of-i^iEN 

the-MOST UN-NITHING (unsparing, generous) 

AS (when as, when, till) on (in) ENGLAND 

his-OND (life) he-TiNED (lost). 

Remark the peculiar ornamental k, m and l. as also the slurring (here assimilation) of the t 

in mes(t)e. — TUNAN (the N. I. tyna, 0. Engl, teonan, tynan, to vex, damage, destroy, suffer ruin) 

governs a dative. This dative is here ati = anti, which (besides the usual fern. Ond (or and, gen. andar) 

has thus existed also in the strong masc. form andr as well as in the weak masc. form andi, just as 

we have in the oldest times the masculines dadcr and daudi. .But tyna lifi, t. Ondu [on this stone 

T. ATI], T. ^FI, all meaning to lose life, to fall, die, are well known in Icelandic skinbooks. 

Thus, as I hope, the last and uncertain part of this inscription is now duly corrected, and 

the whole epitaph restored to us. — I have only remarkt one other clear instance of this dative anti. 

(Others, where the final vowel has fallen away, I do not mention.) It occurs among the last words of 

the Sundby stone, Upland, (Lilj. 347, Bautil 299, Dybeck, fol. II, G4). The block has suffered somewhat 

where the last word is carved, so that in Bautil it is 4fll and is now (see Dybeck) +1-1., the last letter 

having stood in a place now half peeled away both above and below. But the word could at first only 

have been and the passus stood: Kun hialbi alUra anti, god help of-them-ALL the-OND (soid)! 

TE YGGEYiEL DE, SEALAND, DENMARK. 

Vol. 2, p. 810. — In the Orsa dialect (Dalecarlia, Sweden) the word for talkative is glamdn; 

to talk, speak, is glamA. See “Dalarnes Fornminnefbrenings Arsskrift 1867”, 8vo, Falun 1867, p. 67, 

58. — do the KLiEMULAN MAN of this stone answers the tular of the Snoldelef stone. Prof. C. Save 

doubts any such Gotlandish word as glamull, but knows of the verb active glama, the neuter noun 

GLAM, and a stead-name glam-munds from a name masc. glam-mundr. There is also the Estland 

Swedish gl’amma to talk, speak, boast. (C. Russwurm, Uebcr die Sprache der Inselschweden, 8vo, 

Reval 1855, p. 34). — "Eloquent, soingte. — This word is sometimes used as an adjective to denote 

“eloquent”, and sometimes, as a noun substantive, to denote a i^rehon or judge”. — John O'Donovan, 

Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters. 2nd ed., 4to, Dublin 1856, p. 1707. — By 

•a strange chance, I have omitted to translate the curse on this stone. It is: 

S.4 (he) WORTH (he) at (to) a-RATI (outlaw) (= Let him be an outlaw) as (who) may-WELT (overturn, 

cast down) STONE THIS, OR HENCE mag-DRAW-it! 

See this formula explained in ray remarks on the Glavendrup stone, Vol. 2, p. 698—701. 

44 
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TUMBO, SODERMANLAND, SWEDEN. 

This stone, No. 988 in Liljegren and 758 in Bautil, bears, as compared with a copy of what 

is now left by Richard Dybeck in Prof. C. Save’s Collections: 

DI(BIAR)n (r)a(1T)CE ItYN CEFTCEH FRAITfflNT, BRUPUR, IS CENPUPCE KCEKUM, PUECE lUK (RU)N(ar). 

UIBIARN WROTE this-TiNE (pUlar-stone) AFTER FRAJTCENT, his~BROT//ER, AS (wko) ONDED (breathed 

his last, died) in-Greeks (in Greece). tbgl(e hewed the-RUNES. 

Dybeck gives the 3rd word as thus another example of ^ as r. In the above I have 

transliterated A by 05. As to the N-variant for v, I add that in 1878 turned up the largest Coin-find 

ever met with in Norway, at Grseslid. Thydalen. They were of silver and more than 2200 in number, 

several hundreds bearing runic inscriptions. They were minted (with the exception of a few foreign 

pieces) in Norway, about 1050—70, under Harald Hardrede and his sons Magnus and Olaf Kyrre, most 

of them being struck by English moneyers. One large class, no fewer than 335, of the runebearers 

were from the mint of gunnar, and have the formulas kunar a mot pisa, kunar a mot pisy, kunar a 

MOT PIS, kunar a mot PITA, KUNARS MOT PITA, KUNAR MOT PISA, &C. 

As we know, i and y often interchange in runic ristings, and one of the many rune-variants 

for Y is '1. Accordingly on these coins kunar is also spelt kunir (KhUK) and kunyr Now 37 

of these pieces have Ysll tP'l (mot pisy). In his description of this class (“Myntfundet fra Grseslid i 

Thydalen, beskrevet af Dr. L. B. Stenersen, Bestyrer af Universitetets Myntsamling. Christiania 188l”, 

4to, p. 49) the learned Keeper, Dr. Stenersen, has inadvertently taken this N (y) as a K (k), and has 

redd mot pisk. But this '1 for y is found on Golden Runic bracteates, some Icelandic stones and in 

some old alphabets. 

TYFSTEGE, S 0 D E R M A N L A N D, SWEDEN. 

The two runish blocks here have been examined by Dybeck, but no modern drawings are 

known, ’fhey are in stave-rime verse, and of great value. Our authorities for the first are, Liljegren 

No. 851; Bautil 780; Peringskiold, Vita Theoderici, p. 459; P. Dijkman, Hist. Anm. p. 150; R. Dybeck, 

Berattelse for 1866 till Vitt. & Ant. Ak. i Stockholm; R. Dybeck, Runa, folio, I, 6, p. 86. The 

result is: 

sturlaugr auk Hi(L)MB/i (possibly hi(al)mb/D 

STAINA RAISTU 

at BRtiPR SINA, 

brau(t)u NESTA. 

paia: entapus 

I ADSTRUIKI, 

PURKIL, STURBIARN, 

PIAKNAA KUPIA. 

STURLAUG EKE BILMB (= HELM) 

these-STONES (this stone-setting) raised 

AT (to) BROTHERS SINE (their), 

the-BAiRD (forest-path, roadside) next. 

THEY ONDED (breathed their last, died) 

IN the-EAST-WAY (out East, in Russia t^'c.), 

THURKIL and-STURBIARN, 

ihose-THANES (captains) good. 

But the widowed Mother also raised them a minne-stone, for which we can use Liljegren 

No. 852; Bautil No. 780; R. Dybeck, Runa, folio, I, 6, p. 86: 

LIT IGIKIA 

ANAN RAISA STAEN 

AT SUNI SINA, 

si(i)n a KIARPI. 
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LET JGIKIR 

an-OTHER RAISE STONE 

AT (to) SONS SINE (her) 

ci-SOOTH-slab ON the-GAiRTH (enclosure, field). 

GOD HELP OND (soul) THEIR! — THURIR HEWED (CUt the VUnes). 

Here again we have the well-known variously pronounced word for sann or sosn, the sooth- 

stone, tnith-speaking memorial. In Bantil the si and N are still plain. Dpbeck tells us that only 

the s is now left, the rest being broken away. 

URLUNDA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

— Read; Vol. 2, p. 817. Bottom. 

FULH-FILA 

FAR AFLA5I 

DTI KRIKUM 

ARFA SINUM. 

We have a like kenning (fdlks-krimr. 

Sbdermanlaud, which ends:- 

HA^■ TRAU I ORUSTU 

I AUSTR-DIHI, 

ACAX FULKS-KRIMA 

FALA ORU. 

I The-FOLK-FELLER (hero) 

FEE (wealth) ABLED (gat) 

I OUT-IN the-GREEKS (Greece) 

to-ARFA (heir) siN (his). 

the folkgrim-one, foe-destroyer) on the Hamra stone, 

! IN ORREST (battle) DREW HE 

' IN EASTERN WAY (= OUt East), 

i ERE the-FOLK-GRiM (chieftain) 

I to-FALL might-woRTH (came). 

(== Ere that mighty foe-smiter fell). 

URSKOUG, AGGERSHUS AMT, NORWAY. 

For yet another specimen of the formula with a, owns, I have to thank Prof, S. Bugge, who 

(July 1870) communicates a runic risting on a grave-stone at Urskoug (or Urskog) in Norway: 

SU^IN A MIK A liEDRI; EN HER HUILIR UNTIE AS^. 

SUA'.iN OWNS 3JE, ON (at, of) the-homestead-iJETHER; EN (but) HERE WHILES UNDER (= hereunder, 

beneath this stone, rests) asah. 

URVALLA, NlRIKE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 818. — Since the appearance of my vol. 2 this stone has been eneraved by 

Dr. Hcrm. Hofberg, in his “Nerikes Gamla Minncn”, Orebro 1868, 8vo, p. 80. But I here give the 

inscription from drawings taken by Richard Dybeck, who examined the block twice, last in 1862. Its 

greatest height is about 5 feet 2 inches, its greatest breadth about 2 feet 10. It stands where the 

village road northwards to Urvalla runs off from the parish road between Arboga and Glanshammar. 

Nearby, in the w’ood, on the east of the way, is a ship-setting of stones. This fine block is old and 

heathen, doubtless from about the 10th century. J'he reading is: 

ULFR AUK ANUNTR LITU RAISA STEIN (back) EYTIR LlT(ldf, fa|3)UR SIN, BOANA KUNUi^ 

ULF EKE ANUNT LET RAISE iJlis-STONE AFTER LITULF), FATHER SIN (their), EONDE (husband) of-KUNA. 

'I'hus the fem. gen. KUNUR is plain. — The above stone has now (Dec. 1873) been publisht 

by Dybeck in his lUina, Sec. I, Part 6, p. 91, PI. 20, fig. 1, a, b. 

44* 
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VAKSALA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 1. pp. 87, 88. — I have said that most of the stones raised by men to thewselves while 

yet living were probably the work of persons who, by death or otherwise, had no son or other near 

kinsman on whom they could certainly depend for a grave-pillar to their memory. — We have a 

striking and decisive proof of this on the Vaksala stone, Sweden. This block was first engraved by 

Peringskold, in his Monumenta Uplandica, fob, StochhoImitE 1710, p- 246, whence the same woodcut 

was transferred to Goraussou’s Bautil (Stockholm 1750) No. 394, (Liljegren No. 194). A careful 

examination of this piece has convinced me that the vital formula, SIK silfan kdikuan is clear, and that 

we have further the valuable technical phrase nir han i liw stikir, giving us the important olden foray- 

formula STTGA I Liw, to go to ike wars. In olden days the warlike population served by sea or land as 

circumstances might require, the transition being then so easy, and the strict division between the army 

and the navy is a comparatively modern invention. The phrase Lie, i Liei, therefore then signified 

war-service, active service, whether by land or water. The beginning of this grave-minne is lost. What 

is left says: 

(.lit raisa stan |3ina at sik siLFA)n kiiiK)AN, nir (had) i L(it'i) ST(i)KiR. 

(..let raise smvA' this to hjm self (quick, living), wheis HE I!>1 the-litn (host, war-force) steegs 

(steps, enters) = when he joins the war-levy, = goes out to the wars. 

This valuable stone has not yet been re-found and re-publisht. See another Vaksala pillar 

under virring. 

VALDBY, NORWAY. 

See Word-Roll, u. F.;EiHrDO. 

WALLEBERGA, SKINE, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 820. — At p. 248 of his valuable “Den Nordiske Kirkes Grundlgeggelse og Forste 

Udvikling” (Pt. 2, Kjob. 1875) Hr. A. D. Jorgensen says that the expression for lund in skAne was 

“(i) Lundi or (i) Lundunum”, and that the “i Luntunum (= i Lundunum)" on the runic stone at 

Walleberga does not mean in London in England, as I have said, but in lund. This opinion of 

Hr. Jorgensen is erroneous. I observed, p. 821: ‘7A' THE LUNDS (groves) is meaningless, even supposing 

the post-article to have been in use thus early, of which we have no proof, in lund (the city in 

Skane) is grammatically impossible.” As the above short remark has proved insufficient, 1 enter into 

a little detail. The terms for lund and London are two quite different words. d’he one is lund(r), 

(Latin lundus), gen. Lundar, dat. Lundi, a singular noun masculine, a grove, a religious grove, a temple- 

station, a temple-town, and so at last the name of the place which became an episcopal city and the 

capital of Denmark in early times, so that Dowinus Lundi, allvaldr Lundar, was once the same as 

King of Denmark. — The other is lundunir, (Latin londinum), gen. lunduna, dat. lundunum, a feminine 

noun plural, the whole a mechanical imitation of londinum and London. This plural form doubtless 

arose from the fact that the .Scandinavians naturally and properly took the two cities London and 

Westminster as practically the one English capital, as they still are. ^ As examples of the old 

Scandinavian name of London I will only cite from one single book (Munch and Unger, Saga Olafs 

Konungs ens Helga, 8vo, Christiania 1853) “lvndvna gramr” (p, 192), “Knvtr vann lvndvna-borg” 

(p. 25), “til lundvna” (p. 19), “i lundunum” (p. 244). 

^ For the same reason the oldest municipal record of England's metropolis — De Antiquis Legibus Liber. Cronica Maiorum 

et Vicccomitum Londoniaruni — always has the name in the piiimL See Mr. Stapleton’s learned edition of this skinbook, which 

begins in 1188. as publish! by the Camden Society, London 184G, 4to. He says at p. I: “In each instance of the Latin name of 

the city of London, where written at full length in this manuscript, the plural termination is used, and Roger de Weiidover adopts 

this form in his Chronicle." 
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I will add one single example in verse, in the last stanza of the poem attributed to St. Olaf 

(as given m the oldest and best Ms., “Olafs Saga Bins Hclga”, a codex of the 13th cent., edited bv 

Keyset and Unger, 8vo, Christiania 1849, p. 9): 

knegom ver siz vigi 

varO gny loket barium 

fyllar dags i fagrum 

fit LDRDUNTTM sitia. 

(The Walleberga stone, which 1 

now that is husht the horrid 

howl of savage conflict, 

in fair LONDON, lov d-one, 

we can loiter glad! 

^ have never seen, as I have been informed, bears no head on 

the top limb of the Cross. Some breaks in the block there have been mistaken for a face.) 

Thus these two words could not be confounded. On the oldest Scandian Coins and in the 

oldest^ Scandian documents jn lund is in or i or on or o or a lundi, or lund, singular inasc. dat.; 

sometimes m the plural, i lundum or ldnden, whence such Latin barbarisms as the londoka of Adamus 

Bremensis. It never is found with the post-article (-unum) as lundunum. 

All must see that if i lundunum could have meant both in LUND in Skane and in LONDON in 

England, no speaker or writer could have made himself understood, — which is absurd. Thus i LUN¬ 

DUNUM only had and could have one meaning, in London in England. 

Walleberga is only about 5 Swedish miles from Lund; there was therefore no reason for the 

deceast to be buried there, if not desired, as they could so easily be transported to their kinsmen. 

Several examples of such removals of a corpse for burial occur on Runic Stones. I will give one, as it 

refers to Scone. Forsheda, Smaland, (Liljegren No. 1251, Baiitil No. 1029, Peringskioid, V. Theod. 

p. 405, Celsius, Acta Lit. Svec. 1730, p. 78, Dijkraan, Hist. Anm., p. 127). Last and best, a drawing 

by Stud. P. Gust. Vistrand, kindly forwarded me by him April 30, 1881: 

U^ULF AUK OSKIJiL RIPU STIN I-ONSI ETI/J LIFSTIN, FDI>UR SIN, ES UARI> TUDR 0 SKONU, N (= IN) KAEDSTOKUM, 

AUK FURPR 0 FINHIBI. 

UjEULF EKE OSKIJEL REDDE (ordered) STONE THIS AFTER LIFSTIN, FATHER SIN (their), AS (who) WORTH 

DEAD (died, or fell) on (in) sconA IN gardstanga, eke fered (and was removed, brought hither) on 

(into, to) finnheden. 

Now Gardstanga in Prosta Harad, Skane, is some 4 times farther from I''''orsheda in Pinnheden, 

SmMand, than Walleberga is from Lund, and yet there was no difficulty in carrying the body home. — 

In this listing the M is %. 

If lundunum means lund, it can only be the dat. pi. definite (i. e. with the affixt article) from 

the masc. noun lundr. But the stone is too old to have any such affixt article. It is not later than 

about the year 1000—50, when the post-article was only creeping in, not yet fully developt. Hence 

while we have so many old place-names in -UM (dat. plural, the foregoing preposition having fallen 

away), we have none in -unum (dat. pi. with the post-fixt article). 

VEDA, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2, p. 628. — Dybeck’s “Sverikes Runurkunder”, fob, II, 3, received Jan. 1868, has, under 

No. 116, the Veda Rock, whose risting begins with the mansname tURTSAix = curstain. 

VESTERBY, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

This stone has never been understood. I'he now acknowledged formulas with bur and su enable 

me to give an additional example of SU = SEE, bless, hallow, keep, but this time in connection with a 

heathen god. — The block before us is Liij. 81, Bautil 371, Bure in his Ms. Sv. Runee 187 and 

Runahafd 487, and Dybeck, folio, 161. But since the old copies by Bure and the woodcut in Bautil, 

the stone has suffered immensely. About a third of the inscription has been broken away and lost. 

What is left in Dybeck’s modern drawing proves that Goransson's woodcut was nearly faultless, and 

the stone still shoivs the costly invocation, exactly as it stood in Goransson’s drawing — the block even 
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then being damaged there: ^a'S i>ur su ki . . . noar. Bure has r between the i and the N, but not the 

other failing letters. From what we now know of this formula we can be sure that the block once had 

the words: tUR SU Ki(n)-i?(ii)NOAR. — The stone, then, bore, and still as to 2-thirds bears: 

AOSULFR UA’.^.A'AIR, 

ARFAA FASTILIFS, 

STIN RITU SIA 

SAOTR (l UIIK)U, 

FURIA AOTU^ 

w^N BUR SO ivi(n)-i{(u)NOAie! 

AOSULF (= ANSULFJ EKE KAIR, 

ARF-TAKERS (heirs. SOns) Of-FASTILIF. 

this-STONB WROTE (carved) THEY, 

SOUTH' IN VIK-EY, 

FOR (in memory of) aoT(^ANUND). 

AN (hut) THUR SEE (hUss, guard) these-KEN-RUNES (marking-letters)! 

This SEE, like the help on the Tjursaker block, continued in use on Christian rune-stones. — 

There have doubtless been many places called vik-0 or vika in and near Upland, and we cannot now 

identify the exact locality here intended. This pillar was raised and taken care of by Count Essen in 

1861. By a new division of the lands, Vesterby now belongs to the Parish of Kolfva, not Aland. — 

For formulas of Blessing, see abrahamstorp, and the list there added. 

YIBLE, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Section il, Part 1, of R. Dybeck’s “Sverikes Runiirkunder” has now ap23eared. No. 42 herein 

is a drawing of the Vible stone in Jerfalla Socken, which shows that the previous copies (Liljegren 

No. 387, Bautil No. 161) were not quite correct. The risting is: 

KNUTR I UIKHUSUM LMT ITIN RITA UK. BRO KERA IFTIA FAPUR UK M050R UK BRUIR SNA (= SINA) UK SUSTUR. 

KNUT IN VIK'BOUSE LMT tliis-TiNE (pUlar-stone) WRITE EKE (and) yon-BROW (bridge or causeway) GARE 

(make, raise) after father eke mother eke BROTHER siN (his) eke Ms-sister. 

ITIN for TIN (or stin) is jDlain, but doubtless not the latter, for we have the ST in sustur. As 

the names of the deceast are not given, there has been a fellow-stone nearby mentioning them, but 

which has perisht. 

VIBT, UPLAND, SWEDEN. 

Vol. 2. p. 616. — See on the meaning of arg the word erha in the Wordroll, farther on. 

VIKSJO, SWEDEN. 
See under tune. Norway. 

^ The Scandinavian shder, svd, sTinder, suknan (as in our socTHwark, suNOERland) was and is of course dialectically used 

in many shapes, often with place-names. Thus on this Vesterby stone: 

SAOTR (i L'ira)C. I South ik wik-ev. 

So we have the place-names sdI’R-bi and scPr-by on runic stones at Upsala in Upland, and at Hainhem in Gotland, while at South 

Vinge in North Jutland is the runic nom. pi. siI'D-uinkiar, the-Sovth-Vinge men. On the broken Tuna block, Helsingland, Sweden, is: 

SUM scKAN (LAnts til) | SUM (wko) SOUTHLANDS {out south) died. 

On the Danish Seddinge stone, Lolland, is the gen. pi. shI’Rlana, of the South lands-, on the Maeshowe slab No. 16. Scotland, the 

ac. pi. SDNAK-LANT, Sovthem lands. On the Gripsholm pillar, Sodermanland, Sweden: 

TCC SONABLA I thejJ-DIF.D oXlt-SOUTH 

1 SARKLAKTI. I IN SARAOEK-LAND {S. Africa atidpoH of Spain). 

Nearly the same formula occurs on two Strengnas stones, also in Sodermanland; and on the Hauggran block, Gotland, is the adverb 

SCNARST, most Soxithevly. — The words for EAsr, west, north, are used in the same manner. 
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VIBKE, SKlNE, SWEDEN. 

For some years my attention has been directed to the stone which stood at Virke and Lilia 

Harrie meadows, Harjager Harad, Skane, No, 1445 in Liljegren's Enn-urkunder, who knew of only one 

copy, the woodcut m Bautil. This monument has never been deciphered, in my opinion for two 

reasons; first, because the formula was not understood by the old school; next, tor that no one had 

yet pointed out the existence on old Scandinavian memorials of the infinitive in -an. But as the word- 

fall in question became more and more familiar to me, i ceiild not see why this minne-block should 

not be redd just as the words stand! All then becomes clear and customary. However, the first 

thing was — to find the stone itself. Accordingly 1 troubled myself and my friends for a long time, 

trying to ascertain whether the monolith still existed. And at last I have succeeded. Besides informa¬ 

tion from other quarters, 1 have now two formal and official declarations from Docent Martin Weibull 

of Lund and Rector Nils G. Bruzelius of Ystad (both of them officials in the Scanian Archteological 

Society), and an additional private communication from Docent Dr, Gustaf Cederschiold of Lund, 

distinctly and clearly stating that the Virke stone is no more. The whole district has been ransackt by 

these and other gentlemen, particularly Dean Simonson of Ortofta, and by the farmer on whose lands 

It ought to have been found, but to no purpose. The farmer (Jon Engeleson) says, that his father 

buried it out of the way. More likely it was used for building purposes or broken up. Certain it is, 

that it can no where be found. For the present at least, we must give it up. 

We are thus thrown back on what else may help us. Fortunately, besides the woodcut in 

Bautil, I have come across two other and not later copies. And — a singular piece of good luck   all 

three are independent of each other. Yet edl agree in the runes, two letters only, near the beginning, 

having been slightly damaged or imperfectly redd when two of the transcripts were made. — We 

begin then with perhaps the oldest, certainly the most complete, of these three drawings, the wood¬ 

engraving No, 1159 in Gbransson s Bautil (Stockholm 1759, but most of the blocks or drawings very 

many years earlier). 1 give it here in exact facsimile, photo-xylographed by J. F. Rosenstand; 

Here, as we see, nothing wants, and the reading offers no difficulty whatever. — Next, I have 

met with another woodcut of the same monument in a scarce volume — the Works of kilianus STOBJtus. 

This famous naturalist was a distinguisht and learned Professor in the University of Lund, Scania 

(Skane), Sweden, and died early in 1742. Among his other writings was his treatise “De Moniimentis 

Lapidariis”, 4to. Lund 1740, with 2 folding plates. About 10 years afterwards appeared (“Kiliani 

Stobsei Med. D. Archiatri Regii, in Academia Londensi Hist. Prof. P. Ord. atqve Reg, Societ. Scient. 

et Liter. Vpsal. Membri, Opera in qvibvs Petrefactorvm, Nvmismatvm et Antiqvitatvm Historia illvstratvr, 

in viivm volvmen collecta. Cvm mvltis figvris. Dantisci. — — — MDCCLIH’’) a collected and amended 
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edition of Stoba?us’ writing.s, edited by G. M. Knoch. In this 4to the essay “De Moniimentis Lapidariis” 

occupies pp. 183—203, and has 3 folding plates, the last being here Plate XI. This additional illustra¬ 

tion contains 4 woodcuts of runic stones. But there is no name or reference or explanation of any 

kind, and the few lines of text which mention them at the bottom of p. 203 leave us equally ignorant ’. 

However, on careful examination, J discovered that Nos. 2 — 4 were Liljegren’s Nos. 1418 (Ciinbris), 

1440 (Alstorp) and 1443 (Nobbelof), while No. 1 was a hitherto unknown view of our virke stone- — 

thus, all 4, copies of blocks in Scania. As this folding-plate is not in the 1st edition of “De 

Monumentis”, the drawing (here copied in xylo-photography by Rosenstand) dates perhaps from 

1740-1760. 

I came upon the third and last drawing of this stone in Nescher’s folio Ms. in the National 

Library, Stockholm. It has the title: “Atskillige Svenska Provinsers Markvilrdigheter”, and contains all 

sorts of things, of various dates. No. 66 in this collection is the virke stone. Neither artist’s name 

nor date is attacht to this very old drawing. It only bears two memoranda, in a contemporaneous 

hand, the one, “Fyra alnar lang” (8 feet high), the other, “Finnes der, som skillnaden fordom skolat 

varit emellan Wirke och Lilia Harrie angar i flarjagers Harad i Skane”. Thus this block was 8 feet 

high above ground, and stood where the boundary was said to have been between Virke and Little 

Harrie meadows in Harjager Hundred, Skane. Every fresh detail is thankfully received; here we have 

the height of the monolith and its exact position. At my request, Riks-librarian G. E. Klemraing 

obligingly furnisht me with a full-sized tracing for which I have to thank Dr. Harald Wieselgren. and 

this I here add photoxylograpt by Rosenstand. 

Now we must consider: — that this block was 8 feet high, — that the risting is in very 

large and tall letters (very easy to read) and one long line from top to bottom of the stone, — that 

the word-fall is of the shortest, simplest kind, — that the words are not divided but run all in one. 

* -Mouendus hie Lector est, quod tigurarum Tab. XI. imlla prostet explicatio: quaiiquam iiitra chartas Autoris archetypi 

illarum fuerint inueuti. Forte illas in recentiorem editioneiii huius dissertationis parauerat Autov, morte praereptus. Interim iis carere 

Lectorem curiosuni. taiiquam additaniento quodam, iiolui.” — As being found among the papers of the deceast, they were very 

properly added to this new edition. 
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Ihese things are a proof of great antiquity, and I think we cannot well set this lave later than the 

9th century. All the three separate copies agree in the inscription: 

which, as ! suppose, can only be divided and redd as: 

AFT IQNORI SKALL STANTAN SI. 

AFTER JUFIOR SHALL STAND SI (this). 

(= This stone shall stand' in memorij of lunor.) 

^ 1 hare gradually brought together a large handful of 

these are almost identical in expression with the one now before us 

Sddermanland; o. Osby, Sodermanland; cL Kvamme, Norway; e. Orji 

STAIN SlAst 

STANR AT CBI, 

0 I'lKSTApI AT MI/tKI. 

STAIN STaNR it HISTAlN. 

RAISl‘1 STALI/i', 

FAl'I/i’ AT SDN TAChA(N). 

e(n) ILA STETR 

IFTUI I'ORBIAIRN. 

IS KIR CAS ('H)ArKCIN 

IS STIN siA STINE (Bugge reads stintr). 

stones bearing the striking formula with stanta. Some among 

. Thus, 3 s. pres, indie. — a. Aspa, Sodermanland; 6. Skresta. 

i, Skane; Flenilose, Fyn. 

STONE SE (this) 

STANDS AT (to) VBI, 

ON thr-THINCf-STEAD AT (ns) a-MARK. 

this-STONE STANDS AT (to) HISTATN. 

liAISED-it STAI.TB, 

the-FATHER AT (to) Ms-SON DEAD. 

EN (hut) tUs-HlLL (slab) STANDS 

AFTEIt THORBIAUtN. 

AS (who) HERE WAS HEWN (slain) 

AS (where) stone se (this) stands. 

c- STOTA .®FT KARIOSC, 

{s)c(k St — - - 

-— (F)r.E(i'i}. 

T ^FT HDULr STOTR 

ST.®1N S/ESl. 

STANDS AFTER FARTOS, 

SON (of - - — - 

— — — FLAWED (made.1 set). 

AFTER RUULF STANDS 

STONE SE (this). 

a. 

b. 

Third sing. pres, subjunctive; 

STEN f>ESl 

STAI EFTIR ! 

STISTE AT DITCM 

BAT Mil' RCNCM. 

Nylarsker, Bornholm; b. Nyble, Sddermanland: 

I let-STONE THIS 

j STAY (stand) AFTER-him! 

let-it-STAND AT the-wiTTEiiS (beacoiis) 

BEYT (adoimed) mith (with) runes. 

I 
I 

Ji' 

u 

f 

45 
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We have often pointed out how letters &c. may be variously shaped on the same monument. 

So here we have *1 and t, -fh (an), and ('iK an) in one stave as a bind-rune. This latter is here 

a turning-point, for it gives us the infinitive and makes all clear. But of this bind-rune for AN we 

have scores of examples. See my pages 136. 150, 608, 884, and Angarn and Bjornum in this section, 

to which many others could be added. 

lUNORi is in the accusative. Wo do not know whether the local nominative was iunor or 

lUNORi or lUNORA. In Scandinavian runics we have the mansname nur as an accusative and the gen. pi. 

NURA (of the NUR-men), and there are the Norse-Icelandic mans-names NOR and nori. — The reason, 

as Mr. Cederschiold informs me, why Liljegren stated that the stone stood "at Virke and Lilia Harrie 

meadows", is, that the said field was part of a piasture belonging in common to Virke and Lilia Harrie, 

but which afterwards was shared and brought into cultivation. — Should we divide afti unori or aftiu 

nori, this will not affect the general meaning and the closing formula. We cannot read aftir, as all 

the copies have b, not R. 

it will be seen that the skall stantan of this Scanian stone is paralleled by the exactly similar seal 

STATO (the older stautan having sunk to stauto) of the Hallcstad block, also in Shone. — With regard 

to the fragmentary but costly Oija stone, given in the note, also its runes are noteworthy. Here we 

have F as o, its later value. See Vol. 2. p. 138. And A is -A’, also a later variation. But is M, not H, 

and if the stone had borne h it would probably have used I'l or N, or some sideform of this Old- 

Northern letter. dhis piece is therefore so far overqang, and is doubtless not more modern than the 

9th century, d'he name firtos (? firi-os) is here found for the first time, and is the only one yet met 

with in Scandinavia, whose last compound is OS (— as, ans). In Old-English we have several mens- 

names ending in -OS. 1 am not aware of any such in Old-Saxon or Old-German. — The -u, as 

accusative ending, is al.so a proof of great antiquity. — The name of the deceast has probably been a 

compound beginning with st, for the stave-rime, to agree with the ST in stoutr. — As to the last 

word, if FLEPi, which seems almost certain, it gives us yet another difference in th^ sound and spelling. 

See the Word-Edoll under fjlIHIdo. 

Compare Hallestad, Skane: sm o BURKi stcI’an rcndm, this sto»e on the-barroiu {how)., studded icith-runes. 

Iniiritive; a. Tillidse, Lolland; h. Saudby, Sealand; c. Hauggrlin, Gotland; d. Kongs Husby, Upland; e. Agerstad, Up 

land;/. Ryda, Upland; y. Burseryd, Siraland (on a Font); h. Husby, Upland; i. Hiillestad, Skane;/, Ars, N. Jutland; 

a. E MUN STANTA, 

.MeI' sten lifw, 

CITRIKT Sr 

IaA t.AN ISKIL. 

b. 1 MCN SAN (stanta, 

mefi stain hafr i)iF, 

ciTRiK srst 

IR CAN SIL(fa). 

0. HIER MCN STANTA 

STAIN AT MERKl, 

C'MIETR a BIERGl, 

IN BRO FCRI/^. 

d. HIAR MAN STANTA 

STAN (ner brautu). 

e. HJER MN STANTA 

STAN Mil’Ll BOA. 

/. HIR MAN STANTA 

STAIN NER BRACTC. 

ff. H.ER SKAL CM 5TCND STANTA. 

h. ba[' stata HiA ([jiksta)[’i 

(stain mill) alt (L)i(fir). 

i. NC SKAL STATO 

STIN 0 BIARKI. 

/. STIN KL'ASK HIRSl 

STONTA LOKI. 

We have also, on the Kumla stone. Upland, the 

unlying inscription; 

Mra.VfW (s/ud/) STM-o, 

.1/727/ (white) this-STONE LIVES, 

WITTEIUSG {honor-verse, wemo^ial) sio {this) 

AS {which) WAN {made) iskil. 

Ai’E iiUN .SOOTS {true) {stand., 

while this-sLone hath 1)2FE, 

WITTEEING SCO {this) 

AS WAN SILEA. 

HERE NUN STAND 

this-STONE AT (fl,v) a-MAIiK, 

UN-?iEET {immense) on the-RARiiOw {grave-mound), 

IN [but] Ihe-EROW {bridge) he-rouE-ii. 

HERE MVN STAND 

this-STONE (near the-baird, = road). 

SERE 3IUN Sl’AND 

this-STONE MIDDLE {avdd) the-BOOS {home-stends). 

HERE MUN STAND 

this-STONE NEAR the-BAiRD {forcst-path). 

HERE SHALT.-I UM {for) a-STUND (time) STAND. 

BADE STAND NEAR thc-THINGSTEAD (Doom-ving) 

{ihis-stone Long-as) eld {time) lives. 

NOW SHALL STAND 

this-STONE ON ihe-BARRQW {tumulus). 

The-STONE QUOD (said) to-the-HERSE (chief) 

it-U:Oldd-STAND LONG. 

-word soNNA, to SOOTH, speak sooth, truth, bear true witness, an 

STIN SARSl 

SONR AT FRCSTA. 

STONE SE (this) 

SOOTHS (witnesses) at (to) frusti. 
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VIERING, N. JUTLAND, DENMARK. 

This block, of bluoish gray granite, lay till Sopt. 3, 1870 as a tbresbold-stone before the 

porch of Virring Church, near Randers, in Sonderhald Herred (Hundred), Arhus Stift (Diocese). It is 

nearly 5 feet high and about 4 feet where broadest, in thickness about 1 foot. Runes from 4*/j to 7 

inches high, Iramp and scaling away have gre.atly injured some staves. It was taken up and drawn 

by Prof. Magnus Petersen Sept. 3, 1870, and publisht by Prof. P, G. Thorsen in “Aarboger for Nord. 

Oldkyndighed og Historie" 1870, Kjobenhavn, pp. 420-3 and Plato 24. He reads only some words: 

“ FAtUfi — — AFT TUiiAN. EUR UIRI Eisi KUML. But ill my opinion the whole can be sub¬ 

stantially made out, and I look upon it as a very precious monument. It is the 3rd Danish instance 

(the Gth Scandinavian^) of the invocation of a heathen God on the minnestones of the dead. It also, 

as far as I can see, gives another example of the scarce formulas kita for let and kun for kenne, 

KENNING, MARKING as applied to grave-runes and grave-stones. This piece, probably from about the 

9th century, is simply inscribed with 5 straight lines, closed by the happily plain one on the top. 

I..iiie 1, the last on the left. One word only, with dots before and behind. Only the 4th 

stave is dim, tho legible: rik(m)utr, rikmund, a well-known Scando-Gothic mansname, here for the first 

time found on a runic monument. 

Line 2, two words, with dots before and behind, last dots dim from a fissure. First word 

began with a t or S (now broken and shadowy) and ended with a letter, apparently r or n, of which 

only the under-part is left. Stone has peeled away between, with space for 2 staves, d’he whole was 

•seemingly some such common mansname as (suix) or (Tuki), in the nominative, to agree with the next- 

coming word, a verb in the plural. — This verb is plain enough, save the 2nd letter, which was either 

A or I The former being more ■■regular” we will take it as such, k(a)td, got, let. 

3rd line. After 2 dots, remains of what looks like r, with faint spores of a and s, then 

part of an apparent S and T, followed by a legible i and n. So 2 dots, an a, nearly all an f, space 

for TiR, 'Fluis: (ras st)rN A(Ftir), raise this-STONE after. 

Line 4. After 2 dots faedr followed by 2 dots and star, with room for 3 staves. Mu.st 

doubtless have been the mansname starkar, which is a name found on the Rockelstad tine and on 2 

stones at Kalstad, Upland, .Sweden. The 1st Kalstad (Lilj, 49, Bautil No. 351, and Dyb. fob 20): 

STERK.AR .\UK HIORUARER LITU REISA EINSA STAIN RFT/^ KISL, BROEUR SIN. KUE HIALBI ANT .4NS. _ UISTI AUK 

UFAIH VEIR HIEKD. 

Ends: UiSTi eke (and) UFAIB THEY hewed (carved tlm stone). 

Second Kalstad (Lilj. 50, Dybeck fol. 21 and Carl Save): 

STERKAR AUK HIORUARER LETU REISA EESA STEIN AT FAEUR SIN KEIRA, SUM UESTR SAT I EIKA-LIEI. KUE HIALBI SALU. 

STERKAH EKE (and) HlORUAliTH LET RAISE THIS Sl'ONE AT (to) FATHER SIN (their) KEIRI (= GEIIU), SUM 

(who) WEST (out west) SAT (in parrison) in the-THiNG-LiTii (the ivar-troo}?) (^ who was a member of 

the Scandinavian hodv-guard, house-carles or household troops, serving imder King Knut and his suc¬ 

cessors in England). GOD HELP his-SOUL.’ 

I.ast line on the Virring stone. First, 2 broken dots; then a dim K, a clearer u, a plain N, 

2 dots; STN. 2 dots; tuean, 2 dots. Thus: (ku)n stn aft tuean. 

I have said that the Stentofte memorial (my Vol. 1, p, 170) ends with the formula mbm riuti 

EERAi GiNO-RONOA, TEBH:: WROTE THEIR GIN-RUNES (mighty letters). If we turn to Vaksala, Upland, (Lilj. 

1553; Peringskbld, Mon. Upl. p. 236: Bautil, No. 392). we find, only 5 letters having fallen away: 

KITILFIRIER lit SITIA STIN for OT IUI, BUNT(a sin.s). ILUKI? lOK KL\T-i^UNA/^. That is to say; KITILFRITH 

(his widoiv) let set this stone for the ond (soul) of lUA her husband. ILUK HEWED the-KEN-RUNES. 

See the K runar of the Varpsund block (K for kint for want of room on the stone) at my 

\ ol. 2, p. 927. But we have the parallel jihrase.s 

^ See the Glareiidrup stone, Vol. 2, p. G92, the Ostberga stone, Vol. 2, p. 7G6, and the Vesterhy block a couple of pages 

farther back. all. like this, calling on thur. The Stenderup stone (Vol. 2, p. 582; invokes (w)oTaiN, as does the Swedish Tjursaker 

block, which see. 

45* 
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I'DR UIKl BUNAR 

tUR UIKI KUML, 

KEN-RUNES 

KEN-STONE. 

This is proved by the 2 Rockelstad stones, which belong together, in Upland. Sweden (Lilj. 475, 6; 

Baut. 95, 93; Djb. foKII, Nos. 114, 115, and his Runa, 5, p. 71; Carl Save, Uppl. F. M. Foren. 

Tidskr. 3, p. 10): 

ULFR AUK tURJfONTR AUK KAMAL LATA REIS(a) KINA-STINA CAR IFT* * FACUR SIN. 

RISTU MERKI 

AT MAN :METAN 

SUNIR ALKOPIR 

AT SIN FACUR STERKAR. 

USITI RITI STINA. 

ULF EKE THURMOFiT LET RAISE KEN-STONES (mcirlc-stones) THESE AFTER FATHER SIN (their). 

RAISED this-HARK (pillar-stone) 

AT (to) a~NAN MEET (ivorthy, excellent) 

his-soNS ALL-GOOD (~ hrave-handed) 

AT (to) their-FATHER STERKAR. 

usiTl WROTE (inscribed) ihe-STONES. 

A second Danish example is given by the Laurberg block, N. Jutland, Thorsen‘s "Danske 

Runemindesmgerker”, 2, 1, PI. 43. Front: eul(^)fus kn st(a)in. Back: (? uiLi lu). ROLF’S ken-stone. 

(? WILl HEWED}. 1 he stone is rough, the back exceedingly so, and the staves there are doubtful. 

KEN-RUNES are therefore runes that ken, mark or commemorate, and are equal to the older 

GIN-RUNES, while a ken-stone is a memorial so markt and uncommon that it shall remain as a lasting 

honor-pillar to the deceast. ‘ 

Exactly fellow to this is the kubl kenilikt, the cumbel kenly. easily seen grave-setting, far-off 

visible stones and barrow of the Kronogard block, .Smaland, Sweden (Liij. 1277, but carefully examined 

by myself in 1868 and bis faulty text corrected); 

ROSTEIN EKE EILIF, 

AKl EKE HAKUN, 

RAISED THESE STONES 

AFTER SIN (their) FATHER, 

a-CUMBEL KENLY 

AFTER KALI now-DEAD. 

THY (= thei-efore) mun (shall) a-coOD (man's) minne (memory) 

GAiTEN WORTH (be hept, guarded, remembered) 

MiTH (while, long as) stone lives 

EKE (and) staves (spells) a-rune (letters form words)! 

The top line of the Virring stone is quite plain: i>ur uiki iisi kuml. It is therefore certain 

that this Virring monolith bore, at least substantially: 

eikmutr (.) k(a)tu (RAS st)lN AF(tir) FAtUR STAR(kar). (ku)n-stn aft TU5AN. 

PUR UIKI PISI KUML. 

RIKAWND and (.) GAT (let) RAISE this-STONE AFTER (in memory of) their-FATHER starkar. 

a-KEN- (marking, memorial) -stone after liim-DEAD. 

May-TtWR wiH (bless, hallow, guard) these cumbels (grave-settings)! 

1 believe we have this same word in the oldest codex of (he WestgotJand Law, close of the 13t[i century, (Sclilyter’s 

ed., Stockholm 1827. 4to. p. 88), in the section ar conong.s bolkasv”. Among the 6 stones set up as mere-stones between 

Sweden and Denmark, “iiridth stek”, the third was a kensto^-e, markivg-stove, had no name from any distinct locality, which 

most of the other 5 boundary-blocks had. 

* (June 18?9). I hare jusl received IMnadebladet, Stoekhelni, Sept.-Okt, 1877. At p. 532 Prof. S, Bnp-ge gives only 

the first 6 line, of the Kronogard block, the same a, my text above, save that his line 3 is natslm te.n immu:. It is of no great 

oonseqnenoe, and the runes are hero not clear. But my paper squeeae. seem to ,ho». Rklsfo LesA steinaA, *hioh is more usual. - 

Sept. IStii. In the just puhlisht Pol. 2, Part 1 of Prof Thorsen’s Danske Runeniindesmmrker, this Virring block is Plate 21. 

ROSTEIN AUK EILIFR, 

AKI AUK HAKDN, 

REISPU PESA STEINAR^ 

IFTIR SIN FAPUR. 

KUBL KENILIKT 

(I)FTIR KALA TAUPAN. 

PC MUN KO(p.s mans) mini) 

KITIT UIRPA 

MEP STN LIFIR 

AUK STAFIR RUN. 







BETTERINGS, 

Vol. 2, p. 828. ‘'P. 63, note 1” line 10. — For-, gen. adar or JiDAR read-, gen. Ibar or 

^DR. — See on this word J. E, Rydqvist’s Svenska Sprakets Lagar. Vol. 4. Part 1, Stockholm 1868. 

p. 113, 114. 

Vol. 2, p. 835, line 5. — Dr. Hans Hildebrand, of Stockholm, kindly informs me (May 22, 

1870) that the Balingstad horse-workt stone was eventually depo.«ited by Count Es.sen in Wyk Castle. 

Vol. 2, p. 835. line 6. — For llaganda read Hagnnda. 

Vol. 2. p. 856. — Prof. Sophiis Bugge reminds me that in ilie Swedish-lS’orse boundary-list 

a.s found in the Charter No, 967, an. 1489. p 706 of Diplomatarium Norvegicuin, Vol. 3, we have the 

variation: “aff the braecku och j Honno biergh aff llonnobiergh och j heldw tha ser staddher j Iliornwikil 

oc /ERW RWNOR .1 HWGNiER.” — 1 he latent exampde I have seen is in the Mark-line between East-Gotland 

and Sodermanland, Sweden, anno 1401, {Diplom. Svecan, 1, p. 610): 

— — — af Ididastadz gierde och i euna-stafuen j — — — from Liidastad fence to the rune-Stave 

och i RUNASTENEN, ctt steiikast nedan af rua'e- j (tall F^ive-pillar) and to the rune-sto^e, a ntone’s 

STENEN i RUN-HALEA mossa — — — I throw beloxv the Bnrie-ntnyie to the RUNE-HILL (slal) 

I j)fnsn — — — 

Vol. 2, p. 872. — See English (? or Norwegian) runic calendar, under England. 

Vol. 2, p. 874. line 6. — For Schenstrom read-. .Schenson. — Lower down, for Sularfve 

read'. Sutarfve. 

Vol. 2, p. 879. Middle. — For 8 Old-Northern read-. 9 Old-Northern. 

OLD-NORTHERN WORD-LIST. 
(See the Old-Northern WORD-ROW. Vol. 2, pp. 893—986.) 

a. Bracteate 81. — A contraction. 

a. — M, Lindholm-, ai, Skdang-. iwka (^iwika), Freerslev. Adv. aye. ever, alway. See text 

and Word-row, Vol. 2. p. 900. — aici, Brough. Not, never. See text. 

,3<:.EDiEG,ESLi. See under ap^ea, 

JiANB, Lindholm. — N. s. n Should this be the word intended, probably equal to .eanp, Snake, 

serpent. May answer to the N. I. japr, Norse jever. See text. 

,EC, see Tis^EC. 

ACLiHCK. Brough. Place-name. ? Dat. s. fern. See text. — See ecbi. 
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AFAI, Fre&i'slev. — Geu. s. a Grandmotber. See text. The 0. Engl, ealde-moder, a Grand¬ 

mother. now signifies (eld-moder, ell-mother) a mother-in-law or step-mother, in the North of Eng¬ 

land, where it had assumed this by-meaning as early as the 15th century. 

iEFTE, Thornhill-, .^fter, Thornhill (bis); a;ft^r, Fahtone-, aefter, Yarm-, B(eAFTiEr), Croivle-, 

IFT, Brough. — after, be-after, in minne of, to commemorate. Prep, gov, Dat. and Ac. The shortened 

AFT (and IFT), uncommon in Scandinavia, is rarer in England. In modern English it is found as a sea- 

terra. FORE and AFT. — On the Freerslev stone afta is taken absolutely, after her. 

[agan]. — To OWE, OWN, possess. See Vol. 2, p. 905. — o, Forde-, oh, Sceho-, 3 s. pr. owns, has. 

^G^STiA, Vol. 2, p. 902, line 9. — For .egir read (Egir, ^gir. 

AI, u. A. — AlCI, u. A. 

AiLic. Brough, holy. See HJiiLiEG in Word-roll, Vol. 2. See text. 

AivoMiA, Bracteate 65. — Dat, Womans-name. -^:rwu, see LiLiA^i:iwu. 

mXjM. Kragehul. Gen. pi. ueut. Of storms. See text. The Scandian dialects offer many 

forms, all neuter. Dan. jkl. el, il. (iling); N. I. el, jel; Swed. ^le, il, iill, (iling). See il^ in the 

Wordrow, Vol, 2. 

iEiEL^:UCyEA, ./EL^WIN^, Linder ^L0. 

JiXEDBWiNi, Nordendorf. — N. s. Mansname. The two names ^:leub (elof, 0. E. eleof) and 

WINI are common in our old dialects, but 1 have not seen this compound before. 

albs. Brough. Mansname. Gen. s. See text. 

ALLA, u, .aiLU. In England alla is also written aella, jella, .<elle. ale, ealae, aelli, alli, 

and has a fem. ela, 

alte-uil^:a. Bracteatesi 40, 49 h. — Dat. s. Mansname. 

-.aiLTR, -alts, see under wald. 

^L0. Bracteates 15, 16, 18, 68, 88. — Nom. s. Mansname. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 903. — 

Lindholm. Perhaps dat. s. of womansname ^kla. — alla, Yarm. Mansname, nom. — ^lua, Forde. 

See text. Mansname, if not womansname. May be one word, or a compound, ^l-W'a. We have the 

0. Engl, names UUa and .£SC-yva, and on the Scandinavian-runic Rok stone is the mansname ua-muk 

(ac. s.). Should the root be ^:lu (— jelw) and the u a softening of the r (alf, alb, alu), the wa will 

not be there. So little do we really know of these things. — elw/EO, Bracteate 94. Probably womans¬ 

name in dat. — ,,EyELii:DC.d!:A, Bracteate 71. Mansname. d. s. — JiL^EWiN^. Bracteate 67. See Word-row, 

Vol. 2, p. 903. There is also an 0. E. mansname alddtne, ealawyn, /e:lewine, elewine, &c. .Apparently 

this is also the name of a moneyer of the Danish king Erik Emune (1134—1137), alvvin. See 

Description des Monnaies du Moyen-age de Christian Jiirgensen Thomsen, Tome II. Copenhague 1876, 

p. 107 and Plate II, fig. to No, 10,307. In the list of Danish names in the York Gospels, date the 

beginning of the 11th century, we have the rare compound elewindler. — elvin, elwin, elwyn is still 

a common English name. See alwin. 

-alut. see owj<;alut. — aluwaludo. u. wald. 

aluer, Vol. 2, p. 906. — ’lliere is also the Scand. Runic name aldir, N. I. olvir. 

alwin, Brough. Nom. s. m. all-wine, the friend of all, all loving. See text, and under ^lu. 

.3<:MrLiu, Bracteate 61. — Dat. s. womans-name Emilia. 

an. — yEN.ai:H2E, Mojebro. — N. s. Mansname. We have the 0. G. annico, eniko, enihho, &c. 

in Fbrstemann. — j':NO.diN^:, Bracteate 48. Nom. s. Mansname. — i!-;NWLL, Bracteate 25-, jcniwulu, 

Bracteate 75. — Nom. s. Mansname, - ^eniwulf. — See Vol. 2, Word-row, under BiNWLL. — As we 

know, the final F often molts into u or fails away altogether. At Cividale (the “Civitas Austria” of 

the Lombards), has just (July 1874) been found the tomb of gisulf, probably the chieftain of that 

name who was Duke of the Lombard Marches of Friuli, and fell in battle in fill, fighting against the 

Avars. The stone bears only the letters gisul. (See The Academy, Loudon, July 4, 1874, p. 25). 

.ENN, see u. unna(n). 

JCNOiEN^, ^nwll. ^niwulu, under an. 

ANS. — .See \A'ord-row. Vol. 2. p. 907. — ^:s, Kragehul. See text. — osbercIitae, Thornhill. 

Dat. s. of the common 0. E. mansname osbercht. — osbiol. Bi-ough. Nom, Mansname. See text. — 

oscil, Brough. Nom. Mansname. See text, — ^slaikir. Freerslev. N. s. Mansname. See text. 

j';oAHyE^E. Brnctcate 6. — Dat. s. m. J'o the Horseman. — See word-row u. EiEHAO^. 
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. . . (ap)^, Crowle. — Dat. or ac. s. Mausiiame. 

A-R^RDE, under raisa. 

JiH-HKE (= iEE-EuSAE), Freerslev. - Ac. pi. f. are (or ore or honor) En.N’ES, worshipful epitaph. 

See text,^ and V^^ord-row, Vol. 2, p. 904, u. aseh. Modem Scairdinardan critics call the modern 

Scandinavian JlEA “a borrowed word". Vidalin said it first appeared in Magnus Lagab. rettarbotar, anno 

1313. Vigfusson in Cleashp’s lexicon says "first about the end of the 13th century". But, found as 

it is in all the cognate dialects, it must have belonged to the old Scandian tmig, and accordingly we 

find it several times in these 0. N. runes. 

^RBiKGiES, Tune, n. pi. m.; AiRBiNGiE, Tune, n. s. fern. - (artikg), heirs, heiress. ~ arpiki, 

Freerslev, ii. s. m. (Eleir), sou. See word-row, Vol. 2, p. 904. - Dr. Vigfusson says (in Cleasbj’s 

Lexicon, p. 24} that the feminine, under the form arfa, is in the Old Norse Laws (Norges Gamle 

Love, folio), \ ol. 1, jj. 191. I cannot find it there, but it may occur somewhere else in the 3 volumes. 

The 4th volume, containing Index, Glossary &c., has not yet appeared. In the Helsiugland dialect, 

Sweden, the compounds en-arva (alone-heiress) and land-arva (or -Arva) are still used for an only 

daughter who, there being no sons, takes as heiress the whole estate. — June 1S79. I have just 

received from Dean Dr. Joh. Fritzner, who is going thro the Old-Norse Laws for the new edition of 

his Old-Norse Lexicon, the following valuable note: “The word arua for heiress occurs in Gulathings- 

law ch. 275. Norges G. L. 1, 92. I think there can be no doubt that the use of such a word as 

EEFINGJA in the same meaning is fully justified by analogy. Compare, for instance, the employment of 

leysingja, a freedwoman, by the side of leysingi, a freedman, (or leysingr; so BR.a;DRUNGR, masc., 

BRuEDRUKGA, feiii.) — ERHNGJA Stands to ERFiNGi exactly as leysingja to LEYSINGI.” — The passage is: 

“ver5r hon btec^e arva odals oc aura.Nu ero [iser arvar fa9ur sins." 

ARFIKI, u. iERBINGuES. — .aCS, see U. ANS. 

ASPiNG, Founds. — N. s. Asp’s-SON. See text. 

AT, Thornhill. — at, close to, near; governs a Dative. See the text, and mt, Vol. 2, p. 905. 

Here, at line 5, o’ead: Gotlaiidish a, ath, et. 

ap, Bracteate 59. — Ac. s. m. ead, fortune, bliss, treasure. — atjca, Finang. Dat. s, Mans- 

name. In olden times At, auc, ot, &c. &c., even if more or less originally distinct, which is very 

doubtiul, 2^f^st so frequently into each other that it is now impossible practically to distinguish them. 

We have the same difficulty in 0. Engl, in discriminating between ad and aud (ead) &c. Thus we 

have the 0. E. names ada, adda, jedda, eada, eda, eadda (gen. eaddan), ede, addi, edds, eadu. fern, and 

ede, fern., EATA, OTH, ODDA (gen. oddan), oda, ota, ode (gen. odes), odands, ODDANUS, ODONUS, aethan, &c., 

with a crowd of compounds, variously spelt. We will take only one: auddbaldus, AhADBALDDS, aed- 

BALUDS, EADBELD, EADBALD, EODBALD, EDBALDUS. Ill later rilllics WG have AUtIR, nom., EU1>AR, gen., AOTIA, 

At, AUtA, ac., the fern. AtitA and auir, nom., AUtUR, gen., and many varying compounds, such as AUt- 

BIARN and OOtBIARN, AUtFRItAR, gen. f. and AFRItI, ac., AtUATR and AUPUATR, AUtRAlR and OTKAIR, AtKEN 

and AUtKN, AUtMUNTR, otMUNTR, ODtMUNT, &c. So in 0. Germ. Forstemanii cannot distinguish between 

AUD and OD (AUDO, auto, OUDO, OUTO, OUTHO, AOTO, AOTTO, OATO, ODO, ODDA, ODDO, OTO, OTTO. OTTHO, 

HOTO, etc. &c.) and euth (eudo, eodo, heudo, &c.). See auto &c. in the older Word-roll. — eadbierht, 

Bingley. — Nom. Mansname. Common in 0. E., adbert, aedberht, aedbeorht, eadberct, eadberht, 

EADBRIHT, &c. &c., ill 0. G,, AUDOBERCTH, AUTHFERT, ODBERT, &c. This EAUBERT was king of Northumber¬ 

land from 737 to 757. lie died as Canon of York in 7G8. — JEJ£DR::GiESLi, Yi Moss Buckle. N. s. m. 

'\ his mansname apparently answers to the Scandian-runic apisl, m., JitiSL, m., otiSLA, fern., the 0. E. 

ADiGiLS, EADGILSUS, EADUGILS, EEDGILS, and to the 0. Gemi. AUDEGiSEL, ODGisiL, &c. Ill the oldest moiiumeuts 

GisiL often appears as gesil. In Scandian runics it is found as kisili, but also as gisl, kisl, kisli, aud 

in comj)ounds as -ils and -isl. The usual Scandian form of this compound would have been audgisli, 

and we have the Swedish odgisl. But it early died out, as afterwards in England and Germany, in 

both which lauds it was very rare. — (o)tc(u), Freilaubersheim. Possibly may be redd (si)tc(u); 

woniansname, dat. sing. Og. oticha, othice, audinga. — iauwni, Bracteate 92. Mansname, dat. Answers 

to the 0. E. EAtwiNE. — EiEtLiEUA, Bracteatcs 51. 52. Mansname, dat. — jepodu, Bracteate 21. Womaiis- 

uame, dat. — eadred, T'hornMll. Nom. Common 0. E. mansname. — otUA, Vdnga. Apparently a 

mansname in the dat. Perhaps a compound. ot-UA. the woful to, scatterer of, treasure, = the generous, 

jewel-giver. — apal, epel, &c. Names with this prefix, so comniou in 0. Engl. &c., are excessively 

46 
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rare in Scandinavia. — ei>elberht, Thornhill. N. s. Common 0. E. mansiiaine. — ei>elwini, Thornhill. 

Dat. Common 0. E. mansname. — ocl.e, Franks Casket. Dat. s. m. othal, adal, home, country, 

patrimony. 0. S. E. odel, (Edel, ^del, edel, masc.; E. Engl. JitEL, neut.; Scandian-runic utAL; 0. Sax. 

UOTHIL, UODIL. ODIL, OTHIL, m.; N. Icel. ODAL, OdLI, EDLI, 11.; 0. G. DODAL, ODHIL, UODIL, ODIL, &C. 

AULiLyo.E, Bracfeate 8. D. s. Mansname. Apparently a climinute of tlie mansname adl, 0. G. 

oleo. In Scaudian rnnics we have aul- in compound names, and the single names auli and aulir. 

ADASA (or ausa), Bractsate 70. Place-name, dat. or ac. 

BA, see TUNBA. — BA, Vol. 3, p. 910. Sometimes in Mid. Engl, we have the forms boje two 

and BOTO in the same Ms., — as in Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. Soc. Ed. by W. W. Skeat, London 1871). 

B^R, see SR5B.ER. 

BECKCTO, Brough. 3 s. p. bigged, built-up, raised. See text, and bua further on. 

BEGUN, Hexham, Thornhill. Ac, s. n. beacon, grave-pillar, funeral Cross. See Word-row, 

Vol. 2, p. 912. 

BERGi, Thornhill. Dat. s. masc. The (berg), barrow, grave-mound, tumulus. See the text, 

and the word berig, Vol. 2, p. 913. 

BERHT.E, mansname. The family name biarte, bjerte, bjert (our English bright) is still 

common in Norway. — beartigo, Bracteate 77. Nom. sing. The mansname. bearting, brighting. See 

text. — BERHTSUii>E, ThornkUl. Womans-name. Dat. See the text. — See cutBCERE(Hting), ebelberht, 

trilHBERECHT. 

Bi. see under bua, 

giBiD, Bingleg. 2 s. imperat, BiD-thou, pray-thou. — geBiDDAf, Thornhill 2 pi. imperative. 

BiD-ye, pray-ye. See under geBiD, Vol. 2, p. 913. 

BiGif’ge), Kragehul. ? d. s. m. In-his-BiNG (= War-bed, camp). This is the English bing, 

N. I. bing(r). m., Swed. prov. binge, bing, m., Dan. & Norsk prov. bing, m., properly a heap (especially 

of sheaves or straw &c.), a pile, a wall-fast boarded or roped-off place or box for the same or for 

sheep and goats, then a bed or couch (in this sense yet known in Norse-Icel. and (bink) in Gland). The 

Ohg. pigo, m., PJGA, f., is a heap of corn or grain. The presence or absence of the N is unessential, 

especially in rnnics, and there are various side-forms, as bunga, bunke, bynke. &c. in the Scandian 

folk-talks with variant meanings. In England bin and bing would seem to be mere side-forms; but see 

Prof. .Skeat hereon, in his valuable Etymological Dictionary of the English Language. 

BIM. Fonnds. I BE, I am. See text. 

BIO. see under bua. — biol, see osbiol. 

BIRKOIINU.M, Bracteate 92. Dat. pi., usual form bjOrgvinum, but commonly contracted to bjOrgvin, 

bjOrgyn. bjorgin, from birg, berg, bjOrg, and vin, gen, vinjar, or yn, gen. ynjar, or viNi, gen. vinar or 

viNi, &c. &c. Now the sea-town Bergen in west Norway. As vin is = the 0. E. wynn, the meaning 

is ihe-hill-meadows. Said to have been founded by king Olaf Kyrre, about A. D. 1070—1075. 

BIRLNTO (= BiRLiNio), England (Nordendorf). Womansname in dative. In England burl (= burla), 

BURLEY, BURLING, itc., are Still Common names, as is burla in Denmark. See text. 

BOA, see under bua. 

bcerec, Vol. 2, p. 913. (At p. 914, 1. 9. For 1883 read 1863). — Early Middle-English 

forms arc also berwe, burwe, p. t. barw. Trusty Grim, in Havelock, 1. 696—8, says: 

Betere us is of londe to fle, 

And I3ERWEN bo|:)en'^ ure'^ lines, 

Ainl mine^' children*, and mine* wines*. 

Here the words starred are in the gen. case, = and save the lives of us both and of my children and 

of my wife. 

I give another instance, from a Ms. of the 12th century but tran.sliterated from originals of 

the 11th century: 

from [)an helle and from jjan pine us bure5E ]De from that hell and from that pine (torment) us 

laiierd. | BURG (preserve) the Lord! 



BOSO — CBS, cni>, sc. 365 

/«■ 

Old English [read Earlj English] Homilies &c. Ed. by R. Morris. Early Engl. Text Soc.. 

8vo, ^ ol. 1, London 1867, p. 2.5. See another example of this formula, here Kut birki akt on the 

Smdland-stone in tlie section archaic monuments. 

BOSO, Freilaubersheim. Mansname, nom, A common old Scando-Gothic name. Lombardic Pozo, 

POSO, PO.SSO; 0. G. boso, bosa, &c.; Scand. rnnics BOSi, BBsi. In middle-age documents all over Scandinavia 

the name is spelt boso, bosj!, boose, bose, bosi, boos, booz. Is the 0. E. bosa, mod, Engl, bo.ase, bos, 

BOSEY, BOSS, &C. 

BREODERA, Yarm. Dat. s. brother. See text, and Word-row, Vol. 2. under giBRoHiRRA. 

BROK, Brough. Ac. s. n. broke, sorrow, death. Sec text. 

BUA, Thames fining, inf. — To BO, boo, bide, wone, dwell, abide, live. 0. N. E. bua, (ge)BYA; 

0. S. E. BOGIAN, BUAN, BUGAN, BUIAN, BUGIAN, BUWAN, (ge)BUWIAN; BYGGAN, tO build; N. E. tO BIG, BIGG, 

BiGGE; N. I. bua; BiGGJA, to build; 0. Swed. boa, Sw. Dan. bo: 0. Sw. byggja, Sw. bygga, Dan. bygge, 

to build; 0. Fr. bogia, bowa, buwa; Fris. bouwjen; Ohg. buen, buuuen, puan; Mhg. buwen; Germ, bauen; 

Sanskr. bhu. See beckcto, and Word-roll in Vol. 2 under jES-bo and bonde. — bo.^, see UNBOiEU. — 

bio. see cuombilbio. — bi, see ecbi. 

BUCIAEHOM, Brough. Apparently a place-name in the dat. s. m. See text. 

BUGA, p. 915, 1. 23. — Read Swed. buga, bocka, 

^. Morbylanga. — Ac. s. or pi. neut. cumble, grave-mark, grave-stone, cairn, how. Usualh' 

in the plural, is common in all the Northern lands as kuml, kumbl, kubl, &c. All after the K on this 

stone is hrohen aivag. See w^ord-row in Vol. 2. 

callu, see GRi:j:cALLU. 

kar, see oiiinkar. 

kauruan, See Word-list, Vol. 2. — g, Eidshcrg, ? = garih, gerpe, 3 s. p., gared, made, built. 

CEARUNGIA, Brough. Gen. s. f. caring’s, sorrow’s, of anguish, See text. 

ci (negative particle), see aici, 

ciaEGO, Charnag. Ac. s. f, A keeng. Brooch, Fibula, Preiie. Here with the usual runic elision 

of the N, for ci^ngo, if the g be not a bind-rune for ng. This word is specially Norse-lcelandic, being 

only found in Norway and its colonies. In N. 1. it is kinga, kuinga, f, kengr, m., a Brooch, Fibula, 

Metallic fastener. As carried by the Norsemen to Sh<?tland it still lives there in the shape keeng, a 

metallic brooch, In the present Norwegian talks it flourishes as king, kjeng, kjing, kj.eng, all in the 

same meaning. A side-word is the English and Dutch kink, a fold, twist in a rope Ac., and the 

provincial Swedish (Norrland) king, a gad-ring twisted in a swine’s snout to prevent its rooting, and 

the verb ring', kjing', to fix such wire on to a swine. 

ciL, see OSCIL. 

CIMOKOMS, Brough. Womans-nanie, gen, s. See text. 

coecas, Brough. 3 s. pres, indie, quetches, moves, shall shake, shall afflict. See text. 

COJNU, Brough, quene, wife. Gen. s. See text. 

ROMS, see CIMOKOMS. 

coRNiLio, Bracteate 15. — N. s. Mansname. 

krist, Brough. Nora. s. Christ. See text, and M^ord-row Vol. 2. 

Ku, under cuningc. 

CUHL, Brough. Nom. s. Mansname. See text. We have still the Danish name kDhl. 

CUN, cut, &c. See sehs-cuna:. — The Diplom. Svccanum, 2, 557, names a gunno de houe. — 

cutBa:RE(Hting), Lancaster. Ac. s. Mansname, cuthbert-son, This patronymic 1 do not remember to 

have seen before. — cuNiMuniu, Bracteate 25. This 1 now look upon as a womansnarae, dative. The n 

being nasalized in the usual way, the nom. is cunimundia. See Word-row Vol. 2, p. 916. Ibis female 

name is found here for the first time. In his 1st edition Fbrsternann has 149 names ending in -MUNi>, 

but no CUNIMUNDIA. Of the whole number only 5 are feminines, and of these 2 end in -is, 2 in -a 

(munda), and only one (raimundia) in -ia. This last name is from the 7th century. — Sec hyeru- 

wui.jbFiA. — We have the mansname. CUNEMUND, on Old-English coins from the 1st half of the 9th century. 

46 
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ctiNiNGC. Sc6 ^Vo^d-row, Vol. 2. — ku, Bvcicteate 15, Noio. s. Conti’ciction for kunung. Seo 

under cun. 

cuNnijes, Whithy Comb. — G. s. n. The word now spelt KIN (race, family, sept, clan. &c.) is 

found, with various shades of spelling and meaning, in most of the Scando-Gothic tungs as far back as 

we can go. It is the Scandian-Runic kcn and kin. — See under cuni- in the word-row, Vol. 2, p. 916. 

cuo.UBiL-Bio, Brough, cdmbel-boo, grave-kist. Probably ac. s. neut. See text. 

CURNE, see H^CURNE. 

cui>BCERE(Hting), under CUN. 

D^BS, Thames fitting. — G. s. n. Of the deep, of the sea, ocean. Most of the dialects have 

doubtless had a double form, with and without the -5 or -D, tho one or the other may be wanting in 

the monuments left us. Thus we have in English deep and depth, but depth is accidentally found in 

no ancient manuscript, deopniss taking its place. M. Goth, diupei, fem. and diupija, fem.; 0. S. E. dyp, 

f., DYPA, m., DEOP, n.; (? 0. N. E. diop); Norse-Icel. djup, n.; Swed. djup, m.; Norse djup; Dan. dyb, 

dybde; 0. Fr. diape, diep; 0. S. diopi, diupi, diupitha; Ohg. didfi, tiefi, tieffi, tiufe, tiuf, tiufi, tiuffi, 

TIUPHI, TIUPHIN, tuf. all fem.; Germ, tjefe. 

D^G-E, Einang; dah, Osthofen. — Norn. sing. Here, as so often in names from this early 

period, a weak noun at Einang. But it is also found as a strong noun in the compound mansname 

GOD^GiES (= god-d^G-ES), uom. sing. on the Valsfjord rock. It is a common old Scando-Gothic name, 

and yet lives as such in Scandinavia as dag, in England as day, in Germany as tag, &c., and so on. 

In older Scandian it is found as dagher, dagr, dagh, dag, &c. We have it in the later runes as TAKiEE, 

nom., which is substantially the Einang form; but also as takh, nom., tah, tak, ac,, and in the 

compounds daghfin (not in runes), nom., tahe-sun, ac. — In Old-English we have the names daega, 

daga, gen. dagan, with many compounds, daegbald, daegberct, &c., as outword luuedei, masc., leofe- 

D^GA, fem., our modern loveday. In 0, N. E. besides the common d^eg, day, we have the s. indecl. 

D^Gi, and in 0. S. E. the sing. daga. — The Frisic form is taco, tage, taky, &c., whence the Danish 

tage, unless all this should be a different name = take In 0. S. is dago, day. — In 0. Germ, it is 

DAG, DAGO, DACCO and TACCO, &c. with many compounds. — That the weak form daga &c. flourisht in 

Scandinavia as well as the strong form dagr &c., we can see from such old place-names as daga-hundari, 

DAGH-HUND-H.ERIDH, DAVA-HUNDARE, DAG-THORP, DAW.E-THORP, DAWE-THORP, DAVERUP, &C., aS well as SUCh 

places as dags-bergh, dags-thorp, Slc. So in M^so-Gothic we have several words which have double 

shapes (one strong the other weak), tho alike in meaning. — djegmund, Gilton Sword. — Vocative, 

mansname. 0. E. daegmund, degmund, deimund; Modern Engl, dayment, d.aymond, daymont; 0. G. daga- 

MUND, DAGAMUNT, T.AGAMUNT. — See Vol. 2, p. 917, u. DAH. — DJCiTUH.^;, Bracteate Nr. 79. — N. s. 

Mansname. 

DJELIDUN, Tune. — 3 pi. p. They dealed, shared, took part, partook. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

— DEILA is used in very much the same way in the Landnamabuk, 2, 13: ‘’Synir Porbrands i Alptafiri^i 

voru jieir Porleifr kimbi ok Poroddr, Snorri, Porfinnr, Illugi, PormoSr; |:)eir deildu vi?> Arnkel ura arf 

leysingja sinna." (Ed. Kjob. 1843. Isl. Sogur. 1, p. 100). And it comes down as low as Shakespear 

(Tempest, 5, 1): 

His Mother was a Witch, and one so strong 

That could controle the Moone; make flowes, and ebs. 

And deale in her command, without her power. 

And see the exactly similar Mi»-Ki(ar|ni), mith-gared, shared in setting, on the Skalmstad 

grave-stone, p. 334 in this volume. 

DAER, U. IE. — DAH, D^EITUH.®, U. DiEG.£. 

D^iyON^, Freilaubersheim. — Gen. pi, in -na, -n.e, as several times in the oldest Old-Norse. 

Of the DJETBE-dan or men. This kin was widely spread. It is the 0. E. dada, dadi, deda, and the 

0. Engl, mark-clans d^dlingas, deddingas, diddingas. The 0. G. has dado, dada, dadi, dedo, &c. Such 

middle-age names as dethbernus show that this word long held its ground in Scandinavia. 

DiEUDE, Vol. 2, p. 918. line 2. — dauga is not Gotlandish. Rydqvist quotes it from Thre’s 

Dial. Lex. as belonging to Varmland and Dalarne. 
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DERiSG(£e), Thornhill Dat. s. mansname. As we have the older Scandian names dyri and 

DiUEiNG, &c., so the Old-Engl. diar, deora, diora, diera. diori, teori, tyri, &c. and diring, deoring, 

DYRING, &c. are common. In Scand. Rnnics we have a tiurka (=diurisga), ac. s. masc. deer and 

PEERING are still usual names in England. 

DOHTR, Turn. ~ Nom. s. daughter. See Word-row Vol. 2, p. 918, n. dohtria. 

DOM, Franks Casket. N. s. m. doom, Court, Judgment. See Word-row, Vol. 2. — This dom 

and GISL may (by a bare possibility) be the name of the artist, domgisl. 

DOiiP-ST^YN, Bingley. — Ac. s, m. dip-stone, Font. I cannot remember any other English 

example of this word for font, tho in many parts of England dab, dip, doup, dop, &c. have been and 

are used for to dive, immerse, &c. But a writer in Notes and Queries for Oct. 25, 1873, p. 328. 

mentions a stone slab font in the church of Llanvair-Talhairn in N. Wales as still called a dipping- 

STONE. The Old South-English has the usual Latinized pant, font and fant-F-ET. The Middle-English 

has font-ston, fak-stone, foonte-stone and funt-fat. — On a runish Font (now in the Riks-Museum, 

Stockholm) from the old church at Gallstad, West-Gotland, the runes say: antreos k^rpi kar 

(AiSlDREAS, — ANDREW, GARED this-KAR, = vessel, font)^. Another such, from Bladinge Church in Smaland, 

but now preserved in the Park at Oby, bears the runish risting: finfiper hiak j^na ear a tiura btark 

(plNFIpER, =■. FJNVIDER, HEWED THIS KAR, = font, ON DWRA-BERG. [nOlV KRONOBERG]). 

Otherwise the Old-Swedish has funt-kar and fonter, now dop-funt; 0. Danish dObe-funt, 

DOBE-FAT, now dObe-fdnt; Norse dObe-font; Norse-Icel. skirnar-fat, skirnar-fontur; Frisic dOpe, baptism 

and Font; German tauf-stein. — Molbech, in his “Dansk Dialect-Lexikon”, has “Fonte, v. a. (af Font, 

Daab, Dobesteen) at dobe et Barn”. But whether he had heard or seen this dobe-steen, or made it 

for the occasion, I do not know, in spite of enquiries. — The Middle-Lowgerman has both dope-sten 

and dopel-sten for Font. 

DRYGYP, Franks Casket. — 3 s. pr. dreeth, suffers; or does, performs. See Word-row Vol. 2, p. 918. 

eadred, U, AC. 

EATEyONNE, Thornhill. —■ Dat. s. of the womansname EATEyA. The 0. E. mansname is eata, 

I have never before met with the female form. See the text. 

E.ECLJCUA, under ac. — eg, under IK and yce. 

ecbi, Brough. — Place-name, probably dat. s. m. See text. See aclihck. 

ECWiWiEA, Tune. — Nom. sing. Woman’s-name. See Word-row Vol. 2, u. Ecwiw.^. 

ELTIL, Bracteates 43, 44, 45, 85, 86, 81. — Nom. s. Mansname. See til. 

ELS, England (Nordendorf). — Womans-name. See text. 

EL.®:uiNGS, ELW^o, under ^ld. 

ERHA, Thames fitting. — Dat. s. m,. arg, swift-flowing, fierce water-dash, wave-rush, trough of 

the sea, ocean. This ar(h) or ear(h) is now and then found as a simplex. Thus we have ‘eare ge- 

blonden’ in the Riddles, Exeter Book, No. 4, 1. 43, where the meaning is undoubtedly luith the sea- 

stream, the water-rush, blended. Grein, 1 think, rightly takes in this sense the passage 

by9 me set j^am earon 

eagon wiSgangen 

of Psalm 68, 3 (ed. Thorpe), which lines, taken in connection with v. 2, I would translate: 

mid those fearfid fioodings 

eyes mine fail me. 

If we compare lines 12 — 20, p. 186 (ed. Thorpe) of C^draon with the second copy in the Exeter Book 

(1. 26 &c. p. 187, ed. Thorpe), and eschew the rash and endless and masterful theorizing criticisms 

and changes of the German school, 

> All 4 sides of this beautifully ornamented (Kelto-Northumbrian motives) granite Font, which originally belonged to the 

old church at Siim in West-Gotland, are engraved by Baron G. Djurklou (Svenska Fornminnesfdi'eiiiiigs Tidskrift, Vol. 3, Stockholm 

1877) in his valuable dissertation on the Antiquities of Kind Hundred. 
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Ceedraon. 

and seo msenigeo 

nisere wEere, 

had to hebban 

swa heofan-steorran; 

bebugaO bradne hwyrft 

o5|D£et brira-faro, 

swa warojja sond 

geond sealtne waeg 

me are grynde5, 

we shall see that the South-Englisht text may- 

in the whole: 

and seo maBnigeo 

m^sre wasre, 

had to hebban 

swa heofan-steorran; 

bebugab bradne hwyrft 

o5|)set brim-faro, 

swa warojja sond, 

geond sealtne w£eg 

in eare gryndeS. 

Exeter Book, 

jjset swa nnrime 

had to hebban 

swa heofon-steorran; 

buga?i bradne hwearft 

0^) brim-flodas, 

swa warojja sond 

ymb sealt-wseter yjje‘ 

geond ear-grund, 

been, changing only one mis~redd letter (in for m) 

and the midtitude 

great sliould-he, 

their-station to have 

as heaven s-stars; 

inhabit-shall-they the-hroad expanse 

far-as the~Ullowy~path, 

like~as the-coast-f elds' sand 

along the-salt ivave 

ivhich-doivn-in ocean groimdeth (sinketh, shelveth, 

stretcheth ). 

This in eare was proposed by Grein (Biblioth, der Angels. Poesie, 1, p. 103). He also ventures 

an explanation of this dark word. Comparing it with the Ohg. arahlahhan, stragula. gaARAHOT, 

stragulatus, arahari, Damast-weber, he thinks that ear(h) meant originally a broad sheet or quilt or 

cover, and figuratively the water covering the abyss. This appears to me excessively forced and 

unnatural, especially in connection with such a compound as ear-grund or EARH-geBLONo. — As to 

AR-geBLOND, EAR(H)-geBLOND, EAR-gCBLAND, neuter, the ocean, Jac. Grinim (Andreas & Elene, 147), 

suggests the derivation from ear(h), ear, spike, arrow, javelin, thus making EAR(H:)-geBLOND to be — the 

ivater-feld where hostile darts intermingle, a kenning for the billowy battle-field, and thus = the ocean. 

But all this is as crabbed and unlikely as the last. And besides, the root itself, ar, (e)ar(h), is used 

for Ocean, and it is difficult to see how this could be if the w^ord actually meant a Spike or Arrow. — 

The same objection applies to Grein’s guess (Glossary, s. AR-geBLANj)), that this compound signifies 

OAR-BLENDING (= the sea lasht by oars). The only other like tie known to me is ear-grund, Ocean- 

ground, the bottom of the sea. — Perhaps the old arg (root ar to go), swift, fierce, onrushinq, impetuous, 

which I have identified in Scandinavian runics as gallant, brave, may be the key to the whole. See the 

closing word-fall of the Viby stone, Upland, my p. 616, Vol. 2: 

M0KI6 MIRKI 

FURIR ARKUM MANI. 

a-MICELE-MARK 

FOR an-ARG-MAFl. 

= A mound-pillar mighty 

to a matchless hero. 

That this is the original meaning of this arg I have no doubt. I add the following additional 

proofs to those given Vol 2, p. 616. They might be largely increast: — “arg, eager, fierce, Shetland; 

Dan. ARG, angry, enraged, fsl. arg. — argosie, anger, Sheth; fsl. arg; Dan. arg, angry; and Isl. ysa; 

Dan. OSE, to pour out." — T. Edmonston, Glos. of the Shetl. and Orkney dialect. London 1866, 8vo. 

— “arg, adj. stark” [strong]. — R. Blumenberg. Norbergsmalet. (Vestmanlands Fornminnes-fbrenings 

So I would group, instead of Thorpe’s 

ymb sealt waiter 

yjie geond ear-grund. 
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Arssknft, I, Vesteras 1874, 8vo, p. 46). In Sodermanland, Sweden, particularly in Vingaker, it means 

hold, sharp, clever-, and Lector Gadd, in liis essay on the dialect of Ostra Harad, Jonkopings Lan, Sma- 

land, Sweden (4to, Carlskrona 1871, p. 26) gives “aerjee.ifrig, dugtig”, = eager, doughty. 

I would also refer to a vellum Leech-book, in Danish, written about 1300 or a little later and not vet 

printed. ^ It is in 12mo, No. 187 Cod. Arn. xMagn. in the University Library, Cheapinghaven. The 

extract is from fob 54 a, and the meaning is there jieshhj last, rank, -proud, &c. 

“Ad incestas muberts Om quinnte aer of michatt arch Tac rotten af nymphee jrt, oc gior puluer 

af oc gijf at drickffl thry kar thser aff tha Ayr thsen AECHJEs bort Item Ad partum Om quinnat ligger i. 

barn siffing. tac artemesiam oc bint with hamnas liuskas Item Om qniniim air of mikait aegh tac thmn 

orm thsen orm (sic) thser liuser om nat oc tsemprse hanum ms aedikse oc dric thj. oc ths dughser." 

See for other extracts, the verb argje, arge, in olden Danish, where it signifies to fight, make 

war, attach, injure &c., in C. Molbech, Dansk Glossarium, Vol. 1, 8vo, Kiobenhavn 1857, p. 45. Thns 

the same as the Mid. Engl, aeg to terrify, &c. Molbech also pointed out, in his edition of the Danish 

Rime-Chronicle (8vo, Kiobenhavn 1825), th.at in line 2176, 

ther bode saa argh^ tigse 

the words argh^ tig^ could only mean savage, bloody-minded tikes (that is, dogs, villains, devils). — May 

not this olden arg {= Sanscrit arh, to be worthy) be altogether different from the arg weak, bad? 

ERiLiEA, Kragehul, Lindhohn. N. s. Mansname. As a word of office or rank, and as a mans- 

name, iarl, ierl, is not uncommon on runic monuments. In 0. E. (eorl) and 0. S. (erl) the word is 

general for man or chief, but I have not seen it as a mansname. In 0. Engl, compound names how¬ 

ever, it is frequent at the beginning as eorle, erle, uERL, erl, &c., such as eorlebyrht. earl, earle is 

a still usual English name. In Ohg. we have the mansname erlo, and many compounds beginning with 

erla, erle, erli, erl, &c. Both the Scandinavian jarl (= yarl) and the English earl (=erl) are now 

pronounced as a monosyllable, but as late as in Shakespeare the English word is still sometimes a 

dissyllable (pronounced e-arl). Thus this eril^a is the oldest form of the word yet found. 

eI'EL. See asel, under At. 

FaE^se, under FiEiHiDO. 

f^gaxo, BracUate 89. — Mansname. There are several old Scando-Gothic names beginning 

with FAGEN-, FAGIN-, FEGIN-, but I have not before seen this simplex. On the runic stone at Egtved, 

N. .Jutland, Denmark, we have the mansname fainlu = faginlu, as, s. of FxVGINLa. 

FxEiHiDO, Einang-, FiHJbDti, Bracteates 49. 49 h\ FiEJ;i'xE, Bracteate 89; fyjdi, Bracteate 92; PYtuEi, 

Charnay. — See word-row, Vol. 2, under FAUCEto, fapi. Is 3 s. past, fawed, faked, made, fashioned, 

struck, cut. — FAitu, Brough. 3 plur. past. See text. — The form with the guttural (h) is very 

antique. See the 0. E. faehit, pingit (8th cent. Wright’s Glos. 2, 117), Fingit, fegd (id. lib. 68, 11th 

cent.), 0. Sax. fehon to decorate, celebrate, care for, Ohg. fehian to paint, mark, M. Engl, feahdnge, 

oruatns. Among the runic examples of faapo, faw, faw runar &:c. given Vol 2. p. 920, is none from 

Norway, Here we have two, Einang and Charnay. In his “To nyfundne norske Rune-lndskrifter” p. 21 

Bugge gives one as just (1872) found in Norway, the Valdby stone in Larviks Fogderi, which he looks 

upon as the oldest with the later runes yet discovered in that country. According to him it reads; 

AUARPRFAlu\TJLit. 

He gives no version, but I suppose would translate: auarsr-ulr (thus a double mansname in 

the nominative) faca (carved these runes) — to whom or why we are not told. Dean Fritzner, the 

first finder of this stone, tells me that it was discovered lying inside a grave. — I have been favored 

with paper squeezes of this block by Prof. Bugge, Cand. A. Lorauge and also from the united hands 

of Prof. 01. Rvgh and Amanuensis Ingvald Undset, together with the latter gentleman's oral explanations. 

From all these it is clear to me that the writing has followed the general shape of the stone, but at 

some distance from the edge which especially on the right slants away, so that the letters keep on the 

higher part of the stone, in about this shape 
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I therefore cannot follow my learned brother in his reading. But he was right in his main discovery. 

After FApi the surface has peeled away, so that we have lost, in my opinion, a very short word and 

the top of the b. This ve^y short word must, 1 believe, have been the usual at. This stone, then, 

apparently from the 9th century, would seem to have borne: 

AUARCiJ FASI (at d)L72. 

AVARTE FAWED (cut these rimes) at (to) UL. 

Thus the whole is a regular tomb-formula, memorial-words carved by auarth to his friend UL. 

And it adds another to the scores of instances, by me so often spoken of, where the half-R (A) or the 

whole-R (R.) are used in accusatives for a dim vowel; this R-sound in the nominative having become 

more and more vocalic ere it fell away altogether, the same runes were often used to express the same 

dim vowel in the accusative — for the old vowel-ending in the accusative long lingered, as I have 

proved again and again, and as such numhers of runic monuments undeniably show. — The name a-ward 

(? = rivee-gttardian) occurs here for the first time, and that of ul is very scarce. 

But, if my reading be correct, 1 have since found a 4th Norse instance of this word, for the 

oldest Bohuslan was probably chiefly Norwegian. I refer to the curious smalV 4-sided rune-pillar 

discovered at Skee in Bohuslan, now in the Gotenburg Museum. It ends: 

(fr)ittjiNR FAi:i(i)i) 

(fr)iTEWlE FAWED (carvcd-the-runes), 

the bow of the i and the whole of the i (or 0 or whatever the vowel may have been) worn away. 

In England is a peculiar form of this verb from the early middle-age. It is on the famous 

heathen Roman grave-block used as building-material in Lincoln Church, but which afterwards, as in 

so many other instances, became a palimpsest, was used a second time. About the conquest — say 

1050—1100 — the upper part was inscribed with 5 lines of Roman letters, supposed to be in Latin 

but never deciphered. This riddle has now (May 1876) been happily and ingeniously redd by my 

learned friend the Rev. D. H. Haigh, of Erdingtou near Birmingham. In a communication to me dated 

May 5, 1876, be says; “Prof. Hiibner has sent me a copy of his Corpus [Latin Christian Inscriptions 

in Britain]. 1 had no communication with him about the Lincoln stone, of which I sent you a cast 

[but which on its arrival I could not make out]. But now 1 have sent him my reading, rather Norse 

than English. 

“EIRTIGN FIET RIME VIFI OSGUT: IN CRISTE TO LOFE I SCE MARIE. 

"Steeple made enlarge the-weaver Osgut; hut Chnst to praise and St. Mary. 

“EIR-TIGN, I take it, applied to the Steeple, just as in Yorkshire stone pillars, like the Bew- 

castle SIG-BECUN, are called “steeples" today, fiet, for made, let, we have on one of the St. Eadmund 

coins: wlfold mi fiet. 

“The steeple was raised a storj' about the time of the Conquest, and weaving was a staple 

trade in Lincoln. As Lincoln too was one of the five Danish Burghs, it is not surprising that the 

tongue should be so Norse.” — Mr. Haigh has thus solved the secret of this carving by a very simple 

discovery. He begins with the last (lowest) line, and reads upwards, arranging the words (for there 

are no divisional marks grouping the letters) as English, not Latin. In this way we get an excellent 

and apparently correct version, and obtain another example, of which we have so many, of mixt dialect. 

The words and forms are a striking instance of that blending of Old-English and old Wiking- 

Scandinavian which so naturally might be expected in a district swarming with wikiug settlers. The 

^ I publisht this stone, with engravings of all the 4 sides, and with a descriptive text in Swedish, in “Bidrag till kannedom 

om Geteborgs och Bohuslans Fornraiiinen ocli Historia”, Part 2, Svo, Stockholm 1876, pp. IGti—174, “Runstenen frail Skee”. It is 

only about 18 inches high, greatest breadth 6 inches. It would seem to have been placed inside the grave. As it still has F as /E 

(not the later value, o), it is so far an overgang-stone, transitional from the older alphabet. See my remarks on this je pp. 137, 8 

of Vol. 2. Probably it is as old as the 8th centuiy. Tho much damaged, all the essential parts are left. It reads: 

First side: FL'LK(Mar 

Second ,, au)K ilfihr (Wr 

Third „ satu f>)isn K(ubl 

Fourth ,, au)FT inoh. (fr)il>fliKR FiEi(H). 

FULKMAIt EKE ILFIUH f — ILFIKCt, YLFISG, WULFIKGJ THEY SET THESE CUMMELS {grave-maAs) AFTEH lEIH f= lEUEG). FETTHn'IE FAYE1> 

{made, carved). 
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Scandinavian- (N. 1. jartegn', jarteik, later Swedish jIrtecken, later Danish jertegs) -Lincoln eirtign 

— a YEA-TOKEN, mark, sign, &c. &c. is found in runics on the Ballestad stone, which see, whose date 

is about A. D. 1000 1050, in the dat. pL, at iartiknum. — This Lincoln block, which thus gives the 

first example known to me of iar-tign in England, has also preserved to us the only instance I have 

seen of the old-Scandinaviau masc. word for T^^eaver, whose Old-English form was webba (gen. webban), Mid. 

Engl, webbe, WEBBER, but by undoubted analogy in VVikiug-Scandinavian vifi, gen. vifa. No Scandinavian 

document containing this word is so old as to show it in this forn shape. ^Ve can only find it in 

Scandinavia in the later middle-age guise vefari, — The verb rime (infinitive) would have been ryman 

in Old-English. Its form (no -n) is here Wiking-Scandinavian, but its meaning (to enlarge, raise 

higher) is Old-English. — ihe mark “i, for and, is characteristic of England. So is to lofe, to the 

lofe, praise, honor^, for ihe N. Engl, and Scandian til, till. 

For yet another example of this fast (spelt, apparently, fi^w) see the Virke stone in the 

“Archaic” chapter 5. 

FAitu, under FiEiHiDO. — fasti, see inofasti. 

FADR, Osby. Ac. s. father, 

f^u^l, Bracteate 51. — Voc, s. Mansname. 

FiHJiDU, fyidi. under f^eihido. 

FIND, Berga. — Nora. s. Mansname. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

FJSC-FLODtJ, Frayiks Casket. — Nom. s. m. The fish-flood. sea, ocean. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

FYi>.s;r. see Fj'EIHIdo. 

FOSL.EU, Bracteate 14. — Nom. s. Mansname. 1 have not before seen this compound of funs and LJi:u. 

FUNtR, see flWByO-FDNtR. 

FOR, Bingley. — Prep. for. See Word-row, Vol. 2, under for.^. 

fuwu, Bracteate 26. — N. s. Mansname. 

G. under kauruan. 

G,E, Eragehul', GMk, Lindholm\ 2 s. imperat. of the common Scando-Gothic verb go, gang. 

GO-thon. See text. — g^egin, Kragehid. Prep. gov. dat., gen, against. See text. 

G^.^CALLTJ, Bracteate 19. — N. s. Mansname. We have the Scando-Gothic names gawo and 

KALE, but I have not seen this compound before. Maffei, p. 151, has the mansname kalegaricus. 

gj<:fs. p. 925. — For Swed. gaf read Swed. gaf. — g^fng, Stentofte. — I now agree with 

Bugge (Bidrag, 3, p. 200, 201), that the last stave here is the well-known NG-rune, here as often with 

its full namepower ing, thus GiEFiNG, with the nomin. mark slurred away in common talk. This would 

therefore be. as Bugge suggests, a patronymic, and GAiFiNGwill be the same as of the g.^fings, or g.5;f’s-son. 

GJtGiN, under g.^:. 

GAL, Bracteate 7. — N. s. Mansname. Besides names as gail, &c., the 0. G. has a crowd of 

forms from walah, ual, to guala, gualo, the w and g interchanging. In Scandinavian runics we have 

the mansnames kal, kali, kiali, k standing also for g. 

GJiSLi, see gisli. 

[gJlSt]. a godgestr, king of Halogaland in Norway, is spoken of in Sturleson’s Heimskriugla, 

Ynglingasaga, Ch. 33. — P. 925. In a writ issued in 1292 by Bishop Johannes Krag, of Roskilde in 

Denmark, (Danske Samlinger, Vol. 4, Kjobenhavn 1869, 8vo, p. 249). we have in the ablative the rare 

name “jacobo WALEG^acST^s”. In the 0. E. Chron. An. 993, and in Florence &c. is mentioned a Danish 

chieftain called fridegist, frydegyst, frithogist, &c. In Diplom. Svecanum, I, p. 86, is a mansname 

GESTABONDO. See SjELiGiiSTiA and Woi’d-row, Vol. 2. 

’ In the very oldest instances I have met of this word in N. 1., about 1200—1225, it is spelt I/ETEGK (“Til vitnes jjesm 

isetegna”, ‘‘En [j® verfja nifegse iasteiner”). See K. Gislason, Um Frum-parta, p. LXIII. 

^ This Lincoln stone is last engraved in "Aemilius Hiihner, Inscriptiones Britanniae Christianae’', 4to, Berolini et Londinii 

1876, p. 62. 

^ I see in “The Guardian” for Ang. 11, 1880 an account (p. 1075) of the meeting of the Arcliaol. Inst, at Lincoln, July 

27th. The Guardian states that Prof. Miillenliof had sent in a new reading of this inscription, by which he gives the erection and 

dedication of the church to one kirtig. 1 need not say that such a name is unheard-of, and that I look on the learned Professor's 

attempt as a failure. But he was right in beginning from below. 
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GiAtjyoD, see GLyoj:DG. — giLEU, under HLiEiwjE. — giLEUG^. under ltcgan. 

GiN^-RUN^A, Bjorheto'i'p, Norn. pi. f.; gino-ronoa, Stentofte, ac. pi. f. — gin- (begin-, origin-, 

essence-, power-) runes, mighty letters, lasting staves. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

GINIA, Mojebro. — Womans-name. Forstemann has a feminine ginnana, no ginia, and no 

mansname gino. 

giutan. p. 928, line 3. — The manuscript has gdtthitjdai; the supposed noun would therefore 

be gutans. — GUT.E, Buzeu, G. pi. Of the Goths. 

GLM, Bracteate 21. N. s. Mausname. 0. E. gliw. Found before as the first part of Scando-Gothic 

names, but here first in runes as a simplex. — P. 930, line 3. Read gly, neut., and glyia. fem. — 

GLyo.$;u-GiAUyOD, Bracteate 7. — Dat. s. Womans-name. I suppose this to be equal to glee-gift or 

-GIVER, doubtless a charming female name, and quite in keeping with several other such ending in -gift 

or -giver. In 0. E. we have half-a-dozen of these, the last link being -giua or -gifa or -gifu or -geofu. 

In 0. G. there are 2, ending in -geba (giva, giwa), and -gip. But there must have been a crowd of 

other such female names. See Word-row, Vol. 2, under GLyOiEU. 

GOD, Whithy. N. s. The Lord god. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 930. — Kuw, Helnces, n.s. m., 

a Priest and Clan-chief. Add to what 1 said p. 930, that this word (in the nom. sing, probably gode) 

occurs in the Rushworth Gloss, Gospel of S. Mathew, Ch. 6. v. 24: “ne mseg asnig twfem godum 

Deowigan”. not may anyone two godes (chieftains, masters, lords) serve. The date of this gloss is the last 

half of the 10th century. The South-English has hlaforddm; the other N. English gloss (the Lindis- 

farne, date about 950) has hlaferdum = lords. — goipu, Freihmlersheim. Gen. s. f. gyth, Priestess. 

See text. In Revue Archeologique, Paris, Aug. 1879, p. 80. is given the tombstone of geminia titulla, 

raised by her husband. She was mater sacrordm, “Mother of the Sacrifices” (Priestess of the Keltic 

God Latinized in Gaul as Mercury). The above title is only known on one other stone, also in Gaul. 

See M. Castan's article, as above, p. 84. This gyth has never before been found in runes. 

GODJSG^S, Valsfjord. Doubtless, runes seldom being carved twice, to be redd god-d.eges, our 

English mansname gooday, goodday. Thus we here have the old nom. ending in -s. — See d^g^. — 

In Old-English the name is spelt both godd^g and god.£G. In Norway the name seems dead. 

Gon>u, under god. 

GR (=geir), see iauligr. 

GRORN, Vol. 2, p. 930. — For Swed. grOt read Swed. gryt, grot. 

gudifiruldr, p. 930, note 1. 4. — For fOrn read forut. 

GUTiJ, under gidtan. 

HyE, under hao. 

H^G-£L.5i, Kragehid. Probably ac. s. Mansname. Well-known Scando-Gothic name. 0. E. 

H.i:cCELA. Excessivelv rare in Scandinavia and England, &c., where it must very early have died out. 

Is the modern hegel, 

h,egust^eldia, Valsfjord. — Dat. s. masc. To the hagustald, chief, noble, captain, lord. This 

word is found in a crowd of Scando-Gothic talks. It is supposed to spring from hag, hedge, and stald, 

station, place, d’hus a minor estate, an out-farm. When the oldest son took the family possession, the 

younger children received a small holding. Hence they were often unable to marry. Therefore the word 

came to mean an unmarried man (or woman) a bachelor (or virgin). But such a cadet mostly sought 

to better his fortunes, and took service under some great king or leader. Then the word meant a 

soldier, adventurer, free lance. This often led to fame and wealth and rank. And then the Hagustald 

also meant a Lord, Captain, especially in the Northern lands. 

As usual, the forms of this nominal and adjectival word are many. Old-Engl. hagustald. 

HAGDSTEALD, H^GESTEALD, HyEGSTEALD, HEGSTEALD, HEGHSTALD, HEHSTALD, HEAGOSTEALD, HEAHSTALD, &C., 

farmer, yeoman, youth, novice, bachelor, virgin, soldier, hero, prince. Swedish provincial hogstall, 

widower, as in Norse provincial hogstall. Bugge has also heard haugstall, haugstallar, hadg.stadd’e. all 

meaning a widower. In .Shetland it has obtained a particular meaningb In three Old-lcelandic kennings 

’ “HAGASTED, familiarised to a place by a long stay in il."’ T. Edmondston., An Etymological Glossary of the Shetland 

and Orkney' Dialect. Sto. London 18G6, p. 44. 
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it is found (only in the geii. pi.) haukstalda (haukstalla) for princeps, chieftain, hero. 0. Sax. hagu- 

STALD, HAGASTOLD, HAGUSTOLD, HA6ASTU0D, &C. servant, youtll. 0. G. HAGUSTALT, HAGTJSTOLT, HAGASTALT, 

HAisTALDi, HASTALDI, HAiSTOLD, HESTOLD, AGASTALT, later HAVASTOLT, &c. a youtli, mercenary, freelance, 

soldier, bachelor, novice, manservant, yeoman In Mod. Germ, hagestolz, an old bachelor. In 0. G. 

sometimes found as a mansname. 

HiEiSL.E, AIdjebro. — Mansname. Possibly we may divide H^i-SL.a:, as we have a pig-sla 

(=pisgsla) in Scandinavian runics, and an eirikr peksla in Landnamabok. If not, it mav perhaps be 

the 0. G. HEZILO, HECILO, HEZELO, &c. ot Fhrstemann. Or we may. with Bugge, divide HiE (ha) and GiSL.a:, 

H^iTE, Kragehul', h^etec (= hj:te eg), Lindholm. 1 s. pr. 1 eight, bid. — het, Binqlei/. 

‘d s. p. HOTE, commanded, bade. — HiEiTic.®, Bracteate 57. Ac. pi. f. hetings, threats, imprecations, 

the, war-ban. N, Icel. pi. f. heitingar. 

H.ai:L^A, under hl.eiw.e. 

g{£H.ELiEiBJ?N, Time. .See Vol. 2, p. 933. This, like as the M. Goth. gaHLAiBA, is masc. We 

have no M. G. fern. But we have an 0. E. fern, (the ge fallen away) in Mark 6, 17, where the S. E. 

Ms. has (dat.) lafe, in v. 18 wir (ac.). I'he N. E. Lindisfarne skinbook has v. 17 hlaf and v. 18 hlaf 

(ac.). The Rushworth codex has v. 17 lafe (the h fallen away), and v. 18 lafe (ac.). Here hlafe or 

LAFE is clearly the fern., loaf-e, comrade, mate, unfe, the olden -N ending fallen away, hlAfe or hlAf’ 

= geHLAFEN. 

H.ALSTUxV, Osby. N. s. Common Scandinavian mansname. 

HAMA, see Vol. 2, p. 935. In a Danish document dated 1430 is the mansname hamjedrop. 

HAD, Einang. — Mansname, nom. sing Can this be equal to the Old-Engl. haeha (date 704), 

in compounds as a-, ha-, haeh-, hau-, h^eh-, hea-, hear-, heh-, heo-, ho-, hog-, &c. &c,? And, 

if so, is it not = the 0. G. he (8th cent.), in compounds also as ha-, hah-, ho-, &c.? And, if so, is 

it not = the Scandian-runic ha(r), a(r), in compounds as ha-, ho-, &c.? All this is supposed to mean 

HIGH. — Hii, Bracteate 57\ he, Kragehul. — 2 s. imperative. See text, high, lift, raise, carry on, 

work, cause, do, wage, let. — h^e-curne, Bracteate 25. — N. s. ra. def. The high-chosen. See text. — 

HiDUC, Vdnga. — I have supposed this to be a mansname in the nominative. It does not look like a 

simple but rather a compound word. If the latter I take the h^e to be = hah, the uco probably = 

HDC or HUGO, which is also Fbrstemann’s opinion. But it may also be = ExEUNC, ileung, the olden 

English mansname haung, HiE’ssON. — See HJtiSLJi. 

H^R, Skd-mxg. — here. See Word-row Vol. 2, p. 938. 

h^RxENGU, Bracteate 78. — Dat. s. Womansname. The mansname was also harang in N. Engl. 

x\ Danish Bracteate from the period 1147—1157 bears the moneyer’s name heringa. See Word-row 

in Vol. 2. 

H.ERISO, Himlingeie. — Nom. s. Mansname. See Word-row, Vol. 2, under hjeris. 

hariwulfs, Edfsal. Mansname, gen. 

HiETEC, under H/EITE. 

HxEOC, under hao. 

HE. under hao. 

HEiT, p. 935. — For Fjuckstad read Fjuckby. 

helDxEa, Bracteate 25. — Gen. pi. m. Of helts, heroes, braves. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

belipj<:, Whitby. — 3 s. pr. subj. May-help, aid, a verb in a crowd of forms in all our 

dialects. In Scandinavian-runics this same tense and person occurs as aelbli, albi, haelbin, halbi. 

HAILBl, HELBI, HI.®LBI, HIALB, HIALBA, HIALBI, HIALBLN, HIALMBI. HIALPI, HIALUBI, HIELBI, HIHLBI, HIILBI, HILBI, 

HIOLBI, HIULBI, HULBI, lALBA, lALBI, lALBlN, lALIBI, lELBI, IHIALB, IHILBI, IHLBI, IILBI, ILBI, ILUBl, lULB, TULBI, 

OALBI. &c. x4nother delightful example of “Iron Laws” and “Dialects a modern upgrowth”. 

hieawan, Bingley, infin. — IIoga\ HU, Bracteate 78\ uk. Freerslev, 3 s. p. To hew, cut, 

carve, fashion, make, stamp. 0. N. E. geHEAUA, 0. S. E. geHEAWAN. 

HYERDWULxEFiA. Istaby. — Nom. s. I now take this to be a womans-name. See Word-row, 

Vol. 2. — Most of the old Scando-Gothic tuugs — and not least the Norse-Icelandic — have a 

distinctive fern, noun-class ending in -lA, but it mostly past away. We have examples also in Proper 

Names, in all the .Scandian and English dialects, dims in N. I. hrikg(e), hrisgia; so deykk(r), drykkia; 

HARKI, herkia: GOti. GYPIA; SKEGGI, SKEGGIA, &c. &c. In different times and place-talks people have 
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always tried to distinguish sex in one way or other, by prefix, affix, vowel-change or what not, and as 

one form died out another came in. For instance in the word here before us. wolf. In the German 

lands (so called) Forstemann has found 381 old names ending in wulf, ulf, &c. Of these 5 are feminine 

from the 7th and 8th century, od-ulba, od-ulbis, regin-ulfa, rtch-olua, wald-dlpia, Thus masc. wulfio, 

wuLFO, &e., fern, wulfia, wulfa, wdlfis, &c. The Ohg. has wulpa, wulpin for lupa. the Mhg. wClvinne, 

wulvin. When these endings disappeared, came in the modern wolfinn. — I'he Old-Engl. has masc. 

WULFO, WOLF, ULF, fcm. wuLiF, WYLF, WYLFEN; thc Mid. Engl. Lay of Havelock (1. 573) has wluine for 

Uipa-, all dead; now only she-wolf, — The Scando-Runic has wol.efa, afterwards chiefly ulf, ulfr, feni. 

ILFR, ilfa, the N. 1. ylfa and the 0. Swed. ylva. Now lost. Present Swedish ulf-hona, varginna; 

present Danish hdn-dlv, ulvinde. — Some 0. Sw. names are very interesting, as sillo, fern, silta; masc. 

THOR, fern. THORIA. On the Rune-stone at Carlberga, Upland, Sweden, we have the womans-name 

iNKitURiu, acc., thus INKIDURIA in thc nominative. The Soderby stone, Dpland, has ac. Miu (a may, maid, 

m6), thus nora. MIA. The Angarn stone. Upland, has orikia, the Farlebro aurikia, the Varby drukia. — 

In England we had mansname cyni, womans-name cynia, and others. The reason why such examples 

from olden days are comparatively scarce is, because the names of women so seldom occur, at least so 

that we can identify them with absolute certainty. See CUNIMUDIU. 

HIS, Yarm. his, g. s. of he, 

HiiL^iEDU-iHGJ:, Bracteates 49, 49 1. — Nom. s. Mansname, See text. This name of Sumpter- 

horse reminds us that the Diplom. Svecan. 2, 453, an. 1305, speaks of “fratrem Mathiam, dictum 

corn-hest”. Corn- (carrying) -horse. So in England, anno 1378, we have Johannes palfreyman. 

HL^EiwiE. See Word-row in Vol. 2, p. 939, and the text p. 848'—856. — Add ledw^, 

Skarh/nd, n. s.; H.£ELiEA, Stenstad, n, s.; LiEEWE, Sigdal, ac. s, n. I now take this iiM'LMk of tlie Stenstad 

stone to be this same word, only with an inserted vowel, for euphony, between the H and L as so 

often between two consonants. See the text to Stenstad. I also look upon the leug^ of the Ska-ang 

stone to be the same word, the gutturalizing of the w being so common in our folktalks, old and new. 

If not. would place it under licgan, which see. 

We have the heathen low straight before us in Symeon of Durham’s co23y of the much older 

“Passio Sanctorum Ethelberti atque Ethelredi”b Thunor murders these young princes (see my Vol. 2, 

p. 661). The earth gapes and swallows up the nithing. He dies in his sin, as a heathen hound. 

Therefore king Ecgberht lets raise an enormous [heathen] stone-heap over him. But the passers-by 

called this grave-how thuner-hleaw, and so is it hight to this day-. 

HN^BMiES (? HNJiBD.s;s), Bli. — Maiisiiame, gen. We have the English mansname Lewys mewys 

in Sir H. Nicolas’ Battle of Agincourt, 2nd ed., 8vo, London 1832, p. 343. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

The old N. 1. mansname was maf(r). We see this in the Landnamabok (cap. 9). where the gen, form 

is mAs, with the variants mars and mafs, and from the place-name in Iceland (same book) mafahlid. — 

The Norwegian tale “Eu Historic fra Fiiimarken’’ (Fsedrelandet, Kjobenhavn, 21 April 1873) gives to 

one of the Norwegian fishermen the name mAsen (mIse in the definite form). — We have also the 

0. E. form meawe. — We have also this word with the older -s, for -R, as nom. mark, in the Norman 

dialect of Bayeux. See Fr. Pluquet, Contes Populaires, Prejuges, Patois, Proverbes, Noms de Lieux, 

de I’arrondissement de Bayeux. 8vo, 2me ed., Rouen 1834. p. 75, where occurs “gourmas, le goeland; 

oiseau de mer”. This can scarcely be other than the well-known N. 1. gramar, gramafr, the grey 

gull, Larus glaucus. 

HtEGES, Stentofte. Gen. s. m. — hodh, Brough. Ac. s. m. how, grave-mound, tumulus. See 

text, and Word-row Vol. 2, p. 932 (under h.^:ge). — See salhaukum in Vol. 2. 

HOM. See BDCIAEHOM. 

HOU-EA, Bracteate 24. — Mansname, d. sing. Apparently in the nom. hou^, answering to the 

Runic hdfi. the Ohg. hufo, hdbo. 

HOUH, under hceges. — hroeth, under hru^r, 

* SymeoDifi Dutielmeiisis Opera et Collectarea. Vol. 1, 8to. Durham & London ISGS. (Surtees Society, Vol. 51). Histoiia 

Regum, p. 7. 

^ "Operiri concite jubet horrendo lapidum acervo ipsius corpus 

talique Tocabulo potitur.” 

Qui locus a traiiseuiitibus Thuiicrbleaw vocatur, 
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HRU5R. — HROETHBERHT^. Vol. 2, p. 942. A similar twofold name is the Scandinavian 

OXALafbald, onalafball, onlafbal, the leader mentioned in the Legend of S. Cuthbert and in Symeon 

of Durham. — RHOR5LTR, Vatn. Nom.; ruhalts, Snoldelev. Gen. of mansname (hrubrwalda). See 

Word-row, Vol. 2, under ruhalts. So in 0 E. Charters and Annals this name is spelt hroald, rhoaldus, 

rahald. &c. — roaul, Hoga. Nom. Mansname (heoiewulf), ealph, rolf. See rhfulfr in Word-row. 

HU, Fovinds. The pronoun (hu, ho, heo, now she). See test. 

hurnbur^e, Kallernp. — Gen. s. Mansname. hurnbori: doubtless, as Bugge has suggested, the 

same as the 0. Engl, horkbora, Horn-hearer^ Trumpeter. Thus, as so often, the Eke-name has become 

the Name. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

huthu, Bracteate 4. N. s. Mansname. Is the Old-Engl. hiudu, hiuddi. hiodhe. huda, hoda, 

HUTT, HOD, &c.; present Engl, huth, hutt, &c.; the 0. G. hudo. hutho, hiuto. hiutho. &c.; present 

Danish huth, hude. Is the hupska of the Jute Skivum stone = of the huth race? 

I. see IN. 

lA, under is. — iam, see laiciam. 

iauligr, Bracteate 92. Mansname. n. s. Answers to the N. I. jolgeie. 

lAUPiNi, under At. 

ra. Fomins; eg, Kragehul, Lindholm; IK, Gilton Siuord; — i. See ic in Word-row, Vol. 2. — 

MIK, Gilton. Ac. s. ME. 0. S. E. ME, MEH, MEG; 0. Fi'is. MI; Ohg. MiH, MIGH. — US, Bingle^i. Dat. pi. 

To or for us. — US, Whithy. Ac, pi. us. See usa(o) under IG in Word-row, Vol, 2. — usA, Bjorhetorp. 

Gen. pi. of -US, as in the oldest North-English (usa, ussa). See Word-row Vol. 2, under IG, and Usa 

(g. pi. of us) on the Asby stone. Sodermanland, in the section archaic monuments. — P. 943. Among 

the West-Gotland writs now printed in “Westergbtlands Fornminnesforenings Tidskrift", Part 1, 8vo, 

Lund 1869, (most of which are in Latin), one at p. 61, dated Morlanda, Dec. 29, 1407, has iak; one 

at p. 62, dated Morlanda, Nov. 1, 1411, has ek (twice): and a third, same ]3age, dated Bobergs Harad, 

Oct. 25, 1424, has jak. The later ones have jak, iak, iac. — P. 944, line 10. I cannot find any 

Scandinavian-runic dual ukr; but OKR, dat., is on the Rok stone. — P. 945. For Vaxala read Vaksala. 

YCE, Gilton Sword. — 1st s. pres, indicative, I eke. eik, enlarge, increase, add to. M. Goth. 

(ga)AUKAN; 0. N. E. ECE, giECAN, geECAN; 0. S. E. EAGAN,-. EGAN, ICAN, ICEAN, lECAN, YCaN, (llOW and then 

with tip-GE); Scaud. Runics (to judge from the p. part, aukin) auka; 0. Scandian auka, Okia; Swed. 

Oka; Dan. Oge; 0. Fris. aka; Ohg. auhhon. See eac in the Word-row, Vol. 2. — oc, Brough; eg, 

Brough, eke, and. See text. 

ikkalacgc, ikr, see inge. 

iDDiEN, Charnay. — Dat. s. Mansname. We have the 0. Engl, idda, ida, iddi. the 0. G. ido, &;c. 

IFT. under iEFTiER. 

IGILSUI5, Thornhill. — Womans-naiije. Nom. sing. See the text. 

IGINGON, Stenstad. — Proper name, g. s. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 946. I now agree with 

Bugge and Wimmer that it may be a womans-name, thus iG's-daughter or descendant. The oldest 

Scando-Gothic tungs give us the names IGO, igila, and others, including the 0. E. iGFLiED, fern. Thus, 

comparing the M. G. feminines in o(n). gen. ONS, we see two formations in olden Scandinavia; nom. 

0(n). gen. ON (s elided), and o(n), gen. or (UR), n elided and the s weakened to r. From weak feminines 

with vocalic ending we get the old Scandian gen. in -u. — Still we are never sure about these things, 

unless some epithet or adjective or pronoun &c. helps us. There are so many undoubted examples in 

runics of dialectic o for A and a for o, and other vowel-shades, that igingon may be a gen. masc. 

HiEURi, Hoga. ■—■ N. s. Mansname. Has this anything to do with one or other of the runic 

mansnames auar, n. s., auars, g. s., iuar, n. and ac. s., iuaur, n, s., iuur, n. s.? Or has the weathered 

stone once had the 0. N. h instead of n? 

liLiE. Lindholm. N. s. m. def., the-iLL (to his foes), fierce, keen. See the text. — I now 

believe we have one remnant of the older, longer, form in Scandinavia in the N. 1. for-yflask. for- 

IFLASR. to make or think right evil, to look upon as bad and dangerous, to shrink from, ^ to avoid. — 

This epithet for a warrior is also fund in England. Thus about 970, under King Edgar, eadulf yvelchild 

was under-king of part of Northumbria, from the Tees to the Firth of Forth. 
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IN, Freerslev. — Adv. (in, an, en), but. 

IN. Prep. gov. dat. in. — i, Bracteate 92; Brough. 

[iNGE, ingwe]. — INKI, Bracteote 83\ YiECA, Bracteate 84. Mansname. — ikr (=ikur), Freerslev', 

Womans-name. See text. — igingon, Stenstad. Mansname, See Word-row, Vol. 2, and wing. In 

0. Eng. tbe mansname inga is also found as inca. See tj^lingwu. — See asping. laing, w^:RiNGiEA. — 

IKKALACGC, Bvough. Mansname, nom. See text, and ruKC. 

inglsk, Founds. — N. s. f. English, an Englishwoman. See text. 

iNOFASTi, Vishy. Mansname, nom. See text, 

lOD, Freilauhersheim. — Nom. s. neut. A youth, child, son or daughter. See the text. In the 

M. Goth, bits left to us, junda (tunda), fern., means onlj^ youth, not a youth. 

IS. — Vol. 2. p. 946. 1 agree with Prof. M. B. Richert that this relative (as, is) is still left 

in Scandia in hvar-es-t, der-es-t (where-as, there-where, there-as, there-where) for hvar-es, der-es, 

with the false T added as in strax-t (straight), eljes-t (else), medels-t, — This is (es, er) is extinct 

in Scandinavia for he, and only lived exceptionally as relative (as. er, who). — yoiJi;, Charnay. Ac. s. f. 

This. — lA, Tune. Nom. pi. neuter, as in agreement with the nom. masc. and fern. If not, then nom. 

pi. masc. See Word-row, Vol. 2, under IM.*. 

ysetae, under seta. 

? isiNGPiEA, Veile. — Dat. s. Mansname. THiEW is-son (or of the is-clan). We have many 

names compounded with is, in our Scando-Gothic tungs, but 1 have not seen this one before. 

IIT, West-Thorp\ ITO, Bracteate 42. — Nom. s. Mansname May be another form of inp(r). 

In Scandinavian-rimics we have the mansname itT. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

YUiR, Osby. Prep. gov. ac. over, in memory of. 

IWKA, see under a. 

lUKC, Brough. 1 Ac. s. m. young, renewed. See text, and inge. 

LACGC, see IKKALACGC. 

LiEDiE (perhaps l.®:MjE), Torvik. Nora. s. Mansname. See text. 

LAiciAM, Brough. Ac. s. masc. lic-home, flesh-cover, body. See text. 

-laikir. see ^slaikir. 

laing, Founds. — N. s, la’s-son or -daughter. See text. The names lave and lawsen in 

Denmark, law and lawson in England, are still common. We have a hundred variations in documents, 

from lagho to lowe, &c., besides the frequent family-name laing itself. 

LiEMJ<: (perhaps LiEDiE), Torvik. Nom. s. Mansname. See text. 

L^-ORB(^). Vol. 2, p. 315, 857, 947. In West-Gotland li-Arv is neuter. In England, the 

dialect of Whitby and its neighborhood has not only lae and lee but also leeathe. 

L^iESiEUWiNGiE, Vi Moss Buckle. — Mansname. Nom. Among the inferred patronymic marks 

or clanships collected by Kemble, is that of the leasingas in Lincolnshire. (Sax. in Engl. 1, 468). 

LJCUC^vA, Bracteate 18. Dat. s. Mansname. There was an 0. E, leoweca. — See lj:wulouc^a. 

Lii:wuLouc^A, Bracteate 19. Dat. Mansname. — See E,a<:tL^UA, FOSLiEU. 

LEUBWiNi, see ..ELEUBWINI. — LEUGiE, LEUW.^. See under HLJiIW^. 

Lic-BiECUN, Crowle. Ac. s. ]i. A lik-beacon, corpse-pillar, grave-stone. See begun in Word- 

row. Vol. 2. and the new Thornhill begun. 

[licgan]. See Word-row, Vol, 2, p. 948. — leugj*:, Skd~dng. Ac. n. Possibly belongs here. 

See under hl^hw^. — Chiefly found in N. I., where leg is neut. while lega and Ilega are fem. In 

C^hg. the gender (geLEGO) is not known. The Ska-ang form is probably neuter. The first vowel some¬ 

times became M, ey and 0. Here eu. 

lihck, see aclihck. 

LiLiAiEiwu, Bracteate 79. Dat. Womans-name. 

LIN. See birlnio. The name berle still lives in Norway. — LOUCiEA, see LiEWULOUC^A. 

LDN, Bracteate 80. If a contraction for lhin, then p. part. n. s. m.. lithen, gone, deceast. 

d'he verb (LitA(N)) is common in our Scando-Gothic tungs. 
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LDL, Braeteate 70, N. s. Mansimme. Common in 0. E., loll, lulla, ldlle, and in 0. G. L0llo, 

LUL, On a Norse Wiking-sword in Bergen Museum (date ab. 11th cent.) is the owner’s name in Roman 

letters, steel-wire inlay, hlul. 

LUtEO, Dalby. — Nom. s. Mansname. See Word-row, Vol. 2. under LU5R. 

M, see MUTE. 

M^, Stentofte. An eke-name, either Great, Mighty (see u. magan) or perhaps a slurred form 

of the old noun for mew, Sea-gull (see hn^b-m.^:s above and in Word-row, Vol. 2- — 1 cannot see 

why this name should seem so strange, whether it signify greatness or swiftness. In his excellent treatise 

"On the Names, Surnames, and Nicnames of the Anglosaxons” (8vo, no date), J. M. Kemble says, at 

p. 20; ‘‘Whatever doubt may exist as to the meaning of Brorda, none can be entertained for a moment 

as to that of mocel: it is plainly and simply “Ihe big man”, d’his familiar appellation was nevertheless 

that of a duke, probably of royal blood. dhe possessor of a size so enviable as to give him such a 

distinction among a race naturally large and strong, might pardonably be proud of his nicname; 

accordingly in the year 845 appears the signature Ego Mucel dux consensi et subscripsi. (Cod. Dipl. 

Nos. 258, 261, 267, etc.) It is true that as this big prince could not write for himself, these sig¬ 

natures only express the opinion entertained of him by his contemporaries, but they do unquestionably 

give the name by which he was best known at court. It is indeed highly probable that ^Selred, earl 

of the Gaini, for such he was, may not have known his own baptismal name: we certainly should not 

have known it but for the obliging gossip of Simeon, who, under the year 86S, informs us that .Alfred 

the king, “Uxorem accepit de Mercia, nobilem scilicet genere, filiam ^Selredi, Gainornm comitis, qui 

cognominabatur ab Anglis ‘‘Mucel”, eo quod erat corpore magnus et prudentia grandtevns.” 

“Similar qualities of mind or body probably gave the same name to another contemporary 

duke, to a contemporary thane (Cod. Dipl. Nos. 243, 245, 258, 261, 277, 292, 293, 294), and to the 

bishop of Hereford; what their real names were it is impossible now to tell, but they all bore 

the distinctive nicname of mucel. The nicname MUCa borne by a dnke in 822 (Flor. Wig. in anno) is 

similar, and probably of much the same meaning.” 

M^:s, see hn^bm^s. 

MERGE, Gilton Sivord, adv. merrily. O.S.Pmgl. murge; Middle-Engl. meriliche. — See Vol. 2, u. m^ri. 

MiRiLiEA, VcBblungsnm. — Dat. Mansname. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 951. In Le Blant, Inscr. 

Chret. de la Gaule, 1, p. 108, fig. 33, one of the Lyonese stones bears the womans-name merola 

(merola clarissima femina). In the list of Danish names in the York Gospels (beg. of 11th century), 

we have the compound merleswain. 

MIB, Vol. 2, p, 951. — Of course the German wider, wieder are really the same as with, but 

they are now used in a different sense and wieder is an adverb. 

MODIG, Vol. 2. p. 961. — For modugr read MOtUGR. 

MUND, MUNDR, see D^GMUND, SIHMYWNT. and Woi'd-rOW, Vol. 2. “ MUNDIA, fem., see CUNIMUDIU. 

MUT (= mot), Lindhohn. Prep. — Against. 

mute. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 951, and Braeteate No. 75 in this volume. Besides mot in 

Vasterbotten, Narike and Smaland, and mod in Halland, we have also the neut. motan in the Narpes 

dialect in Finland, all in the same meaning, die, stamp. Prof. Save explains that motA is Dalecarlian 

not Gotlandish, and means to mould, make with a mould. So mota still does in Smaland. — M (= mot), 

Braeteate Id. — N. s. f. (? or n.). mot, stamp, mint, mint-house, coin. 

MUB, see SURMUt. 

NAi'.^E. Braeteate 73. — N. s. Mansname. Answers to the Engl, nade, 0. G. NATO, nado. 

NiEDUY^NG, Braeteate 24. — N. s. Mansname. We cannot be sure whether the ending is 

-WING or -ING. 

XEG. — uiiNEG, Franks Casket. — Prep. gov. dat. un-nigh, not near, far from. Otherwise is 

found in 0. N. E. only as an adj., in 0. S. E. as an adj. and an adverb. 
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Niyj-:, Kragehul. — 3 s. pr. subj., or more likely infinitive. To neeg, bend, fail. See text, 

and Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 940, under hnag, 

NIT, Nil), see UNITR. 

NiD, Stentofte-, nio, Buzeu. — Dat. s. n. In the new, fresh. See Word-row, Vol. 2, u. n^w.e. 

NIUWJL.E, Bracteate 80. — N. s. Mansname. Answers to the West-Gothic neufila, Old German 

NiwiLO. In Scandinavian runics we have the name on the Kvaranie stone, Norway, (ac. noli, ? nula in 

the nom.), should that be the word, for the tops of the runes here given as li are damaged in Worm 

(Mon. p. 464). Prof. Bugge says (Aarb. f. N. 0. 1871, p. 218) that the usual Scandian form would 

have been nyli; this is the same as null but in a somewhat younger shape. 

NiwiiiNG-MiERrA, Thorsbjevg Sword. — Nom. s. Womans-name. See text and Word-row, Vol. 2. 

NOBUINGOA, Tune. — Nom. s. Womans-name. Answers to the 0. G. female name nodinga, if 

it should be found; Forstemanu has only the mansname noding, nothing, &c. 

0, under ON. 

0.^6, Vol. 2, p. 954. — This I now regard as 3 pers. past sing, and lUGO as 3rd pers. pi. 

past of the verb haukua(n), to slay, Mil, defeat, not of the verb iagha(n) to hunt. See under hac, Vol. 2. 

I have since found several clear examples on very old Scandinavian-runic stones of this verb hadkua(n) 

for to drepe, MU, defeat. And the variations on the monuments are endless and remarkable, doubtless 

several side-forms being intermingled. 

oc, see under yce. — oeki, Brough. Nom. s. Mansname. See text. — oh, see under [agan]. 

olpa, Upsala. Probably womans-name, n. s. We have the .Scandian-runic mansname alti; 

the 0. Engl. ALDA, ALDAN, .iELTAN, with the female-name alta; the 0. G. aldo, alto, &c. and the womans- 

name ALDA, ALTA, &C 

ON, Vol. 2, p. 955. — 0, Brough. In Kjobenhavns Diplomatarium, ed. 0. Nielsen, II, 1, 1873, 

p. 42, an. 1415. is the form pan.£. 

ONLAF, Vol. 2, p. 954. — In Symeonis Dunelmensis Opera ef Collectanea, Vol. 1, 8vo, (Surtees 

Soc., Lond. 1868), p. 148, 165, 219, we have the story of the ravages in Northumberland of a 

Scandinavian Seaking called onalafbald, onalafball, olafbal. He was a Pagan who swore by “Deos 

meos potentes, thor et othan”. This was about the middle of the 10th century. — The elder oleifr 

is the modern Swedish olof; the mod. Sw. elof may be the Old-Northern .a:-LEUB (Ever-dear) as well 

as the early ailifr. 

os, under ans. 

OSSK, Rbmes-fell. N. s. Womans-name. Now nearly extinct in Scandinavia. It is the N. I. 

6sk, 0. E. WTOC. Ohg. WUNSC. In Mod. Engl, wish, the nasal is quite gone. In older Scandinavian 

dialects the N was sometimes sounded sometimes absent (WSK, osc, osc, onsk, onsk). In mod. Swedish, 

ONSKAN, it is fixt, as in mod. Danish, Onske. See the text. 

(o)I)C(u), Freilaubersheim. G. s. f. Womans-name. The old Scando-Gothic patronymics auding, 

masc., (Scand.-runics aulki), and audinga, fern., are well-known. In case this should be the word on 

the Brooch, the fem. occurs here for the first time in Runics. aumng remained long in Denmark. In 

the Danish Museum is a large top-piece (oak) belonging to a large cupboard or wardrobe, given some 

years ago by the Danish Merchant L. J. Gron, Esq., and procured by him in Jutland. It bears, carved 

in large regular Roman letters: maria odinges. 1662. 

OI'INKAR. under woDiEN. — otLJi, otUA, under ai*. 

owi, England. (Finger-ring). N. s. Mansname. — OWiE-ALUT, Bracteates 61, 52. N. s. Mansname. 

owLBU-tEWiEA, Under wullu. 

PRO. Yarm. Latin, for. 

RAIRA, Brough. HRYRE, ruin, death. ? Dat. s. m. See text. 

RAISA. — RAisTi, Freevslev, risti, Osby. 3 s. p. raised, set up. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 960, 

u. RISTI. — a-RjErde, Thornhill. 3 s. p. a-reared, a-Raised, uplifted, set (the grave-stone). See text. 
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RASixGi, MfmAeUrg. Nom. s, Mansname. eaxisg is an 0. E, and 0. G. name, and still 

exists 111 Sweden pronounced and printed hanniger. 

SECS, Brough. 3 s. pres, reaches, leads back, brings again. See text. 

RED, see EADRED. 

EEuaraALUS, \ o\. 2, p. 959, line 20. — For Stacious read Stacioiis. — Note ^ for Furniwall 

read Furnivall. 

RHOrELTR. under HRUtR. 

RIIGG, Vi Plane. ^ Gen, s. Wonians-nanie, ruga, eig-e, masc., as the name taken by 

Ileimdall, is well known. FSrsteinann has only one instance of Riga as a female name, in the compound 

ADSTHIGA, and this is not yery old (lull century). In Scandinavian riiiiics we have both bik-r, masc., 

and ORIK-IA, fern., but we cannot always know whether in these names the K is intended to be sounded 

K or G. The niansname ORlEKjA, liEaiKjA, is a different word. 

RINGS, see TILaERINGS. — RISTI, under RAISA. 

RIDSI, Vol, 2. p. 960; Nortli-Englisli raise, rasse. — rnr, under run^. 

Ro, BjorJceto7'p. Ac. s. f. roo, rest. See Vol. 2, under eoaxj. There was also the English 

mansname roo. 

roaul, under hropr. 

RUxN.^;, J^7'eilai[hersheim-, rung, Einang. — Ac. pi, f. runes, staves, letters. See runr^a in 

Word-row, Vol. 2, and the text to Freilaubersheim. See also GiNJh-RUN-^hA, gino-rokoa. — P. 962. 

As another example of the lingering use of the Runes in Denmark (before their partial revival after 

the publications of Worm, &c.), we may mention that the author of “Liber Donationum Monasterii 

b. Petri Nestved et Skov-kloster , “Petrus Jacobi dictus skiold”, has in the preface, which was written 

in 1528, written this surname skiold in Runic letters. See Script. Rer. Dan., fob, vol. 4, p. 336, note b. — 

In a copy of H. Smiths Lsegebog, Kobenhaffii 1557, now in the University Library Cheapingliaven, 

which has belonged to Niels Hans Christiansen Rask of Brendekilde in Fyn (grandfather of the great 

Danish linguist Rasmus Rask), who has written his name (spelt Rasch and Rask) in several jilaces also 

in common letters — the owner has entered his full name on the first leaf in runes, and these 

distinctively of an old local type quite independent of printed alphabets. The rune-words are (in his 

usual hand and ink): “niels bans Christiansen rasch. brendkilde, 1739.” — See .^r-rnr. 

ihere is a charming far-back Angle-kin legend which throws great light on the “Ephesian 

letters” and Spells of our forefathers, their use of rUxNes for magical purposes and English folk-lore as 

to SIGER-STONES — StoiiGs for Victory and Life-.Saving Amulets. It has been preserved to us by our 

Venerable Baeda (Eccles. Hist. Gentis Anglorum, Bk. 4, Ch. 22). The date of the event, the battle of 

Trent between Ecgfritb king of the Northumbrians and .bEtheIrsed king of the Mercians, is A. D. 679. 

Beeda himself, who says he heard the tale from one who had learned it from Inima’s own lips, died in 

735. The tradition is shortly as follows: 

Ju this great fight near the Trent fell ./Elfwini. brother of king Ecgfritb, and with him — as 

all supposed, one of his Thanes called Jmma. Among ot^jer corpses, mighty and lowly, he lay on the 

field as dead for a day and a night. But thereafter reviving, he bound up his wounds and wandered 

away in search of help and shelter. But soldiers belonging to the foe seized him and took him to 

their chief. To him be stated, to avoid death, that he was a simple peasant, who had been attackt 

while carrying food to the army. The captain had compassion, gave him aid and leechcraft, and at 

last saw he was healed. But then ^Ethelrsed’s “alderman” feared he would escape, and put him in 

bonds. It was in vain. Ever and anon the fetters fell away from him. — Now the cause was not far 

to seek, The thrall had a brother, bight Tunna, a priest, and abbot of a monastery in the place yet 

called after him TUNNACESTmb Hearing that Imma had perisht, he went “on j^am wasle” (among the 

dead bodies) to find him, saw one so like it seemed to be he, carried the lyke to his “minster", gave 

it honorable burial, and daily sang masses for the salvation of his soul. And every time he did so the 

gyves fell off and Imma was free. — The “gesij)” (alderman, Count) wondered at this, and askt the 

prisoner why he could not keep him bound, and whether he had not mayhap some loosing-letters 

(“literas solutorias") on him, of which so many tales went, which thus ensured his liberty. Imma 

This small hamlet has not yet heen identified. 

48 
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answered that lie knew no such arts, but that his brother’s mass-song doubtless was the cause. At 

last his guards suspected Imnia’s rank, and his lord assured him of safety if he would but speak the 

truth. So he concealed nothing. The chieftain said he had merited death, for all his nearest kinsmen 

had fallen in the fray. But he would not break his word, spared his life, and sold him to a certain 

Frisian in London. Here the same thing took place. No fetters would hold. At last his new master 

allowed him to depart, on promise to return or to send him ransom-money. He got the sum from 

Hlotheri king of Kent, whom he had once served, went to his brother, and heard from him how his 

daily prayers and mass-singing had saved him from slavery. 

Let us now examine the technical language employed. — Baeda’s original Latin is: “an forte 

I.ITERAS SOLUTORIAS, de qualibus fabulae ferunt, apud se haberet, propter quas ligari non posset. Oui 

illustrious Alfred (d. 901) translated Bseda’s History. It is the version of a master, with many additional 

and homely touches from one who knew his country and its traditions so well. Accordingly he thus 

expands the text. (Alfred’s Old-English rendering has been 3 times publisht: by Wheloc, Cambridge 

1643, folio, and Cambr. 1644, fob; and by Smith, Cambridge, 1722. folio.) 

“hwse|ier he 5a alysendlican rime (Ms. B. '‘whether he the unewding-Ajarks (LOOSENIJSG- 

rune) cu|ie. and 5a stanas mid hine awritene ■ RUNES) could (knew), and the WRiTTEN-STONES had 

hffifde. be swylcum menu leas spell secgaji. and , with him, of ivhich men loose spells (idle tales) tell 

sprecaji jiget hine mou gebindan ne mihte.” ! saying that then no man may him (the hearer) hind. 

But we have yet more help rightly to understand the passage. ^Ifric, the learned and pious 

priest and Bishop, died in 1006 as Archbishop of Canterbury. He wrote a number of valuable Sermons. 

In 1844—6 Benjamin Thorpe publisht in London 2 8vo volumes of these Homilies. One of these — 

“A hortatorv Sermon on the efficacy of the Holy Mass ~ (Vol. 2. p. 356 9) handles this very 

legend, which iElfric says he took direct from Bteda. The passage in question is thus given. I add 

Thorpe’s version: 

“Pa axode se ealderman |Done hffiftling, hw^der “The ealdoinnan then asked the captive, whether 

he 5urh drycrteft o55e 5urh runstafum his bendas through witchcraft or through runes he broke his 

tobrsece.” bonds. 

Thus, as we see, this national English tradition of rune-staves and RUNIC talismans remained 

unchanged for 400 years. The “snperstitiones characterum” mentioned in olden English works we 

cannot further identify. 

There is another instance of a rune-stone as a boundary-mark in a Swedish Charter dated 

1287: “thgedhan afF j runestenen th^dhan j msedhalstenen thcedhan j hallina ouan vidh ouh.ens RYJiLDU.” 

Dipl. Svec. Vol. 2, p. 24. 

RUNGNO, Stentofte. Lords. — 1 look on this as = the very old word, found chiefly only in the plural 

(here as nom. pd. neut.) or as an emphatic prefix, M. Goth, ragin, neut., N. Icel. rOgn, regin, neut. pi., 

0. E. REGEN-, 0. Sax. REGAN0-, REGINU-, REGINO-, REGINI-, REGiN-. Its Original meaning was fixer, disposer, 

judge, counselor, but often also hero, chief, god. In many words of old gn is found as ngn. In all our 

Scando-Gothic tungs we have a crowd of Proper Names formed from this word. 

RUNG, Bjorketorp. N. s. m. A (fellow-whisperer, fellow-talker), counselor, friend, comrade. 

0. Engl, runa, N. 1. RUNi; Ohg. gaRUNO. 

S^, Lindholm. N. s. m. Pronoun; (sa), yon, that, the. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 966 under 

syo^. — s^A, Stentofte-, Sim, Gjevedal-, N. pi. f. These (runes understood). 

SEi = SEA. — In case siEB.ER, Bracteate 93, mansname, nom., is to be divided s^i-s^ER, sea-bear. 

•See text. 

S^At. — I have since seen a Danish family-name SOTH, still in use. There is also the Danish 

name s^dde (and shelter). 

SiEB.ER, under s^E. 

SAC = SACERDOTJ, Yurm. Latin. Dat. s. Bishop. 

S-ELiGiESTiA, Bcrga. Probably a womans-name, 7iom. See g^est and Word-row, Vol. 2. 

? SJiMiENG, Seude. Nom. s. (or ac. s.), iMans-name. 
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sj.;Ri:L(l, Orstad. Norn. s. Mansname, i\. I. sObli. See Word-row, Vol. 2. It is also the 

English name SEAELE, SEELE, older SEHLO, SARLO. On an Old-English silver Sceatta, 6th or 7th century, 

(Kenyon's ed. of Hawkins' Silver Coins of England, London 1876, 8vo, p. 30, PI. 3, No. 36) is, in 

Roman letters, the mansname sarouloo. 

SAULE. BingUy. Thornhill — D. s. f. soul, ond. spirit. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 963. 

SBERJi:DH, Thames fitting. — 3 s. pr. speireth, asks, requests, demands. 0. S. E. sperian, 

SPIRIAN, SPOEIAN, SPiTRiAN; North English to spar, speir, sper, spere, spore; N. T. spyrja; 0. Sw. spyrja, 

spOrja; Dan. spore: 0. hr. spera; N. Sax. spOrex; Ohg. (ga)spuRiAN. Properly 1, to spore, follow a 

mark or foot-print; 2, to seek by following a trail; 3. to enquire by looking for foot-marks; 4, to 

enquire, look for, ask about, question; 5, to ask, request, desire, demand. Its common meaning now in 

the living dialects is No. 4. Like others, this word has had various shades of signification in our old 

talks. We have one such in King Alfred’s Version of Gregory’s Pastoral Care (Early English Text 

Society, Part 1, ed. by H. Sweet, London 1871, p. 4, 5); 

"Her mon mseg giet gesion hiora swgeb, ac 

we him ne cannon after-spyrigax (Hatton Ms. 

AETER-SPYRIGEAN'], forhsem we habbab nu eegc^er 

forlseten ge |jone welan ge |>one wisdom, forbam|)e 

we noldon to Smm spore mid ure mode onlutan.” 

-Here man (we) may yet see their swathe 

(tracks), hut we them, cannot follow, for-that we 

have now lost hoik the weal (wealth) and the wisdom, 

for-that we would not to that spore (trace) with our 

mood (mind) on-lout (hend, incline). 

"on hfet swgecl hara haligra singallice winnaii 

to SPY^RIA^NE.” 

Here they saw the track, and could not therefore ask after it. Again in the same work, p. 76: 

“on (in) the swathe (spore) of the hallows 

(saints) continually striveth to FOLLOW." 

Bat this word has also been used in the sense of — ask — proclaim, piddish. In a Ms. vol. 

of the York Manual, early 15th cent., we find: "base bene spirred thre solemne dayes in y® kirke . . . . 

bott 5itt as for y" more sekyrnes yet I SPYRR y® beynis [= publish the bans] off y" forsayde N and N." 

(See Maniiale et Proces. ad us. insignis Eccles. Eboracensis, 8vo, Surtees Soc., Durham 1875, p. xvi). 

SCANOMODU, Bracteate 14. N. s. Mansname. 

SKAR, ScBclmg. Mansname. Goes out, as not in 0. N. runes. 

scrtA, Skarkind. Gen. s. Mansname. The name SKii>i. skidhe, is rare in olden Scandinavia. 

I have not yet found it in later runics or in Germany. As I suppose extinct in Scandinavia, it probably 

(= scegda) signified the same as the 0. E. scegdman, a skith-man, pinnace-man, seaman, sailor, wiking, 

(0. E. SCAGD, SCEGD, SCEHD, SCEIGD, fcm., Iccl. SCEID, fem., a trireme, light swift ship). In England we 

have the family names skiddy and Skidmore, and the former was also sometimes used short for the 

latter. But it was common in Ireland, especially in Cork, Youghal and Kinsale. See Dr. R. Caulfield’s 

Council Book of Cork, 4to, Guilford, 1876, Council Book of Youghal, 1878, and Council Book of 

Kinsale, 4to, Guilford. 1879, under skiddy, skiddey, skyddy, skyddie, sryde. There was also a skiddy’s 

CASTLE at Cork. 

SEHSCUNA, SKWLFS, under SIGI. 

SETA. — See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 965. — ysetae, Yarm\ sete, Thornhill-, setta, Thornhill-. 

3 s. p. ^et, raised. 

siA, under sa. 

SIAALTJH, Kinneved. Apparently a mansname. Not before found in runics. We have crowds 

of side-forms in our old talks, but exactly the same name has not before been met with. See the text. 

SIGI. Oshy. Ac. s. Common Scandian mansname. — siGHyOR, Vol. 2, p. 965. "No Gothic 

SiHORA is yet known. This has been pointed out by Holtzmann in Germania 11, 448. Prof. Caspari in 

an old Parisian Ms. lias found the place referred to, and the words are froia arme; thus here spelt as 

pronounced, instead of frauja armai.” Sophus Bugge. — sehs-cuna, Bracteate 6. D. s. m. def. In my 

text, to the sige-keen, victorious. But 1 now prefer lo the saX-EEEN, Siuord-hold-, 0. E. seax, sex, N. L 

SAX, Ohg. sax, a short sword, dagger. — sihmywnt, Bracteate 55. N. s. Mansname, = Sigmund, a well- 

known olden Scando-Gothic name. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 966. — skwlfs (=• sikwulfs), Freerslev. 

Gen. s. Mansname. See text. 

SIGNUM, Yarm. Latin. Ac. s. This (sign), pillar, rainne-stone, Cross. 

siMi, Bracteate 92. Dat. s. Apparently the parish and district now spelt sem or seem near 

Kibe, in N. Jutland, Denmark. 

48* 
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SIX, Oshy. Ac. s. m. (sin), his. — siNiER, Freerslev. Gen. s. f. His. See text. 

syOzEiNwEA, Krogstad. Mansname, d. s. To-swain. See Word-row, Vol. 2. 

siuilfur(n), Vol. 2, p. 966. — In King Alfred’s Okl-English version of Gregory’s Pastoral 

Care (Ed. H. Sweet, London 1872, 8vo) we have the older forms seolufre, siolofre, siolofres, siolufres, 

SYLOFR, SILOFR, with the intermediate vowel still left. 

u-SMiE, Whithy Comh. 3 s. pres, siibj., may-ON-SMEE. look on, watch over, bless. This USM^ 

is Old-N. Engl., which, with its surprising tendency to nasalize or lose the N, at the same time usually 

changes the foregoing o to u, thus ON-SMJi becomes u-SMiE. The olden SMA (still Nortli-English and 

Scandinavian) and smal (still Scandiau and English — small — and also found in other tungs) gave 

rise to hosts of words and meanings, continually differing in the various talks and many of them long 

since dead. Among these, the 0. E. sma (ge-SMEAGAN, smean, smeagean, &c.) came to be used for to 

look SMA after, to search sma-lly, narrowly and carefully, to watch minutely and sharply, hence to search, 

consider, meditate, examine, watch ove^, regard, bless. &c. The Scandiau sma (smA, forSMA) came to 

have an unfriendly sense, look SMALL at, contemn, despise, turn up one's nose at, a meaning still common 

in Scandinavia. Our u-sm^e seemingly here governs an acc. We still have smile, smi-le, smA-le, small-laugh. 

SMUH.E, Kragehid. Ac. s. m. (smooger), thro-darter, penetrater. See text. 

STAIN, Freerslev, STiE(N)zE, Gommor\ stun, Oshy. Acc. s. ra. •— statnar, JRcefsal. Nom. pi. 

STONE, minne-pillar. See D(EP-STan, halstun, and Word-row, Vol. 2. 

swic (or swii-a). See berhtsuim, igilsuip. — suitKS, Kallervp. Gen. s. Mansname, swithe’s-son. 

I agree with Bugge that it is better to take this word as a Patronymic (suiting) than as an adjective 

(Sage, Wise, &c.). See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 343, 344, 969. — A Herman swithing (spelt hermand 

switthing), Burgomaster ofVisby in Gotland anno 1342, is mentioned by Strelow (Cronica Guthilandorum, 

4to, Kiobinghaffn 1633, p. 161). — A P. N. svinning is congratulated in the Cheapinghaveu paper “Dags- 

telegrafen” for May 12, 1872, as having gained a prize in the Lottery. 

TAJi, Bracteate 94. Mansname, n. s. See text, 

T.EEN, under tinj?. 

tallwe, Bracteate 9. N. s. Mansname. — See t.®ling in Word-row, Vol. 2, and til. This 

T.ELING is the present Frisic tjalling. — t.elingwu, Bracteate 91. Dat. of the womans-name t^lingwa. 

tan. — tenaes. tenes, Bracteate 75. Gen. s. Mansname. Of ten, den, bane. 

T-EWON, Bracteate 27. N. s. Mansname. We have an 0. E. mansname only found as yet in 

the gen., t^ues. 

te, Bracteates 25, 59. 2 s. imperative, tee, favor, bless, help, guard. See the Word-row, 

Vol. 2, p. 970. This meaning, so common in olden days, still subsists in Iceland: “en ekki tjadi 

Gudmundi a6 klifa a jtvi”, but it did not help Gudmund to harp upon that. (J. Th. Thoroddsen, Piltur 

og Stulka. 2 utg. Reykjavik 1867, p. 170). In the Alexanders Saga alone, where it often occurs in 

the same sense, there are 3 different forms, tia, tioa and tOia. 

tenaes, tenes, under tan. 

til, Bracteate 46. N. s. Mansname. See eltil and tallwe. — til^erings, Kovel, n. s. Mansname. 

timt, Brough, teemed, brought forth, born. Past p. nom. s. fern. See text. 

TiNiE, Tanum. N. s. m. — t^een, Hoga. Ac. s. m. tine, grave-pillar, funeral beacon. See 

Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 971, under tinjj. 

Tyo, Thames Fitting, to. See to in the Word-row, Vol. 2. See under te. 

TiS3:cG, Bracteate 78. N. s. Mansname. See tu in Word-row, Vol. 2. As I take it, from ti 

(tu, &c. the God of TUE's-day) and s^cg (the 0. E. secg. Mid. E. seg, segg, segge, N. I. seggr, 0. Sax. 

segg) properly a Sayer, messenger, servant, then a man in general. 

titas, Vi Moss. See Word-row. Vol. 2, p. 971. — There is a still living Danish family-name 

TITHE (and TIDE and tbide), and this is the Norse name tide and the English name tide, tyde. 

TiwiT.'E, Bracteate 32. Dat. s. Mansname. Forstemann has the mansname tevit, teuit, theyit. 

See Word-row, Vnl. 2. u. wiTiE. — vett is still a Danish family-name. See Word-row, Vol. 2, u. w^tt^. 

truMBEREHCT. Yarm. Dat. s. Mansname. Several Anglic names begin with trum, strong, strength, 

and very many end with berht, hnght. See text. The Norwegian archseologist A. Lorange, Keeper of 
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the Bergen Museum, lias lately found G wiking-swords, dug-up in Norway, bearing the name of the 

Sword-smith inlaid with steel wire, vlfberhet, an antique form of ('w)DLrBRiGHT. 

TUH^, see D.EITUHJE. 

TUMA, Stentofte. Dat. s. n. lUitE, tome, toom, open space, empty room, chamber, leisure, free 

time, quiet, rest. N. I. tom. Has various side-forms in the Scaudo-Gothic tungs. 

TUNBA, Balhemarh. A well-known old Scandinavian mansnarae is tdno, tune, tyne, tynne. In 

runics we have a tuna, fern., and a doubtful tdnuler, as well as ba-ulf (ac.). Famous is the Old-Engl. 

mansname beawa, beaw, beo. the son of the mythical sceluwa, sceldwea, scyld, who was sceafing (the 

son of sceaf). This name, also found as beowe, beohha, befph, befpha, beu, beuu', was likewise borne 

by common men in Old-Engl. times. Thus a beowa signs a Charter of king Nunna of Sussex about 

A. D. 735 (Kemble, Charters, Vol. 5, p. 44), and we had in England such old place-names as 

beowhan-ham, &c. bew is still an English name, as bewe is still a Swedish name. This beaw, beow, 

BEO, &c. answers to the beaf, biaf, bia'r, bau’r of the Scandinavian Langfedgartal and the Prose-Edda 

Preface, and we have also the old Icelandic mansnames ba-rekr and bialfi (also biolfi); the 0. Icel. 

mansname be-olf of the Landnamabuk (part 4 ch. 6) had a son is-6lfr. In Sweden we have such 

2)lace-names as bjufstorp, bjufsgArd. In the Diplom. Norv. we frequently meet the mansname byuff, 

bidtuer, BitJ, &c., and in printed and unprinted 0. Norse documents bywff wlffsson, bewulfsson, 

BYUFfSSON, BIUFFSON, BiUFSDOTTER. Thus the 0. E, BEOWULF is paralleled by the Runic baulf, the 0. I. 

beolf and the middle-age Norse bywff-wlf, be-wulf (or bew-ulf). The baovulf at Fulde anno 782 

Fbrstemann thinks may have been an Englishman. So was probably the bowulfus abbot of Fulda 

in 780—802. 

Grimm’s strange derivation = bee-wolf, the Woodpecker, Picus, is now generally .given up. 

Better, but still to be rejected, is Kemble’s = boo-wolf (boo to till, cultivate), a God of Husbandry. — 

The English names town, towne. toon and toyne are common, and there are many beginning with 

town. &c. But is not the English name tovnbee the tunba here before us. a little twisted? 

I have just seen (Dec. 1873) in the Athen^um for Nov. 15, 1873, p. 631, that our learned 

English scholar Mr. Henry Sweet has suggested that the Old-English beo-wulf — by comparison with 

Ccedmou’s beo-hata as applied to Moses leading the Israelites — means the Bear. This I think very 

improbable, and I am not aware of any such kenuing in all the North as Bee-wolf for Bear. — As I 

take beawa or beo-wulf to be one and the same, the battler, war-hero, so I take beo-hata to mean 

battle-crier, war-herald, = Army-leader, Folk-hero, in like manner as hilde-calla means hilde-caller, 

fight-herald. I would therefore translate Ccedmon’s (1. 2, sec. 46, p. 193, ed. Thorpe): 

A-hleop |.)a for hselebum Leapt then fore the legions 

hilde-calla, their lordly war-herald, 

bald beo-hata the hold hattle-crier 

bord up-ahof. hu hoard shield) \iplift. 

Old-Engl. names beginning with tun are common. Thus tunna, tunbalu, tunberht, tunfrith, 

tungils, tunlaf, tunnoc, tunred, tunwald, tunwolda (fern.), tunwulf, &c. — In my copy of Holberg’s 

Peder Paars, 4to, 2nd ed., Kiobenhavn 1794, one of the former owners has written and stampt on the 

title-page his name, M. thonboe, which 1 suppose is tun-bo. There are also names from tun a ton, barrel. 

1 believe this ba, beaw, beow, beo, which has been so variously interpreted, means kemp, helt, 

hero, war, hattle. So in the list of Danish names in the York Gospels (beginning of 11th centnrv) is 

barad, which I take to be ba-rad, War-councilor. 

Our common old mansname bo, boo, bu, bow, &c. is usually drawn from buan, to bide, dwell, 

which is not unlikely. Sometimes this will give no characteristic meaning. In such cases this name 

(the modern German bow, bOw) may he the above ba, bea, beo, &c. — Another bo, used in compound 

names, is doubtless = home. There is a still living Danish name bowing, boy'ING. 

TVTO, Bracteate 63. Nom. s. Mansname. 

twed, Bracteate 32. N. s. Mansname. There is a Scandinavian-runic mansname 1U.2EI. An 

0. Swed. mansname is twesson, presupposing a twed. This twed, tyeta, thveta, thwaite, thwaites, &c. 

is also a common Scandinavian and English place-name, i>veit, f., tVEiTi, neut., (from i>witan, to cut, 

chop), a cut-off piece of land, a paddock and its cottage. Hence a personal-name, especially in Den¬ 

mark and England, tv.^:de, tvede: thwaite, twait, thwaites. 
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i^iCT, see ut.5;iCT. 

i>yELiA. Bratsberq. Nom. s. Womans-uame. We have the 0. G. female name dalia. In Dipl. 

Svec. 2, 518 is the mansname th^/Eluond Hydinsoii. 

BE, THE, see Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 973. — b^er, Thornhill. Dat. sing. fern. the. bansi. 

Osby. Ac. s. masc. this. — tisi, Freerslev. Ac. pi. fern, these. 

BE. Vi jSIoss Plane, Nom. s.; BEWiEA, Valsfjord, Dat. s. Mansname. A theow, thrall. Ihis 

word, originally signifying youth, stripling, — then servant, work-lad, — then thrall, bondman, slave, 

is well known. It is the M. G. bids, gen., Biwis, m., biwi, f. Old-Swed. and Old-Gotlandic by; 0. Engl. 

BEOWA, BIOWA, BEA, BEOW, BEAW', BEO, BY, m.; BEOWENE, BINA, BEOWEN, BEOWE, BIOWA, BIUWA, BIWA, BIDA, BIO, 

BIOE, BIOEN, BIWENE, f. 0. Sax. THIUUA, THIDI, THHJU, THIU, THI, f. N. Iccl. BY’r, m.. BY, f. Bugge (To 

nyfundne norske R. 1. p. 10) points out the form ber in the endings of N. I. proper names. 0. Germ. 

THIU, DIO, DEO, Di, DE, m., DiWA, THIU, DID, f. So we have such names as 0. E. ongen-beow, N. 1. angan- 

TYR, 0. G. angan-deo, and many mo. See isingb.ea, owLBU-BEWAiA. — On very old English Coins there 

are names of Moneyers, variously spelt, perhaps connected with this word. All of them, if so, still 

have the nom. sing, in -s. The names are: des, and the compounds agar-des, alda-tes and gada-tes. 

BiWByo-FDNBR, PredeHksberg. Nom. s. m. thief-find. Thief-finding, the finding out a thief. 

Both words common in all our dialects. 

BORNR, Vol. 2, p. 976. In the Old South English we have also the word thorn in the shape 

BYRNE, See the 8th century Vocabulary in Wright’s Vocabularies, Vol. 2, London 1873, 8vo, 2^- 106. 

BRUI, Vol. 2, p. 976. This bru, so fixt in Old-English, holds its ground also in Early English. Thus: 

for efterjDan joet l^e mon biS dead me leiD for afterthat that the man heeth dead, men lay 

|>ene licome in jDere brdh. i the licam (body) in the thrue. 

Old {read Early) English Homilies, &c., ed. by R. Morris, 8vo. Vol. 1, London 1867, p. 51. 

Early English Text Society. 

BUR, name of the God (bunor), worshipt on Thursday; but also a mansname. See Word-row, 

Vol. 2, p. 976. Add, at p. 978, that the Parish Register of Luddenham, near Faversham, mentions 

the death of Thomas thunder in 1712 and of his wife Joan thunder in 1718. See Notes and Clueries, 

May 23, 1868, p. 478. — burmub, Scvbd. Mansname, n. s. See text. 

UGiE, under UGIS. — UK, under hieawan, 

UGIS, Kraqehul. Gen. s. m. The UG, dug, terrible, fierce; as noun = ygg(r), = (w)oden, the 

War-god. — UGJi;, Kragelml. As adj. dat. s. m, def. the ug, oug, fierce. See text. 

ULTyo, Fonnds. G. s. womans-name. See text. 

UNBO^u, West-Thorp. Womans-name. dat. See Word-row. With regard to the n, in the 

list of Danish names in the York Gospels from the beginning of the 11th century, we have also unbain 

(|3orcetel unbain), the later Scandinavian ubein(n). I publisht the above list from the York Gospels in 

“Blandinger”, printed by “Universitets-Jubilseets Danske Samfund", 8vo, Kobcnhavn 1881, pp. 60—66: 

"En Yorkshire-Liste over dansk-engehke Mandsnavne fra det 11. Aarhundrede." 

unda, Bracteate 82. As this piece is only a fragment, we cannot know whether any letter.s 

w'ent before or followed after. Probably a Proper Name, either complete in itself or, as is more likely, 

some letters having gone before (f. i. cunimunda, sigimunda, &c.). There is an 0. G. mansname undo, 

and a womans-name unda, but I have not found this name either in 0. Engl, or 0. Scand. monuments. 

UNiTR, Freerslev. N. s. mansname. .See text. Is still not uncommon in England as unett. 

unna(n). — To UN, give, grant, &c. This verb is found in most of the Scando-Gothic tungs, 

the M. G. excepted. — ^nn, 3 s. pr. Bracteatcs 24, 5o. aen, gives. 

UNNEG, under neg. — usa, under ic. 

UB, Char-nay. N. s. A well-known olden mansname, as well as its fern, uba and its side-form 

DNN or UN. 0. E. uda, Ohg. UDO, in Scand. Runics ub masc., uba fern. — See DB-ER, in Word-row, Vol. 2. 

DB^ICT, Sealand. N. s. f. Disfavor, unluck, a bad throw at dice (fee. (= bad). There have 

been many forms of this substantive, some of which have come down to our times. Thus N. I. obOkk, 

f. disfavor, anger, disapprobation: obokki, ubokki, m. grudge, secret hate, enmity, discontent, unpleasant- 
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ness; ui>ekt, usekkt, f. discontent, displeasure, animosity, frightfulness. 0. Swed. Othukei, othokki, m. 

imthankfulness: othyrkfa, othokkia, unthanktulness, anger, rage. 0. Dau.UTYEiKE, displeasure, discontent, anger. 

UA. See *ELUA, ELtY^o, OJUA, in case tliese names are to be so divided. 

WALD. — ALUWALUDo, liitbi! Coml. — N. s. m. def., the all-wald, all-wielding, Almighty, 

omnipotent, in 0. E. also spelt alwalda, allwalda, alwealda, ealwalda. ealwealda, &c., but here found 

in a shape far more forn and venerable, the ai,u for al and walddo for ‘Walda being costly archaisms. 

Nearly parallel is the N, I, allvaldr, a king, prince. The 0. Saxon has alauualdo, and the 0. Germ. 

ALEDUALTO, ALDUALTO. — See KUNtJJ'XTsi, OLWFWOLtU. RHO^LTR. 

u.ELYJE, Bi'acteate 67. Ac. s. ra. weal, success, victory. 

LANj;B.ER.i:H, Varnum. Mansnainc, n. s. See the text, Vol. 3, and the Word-row, Vol. 3. 

WANNBERG, WENNBERG, WENNEBERG is Still a Swedish name. 

w.ERiNGJEA, Torvik. Dat. s. Mansname. See text. 

WAS, Founds. 3 s. p. teas. See text and Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 981. — WiETTiE, under tiwit-E. 

UY.EYLIIL, Bracteate 24. N. s. Mansname. 

UIG.E. — uiFJ, Bracteate 37. Ac. s. neut. wig, war, fight, battle. I look upon this word as 

= UIGU, the -u being the antique accusative-singular ending, which we might well expect on a piece 

from the 5th or 6th century. 'I'he slurring of the G in certain situations in our old tungs, especially 

before vocalic endings (as here -u) is well known. See K. Gislason, Oldnordisk Formlsere, 8vo, Kjoben- 

havn 1858, Part 1 (all publisht), p. 26, 27. Of the gender here we are not absolutely certain, it 

differed so widely in former times. Thus M. Goth. W'IGAns, m., but waihyo, f.; N. 1. vig, vigi, both n.; 

0. E. WIG, m. and n.; 0. S. uuig, uuic, m.: 0. Swed. uigh, n.; 0. Fr. wich; Ohg. uuiG, uuic, udik, udich, 

m. and n. (with an acc. pi. uuiga). — wiu, Kragehd. In the compound wiYD-BiGi(ee) of the Kragehul 

JIoss the tJ may be an old fern, genitive, or perhaps the connecting vowel. This ■wiYD-BiGi(a3) is probably 

dat. or locative s. m,, in his wig-bing, on his War-bed, Camp. See bigi, and the text. — See 

HHLiE.EDUUIG.E, HLYDWYG. 

WILL See ALTE-uiL^A, GiSLiONG-wiLi. — WIN, under WINE 

WINGS. See INGE, MWSyOUINGT and (? N.EIjUYASNG). 

WINI. See ^LEUBWLNI, J£L-EWIN.E. ALWIN, BERCHTVm, EtELWINI, lAUtlNI, ONSWINI. — WINI, pleasant 

mead. See birkoiinum. 

wns(A), Vallobg. Mansname, uom. Common in old Scando-Gothic times as now, for it is our 

WISE. Ohg. wiso, 0. E. W'is. We have it in compounds in Scandinavian-runics as uiso, uis. — uisji, 

Bracteate 61. N. s. m. A Leader, Captain, Guide, Chief. Our 0. E. wisa, N. 1. TISI. In Scandian 

Runics we have both uisi and uiSR. — wiSJi, Gilton Sivord, 2 s. irnperat. of to (weise, wise, wiss, wisse, 

wyse, now obsolete or provincial, show, point, move, bare, brandish, &c. 0. .S. E. (ge)wiSAN. wisian, 

wissian; N. I. and Sw. visa: Dan. vise; 0. Fr. wisa; 0. S. udisan, uuisean, uuisian; Ohg. uuissan, 

kauuiSAN. — See Vol. 2, Wordroll, under wit^i. 

WIT.E, under tiwitas. — uiu, under uigje. 

WIWILN, VceUimgsnces. Alansname, nom. sing., a shortened form of wiwilin, one of the many 

name-derivatives in -in (which often became -INg) occurring in our olden talks. But it early became 

scarce, and as far as 1 know is now no longer in use. The simplex, wiw'IL, was very common, and is 

still borne by many families (iu various spellings) in Scandinavia and England, &c. — 0. Engl, odibel, 

wfFj;L, WMFEL, ddidel; also w^FiLiNG. d'he modern English name is wifill, wyville. As we have the 

name wiwil not only in itself (in the middle-age as wivill, &c.), but also in such stead-names as 

wivelscomb, and wiflestorp, wiulestorp (in Domesday Book), in the middie-age wwvelesthorp, wyles- 

THORP. WYLSTHORP, &c.‘. now wiLSTHORPE, SO we have a derivative wiwelin or wiweling in a Rogerus de 

wiflington about 1252, and a Patricius de wyvelwgton in the year 1310®. — N. I. vifil, vifill; 

viFLiNGR, a name of Odin. — In Norway vifilsstada, now vivestad, viflastadir, now vister. — In Sweden 

a WIWELSTADHA. ill Smalaiid, occurs as late as 14113. — Dan. vivild, wivel, still common, and in Slesvig 

'■ The Survey of the Coiiuty of York, taken by John de Kirkby, &c., 8yo, Durham 1867. (Surtees Society, Vol. 4f)). 

2 The Inventories.of Jarrow and Monk-Wearniouth, 8vo, Durham 1854 (Surtees Soc., Vol. 29), p. 3. — Archbishop 

Gray's Register. Id. 1872 (id. Vol. 56), p. 266. 

® Stvft'e. Skandinavien under Unionstiden. 8to, Stockholm 1867, p. 147. 
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ViLSB^K for wiuiELSB^c, YiWELSBiEK. In my bookhoard is a copy of “Alexander Magnus. Det ar, En Nye 

Kronicke Om Kong Alexander den Store”, in Danish by Johan Sylvius of Haderslev. 8vo, KiobenhafFn 

1664. Two former owners have written their names inside the binding. The oldest of these is 

“H. I. wiBLiNGEN, d. 7 Aug. 1747”. — 0. Fris. yiuel. — 0. Germ, yibilius, vibilo, wibil, wifil, yippilo. 

In Switzerland is a wrwELESBURG, wibelin. — In Norway the name wiwilin must have lingered on for a 

long time. In Dipl. Norv., Vol. 2, p. 453, an. 1408, we have “j Viflene hagaan”, and in 1498 (Dipl. 

Norv., Vol. 3, p. 730) is the place-name ‘AVcefflsene”. 

Since the above was written I have found this name (difil) for the first time on a stone 

bearing the later runes. See pilgArds, Gotland, in the section Archaic Monuments. 

wiYU, under UIG..E. 

[woDiEN]. See Vol. 2, p. 983. — uodn, Bracteate 59. Nom. s. Among other old Jutlandish 

forms for the name of this God are also yoen and yogn. — ownkar, Eidsberg. Mausname, nom. sing. 

See text. This name was also borne (othengar. odingeir, &c.) at the end of the 10th century and in 

the 11th by Bishops of Slesvig, Odense and Ribe. We afterwards meet it in various parts of Denmark 

in the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries. But it was also borne by moneyers in the 11th yearhundred 

under Hardeknut, Magnus the Good and Sven Estridson, on coins struck in Lund, Odense and Roskilde. 

There was also a London mintcr of that name under Hardeknut. Thus it more especially belonged to 

Denmark. — See (if I am right in my reading) the kenning for (w)oden on the Tjursaker stone, p. 344 

above, Saxse-tOnsr, the-SAX-LORD, Sword-Captain. See the Note p. 344. 

woLK, Brough, walkt. went. 3 s. p. See text. 

YOMiA, see aivomia. 

woNiEWyo, see wiNiwoNiEWyo. won is a wellknown 0. E. name, masc., but I have not seen this 

fern, form before. 

WOP, Brough. Nom. s. m. whoop, cry, weeping, tears. See text. 

WOR.EHTO, &c. See Vol. 2, p. 984. — A 7th variant (tho, except the th and w, not in runes) 

is on the stone Sun-dial (date about 1048) at Edstone near Pickering in Yorkshire, England. It is 

given by Hilbner, in his Inscriptiones Britannise Christianae, 4to, Berolini & Londini 1876, p. 66, engraved 

from a careful drawing by the Rev. D. H. Haigh. Since then, it has been re-publisht by Mr. Haigh 

himself in his most valuable paper (illustrated with many engravings). “Yorkshire Dials”, in “Ihe 

Yorkshire Archceological and Topographical Journal”, 8vo, Parts 17, 18. London 1879. See PI. 1. and 

p. 146, 1.57. 
ORLOGIDM VIATORUM. horologe (sun-dial) of-WAYFARERS. 

■i- LODAN ME WROHTEA. j LOTHAN ME WROUGHT (made). 

An 8th (non-runic, save the w) form occurs in the lately found Knife, inlaid with silver and 

brass, supposed by Mr. Evans to be from the 9th century. See it (worte) above, p. 160. — The 

WROHTE on the Kirkdale Sun-dial (Vol. 2, p. 984) is a 9th variety of spelling. The usual Old-English 

Ms. form is worhte, but we have also woruhte. 

[writan]. See Word-row, Vol. 2. — wrjjet, Freilaubersheim, 3 s. p. wrote, inscribed. In 

0. N. E. we have ofer-wdrit, epistola, and in-wdrittena, gen. pi., inscriptionis. —- write is still 

pronounced vreet in Aberdeenshire. 

(w)dgo, Stentofte. So may the (i)tjgo of the Stentofte stone possibly be redd; 3 pi. p. woog, 

routed, slew. 

wuLF. See Word-row, Vol. 2, p. 986, and ^niwulh, jenwel, badyles, hariavulfs, HiE£UtvoL.EFA, 

HiERiwoLiEFA, ROAUL, T^NULU. — wClif, Franks Casket\ WULFIA, Istahy. Nora. s. fem. She-wolf, See 

HYERUWULiEPiA. — The tomb of GiSULF, Duke of Lombardy (died in 611) was found in 1874. On the 

stone slab which covered it was the name gisul. 

[wuLtu]. — owLtti-tEWJiA, Thorshjerg Sword. Dat. s. Mausname. wdl or wol was frequently 

written (and doubtless sounded) owl, &c., in olden days. This wulpu is of excessive Scando-Gothic 

antiquity, and meant Might, God, Glory. We have it in M. Goth. wuLtus, m., glory, wullrs, f., value: 

0. E. wuldor, wuldur, n., glory; 0. G. wdldar, glory. Doubtless the same as the Scandinavian God 

ullr, ulli. In Scandinavian-runics it appears as ULti, iuljkir. Several old Scando-Gothic names begin 

with WULDAR, WULDE, wuLTE, &c., but I have not before seen this particular compound. 

Y, under i. 
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Xhat the reader may the better grasp all the linguistic teachings handed over to us in these 

precious Scando-Anglic runic remains — the oldest we have of our noble Northern mother-tung in its 

wide-spread local talks —, I have thought it best to gather together the whole wmrd-stuff in 3 separate 

groups. For further details see the Word-lists at the end of Vols 2 and 3. In the vocables here 

given some errors may hereafter be found, for I have repeatedly said that my work is only tentative. 

We must modestly creep slowly on. Every fresh runic piece helps us to amend, in one direction or 

another. But still, whatever the shortcomings, I think and hope that in general my readings will be 

found substantially correct, and consequently that we may use with some confidence at least most of 

the considerable number of words here before us. A few years back, not even an enthusiast could 

have dreamed of getting half so many. 

All this, however, is on one condition, my being right in my main stand, that the Old-Northern 

rune-stave Y is a vowel, and this vowel a. An o^jposing school in Scandinavia has long ago decided 

(of course at once, and without appeal, and in the name of what it calls “High Science”), that this Y 

is a consonant and this consonant -e, end-E, the falling -e of a word, or of a syllable in a word where 

it is not a part of the root. — The difference is immense, revolutionizes everything. In fact so serious 

a discrepancy could only arise in the infancy of this little-stndied Old-Northern Rune-lore, when the 

material was so comparatively slender, and the few' monuments gave scarcely any acknowledged formulas. 

As fresh inscriptions continue to come in, we are better and better able to see our way. Within the 

last score years or so the number of these pieces has been nearly doubled. So I think we ought now 

to be able to decide this cardinal question, one way or the other. Let us then take the general out¬ 

come of what we this moment have. 

But in so doing let us remember, that the only honest and solid Philology is that which is 

Analagous and Comparative and Comprehensive, everywhere following facts. If this be admitted, we 

must also bear in mind the hundreds of olden overgang Scando-Gothic dialects wdiich have left no 

written trace behind them, but which have in many ways led up to those which have; — and the 

endless changes local speech has undergone even in the same landscape; — and the equal right of any 

and every Runic or Roraanlettered piece, stone or metal or wmod or parchment, to represent wdiat was 

then and there spoken, as w’ell as the later skinbooks in a partly fixt and schooled book-tung. But even 

these latter, as drawn out in Grammars, are largely falsified, scarce older or later forms being usually 

past over and the paradigms showing only the “vulgar” forms, while the words are often corrupted and 

“systematized by the editor” so as to destroy unwelcome peculiarities, sometimes the whole being what 

is called a “normal text”, — that is. wastepaper. ‘ 

The influence of time also, as well as of place, must be considered, for time wdll bring language 

in one district to the same worn standard as much earlier but very rapid development in another. And 

in general 100 years will largely alter an “uncultivated” unfixt dialect in its grammar and genders and 

syntax and word-hoard, and in the meanings' of those expressions which are not driven out by others. 

* Sfte ray remarks hereon in the paper “On the Dialect of the First Book printed in Swedish”, in "Nova Acta Reg. Soc. 

Sc. Ups. Ser. 3, Vol. 10, part 2, 4to. Upsala 1879. 
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How much more will this be the case in the lapse of 500 or 1000 or 1500 years? Such epochs 

materially re-create a language. In hingland, helpt by runes, we can follow the course of our mother- 

tung for nearly 1500 winters. Flence we can see the enormous developments from Old to Early 

English, and so to Middle and Later and Present English, — more or less in many things 5 speech- 

systems —, locally modified by scores of shire-talhs, for convenience crusht into 3, the Southern, the 

Midland and the Northern, the last further influenced by the mighty flood of wiking-settlers in the 9th 

and 10th centuries. So far therefore from the watchword of Modern Philology, “Unity and Iron Laws’, 

we must largely build on very different truths, — “Variety and endless Caprice", as all Nature thro. 

But to return. Assuming Y to be -R; even in the hands of great linguists the system has 

ended in this: most of these remains are unreadaUe, or only pa^'tly translatable with the aid of desperate 

archaisms or unknown constructions, giving meanings to say the least strange and paradoxical; or they 

are contractions-, or else they are written in an nnhiown tung invented by the rune-cutter; or else they 

are magic. One must have the Gloves of 'I'hunor to hold fast and doom a Salmon-Loke school which 

is helpt by loop-holes like these! ~ But the doctrine also says that in this olden time — say the 

first 700 years after Christ — the characteristic nominative-ending of Scandinavia was -R. Some of 

these epigraphs are much older than Mgeso-Gothic, with its exceptionally frequent and favorite -s, 

This nom. -S, (also common in forn Classical dialects), in Scandinavia as elsewhere eventually passes 

into -R, and then (Iceland excepted) falls away altogether in the Scandian tungs. But it (and not -r) 

holds on here and there in the oldest Northern runics, which show 3 nominatives in -s in the sing, 

and 1 in the plural, and it also survives locally in a score or two pieces bearing Scandinavian or 

later runes, down to the Christian age. The nom. mark was therefore of old still often -s, but never -r. 

How then could the later -r be the old and primitive Old-Northern characteristic? As nom. and ac. pi. 

ending also, this -s is largely vocalized and falls away in most of the oldest Scandian runics and 

parchments; afterwards when this plural consonant revives, the later -R for the older -s in plurals 

becomes organic in Scandinavia, where, Danish excepted which has no -R in some classes, the common 

plural mark becomes usually -R. — In the same way, we have in Scandinavia in the oldest runics 

and vellums such words as IS (our is, 3 s. pr. and our as, who or which), and was, uas (our was, 

3 s. p.). But they also soon get the weaker sound, IR, er, war, var, as in some English shires. But 

this ancient Y must not he and therefore is not a. What then are we to do with the 0. N. runic 

words actually containing it? Nothing is easier. Where it stands alo7ie, and is therefore an independent 

word or else the first letter of a word, it is simply ignored. Where it occurs in the beginning or middle 

of a word .(as in aces^n, ah. asping; fa:&ur, inofasti, laixg, lau, ticas), its existence is denied, however 

plainly it may stand; or else all the letters are pronounced contractions', should all this be impossible, 

then the whole is declared to be magic, a “magical formida". At the end of a word, as for instance in 

substantives dat. and ac. sing and nom. and ac. pi., it cannot be, for this would clash with “Icelandic 

Grammar”! Yet we naturally expect by sound “Comparative Philology" -a or some such vowel in the 

oldest Scandian in the like places, for it more or less survived there in all the most antique Scando- 

Gothic moles. 

But this whole -R system was based on the strange theory, that 07ie language 07ily was from 

the Iron Age downwards spoken over all the Scandian lands; — and that this “Old-Northern” tung 

was Icelandic^ (the comparatively modern book-dialect whose oldest specimens date from about A. D. 

1200 or a little before); — and that therefore the nom. -R ending, and the Infinitive in -a or 

or -E, and the Post-article, and the Passive (or Middle) Verb. &c. were necessarily “Old-Northern" as 

' I understand that many of the younger and more gifted speechmeo io Scandinavia are now abandoning this Icelandic- 

Old-Northern Fetish. But wlien 1 began my battle against it, nearly 30 years ago, 1 was simply ostracised, execrated and excom¬ 

municated. — Nay. Prof. Sophus Bugge, who finds it necessary and useful as an argument to assist his new theory about the 

modem origin of the .Scandinavian-English Mythology, no}U says (Studier over de nordiske Gude- og Helte.sagns Oprindelse. I, 1, 

Christiania 1881, p. 3): “Rundt omkring i Norden raadede, saaledes soni vi af Runeindskvifter niaa slutte, den feldste Jsernalder og 

Mellemjfernalderen igjenneiii. altsaa vistnok til henimod Aar 800, et Sprog, som i Lyd, Former og Oi'dforraad stod paa et ganske 

aiidet Udviklingstrin end de i historisk Tid kjendte nordiske Tungemaal. altsaa ogsaa det Sprog, hvori endog de rnldste i Sfemunds 

Edda optagiie mythisk-heroiske Digte er affattede.” JVe w,ust conclude from the Runic Inscriptions that in the Northern lands, thro 

the Oldest Iron-age and the Middle Iron-Age, in other coords apparently down to ahmd the year 800, there prevailed a language which 

in sound and forms and icord-material was in a quite other stage of development than the Northern tungs knoicn to us in the historical 

period., and thiLs very different from that mole in xvhich even the very oldest mythical-heroic poems in Scemund's Edda are ivritten. 
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being Icelandic. Hence all dialects not having these peculiai'ities were unholy and unworthy, and 

could not belong to the bcandian groujj. Moilern Scandinavian doubtless remains such, tho usually it has 

long since lost the noin. -R mark, and in many of its dialects also the end-vowel of the Infinitive, — 

just as tve have done in England. Oldest English (by mixt immigration a mixt and worn dialect-cluster) 

never had the nom. -r mark and the Passive. It was therefore a German speech, tho German at one 

time often had the -r mark, and nearly devclopt a Passive in the same way as the later Scandinavians 

by its use of sir (sigh), which in Scandia became -SK, -s, and tho large sweeps of German territory 

early dropt the end-N in the Infinitive, as was done in Scandinavia and North-England. 

But the oldest runics show that strong nouns had -s as their nom. mark, tho, as in all the 

other Scando-Gothic tangs (and afterward surprisingly in the Early English and the later Saxon &c.), there 

was a great tendency to use weak forms. ‘ Eater down the stream turns, and a taste sets in for strong 

forms (which by that time show the -s weakened to -r). — So also in Scandian as in all its sister- 

dialects. the Infill, must originally have ended in -an, tho, as in Old-North-English, this -N rapidly 

became nasalized and fell away. Old-Scandian runic Infinitives earlier than A. D. 800 are deplorably 

rare; we have as yet only 1, perhaps 2, which already end in -a, But I have found several 

examples of Scandian Infinitives in -an locally surviving on ancient stones bearing the later runes. — 

It is also now acknowledged that the primitive Scandian as little had the Post-Article as the Jutland 

dialects, the English, and all the other eldest Scando-Gothic. The Scandian Passive or Reflex verb and 

Post-Article are even more modern than the mighty Wiking outflow to England in the 9th and 10th 

centuries. They brought nothing such over with them, for a very good reason; they were not yet 

developt in their local talks at home. 

On the other hand, the moment we build on Y being a, — these 0. N. runic inscriptions can 

be redd with reasonable satisfaction, if not always with absolute certainty, for there are of course 

difficulties and we know little of the manners and dialects of old. Even some of the things cut in the 

Scandinavian or later runes have not yet been fully mastered by the best rune-smiths, particularly 

where the words are not divided by stops. We find indeed in these oldest pieces no “Icelandic”, or 

any other one governmental or Chancery “written language” over such immense countries under manifold 

local chiefs, at a period when no “Denmark” or “Norway” or “Sweden” or “England” existed. We see 

instead, here as in every other land all the world over, many nearly allied patois showing the same 

general characteristics amid endless minor differences, some being more laggard and conservative others 

more go-ahead and revolutionary in admitting phonetic and grammatical changes. In a word, holding 

fast A as the value of Y, the Jewels, Weapons, Tools, Grave-stones, bear words in the usual natural 

style, scribbles or names or local funeral formulas exactly as elsewhere, and just as we find them 

contimied by the same populations on pieces carved with the later runes. 

1 add two interesting indirect proofs2 that this Y can really only mean a. The first is, the 

well-known fluctuation and interchange in our dialects, old and new, between a and e, the monuments 

and manuscripts (even in the same line) and the folk-talks swarming therewith. Now also these oldest 

runic pieces (many centuries older than the fornest vellums) decidedly show a prevailing tendency to 

^ With regard to the multitude of local speech-forms — io such immense territories as all the Scandian and Anglic folk- 

kingdoms during the space of a 1000 years: — of a miich less land-group duviug a much less period a German dared to say in 

18.32: “The contrast between the Ohg. and the M, Goth, and Mhg. i.s immense. In the latter we find .simple and ti'an.sparent 

relationships in the roots; in the former are crowds of differences. In the one we have but one dialect, or rather no dialect at all 

but a general orthodox written language; in the Ohg. we meet a mixture of dialects, as it would seem in perpetual interweavement. 

And in like manner with the forms of infiexion.” ^ — While as to the abundance of iceak forms in the oldest Northern local talks, 

which mostly afterwards swung over to strong forms, till they at last usually fell away, I will appeal only to one authority.^ 

^ And here call attention to another, of a technical character. In the later runic alphabet, besides the usual R. (r), as in 

the older futhorc, there is a second or so-called final -R, A (or, shortened, I). By the rule, the former r is used where that letter 

belongs to the root, the second form only in falling syllables, Ac. Accordingly this A or i is the proper mark for the nom. ending 

in -R. But in fact, the latter R is often, even on very old stones, used for the former, sometimes R and A are used almost indi.-^- 

cnminately for each other. Now should the Old-Northern Y or A have really had the power of R, how has it come to pass that 

R and Y or A have never interchanged, so that — thro the whole 0. N. R. period in all the Northern lands — we have not one 

example of a nom. ending in -R? 

^ K. A. Hahn. Althochd. Gram. r. A. Jeitteles. Prag 1866, p. V. — ^ J. Grimm. Von Vertretuiig mannlicher durcli 

weiblicher Namensformen. 4to. Berlin 1858. 
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prefer the .E-sound, especially in Scandinavia'. Else we cannot explain the fact, that in them we have 

often E or E where we otherwise certainly expect a, and that some of the ristings show no a at all! 

It is chiefly in the dat. s. m. that the a suflters little change. Remembering that the usual a (t) is also 

stoopt (A), as the usual e (M) is also stoopt (Ul), let us take examples from each Scandinavian province: 

Tanum, Sweden.1 

Skarkind. ,,  2 

Mojebro, ,,  2 

Bjorketorp, .7 

Valsfjord, Norway.2 

Tune. .5 

Torvik, ,, .1 

Orstad, ,, .2 

Thorsbjerg, Denmark.1 

3 Vi Moss pieces, ,,  2 

Gallehus, ,,  2 

Kragehul, ,,  1 

28 

E. 

5 

6 

9 

24 

5 

15 

4 

6 

1 

14 

5 

14 

108 

E. M and E together. 

— 5 

— 6 

— 9 

4 28 

1 6 

4 ' 19 

— 4 

— 6 

— 1 

2 16 

2 7 

4 18 

17 125 

Thus 28 A to 108 e, but to 125 e and e. — There is not the same large predominance of 

E (and e) in England, in whose provincial slightly-modified futhorc Y is a, T eA, yA, and P is a, a, 

(while the exceptional Brough stone, which has no E, retains the Scandian 4, for a), the F remaining E. 

Y. T. P- /I.A. A. E. E. E and E tog 

Thames Knife .... 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 

Nethii’s Casket.... — 1 — — 1 3 1 4 

Ruthwell. — 6 24 - 30 24 21 45 

Dover. — 1 — — 1 — — 

3 Thornhill stones . . — 2 3 — 5 5 22 27 

Brough. __ — 15 ^ 15 ■ — 8 
r ® 

Lancaster. — 1 — 1 2 1 3 

Northumbrian Brooch . — 1 — 1 1 3 4 

Bewcastle. — — 11 — 11 2 15 17 

Falstone. — — 1 — 1 8 7 15 

Hackness. — 1 — 1 1 1 2 

Franks Casket .... — -- 10 -- 10 10 12 22 

1 11 53 15 80 57 92 149 

The proportion is here only 80 a to 57 E (149 E and E together). — Old-English words are 

sometimes cut in Roman letters, and we all know what the Roman a is; at all events we are sure that 

it was not -R. And we have also one bi-literal stone (Falstone) in England, the English words being 

carved in Runic staves on the right hand, in Roman on the left. The Runic (?) E is given on this stone 

by Roman ae, and the Runic P by Roman a; but the latter vowel only occurs in one word, sadle, 

which is not yet found on any 0. N. runic piece in Scandinavia. -®9red's Ring is inscribed with micct 

Runic and Roman letters, among which last is the word ah. Now let us take advantage of all this. — 

Nothing is less doubtful than the common formula of ownership, N. N. OWES (OWNS,, possesses, enjoys) 

ME, &c., where we have the 3 s. pr. of the verb agan, to own, in its many local sounds, a, ah, eh, 

0, OH, 12 runic examples. (The eh, o, oh — as having no a — T do not use here). Let us now see; 

' This floating dialectic .e for a in Scandian codices, -wliich the Old-Northern monuments show goes back to the rerj' 

oldest times, is discust by Rydqvist (Sv. Spr. Lagar 1, 386 and 4, 16. 158) and by Axel Kock (Sprakhistoriska Undersdkningar om 

Sven.sk Akcent, 8vo, Lund 1878, p. 142). They give dilFerent explanations, both of them as I think equally unsati.sfactory. 
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Scandinavia. 

A, Y. Orstad, Norway. 

AH, YH. Sigdal, ,, 

AH, YH. ,, ,, 

AH, YH. Thorsbjerg, Denmark. 

AH, Ypi. Vi Plane. 

England. 

AH, Piq. Northumbrian Brooch. 

AH. ^Sred’s Ring (this word in Homan staves). 

The Chatham Brooch (Vol. 2, p. 586) and the 

Sutton Shield (Vol. 1, p. 290) all in Roman letters, ^lfghji 

ME AH, jElfgiui me owns, and ^dvwen me ag. 

And let us apply another test, and see how the usual later Scandian a, H. answers to the 

0. N. Y, /k, in those very few words yet found on these monuments which happen to coincide, a inter¬ 

changing with P, as usual. Let us compare: — d^g^, Einang, Norway; dYh, Osthofen, England; 

Mansname, nom., now in Scandinavia dag, in England DAY. — f^ihido, Einang, Norway; Brac- 

teate89; fPijceso, Ruthwell; f++jo, Flemlose, 3 s. p.; fXisu, Brough, 3 pi, p. fawed, made, cut, carved.— 

fYsur, Vordingborg, Denmark, F+tR, Osby, Sweden, ac. s. FATHER. — hjdil^g, Buzeu, Wallachia; -liLic, 

Brough, England, nom. s. f. holy. — geen^L^iEJEN, Tune, Norway, LOAF.fellow, Husband, dat. s. m.; 

hlPford, Ruthwell, England, LOAF-giver, Lord, ac. s. m. — HJi:RrwoLiEF/k, Stentofte, Sweden, nom., 

hYriwulfs, Rafsal, Sweden, gen. Mansname. — wYs, Fonnas, Norway, 3 s. p., w,^s, Ruthwell, England, 

1 s. p. ir,AS; WiES, Tanum, Sweden, 2 s. imperat. be! — ST/EIN^, Tune, Norway, ac. s. m., ST+iN, 

Freerslev and Heines, Denmark, n. s. m. stone. 

Another argument is, taking this vocalic fluctuation in a wider range, and remembering how 

undoubtedly a, m, e, o, u, i, &c. pass into each other often in a way no “laws” can always explain, let us 

take two words, which accidentally and happily occur several times, and see what they show. The first 

little handful is the word for runes, nom. and ac. pi. fern. We have it 5 times ending in Y, i,, = a, RONOA, 

BUNA, RUN^A, RUNYA, RUNOA. Let US, as commanded, write ronor, runr, runj^r, rdnyr, runor. Well 

and good. These words can pass, tho not strictly “Icelandic and Grammatical”, as respectable specimens 

of Middle-Scandinavian. They all have the wisht for -R. But we have two other ei^ually undeniable 

forms, RUNG on the Norse Einang stone (3rd century), and rfn^ on the Norse Brooch (6th century). 

What are we to do with these? They are both in the ac. pi., governed by a verb meaning made, 

wrote, cut, rung f^ihido and wr^et run^e. We see that the system breaks down. If we may say run.e 

and RUNG, we may also sayRUNA’. — Once indeed we really have rnr (carved short for runar, to save 

space); but this is on the invaluable Danish overgang Freerslev stoue^, which all admit to be late, not 

older than the 9th century, thus Middle-Danish in the Wiking period. And as to this ending in -a, 

-JE. -0, let us honestly bow to the fact of this vocalic ac. pi. ending surviving on at least two score 

examples of RUNA, RUNi, rung in grave-formulas in the Scandian or later runes, — in other words not yet 

having gotten the now incoming ac. pi. mark -R. 

The second tiny cluster is the Scandian word for low, grave-mound, barrow, in the sing. nom. 

(? m. or n.). of which 1 have spoken at length Vol. 2, p. 849 foil. It occurs as nom. thrice, always 

preceded by the name of the deceast in the genitive singular, and the inscriptions on the 3 grave-blocks 

are all perfect, no one letter is broken away. The Norse Stenstad stone (3rd century) reads: igingon 

HiEL^A, IGING'S LOW, with the drawl or vowel-richness in B.MLME of which we have so many examples 

on these monuments both in Scandinavia and England in the oldest days. Now here also we may say 

HiEL^R, tho what the meaning of the whole then will be T cannot say. (Prof. S. Bugge writes that we 

must read halar — for, having no A, he makes M into a —, and that this is = hallar, nom. s. m., 

a slab, fiattish stone, tho this particidar stone is nearly round, and tho this word-form has never before or 

‘ I believe that the Y = -r school now proposes to get out of this difficulty by taking RDNO, rcn>e as accus. sing. feni. 

(all the other forms being ac. pi. f. as usual), they translating runo, rcn^ by runic inscription. I only answer, that this use of the 

word as a singular has never yet been found on the hundreds of later stones bearing this formula, and that when it was wisht to 

express this meaning on the Scandinavian-runic blocks the term employed was runa-raI', or, when both staves and winds were 

included, runa-ritar. 

* This costly Freerslev stone, which see, has several such shortenings of words by omission of vowels, for reasons of 

space. Such contractions are rare. Where there is plenty of room, it is unreasonable to say the words are contracted, if they other¬ 

wise can give a good meaning. 
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since been found in 0. N. runic times for a grave-block). Well, let us do so. — But then we have 

on the Norse Bo stone (3rd century): HNiEBMJ:s (or hx^bd^s) hljciw^, ej^uEBMEWS low, for there 

surely can be no doubt that the word and the formula is the same; and on the Swedish Skiirkind 

stone (3rd century) we read: scii>iE leuw.^, SKlTE’S LOW, also clearly the same word and formula. — 

Now here again if -M and -iE are correct, surely the ending in -a is equally to be expected. — On 

the Norse Sigdal stone (5th century) we have again L.a£EWE (or possibly L^iWiSi) in the ac. s. for LOW. 

And generally, with regard to vowel-fluctuations, overgang-forms, dialectic and development 

differences side by side in the same land and often on the same monument or in the same manuscript, 

let us take a veri/ rapid glance at such things. For instance the Infin. ending, now, (where not other¬ 

wise or fallen away altogether in local dialects), -a in the book-tung of Sweden and Iceland, -E in that 

of Denraark-Norway, in only 13 lines of the oldest Scandian laws, omitting those of Norway-Iceland, 

which hold fast -a. The dates are, about: West-Gotland, Elder, 1290, p. 3; lounger, 1350, p. 81; 

Upland, 1300, p. 11; Sodermanland, 1330, p. 25; Skone (and Runic, which agrees), 1325, p. 3; Bjorko, 

1345, p. 113; Gotland (26 half-lines), 1350, p. 7; Helsingland. 1350, p. 5; East-Gotland, 1350, p. 3; 

Westraanland, 1350, p. 4; Smaland, 1350 — 1400, p. 103. Of course the page referred to is that in 

the last and best editions, by Prof. Schlyter. 

A. M. E. 0. 

West-Gotland, A. 2 13 1 

B. 21 1 

Upland. 1 13 

Sbdermanland. 3 10 

Skane. — 6 1 

Bjorks. 2 5 

Gotland. 9 

Helsingland. 2 10 — 1 

East-Gotland. 13 

Westmanland ........ 10 

Smaland. 13 4 (Thus 76 a, 62 .4;, 2 e and 1 0.) 

The Danish nearly everywh&re -M. But there is a particular formula in some of these Early 

Laws, and in Norse from 1250—1350, Icelandic (Gragas), 1250 and 1260, and Danish (Jutland, 1290), 

— the solemn words of Baptism. 

West-Gotl., A. i namn fajiurS oc suiier oc and^S helagliA. 

(This codex has also fA{.)ir, n. s., fiEjjur, ac. s.) 

,, ,, B. i nampn fathurs oc sons ok thees hajlgliA andA. 

Sbdermanland. i namn fa|3urs oc sons oc |jes height andA. 

SmMand. j namn fathurS oc suns oc thes hselghiE and.^. 

Norse. j nafiiE (namfnE, nafni) fAdur (foSor) oc sunAR oc andA hseilags (andANs hajlghA). 

Gragas. 1 nafuE (nafni) fAuSor (fo5ur) oc souar oc andA heilagS. 

Jutland. i fAthsers nafniS (nafn) oc sunS oc hin hselghae (heelegh) andse (and). 

We will add the oldest English, from the Gospels, &: Engl, a, about 1000, S. E. B, ab. 1170; 

North-Engl. c, ab. 950, N. E. 0, ab. 1000. 

South-Engh, A. on naman f..Eder and suiiA and |)£es lialgAX gastes. 

,, ,, B. on naman f^der (fAder) and sunE (sunA) and |3as halgEX gastes. 

North-Eugl., C. in noma fadorES and sunu and halgES gastes. 

., D. in noman teder and sunU and |.i£es halgAX gastes. 

The only other very old copy is the Frankie, about 850. 

in namen fAter inti sunES inti thes heilagEX geistes. 

Now we see here that these differences do not mark “nationality”, they are too intermingled. 

They are merely the fluctuation of weak and strong forms, the greater or less falling away of the nasal, 

and a word or two assuming a particular meaning in a particular province at a particular epoch — 

which is always happening everywhere. Thus gast has not yet been found in Scandinavia in this sense, 

and in England ond, and, is little known and only provincial. 
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ac. suntJM. 

,, sunU. 

,, son. 

But the most striking words here are father and SON. Let us look at them in gen. and ac. s. 

Sanscrit g. s. pitur, ac. pitarAii; g. s. suuos, 

M. Goth. ,, (?fAdrS, ,, ?fAdar); ,, sunAUS, 

Icelandic fOt^ur. f09ur; „ sonAR, 

Ceedmon (A. D. 680) in his North-English First Song has gen. s. fAdur, but the .South-E. 

copies give fiEder; while the oldest English has otherwise g. s. fadores, fa5doreS, fadEres, fadrES, f'jEder, ac. s. 

fj;der, fAder; g. s, suuas, sunES, simu, sunA, sunE, and in ac. s. sunA. suniE, sunE, sunu, soiio. — The 

0. Fris. has g. s. fEder, federES, feders, feiders, faders, ac. fEder. And in the speech-groups called 

High-German and Saxon the same diversity prevails. Thus Graff gives g. s. f'Ater, fAtir, faterES, ac. 

fAter. fAtir, faterAN; g. s. sunES, sums, ac. sunu, suno; and M. Heyne for the oldest Saxon g. s. faderA, 

ac. fAdaer, while Schiller and Lhbben in their Lexicon give both vader and vaders as gen. from the 

same document, dated 1303. — In the later runes we have simply endless fluctuations in the different 

cases. As gen. s. fasdr, fotur. and 2 examples of fa^ijrs; as ac. s. 35 different shapes, among them 

the valuable fapura, FAtURi, fasuro, fadsura, distant echoes of a source whence came the Sanscrit pitarAM. 

I have mentioned the 0. E. Gospels. These 4 nearly coeval monuments, translations of one 

original but in 4 independent local dialects in one land, are a linguistic treasure no other Scando-Gothic 

kingdom can show. But the mine has never been workt. It awaits more than one “digger”. 1 will 

only give, as specimens, a couple of the nuggets, for they in a hundred ways explain and defend my 

0. N. Runic A. At the same time I may remark that in A the infin. ends in -an, in B in -an and -en, 

in C commonly in -a, otherwise -E, now and then with an -n, D usually -an. otherwise -A, or -E. 

South-E. A. South-E. B. North-E. C. North-E. D. 

A son, n. s. sunu, suna sunu, suna, sune sunu, suna sunu,suno,suna,sune 

g- sunu, sune, suna sune, suna, sunas. sune, sunu, sunes sune, suna, sunu 

' sunes 

d. suna sune sunu, sune sunu, suno, sunse 

ac. sunu. sune sune,sunse,sunu,suna sunu, sona sono, sunu, suno 

ac. pi. suna sunes suno, suna, sunu sunu, sunes 

Brother, g. s. bro5or, bro5ur bro6er, brohor brohres brojner 

ac. pi. gebroSru,gebrohra gebrohren, gebro9- bro5era, broker, gebro5er, broe|3re. 

ran.itc. gebro()re,Ac brohra, bro()ero,itc broOrte, bro{:»er,&c. 

Name, ac. s. naman name noma noma 

Twain, two. twegen twegen tuoege twegen 

Dove, ac. s. culfran culfran cLilfre (columha) 

Hands, d. pi. on handum on hande in hondum hondum 

Kingdoms, ac. pi. ricu riche, rice ricas, ricu rice 

Devil, n. s. sceocca succa wi5erworde wijjerwearde 

Pinnacle, d. s. heahnesse heahnysse horn-sceaOe heh-storre 

Down, adv, ny|)er niSer ufa hidune nij;)er 

Betrayed. belffiwed belsewed gesald afongen 

Shadow, d. s. scade scede scuia scade vel scua 

Saw, 3 s. p. geseh geseah gesseh sae, gesseh, geseegh 

Shoes, ac. pi. gescy gescy gesceoe scoas 

Hand, d. s. handa hande bond honda 

Us two, d. unc unc (lis, usig) unc 

Fan, n. s. fann fann (ventilabrum) windiu-scoful 

Threshing-floor, ac.s. }.iyrscel-flore |3yrscel-flore bere-tun beere-flor 

Grasshoppers, n. pi. geerstapan gserstapen (loGustee) greeshoppa 

Adders, g. pi. nseddrena n^eddreua eetterna nedraua 

Prophet, ac. s. witegan witegan, witega witgo,witga,witge I witgu 

Star, n. s. se steorra se steorre stearra, gen.stearres |.ie steorra 

ac. sfeorran steorran, steorre sterra, stearra steorran, steorra 

Child, ac. cild chyld cuffiht cneht 

Eyes, n. ac. pi. eagena, eagan eagan, eagen egna, egan ego 

Tide, time. tid, fern. fern. masc. fem. fem. neiit. 
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Add, n. and ac. pi. n. Seeds, seda; Works, werca; Words, worda; Lands, londo (as well as 

LOND and land and jeceras); gen. pi. Trees, treuna; Wives, wifen; ac. s. f. and n. JJeed, meden and 

mede, mearda, mearde, heard, Mseso-Gothic mizdon; d. s. f. W^e's mother, swegran, M. G. swaihron; 

Hand, ac. s. f. handa, handJ':, Mseso-Gothic handd; and hundreds of other such things. 

One valuable feature in these Northern Gospels is the wonderful number of 1 s. pres, in -UM, 

-OM and (the -M nasalized) -0, &c., as compared with the very few in the S. Engl, moles, — one only 

being left in modern English, — I a-m, am — while in Scandinavia not one is left, now that eg EM 

has died out in Iceland, where it lived long side by side with eg er, which last has killed it. The 

onlv example of this 1 s. pr. in 0. N. runes is the IH bim (i be, = i am) of the Norse Fonna.s Brooch, 

left in German in rcH bin, in Fris. bin, and prov. Fris. San, Saxon bin and sin. As a proof, in this 

direction as in others, how little theory is able a priori to fix the course of facts, 1 will mention that 

in the 2nd vol. of Th. Wright’s valuable “Vocabularies" is, Vol. 2, p. 98—124, a glost list from the 

8th century, taken from No. 144 in Corpus Christ! College, Cambridge, and apparently written in 

Canterbury. In this Latin-Euglish Gloss, — all by the same man with the same pen and ink on the 

same parchment, we have 1 example of verbs in the 1 s. pr. indie, in the oldest ending -UM, 7 in -u, 

9 in -0, 1 in -a, and 2 in -E. If now only a leaf containing the -UM or the -E were left, what would 

a critic say as to the speech-forms and age of this codex? — In Sweden, where the iak jem is extinct, 

some districts still keep up the olden 2 s. in two forms, est (our art and the Ice), ert) and ES (as 

in .Sanscr. ASI and M. Goth, and still English is), and the 1 plur. erum, e’m, the popular iE, E, er. 

the ARO of the book-dialect, are in England. 

No division of words into time-periods is quite satisfactory, For convenience, I have groupt 

those here from the earliest to A. D. 400, from 401 to 800, and from 801 downwards. But I have 

also given the whole results from the beginning to 800, adding tabulated endings where needful. Eng¬ 

land, being a colony, of course comes in after 400. And the Bracteates &:c. are thrown together in the 

401—800 epoch, tho some belong to England, either struck there or by artists using the 0. English 

futhorc. — I will now hazard a few very short and cursory remarks, merely to oj^en the subject. 

NOUNS to 400. Nom. s. masc. ending in -s, of which I have spoken above, 3 examples (-as, 

-^S, -INGS); in -A and -,^a, 4 ex.; in -0 and -u, 5: in -E and -r, 3, besides -iNGRi, -ingi, -ONG, -ung. — 

Nom. s. fem. in -^a and -ia, 2 ex., besides -ingoa and -ingae. — Nom. s. neut. in--EA, 1; in-iE, 2. — 

Gen. s. m. in -^S and -is, 2, but also 3 in weak terminations, -M, -ingon and -ingjen. — Gen. s. f. 

in -u, 1. — Dat. s. m. in -A, -Mk and -ia, 11 examples; in -E, 1; in -iEN, 1. — Dat. s. n. in -i, 1. •— 

Ac. s. m. in -M, 4. — Ac. s. n. in -m, 1. — Nom. pi. m. in -£S, 1. — Gen. pi. n. in -M, 1. — 

Ac. pi. f. in -0, 1. 

Now these facts speak for themselves. They caimot be all “misredd” by myself or “miscut" 

by the writers. And the Tables-from 401 to 800 show the same general features.' And in this latter 

period, where English pieces come in, the English endings are substantially the same as those in the 

Scandian mother-country. 

ADJECTIVES, 1 to 800. The Gotho-Scandian forms already agree — from the slurring of 

the -N — with the 0. North-English, which here as elsewhere is the key to the rapid leveling 

Scandian development, as compared with the English Midland and especially with the Southern English. 

PRONOUNS, 1—800. Several costly archaic forms, the 0. Scandian and the 0. Engl, throwing 

light on each other. 

VERBS, 1 — 800. I have spoken of the 1 s. pr. indie. — Exceptionally iuteresting here is the 

3 s. pres., which unhappily but naturally occurs so very seldom in the oldest runics. The usual 

Scando-Gothic ending is, as we all weet, (-TH, -T, -D, &c.), which goes back to the earliest known 

Aryan times. In modern English it is still formally -th, but actually and conversationally and commonly 

and in the book-language this -th is lispt into -S. More than 1000 years ago this -S had become the 

usual N. E. mark of the 3 s. pr., which it still is, but in this dialect it had then as now (in 

North-English) mostly crept-in also as the mark of the plural present. In Shakespear’s day it was by 

a very narrow chance that this North-country -S in s. and pi. did not gain admittance into the accepted 

book-dialect. In olden and modern Scandinavian the 3 s. pr. ends in -R, not -th. How is this? 
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Again the 0. N. E. helps us. We see that as in N. England the -th was lispt into -s, so in 

Scandinavia with its quicklj growing distaste for -s it was further softened into -R. In modern Danish 

this -R (like the -s in N. English) has even become the common form also in the plural, and this 

revolution is silently spreading into Sweden and elsewhere. In fact we have examples of it as old as 

the Middle Age both in Iceland and Sweden. Such things begin much earlier than we sometimes suspect. 

1 have said that we have no very old Scandian 3 s. pr., none in the Old-Northern runes. But 

there is one comparative exception, tho not very old, for 1 cannot give it a higher date than the 9th 

(lentury. But as bearing one of the 0. N. runes it is overgang and conservative. The famous Piets house 

at Maeshowe, in the Orkneys, was for some 3 year-hundreds the resort of Scandinavian wikings, and 

its slab-built walls are covered with their scribbles, man}’’ of them quite short in the regular John Bull 

style, merely the name, or N. N. cut this, N, JV. carved these runes, others a little longer and ending 

N. N. wrote this, &c. One of the oldest of these ristings reads: 

CORNR S^R1>. RJilSTO. 

Both these short sentences seem risted by the same man, who in the first has used the later A and in 

the latter the older % for o, perhaps merely to show that he was acquainted with both. But whether 

all inscribed by one person or no, the words are so simple that probably few will dispute the translation: 

a-THORN SORETH. IIJELHI RISTED (cut this). 

Should we take the first words figuratively, as was common in the warlike wiking age, of course the 

meaning will be: a-war~THORN (=, javelin or dart or spear) woundeth. But however this may be, 

the whole is most orthodox middle-Scandinavian. We have the familiar nom. R-mark of that time, and 

the everyday Scandian mansname helgk, and the olden 3 s. p. -0, that verbal ending so common in the 

earliest days. — But then we have the 3 s. pr. SiERt, ending not in -r as we had expected, nor even 

in -s, but in the still forner -t, -th. Now what is this -f? Is it English, pickt up in Northumbria, 

or is it a first example of the oldest Scandinavian 3 s. pr., brought over from some “slow” backwood 

dialect far away in the Scandian home? Northumbrian, however, in the 9th and 10th century had 

already long ago generally adopted the sibilant -s; while the -r in pornr and the name h.-f.t.ht are not 

Northumbrianisms. The likelihood is therefore nearly a certainty, that the t in SiERt is oldest Scandinavian. 

If so, it is excessively costly. Should the reader say no, no harm is done. 

I have spoken of the 3 s. p. in -0, &c. But as to the 3 plural past. We have one most 

ancient Scandian instance of this 3 pi. p. ending in -UN, the d^lidun of the Norwegian Tune block 

(3rd century). The other oldest 0. N. runic examples are N. English (date 680), and are in -UN, -ox 

and -u, the -x early tending to fall away in N. England, which it soon did entirely in all the N. English 

and Scandinavian vernaculars. Now a whole mountain has been made out of this molehill, this precious 

but unfortunate DiELiDUX. Tho this final -x is in common to all the known antique Scando-Gothic 

tungs, and lived-on in South-England (“Book-language” England) to the 14th and 15th centuries, and 

is at this moment the fixt form in the usual Frisic and Dutch and Saxon and German — an immense 

slice of Scando-Gothic Europe —. we are called upon to believe by my learned opponents that this 

end-nasal could not possibly, even once, be kept up locally in a venerable dialect like that inscribed on 

the fine Tune monolith, which all its critics agree cannot be much later than the 3rd year-hundred after Christ! 

But let us turn the argument round. In England by the 14th century the -x in this 3 pi. p. 

was usually gone, only the -E (in the -ex) being left. About the same time Scandian writings had also 

come to the same stage, -a, -e, the Swedish still mostly keeping its older -0, -U. By the 15th 

century the -E in England has almost perisht, and has never been heard or seen since in English. 

This final slur was reacht in Scandinavia a couple of centuries later, and at this moment all the living 

local Scandian talks (Icelandic excepted, which has always held fast its -u), as well as the Dansk- 

Norsk book-language, have entirely dropt the vowel. The Swedish book-tung still insists on its useful 

and expressive -o in strong verbs, but numbers of careless and uneducated Swedes have given it up. 

Thus the Scandinavians and English have practically come to the same result in the same way, only 

the Scanclians made great haste as to the -X, while they were more backward and slow in casting off 

the remaining vowel. — What, then, should we say, supposing that England had no really old parch¬ 

ments to help us, if, on some person modestly and quietly showing that he had found this 3 pi. p. 

in -X on an antique runic piece in England, he was met by the “infallible” protest — that such an 

instance was “absurdly impossible”? 
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PREPOSITIONS and adverbs, 1—800. Call for no remark. Again we see how the -n is usually 

nasalized (I for in, o for on) in N. England and Scandia, tho instances occur in much later Scandian 

remains of both in and on, while in Midland and Book-English it continues to this day. 

As far as I can see, there is only one conclusion from the whole. With the facts staring us 

in the face, we must admit that manifold dialects were in continual growth and change thro the 

Northern lands, tho in the oldest time all agreed in their bolder features. But local developments and 

fluctuations of population and settlement went on unceasingly (as they do still) both on the Scaudian 

main and in the English colony; disparities multiplied, and in time the great Scandian and Anglic 

branches show differences wide indeed. The Scaudian creation of its Post-article and its Passive was 

itself a revolution, equaled only by the large Romance elements which became so much more interwoven 

with the English than with the Scandinavian. — But in Scandinavia itself, as in England, how greatly 

do not the “languages” and “dialects” differ! At this moment the wntten languages of Scandinavia, 

however near, cannot be generally redd out of the country, and translations from Danish-Norwegian to 

Swedish and the reverse go on daily. The spoken dialects are very many in each Scandian land, and 

folk in the one district can often not understand the natives of another, — just as a Londoner is 

helpless face to face with a poor Cumberland “statesman”, books in the broad North-English almost 

unreadable by a common Englishman. But the Scandian talks in general (specially the Danish) greatly 

liken the English (especially the North-English). and a farm-laborer (from Jutland for instance) can 

after a couple of days be hob and nob with the peasantry in Northern England and Southern Scot¬ 

land — the olden North-English march. — Now in the Old-Northern Runic age all these folkships 

could get on well together, while they were also very closely allied in speech and blood with the Frisic 

and Saxon clans (some of which took part in the settlement of England), the Old-High-German 

showing greater diff'erencesh Only one of all these Scando-Gothic offshoots has real organic variations 

of weight, pointing to peculiar development by intermixture &c. — the Mseso-Gothic. This talk stands 

considerably apart from the rest — has become a kind of Gothic “Icelandic from its excessive 

sibilation, its peculiar or archaic forms, and its Middle Verb, and it probably differed in some of these 

things from those other Gothic clans whose talks we have lost and of which we consequently know 

nothing. But even as we have it — a regulated schooled Chancery book-dialect — Mseso-Gothic, like 

every other tung, has its curious abnormities and exceptions and absurd contradictions within itself, — 

and is no more worthy of being made a tyrant-fetish than Icelandic or Sanscrit. 

I need not add that the words in these lists which may wear the same general outward shape 

may actually mask several independent roots, — that the meanings of some words we shall perhaps 

never know, — that the same ending may be borne by words of different genders, — that the date of 

these runic pieces has only been fixt approximately, and so on. We know very little of all such things 

as yet. How should we? Few and far between are the lights which glimmer over the elan-lands of 

our forefathers lOOO years before and after Christ. We may learn a little more in time, if we work 

hard and theorise less. But whatever we can now master as to this Old-Northern language, we have 

learned from the monuments. ^ These therefore we must respect at all hazards, whatever systems may 

have to give way, and even tho the upshot should be that much of our boasted “Modern Philology’ ~ 

with its “iron laws” and “straight lines” and “regular” police-ruled developments — is only a House 

halt upon the Sand! 

1 This is noie acknowledged by Prof. S. Bugge (in his new work on the Northern Mythology, I, p. 28): “Dets nordiske 

SarpTfeg er paa dette Trin saalidet udfoldet. at man med Grund kan betegne Sproget som kun en gennansk Dialekt.” Its [the 

Scandinavian tung's] Northern characteristics are in this stage [down to the end of the 8th centurg] so little develop., that we may well 

call the language a Teutonic [= Scando-Gothic\ dialect. 

^ Thus here. They show us 3 examples of -E as sing. nominatiTe-mavk older than the assumed date 801 after Christ. But 

ALT. these 3 (the two Danish, rcNtR, Frederiksberg, RHcrLFR, Helnfes ; and rho,eltr, Vatn, Norway) date from the last half of the 

8th century, somewhere about 800. The other, yet older, nominatives have all either no consonantal mark or that consonant is -s. 
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NOUNS AND NAMES. To A. D. 400. 

Masc. Nom. 

SWEDEN. 

-<En£eh£e; Fino; Hseislee; Heei-tiii*; Hsering (but tlceringce if we divide Hcerinqce qUeuqcF)', 

Ilseuc; Siaeeluh. — Gen. Scijise; Trfewinggen. — Dot. Freewsersedsea; Oj^ua. 

Fein. Nom. 

Nmt. Nom. 

Ginia. Seeligsestia. 

Leuwae. — Acc. Leugse. 

]\[asc. Nom. 

NORWAY. 

Deegse; God^gses; Hao; Ingost; Leerase (? Lsedse); Lia; Wiwiln. — 

Gen. Hnsebmses; Igingon (? fern.). — Dat. Ajjgea; gseHselseibasn; Hsegustseldia; 

Mirilsea; Sseg(a); Pewsea; Waeringcea; Woduride’. — Acc. Steeinae. — Nom. pi. 

JErhmg^s. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neul. Nom. 

./Erbingffi; Dohtr; Ecwiweea; NoJjuingoa. — Ac. pi. Runo. 

HaelaBa; Hlseiwse. 

Maftc. Nom. 

DENMARK. 

.^gedseg8es(li); .^isg; Echlew; Erilsea; Gisliong; Hseringee; Hseriso; Hleung; 

Ua3£e.s9Buwingse; Lej^ro (? Lu|:»ro); Luse; Taeling; Tij^as; Tunba; Pe; Will; 

Wiis(a). — Gen. ^s-ugis. — Dat. Holting«a; Owlj?ii-]:)ew8ea; Wiyu-bigi(? se). — 

Acc. Hsegselae; Horna?; (or also ac. pi. neut.) Smuh«. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. 

Niwgeng-mseria. — Gen. Riigu. 

Ac. pi. Hornse; (or also ac. s. m.). — Gen.^pl. .^Ige: L£e-orb(£e). 

Masc. Nom. 

Neut. 

THE GOTHIC MARCH. 

JEh\\ Reeningge; Tilserings. — Gen. pi. Gutse. 

Dat. Wi. 

]\lasc. Nom. 

Fern. Nom. 

I^eut. Nom. 

NOMINAL ENDINGS. 

SWEDEN. 

-ing(?se); -o; — Gen. -se: -ingsen. — Dat. -a; -sea. 

-ia’. 

-se. — Acc. -ffi. 

NORWAY. 

Masc. Nom. -a; -se^: -ees; -o; -u: — Gen. -ses; -ingon. — Dat. -a (?); -sea*; -sen; -e^; -ia. — 

Acc. -se. — Nom. pi. -ses. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. Nom. 

-sea: -ingse; -ingoa; -. — Ac. pil. -o. 

-sea. 

DENMARK. 

Masc. Nom. -a (?^); -Ee‘ (? *); -sea; -as; -e; -i (?^); -ing; -ingffi^ -o^; -ong; -ung; — Gen. -is. 

— Dat. -sea^. — Acc. -se^. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. 

-ia. — Gen. -u. 

Ac. pi. -£B (?) — Gen. pi. -se. 

Masc. Nom. 

Neut. 

THE GOTHIC MARCH. 

-se; -ings; -u. — Gen. pi. -se. 

Dat. -i. 

OLD-NORTHERN. 

Masc. Nom. -a {V)\ -sea; -ses; -as; -e; -i (?'): -ing^ -ingse^ -ings; -o^ -ong; -u; -ung; -®. — 

Gen. -se; -ses; -ingsen; -ingon; -is. — Dat. -a (?^): -sea"^; -sen; -e; -ia. — Acc. -se"*. — 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. Nom. 

Nom. pi. -ses. — Gen. pi. -se. 

-sea: -ia®; -ingse; -ingoa. — Gen. -u. — Ac. pi. -o. 

-se®; -a?a. — Dat. -i. — Acc. -*. — Gen. pi. -se. 

50* 
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ADJECTIVES & PARTICIPLES. To A. D. 400. 

NORWAY. 

Dot. s. m. 

Dat. s. m. 

Nom. s. f. 

Nom. s. f. 

wiTiEl (defin.). 

DENMARK. 

.^:g.£Stia (sup. def.). uoiE (defin.). 

THE GOTHIC MARCH. 

H.£IL^G. — Dat. s. n. Nio (defin.). 

OLD-NORTHERN. 

— Dat. s, m. def. -a; -£ei. — Dat. s. m. mp. def. -eestia. — Dat. s. n. d^. -o. 

Nom. pi. neut. la. 

Nom. s. Ec. 

PRONOUNS. To A. D. 400. 

NORWAY. 

DENMARK. 

VERBS. To A. D. 400. 

SWEDEN. 

2 s. imperat. Wses! — 3 s. pr. siihj. -^gi. 

NORWAY. 

3 s. p. Fseihido; Worsehto. — 3 pi. p. Dselidun. — Inf. (Set)a. 

DENMARK. 

1 s. pr. Hseite. — 3 s. pr. Ah^ 0. — 3 s. p. Tfewido. —2 s. impei'at. Gee^ He. — ? Jnf. Niyffi. 

OLD-NORTHERN. 

1 s. pr. -e. — 3 s. pr. -. — 3 s. p. -o^ — 3 pi. p. -im. —2 s. imperat. -®. — Inf. -a; at (?). 

-/Sifter. 

Gee gin. 

PREPOSITIONS. To A. D. 400. 

NORWAY. 

DENMARK. 

A; Ai; Heer. 

ADVERBS. To A. D. 400. 

SWEDEN. 

NOUNS AND NAMES. From 401 to 800. 

JSIasc. Nom. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. Nom. 

SWT.DEN. 

^bee^; Sllu; Erileea; G^fing; Ileeidar-nmo; Hseriwolsefa; HeejDuwoleefa: Hauf[mukri; 

lit; Mmlse; Mwsyouiugi; Ssea}); Dorlasf; Uliser; UansGbeereeh. — Gen. Hoeges. — 

Dat. ? -Sawclffi; Bseruta (? fern.); ilyj.'iuwulsefa; Hyriwulsefee; Leea; Syoeeneea. — 

Acc. Feelee; Ihase; Ruma; Steenee. — Gen. pi Heelheeda; Helfehedduee. 

Slheker; Hyeruwuleefia; Ollja. — Dat. Sllu; Unboseu. — Acc. Miicnu; 

Ro; Ukisi. — Nom.pl. Ginse-runaea; Rimoa. — Ac.pl. Gino-ronoa; Runoa; Runya. 

_^anb. — Dat. Tuina. — Aom. .Ilidear-ningno. 
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Ma&c. Norn. 

Fern. Nom. 

Nmt. Nom. 

Masc. Nom. 

Fern. Nom. 

3Iasc. Nom. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. Nom. 

Masc. Nom. 

31asc. Nom. 

Fern. Nom. 

Neut. Nom. 

Masc. -a^ 

-a; 

NORWAY. 

Ace|.)8en; Asping; Boso; Laing; Mirilffi; Rhoseltr; ? Ssemfieng; SserEelti; 

Pnrmujj; Unnbo; TJ]:i; ? Wsetteet. — Gen. Msenis. — Dot. Hiligeea; Icwaasuna; 

Iddsen: IiijAngaea; W^rua. — Gen. pi. Dee|.iyon86; Ileeldseo. 

Dselia. — Gen. Goi|3u: (0)]:)c(u). — Acc. Ciaego; Reew, Roase, Roae. — Acc.pl. Runse. 

lod; Lau. — Acc. Lseewe. 

DENMARK. 

.^ni; AEuair; Nura-kiij^i; Rhuulfr; Ruulfasts; Steein; Triibu; Tu; Dlwhyo-funjlDr. — 

Gen. Hurnburse; Sui[)^ks. — Dat. ? [sing|5£ea. — Acc. Bru|iur-.sunu; Fajiur; 

Ku|.)umut; Stain. 

Ul.i^ict. — Acc. Frui. 

ENGLAND. 

-^gili; ^Icfrith; .^leubwini; Alla; Alwiu: ^Dred; Baeda; Beagnoj^; Cadmoii 

Krist^: Cuhl; Ciinung; Kung; Da3gnmnd; Dah: Dom; Eadbierht; Eadred 

Eanred; Els; Eomter; Eomaer: E|ielberht; Fisc-flodu; Gisl; Gyoslheard; God^ 

Gonrat: Gudrid; Hweetred; Ikkalacgc; Isah; Lonsewore; Oeki; Olwfwoljiu; Osbiol 

Oscil: R^heebul; Reumwaliis; Romwalus; Wodsen; Wop; Wol^gai’: Wulfliere. — 

Gen. Alhs; Kiininges; Ecgfri|;)u; Heafanses; Hronses. — Dat. iEli; Breodera; 

Buciaehom; Dermg(8e); Ecbi; Eomse: ErFa; El^elwini; Hroethberlitse; Roetberhtse: 

....rhtae; Mungpeelyo; O^dse; Raira; Sighyor: (tru)mberehct. — Acc. AlcfrijDu; 

Berchtvini: Ciinibal]); Kiining; Ciiningc; Cu|3bcere(hting); Dcep-stan; Fergenberig; 

Galga: Greut; Ellafard; Houh; Laiciam; Onswini; Oswiung; Sigi. — Nom. pi. 

gibro|.>sera; Men. — Gen. pi. Myrcna. — Dat. pi. Strclura. — Ac. pi. Men. 

Claceo; Kuneswi|3a: Kiinnburug: Hilddi(g)uj3; Hildi|3ruJ}; Igilsuil:; Wiilif. — Gen. Cearungia; 

Cimokoms; Coinii; Gseliea; Ultyo. — Dat. Berlitsui|)e; Birk’nio; Eateyonne; 

Rodi: Romsecsestri; Sowhula; Saule®; Winiwonseyo. — Acc. Aclihck. — Dat.pl. Sorgum. 

Gen. Dsebs; Licses; Rices. — Dat. Beornse; Bergi; Blodoe; Gear. — Acc. Becun^; 

Brok; Ciiombil-bio; Lic-bcccun; Sig-becn. — Dat. pi. Heafdum. — Ac. pi. Ban. 

THE GOTHIC MARCH. 

.^Elll. 

BRACTEATES, &c. A. D. 401—800. 

Alu^; uiEniwulu; zEnwll; ^nosenae; Auto; Beartigo; Cornilio: Cun(ung); Ku(nung); 

Dseituhse; Ecmu; EltiF; Elwu: Feewse; Foslseu; Fuwu; Geeeecallu; Gal; Glse; 

Hama: Hhlaeeedu-uigse-; Huthu; Ichiay; Inki; Ito; Laoku; Lul; NafiaB; N«|.)uy£eng; 

Niuwilse; Otfe*; Oti; Owie-alut; Ssebser; Sihmywnt; Suuedromdh; Tase; Tallwe; 

Tsenulu; Tsewon; Til; Tissecg; Tvto; Twied; Dasco (or Busco); Dur; Wseigse; 

Uyeeyliil; Uodn. — Gen. Tenaes; Tenes. — Dat. AEselseuceea; .^Isewinae-; .^lewin; 

Alte-uilaea^ ^ohaa3£e; Aji; Aulilyose; Esej^leeua; Houaea; Laeucsea; Laewuloucsea; 

Tiwitae. — Acc. Uelyae. — Gen. pi. Heldrea. 

VoG. - Icaea, Yaeca, Ycaea^ Ykcaea, Yia, Ygoja, Ugha; Saelaew, Saelu. — Dat, 

Aivomia: AE|}odu; Auasa; Cunimudiu; Elwaeo; Glyoffiu-giauyou; Haeraengu; 

Liliaffiiwu. — Ac. pi. Ila^iticae; Runoa. 

Acc. Uia. 

NOMINAL ENDINGS. 

SWEDEN. 

; -se®; -aea; -iugi -iDgL -o; “W; -u; — Gen. -es. — Dat. -a®; -ae^; -aea. — Acc. -a; 

-aae. — Gen. pi. -a; -uae. 

-ia. — Dat. -aeu: -u. — Acc. -ae*; -i; -o; -u. — Nom.pl. -aea; -oa. — Ac.pl. -ya; -6a^ 

— Dat. -a. — Nom. pi. -o. 

Fern. 

Neut. 
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Alasc. 

Fern. 

Neut. 

Alasc. 

Fern. 

Alasc. 

Fern. 

Neut. 

Alasc. 

Fern. 

Neut. 

Alasc. 

Fern. 

Neut. 

NORWAY. 

-a; -£6; -ceng; “iog; -o; -r: -u; — Gen. -is. — Dot. -a®; -£6a; -®u; -ingssa; 

Gen. pi. -geo; -yonge. 

-ia. — Gen. -u^ — Acc. -aas; -ae; -o: -. — Ac. pi. -ge. 

-^. — Acc. -e. 

DENMARK. 

-i^; -r^; -s; — Gen. -se; -inks. — Dot. -sea? — Acc. -u; -■*. 

— Acc. -i. 

BRACTEATES. 

-a; 93-“; -e; -i: -o^ -on; -u^®; -“. — Gen. -aes; -es. — Dat. -a; -se^ -sese; -«a®: -yose; 

— Acc. -yse. — Gen. pi. -sea. 

Icsea, Yseca, Yc^ea^ Ykcsea, Yia, Ygoea, Ugha; -u; -. — Dat. -a: -seo; -ia; -iu; -u^ -you. — 

Ac. pi. -incse; -oa. 

Acc. -u. 

SCANDINAVIAN OLD-NORTHERN. 

-a^ -se“; -«a; -e; -P; -ingi, -iug^ -seng; -o®; -on; -r®: -s: -u“: -il; — Gen. -se; -aes, 

-es^: -inks; -is. — Dat. -a®: -se®: -sese; -aa (?9); -sen; -iiigsea: -yoas; -®. — Acc. -a: -se^ 

-ase; -u; -yse; -^. — Gen pi. -a; -sea; -seo; -use; -yonffi. 

-a; -ia^: Icsea, Yseca, Yc£ea^ Ykcsea, Yia, Y'gasa, Ugha; -u; -. — Dat. -a; -seo; -seu; -ia; 

-iu; -u (?5); -you. — Acc. -ase^; -ae; -se; -i; -o^; -u; -. — Nom.pl. -^a; -oa. — Ac.pl. 

-se; -incse; -oa^: -ya. 

— Dat. -a. — Acc. -e; -u. — Nom. pi. -o. 

ENGLISH OLD-NORTHERN. 

-a^; -e^; -p; -u^; -uiig; -g; -us (Lat.); — Gen. -ses^; -es; -s; -u. — Dat. -a®; -33®; 

-i*; _yo; — Acc. -i®; -u®; -ing, -ingc, -ung; -. — Nom. pi. -a; — Gen. pi. -na. — 

Dat. pi. -um. — Ac. pi. -. 

_a: -o; — Gen. -ia; -iea; -s; -u; -yo. — Dat. -a; -seyo; -e®; -r: -io; -yonne. — 

Acc. -. — Dat. pi. -um. 

Gen. -ses; -es; -s. — Dat. -se®; -. — Acc. -®. — Dat. pi. -um, — Ac. pi -. 

ADJECTIVES AND PARTICIPLES. A. D. 401 — 800. 

' SWEDEN. 

Nom. s. m.asc. lilse (defin.); Mse (defin.): Sbse (defin.). — Dat. s. neut. Niu (defin.). 

NORWAY. 

Nom. s. masG. Nom. s. fern. Inglsk. 

ENGLAND. 

Nom. s. masc. Almeyottig; Aluwaldo (def.); Gasric; Grorn: Modig. — Nom. s. fern. Ailic; 

giDrcefed; biGoten; bistemid; Timj); giwundad. — Nom. s. neut. Dun. — Dat. s. 

masc. Lanum. — Dat. s. 7ieut. Fruman (defin.). — Acc. s. m. lukc; Lim-wcerigne; 

Riicnse. — jicc. s. neut. Al. — Nom. pi. masc. yEj^jjilse: Fusse; Giu])easu; Iwoegen. 

— Acc. pi. masc. Ale. — A.cc. pi neut. Da, 

BRACTEATES. 

Nom. s. masc. Hse-curne (defin.); ? Lz|3in. — Dat. s. masc. Sehs-cunse (defin.); Tille (defin.); 

Ungse® (defin.). 

PRONOUNS. From A. D. 401-800. 

SWEDEN. 

Nom. sing. Ec, — Nom. s. masc. Sse. — Acc. sing. M*c, — Nom. pi fern. Ssea; Usa. — Gen. pi. masc. 

Dcrse. — Acc. pi. fern. Dyiya. 
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NORWAY. 

^oin. s. ferti. Hu. — Acc. s. fern. Yoiee. — Acc. s. neut. Dgetsea. — Nom. pi. neut. la. 

Acc. s. niasc. Sin, — Acc. s. fern. Diseu. 

DENMARK. 

ENGLAND. 

Nom. sing. Ic7, Ik, Ib. — Nom. s. masc. He*. — Gen. s. m. His®. — Gen. s. neiit. Psees. — Dot. s. 

masc. Him. — Dat. s. fem. Her®. Daei\ Peer. — Acc. sing. Mic^, Mik, Mec^, Meh, Mse. — 

Acc. masc. Hinee®; Pee, The. — Acc. s. neut. Pis; Peet. — Dual acc. Ungeet. — Nom-. 

pi. masc. Hise®. — Dat. pi. Us. Acc. pi. Us. — Acc. pi. masc. Hise. 

Dat. s. masc, Jmse; Pam. 

BRACTEATES. &C. 

VERBS. From A. D. 401 to 800. 

SWEDEN. 

1 s. pr. Heete’c. — 3 s. pr. ^h, 0. — 3 pi. pr. Ilsebo; Mselse®. — 3 s. p. Dseude; Hiuk: Oeeg; 

(r£eis)ti: Saete; Wterjit, Weerit*, Riuti; AYortaj. —• 3 pi. p. (I)iigo (or (W)ugo). — 

Imperat. 2 s. Geea. 

NORWAY. 

3 s. pr. A, Ah®, 0, Oh. — 3 s. p. Fy|;)ffii; Was; Wr^it^, Wrseet. — Imperat. 2 s. Ah®. 

DENMARK. 

3 s. p. Kserjji; Fa{)i; Sati. — 3 pi. p. Truknajiu. 

ENGLAND. 

I s. pr. Bim; Yce. — 3 s. pr. Ah®, Oh; Coecas; DrygyJ); Rees; Sbseraedh. — 3 pi. pr. Fegta|). — 

I s. p. Darstse, Darste; bineald; Hnag; aHof; Wees. — 3 s.p. Becketo; Fmdde; Faucejm, 

Fuj,)e; onGeredse; aGrof; Het: anof; aRcerde; Ysetae, Sete, Settle, Settae, Scettce; giswom: 

Walde; AA^ar]); AA ses: AVolk; AA^orh#e; Urit. — 3 pi. p. Kwomu: Faijtu; binealdun: 

aLegdim; Setton: bismeeredu; gistoddun. — 2 s. imperat. geBid! gieid! Wis«! — 2 pi. 

imperat. giBidsej), geBidaed, geBideed, gieiddad, geBiddaji, geBiddseji! — 3s.pr.subj. Helipas; 

Iwi; Lice; iismte. — Inf. Buga; Hfelda; Hiewan; gistiga. 

BRACTEATES, &C. 

s. pr. ^nn®. — 3 s. p. Fihsedu: Hseg; flu; Vraito. — 2 s. imperat. Gib! Hse®! Te®! 

PREPOSITIONS. From A. D. 401 to 800. 

SWEDEN. 

Yfffita; .^t, Et; I (or Uti); I; Mut; Uti (or I). 

NORWAY. 

? ^t; Ute. 

DENMARK. 

Aft, ^ft. 

ENGLAND. 

Aft, After. AEfte, iEftar, rEfter", iEftter", Aeftaer*, beAftaer; Ift; JEt, At; Fora, Fore, Fiir; In=, I*; 

Mils*; Of; On*, 0; Ti, Tyo. 

BRACTEATES. 

To. 

ADVERBS. From A. D. 401 to 800. 

SWEDEN. NORWAY. 

.^Eiu; Gen, Geuw; Flseerfe, Herse; Ni; Nu. Ao; Hser(eE). 
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ENGLAND. 

Aici: And, End; Ean; Fearran; .^Etoadre; Her; Hwe|jra3: Ni^; Eac; Sare; Der^, Dser. - 

BRACTEATES. 

Nil. 

NOUNS AND NAMES. From 801 to —. 

SWEDEN. 

Masc. Nom. Enruk; Halstun; liaeuri; Inofasti; Ruti; Samsi. — Gen. .^smuts: Hariwulf.s. — Dot. 

Roaul. — Acc. Fa|n’; Sigi; Stun; Sul; Tseen. — Nom. jjl. Stainar. 

Neni. Nom. Kearstin. — Gen. Unu. — Dot. Mariu. 

Neiit. Nom. Rinsii. 

NORWAY. 

Masc. Nom. Aluer; Bonte; 0|nnkar; Prestr; Toue; Formu|^; Forrsonr*; Fort. — JDat. .^nsasgui. 

Fern. Nom. Ossk. JDat. Sikktale. — Acc. Auik; Kloko. 

DENMARK. 

Masc. Nom. A(Rfik)I; .^slaikir; Olufr: Skser; Siuar|>; Stsein; Tyw; Unitr. — Gen. Kunuselts; Rulialts; 

Sikwidfs; Sunar; Tadis; Fular. — Acc. Stain. — JDat. pi, Sal-haukum. 

Fern. Nom. Sol: For®. — Gen. Afai; Inkwr. — Ac. pi. yEr-^^^nar. 

ENGLAND. 

Masc. Nom. Emuudr; Hffilhi; {HI)vdwyg; Myredah; Onlaf; Rikarth; Tidfirj^: Fornr. — Gen. Eadvlfes. 

— Dot. Osberchtae. 

Fern. Nom. Dai. Mertlie; Sav(le). 

Neut. Nom. Dat. .^sboa. 

BRACTEATES, &C. 

Masc. Nom. lauligr; lohn; lulieni. — Dot. laujDini; -Simi. 

Fern. Nom. Dat. .dEmiliu. — Dat. pi. Birkoiinuin. 

ADJECTIVES AND PARTICIPLES. From 801 to —. 

SWEDEN. ENGL.AND. 

Dat. s. fern. Uena (defin.). AJasc. s. nom. Jernr; Siuilfurn. 

PRONOUNS. From 801 to —. 

SWEDEN. NORWAY. 

Dot. s. Dik. — Acc. s. m. Sin; Fansi; Fonise. Acc. s. f. Fissa. — Nom. pi. f. Sije. 

DENMARK. ENGLAND. 

Gen. s.f. Singer. — Ac. pi- f- Fisi. Noin. s. Fis. — Nom. s. m. He. — Dat. s.f. This. — Acc. s. Meh^ Me. 

VERBS. From 800 to —. 

SW’EDEN. 
3 s. p. j$la; Kor|jc, Karj^i; Risti; W?’aiti. 

NORWAY. 

3 s. pr. Oh. — 3 s. p. G (? = Gar|^e); Styopte. — 3 pi p. Leto. — Inf. Styopa. 

DENMARK, 

3 s. pr. Huiler. — 3 s. p. Raisti; Uk. — 2 s. imper. Al! 

ENGLAND. 

3 s. pr. 0; Is; Sffirj). — 3 s. p. Brokte; Feg(de); R;nisto; Sete: IWrokte. 

BRACTEATES. 

3 s. p. Fyidi; Ho, Hiing. 

PREPOSITIONS. From 801 to -. 

SWEDEN. NORWAY. DENMARK. ENGLAND. 

Yuir. I; Aa. 0. 0, On^ To. 

ADVERBS. From 801 to —. 

NORWAY. DENMARK. 

Ok, Uk. Afta; Harse; In; Iwika. 

BRACTEATES. 

I; On. 

ENGLAND. 

Faer. 



FRESH FINDS, 

RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR INSERTION IN THEIR PROPER PLACES. 
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YISBY, GOTLAND, SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1250 — 1300. 

From the original, now in the Hmahy Mmev.m, Smaland, Sweden. Drawn, full size, hy 

Prof. MAGi^US PETERSEN. The wood-engraving hy J. F. ROSENSTANP. 

Golden finger-ring;, f'onnd in the summer of 1880 by workmen digging near Visby, south of 

the town. It was sold by them to a Goldsmith in Visby, who disposed of it to Cand. Phil. 

S. A. Bergsoe, of Cheapinghaven, then staying in Visby. That gentleman, knowing my taste for runic 

studies, kindly allowed me to purchase it from him, and it is now in my son’s Collection at Husaby, 

in Smaland, Sweden. The runes were at once remarkt by the goldsmith, but no one could read them. 

This is not wonderful, for they are the Old-Northern letters. The ring is well preserved. As to the 

inscription, I have shown this piece to a dozen of the most distinguisht antiquarians in Sweden and 

Denmark, and all have come to the same opinion — that the staves are undoubtedly genuine, and as 

old as the roundel itself. This was my own impression from the beginning, but I would not move till 

I had consulted our best experts. 

Things being so far absolutely safe, our next step is to date the circlet, for the runes cannot 

be older than the object on which they stand. But this I could not do. The general shape — the 

Bezel-Ring — is of every time, is found in Asia more than 2000 years ago, then becomes Byzantine, 

thereafter late Roman, so Middle-age, and is made still. The particidar type, however, with its 

characteristic Fleur-de-lis and leaf-ornamentation, was something for itself. No such specimen is in the 

Danish or the Norwegian Museum. So I took the opportunity of a visit to Stockholm, and askt the 

help of Hans Hildebrand, the Swedish Riks-antiquary. He kindly explained everything, at the same 

time showing me more than a dozen similar Rings in the Stockholm Collection, all or nearly all from 

Gotland. Several were found with Coins or other things fixing the date, and he was therefore able to 

determine this as the last half of the 13th century, now and then even later. He added that this 

particular type was Venetian and Mediterranean. Introduced to Visby by some merchant-prince, it 

would seem to have become quite fashionable in Gotland. 

We have now Old-Northern rune.s on several objects comparatively late, the result of local 

taste and tradition. We need not therefore be surprised at finding such on this elegant annulus. They 

are still more striking as being reverst, reading from right to left in the olden way. The staves are 8 

in number, but, being graven on the inside and therefore somewhat worn, are not always quite clear. 

The more central letters, the nofas, are plain enough. But the first i and the last ti are dim. Still 
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they are there, as all the best judges are convinced. Weakest of all is the last i, and one or two 

experts are not sure that the ivp'per part is continued lower down. But held in a proper light the ring 

shows this lower part also, tho feeble from a bend of the metal here. The whole word (and inofast 

is as good a name as inopasti) is simply the name of the owner, here found for the first time. The 

runes thus say; 

INOFASTI. 

TOKYIK, HAEDANGEE, NOE WAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200 — 300. 

From materials Icindly furnisht hy il/ess’'® b. e. bendixen and a. lorange, Bergen. Chemityped 

hy Prof. MAGXUS PETERSEX, of the size. 

The finding of this precious block was first made known to me by Mr. Lorange, Keeper of 

the Bergen Museum, where it is now preserved. Further details and a cast of the runes were after¬ 

wards communicated by him. Additional information came in from his energetic antiquarian colleague 

Hr. Lgerer Bendixen of Bergen, as well as from Prof. Olaf Rygh, Keeper of the Christiania Museum. 

For everything here given my readers have therefore to thank the friendly zeal and courtesy of these 

learned diggers. The granite grave-minne is about 8 feet high, and came to light as follow^s: 

51* 
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A local paper, “Soiidre Bergenhus Folkelidende”, first announced the find. Hr. Bendixeu 

obtained preliminary help from the Parish Priest, Hr. Stub, and from the owner of the ground, the 

yeoman Kristoffer Torviken, and thereafter himself examined the mound and its surroundings. Hr. B. 

writes: -‘The homestead Torviken is in the Parish of .Jondal, Strandbarm Deanery, on the northern or 

rather the western side of Hardanger-firth. The farm-buildings stand a little aside, a low woody crest 

separating them from the firth, while the farm itself stretches round a pretty little lake. I had not 

expected such remains in the district, as nothing has hitherto been found here. Two hows, however, 

once stood on this site, but they have long since been cleared away. They were probably from the 

Early Iron age, as they had grave-chambers. The third rasse, now to be described, stood on a natural 

bank or hillock N. E. of the homestead. It had a foot-ring of stones, some of them unusually large, 

and within this a heap of smaller cobbles mingled with earth. Turf covered the whole. At the bottom 

was a nearly unbroken laver of ashes and charcoal, and in many places small heaps of burnt bones. 

Thus many burials had‘taken place from time to time. Near the west of the center was a large 

grave-chamber. Unhappily it had been long before broken open and plundered, for all the roofing-slabs 

were gone, and consequently the kist was full of stones and soil, no fragment of the grave-gear being 

left. At the one short or gable end stood one slab, at the other were two. Each long side was made 

by 2 slabs placed lengthways., the one thicker and larger than the other. Both the long slabs were 

straight cut at the one end. slantingly broken at the other. While carrying away the mould out.dde 

the chamber, was pickt up a brim-bit of the peculiar flower-pot shaped clay urns (Prof, Rygh’s Norske 

Oldsager, Nos. 370 — 7), which mark Early-Iron graves in Norway. It had a gray color, was slightly 

burnt, and was stiftened with asbestos-fibres. The ornamentation was rich, lines slanting and horisontal 

and vertical, in bands and grdups. ’ There also came to light a few burnt bones, a large bent iron 

clinch-nail, some horse-teeth and some doubtful bits of iron. All the slabs but one were of a darkblue 

loose slate. The exception was — the rune-be.4RER, one of the large side-stones, which was of fine lightgray 

granite. It is 2.30 meters long, 0,84 m. broad, and about 0,08 m. thick. The kist has been about 3,30 m. 

high, 0,03 m. broad, and the height that of the breadth of the side-stones. As I have said, the rune- 

stone was broken aslant at one cud, but at the other had been cut off straight. In this way one letter, 

the last, has been shorn thro, aU'l thus its one arm and the half of the central staff has perisht. Ihe 

runes, about 10 cm. high, are rather shallow, but are, I think, the plainest and broadest incised I have 

ever seen. Not one stave is doubtful. The cause is not far to seek. Lying for centuries inside the 

baiTow, it has been sheltered from wind and weather, man and beast. At the one edge, part of the 

natural surface remains; but otherwise the block has been drest quite smooth, before the letters were 

inscribed. It must have stood somewhere as a minne-stone. Thereafter it has been taken away and 

used as building-material for this Early-Iron grave, a bit being struck off at the end. to make it fit in. 

Of course a long time must have gone by, ere this desecration could have taken place. I have now 

purchast it for.the Bergen Museum, to which also the few grave-laves have come. — We shall never 

get the missing rune-bit, or letters, if more than one. The owner searcht long and carefully, but found 

nothine; and as far as I could see, this was the only piece of graystone in the tump. The peasants 

said, that no such stone existed elsewhere in the neighborhood.” 

Mr. Lorange would place the grave (in which the runestone lay) a little later, perhaps in the 

Middle Iron-Age. Both gentlemen might agree in the average date of the 6th yearhundred. dhis will 

give us a couple of centuries for the great chieftain’s funeral slab to be so far forgotten by his mighty 

kindred as to sink into mere common stone-lumber. 

This,-then, is the first Old-Northern grave-pillar found as bnilding-gear in a still later heathen 

tumulus. Great numbers of Ogham stones have been met with so employed. The runes, mostly 5’/2 

to 6 inches high, are of the oldest types, as are the word-forms. The date I have given this megalith 

cannot, therefore, be far wrong. 

As we see, the Y has lost its left arm, from the shortening of the block by the kist-builder. 

This letter was therefore Y (a). This gives us once more the usual formula of 2 names, one in the 

nominative and the. other in the dative. Should aught else have followed, it may have been the 0. N. 

word for wrote or r.aised or SET (wr*eituE on the Reidstad stone; rung fj<ihido on the .Einang stone), 

or something such. 
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Ihe A above the m and before the w, I look upon as certainly a stop, a dividing mark. On 

the Gallehus Golden Horn this same mark, turned to the left and smaller, (C), is used as a dividing 

stop between the first word (echlew) and the second (iEGiESTiA). Should this be so, it is the first 

instance of such an overpvt divisional mark on any Old-Northern piece. 

Here, as so often, we have W, the shorter type for both W (d) and (m), and therefore, 

where we have not both D and in the same inscription, only to be redd by the help of the context. 

We shall never know which was intended; but the family and neighbors had no difficulty, for they 

were familiar with the forthfaren’s appellation. Both LiEM^ and lmdm are olden Scando-Gothic names, 

tho scarce, occurs sometimes in Old-Swedish documents, and is perhaps the Danish family-name 

LEJIME; it flourishes in England as lame, leem (and laming and leeming). The latter may be left in the 

Longobardic lethu, the Ohg. laitu, lethu, ledi (placed by Forstemann under lath), would seem to be 

the Danish leede and lehde, and lives on in England as lade and laid. — In the later runes we have 

WIRING once or twice in the form UIRIKR (should this be = uirinkr); in Ohg. it is waring, wiring, with 

the womansname w'.eringa. In England the family-name ware, weaee, waring, wearing, are common. — 

Thus these names LJ:MiE (or LiEDiE) and w.^eing here occur for the first time on any 0. N. runic 

monument. — Confining ourselves to what is now on the stone, the risting is: 

. LJiALE {or L.EDJi:) WJERING.EA. 

(or LjED^) to-WJ£RlNG. 

June 1881. Hr. Bendixen has now publisht a short notice of this find, engraving the runes, 

in Aarsberetuing fra Foreningen til Norske Fortidsm. Bevaring, 1880, Kristiania 1881, p. 49. — In the 

same volume (p. 17 of^his overprint) Hr. A. Lorange, the Keeper of the Museum, has also given a 

page to this find, using the same woodcut of the staves. 

SiEBO, HOPREKSTAD, SOGxNEFJORI), NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800. 

Ckemitvped by Prof. MAGtsus petersen from the onginal, now in the Bergen Mnmim. ihe whole Sword 

and its trade-mcirh (or ornament) I — 0th of ihe size, the runic name-inlay full size. 
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My learned friend the Norwegian old-lorist A. Lorauge, the accomplisht Keeper of the Bergen 

Museum, has for some time been engaged in a new and most interesting branch of study .— the 

character and fabrication of the weapons left to us from the Wiking period. I'he Swords have excited 

his particular attention and already with the happiest results. He has made important discoveries 

concerning them. One piece he has found to bear an Old-Northern runish inscription. With his usual 

kindness he has given me the necessary details, which 1 now submit to the reader. 

The old brand now before us. No. 1622 in the Bergen Museum, was found in 1825 with some 

other Iron objects in a grave-mound at Ssebo, near Sognefjord. But Mr. Lorange, after carefully 

cleaning the blade, first perceived the staves and ornaments in 1881, and hastened to forward me 

drawings, afterwards with extreme courtesy lending me the original weapon for my examination and the 

use of my artist. The whole Sword is 0,975 long, two-edged, and with a broad hollow rand running 

nearly to the point. In this hollow on both sides near the haft, in chinks puncht in, small bits of 

twisted steel wire have been hammered and welded in the metal, forming letters on the one side and 

an interlaced pattern on the other. This is the first time that runes have been found in Scandinavia 

on so old a war-blade, altho such rune-ristings are often spoken of in the earliest traditions. And as 

to the technical execution of these marks, steel on steel, Mr. Loraiige’s careful examinations have led 

to new conclusions. He has gone thro all the Wiking-brands in the Bergen Museum, and has found 11 

others bearing similar inlaid marks. But all these have either large- Latin letters, or else lines so 

injured or doubtful as to give no meaning. The same net-pattern however, or interlaced ti*ade-mark, 

is seen on 7 or 8 of these 11, and all of them, however differing in details, show that they belong to 

the same group. This is further proved by the surprising circumstance, that 6 of them bear in Roman 

letters the maker’s name vlfberhet (—ulfberht = wulfbeeht = wulfbright), a well-known Scando-Gothic 

name here for the first time found in Scandinavia. And it is remarkable, that blades manufactured by 

this .Swordsmith have been found in Norwegian graves from Flevne in Southern Tronyem to Hedrum in 

Laurvig’s Amt. The Sword in the Danish Museum engraved in Worsaae’s Oldsager fig. 495 (and in 

Undset’s Norske Oldsager i fremmede Museer, fig. 28), is similarly inlaid with the same name: and 

Dr. I. Undset has kindly informed me that in the Guild “Prussia’s" Collection in KOnigsberg is pre¬ 

served a Sword from the Wiking time, found in a lake in the province, identical with that engraved in 

Worsaae, and made by the same sword-smith. Thus we have already no fewer than 8 of these 

Wiking-blades with the same maker’s name and the same trade-mark. 

Mr. Lorange has further informed me that many of these brands are also damascened, showing 

that this peculiar decoration has by no means been rare in the Wiking period. We have to thank 

these minute investigations of Herr Lorange for the discovery, that among the hundreds of Wiking- 

swords preserved in the Norse Museums not only one damascened piece could be found, but even many 

such, not inferior in execution to the beautifully flowered Swords in the Danish Nydam Moss (from the 

last half of the 3rd century). Thus this technical skill is no novelty. It has come down from generation to 

generation, and there is now no doubt, or no great doubt, that these damascened blades are not made 

abroad, but are manufactured hy Scandinavian swordsmiths. We shall know more, when Herr Lorange 

publishes his work on the capons of the Wiking period. Meantime I have given this blade rather a 

hii>'h date, partly because it bears OW-Northern runes, and partly because the oh (later a in Scandinavia) 

and the ulfberhet (later ulfberht) are both of them so very antique. For it is apparently clear that 

on all these (tURMUi and ulfberhet) swords the trade-mark, however shortened or lengthened by 

repetition of the strokes, is the same, has the same type. In this case cuRMue’s brand was made for 

him by ulfberht, 

Now on narrowly examining this runic blade, we see that all the letters are Old-Northern and 

reverst, reading from the right to the left. Only' the first, the % is slightly damaged, but not more so 

than that there is no doubt about it. {^Since my drawing was made, the inscription has been 

injudiciously treated in Denmark with strong acid, and has suffered.) The first 2 staves are oh, an 

older 3 s. pr. of the verb aga(n), to owe, own, possess, otherwise in Scandinavia in the shorter and 

later form a. Thus OWNS, has, possesses. Then comes the sign for thur, 4:*, here clearly used pho¬ 

netically, as followed by MUt, thus the common Northern mansname thurmuth. But the stave for M is 

also interesting, it being a hitherto not found O. N. variant, [7], a simplification of the variant on the 

Brough stone and elsewhere. Thus the whole risting is: 
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OH tURMUl'. 

OTFiVs (possesses-me) thurmuth. 

In support of this interpretation I will add, that in Goransson’s Bautil No. 25 is a large 

rune-block in cypher, and not yet redd. At the top is an ornate Christian Cross, more or less “Maltese”, 

while at the' end of the rune-writing is another small one. In the center of the stone is a wiking-ship. 

But among the runes ’is, this same Thor’s mark, which may have been used phonetically for i>UR. 

Captain W. H. F. Abrahamson (“Thors Hammers Tegn” in Skaud. Litt. Selsk. Skrifter, 1810, p. 237) 

very judiciously supposes, that this stone was raised in memory of a man who had embraced the 

Christian trow but still held fast the heathen'. *I have now taken them both; let that help which is 

strongest'. As is well known, this Swastica, variously modified, very frequently stands alone as a Cross 

on runic stones. 

As we have seen, this Thur-mark is here plainly before us as a ivordsound. Have we 

parallels hereto elsewhere? Yes! As to the Symbol itself, we can trace it back as a Holy Mark in 

all times and lands in Europe, Asia, Africa and America, and as Christian from the Catacombs to 

modern Churches. In its earliest Eastern Home it was the Sign of the great god, the god of dat, 

THE LIGHT-GOD, LIFE EVERLASTING, IHTRA ill the Sanscrit world, THE FORTUNATE AND UNCONQDERED. Hcnce, 

as Creeds fell away while the Holy Mark remained, it could as well represent the Classical jupiter or 

HELIOS as the Persian jiitra, and so of local Gods everywhere. In Scandinavia, as we know, it figured 

the Hammer and Might of thu(no)r. But when a stronger than thu(no)r came, it would naturally pass 

over to him, and, like all the other Cross-types, from the oldest East to the latest West, here and 

there went over to Christ. 

We have a proof of this in Ireland. This symbol is found among the Kelts there as far 

back as the 5th and 6th century, but very sparingly, sometimes on stones bearing Ogham inscriptions. 

It has now turned up on an Irish incised Cross, probably of the 5th yearhundred. This monument 

stands near Tober (the Well of Saint) Brigid, not far from the village of Cliffony, County Sligo, on 

one of the steps of which 2 small Roman Crosses, of great antiquity, are shallowly cut or puncht in. 

It is thus described by Mr. W. F. Wakeman: “The most interesting feature, however, at the well or 

pool is a rather rough unhammered block of hard reddish sandstone, measuring 2 feet 11 in. in length, 

by 10 in. in breadth, and about 5 in. in thickness. This stone is apparently of the monumental class, 

and just one upon which an ogam inscription might be expected. It presents, however, no lettering of 

any kind; but upon one of its larger faces has been deeply inscribed, or punched, the figure of a cross, 

of the kind usually styled Celtic, on the head of which, as shown in the accompanying illustration 

[here copied half size. Heliotyped by Pacht], that very remarkable symbol, known to antiquaries as 
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Croix Gammee, Filfot, Swastica, Hammer of Thor, Boodhist Cross, &c., occurs. Of the pagan origin of 

this peculiar form of cross, there can-be no question.”’ 

This felefoot, then, is a survival from far-back heathen times into the Christian. Carried from 

land to land by waves of settlei-s, it reacht Ireland in an overgang epoch when the older Gods were 

drawino- back and the Lord Christ showed himself the mightiest and took their place, together with 

some of their symbols. Accordingly, we have here not only a rude Keltic Christian Cross, but a 

symbolical Crucifix, Christ on the cross. . The + simply spells christus, just as distinctly as if it had 

been written in Oghams or Roman or Runic letters. It stands where the Head of the Redeemer would 

rest. — I cannot say what the peculiar ornament over the Cross was intended for. It may have been 

a kind of Nimbus or Glory; or the well-known scarf of Night, the darkness at the death of the 

Redeemer: or perhaps merely equal to the superscription “Hic est jesus REX JODiEORUM”. In any case 

we have here a Crucifix-monument standing alone in all the Christian West as to age, and the plain 

survival thereon in Christ's stead of the Holy Swastika God-mark T*. , 

In the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, 4to, Vol. 27, 1879, pp. 41—46, Bishop 

Charles Graves gives ■ 2 instances of very old Irish stones, inscribed with the Irish Cross, bearing the 

Swastika. One has this Holy Mark d' on the front below the Cross, which would be equal in sound to 

CRUX CHRISTI. The other, besides an ornamental Fylfoot below the Cross on the front, has another such 

near the top of e^ch small side and a plain Cross on the back. But neither of these stones has the 

Swastika so peculiarly placed, as on the tober brtgid Cross jus.t sjjoken of. 

I have even found this olden symbol used in the same way in a Christian Manuscript. On 

the titlepage of Mr. Tollemache’s Ms. of Orosius in king Alfred's 0. Engl, version, a vellum whose 

lowest date is about 920 A. D., are rough but ready pen-and-ink drawings of the 4 Evangelists, 

symbolized, a touch of vermillion being here and there hurriedly added in the sketches. Beginning at 

the top to the left, we have in a roundel “aquila” [= Johannes], an Eagle down to the middle; outside, 

right, “Bommtts woster lohannes". — Right of this, in a circle, “agnus dei marcus”, and the figure of a 

Sheep, a nimbus round its head; a book is between its fore legs. This early symbol of St. Mark is 

very rare. — Right of this, a little lower, no frame, “lucas”, the bild of a butting Ox. — Below, large, 

well and boldly drawn, a nimbust man, “matheus”; he kneels, holding in both hands a Box (he being 

a Tax-gatherer). Not often found as his type. 

Now the first of these 4 figures, the Eagle, grasps a Cup, from the top of which issues a 

Serpent or -Dragon. On the outside of. the Beaker we see the Name of Christ or the Holy Mark of the 

Bedeemer, in red. All this is in reference to the well-known legend that, before his banishment to 

Patmos, he was sent to Rome by Domitian and twice exposed to a dreadful death. A vessel filled with 

strong venom was given him; but, uttering the name of CHRIST, he drank it unhurt, a Snake or Dragon 

darting out of the cup. The only way by which the artist could paint this sound was by the mark 

which spelt it, and which was sometimes used instead of it. So here; carelessly dabbed on the bowl’s 

side, in the same way as the crimson touches elsewhere, powerful to drive out the poisonous fiend, is 

in red the sacred name of CHRIST, -T. After this trial, St. John was put into a boiling caldron of oil, 

but again suffered no injury. 

Under the Eagle on the same page is “vinea domfni”. the Vineyard of the Lord, conventional 

foliage and fruit, symbolizing Holy Church. — Above this again, is a cryptic Old-Anglic Runish Alphabet, 

on which see my Vol. 2, p. S32. 

We all know that the use of Cross-marks in the Christian church went the same way. When 

the earliest, the X, which was-also the first letter in the Greek name for christus, came in as a pass- 

mark among the persecuted Christians, it was also used short and phonetically, so that X signified 

CHRIST.® When this sign — afterwards specially given to Saint Andrew — was succeeded by Jt:, the 

same thing took place. As eaidy as 268 or 269 we have in the Catacombs: 

' P. 371) of “Oil certain ^Vell!i situate in the north-west of Ireland, with remarks on the occurrence of the Croix Gramniee. 

-or Swastica, as found at St. Brigid's Well, near Cliffony, Co. Sligo”, by W. F. Wakenian, Hon. Local Sec. for Enniskillen District; 

pp. 365—384 of The Journal of the Roy. Hislor. and Archsol. Association of Ireland, Oct. 1880, Dublin 1880, 8to. 

^ To avoid prolixity, I take the above from the wellknown handbook by J. Stockhaner. Kunstge.^^cliichte des Kreuzes, 8vo, 

Schaffhausen 1870, p. 85. 88. 
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IN t DOMINO NOSTRO 

IN ClfItlST OUR LORD. 

The same is the case with the well-known Thus in signo ^ = Chnsti in ^ = CJuisto. We still 

use the X in the same way: 'Last Xmas [Christmas] I saw you in Xiania [Chnstiania.]', &c. We now see 

that iT, the Felefoot, was used in like manner, with its heathen sound cuR among the heathen and its 

Christian sound Christ among the Christian believers. But of this its use among the heathen, this SsebO 

Sword is as yet the first example. 

KOMES-FELL, S. TEONYEM, NOBWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800 — 900. 

From the original in the Tronyem Museum, about 1—3rd. Tlunes given separately, fidl size. 

Drawn and Chemityped by Prof. Magnus PETERSEN. 

In 1880 a curious find was made in Romes-fell, near Romen in A-fjord, Fossens Fogderi, 

South Tronyeras Amt. Here, in a deep rock-cleft, carefully hidden by several heapt-up stones, 2 fine 

Walrus-teeth accidentally turned up. They have been described by Adjunkt Karl Rygh, the Keeper of 

the Tronyem Museum, in his “Arkseologiske Undersogelser og Throndhjems Videnskabs-selskabs Tilvasxt 

af Oldsager i 1880”, p. 19, which is part of “Aarsberetning 1880 fra Foren. til Norske Fortldsm. 

Bevar.”, 8vo, Kristiania 1881. Both these ivory tusks are inscribed. During my stay at Tronyem in 

July 1881 I was enabled to examine them, and identified one of them as bearing Old-Northern staves. 

The smaller one, foolishly shortened by the finder who cut a piece off and used it, is now 

only (not including the bend) about IIV2 inches long, its greatest width being about F/j. Besides the 

usual accidental scathe-marks, it bears, elegantly cut, 

r t 1 [ ^ KiETIL A, 

KjETIL oWNS-me, 

and is thus another example of this common formula. 

The other is about I8V2 Norwegian inches long, about 20 including the bend, and its greatest 

width is about I3/4. Nearly in the middle the owner has inscribed her name, 

0 S S K, 

one of great Scando-Gothic antiquity and very scarce, answering to the Old-English wunsc, the old 

Scandian osk and the modern English wish. The masc. 6ski (= Wish-giver, a name of (w)oden) was 

also borne by men (? = the ^Fisht one\ as was the fern, osk by women in the North, but all this early 

52 
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died away. In England we have the masc. wescy as late as 1378h In runics it occurs twice, as USKi 

on the Laurberg stone, N. Jutland, and as yski on the Arja stone. Vol. 3, p. 634. As compounds we 

have the 0. Engl, names wuscb-s;rn (spelt wuxb^rn) and oscbyrht. As dns became OSS, our us, so 

WUNSC became ossc, the w being slurred in the usual Scandinavian way. We have here the 0. Northern 

runic 0, an olden runic s-shape, and the same Classical-shaped runic K as on the Brough stone in 

England and elsewhere. It is impossible strictly to date these pieces, which may have belonged to 

husband and wife or brother and sist.er. But if I am right in fixing them approximately in the 9th 

century, they will be same-tide with our great king Alfred, to whom Ohthere, a Norwegian landholder 

then in his service, so graphically narrated his famous voyage of discovery up North and in the White 

Sea, the very first such exploration of which we have any clear record. Among other things, he told 

his lord the English king, that^: 

Chiefly he went thither, besides wishing to see 

the country, also for the Horse-whales [Walrusses], 

because they have very noble bones in their teeth. Of 

these tusks they [Ohthere and his servants] brought 

some to the king. And their hides are very good for 

ship-royes. This whale is much less than other 

whales, it not being longer than seven ells [about 14 

feet]. But in his own land [ Rdlogaland. now 

Helgeland, high north of Tronyem] is the best whale¬ 

hunting: the kind there are eight and foHy ells 

[about 96 feet] long, the very largest fifty ells [aboxit 

100 feet] long. Of the former soH [the Walrusses] 

he said that he, six-some [himself and 5 others] had 

killed sixhi in two days. 

I need not add, how esteemed the beautiful ivory of the Walrus was, and how often it was 

used for carving small objects. Many such are still in our Museums. 

SwiSost he for 9yder. toeacan |)ses landes 

sceawunge. for f)£em hors-hwselum. for|:)£em hi 

habba5 swyQe £e5ele ban on hyra to^um. j^a te5 

hy brohton sume \>em cynincge. 1 hyra hyd bi9 

swi9e god to scip-rapum:* Se hwsel bid micle 

Isessa jDonne o5re hwalas. ne bi9 he lengra Donne 

syfan elna lang. ac on his agnum lande is se 

betsta hwsel-huntaD. j^a beoD eahta and feowertiges 

elna lange. T {^a msestan fiftiges elna lange. |Dara 

he ssede jDset he syxasum ofsloge syxtig on tvvam 

dagum : • 

EIDSBEKG, SIALENENE, NOEWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1100—1200. 

Chm\ityped about V/s* of the size hy Prof, magisus Petersen, from a paper Squeeze kindly forwarded 

hy Prof. OLAF RYGH, Christiania. 

My learned friend Martin Arnesen, of Fredrikshald, first drew my attention to this piece, and 

sent me a full-size drawing. Then, with his usual helpsome courtesy, Prof. Olaf Rygh took the 

necessary steps towards our understanding it. and for the information here communicated we have to 

thank that excellent old-lorist, — It appears, then, that in the summer of 1880 great repairs were 

undertaken in the old Eidsberg Church. The Norse antiquarian N. Nicolaysen dates the stone or oldest 

portion of this building in the 12th century. Now the slab here before us is of graystone, and belongs 

to this older part; its date therefore is the same. Afterward, probably late in the 13th. yearhundred, 

^ “Rotuli Collectoruni.in Com. Eboraci”, Vol. o of Yorkshire Archfeol. & Top. Journal, London 1879. p. 6. These 

“Rotuli” are a mine of -wealth for olden English names, as is “Liber Vitas" for the oldest. 

® See p. 248 of B. Thorpe’s edition of Alfred’s Old-English Orosius -with English translation, 8vo, London 1853. But my 

extract is from the more correct text in the facsimile-leaves of the Lauderdale and Cotton Mss. containing Ohthere s and "Wulfstans 

voyages, folio, London 1855, pp. 7 and 8 of the Cotton codex, this passage -wanting in the defective Lauderdale skinbook. In my 

translation I differ in one -weighty place from my foregangers. 



the holy house was enlarged, the tower being heightened with brick courses and the nave-walls removed 

and rebuilt with intermixt graystone and brick. To this later period belong 4 slabs of brick, one of 

them only a fragment, referring to the architect or masons then employed*. No. 1 bears the runish 

risting: (=olafs); No. 2 has: '\A-Y\y (= to mik); No. 3: (=thorftts); No. 4, after 

a broken K, 11A (= KiTi? or kito), These unconnected bits (for of course some are lost) give no distinct 

meaning^ All 5 slabs are now in the Christiania Museum. 

We have here to do, then, with the granite slab belonging to the oldest part of the Church. 

It was so placed in the wall that only the front was seen, and is only about 36 cm. thick. The temple 

itself is mentioned in Hakon Hakonson’s Saga, ch. 180, as early as 1236. — What stands on the stone 

is plain enough, a mansname in Scandinavian staves and an Old-Northern g. All analogy would lead 

us to believe that we have here, as elsewhere, the builders record, the g standing for gaew or germ. 

In my eyes this is self-evident. The stone-cutter clearly had intended to carve both words in full, and 

had therefore crampt the letters of the first word very close togeth^', that he might have room for the 

second word also. But after all he found there was not space left for 5 more staves (gaeei). So he 

added a large g, purposely to fill up all the vacancy. Exactly in the same way, on the Swedish Skalm- 

stad block (which see in archaic monuments), we have only hi for kiaepu, 3 pi. p., gared, made, there 

being no room for more on the stone. — Some of ray learned friends, however, assert that this X is 

only an ornament But surely this is contradicted by the extraordinary nai'rowness of the first word, 

which would have been a silly ugliness if the carver had intended to end with a large sprawling 

decoration. At all events I would not omit this curious slab, in my opinion ov&rgang^. — The name 

inscribed has never been seen before in Norway, and is very scarce in Scandinavia, being found chiefly 

in Denmark, where it occurs twice (spelt ujinkaur) on the runic stones at Skivum and Skjern, North 

Jutland. I therefore read: 

OTINKAR G(ar]n). 

OTEINKAR G(ared, made, built this). 

Feb. 1882. Since writing the above, I have received from that great antiquary Prof. Daniel 

Wilson, President of University College, Toronto, Canada, careful transcripts from his original sketch 

book of 1863, of 2 runic scribbles found by him in St. Molio’s Cave, Argyleshire, Scotland, and still 

more correct than the copies he publisht in his valuable “Prehistoric Annals of Scotland”, 8vo, 2nd 

1 As to the runic memorials of these church-builders, see the remarks on the Torpa stone, in archaic moncments. 

^ Prof. Rygh adds, Englisht; “Nos. 1 and 2 have broad concave lines, which would seem to have been imprest on the 

wet clay with the finger. Nos. 3 and 4 have shallower and narrower runes, probably made by a sharp instrument. On No. 4 the 

staves are at the end of the stone, and therefore 3 or 4 letters have gone before, besides which the first stave may have been an V. 

The slabs therefore seem to have belonged to tu-o distinct inscriptions, if not more. The to in to mik may have been part of a 

3 pi. p., for instance setto mis.” 

® Prof. 01. Rygh describes this find at p. 219 of Foren. t. Norske Fort. bev.. 1880, Kristiama 1881. 

EIDSBERG, NORWAY. 413 
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edition, Vol. 2, London 1863, p. 280 and 281. Of the locality he says, p, 277: “Directly opposite to 

the Ayrshire coast, and within sight of the Bay of Largs, a small island protects the entrance to 

Lamlash Bay, in the Isle of Arran, the well-known anchorage where Haco mustered his shattered fleet 

after its overthrow. — — — This Melan’s ey, or isle, there can be no doubt, is Holy Island, in the 

Bay of Lamlash, which contains the cave assigned by immemorial tradition as the residence of St. Molio 

or St. Maoliosa, a disciple of Columba, and a favourite Celtic saint. — — — The cave of St. Molio 

is little more than a water-worn recess in the sandstone rock at an elevation of about thirty feet from 

the present level of the sea. On the shore below, a circular well is pointed out as St, Molio’s Bath, 

and a large block of sandstone cut perfectly flat on the top, and surrounded with a series of artificial 

recesses or seats, bears the name of the Saint’s Chair. Such relics are by no means rare in Scotland. 

— — — Xhe roof and sides of the cave of St. Molio, on Holy Island, are covered with rude marks 

and inscriptions of many different periods.” Among these scratches and scribbles, by pilgrims and 

others, after clearing away moss and lichens. Prof. Wilson found 5 in runes, which he gives. 

The 5th St. Molio scribble copied by Prof. Wilson I here add, Photoxylographt by Herr 

Rosenstand from the original drawing, as being most likely Norwegian, tho not in the olden runes: 

UNFLATiER SE-ILGR ERKi'^ESE. 

VN-FLAT (tall, a dout fellow) is-SEA-ELK seal-nose. 

UNFLATiER, adjective, nom. s. masc., another plain instance of the old N in this negative particle 

UN (in the later Scandian u- or o-) still left. On the runic stone at Ljunga, Sodermanland, Sweden, we 

have the mansname, nom. sing., uflati, where the n is nasalized. — se-ilgr is easy enough. In the 

local talks as given in runes the word for sea is spelt sa, sai, sau, se, si, sy, siao, siau, su. So the 

vowel offers no difficulty. It is therefore (the runic mark for G being very interesting), literally, a man 

called ELK who was famous as a sea-rover or merchant, and gat the name sea-elk. So we have in olden 

Iceland the name elgfrodi; in olden Norway the names JON elgr and sigurdr elgr; in olden Sweden 

the person called harald ^lgh. — In the last w^ord we take the n twice, in the constant runish way 

(to avoid double cutting), in the epithet or nickname given to se-ilg, namely ERKiV^ESE. The Seal 

played a still greater part of old than now in the North, and one species was the erkn (Orkn, orkn 

or ^rkn), a word not in use in England, where we call all the usual sorts seal or sea-calf. Our 

friend se-ilg had some special-shaped nose, and so his comrades fastened on him the term erkn-nese. 

So we have such old Scandian names as orkn-hOfdi (from his head), ijorgeirr sel-nasi (seal-nose), 

SELa-kalfr, SEL-soker, and on the Greenmount Sword-fitting (Vol. 3, p. 308) the owner of the Sword 

is called in the runes tomnal sels-hofo» (=donnell seal’s-head). In the same way Giants got names 

from sea-creatures, like as the Ettin vagnhOfdi from vagna or vagn a dolphin or porpoise and -hOfdi; 

the giantess stophnIsa from stupa and hnIsa, deVphinus phocaena. — Of course we cannot date these 

rune-scribbles. We can only say generally, that they are from the wiking-period, before or after the 

10th century. 

THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800. 

From Rubbings, paper Squeezes and Sunbilds kindly forwarded by the Rev. JOS. te. fowler, f. s. a., Vice- 

Principal of Hatfield Hall, Durham. Chemitypes, t-fourth, by Prof. MAGNUS Petersen. 
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Besides the above invaluable help, Mr. Fowler has added an additional favor. He has 

obligingly written the text to this stone, for insertion here, completely embodying his reading — in 

which we both agree — and all the local details. This excellent paper f give in his own words: 

“The stones described by the late Father Haigh in the Yorkshire iVrchseological Journal, 

London 1877, Vol. 4, pp. 416 — 455 [and see this Vol. 3. above, pp. 209—211], have been carefully 

preserved in the vestry of Thornhill Church. The Rector, the Rev. J. Ingham Brooke, has just happily 

added a third rune-bearer to the number, and has contributed an account of the find to the “Thornhill 

Parish Magazine”, Vol. 10, January 1882, pp. 6—8 (Dewsbury 1882)\ from which I extract the following 

graphic particulars: “If any one has had occasion to pass through the choir vestry recently he will 

have observed the arrangement of some of our most precious architectural relics upon a shelf, which 

has been placed there to receive them. These consist for the most part of the fragments of runic 

crosses which were found at the time of the Restoration built up in. some of our old walls. The most 

interesting of these are those which have inscriptions. And, as our readers are aware, we have two 

complete inscriptions upon the base of what have been memorial crosses, and a third fragment of a 

different character. These remains establish for our church a great antiquity. Some church or chapel 

there must have been here at Thornhill when those crosses were put up, more than a thousand years 

ago. This is their special interest to us. But besides this, the very characters or letters, which are 

engraved upon the stones, have a great interest.But all this is introduction to the story of our great 

discovery. A few weeks ago, when we were placing the fragments we have been speaking about upon 

their shelf, our observant sexton, Edwin Sheard, at once exclaimed “Why there is a stone like these 

in the Tower, up in the bell chamber”, and he went on to tell of the vain efforts he had often made 

to read the letters. It seemed too good to be true, but at any rate no time was lost in making an 

^ He adds, in a letter to myself (George Stephens) dated Feb. 24, 1882, wise and practical measures which ought to be 

imitated elsewhere: “I keep my Parishioners informed as to their [these stones'] great interest, and I intend to place on a Card near 

the place where thev stand an account of what they are and what they say. Another idea I have is to place this last one in a 

kind of open frame, turning upon a pivot, so that all four sides could be examined at any time without handling the stone.” 
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investigation into the matter. Tapers and candle ends, such as were at hand, were quickly lighted, and 

in solemn procession five of us mounted the Tower steps into the Belfry. There sure enough was the 

stone, glistening under the fresh whitewash with which the ringing chamber had been recently beautified. 

The strong basketwork ornamentation stood out clear and distinct, and there, too, were the precious 

letters. Certainly there were two lines of inscription, and possibly there might be more; for the mas¬ 

sive stone had been built into our Tower somewhere between the years 1450 and 1600, as one of the 

great corner stones. The Rector was soon at work with an old knife, picking out the mortar and 

endeavouring to discover how far the stone was bedded into the wall. An hour’s hard work, under the 

dim light of taper or candle end, made clear two facts, first that the stone went some inches further 

into the wall, and second, that a night of picking with the instruments that were available would not 

suffice to free the prize from the bed where it had so long been hid. The next morning a mason was 

set to work betimes, and at eight o’clock it was lying in the churchyard. Bedded in lime as it was 

we could at once make out that there were no less than four lines of clear cut inscription, and that 

every side was beautifully carved. The next point was to get it cleaned. This gave a long day’s work 

to a skilled and careful hand, but it was done at last, and by far the finest fragment of a runic cross 

that we have found lay revealed. Its inscription was copied and was sent at once to Rev. J. Fowler, 

of Durham, a great authority on the subject, and he in his turn has sent it to Professor Stephens. 

They are pretty well agreed as to the reading.” — It proved to be a block of sandstone, said to be 

of a kind not found in the immediate neighbourhood; broken at both ends, and with every appearance 

of having formed part of the tapering shaft of a cross. The dimensions are, length, 21 inches; breadth 

at bottom, I2V2 in., at top, 10^/4 in.; thickness at bottom 7^,2 toP’ 7 in. The illustrations, 

which are done from rubbings, paper-casts, and photographs taken from the stone itself, render further 

description needless. The runes are so distinct that they presented no particular difficulty, and Pro¬ 

fessor Stephens confirmed my first reading in almost every particular. There seems to be no doubt 

that it should be, line for line, as follows: 

-j- IGILSUrt ARiERDE ,S:FTER 

BERHTSDIPE BEGUN 

AT BERGI GEB1DDA5 

t^R SAULE. 

f IGILSUITH REARED 

AFTER BERHTSUITHE 

BEACON AT BARROW. 

PRAY FOR THE SOUL. 

The two first runes after the cross form a bind-rune, which 1 at first took to be another form of X (g) 

used as a sort of ornamental “capital”, but Professor Stephens pointed out that gilsuith is unknown, 

while IGILSUITH is common as a Scando-Gothic woman’s name. Moreover, we have here two other 

bind-runes (the er in ,£FTER and the dd in gebiddath). If two, why not three, and if we read ^ as IG, 

the missing stave-vowel is supplied, and we have the alliteration complete: 

t 2GiLSUii> ar^:rde, 

^fter berhtsuipe, 

5ECUN AT 5ERGI. 

GEfilDDAt t.ER SAULE. 

''ARyERDE is the same word as our reared or raised, in the former of which the R is merely a 

softened S. — jefter is the usual word for in memory of. — begun is a monument, as at Dewsbury, 

where some one set up a beacon after a bairn (Yorkshire Arch. Journal 1, 224; Stephens, 0. N. R. M. 

1, 464). — AT BERGI 1 at first thought to mean at the hill, namely Thorn hill, but Professor Stephens 

confirms my later conviction that it means at the grave-mound or barrow, which need not have been 

larger than grave-mounds commonly are now. — GEBJDDath TH^R Saule, bid-ye, pray-ye for the soul, 

forms the conclusion of the Dewsbury inscription just referred to, and elsewhere, 

“Thornhill is within a mile or two of Dewsbury, and doubtless formed a part of the same 

Christian settlement.” 

1 will only add to this most welcome and satisfactory communication, that this is the oldest 

example of ARiERDE yet found in England. And as we have this ar,erde, a-REARED, for an older arjcsde, 

so we have examples in Scandinavia on rune-stones of a-raisa, i-resa, for the later raisa, resa, &c., 

the prefix rapidly falling away in Scandinavia. So it has in fact in England, to arear being seldom or 

never found in modern English, The simple to rear, to raise, is preferred. — As to the names. We 

are not informed of the tie of relationship or friendship, whether the Cross was raised by mother to 
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daughter or daughter to mother, or sister to sister or friend to friend, or what not. All this was 

known to everybody at the time. I do not remember to have seen igilswith before in England or 

Scandinavia, tho it is well known in olden German documents in the form egilsdind, egilsuint, eil- 

SUIND, &c. Very many Old-English female names end in this -swith or -switha. — bebhtswith (the 

Scando-Gothic berahtswlnd, perahtswind, berhtsuinda, &c.) is also very rare in England. It is best 

known there in connection with the fact, that the famous Abbess S. Hild of Whitby was the daughter 

of HEEEBic and of the lady berctswid, beorhtsritha or beorsuitha, by Venerable Bseda called breguswith 

(which may have been a second name). 

I now proceed to discuss the meaning of at bergi, here for the first time found in Britain on 

a grave-stone; my own opinion being that it means at the-BARROW or how or grave-mound, and not 

AT the-BERG or hill. And as to England itself, I beg to refer the reader to the remarkable Brough 

stone, also in North-England, given at p. 169 of this volume. We there have the cuombil-bio 

(ciimhle-hoo, grave-Mst), in which the dead lady lay, distinctly mentioned; but also the names of the 

men are given who raised the houh (how, grave-mound, harrow) over the kist. This word berg, as we 

have said, is as yet found on a rune-pillar only once in England. In Scandinavia, the mother-land, it 

is almost equally rare. We have some 3000 runic grave-marks in Scandinavia; but. as far as I know, 

this word berg occurs only on 3 of them. Let us examine these 3 rune-blocks in detail, and see what 

the epithet can mean there. 

We will begin with the oldest, two of the heathen stones, apparently from the 10th century, 

at Hallestad in Torna Harad, Skane (formerly a Danish folkland now a Swedish). These were previously 

known to us from Liljegren Nos. 1441, 2, Bautil Nos. 1164 and 1172, and Joh. Akerman in his “Forsbk 

till Beskrifning ofver Hellestads Pastorat”, 8vo, Lund 1828, p. 70, 73. But they have since been 

examined by Prof. S. Bugge and Docent Dr. Ludvig Wimmer. The latter gentleman has kindly furnisht 

me with copies, as prepared by himself for his great work on the Runic Monuments of Denmark. 

These transcripts I here give, premising that some runes on the stones are now greatly damaged. 

Dr. Wimmer s text of the shorter block is: 

OSKAUTR RISTW STIN tANSI IFTIR AIRU. BRtUR SIN; IAN SAR UAS HIMWKI TDKA. 

NU SKAL STATO 

STIN 0 BIARKI. 

This I can only translate as: 

OSKAUT RAISED STONE THIS AFTER AIRA, BROTHER SIN (his); IN (hit) SA (he) HOME-THIGGER 

(home-sharer, house-lodger and ward) of-TUKl 

NOW SHALL STAND 

this-STONE ON the-BARROW. 

The longer monument reads, in Dr. Wimmer’s transcript; 

ASKIL SATI STIN JANSI IFTI(r) TDKA KURMS SUN, SAR HULAN TRUTIN. 

SAR FLU AIGI 

AT UBSALUM. 

SATU TRIKAR 

IFTIR SIN BRUPR 

STIN 0 BIARKI 

STUSAN ETTNUM, 

PIR KURMS TUKA 

KIKU NISTIR. 

My version of this risting is: 

ASKIL SET STONE THIS AFTER TUKI KURMS |'= GORM'Sl SON tO-HlMSELF a-HOLD (faithful and kindly) 

DRIHTEN (lord). 

SA (he) FLED AIKI (not) 

AT UPS ALA. 

SET DRENGS (soldiers) 
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AFTER SIN (their) BROTHER 

this-STONE ON the-BARROW (grave-mound) 

STUDDED (marht, adorned) with RUNES, 

THEY-who GORM’S TURl 

GIONGON (went, Stood) NEXT. 

In both these places we have all previously translated 0 biarki on the hill. But the occurrence 

of this wordfall on the Thornhill stone in the meaning of barrow gave me the clue to its meaning 

here. Doubt vanisht, when I remembered that all this part of Skane, near and south and west of 

l.und, is as fiat as a pancake. There is nothing like a bill or mount, no natural eminence that could 

be called berg. And all scholars with whom I have since spoken on this head agree that I am right. 

We will now turn to the 3rd and later rune-stone, from the early Christian time, maybe the 

11th century. It is the famous aud beautiful monolith at flauggran or Hogran in the iland of Gotland, 

spoken of by me Vol. 2, p. 912, Liljegren’s No, 1671 and his authorities, to which must be added 

J. Wallin’s Analecta Gothlandensia, Ms. in Kalmar, I, p. 725, 1058, 1060, and Prof. Carl Save’s Gutniska 

Urkunder, 8vo, Stockholm 1869, No. 84. The only publisht drawing is that in N. H. Sjoborg’s “Samlingar 

for Nordens Fornalskare", 4to, Vol. 2, Stockholm 1824, fig. 227, text at p. 56. This lithograph gives 

an excellent idea of the pillar itself, which belongs to the interesting horseshoe headed class so comrhou 

in Gotland so rare elsewhere in Scandinavia, a type apparently introduced from England, perhaps over 

the He of Man. It is in the Churchyard, of limestone, 9 feet 6 inches high; greatest breadth, below, 

5 feet. Lies east of the great door. As far back as is known, has been broken near the top. Such 

was its state in 1852, when it was carefully drawn by the indefatigable and enthusiastic and learned 

Gotlandish oldlorist Dr. P. A. Save, who has kindly lent me (in 1882) his very large drawing. It is 

this drawing which was used by his rune-gifted brother, the late Prof. Carl Save. But it contains 

several obscurities and some, terms as yet found on no other stone. Consequently it has only been 

partially redd. But we all have followed suit in taking its A biergi to mean on the hill or mount. Here 

again the Thornhill stone assists us, and gives to that expression the meaning on the-BARROW, grave- 

mound, tumulus. And this is again proved by the distnct where it was found, no shadow of a hill 

or height existing there. Accordingly Dr. P. A. Save, to whom 1 communicated ray idea, fully agrees 

with me that BARROW, how, is intended, not berg, mount. He even thinks that such Gotlandish place- 

names as bjerge, bjerges, bjArs, burge, uppe-gIrds, &c. have got their name from some old local 

“BARROW, stenrose, atte hog”, in fact a grave-mou7id, tumulus. — This block is also remarkable, as 1 

have said elsewhere, as being the only grave-stone in Scandinavia bearing the word bekun {= beacon, 

pillar, grave-mark) for the tall slab itself, that word which we find so frequently in England. For 

these and other reasons 1 give this long epitaph in extenso, and attempt its translation, begging pardon 

for any shortcomings. The lithograph in Sjoborg is useless for minute runish purposes, there being so 

many mistakes in the letters. But it gives a good idea of the elegant stone and its rune-lines and the 

shape of the staves and ornaments. 1 therefore show it here from Sjoborg, about half his size. 
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1 would also gladly have copied Dr. P. A. Save’s drawing, but it would have been far too dear; 

this stone is only an episode, the runes being the later or Scandinavian. However, I add the inscription, 

transliterated in the usual way. Jn this 1 use P. A. Save’s runes, as 1 understand them, altering nothing; 

SIGMUTR LET RASA SAIN EFTIR BRUI-R SINA, AUK BRO KtERDA EFTIR SIKBIERN: S.\NTA MIKAL HIELBI (at H)aNS; 

AUK AT BOTRAIF, AUK AT SIGRAlF; AUK AT AIBIERN, FAHUR tAIflA ALTR.4,_^UK BlKUl HAN I Bl) SDNARST, — 

KAIOTILiR LEKIU ORM-ALU/-J, NEMO IN-TIUR. 

KARMANUM BETAW 

AR(U-b)EKUN. 

HIER MUN STANTA 

STAIN AT MERKI, 

U-MIETR A BIERGI, 

IN BRO FURIiL 

SIGMUTR (SIG«), 

IS sliku unit KUML. 

ROKS_SUN RISTl 

RUNAfl MSI; 

KAI/fLAIFR SUM^-aA'AR 

KARIA KA(t), 

SIGMUT (— SIGMUND) LET RAISE tllis-SAIN (truth-Stone) AFTER BROTIfERS SINE (hls), EKE (and) 

EROW (bridge) gare (make) after siKBiERN — saint Michael help (ond = mil) ins eke at 

(to) BOTRAIF; EKE AT SlGRAIF; EKE AT AIBIERN, FATHER THEIR ALL (of all these the father), EKE 

BiGGED (dwelt) HE IN BY (home-stead) sunderst (the southern-most). — kairuith laid (cut out) 

the- WORM-OLS (serpent-thoiigs. rune-iuinds). nemne (all h\d, except) the-iN-DEER (the dragon-head, ^c.). 

For-CARL-MEN (heroes) betes (mahes boot, adonis, is-fitting) 

An-ARE (honor-) BEACON (pillar). 

HERE MUN (shall) STAND 

this-STONE AT (as) a-MARK 

UN-METE (large, towering) ON the-BARRO^Y, 

IN (hut, and also) the-BROW (bridge) heFORE-it. 

SIGMUND SO-SAYETII, 

(who) SWILK (such) has-woN (made) a-cUMBEL (grave-marh). 

ROK’S-SON RISTED 

RUNES THESE; 

KAIRLAIF the-SEEM-STONES (honor-hlochs, ring-stones) 

to-CARRY (drive, bring) gat (- earned, brought hither). 

We see from the whole that a great local chief, aibiern. has died or fallen together with 3 

sons', SIKBIERN, BUTRAiF and SlGRAIF. The living son and heir raises a noble cumbel (monument) to his 

and their memory, a Rune-pillar, stone-setting (or foot-stones or ring-stones) and a Bridge or 

Causeway. All who have taken part in this pious work state the share they have had in it. Resides 

SIGMUND himself, who has arranged the whole and paid for the Bridge-building, kairwith cut out the 

snake-winds, roksson carved the runes and the dragon-head, &c., and kairlaif drew all the stones to 

‘their proper places. The grave-words, with the closing 12 lines in stave-rime verse, were doubtless 

composed by Sigmund. — But the linguistic difficulties. They are many, and I am not sui’c that I 

have loost them all without fault. — sain I think to be another example of the variously written San, 

SIN, saen, isin, &c., for SOOTH-Stone, truly witnessing slab, of \yhich 1 have spoken elsewhere. It occurs 

on 4 other Swedish blocks in the same spelling as here. — orm-alur 1 have seen on no other grave- 

minne or elsewdiere. Tt seems to me to have no other meaning than what it liteiadly says, worm-ols, 

the windino" snake-lines for the runes. — lekti, LAiD-down, inarkt with his chisel, is therefoie the 

fitting verb. — nemo, found here for the first time in runes, and now as extinct (Iceland excejited) in 

Scandinavia as in England, wa.s found there in several shapes in olden times. Tt is the 0. Swed. and 

0. Dan. num; N. 1. nema; 0. E. nefne, nemne, nimne, nemde, NYMtE; M. G. nibai; 0. S. nebu; Ohg. 

NiBU. NiBi. NUBi; comp. Bat. NISI. See on this word A. Kock, “Bidrag till .Svensk Etymologi . Lund 

53 
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1880, p. 52. — IN-TICR, found here for the first time. Apparently can only mean the in-deee, the 

animal inside the risting, the worm-head, &c. — betar and aru-bekun speak for themselves. — 

u-MiETR, the 0. Engl, unmhcte, unmette, here first found, is self-evident. — sliku = swaliku = swilk, 

SUCH, d. s. 11., is the earliest instance of this pronoun in runes. — unit (= wdnnit, with the usual falling 

away of the tip-w in so manv Scandinavian words), is the supine from winna to win by work, work, 

^ do, make. — suma-arar, a compound, noin. s. SOMI, gen. soma, masc., what is seemly, honorahle. arar 

I look upon as the ac. pi. m. of ar, a stone, honor-stone. Whether we look upon this word as 

originally signifying jire, to kindle, or a stone on which to kindle, it is certain that besides the niasc. 

longer forms (compounds or not) N. I. ARINX, ARNE, 0. Swcd. arin, ^rix, Dan. arne, Smalandish aril, 

there existed a shorter masc. form ar in Iceland, are. Are in Norway. Those words are used in various 

side-meanings, usually for hearth, jire-place, but also for hearthstone, stone or stones ylaced round the fire¬ 

place, and produced many compounds, such as arhella, Arestova. But the open hearth is rapidly 

disappearing in Scandinavia as elsewhere, and all these "words are dying out. 1 have never seen or 

heard any one of them in England, d'here can be no doubt that this vocable could have been used for 

stone simply, like so many others. At all events suma-arar, honor-stones to the dead belts, suits 

admirably, and I cannot help thinking that this is the same arar as meets us on the Swedish Berga 

block, given by me above p. 285, whose closing strophe is: 

MANM_.4RAR 

LIKU IFT 

(remind, speak of him) these-ARES (honor-stones) 

LOEIG AFTER-him. 

No less hard is the following word, karia. The difficulty is, that so many of our common vocables are 

necessarily so scarce in the few documents which have come down to us. Thus of carry in English 

(with its side-forms older cerrax, ceorran, cyrr.ax. later ker, chare, char, &c.) and kOra (Icel. keyra) 

in Scandinavia, originally as I believe the same or from the same root, we have no ancient examples. 

But they were not “invented” all of a sudden in the 13th or 14th century. We can see this from 

the local differences of meaning. So, roughly speaking, to carry in English now means to bear along 

w'hether on ones person or in a vehicle, whereas the Scandian k.0ra is noiv about = to drive a horse, 

whether or no harnest to a vehicle. On this stone the meaning is simply, as 1 take it, to CARRY, transport. 

Should this be the word, it is the oldest instance of it yet found. — kat, gat, let, with an infinitive, 

is not uncommon on these olden pieces. — The general meaning of the whole risting is clear, even 

should 1 have failed in one particular or other, and at all events it strikingly illustrates the becux and 

at bergi of this third Thornhill stone. 

DEARIiAM, NEAR MAliYPOBT, W. CUMliERLAND, ENGLAND, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 850-950. 

From, drawings, light-hilds and rubbings kindly forwarded by the Fev. w. s. calverley. 

Engraved by Prof, magnus petersen, 

Badly engraved by Daniel and Samuel Lysons in their Magna Britannia, Vol. 4, Cumberland, 

4to, London 1816, a work I have never seen and of which no copy exists in Denmark. These gentlemen 

had not discovered the Latin and Runic inscriptions, which were first found by the Rev. W. C. Calverley, 

during repairs of his church in 1882. All that Dr, John Stuart, in his magnificent “Sculptured Stones 

of Scotland”, folio, Vol. 2, Edinburgh 1867, Notices p. 18, says of this block is, that it is “covered 

with rude sculpture”, and was probably part of an ancient cross; but he gives no authority for this 

last mistaken opinion. 
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Ibis sarcophagus ha.s therefore hitherto been practically unknown, and we must all thank the 

zeal and care with which Mr. Calverley has workt upon it. At my request, he ha.s favored me with 

the following excellent details, with permission to use them here: 

“Dearham Vicarage, Carlisle. 

May 16, 18S2. 

“Dearham Church, in the Diocese of Carlisle, stands in a howe [hollow, dell], something more 

than 100 feet above the sea level and at a distance, in a direct line, of two English miles from the 

shore of Solway and two miles and a half from the month of the river Ellen, eastward. This neck of 

land slopes quickly down on the east and north sides to Rowbeck, whilst on the west and south two 

little ghylls [hill-streams], running into the beck, almost divide the peninsula from the main land. The 

position is naturally strong. On the opposite side of Rowbeck, and facing the east of the Church, is 

a farm-house. Dearham Hall, formerly the home of the Dearhams and probably fortified. At the west 

end of the Church stands a massive, square, battlemented Tower, built on to the old Church late in 

the 13th century or early in the 14th. It is 40 feet high or thereabouts so that, standing in the 

hollow of the projecting neck of land, it commands the tops of the undulations over the surrounding 

district for a great distance, without itself becoming conspicuous. It would thus be a valuable shelter, 

beacon and defence during the border troubles. 

“Many coffin lids or sepulchral slabs, bearing floriated Crosses with Calvary steps and window 

tracery and the Sword and Shears and Book, are found built as coinings to the Churchyard wall and 

porch, and as seats in the porch. This last was added in the decorated period. 

“The most easterly portion of the Chancel has been added to a former Chancel in the Early 

English period. That former Chancel was added to the nave during the Norman period. The two small 

original Norman windows of fine hewn masonry, which throw light upon the altar of that day, still 
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remain. The original stone C'luirch probably corresponded in length to the present Nave, which is now 

being restored and enlarged by the addition of an aisle on the North side. This length was about 48 

feet. The foundations of the eastern and western walls were found under the present chancel and tower 

arches during the recent works. — In the south wall towards the east end was a recess in the wall. 

In the place where the piscina should be, it still remains. Beneath this recess and inside the Church, 

south of the altar of the early Church, there had been many burials. Upon trying the ground with an 

iron rod and finding an obstruction at a depth of about 5 feet, and much watci-, it was determined to 

remove the soil carefully and prove the cause of the dampness, so as to remove it if possible. Close 

to the wall and only a few inches from the surface, a burial was observed facing eastward, No traces 

of any coffin or envelopement, a veritable illustration of “earth to earth”. Each bone lay bedded in 

the mould, in perfect order. The workmen, who were most careful and reverent, were ordered to step 

aside and excavate alongside the burial: but with a like result at a greater depth. A second time there 

was made a new beginning, and now, at a somewhat greater depth and partially under the superincumbent 

death-heap (in its turn an earlier burial than the first), lay one who had been intoned with a long 

straight Wand — without bark upon it — adown his body, but in no coffin. At least no traces of 

such could be seen. There were wet leaves amongst the clayey soil, preserved through ages in the 

cold and airless humidity of this grave, so different from the dry pure earth of the upper ones. A bed 

of Hazel or Ivy leaves had been laid for the dead body, and probably his Cross (an untooled peeled 

Hazel wand with a cross piece) was then laid upon him. 

•'But what was the cause of the dampness and thus the preservation of these frail leaves, 

and this wand only half an inch in diameter? It was, that beneath this grave and a little to the side 

was a coffin of oak; at each end its sides projected, having been cut away by an adze or hatchet, so 

as to form at each end two handles, thus: 

The lid had fallen in. The iron nails were still to be seen. Of the body but few were the remains. 

The teeth were ground down close to the jawbone. Ihe burial had been placed in the clay, from which 

no water could escape, and hence the preservation of the wood. This I raised up, and beneath it, on 

the bottom of the grave, still lay, apparently almost as perfect as when placed there, 2 Hazel wands, 

thus X' a St. Andrew’s Cross, with the bark still on them and the silvery light to show they ivere 

Hazel when dry. Similar Hazel wands were above the coffin, Jlattened on one side and with the bark 

on, whereas the ytVsi-mentioned wand was roimd and had evidently been purposely peeled. Whether 

the crossed wands have any special significance or were tied round the coffin, which evidently was 

intended to be carried, I cannot say. 1 would only remind you of the St. Andrew’s Cross and the 

thunderbolts on the Dearham Runic Slab, and of the four like Crosses at the foot of the famous 

Cross-pillar in the Dearham churchyard. 

“In connection with these burials and Hazel wands 1 would mention, that St. Kentigern [died 

601] was the apostle of Strathclyde. There is a story or legend about him to this effect: Some one 

who had a spite against him put out all the fires in his monastery. Hereupon St. Kentigern snatched 

up a green Hazel bough, and in the name of the Holy Trinity blessed it and blowed upon it, Imme¬ 

diately, bv fire sent down from heaven, the bough produced a great fiaine, and the Saint lighted the 

candles for the vigils. On this, the light ceased from the wood. I think these facts tend to prove 

St. Kentigerns influence in connection with this coast. 

“To return to the Church. I do not know to whom it was dedicated. All my searchings 

have been fruitless. The stones of which it was built are the usual square-faced long wedge-like red 

sandstone blocks used by the Romans at their camps. Many still retain the Roman tooling. Amongst 

them, during the work of restoration, I have discovered the top of an elegant little Roman Altar; but, 

unfortunately, the inscription is gone. The Roman road from the station at P'llenborough on the 

Solway, by Papcastle to Keswick, runs within a mile of the Church; from this Ellenborough station, 

or from some nearer Roman look-out, the stones of the old Church would be carried. — According to 

his biographer, St. Kentigern journeys from Carlisle to Keswick and there erects a Cross, whence the 

place afterwards takes the name Crosstbwaite. He then makes for the sea, and so along the coastlands 
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towards Wales. 11ms all along the Homan road we have evidence.s of mission stations, which may 

have been founded or re-invigoi'ated by him, 

•‘We have two roads leading over the old common, from Ellcniorou^/i and Ewanrigg and past 

]\\Y\dioroiigh and irlayboroiigh, still called Crosshow loanings, and another road from Craikhow, All rim 

to the Church, where stood the Cross before the first stone Church, and perhaps before either 

St. Cuthbert's or St. Kentigern’s time. Another early mission station stood between Dearham and the 

sea, at Cross-steanenby. now Cross-canonby, and further at Gill-crux on the inland side of Dearham. 

■■Ihe Dearham slab, as is well known, was over the North doorway of the Church, whence I 

took it out. But, besides being so badly engraved by Lysons. its Roman and Runic letterings were 

unknown. Ihey were buried under many coats of whitewash and plaster. How much we are indebted 

to this shielding plaster, we cannot say! Now that the stone has been taken down, during the repairs, 

all is clear. It was intended to be recumbent, not to stand upright, and is sculptured only on the top 

and on one long side. Thus it was originally placed alongside a wall, or in a recess in a wall, where 

the further side and the ends would not be seen. — Jt is of yellowish sandstone, probably from the 

old quarry near the junction of Row-beck with the Ellen. Length. 4 feet by 3 inches and a quarter; 

least width, at foot, 13 inches; greatest width, 15 inches; depth, 6 inches. — On the top), a raised 

border runs round the slab, 1 inch in width, but 2 inches at the runic end. The width of the panel 

bearing the Roman letters is 3'2 inches. — At the right corner of the upper or broader end a piece 

has been broken away, carrying with it part of the third figure and the beginning of the runic writing. 

Sufficient remains to show, that we have here a representation of the fall and restoration of humanity, 

in which the seed of the woman shall bruise the Serpent’s head, tho that Serpent bruise his heel. 

(Genesis, 3, 15). Under the runes, 7 revolving bodies wdiirl above the tabernacle-work of three round 

arches, each studded with 8 symbolic pellets, under which are Adam, in whom all die, hand in hand 

with the Woman, and with Christ in whom all are made alive again. Beneath, are 2 Serpents, one 

biting the foot of the mitred man, “the Shepherd and Bishop of your souls" (1 Peter, 2. 25); the 

other with bruised head, down twisted. Something is left of further sculpture, running up the broken 

part. — 4 hen comes a mysterious quatrefoil, the centre occupied by a revolving body which throws 

out 4 tongues of flame or arrows of fire at right angles with each other, whilst each arch of the sign 

is studded with raised fiat pellets and mcised points, arranged alternately, each arch containing 4 pellets 

and 3 points, the whole sign 28 pellets and points in all. Outside the quatrefoil, in 3 of the angles, 

again revolves the whirling body. What can this be but the revolutions of Sun and Moon, the 7 days 

of the week, the 4 weeks of the month or 28 days, of which four are the great Holy days the Sun¬ 

days? ~ Then another strange sign, in which Thunder-bolts and Lightning-arrows take the form of a 

St. Andrew's Cross and a Greek Cross. — Next, an archway, something of the shape of a horse-shoe, 

studded with points (only 4 left), with the revolving sphere again in its centre; beside it, a mitred 

head under a canopy or halo or arch, studded with 8 flat pellets. — So comes the emblem of Eternity 

or of the Ancient of Days, the fret without beginning aud without end. — All the sculptures on this 

upper side or face are in relief. 

■■The front side has no border, and most of its sculptures are incised. Beginning on the right, 

we have the ancient Cross sign known as St. Andrew's. — Next. I think, the Sim in all his glory, or 

perhaps the earth. — Then, a straight perpendicular line, with 5 side-stroke.';. Seemingly, too regular 

to be chisel-marks, tho I dare not give them any meaning. — Next, a sort of revolving body throwing 

out rays of light, the 6 principal being slightly curved, shewing active motion. This may be the Sun. 

Each figure has 6 large and 6 small rays, which I think correspond to 12 hours day and 12 hours 

night, 7 such days being a week, of which 4 are a month (4 Sundays), of which 12 are a year. — 

To the left is an inflected or deflected rod, one end taking the form of a crook. The whole has budded 

and floriated, and the trefoil is plainly visible amongst the floriations, as also is the arrow-lightning 

sign. — Further left, a 4-lobed Star, followed by diamond or losenge work (a bit of the corner knocked 

off), _ Xhe (12 hours' light and 12 night hours, or full) day of active life of our Bishop, whose Staff 

has budded and been fruitful among the worshippers of the Sun or the Thunderer, is over. He enters 

Eternity, with the guiding Star before him, which has the shape of the Cross. — AYhat is certain is, 

that this Runic Slab must be earlier than the North doorway of our Norman Church, over which it 

was placed as mere building-stuff. 
W. S. Calverley.” 
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After this exhanstive and valuable pajjer, I have little to say. I look upon this Slab as 

excessively costly, not only because it bears runes, but also as giving us new material in that difficult 

study — chiefly for want of monuments — the oldest Christian art-symbols. All that I can clearly see 

is. that Mr. Calverley has rightly identified the principal scene, Man fallen and IMan redeemed, here 

shown in a masterly picture full of deep meaning, which I have never seen before. What strikes us is, 

that Adam and Eve are draped. But this only shows that the treatment is conventional. It is not the 

scene in Paradise, it is the Man-kind, the Human Race, for whom Christ died. And so the charming 

naive handling of the Serpent, his revenge and his punishment shown on the same plane by doubling 

his form, as so often in olden art, pagan and Christian. — We must wait for fresh finds, before we 

can speak with any certainty on the other symbols, which may have belonged to an individual local 

artist or thinker, rather than to a school. 

My approximate date is founded on the stone itself being old building-rubbish from Pre- 

Norman times, from its bearing Old-Northern Runes together with Roman letters later than the time 

of Charlemagne, and from its antique ornamentation. It is the second .“Sarcophagus slab bearing runes 

known to me in England, the first being the Dover stone, 8th century, my Vol. 1, p. 4G5 and Vol. 2, p. 865. 

As to the inscriptions. The word adam is certainly the name of the deceast, and is not un¬ 

common in early as in later days. He may well have been a Bishop or Abbot, or some high ecclesiastic. 

With regard to the runes. The date makes it unlikely that they should be the later or Scandinavian. 

The corner being broken off here, some 4 staves or so are gone at the beginning, while there never has 

been any other letter after the last Y on the right. Now if later runes, we get, in the complete word. 

HNI.5CRM, the .iE and R being a bind. But this gives no meaning, and contractions are very unlikely here, 

as we expect the usual prayer-formula, which would be made very clear. All things show, therefore, 

that we must take the inscription to have been in the Old-Northern letters. In this case the first stave 

in this last vocable is the usual bind for Gi, as on the Dover stone (GiyosLHeARD) and elsewhere, while 

the last will be the usual 0. N. mark for a. We thus get gi-kij;ra. We at once recognize this as 

good Old-Euglish, 3 s. pres, subjunctive, may-he-NJLRE, help, save, the verb itself being widely known 

in Scando-Gothic dialects, from the Meeso-Gothic gaXASVAN, to save, active, gaxiSAN, to be saved, neuter-. 

Old-English geNERiAN, geNESAN; Ohg. giNERiAN; 0. Fris. nera; 0. Icel. and 0. Swedish Ni}':RA: Danish 

n.5:re, downwards. In some talks it sinks to the meaning of to nourish, feed. And as we have in Old- 

English and elsewhere H/ELEND (the Healer, the Saviour) for jesus or Christ, so we have also nerigexd. 

NERIEXD for God and Christ. I3ut in these far-off runic times, among the many verbs used to express 

this idea of Salvation and Protection for the departed friend (such as help, lete, see, &c.), we have 

never yet found this particular verb nerian. In my opinion this is only from paucity of monuments, 

what we have being as nothing to what we have lost, and new runic words and formulas yearly coming 

in as new monuments come in. 1 cannot therefore but look on this risting as in Old-Northern staves, 

and regard this as giving the first example of this prayer for the dead with this particular word. — 

The letter before it is a broken ^ (l), and to its left A (d), and then a broken ^ (s), thus suL, soul, 

in the accusative, (a spelling instead of the usual saul, which is also found elsewhere). Remains the 

first word, broken away. This must have been krist (the ST carved separately, or in one, as a bind, ^). 

as on the Kilbar stone, p. 315 in this volume, I'he whole will then have been: 

ADAH. 

(krist S)u(l) GI-NIiERA. 

May-Christ his-souL njere (save, bless)! 

In this case we have here -a as the mark of the 3 person sing, of the present subjunctive, 

it afterwards falling to -e. But this is a further proof of the likelihood of my reading, for we expect 

this archaic sound on so very old a monument. The (jE). in the bind for ^R, is also (like the \ 

for A on the Brough stone) an early rarity in England. 
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Vol. ], p. XXII. ALDBOROUGH. — In The Yorkshire Archteological and Topographical Journal, 

Parts 17, 18, Svo, London 1877, is a most -valuable articde, with plates, by the late Rev. D. H. Haigh 

on “Yorkshire Dials”. This one is engraved on PI. 1, with text at p. 151. It is figured from a rubbing 

and cast by the vicar, the Rev. P. W. Loosemore. d'hese show that we must read ^rieean, not aR/ERan. 

'I'he curious mark also is not a triple Cross, but a variety of the Svastika or Fylfot. 

Vol. 1, p. 313. — In “Resuhat des Recherches executees dans les Lacs de la Suisse 

Occidentale depuis Fannee 1866” (4to, Zurich 1876, p. 14, Tab. 7, fig. 1 and suppL, printed in Mit- 

theilungen aus Ziirich, Vol. 19), Dr. V. Gross figures one of the 2 Yewen Sickle-handles found by him 

at Moerigen, the site of one of the ancient pile-villages on the lake. The engravings are repeated in 

the Archaeological Journal, Vol. 3, and by Mr. J. Evans in his Bronze Implements of Great Brit, and 

Irel. (London 1881. p. 196), who adds from Sir John Lubbock that the planes and knives of the 

Esquimaux are recest in the same manner for the fingers and the thumb. 'I'his method of protecting 

the hand is still more elaborate than in the Danish and the Smaland examples, but the idea is the 

same. The latter and simpler tjpe must also have been known to the Romans, for in “Dictionnaire 

des Antiquites Grecques et Romaines” by Dareinberg and Saglio, Pt, 3, Paris 1874, 4to, p. 432. is an 

engraving (from Berichte d. Sachs. Gesellsch. der Wissenschaften, 1861, pi. ix, 9 a) of shelf-fittings in 

the shop of a Roman Cutler. In the top tier hang 10 Sickles. The hafts vary, but some have the 

Northern bent hand-protecting shape. 

Vol. 1, p. 369. HAVERSLUND. — I HOW (Oct. 11, 1880) see in the papers that this stolen 

stone has been found in the Park of a Hunting-box near Potsdam. The thief turns out to have been 

Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia. We shall see whether the robbers will send it back again to the 

Danish province whence it was so shamelessly dragged. 

Vol. 2. p. 626. VA-XDERSTAD. — From a letter just received (May 1882) from Prof. Rev. 

W. W. Skeat of Cambridge. ’I find that he has examined this block, now in the Ashmolean Museum, 

Oxford, and finds that Bure’s text, as given by me, is correct with one exception. The forth-faren's 

name is iulbur, nrt iulburn, the N being nasalized. 

Vol. 1. p. 67, Vol. 2, p. 828. — July 1879. F. H. Dickenson, Esq., of London, has kindly 

forw’arded to me the following communication: “We have traces of Hengist and Horsa in Somerset. At 

the extreme S. E. corner of the county, bordering on Dorset, are Henstridge and Horsington, which 

with 2 or 3 other parishes of more modern name occupy a very remarkable rectangle of about 15 

square miles.Henstridge is called in Domesday Hengestridge. It is very remarkable that the 

two places should be close together.” — thus we have in England HiXKS and hexst as slurred forms 

of HENGIST: in Scandinavia, where the N also fell out, it early became hest = a horse. 

Vol. 3. p. 8. — July ISSO. Cand. Phil. Moltke Moe, of Christiania, has kindly sent me an 

ovei'print of his interesting article on his Folk-lore tour in lelemarken (printed in N. Univ. og Skolc- 

Annaler, 1880). At p. 16 he has the following valuable remarks on the Narrationes Ivbricce so common 

in our Northern lands. — “These small stories had already attracted my notice. Resides being 

contributions of a peculiar kind to the characteristic features of our people, 1 could not help seeing in 
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them many traces — however weak — of' a sort of Northern Fallos- [= Phallus] or Priap-worship. 

'I'he Narrationes I wrote down last summer have surprisingly strengthened my supposition. Not only 

would they seem to have preserved remains of the nature and forms of this most ancient cultus, viewed 

and told humorously or burlesquely, but some of the standing phrases are apparently eclioes of central 

glosses and expressions in Vulsajaattrb Besides these tales themselves and other obscene folk-traditions, 

light will probably be thrown on this whole question by some of our wood-carvings and grave-finds, 

for instance the Stone-Phalli found in old grave-hows^ and Adam of Bremen's wonis as to the God 

Frey, “cuius simulachrum (in Upsala)’fingunt ingenti priapo" (Mist, cedes, cap. 23B (H , 26))." — in 

1880 was found in a peat-bog in Asmild parish, near Viborg, S. Jutland, an idol or jn’Otecting amulet 

in the shape of a wooden image, roughly adapted from the 3-forkt branch of a tree. I'his God or 

Figure was plainly a Priapus, apparently from the Bronze age. — It has been engraved, with other 

such Phallus figures found in Scandinavia and England, in Hr. A. Feddersen’s interesting paper “To 

Mosefund” (pp. 360 — 389 of Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed, Ivjobenhavn 1881. 8vo). — .See for 

similar worship and similar things in Ireland: R. R. Brash, The Ogam Inscribed Moniuuenls of the 

Gaedhil, London 1879. p. 95 and PI. 9. 

Vol. 3, p. 24. SKA-AXG. — Should the bind % be here redd IG, as on the English Thoruhill 

stone, and not gi, w'e should get: 

HiERIXGiE IGLEUG^ Al! 

Let-HJERil^GjE Lhe-GLEG (ivise, bright, prudent) owe (have this-grave). 

The I in igleug^ will then be the usual intensitive prefix, of which we have so many examples, added 

to the common Scando-Gothic word; 0. E. glew, gleaw. &c., 51. Goth, (glaggwus), N. Icel. glOgg(r), 

Og. & 0. S. glag, gilou, &c. 

Vol. 3. p. 30, 1. 8. — The lately publisht Vol. 2, part 1 of Thorsen’s Danske Runemindes- 

niserker, Plate 26, shows that the Fjellerad stone bears I)(a)um (not taim) hauki. 

Vol. 3. p. 35, 1. 7. — Read helje-hedduj;:. 

Vol. 3, p. 36. UPSALA. — An engraving of this Danish .^xe-fragment will be found in 

“E. Cartailhac, L’age de la Pierre dans les souvenirs et les superstitions populaires", Paris 1878. — 

Therefrom it is copied at p. 123 of “Materiaux pour I’hist. prim, et naturelle de rHomme. par 

Em. Cartailhac”, 2 Ser. T. IX. 1878, Toulouse, 8vo. 

Vol. 3, p. 40. — The Hammel stone has since been publisht, drawn by Prof. Magnus Petersen, 

in Prof. Thorseu’s De Danske Runeraindesmeerker, Vol. 2, Part 1. Plate 64. 

Vol. 3, p. 47, 48. — See the remarks of Mr. John Abercromby on cryptic writing also on 

Ogham stones, in 'Fhe Academy, London, Nov. 13, 1880, p. 346. 

Vol. 3, p. 48. — The 0. N. character here given by me as NG, may perhaps be a variant 

of B. In my Ms. Alphabet No. 39 (Vol. 1, p. 110), of the 10th or 11th century, we have B in this 

same shape. Quite lately (summer of 1880) a heathen rune-stone, probably from the 10th century, 

was found on the seaside at Brunsgard, Nylarsker, Bornholm, Denmark. I have to thank Herr 

P. Hauberg, of Cheapinghaveu, for beautiful drawings, taken by him on the spot. The block bears only 

one word, the name of the forthfaren. 

ntitn-u 
KITELBARX. 

Here we' see exactly the same type for b, only reverst. 

Vol. 3, p. 49, 1. 15 from below. — For illustrious read marixgs. 

\’oL 3, p. 54, 1. 14 from below. — For bandric read baudrick. 

Vol. 3, p. 78. — Tronyem. July 1881. i have now examined this Bo stone. My plate 

is most exact. 

Vol. 3, p. 87. — Christiania, Norway, June 1881. Kindly assisted by Prof. Olaf Rygh, the 

Keeper of the Museum here. I have carefully gone thro all the Old-Northern Runic Monuments in the 

University Collection. They are: B(>, Bratsberg, Elgesem. Freihauo;, Or.'stad, Keidstad, .Sigdal, Tomstad, 

* -‘Xordiske Old^ikr. XX\'II. p. 133 foil., ITateyjarbdk II, 331 foil.; iiew-lcelandic versiou in Aniason, Islenzkar j’l'dilsogur I. 

17G foil. Hr. H. Ross has obligingly communicated interesting details as to the continuation of such glosses in our dialects." 

® "Holniboe. Om Civaisme i Euroi^a (Kvistiania vicleiiskabsselskabs forliandlinger 1366, p. 2U3 foUg.)’’ 
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Tune and West Tanem. We are both of opinion (which Prof. R. permits me to make known here) 

that my engravings of these pieces, now seen by me for the first time, — tho not so minutely photo¬ 

graphic in their character as they would have been if engraved now — are yet excellent and substantially 

correct, and give properly the general contours of the letters themselves, however they are to be trans¬ 

literated or sounded or understood. Only, as regards the Tune block,. there is one divisional dot behind 

^FTER, and 2 such dots (not one) before st.^in^. On this same stone I clearly see the l in lia; 

Prof. Rygh thinks it cannot be this stave, while in the word (set)a my learned friend doubts whether the 

first rune was an s, the remaining foot being so slanting. (But our runic pieces abound in such variations). 

Vol. 3, p. 95. — Bergen, Norway. July 1881. My copy of this elgesem stone, now in the 

Museum here, is faultless. 

Vol. 3, p. 96. — My engraving of this piece, examined by me at Christiania in July 1881, 

is quite correct. .See under p. 87. 

Vol. 3, p. 99, 100. — My copies of the Orstad, Reidstad, Sigdal and Bratsberg stones, com¬ 

pared by me with the originals in Christiania, July 1881, are faultless. See under p. 87. 

Vol. 3, p. 106. — In July 1881 I examined this fOrde piece, and found my engraving 

absolutely correct. 

Vol. 3, p. 108. — My copy of the Tomstad block, compared by me with the original, 

Christiania, in July 1881, .is excellent. See under p. 87. 

Vol. 3, p. 115. — As might be expected, my copy of this vatn block, which I examined 

in Tronyem in July 1881, is perfect. 

Vol. 3, p. 116. — Having compared my copy of the West Tanem stone with the original, 

now in the Christiania Museum, in July 1881, I find it very good. See under p. 87. 

Vol. 3, p. 117, under HOLMEN. — For below read below h 

Vol. 3, p. 124. — Jan. 1881. In the lately publisht last part, Vol. 4, of Antiqvarisk Tidskrift 

for Sverige the Swedish Riks-Antiquary, H. Hildebrand, at p. 216 dates the himlingOie Brooch at the 

year 200, or a little later. 

Vol. 3, p. 124. — Under vi moss, add: ? date about a. d. 300—350. 

Vol. 3, p. 128. VI MOSS. — In C. R. Smith’s Collectanea Antiqua, Part 2, 8vo, London 1879, 

is a valuable paper on the altars and votive offerings of a whole little temple to the local Goddess 

Coventina, and also the local military chest (about 15,000 Roman coins), which had been carefully sunk 

in the temple-well at the approach of an overwhelming body of barbarians (Piets and Scots), to attack 

a part of the Roman Wall in the reign of Gratian, A. D. 367—383. The well was cleared out by 

Mr. Clayton in 1876, at Procolitia, now Carrawburgh, on the Tyne. — In like manner 17 Altars were 

discovered at Maryport, on the Roman Wall, in 1870. They had been buried by the Roman garrison 

there, with their faces carefully placed downwards, that they might escape desecration by the same foe. 

Vol. 3, p. 128. THE golden horns. — Oct. 1880. With regard, to the /?rst divisional mark 

on the Runic Horn, the it may be remarkt that this same character (only lai’ger and standing. A,) is 

found, evidently as a stop in the same way. above the last letter of the first word on the lately dis¬ 

covered Torvik stone in Norway, which see. — On the evening of the 23 Nov. 1880 the Chamberlain 

Worsaae, Vice-President of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, gave an animated address on the 

Figures and Symbols characterizing the Golden Horns and the Golden Bracteates. In a rapid con¬ 

centration of critical construction, the speaker claimed to have solved the mystery of these emblems, 

and announced that they belonged to the God-myths of ancient Scandinavia, more particularly the 

Death of Baldor. In my opinion Worsaae’s argument was right in its main points, and will be a fresh 

point of departure for our future studies. On the same occasion he fixt the date of these Horns at 

the 6th century, which, for various reasons*, I think impossibly low. The date 1 have given I believe 

* I will only mention two. In the 6th century Christianity had already been largely embraced by the Scandinavian 

populations in Britain, and had undoubtedly indirectly toucht and raoditied the heathendom of Scandinavia itself; — and, the stage 

of Northern paganism when Thor had 3 heads and the Gods wore high Horns must have been very ^ar back indeed, certainly far 

older than the 6th century or even than the 4th. In all the traditions and poems and fragments, Eddie and Popular, which have 

come down to us in Scandinavia and England, we have not even one solitary epithet “three-headed” or “horned” as applied to any 

God, This “barbarous” period was already past, and the Gods (as in the Greece of Art) had become largely idealized in an 

anthropomorphal direction. 

54 
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to be rather too late than too early. Should Worsaae be right in his brilliant identification, one 

consequence may be that both the Horns were made and given to the Temple at the same time. Tn this 

case HOENiE is not ac. sing, masc,, but ac. pi. neuter, = these-horns. Such nom. and ac. pi. neut. in 

-A or -M or -0. &c. are found in the oldest English and now and then in Scandinavian-runic inscrip¬ 

tions. — The argument that the Horns must be “late” because they have such a “Classical motive” as 

for instance the Centaur, belongs to the modern use of the word “Classical” in Scandinavian archeology 

as equivalent to “Roman”, and this as equal to “late Roman”, and “provincial” Italian in the 

“barbarous” lands. All this ignores the many powerful and flourishing Greek colonies in the “Scythian 

and Slavic” countries many centuries before Christ, the daily contact which the Gothic populations had 

therewith, and the many examples of Greek-classical things and ornamentation which have come down 

to us from the latest Bronze and earliest Iron periods. See this question further discust under the 

GOTHIC MARCH. 

Vol. 3, p. 132. ALTENKIRCHEN STOKE. — I have since found this stone engraved lying on its 

side, as it really is built into the wall, in Fr. Kugler’s “Kleine Schrifteii und Studien”, Vol. 1. 8vo, 

Stuttgart 1853, p. 668. Here also is no inscription on the block, which it therefore never has had. 

Kugler, who examined the church in 1839 and drew the figure with his own hand, agrees as to its 

antiquity, as to its representing the overcome Svantevit, and as to its representing the triumph of 

Christ and the fact that what the Idol-temple of Arkona once was the Holy House of Altenkirchen 

now is. — In a chapter giving many examples of heathen monuments for various reasons retained or 

placed in churches, Ferd. Piper (Mythologie der christlichen Kunst, 8vo, Vol. 1, Weimar 1847. p. 53) 

also mentions this piece. Its position as lying on its side is a proof to him that it was intended to 

show the victory gained by the church. He adds that he has often seen it, but has not one word 

about its bearing any inscription. 

Vol. 3, p. 136. JLERE HAIRPIK. — In July 1881 I narrowly scanned the original in the Tronyem 

Forn-hall. My facsimile is excellent. In the last stave but one, however, (the bind which I have redd 

kona) , the mark on the top right is a little higher up than in my woodcut, and can well be taken as 

h (l) not V (k). If so, we get koal which is == kwal, the feminine noun (0. E. cwaltj, cwal, Mid. E. 

cwale. now out of use) for torment, pain, suffering, slaughter, death, which in later N. I., when the 

vowel-change crept in, became kvOl in the nom. sing. Whichever way we take it the result will be 

substantially the same, some kind of violent death or extreme suffering — in this case apparently 

caused by a woman. 

Vol. 3, p. 139. VOLDTOFTE. — At p. 249, Vol. 2, Part 2 of his Danske Run. Prof. Thorsen 

adopts the opinion of Dr. Wimmer (answered by me Vol. 1, p, LVI, LVH), but without mentioning 

the name of that runologist, that we are to read ruulfr sts! 

Vol. 3, p. 147. THISTED. — Jan. 1881. In his just publisht Runemiudesmeerker, 2, 2, p. 199, 

Prof. Thorsen easily gets rid of the A in tadis He reads the word as tydis, and this is to stand for 

liiOEiS, and this is to be the modern ty’s, the name of the province. The SOL he retains. But this is 

reasonable, compared to making the Y into . — Add (p. 148) Jarl Thorer in Norway had a 

daughter olOf, 

“Hun var |)egar a unga Alldre furdu kurteys, j She was then in her yoking age very graceful, 

og var allra kvenna frijdust skopud, j^eirra sem | and was fairest made of all the women who were 

|ja voru i Norvege. Pvi var leingt Nafn hennar, j the^i in Norway. Therefore her name was lengthened, 

og var kollud olof geysle. j and she was called olof svN-beam. 

Saga a{ Porgrijmi Pruda. Cap. 2. . (Nockrer Marg-Frooder Sogu-|Dffitter. 4to, Hoolum 1756, p. 5). 

Vol. 3, p. 167. — Others of these “Triangular-pommels” have since been found in Sweden, 

bringing the number up to at least a score. See E. Ekhoff's paper “Bohuslanska fornsaker fran hedna- 

tiden”, pp. 193—234 of “Goteborgs och Bohuslans Fornminnen”, 8vo, Part 6, Stockholm 1880. At 

p. 198 one such is engraved, of gold, with garnets let-in, verroterie cloisonm'e. — See also the chessell 

DOWN Sword, under last finds further on. 

Vol. 3, p. 168. korsOdegArd. — Prof. 01. Rygh’s own account of this find, with engravings 

of the Sword and the Shieldboss, has now appeared in “Foreningen til Norske Fortidsmindesmerkers 

bevaring. Aarsberetning for 1880", 8vo, Kristiauia 1881, p. 184, and PI. 6. fig. 29. 30, 31. 
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Vol. 3, p. 170. BROUGH ROMAN ALTAR. — This stoiie has been discust by Mr. W. Thompson 

Watkin. See the Athenaeum, London, Nov. 13, 1880, and the Academy, London, Nov. 13, 1880, Feb. 

12, 1881. He decides that this block, found at the Veterae of the Romans, was dedicated to the 

Emperor Septimus severus, anno 195. 

1 ol. 3, p. 171, 172. — 'Ihe so-called Roman rustic capital m is also old Greek. The oldest 

instance I have seen is in the bilingual (Greek and Palmyrene-Aramaic) inscription, now in the British 

Museum, brought from Tadmor or Palmyra, and inscribed A. D. 134. See No. 176 of the plates 

publisht by the English Paleeographic Society, where M is always normally M. the sides usually slanting 

either to the right or the left. As early as 500 Bef. Cbr,, in the Treaty of Elis and the Hereeans 

(Brit. Museum), we have the same tendency, |y|, only the arms start from the top, not from the middle. 

In the Corcyrean Inscription, B. C. 600 (Brit. Mus.). we have the “regular” |^, as developt from the 

Phoenician — As to the antiquity of this m in the Latin alphabet used in England, we have a 

hint in the find of 1878. In that year was discovered near South Shields in North Durham a fine 

grave-monument raised by a Palmyrene merchant named Barates to his wife Regina. The inscription 

is tway-tung, Latin and Aramaic. It has been handled and engraved by Prof. W. Wright in Transactions 

of the Soe. of Biblical Archgeology, Vol. 6, Part 2, London 1879. See particularly the plates at p. 436 

and 438. In the central niche of this tomb is a bas-relief of the lady herself. In the Latin text the 

M is XA. as on the Brough stone. The date of this monument is supposed by Prof. Hiibner to be 

about the end of the 2nd or beginning of the 3rd century after Christ. 

And again the M has the same AX shape on the Roman tombstone to Julia Martima found in 

Cumberland. See it engraved at p. 28 of the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Ant. 

and Arch. Society, Vol. 5, Part 1, 8vo, Kendal 1881. 

So again with the A. Starting from the Egyptian Hieratic Alphabet, whose symbol for a is 

a 2-legged Bird, skeletoned into we find this A-mark running thro all the oldest so-called Phoenician 

stave-rows, till, by Demotic or Current writing it is naturally and inevitably sitnplified into A, one 

side-stroke instead of two. Confining ourselves here to the oldest Greek settlements (for the Runic is 

an offshoot of the Greek), and beginning with the letters at Thera in the 9th century B. C , w^e find 

that along the whole line the type for a is eventually often simplified to Nothing like Y for 

A is known. The Runic H is therefore a simplification of the Egyptian-Phcenician-Greek and the Runic 

Y for A must seemingly have had some special Political or Religious or Schismatic reason for its 

creation, and must be younger than If so, its use for a in the later or Scandinavian Futhork is a 

survival, and the runic alphabet merely took back its primitive mark for a. We therefore need not be 

thunderstruck and confounded at meeting \ for a as early as the 6th Christian yearhundred. On the 

contrary, it is quite possible that fresh runic finds will carry this ^ for a still further back. 

Vol. 3. p. 172 — We have the same Cross (■^), carved over each bust of the 2 deceast 

persons, on a grave-pillar of great antiquity, apparently from the south of France. Its age is not 

given. See Ch, Cahm\ Nouveaux Melanges d’Archeologie d’Hist. et de Lit. sur le Moyeii Age. Ivoires, 

Miniatures, Emaux. 4to, Paris 1874, p. 230. 

Vol. 3, p. 175, note 2. ■— Notwithstanding that Prof. Skeat gives the weight of his authority 

to the supposition that barrow, tumidus, springs from a Keltic source, my own idea is that it is the 

regular successor of the 0, English word beorg, berg, like as mearg, merg, has become the modern 

MARROW, and other such. — The oldest instance known to me of the use of this word in England for 

an even then old grave-how, is of the year 755—7. It is in a charter of ^thilbald king of Mercia 

(Kemble, I, p. 121): “iuxta siluam quam dicunt toccansceaga. habens in proximo tiamdum qui habet 

nomen readabeorg.” 

Vol, 3. p. 189. BEWCASTLE. — About 1840 an accoraplisht English Lady, Miss Sarah Losh, 

built at Wreay near Carlisle in Cumberland, instead of the olden one, a new stone church of great 

beauty in the Basilica shape. In the churchyard she raised as a grave-minne to her parents an 

admirable full-size facsimile, carved out of one block, of the famous runish Cross at bewcastle, This 1 

saw in August 1882. Only, instead of the Old-Engl. runes, it bears Latin grave-words. 

Vol. 3, p. 189. RUTHWELL. — Sept. 1881. Dr. William Gow, M. A., of Kirkland House, 

Ayrshire, Scotland, has kindly communicated some remarks on this noble monument, and on my 

Cbemitype of the same. My Chemitypes were “composed” from four drawings, one of each side By 

.■)4* 
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inadvertence my artist has accidentally transposed them. The faces of the Cross, which contain 

Scriptural Sculptures and Latin Inscriptions, — as the Cross is now fixt — more nearly face north 

and south than east and west. The two sides, which bear Vine-ornaments and animals and 0. E. runes, 

should have been placed so that the side at present found in the engraved figure at our left shoxdd 

appear in that at our nght, axid vice vei'sa. Dr. John Stuart, in his invaluable “Sculptured Stones of 

Scotland”, Vol. 2, has engraved the 2 faces and the 2 sides all separately, and therefore coidd not make 

the mistake I have committed, — Dr. Gow adds, that “wind and weather are leaving their marks on 

the cross, the edges especially of the soft red sandstone are suffering; here and there there is some¬ 

thing like a minute barnacle in profusion. The sides are so narrow that it is the inscription in runes 

that must suffer most.” — In his valuable “Scotland in Early Christian Times”, 2nd Ser., 8vo, Edin¬ 

burgh 1881, the gifted Keeper of the Scottish Museum, Dr. Joseph Anderson, handles this Cross 

p. 232—246. Reduced drawings of the principal parts are added. 

Nov. 1882. Such extraordinary things have been said and done about this Rood, that I think 

it my duty to add some pages hereon, taken from my work “Prof. S. Bugge’s Studies on Northern 

Mythology shortly examined”. ‘ 

My first extract is from pp. 60—83: 

THE RUTHWELL CROSS. 

We are now able to take up the Ruthwell Cross. As it is of the utmost consequence to 

this argument, I beg to ask jour kind attention. I wish to discuss it very quietly and very impartially, 

so that all may judge. It is true that Prof. Bugge absolves it in a few lines, while I shall be compelled 

to devote many pages to it. My apology is, its being a matchless Northern monument, — the finest 

Runic Cross in the world —, and its many other valuable details. It was handled by me in the 

1st Vol. of my Old-Northern Runic Monuments, publisht in 1867, and the views I there exprest have 

been admitted by all our best English critics to be correct. I may add that the Casts of all the runic 

letterings, from which I made my rune-transcripts in my drawings of the whole Cross, as executed by 

Prof. INIaguus Petersen, were given by me to the Danish Museum, in the same way as I have given all 

my other runic casts; and there they might easily have been examined by Prof. Bugge, who studied 

many other less important Runic casts from Great Britain deposited in the same Museum. 

The result to which 1 came was, that the poetical stave-rime lines in Old-North-English on 

this Cross, as our famous John Mitchell Kemble had already made good, were a part of the Dream of 

the Holy Rood, the Cross itself descnhing the Crucifixion of Christ, as seen by itself, its words being heard 

by the English poet in a Dream. This happy identification was made by Mr. Kemble previous to the 

publication of the precious Vercelli codex from the 10th century in 0. S. E., which among other pieces 

and poems contains this remarkable and beautiful lay. This, therefore, proved Kemble’s wonderful 

sagacity and correctness. 

But 1 also showed, from a cast of the top-stone, which was unknown to Mr. Kemble, that 

there were runes there also, which said: cadmon m,e fad'CEI’O, Cadmon me made or composed, equal to the 

usual Latin cadmon me fecit. 

1 then concluded that this Cadmon or Ceedmon was the well-known splendid North-English 

Bard whose fame is so widely spread, and who has left such noble stave-rime verses on Biblical 

subjects, — but only extant in a 10th century Old-South-English transcript. This appeared to me 

certain, from the peculiar characteristics of Csedmon’s known writings; from the name Caedmon being 

so excessively scarce of old, there being no more than perhaps a couple antique examples of it in all 

Britain, and none in any other country; from all the other details of the Cross, which point back to 

the 7th century; and from the impossibility of 2 Shakespears living at the same moment in the same 

locality. I therefore fixt its date at about 680, nearly the year of Ctedmon’s death. 

1 then argued that certain expressions in the verses suit only, and must have been an echo 

of. the Northern Baldor-myth, which was still living on in England, but must have been centuries 

older, for the language and traditions of the Angles in Northumbria were brought by them from 

Scandinavia, chiefly from Denmark. If so, if these words referred to Baldor’s death and were heathen 

remembrances, an intermixture of pagan and Christian ideas, the myth being known in England hundreds 

^ With many Illustrations.' 8vo. Williams and Norgate; 14 Henrietta St., London; 20 Frederick St., Edinburgh. 1883. 
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of years before the 7th century, its home must originally have been Denmark in the 2nd and 3rd 

century. In all this I have been upheld by the best critics in England and America. But, if I am 

right in this, Prof, Bugge s theory as to the Baldor-myth being manufactured by Wikings in the 9th 

or 10th century — falls away at once. 

Let us now examine Prof. Bugge’s objections. I take them as they stand. 

1. I date this Cross ‘‘in the 2nd half of the 7th century”. My date is about 680, a con¬ 

siderable difference in so delicate a question. 

2. In Note 1, p. 42, our learned critic says, that I read on the top-piece cadmon fattcepo, 

adding, that if this be correctly redd, fauceeo cannot belong to the 0. E, verb fegan, German fOges, 

but must belong to the verb fagian, meaning to adorn, decorate with figures and letters, and that MiE 

will therefore be the stone Cross, not the poem. He adds, that this fafieco, as to its ending, is 

“hoist betsenkelig , highly su^idoiis. Lastly, that as this inscription is very doubtful, and he has not 

himself seen it, he dare not decide whether it be redd correctly. 

This conclusion is curious enough. What surprises one is, that a monument so exceptionally 

remarkable, bearing such costly verses in the precious 0. N. English dialect, whose antique remains are 

so very scarce and of such value in the study of the oldest Scandinavian, should not have been 

interesting enough to lead him to examine the casts in the Danish Musenm, he passing them every day 

when he lookt at other such of less consequence. Had he done so, he would have seen that the words 

are not doubtful, but have been redd in the same way by all who have seen them. 

It is certainly unfortunate that faucepo ends in -o, for Prof. Bugge has laid it down as a law 

that this o-euding only belongs to the first person of the past tense. ETence he brings in his i, exprest 

or understood, into several of the 0. N. runic inscriptions, doing violence to the language to get this i, 

and tho this i-formula in solemn epigraphs was unknown to our heathen forefathers, and has even 

nevei been found in the thousands of ristings in the later runes. On the other hand there are many 

examples of this final -o or -u, 3 s. past tense, in the O. N. runes, beginning with the t.$tjido of the 

Golden Horn, and scores in the later runes. Ihe difficulty of this -o is therefore entirely of his own 

making, and is neither my fault nor the fault of the Cross. 

But by an additional ukase Prof. Bugge announces, that fafcepo can have nothing to do tvith 

FEGAN. Now it is well known that an olden fagan, fagian, has left many traces in the Scando-Gothic 

tungs, a whole armful of varying sideforms and mixt forms and side-meanings and mixt meanings, 

inextricably running into each other as so often, from faw to fair, in sense hom make and/i to please. 

Hence an endless overgang in the vowel, especially in times when local talks were so many, one fixt 

and hard book-language nowhere. We need go no further than to our own oldest runish remains to 

prove this, for we have in them already 10 examples of this verb in the 3 s. past, cut on pieces in 

the usual way for made me, like the Latin fecit, which word also has many curious spellings of old. 

3 s. p. f.eihido, Einang. Norway. A. D. 200—300. 

,, ., ,, FYii^i, Charnay, Burgundy. 

,, ,, ,, FUSE, Osthofen. Rheinhessen. 

„ 400—500. 

..FiH^DU, Bracteates 49, 49 b. 500—600. 

,, ,, ,, FAiKETO, Ruthwell, England. „ 680. 

,. ,, ,, FiE.££.E, Bracteate 89. „ 600—700. 

,. ,. ,, FEG(de), Alnmouth, England. „ 705. 

,, ,, ,, FAM. Heines, Denmark. „ 750—800. 

,, ,, ,, FAAto, Flemlose, Denmark. M 800. 

,, ,, FYIM, Bracteate 92. „ 550 — 600. 

These facts speak for themselves. Of these 10 examples no 2 are alike in spelling, while 4 

in this single verb end in -0 or -u. Besides the usual fam, still other variations occur in the later runes. 

Perhaps we may now permit the “highly suspicious” faucepo, 3 s. p., to stand, and even allow 

that the means the beautiful poem, here so exceptionally carved on a public monument, — the 

more as no known antique 0. N. runic Cross bears the name of the artist who carved the stone itself. 

3. The Danish archeologist Dr. Sophus Miiller is of opinion, that the Ruthwell Cross cannot 

well be older than about the year 1000. He comes to this conclusion from the ornamentation, which 

he places in the late Carlovingian period, the style being imported from France into England. 
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Now no one is more willing than myself to admit the merits of Dr. Muller’s brilliant essay^ 

on the Northern Ornamentation, from whose pages we have all learned so much. But I think he has 

sometimes been misled by his theory, that the ornamentation shall always date the object. I contend 

that all other things shall also be taken into consideration, and that these are often absolute and fnal 

as to the date, so that sometimes the object must date the ornamentation. 

This dispute has wide bearjngs, also as to Scandinavian art in general. There are certain 

features in Classical art, such as Leaves and Foliage and full Flowers, which point to a Classical origin 

and great antiquity. There are certain other added art-motives, such as band-interlacings and dracontine 

and winged and other creatures, which indicate a development of the former style with non-classical 

intermixtures, also very old. This interwingled style was taken up by Charlemagne in France, eagerly 

cultivated there, and is named by some the Carlovingian renaissance. Now if this were really first 

establisht in the 9tli century by Charlemagne and his school in Gaul, it must be much younger in 

Scandinavia and England. But the Ruthwell and the Bewcastle Crosses bear these characteristics. The 

Ruthwell Cross is therefore not from about the year 680; it is not much older than the year 1000. 

Here I would remark, in all humility, that the illustrious men of Scandinavia have certainly 

known something about the history and the art of their own lands. And, also in all humility, 1 would 

add, that this sharp theory of Dr. S. Muller is opposed to the united testimony of all our best and 

most learned men in England, in older and later days, many of them profound archaeologists and 

historians, some of them also architects of world-wide fame, men verst in stone and metal, and who 

have themselves raised Churches, Monasteries and Cathedrals for the worship of God. They, too, must 

surely be supposed to know something of the antiquities and styles of their own land, which they have 

studied for centuries, the one following the other from youth to old age. 

The opinion of the English school is very shortly given by me in Vol. 1, p. 400 of my 

0. N. R. Mon., in connection with the grand Bewcastle Cross in Cumberland, Northumbria, which 

English scholars agree in dating at about 670, But the date of this Cross also has of course been 

explained away by a mere stroke of the pen. altho the long inscription in the oldest runes plainly tells 

us that it was raised in memory of alcfrith, king of Deira (the southern part of Northumbria), by his 

half-brother ecgfrith oswison. The runes also name the family mourners, kunnburug, Alcfrith's Queen, 

her sister KCNESwnm, and wtjlfheee king of the Mercians, who was son of Penda and brother of 

kOknburtjg. — Surely simjole, honest, unlearned people like ourselves might have thought that this 

grave-pillar might have been respected. But no. Dr. S. Miiller touches it with the wand of his theory, 

and it melts away altogether. I am not aware that he has given it any date. Perhaps “about the year 

1000” would suit him here also. 

Apropos of this Bewcastle Cross. It is curious to see how things work in this world. Both 

the Bewcastle and the Ruthwell Crosses can be dated by their many 0. N. runes, which had past out 

of use on public funeral monuments in England by the year 1000. But the Bewcastle pillar has also 

an historical statement, and no fewer than 5 historical names of the local king and his house. Ihe 

Ruthwell Cross, besides the very archaic Roman letters, has 25 lines of verse in the oldest English 

runes, in a perantique dialect, and with heathen ideas. Both have in the main the same ornamentation. 

If these stones can be dated, their decoration must be equally old. In that case the Northumbrian Casket 

with its characteristic inscription in the Old-English runes, is of the same general age. But if so. 

other of our oldest English runic and iion-runic pieces will follow suit, and those of Scandinavia in the 

same style of art will follow. — and so this type of ornamentation will be thrown centuries back both 

in England and Scandinavia. But this cannot be. What would then become of the theories of 

Dr. S. Miiller and of Prof. S. Bugge? Can nothing be done? Certainly. 

Dr. Muller is a distinguisht archseologist, and that only. As such, and not as runologist. he 

simply ignores such small things as Runes. Linguistics. Palseography and History. Keeping strictly to 

ornamentation, which he says overrides everything and dates everything old and new, he pens a short 

off-hand sentence in words the fewest, and the age of the Ruthwell Cross (and by implication that at 

Bewcastle) sinks at once to about the year 1000. And this he does, because Prof. S. Bugge, the profest 

runologist, authorizes him so to do. 

^ Dyi'eoraanientiken i Norden. Af Sophus Miiller. KjobeohavE 1880, 8vo. 
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On the other hand Prof. Bugge, the distinguisht rune-smith, washes his hands of archseology 

and ornamentation as helping to date any runic inscription. That is Dr. S. Mtiller’s business. So he 

thus, as linguist, and as linguist only, pronounces as to the Bewcastle Cross (quoted in S. Muller’s 

■'Dyreornamentiken p. 155): ,,deu foreliggende Leesning og Tydniug ikke er fuldsteendig sikker og 

paalidelig , the reading and explanation given is not entirely certain and trustworthy. In one line the whole 

is decided. We have heard the Oracle. Papa locutus est. Causa Jinita est. Prof. Bugge does not say 

where the imperfection lies; or luhat he means by “entirely”; or that all the principal runewords on 

this Bewcastle Cross are plain enough practically; or that as to the main points all its translators are 

agreed, including the late learned Mr. Maughan, himself a runologist, the Priest of the Parish, who saw 

and studied the Cross daily for many years; or that 1 or 2, or 3, or even 4 or 5 doubtful letters in 

such a long inscription will not affect its general meaning and the style and character of the whole 

splendid Pillar, still less abolish the existence of the well-known historical names, the buried king and his 

successor and his family. 5 names in all, which separately and taken together inevitably clench the date. 

In this way the one of these unwelcome witnesses is quietly got rid of. 

As to the Ruthwell Cross, where one would think nearly all, in the eyes of a runologist, 

would depend on the wonderful and archaic 0. N. English runic poem. Prof. Bugge — who elsewhere 

can write whole pages on one letter or one word — simply shakes his head and passes on. His words 

are (not 2 whole lines altogether), at p-42, note 1; “Da Indskriften desuden er meget utydelig og da jeg 

ikke selv har seet den. vover jeg ikke at afgjore. hvorvidt den er rigtig Isest”. That is: As the inscrip¬ 

tion, besides, is very indistinct, and as I have not mvself seen it, 1 dare not decide how far it is correctly 

redd. Now in these short 24 words we have yet room for 2 assertions and 1 conclusion. The first 

assertion is, that the nines on this top-stone are very indistinct. The second is, that Prof. Bugge had not 

himself seen the inscnption. The conclusion is, that he dare not decide how far it is correctly redd. 

A lately deceast learned Englishman, the Rev. D. H. Haigh, who was a good runic scholar, 

who spent his life in seeking for and copying and explaining and publishing the oldest sculptured and 

inscribed stones in Great Britain and Ireland, and who was an excellent archaeologist and numismatist, 

familiar wdth ecclesiastical architecture and ornamentation, and who himself at his own expense built a 

beautiful little Church in the olden style. — with his own hands made the plaster casts of all the 

Ruthwell runes from which 1 and my artist Prof. Magnus Petersen workt, and which are now in the 

Danish Museum. May such a man be allowed to form any opinion? If he may, let us hear what he 

says in his valuable paper on this Cross in Archfeologia ./Uliana, New Series, Vol. 1. Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne. 1857. a paper written before he visited Ruthwell and made a cast of the top-stone. At p. 156 

he declares that the Bewcastle Cross was raised in memory of king alcfrid, exactly as Mr. Maughan 

and i have said. At p. 173 he states; “1 believe this [Ruthwell] monument, and that at Bewcastle, to 

be of the same age, and the work of the same hand, and the latter must have been erected A, D. 664 

or 5. Now this was precisely the period at which Caedmon, first of all the English nation, began to 

compose religious poems, in the monastery of the Abbess Hilda.” At p. 176 and 177 he says: “The 

scroll-work on the eastern side of the Bewcastle monument, and on the two sides of that at Ruthwell, 

is identical in design, and differs very much from that which is found on other Saxon crosses, in fact 

I know of nothing like it except small portions on a fragment of a cross in the York Museum, on 

another fragment preserved in Jarrow church, and on a cross at Hexham.” 

“At Barnack, in Northamptonshire, three miles from Stamford, there is a church the tower 

of which, presenting on three sides scrolls with birds, and windows filled with tracery of interlacing 

knotwork, is certainly a work of the seventh century, and one which 1 always regarded as a relic of 

the monastery built by St. Wilfrid in this neighbourhood on land granted to him by Alcfridh” Here, 

then, before the inscriptions on the top-stone — omitted in the engravings of Dr. Duncan and therefore 

unknown to Mr. Kemble — were restored to us, Mr. Haigh places these two monuments between 660 

and 670. and concludes that the Ruthwell runic poem must have been written by Ceedmon. 

’ In the :iDd tome of Dv. John Stuart’s magnificent and solid vork “The Sculptured Stones of Scotland ’, {he under the 

last word taking many luonumerits in 'North England;, folio, Edinburgh, ISb?, which reacht me afttr the printing of my Vol, 2 was 

completed, the learned author engraves and describes not a few other such stones, unknown to Mr. Haigh. They also are in the 

same style as the oldest Crosses given by me, and are attributed by our English and Scottish experts, including Dr. Stuart himself, 

to the Tth, 8th and early 9th centuries. Others Have since been found. 
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Now as to the top-stone. This was copied by Cardonnel iu his large folio engraving publisht 

in London in 1789, but which Dr. Duncan and Mr. Kemble had never seen. On Cardounel’s plate — 

tho he was no runologist — the cadmon mje FAUCEto are nearly as plain as on the cast copied by me. 

And when Mr. Haigh had examined the Cross itself, and had made the cast of the top-stone, he wrote 

to me under date Oct. 4, 1863, giving the runes as cadmois’ ile fauceI'O, exactly as I have done. Thus 

Prof. Bugge’s first assertion, that the runes here are “very indistinct”, falls away. 

As to the second assertion, that the learned critic had not himself seen the inscnption, why did 

he not examine the cast in the Museum, comparing it with Cardonuel’s plate made nearly 100 years 

before, of which I had an expensive facsimile made and placed in my book where it was well known 

to him, or why did he not visit Ruthwell itself as 1 did the moment I could, — ere he came to so 

sweeping and mjurious a conclusion, one which affected the eyes and character of gentlemen as 

honorable as himself? 

We have now only Prof. Bugge’s gracious condudon left; that he “dare not decide how far it 

it correctly redd.” Mighty well. We doff our caps, and lout very low. But as he would not take the 

necessary steps, absolutely shutting his eyes to the plain facts and the long and detailed statements in 

my text — my paper on the Ruthwell Cross fills 43 pages in folio, which swarm with details of fact, 

besides the 2 large plates — he must abide by the verdict of other men, as competent as himself, 

who admitted facts and statements whose very existence Prof. Bugge studiously and carefully kept back 

from his readers. They could therefore have no suspicion that anything existed, to gainsay and 

invalidate and disprove his 2 assertions and his condiision. 

This, then, is the way in which our learned critic has given his death-doom in less than 2 

lines. Altogether ignoring the runic inscriptions and everything else on the Cross, he merely uses 

Dr. S. Muller’s hasty and short and peremptory verdict, that the ornamentation dates it at about the 

year 1000. So everything else disappears, and this monument also “goes out of the Saga”, to the 

mutual satisfaction of both parties and the salvation of both theories. But whether this curious facile 

method, this mere abuse of subjective caprice, this more than ridiculous personal infallibility, can be 

approved by a reality called science — 1 shall leave for others to decide. 

In more particular connection with this Ruthwell Cross, I will recapitulate the English view 

in the fewest words possible. 

a. Roman Art in JBntain. England was for 350 years a Roman province, full of Roman 

Camps and Cities and Villas with many yet extant Tesselated Pavements, and Temples and Art, and in 

daily intercourse with all Italy and the Roman world in general. I need not speak of the thousands 

of Roman remains in England called Altars, Grave-stones, Mile-stones and the like, many of which are 

highly decorated and not a few can be year-set; but iu the rich cities of luxurious Roman Britain were 

all sorts of artists and workmen, Roman and Roman-British and other, who produced articles after 

Roman and modified-Roman models. Well known are the many Roman Kilns in England, where were 

made immense supplies of Pottery of all kinds, sometimes even imitating with some success the 

celebrated Samian ware. And among these objects the Roman ornamentation is frequently perfect. Such 

things as Tiles and Bricks often bear Legionary marks, and can be exactly dated. The Roman-British 

workshops have long past away. But the Kilns and their pottery remain, and this elegant terracotta 

with Roman ornamentation would be seen everywhere by the Barbarians who used or destroyed it. 

These Roman-British Kilns have been hidden by the earth for 1500 years, and are now time after 

time accidentally discovered, and examined by modern antiquarians. 

b. Welsh-Christian Art in Britain. Christianity reacht Keltic-Roman England in the 2nd and 

3rd century after ChristL whether from the Eastern or the Western Church is for this argument 

immaterial; in either case its Christian-Keltic Art — and some such Art it must have had, was partly 

Classical. After the Angles had ravaged and subdued the land, many Christian Churches were still 

standing, some perfect — as that of St. Martin in Canterbury^, in which worshipt the Frankie princess 

^ In Wales alone 479 village names remain, chiefly derived from local saints who flourisht iu the 4th and 5th centuries. 

Cornwall follows, with such in the 5th and 6th. 

^ As far as is known, this was the oldest chnrch in England. It was dedicated in hoaor of the famous St. Martiji of 

Tours, to whom also was hallowed the “Wliite House”, Candida Casa, on the promontory now called Whithern, by the earliest 

missionary bishop in Southern Scotland. “Before long”, says G. E. Maclear (Conversion of the West: The Celts. London 1880. p. 43), 
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Bertha with her Bishop Luidhard, in 597, tho her husband king ^thelberht, lord of all the under¬ 

kings from Kent to the Humber in the North, was still a pagan. Many of these buildings, and other 

such Roman-British structures, were more or less injured or destroyed; but all must have been enricht 

with at least some Italian-Keltic ornamentation. Such decorations must have been seen by, and must 

have influenced, the victorious invaders when they used these places, unaltered or restored, for secular 

or Christian purposes. 

c. Heathen-I\oHhern Art in Britain. The Barbarian invaders of Britain came chiefly from the 

North in the Early Iron Age, a period when the North itself was largely penetrated by things Roman 

or Romanized and by olden “Classical” art-motives in general. They could not therefore have been 

ignorant of such. And wherever they went south and west, they came in contact with them. But 

when they subdued the half-Romanized British Kelts, they found Classical art everywhere in the land, 

and this would inevitably influence their own vigorous-Barbarian styles. In the pottery they themselves 

made, they even imitated some ornaments of the simpler Roman ware. 

d. Christian-Northern Art in Britain. But their conquests brought the Northern Barbarians 

face to face with a new factor — Christian populations. And by degrees, commonly after a few years, 

they themselves adopted the new faith. The influences for this step were very strong. Classical paganism 

was now almost extinct; Scando-Gothic paganism was daily giving way; most of the Goths were already 

more or less Christianized. In their new iland-home Welsh and Keltic Christianity was all around the 

Angles, like as the same creed now covered most of the adjacent continent; even as heathens they 

intermarried with Frankie and other continental Christians, and their chiefs were sometimes baptized 

in Gaul or elsewhere abroad. Besides far older Family and local conversions, Tribal evangelization 

among the Angles in North England set in. thanks to the Keltic missions from Ireland (Christianized in 

the 5th century) over South Scotland, before A. D. 650; in the south, king ^thelberht and his court and 

people, influenced by the Roman mission under Augustine, embraced the Gospel in 597. But Conversion 

meant in some degree Culture, and Culture was largely Classical. As Christians, the Northern settlers 

at once past over to the decencies and ceremonies of Western Belief, and to the Italian and Gallic 

decorations in the churches and Monasteries. There and elsewhere, they saw things influenced by Roman- 

Christian types mixt with Barbarian or Keltic motives and ornament, while crowds of all ranks and 

both sexes continually pilgrimaged to Rome to Italy to Gaul and elsewhere, and English art-work 

became famous. 

e. Wilfnd. As early as the end of the 4th century St. Ninian, after visiting St. Martin 

Bishop of Tours and being ordained by him, built a stone church in the foreign style at Whithern or 

Candida Casa, in Wigtonshire. Gallo-way, among the Southern Piets, quite close to Northumbria. — 

Edwin, the great king of Northumbria, was baptized in 627, and raised a small church of wood. Shortly 

afterwards Paulinus, as bishop of York, built a large church of stone, enclosing the wooden one. Paulinus 

was an Italian, sent over by Pope Gregory the Great long before. So quickly may such things sometimes 

take place, all theories notwithstanding. — In 676 Benedict Bishop brought over from Gaul a Number 

of skilled workmen, who built him a stone church in the Roman fashion at Wearmouth in Durham. 

The next year he sent to Gaul for Glass and Glaziers, that the building might have glass windows. 

All sorts of church furniture, decorations and vestments also came from Gaul. And we are told that 

the English workmen learnt to make many things, instructed by the French workmen. The great and 

good Benedict Bishop was six times in Rome and Italy. — In 710 Naiton, king of the Northern Piets, 

sent for foreign masons, and built himself a stone church in the Roman fashion. — But notably one 

accomplisht and illustrious Evangelizer, the renowned Bishop Wilfrid, labored enthusiastically to extend 

Roman church-customs and Romanized Christian Art in England in a Gallo-Roman-Northumbriau style, 

frequently visiting the continent and bringing over numbers of Italian and Gallic workmen. He was 

especially a great builder, and in a costly manner, in stone. He died in 709, at the age of 7.5. He and 

his school covered the North of England with fine specimens of this Gallo-Italic-Keltic-Gothic — or 

in one word Northumbrian, art, which went on extending and flourishing in Britain down to the end 

of the 8th century and later. 

"no Celtic missionary from Ireland or Scotland thought of commencing his work in i’ri.sia or Thuringia before he had first yisited the 

shrine of the saint whose dying words had been "AW reenso lohovem"." Abbot-bishop Martin died about A. D. 400, oyer 80 

years of age. 

5.^ 
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f. Charlemagne. The great Emperor Charlemagne highly favored this development, modified 

and protected it, sending to England for the best English clergy and artists^ to introduce her learning 

and improvements into his wide lands; and this style became so popular in Gaul, that from him it has 

been called Carlovingian. 

g. The old style perishes. In the 9th and 10th centuries, however, the Scandinavian Wikings 

and Royal Throne-seekers ravaged Great Britain and Ireland. They systematically broke down or burnt 

all the holy buildings. Particularly Halfdau and his followers in 870 — 4 destroyed all the monasteries 

and churches in the North of England and South of Scotland — the old Northumbria —, and these 

ruined establishments were not finally restored till after the Norman conquest^. Accordingly, almost 

all the striking English Antiquarian stones, ornamented in the peculiar style of art now under discussion, 

whether with or without Runic or Roman letters or both, are found scattered about, or in churchyards, 

or are dug up on ecclesiastical sites or are discovered as mere building-materials used in far- later 

times, when old churches were rebuilt or restored, — exactly as the old Runic stones of Scandinavia 

are usually found at this moment. 

h. The new style. But by the Norman conquest, as all know, this Roman-Gallic-Gothic-Keltic 

style, with Roman letters of the oldest type and with its now nearly forgotten Old-English Runes on 

Royal and Episcopal grave-pillars and the funeral Crosses of eminent laymen, — was gone out, extinct 

in England. A later taste prevailed, and inscriptions were now in the Roman letters of the middle-age. 

For all these reasons, it is absolutely and physically impossible that the Ruthwell or the Bewcastle 

Cross can be “from about the year 1000” or anything even approaching there to. 

At the same time it will follow as a corollary, if we are to venture on pithy glib-sounding 

extreme statements either way, — that it would be more correct to say, that the Carlovingian Renaissance 

substantially went from England to France, rather than the contrary. It is certainly a monstrous 

contradiction of all the known facts to assert, that everything bearing the art-characteristics of this 

Renaissance in England and Scandinavia — is “from the 9th century” or “as low down as about the 

year 1000.” 

What should be reply to a theory which affirmed, that a noble monument was raised — for 

instance in Denmark — bearing the oldest Northern Runes, in an excessively antique oldest Danish 

dialect forming stave-rime verses in which clearly survived the heathen Baldor-myth, hundreds of years 

after the Kingdom had become Christian, with Latin sentences added in letter-shapes of the rarest in 

the barbarian west, and with ornamental figures going back to the oldest Italian-Gallic-Gothic schools — 

and that this Pillar was set up by or in memory of some Danish king of the 12th century, say Waldemar 

the Great? 

4. But I now come to Prof. Bugge’s last argument, that the words (which he admits the 

Ruthwell Cross bore) with streals (or missiles) was i all wounded, do not apply to the Cross itself, 

the wooden Rood, but are said of the living Christ, and this long before his actual Crucifixion, when he 

was attackt with swords and staves and otherwise insulted. 

This is extraordinary, a good specimen of the extreme ingenuity and special pleading with 

which the gifted author everywhere tries to escape from or to explain away the simplest realities. And 

the whole rests upon a fundamental error, persevered in notwithstanding my having distinctly pointed 

out the truth in my reading and comment of 1867. But this truth would strike down the Wiking 

theory, it was therefore ignored. Long live theories, however many facts perish! 

^ I will oaly mention one among the distinguisht men invited over by Charlemagne to Gaul, the illustrious Alcuin. “Amongst 

his scholars in the Palatine school”, says Smith, (Dictionary of Christian Biography, Vol, 1, p. 74), “were Charles himself, with his 

sons Charles, Pipin, and Lewis, his sister Gisela, and his daughter of the same name; Angilbert, afterwards abbot of St. Riquier; 

Adalhard, abbot of Corvey; Higbod, archbishop of Troves; Rictrudis, a noble nun of Cheiles; and Gundrada, the sister of .Adalhard. 

His most famous pupils during his later years at Tours were Rabanus Maurus, afterwards archbishop of Mentz; Hatto, abbot of 

Fulda; Haimo, bishop of Halberstadt; Samuel, abbot of Lorsch, and afterwards bishop of Worms; Adalbert, abbot of Ferrieres; Aldric, 

bishop of Sens; and Anialarius, deacon of Metz.” 

® “The churches at Jarrow-on-Tyne and Monkwearmouth, built by Benedict Biscop and Ceolfrid, who sent the architects 

to King Nectan to build him a church after the Roman manner in the first quarter of the eighth century, were both destroyed by 

the Danes in 867, and both remained in a ruined condition till 1074, when they were reconstructed and restored to sacred use. It 

may be possible that some part of the remains, as now existing, may be of the original construction, but this fact is undetermined.” — 

Jos. Anderson. Scotland in Early Christian Times, 8vo. Edinburgh 1881, p. .5.5. 
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Ihe mistake is this, Ihe Dream of the Holj^ Rood, of which a part is cut on this Ruthwell 

Cross, is, as we know it complete in an 0. S. E. 10th century transcript, a stave-rime poem in 314 

lines. The first 54 tell ns how the author falls asleep, and dreams that he sees the actual Cross on 

which the .'saviour suffered. Shortly after, in his dream, he hears this beam, this Rood, this wooden 

Cross, describe the death of our Lord on its bosom. 

Ihe first actual words spoken by the Cross', as the Bard listened to them in his dream and 

as he remembered them when he woke, are given by him in lines 55—166, thus in 102 lines, which 

we may call the Cross-words part 1. Ihey are a panorama of the Passion. 

1 he next actual words spoken by the Cross, — which we may call the Cross-words part 2, are 

given in lines 167—244. In these last the tree or Cross expounds the meaning of the awful death it 

had just described, refers to the promist uprising of Christ from the dead, speaks of the great Judgment 

to come, and ends by bidding us so use this holy sacrifice as to work out our own salvation. 

The remaining lines, 245—314, the Cross being now silent, are added by the English poet, 

and are a grand outburst of beautiful verse, in which the Scald longs for the heavenly fruits of Christ’s 

death, the joys of Paradise. 

Now what concerns us here is — the Crucifixion-words spoken by the Cross in Part 1; for 

these alone are carved upon the stone. The 2nd part of the Cross-words is only homiletic. Even the 

1st or Crucifixion section contains 102 lines, and there was no room on the Runic parts of the stone 

pillar for so many. Several lines — how many we do not know •— have been broken away from the 

pillar, which has suffered severely here and there. At this moment only about 25 lines, out of the 

77 in the Vercelli codex to which they more particularly answer, are left on the stone. And even 

these 25 are not consecutive; but we can perfectly follow the order and meaning by help of the precious 

' (Added in Sept. 1881.) — This is the earliest metaphorical introduction of THE wooden cross xpeukiiif/ known to me. 

It is a hold feature of poetical and religious art, and has apparently not been often used later. I only remember it once again in 

English. This is the “Dispute between Mary and the Cross” in the Vernon Ms., date about 1370. It is printed in Dr. R. Morris’s 

Taliiable “Legends of the Holy Rood” (8vo. London 1871, pp. 131—149, in 40 stanzas containiri|; 51^8 lines of verse) and opens: 

Oure ladi freo', 

on Rode treo‘, 

made hire mon: 

Heo seide on [je 

|)e fruit of me' 

is wo bigon: 

Mi fruit L sec 

in blodi bleo' 

Among his fon, 

Serwe !• seo', 

[le veines fleo. 

from blodi bon. 

A variant of the same text, in the somewhat later Royal Ms., 18 A 10, is given by Dr. M. in the same work pp. 197 — 209, in 

only 372 lines. — For the 2 other examples elsewhere we have to thank the accomplisht French savant Prof. Paul Meyer. First is 

a Latin poem written early in the 13th century, in which the Virgin Mary utters four 9-lined stanzas, reproaching the Rood for 

having become the instrument of her Son's death. The Cross defends itself in six similar verses. This' piece begins: 

“Crux, de te volo conquer!: 

Quid est quod in te reperi 

Fructuni non tibi debitura?" 

It is printed for the first time by Prof. Meyer in “Daurel et Beton, Chanson de Geste Proven^ale, publiee pour la premiere fois 

d’apre.s le manuscrlt unique appurtenant a M. A. Didot”. Paris 1880, pp. Ixxv--Ixxvij. (Soc. des Anc. textes Fran§.) 

The second, dated 1345, is in a Provengal dialect. It opens imperfectly from a damage in the codex, but has still 

12G lines left. After Our Lady’s first (defective) words against the Tree, the “Respon la crotz a Marie” commences; 

“Dona, salvant la vostre honor, 

Nous deu pas creyse la doior. 

Non dit jes que fayt aiat 

Per que de vos si sie ostat.” 

The debate continues, thus summed up by Prof. M. (p. Ixxiij). “La Vierge reproche a la croix sa cruaute envers le Sauveur. 

Celle-ci se defend et fait valoir d’ingenieux arguments. Elle a agi comme doit faire un loyal serviteur a I'egard de son seigneur. 

Jesus voulait mourir pour racheter le genre humain: elle s’est conformee a sa volonte; elle a servi d’instrument a la redemption; elle 

n'avait ni le droit ni le pouvoir de resister a la volonte divine. Enfin, elle explique aUegoriquement les souffrances de Jesus, cherchant 

a montrer que chacune d'elles etait necessaire, et de la sorte le debat devient un petit traite th^ologique de la passion.” — This 

piece also is publish!, for the first time, by Prof. P. Meyer in the same work, p. Ixxix Ixxxv. 

55* 
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skinbook containing the whole lay. Now what does this 77-lines’ section, all uttered by the actual 

Beam or Rood on which Christ hung, and 25 lines of which are still left on the stone Cross, tell us? 

I will mention, quite shortly, the particulars: 

1. The Tree tells how it was cut down in the wood, the holt, (“holtes on ende”, Vercelli 

Cod. 1. 58)h 

2. How it was carried to a hill, and fixt up there. (Verc. Cod. 1. 64). 

3. How “the FREA of mankind”, “the young helt” (the youthful hero) prepared to mount it. 

(V. C. 1. 66). . , 

4. How the Saviour was fas^ned to its bosom with nails. (V. C. 1. 91). 

5. How Christ dies. (V. C. 1. 98). 

6. How the Rood is reddened by the blood which flowed from his side. (The man who 

pierced his side is not even named, still less is there one word as to his being blind). (Verc. C. 1. 98). 

7. How the Redeemer hangs on the Cross, gloomy clouds about him, heavy shadows over 

the shine-path. (V. Cod. 1. 108). 

8. WEPT ALL CREATION, 

wail'd the fall of their king. (V. C. 1. 111). 

9. The Tree further relates how Christ’s friends take down the lifeless body. (Verc. Cod. 1. 122). 

10. How the Rood is left empty steaming with blood, and how it was: 

WITH streals (arrows and other missiles) all wounded. (Vercelli Codex 1. 126). 

11. How the Cross sees the Healer’s dear ones stand over his corpse. (V. Cod. 1. 129). 

12. And how it beholds them burying the lifeless lich in a stone sepulcher. (Verc. C. 1. 140). 

13. How the 3 Crosses stand and mourn. (V. C. line 143). 

14. How men drag down these 3 Crosses, dig a pit and bury them. (Verc. C. 1. 151). 

15. How that very Cross on which Christ thus suifered was dug up again — it is not said 

when or by whom — and how this Rood, which is the speaker, was bedeckt with gold and silver. (Ver¬ 

celli Codex, 1. 156). 

All this is the language of the Cross itself, in its striking picture of Christ’s Passion, which 

now ends. Hammerich’s Danish version takes the same view 2. 

After reading the above, there can be no doubt left, that, when the Cross says it was 

WITH STREALS ALL WOUNDED, 

it says quite plainly that against itself, the wooden Rood, very many arrows and other missiles had been 

cast, aimed at the man who was fastened wpon it, and that a number of these bolts had struck the Cross 

and covered it with wounds. Maybe also, in this dim intermixture of heathen and Christian teachings, 

of BALDOR and of Christ, one such “streal”, the mistelto, had reacht the Lord himself. 

But what is the date? Let us recapitulate. 

1. We only know of one c^dmon as a poet, and he lived in Northumbria and died there 

about 680. 

2. The runes say that c.ai:DMON made me, in all reason the precious Runic poem. 

3. The Oid-English Runes are of the oldest types. 

4. The Latin inscriptions are in letter-shapes among the oldest in the English west. Such 

uncial forms are impossible there in the 10th year-hundred. 

5. The ornamentation is the same as on a number of other carvings in Britain in the 7th 

& 8th centuries. 

' We see by thi.s that the later (middle-age) legend, which carried the beam out of which the Cross was made to the 

Temple in Jerusalem, whence it was dragged by the Jews and fashioned into the Rood, was unknown to Csedmon. If it was a Tree, 

cut down in the holt, it could not have been a piece of timber, lying in the Temple. This also is a proof of great antiquity. 

^ Fr. Hammerich. De episk-kristelige oldkvad hos de gotiske folk. 4to. Kjabenhavn 1878, p. 17, 20: 

Mandhjems Froj 

sa jeg magtfuld ile; — — — 

Da g;jorded sig helten, 

helten hin unge; — — — 

A1 skabningeu grsed 

af gru ved sin konnings fald! — — — 

bloddugt, pilstunget 

blev jeg staende. 
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6. Ihe dialect of tlie 0. North English is of the most archaic class. The rune-lines give 

also, for the first and last time in England, the antique and otherwise lost Old-English dual ac. pronoun 

UNGCET for us two. The b. E. 10th century transcript has here the usual later UNC butu, ws both. 

7. So certainly is the S. E. poem a copy of something far older, that in one place in the Ms. 

a stave-rime word beginning with s has been accidentally omitted by the scribe. But this word, soegum, 

is in its proper place on the stone Cross. 

8. W e see also how very far back the Runic Lay is. from its excessively archaic simplicity, the 

absence of ‘’padding , of later make-up fillings-in, in the verses. The 25 North-English lines contain 81 

words; in the S. English 10th century codex they mount up to 101. No f^wer than 20 have been added, 

in gradual transcriptions. One-6th of the whole is therefore later amplif cation in the Vercelli skinbook. 

Surely, if we have any honest, solid, careful, comparative, archeological and historical and 

palfeographical and linguistic criticism left — and 1 think we have some, these accumulated arguments 

prove that the date given to the Ruthwell Cross, about A. D. 680, is correct. And in fact t\\&'dater 

we fix the age, the more incredible and impossible does the whole become. 

But in this case we must also remember, that the language and heathen intermixtures here 

found were not made by Ceedmon. He spoke, to be commonly understood, the language of his Anglian 

elders, who had swarmed over to Northumbria hundreds of years before. Their homeland, as all history 

and traditions and monuments show, was Denmark chiefly, certainly Scandinavia. 

The Baldor-myth was therefore known in England, and eventually in Denmark, at least 3 or 4 

centuries after Christ, and is here brokenly echoed by the stone Cross about the year 680. Thus it 

could not have been first made by Wikings in the 9th and 10th centuries. 

(The second passage is the note added at p. 43 of the Afterwi’it:) 

Nov. 1882. — As to this Top-stone, also spoken of at p. 352, a simpler and shorter way is to 

suppress it altogether. This has been done by at least two learned men. — In his “Anglo-Saxon Reader” 

(Oxford 1876, whose 2nd ed. I have not seen) Mr. Henry Sweet, without printing anything on the Cross, says 

p. 169 that the poem in the Vercelli Codex, parts of which are on the Ruthwell Pillar, was written 

by Cynewulf! After this surprising discovery, a joke or whim which he does not attempt to prove, he 

continues, that some lines of this lay are on the Ruthwell Rood “in the Old Northumbrian dialect of the 

eighth or ninth century.” We therefore now know, that the runic verses are by Cynewulf, not earlier 

than the 8th or 9th age. That the Cross itself should be so impertinent as to say cjedmon me made 

(whatever those words may mean) was of course no concern of Mr. Sweet’s reader. It is therefore 

not even hinted at. — Next, in Prof. G. Zupitza’s “Alt- und Mittelenglisches Cbungsbuch” (2nd ed. 

Wien 1882. the 1st ed. I have not seen), the Ruthwell runic inscriptions are printed p. 2 foil., without 

a word as to their date or authorship. However, curiously enough, tho Cardonnel’s Plate (which has 

the c^DMON ME made) is expressly named among the materials which the author says he has used, the 

Topstone and its statement is entirely ignored by Prof. Zupitza. — But we must not complain. All 

this and much worse is now common enough. And it often goes under the name of “High Science”. 

May 1883. — In “The Academy” for March 31, 1883, I find, p. 225, as to a meeting of the 

Cambridge Archeeological Society, March 5, 1883: “Mr. G. F. Browne showed a drawing of ornamental 

scrolls from the mausoleum of Galla Placidia at Ravenna, and pointed out their almost exact resemblance 

to the scrolls on “Paulinus’s Cross” at Whalley, of which no other example is known in England. 

He gave reasons for thinking it probable that Paulinus had visited Ravenna before being sent to England 

(A. D. 601). He showed also a drawing of continuous scrolls, with birds, leaves, fruit, &c., from the 

tomb of St. Januarius in the Catacomb of St. Praetextatus at Rome, and pointed out their remarkable 

resemblance to scrolls with birds, &c., on the great crosses at Ruthwell and Bewcastle, remarking that 

the date indicated on the Bewcastle cross, about A. D. 665, coincided with the time at which Wilfrid 

was making visits to Rome, and was not long prior to the date at which the Catacombs ceased to be 

places of pilgrimage on the removal of the relics of saints to the churches in Rome.” — I only add 

that the Rev. G. F, Browne is the greatest living authority on British Crosses, which he has for years 

studied minutely, and that the Bewcastle and Ruthwell Crosses — if not by the same hand — are in 

the same style and of the same age. 

Vol. 3, p. 200. DEWSBURY. — This costly gravewrit, the smallest yet known in England, is now 

in the British Museum, to which it was lately given by T. W. W. Robinson, Esq., F. S. A. I saw it, 
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with admiration of its elegance, in August 188’.^. — At p. 221 of “The Yorkshire Archseological and 

Topographical Journal”, Vol. 1, 8vo, London 1870, is a paper by the Rev. J. T. Fowler, M. A., F. S. A., 

“On some Ancient Inscribed Stones at Dewsbury”, this one among them, with drawings. Fragments of 

what may have been the Cross of Paulinus are also here described, and a 7th century uninscribed 

coped stone, of which he says, p, 224: “The sides have running patterns of foliage, surrounded by 

cable-moulding, and the end, or gable, contains a rude cross in low relief. Whitaker is not far wrong 

in saying that it is “shaped exactly like a common cottage house”.” 

Vol. 3, p. 201 — 3. .ffiGiLi. — The oldest art-representation known to me of that Aryan 

Wonder-Bowman whose last Scando-Gothic echoes are .i^Egil, Ileraming. Robin Hood, William of 

Cloudsley, William Tell', Paine Toke and the like, comes from the far East. During the years 

1873—6 Major-General Cunningham dug out the remains of the Buddhist Stupa or Temple at Bharhut, 

120 Engl, miles south-west of Allahabad. tie found there a number of costly representations carved 

in granite, pillars, medallions and other sculptures, from the 3rd century before Christ, many of them 

illustrating the legends connected v^ith the Jatakas, or successive births (incarnations) of Buddha. These 

he publisht in a splendid 4to, at the expense of the British-Indian Government^. 

One of the basrelief medallions, given in photograph Plate 27. No. 13. is the Asadrisa Jataka. 

The learned writer's text hereto, 2)' 70, is as follows: “This sculpture is unfortunately much broken, 

and any inscription which it may have had is lost: but the story of Prince Asadrisa, the great Archer, 

is too clearly told to leave any doubt as to its identification. This Jataka is one of those given by 

Spence Hardy [Manual of Buddhism, p. 114], from whose work the following tran.slation is extracted: 

— “In this birth, Bodhisat was the son of Brahmadatta. king of Benares, and was called Asadrisa. He 

had a younger brother, Brahmadatta. On arriving at a pro2)er age, he received all necessary instructions 

from a learned 25i'eceptor; and the king at his death commanded that the kingdom should be given to 

Asadrisa. and the vazirshi]:) to his brother. The nobles were willing that the royal command should be 

obeyedj but as Bodhisat positively refused the kingdom, it was given to his younger brother, and he 

became vazir, or inferior king. A certain nobleman afterwards insinuated to the king that Asadrisa was 

plotting against his life; on hearing which he became enraged, and commanded that the traitor should 

be apprehended. But Bodhisat received warning of the danger in which he was placed, and fled to the 

city of Samaya. On arriving at the gate of the city, he sent to inform the king that a famous archer 

had arrived in his dominious. The king gave orders that he should be admitted into the royal presence, 

and asked what wages he would require; and when he was answered that a thousand masuraiif: would 

be a reasonable salary, he gave his promise that this sum should be allowed. The king's former archers 

were naturally envious that a mere stranger should receive an allowance so much superior to their own. 

One day the king having entered the royal garden, commanded that a couch should be placed, and a 

cloth spread, at the foot of a mango tree. When seated, he espied a mango fruit at the very upper¬ 

most part of the tree; and as it was impossible that any one could get it bv climbing, he intimated 

that the archers should be called, who were to bring it down by an arrow. The archers of course gave 

way to the man of the thousand masurans', and the king repeated his command to Asadrisa, who 

requested that the royal couch might be removed from under the tree, 'the archers perceiving that the 

Bodhisat had neither bow nor arrow in his hand, resolved among themselves, that if he were to request 

their assistance, they would refuse him the use of their weapons. Bodhisat then laid aside his usual 

garment, arrayed himself in a splendid robe, girt his sword by his side, and his quiver upon his 

shoulder; and putting together a bow that was made of separate pieces, jointed, with a coral necklace 

as the bow-string, he ap2^roached the king, and inquired whether the fruit was to be felled by the 

arrow as it went U23 or as it returned. The king replied that it would be the greater wonder if the 

fruit were brought down by the returning arrow. Bodhisat gave notice that as the arrow would proceed 

right into the firmament, it would be necessary to wait for its return with a little patience. An arrow 

was then shot, which cleft a small portion from the mango, then went to the other world, and was 

seized by the Devas. Another arrow was shot, and after sometime, there was a noise in the air, 

* There is a whole literature on the Tell Saga and the apple, etc. The last essay in English is “William Tell”, (pp. 

113—133 of “Curious Myths of the Middle Ages”, by S. Baring-Gouid, 8to, London 1881). 

® The Stupa of Bharhut: a Buddhist Monument, ornamented with numerous sculptures illustrative of Buddhist Legend and 

History, in The Third Century B. C. By Alexander Cunningham, Director General Aichceological Survey of India. London 1879. 
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thrum, thrum, thrum, at which the people were afraid. Bodhisat told them it was the sound of the 

arrow; and they were then more fearful, as each one thought it might fall upon his own body. The 

allow, as it letuined, divided the mango from the tree; and Bodhisat going to the place, caught the 

fruit in one hand and the arrow in the other. At the sight of this, the people a thousand times 

shouted in tiiumph, a thousand times clapped their hands, and a thousand times waved their kerchiefs 

round their heads and danced; and the king gave Asadrisa countless treasures. — At this time seven 

kings, having heard that Asadrisa was dead, surrounded the City of Benares, and gave the king his 

choice, either to tight or to deliver up his kingdom. Brahmadatta sighed for the assistance of his 

brother, and having received information of his place of retreat, sent a noble to invite him to return. 

Asadrisa at once took leave of Samaya, and on arriving near Benares, he ascended a scaffold, from 

which he shot an arrow, with an epistle attached to the following effect: ‘This is the first arrow from 

the hand of Asadrisa: if the second should be sent, you will all be slain'. The arrow fell upon a dish 

from which the seven kings were eating rice, and as they thought within themselves that the threat 

would certainly be accomplished, they fled to their own cities. Thus Bodhisat conquered the seven 

kings, without the shedding of a single drop of blood. Brahmadatta now offered to resign the kingdom, 

but Bodhisat again refused it, and going to the forest of Himala, by strict asceticism, he gained super¬ 

natural power, and afterwards passed away to the highest of the celestial regions.” 

ihus in this even then modern Indian variant, .^gil is engaged in feud "and fight, exactly as 

on the still later North-English Casket. •—■ Curiously enough, the last 3-fold exploit of the Indian 

prince lives on, almost unchanged, in the last exploit of the Scandinavian wonder-shot An the 

Bowbender. (Ans Saga Bogsveigis, K. 7 in Rafn's Form Sog. Nordrl. 2, p. 357). 

July 1882. Part 12 of the folio Album publisht by the English Pal^ographical .Society has 

just appeared. Its plates 228 and 229 are admirable autotype facsimiles of the FRA^’KS casket, with a 

leaf of descriptive text. 

Vol. 3. p. 216. AL^’MOUTH. — Plate 117 of the late Br. John Stuart’s noble “Sculptured 

Stones of Scotland”, folio, Vol. 2. which reacht me after the publication of mv Vol. 2, gives all the 4 

sides of these Cross-fragments, tho not quite correctly. We can thus examine also the back of the 

large piece, which shows the Crucifixion. This is carved in the oldest way, the Sun and Moon above, 

the 2 Thieves under the arms of the Rood, and below them the Centurion and the readier up of the 

sponge with vinegar, with costly interlaced work as the base of the Cross. Add hereto the very antique 

character of the Roman letters. — I therefore now think that Mr. .Haigh’s Jirst date (about A. D. 705) 

is undoubtedly the correct one. The eadulf here commemorated is therefore the king who usurpt the 

crown at the death of king aldfrid, but was shortly after defeated and slain. See Vol 1, p. 462. 

Vol. 3, p. 219, 220. — A French savant, Mons. L. L. H. Combertigues-Vareimes, a learned 

student of Runic and other Calendars, has just (Jan. 1882) favored me with a valuable Ms. treatise on 

this curious Calendar. We will hope that he will make it public. Meantime he has kindly permitted 

me to say. that his paper closes as follows: “En resume, ce calendrier, non termiue par son auteur, 

donne. pour la portion que Worm nous en a conservee (qiioique avec de grandes fautes d’execution), 

les Signes des fetes, le Cycle Solaire et le Cycle Lunaire, c. a. d. qu’il appartieut a la classe que Worm 

nomme Calendriers parfaits. L’annee y commence avec le 14 Octobre et le nombre d’or du I®'' Janvier 

est 3. II offre, en outre, comme renseignements complementaires, un Cycle Solaire complet, un Cycle 

Lunaire defectueux et quelques monogrammes on dessins san.s importance. — Ce qui constitue I’interet 

capital offert par ce calendrier, c’est qu’il est probable que la Serie de son cycle lunaire (correspondant, 

comme toiijours, a un alphabet) ruuique, est tout-a-fait inedite.” 

In this memoir the learned author identifies the festivals, among them those of S. Edmund 

(England), S. Thorlak (Iceland) and S. Knut, Duke and Martyr (Denmark), thus making the Calendar 

a century more modern than the date I had assigned to it. 

Vol. 3, p. 227. Top. — ''Rxmi o runici si appellavano gli antichi caratteri dei popoli del 

Nord.” Luigi Frati. Di un Calendario Bunico della Pontificia Univex'sita di Bologna. 4to. Bologna 

1841. p, 8. 

Vol. 3. p. 227, No. 6. — I now prefer to take sehs-chn^ in the meaning sax-keen, sword- 

hold, falchion-darmg. So, if I am right in my rendering of the 'Jjur.s:\ker stone (p. 344 above), we have 

SAKSE-TbNtR = Sivord-Captain, as an epithet of and kenning for (w)oden. 
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Vol. 3, p. 229. — In the Bergen Museum is a small rudely decorated middle-age shrine-chest 

from Fortuhn Church, N. Bergenhus-amt. Round the sides is the Roman alphabet, followed by a 

blundered amor vincit OM(nia). 

Dec. 1, 1881. I have just added to the Husaby Museum, Smaland, Sweden, the smallest 

Pocket-Alphabet in Runes known to me. It is a fine-grained glimmery hard sandstone, about 3V4 

inches long by 2V4 wide, and from to 3 4 of an inch thick. This •well-preserved piece was found 

some time ago near Randers in Jutland, Denmark, came into the hands of Dr. Lassen in that city, 

thence to a Danish collector (Stud, juris C. F. Kuhn), and so to me. Its date would seem to be about 

the 13th century. Everything is rather deeply cut, and there is not the shadow of a doubt as to the 

absolutely genuine character of the object itself. — The front bears, on and between 3 framing lines, 

the following inscription: 

[ { li 4 {’ r F A B C D E F Ct 

infill HIKLMN 

The stroke at the top left is mei’ely to join the 2 long lines, thus marking where the risting begins. 

The 2 straight strokes at the left and right of the under line are ornamental, symmetrically open and 

end that portion. Thus the stave-row is in the Latin order, as was usual at this period, and goes no 

farther than N. As we have seen, (sometimes for want of room), these carved Alphabets are often 

defective; that is, they r&inind the reader of what came after. Little need be said as to the shape of 

the letters. The 4. for c is a common middle-age type, and in the same period 1 or f is often found for D; 

Y and Y are rare variants at this date for f and g, the common forms being Y and Y. The L and M 

are here given by lY, short writing, the arm of the being taken from the left arm of the Y. — On 

the narrow end of the stone, to the right of this writing, is cut-in an equal-limbed Cross, rather Greek 

than Maltese in shape, , in my opinion of the same old date as all the rest. The abc, as we know, 

n later times usually began or ended with the Cross-mark. Hence the English term for Alphabet — 

Christ-cross-row. — On the back or side opposite to the runes, perpendicularly in a Cartouche, with 

simple zigzag ornamental strokes below, is apparently the Boo-mark of the writer, a kind of interlaced 

s and I (or i and s). This would seem to mean merely initials, for instance of S'Wain ionsson (or ion 

swainsson). — On the long edge to the right of the inscription is scratcht-in the date 1023. This is 

evidently a modern scribble; the piece is not older than about the 13th century. 

(Jan. 1882.) Since writing the above, another like object has been found in Denmark. At the 

beginning of the year 1882 a husbandman ploughing a field on the homestead .tessigArd, in Ostermarie 

Parish, Bornholm, pickt up a little sand-stone, nearly 5 inches greatest height by about 4^'4 greatest 

width, irregularly oblong in shape, but broken at each corner below. It is nearly an inch thick. — On 

the tolerably even front, within a cartouche framing the whole, are 4 lines of the later runes, clearly 

cut-in. They form the stave-row, in the usual Roman order, thus: 

"I B l> ‘ir r A B D E F 

F X i [I f" G H I K L 

T k ^1 F d, M N 0 P B 

STUX 

In these middle-age abc’s, the c is often omitted, K being used for both c and K. When 

distinguisht, the soft sound was given by the shorter (h J,, J^, j.], 1, yj, &c.) or longer 

(H- &c.) s-mark, or by some variant of the K (such as p), — The Q also was not needed. — 

Interesting here is the differentiation of the G and k as P and p, the A for both R. and A, and the 

two Roman letters for p and x. The stone is broken away below, so that only the top left limb of 

the 4 in X now remains, but there is no doubt that this was the original stave. It is this creeping-in 

of the Roman signs bodily, which inclines me to give a late date to this curious lave, about the year 

1400 with a little elbow-room on either side. This piece also, which is now in the Danish Museum, 

is undoubtedly genuine. These 2 stone pocket-alphabets are the only ones at present known to me. 

Feb. 1882. After mentioning fresh Alphabet-bells, the Editor of “Notes and Queries” adds 

(Aug. 20, 1881, p. 159): “Within the last quarter of a century the pot-hawkers in the north of 
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England were in the habit of selling large yellow bowls with the alphabet stamped on their rims, just 

in the fashion of these curious bells. — Under eidsberg, Norway, above, is given a runic inscription 

from St. Molio s Cave, Scotland. In this wiking-scribble the g is very nearly allied in shape (F") to 

that on the Bornholm pocket abc. 

Vol. 3, p. 334. Bracteate No. 59. — Nov. 1882. Another fine specimen of this golden 

blink, from the same die, has just been found in Fyn, Denmark. 

Vol. 3, p. 236. No. 75. — We have another old-lave in England which may help to explain 

this precious English Coin. Happily scarce a year goes by without our meeting forn sculptured stones, 

centuries ago used as mere building-stuff, in the repairs of Churches &c. So in 1874, during the 

restoration of Dacre Church in Cumberland was found a large block, nearly 1 foot greatest width by 

about 3 feet in height, clearly part of an historical Pillar. It is engraved and described by Henry 

Richardson, Esq., in The Reliquary, Vol. 16. 1875—76, p. 33. pi. 3, who shows that it was a local 

stele raised to commemorate king Athelstaue, the English king, receiving the submission in 926 of 

Constantine king of the Scots, Huwal king of the AVest Britons, and \Ver king of the Gwents, as 

described in the 0. Engl, Chronicle and in Florence of Worcester s. a. 926. It took place at Eamot 

(now Eamont) near Dacre. — 1 will very shortly describe its sculptures. Back. No decoration. Each 

side. Basket-work, in 2 patterns. Front. (Every thing is very rude and much injured). Below, the 

FALL, free with Apples, Adam on one side. Eve on the other. — Higher up, a stag, above in the left 

perhaps a Dog. Whether these refer to Hunting or are Symbolical, I cannot say. — Above two men 

(? kings), the right hand of the one clasping the left of the other. They stand on each side of a kind 

of Altar, or Reliquary on an Altar. Evidently oath-swearing and homage. On the extreme right is a 

strange carving, seemingly hellmouth, as tho announcing the punishment of main-swearing. — Higher up 

the triquetra (Holy Trinity), and above this the lamb (Christ). — On blocks above or below this, may 

have stood other things or an inscription. 

Thus here as on the English golden Triens we have the oath gang, on the Coin after heathen 

traditions, on the stone after Christian usage, but treated by the artist somewhat after the style of 

Roman art. 

Vol. 3, p. 240. — Low down. For resemblance read resemblance. 

Vol. 3, p. 242. — Oct. 1881. This Coin-hoard has now been carefully described by the 

Keeper of the Christiania Coin-Cabinet, in a 4to work publisht in commemoration of the Marriage of 

the Crownprince of Norway-Sweden. “Myntfuiidet fra Grseslid i Thydalen. Af Dr. L. B. Stenerseii. 

Christiania 1881.” This learned monograph is illustrated by 7 Plates, containing 225 Coins in Autotype. 

See p. 348, above. 

Vol. 3, p. 249, Bracteate No. 82. — I have to thank the courtesy of the learned author. 

Dr. MAX BARTELS of Berlin, for a copy of his overprint of a valuable essay on these Barbaric Gems 

(“Die Gemme von Alseii und ihre Verwandten”, pp. 179—207 of Zeitschrift f. Ethnologic, 8vo, Berlin 

1882). In this exhaustive paper the whole subject is handled afresh, and the writer has brought together 

also new-found sj^ecimcns of these curious objects. No fewer than 12 are here carefully engraved, with 

all available information. Dr. Bartels concludes that I was right in my identification and exjjlauatiou, 

that they were all the work of one artist, probably a Dane living in Sealand, that he commenced with 

one figure, then went on to two, and at last advanced to three, and that the pieces themselves were 

most likely intended as Talismans. — April 29, 1883. The same accomplisht oldlorist has just favored 

me wdth a second paper by him on this subject, in the Zeitschr. f. Ethn. 1883, under the title “Die 

Gemme von Alsen und ihre Verwandten. (Nachtrag und Berichtigung).” No fewer than 5 fresh pieces 

are here described, so that the total number now reaches 17. All 5 are found in the Netherlands. 

The last. No. 17, from Lieveren (Roden, Drenthe), is here engraved, and is a remarkable variant. Three 

figures, their faces to the left, salute a fourth, who looks to the right. Above the group is a large 

square-armed Cross, with a many-armed smaller Cross or star on each side. Thus for the first time 

a specimen with so many as 4 persons, and with a Cross (whether Christian, Heathen or Gnostic, which 

I as little dare decide as Dr. Bartels himself). Meantime all this opens to us fresh fields of interest. 

Vol. 3, p. 117, 259. — The oldest dated hanging-bell known in Germany is that in the 

Burchardi-Church, VViirzburg, from 1249. (H. Otte, Handbuch der kirchlichen Kunst-Archaologie, 8vo, 

Vol. 1, Leipzig 1868, p. 245). 

56 
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Vol, 3, p. 262. — See Dr. A. Mitchell's “The Past in the Present", Svo, Edinburgh 1880, 

p. 11, where a primitive Scottish Loom, with its S/aj/ or Spatha is engraved; and p. 235, where a 

minute description is given. 

Vol. 3. p. 267. — The influence of the civilisation called Assyrian spread very far in the 

north of Europe and Asia. In his remarkable and noble folio “Antiquites du Nord Finno-Ougrien , 

Part 1, Helsingfors 1877, p. 46, the learned Finnish Archgeologist J. R. Aspelin says: “Les trouvailles 

de Tage du bronze faites a I’ouest de rOural offrent en general des formes moins anciennes, derivees 

des formes siberiennes, et accusent dans leur confection le plus haiit degre d’habilite technique qui ait 

ete atteint pendant cette periode. On pent en conclure que cette region a ete peuplee la derniere et 

que c'est la peut-etre que I’age du bronze a eu la plus longue duree. Si Ton compare les trouvailles 

faites dans la necropole d’Ananino, sur la rive occidentale de la Kama, necropole appartenant a une 

periode de transition entre I’age du bronze et celui du fer, avec les antiquites trouvees dans des torabeaux 

scythiques qui rehfermaient quelques objets de provenance grecque, il parait probable que la fin de I’age 

du bronze, sur les bords de la Kama, correspond au HD siecle avant J. C. L’age dn bronze a cesse 

en Siberie au moins aussi tot que sur les bords de la Kama; c’est ce que prouve la comparaison entre 

les antiquites de I’ancien age du fer de I’Altai et les objets trouves dans les tombeaux scythiques de 

la Russie meridiouale, lesquels datent des derniers siecles avant J. C. II faut pourtant ici prendre en 

consideration ce que dit Herodote, que de son temps, on peut-etre plus exactement lors de leur lutte 

avec les Perscs, en 530 avant J. C., les Massag^es faisaient leurs armes de bronzes, tandis qu’ils se 

paraient d’ornements en or. En revanche, il est impossible de determiner, raeme approximativement, 

I’epoque ou cette civilisation a commence a se repandre en Siberie. Le fait, que sa duree a ete fort 

longue resulte du grande nombre des sepultures et des mines. Et comme, dans la Siberie occidentale, 

elle n’a pas ete precedee d’un age de la pierre, elle a du y etre introdnite par une population emigree 

d’une region ou I’age du bronze remontait a des temps encore plus recules. Peut-etre les recherches 

dont I’antique civilisation assyrienne est actuellement I’objet contribueront-elles a eclaircir ces questions. 

En effet, les armes de bronze ornees de tetes d'animaux, les figures d’animaux debout qui surmontent 

quelques pics de mineur, et d’autres objets encore, paraissent accuser une parente originaire avec les 

antiquites assyrieunes.’^ 

1 add the following, from “The Academy" London, Sept. 17, 1881, p. 223: — ‘■'Prehistoric 

Importation of Jade. — Prof. G. de Mortillet opens the last number of the Matenaux pour V Ristoire de 

I'Homme with an interesting article on “The Importation of Nephrite and of Bronze”. He describes the 

curious assemblage of objects found in the lower station of Gerofin (or Oefeli) on the lake of Bienne, 

which he regards as offering evidence of very early commercial relations with the East. From thirty to 

forty implements of jade and jadeite have been found, with several celts and knife-daggers of bronze, 

and four chisels in unalloyed copper. But the most remarkable object is a bronze pin, of Oriental type, 

similar to pins used at the present day in China. The presence of this object lends support to the 

belief that the jade also must have come from Central Asia; and it may be remarked that M. Mortillet 

has long held that our knowledge of bronze was originally introduced from India. The assemblage of 

objects from Gerofin shows that this station belongs to that early part of the Bronze age which 

M. Mortillet designates as the Morgien epoch, after the lake-dwelling at Merges on the lake of Geneva. 

Vol. 3, p. 277. — The variant runics for y. In the summer of 1882 was found in Handest 

Church, Jutland, Denmark, a very old grave-stone in the common runes. It says: 

TUKI RATY STIN TONSI IFTIR UF(? K Or T)a. FAl'UR SIN, HAR5A KUtAN PIGN. 

TUKl WROTE STOl^E THIS AFTER VFf? K OV T)1 FATHER SIN (his). U-SARD (very) GOOD THANE. 

Here raty is given byf^^.j' '^^, and there can be no doubt as to the power of the last letter. 

Vol. 3, p. 279. — Line 1. Read Bagby. 

Vol. 3, p. 303. FROSO. — Add, that I now divide and translate the last words: oriun (or 

TRiUN if Lector Olsson be right) raista. uk tsain runor kisar. oriun (or triun) RAiSED.the-hloch 

HEWED STONE RUNES THESE. The rune-smith STONE was therefore the letter-cutter. The mansname stain 

is not seldom lispt into tsain. 

Vol. 3, p. 315. KILBAR. — The substance of this account was first publisht by me in “Pro¬ 

ceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland”, 4to, Vol. 3, New Series, Edingburgh 1881, pp- 33 — 36. 

I have to thank the learned Scottish Antiquarian Society for the excellent clichees of the stone, used 

by me in my text. 
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Vol. 3, p. 335. AL, Hallingdal. — Prof. 01, Rygh describes this church inscription at p. 230 

of Foren. t. Norske Fortidsm. 1880, Kristiania 1881. 

Vol. 3, p. 338. STAVANGER. — 1 should have remarkt that 1 have already identified this title 

GiJii on a Christian monument in Norway. This is therefore properly the second Norse stone (the first 

pagan) bearing that word of office, hi 1870 1 publisht a paper “On Scandinavian Runic Stones which 

speak of Knut the Great '. lliese minne-blocks were 4 in number, the first being the monolith at 

FENNE-Foss, Fvje, Nedeiises Amt, Norway. But it was then lost to science (walled up in a chimney!), 

and could therefore only be handled by the help of olden and incorrect copies. In 1875, however, it 

was happily rescued in fragments, and given to the Christiania Museums. The learned and indefatigable 

keeper, in the kindest way, favored me with drawings and paper casts of all that was left (about the 

first 2-thirds of the whole), and with a few exceptions every letter in this part can be redd. 1 therefore 

will add the inscription as now deciphered by me from these materials, adding that Prof. Olaf Rygh 

approves my reading. 1 he k in aekstin is doubtful and the word is also given as Aenstin in the-old 

copies, while the STIN, the N in tina, the sa uar, and all after tA are quite burned or broken away. 

But, with the help of the 3 ancient transcripts, we can confidently read the whole, which has been 

very elegantly carved: 

ARKSTIN RISTI STIN 5INA IFTIR BJOR, SUN SIN, NIS KOt(A). SA UAR TUtE I Lltl 1>A IS KNDTR SOTO IKLOT. 

ARKSTIN RAISED STONE THIS AFTER BIOR, SON SIN (kis), of-N^S tJie-GOTBI. SA (he) tFA5 DEAD (died OT fell) 

IN the~LiTH (armament) tuo as (then as, when) knut sought (invaded) England. 

Ihe bits remaining clearly sho%v nis koi>(a) cnt just over the sin, and it must therefore refer 

to BiOR, who was thus Judge-and-Church-lord altho absent, acting by deputy. Prof. 01, Rygh and 

Prof. Sophus Bugge are both of opinion that this nis is the present hordna<;s, close to Fenne-foss, 

running into a lake. There has long been an old Church there, and such were usually built on the 

site of a heathen temple. — As this lith is the particular and famous thingmanna lith, the Housecarles, 

Bodyguard of King Knut (Canute), so in its general acceptation, as at p. 350 further on, it is Military 

Service, the General Levy, or some war-expedition, 

Vol. 3, p. 362, viBLE. — Speaking of Egelric, Bishop of Durham 1042, Mr. Poole writes: 

•'Besides other good works, he was the maker of a way over the marsh lauds between Deeping and 

Spalding, long known as the Egelric Rode. And let us here note how frequent were these princely 

works, — roads, bridges, embankments, and the like, — undertaken by ecclesiastics for the benefit of 

their neighbours. They accounted, and justly accounted, such public wmrks, equally with churches and 

monasteries, worthy to be ranked among works of charity and religion.” — Rev. G. A. Poole, Diocesan 

Histories. Peterborough. 8vo, London 1881, p. 33. 

In that striking Anglo-Norman poem “La Vie de Saint Gilles”, by Guillaume de Berneville, 

written in the 12th century, (publ. by Gaston Paris & Alph. Bos, Paris, 1881, Soc. des Anc. textes 

Fr.) the Hallow lavishes his goods in charity. Among other things, 1. 273, 4: 

Ainz fist as povres abbeies, ! Abbies poor enricht he quick, 

As punz e as maladeries j BRIDGES built and helpt the sick. 

Vol. 3, p. 356. ~ For firios (? firi-os) read farios (?faei-os). 

Vol. 3, p. 367. ARG. — ARCGER, ARGRIM and other names made Forstemann suspect that this 

word must have had some older meaning, to him unknown. The name argulf, borne by a Frank who 

was bishop of Lerins in the middle of the 7th century, shows that this ancient sense of arg must 

have been fierce, strong. 

This meaning is also found elsewhere in olden English, particularly in the N. E. of the Liiidisfarne 

codex. In the rendering of qeneratio mala et adidtera, where for the last word the S. E. has (Mat. 12, 39) 

'forliger and the Rushworth skiubook ‘forlegene’, the Lindisfarne has ‘Arg’. So in Mark 8, 38, where 

the S. E. has (for adtdte)'a et peccatrice) ‘unricht-hseraedan and synfulraii’ and the Rushworth ‘derne-giligru 

and arognisse’ the Lindisfarne has ‘berne-leger and arg . 

Vol. 3, p. 368. — For Grinim read Grimm. 

^ The Archseologia. London. 4to, Vol. 43, pp. 97—117. 

3 Foreningen til Norske Fortids MindesmfBrkers bevaring. Aarsberetning for 1875, p. 88. Christiania 1876. 
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Vol. 3, p. 375. UL^. — Line 2 fi’om bottom: for fund read found. — Yet another such 

lave of the longer and older form lives-on in Jutland, Denmark. Molbech tells ns in his Dialect Lexicon, 

p. 669, that the verb .EWL there means to have a fold month, to he nasty and spitfid and irritating. 

It is also used 'with po for to fall upon with had language {^.wl ind po jen). Such a pickthauk is 

an ^WLER or ^'wle-basse, and is iEWLE'WURN. — 1 add to Molbech, that a common Jutish expression 

for things that cannot agree, do not suit, is: ‘Tyk mjelk a torrebrokker de se godt for ^vltsend’, thick 

milk and turf-hrocks (hits), that is good for evil-TEETB (bad, tender, teeth). And in Als when the grains of 

Buckwheat are poor, have no meal in them, they are said to be “eevlet” = eviled. So in older English: 

“And if the ende bringe forth an euyll successe”. 

Here e^-tll is a diphthongic monosyllable. The above verse-line is from “The Iragedie of 

Gorboduc”, 1565, ed. by W. D. Cooper, London 1847, p. 99. 

Vol. 8, p. 380. RUNES. — We find runes for letters in England as late as the 14th century. 

In frhe 2 North-English texts of the Cursor Mundi (edited by Dr. R. Morris for the Early English 

Text Society, Part 3. 8vo, London 1876, p. 870, 1, line 15,230) we read: 

Als it es redd in run als it is redd IN rune. 

This, being lookt on as obsolete by the 15th century midland copyists, is by them given: 

wi|3 wordis no5t to roun j as hit is red in toun. 

Again at p. 898, 9, line 15,704 and elsewhere: 

can na man rede in run | can na man rede IN roun. 

(can na man rede ne roun ! may no man rede in toun). 

Vol. 3. p. 385, Kragehid. — For wiu, read wnu. 

Vol. 3, p. 386. word-list. — Add: ^c^a, Bracteate 96. Dat. s. Mansname. See text. 

.SCO, Chessel Down, awe, terror, death and destruction. ? Nom. s. f. See text. — .^gsi. Strand. 

Dat. s. m. (or f.). Fright, horror. See text. 

ADAM, Dearham. Nom. Mansname. Not in runes. 

^gsi, under .^co. 

brubr, Selsey. Nom. s. brother. 

CLA^O, Cleohury. Nom. s. ? f. A claw, (pointer, sundial-gnomon). See text. 

ECAi, Strand, aye, ever. See text. 

el ..... Selsey. No more letters left. 

F.a:Hi, Bracteate 96. Contracted, not room for more, the ending was therefore understood. 

Doubtless meant for f.s;hido or f.^hide, or whatever the local ending then and there was; 3 s. p. fawed, 

made, struck. 

GiSLi. — See .s:.^D.ffiGJ!:sLi, under At. 

H^DUL.£ic.£A, Strand. Dat. s. Mansname, To H.^DtiL^ic. See text. 

HiEiETWiDO, Strand. 3 s. p. howed, buried in his grave-mound. See text. 

HU, Sealand. See text. 

IN, Strand. Ac. s. m. him. See text and under is. 

INGE. See HiEDUL.^IC.^A, flEt-RODWENC. 

INO, Strand. N. s. Mansname. See text. 

iwi, Cleohury. 3 s. pr. subj. eye, show to the eye, point out. See text. 

M^IGUM, Strand. Dat. pi. With his maugs, kin, family. See text. 

giNi.£RA, Dearham. 3 s. pr. subj. n^re, save, bless. See text. 

ON, Selsey. Prep, on, in, 

SNiEic. Bracteate 96. Nora. Mansname, sn.£ING, snowson. See text. 

SCERI, Chessell Down. Dat. s, To-the-SERE, armor, weapons (of the foe). See text. 

ST.£D.^A, Strand. Gen, pi. ? neut. Of-the-STEADS, harbors, coasts. See text. 

piEBRODWENC, Toiwik. Nom. Mansname. See text. 

Vol. 3, p. 397—402. — The reader will please to add and tabulate for himself the grammatical 

forms and endings given in the fresh and last runic finds. They are of the same general character, and 

abundantly strengthen my argument. 

Vol. 3, p. 407. TORWiK. — I do not know whether wiring is still a Norse name. But it 

must have been till quite lately. The history of Norse names is still to be written. But I have just 
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seen a letter to a Norwegian tradesman called w^ringsaasen. Therefore his father was Herr w^eingsaa, 

who took his name from the place where he lived, the aa or A (Old-English a, ea. a sfrmm) being 

called after the farm of the yeoman w^eisg nearby. i^’am^-names from P/«cg-uames are rapidly 

coming-np in Norway, to avoid the excessively common names which answer to our Jones, Smith, &c. 

Thus from the man grim and his clearing or farm (gAed, our garth), we get the Norwegian name 

grimsgAbd, which becomes a family name. But the son of Herr GRiMSG^mD is of course Herr geimgAedsen. 

So the son of a fueulund would be a fueulukdsen. The only difference in Sweden is, that the older 

form SON is preferred. Bendixen s notice of this stone, which was found in the sprang of 1880, is 

at p. 49 of his overprint, but at p. 66 of the Journal itself. 

Vol. 3, p. 167, 407. s^BO. — Mr. Franks has discovered in the British Museum several 

similar swords, found in England, with inscriptions in Roman or chiefly Roman letters, steal-wire inlay. 

One, fisht up from the river "Witham, Lincolnshire, he reads as leutiwit, a well-known Scando-Gothic 

mansname, foregone by a cross-mark. Another blade, from Kanwick Common in Lincolnshire, has 

apparently tanawitn, several times repeated in a long line, silver inlay. — July 1883. See the excellent 

remarks on this Sword-type the Wiking-make — in Dr. Jos. Anderson’s just publisht ‘‘Scotland in 

Pagan Times, Iron Age”, 8vo, Edinburgh 1883, p. 17, 33, 46, 48. 

Vol. 3, p. 411. — In Mr. J. Ashton’s "Chap-books of the Eighteenth Century, with Facsimiles, 

Notes and Illustrations , (8vo, London 1882, p. 79), is "The Old Egyptian Fortune-Teller’s Last Legacy”, 

date about A. D. 1700. On this title-page is a Troy-town, maze or Labyrinth, with sentences. Here 

the Cross (^) has every where its sound-power, spelling cross. Thus: 

"A double + begins this Knot 

Without -J-es Merits not 

J his Knot and Love are both Alike, 

whose first & last are both to Seek. 

No -F can stay true Loves intent 

it still goes on to What it ment” &c. 

I need not here refer to the small "Hieroglyphic” books, once so popular, in which pictures 

of all sorts of things were used with their phonetic power. 

On the antient Sarcophagus in the Crypt of S. Encrazia, Saragossa, is the Saviour comforting 

our first parents. He stands draped, between Adam and Eve naked, and holds on Adam’s side a Sheaf 

of Corn (= tilling the ground) in the one hand, his other on Eve’s side holding a Lamb (= W’^ool, 

spinning). Over the man is carved adan, over the woman evva, over Christ )^, this monogram being 

sounded christus. See R. Garrucci, Storia dell’Arte Cristiana, Vol. 5, pi. 381, fig. 1). — I should have 

added that this same sign, X, was formerly much used, tho now nearly laid aside, for its Latin equivalent 

decem. Thus December used to be often written Xber or Xbris. 

Vol- 3, p. 414. THORNHILL. — This paper, by means of advanced leaves, appeared in "The 

Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Journal” (Part XXIX, London 1883, 8vo, p. 49—58). 

Vol. 3, p. 420, 1. 24. — So in E. E. Alliterative Poems (ed. by R. Morris, E. E. Text Society, 

1864, text B, p. 73. 1. 1259): 

Boj^e to cavre (drag) at Jie kart & j^e kuy (cows) mylke. 

Vol. 3, p. 424. dearham. — June 18, 1883. I have just received "Transactions of the Cumberland 

and Westmorland Ant. & Archseol. Soc.”, Vol. 6, Part 2. It contains, pp. 358—366, my paper and 

engravings of the Dearham Slab, communicated by me to the Rev. W. S. Calverley by means of onsent 

sheets. To my text the distinguisht Editor, R. S. Eerguson, Esq. m.a., llm., f.s.a., has appended 

(p. 366, 7) the following valuable "Note on Discovery of Hazel Wands in Tombs”: 

"Many instances of such are on record. In the Handbook to the York Museum by Wellbeloved, 

seventh edition, p. 151, is mention of two coffins of wood of the Anglian, or Anglo-Saxon period, formed 

by splitting the trunks of oaks longitudinally. These were found in 1876 in the Church Hill, Selby, 

near the Ouse. In both of these coffins rods and branches of hazel were discovered, and some fragments, 

together with the coffins, are now in York Museum. 

"A slender hazel wand and some shells were found in the grave of Richard Mayo, Bishop of 

Hereford, 1504 to 1516, Archseologia Vol. xxxi, p. 25. Dean Merewether in the Arch®ologia states that 
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Other instances have occurred at Hereford, and Mr. Albert Way conjectures “that the hazel wand is the 

thin wand, which is not unfrequently seen in representations of pilgrims in XY'-^ century art, tied up 

with the bourdon, or pilgrim’s staff, properly so called. I had always taken this thin wand for a 

consecrated taper: but it seems not unlikely that as the pilgrim picked up a few shells on the shore 

of Galicia, as found by you in the grave, so the usage obtained that he should cut a stick, as he went 

along, and bring it away with him as a token, tied up with his bourdon, and that, with the shells, this 

wand was preserved, to be finally placed in the grave. I have made inquiries in France, and elsewhere, 

and can hear of no similar instance of interment.” Ibid p. 253. 

“In this connection it may be noted that on a sepulchral slab in the tow^er of Brigham Church 

in Cumberland is a long wand of cane or bamboo, and it has been conjectured that this slab commemorated 

a pilgrim. ^ 

“On the examination of the tomb of St. Richard, Bishop of Chichester. A. D. 1245—1253, it was 

observed that “on the surface lay fragments of hazel wands, or branches, such probably, as jsilgrims 

were accustomed to cut by the way.” Archaeological Journal, Vol. hi., p. 263. The “probably &c.”, 

is merely Mr. Way’s conjecture. But in the Archaeologia, Vol. xxxvi., p. 129 (The graves of the Alemanni 

at Oberflacht in Suabia by W. M. Wylie) several instances are given of hazel wands found with interments 

in todten-baume or hollowed trees. In one instance the wand is described as a “white, barked, hazel 

rod.” Hazel nuts occurred in many of the coffins, and hazel nuts also occurred in connection with the 

interments in todten-bliume found near Ilaltwhistle. Archeeologia, Vol. 44, p. 9. 

“The Abbe Cochet found a hazel wand in a stone coffin, which he assigned to the 12^^ century, 

at Etran near Dieppe He says “duel pouvait etre le sens de cette verge ou le motif de ce depot. 

Je I’ignore: mais ce que je puis assurer, cest que le fait u’est pas sans exemple dans les sepultures 

chretiennes de cette epoque, et meme dans les sepultures de la periode franque.” Archeeologia, Voi. XXXIX, 

p. 128. And he gives several examples. 

“The Oberflacht graves are beyond doubt heathen interments, and carry the practice back to 

very remote times. But whatever may have been its original significance, it was continued in Christian 

times. Dearham is the only instance I can find of the crossed wands: and at Dearhara we have both 

peeled and unpeeled wands. 

“Hazel staves had some mystic import. In the Eigil Saga we find the judges at a solemn 

trial fenced in from the crowd by a circle of hazel rods, or staves. A white crowned snake, dwelling 

beneath a hazel bush, plays its part in German superstition, under the name of the hazel worm. But 

it elsewhere appears under the same tree in human form clothed in white, and the pagan fairy afterwards 

becomes the Madonna.” 

Among the stones used as building-stuff in the old Church, Mr. Calverley has since found 

fragments of a second Runic grave-slab, bearing the later runes, apparently from the eleventh century. 

But the staves left are very few. 

Vol. 1, p. 59. — At p. 247 and following of his excellent “Scotland in Early Christian Times”, 

2nd Series, Edinburgh 1881, 8vo, Mr. Jos. Anderson learnedly handles this Cat stone. He brings fresh 

information, and shows that it was a Christian grave-minne. I therefore at once abandon my argument, 

that it was the grave-pillar of a heathen chieftain. 

Vol. 1, p. 176, 1. 7 from below, read Holebro, not Holebo. 

Vol. 2, p 724, kAlfvesten, also called Stenby. — Oct. 1882. Adjunkt K. A.Hagson has 

cleared this valuable stone from its whitewash, and favored me with a lightbild of his careful drawing. 

All is now clear. The first rune in sikur is H, not ', all the other S’s being ', and the last word is 

AUSTR, as usual. Thus: sikur karsi kubl ja aft auint, sdnu sin. sa fial austr. 

Vol. 3, p. 24. — skAang. The Swedish rune-smith Sten Boije examined this stone in the 

summer of 1882. His only remark is (Svenska Fornminnesforeningens Tidskrift 1882, p. 143) that the 

first rune in the word suain has the shape h, which agrees with the copy by the Rev. J. E. Ljung in 

his Ms. (Upsala Eniv. Libr.) p. 115. 

Vol. 3, p. 26. SKARKIND. — Nov. 1882. Adjunkt K. A, Hagson, of LinkOping, who has several 

times visited this stone, kindly informs me that it was raised in the churchyard in the autumn of 

1 “Another suggestion is that the wand is a cloth measure, hut the divisions are at irregular intervals.” 
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1877. He thinks that the shallowness of the runes and the smoothness of the surface must chiefly have 

been caused by long tramp. — After long examinations, his final copy shows an additional letter, Y, 

aftet' the last P. But this was not on the drawing and the paper squeeze kindly communicated to me by 

Director Nordenskjbld. At my request, therefore, that gentleman was so good as again to visit the stone, and 

he several times carefully scanned it with eye and finger, but could find no trace of this additional stave. — 

fo me personally it is indifferent, as it would merely give leuw^ea, nom. sing., instead of letjwje, 

nom. sing. But as, in my opinion, it is really not there, I cannot add it in the engraving. — The reader 

can judge for himself, and can put in the Y, should he follow the authority of the experienced rune- 

smith Adjunkt Hagson. I have never seen the block, and therefore cannot give my own opinion. But, 

here as so often, 

“Who shall decide, when doctors disagree?” 

In their letters to me, my excellent friends Director Nordenskjbld and Adjunkt Hagson are equally 

positive. The one is sure the Y is there, the other is certain it is not, while I can testify that it is 

invisible in the paper squeeze. So I leave it. This is a specimen of the many difficulties connected 

with epigraphy, especially where we ourselves have not been able to examine the object. And even 

then, “we ourselves may be mistaken! Humanum est e7Tare. — Meantime, the stone being now easily 

accessible in the church-yard, we will hope that this vext question will soon be settled. Happily, it is 

not of vital importance either way. 

Vol. 3, p. 33—36. — For new versions of the lindholm, stentofte. bjorketorp and varnum 

pieces see F. Sanders, Eddastudier, Stockholm 1882, p. 142—150. 
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KKOGSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN, 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500. 

OlcUN. R Mo7i. Vol. 1, p. 184, Vol 5. p. 961. 

I have to thank the Swedish rune-smith Adjunct K. A. Hagson, of Linkoping. for the fresh 

and careful drawings of this stone, as it now stands, here engraved by Herr J. F. Rosenstand. They were 

made, under the careful supervision of Adjunct Hagson, by his artist, Herr Pb. Lofgren, in 1878, and 

were communicated to me in October 1882. At the same time that gentleman has kindly favored me 

with the following valuable details: —This Krogstad (locally pronounced Kroksta) block is south of the 

Regimental Drummer’s homestead, on a rising ground now partly ploughed up. U is in Tuna Parish, 

Olaud Flarad. and (having fallen) was eft-raised about 1868 by the farmer of the land, Karl Erik Jern. 

A very ancient stone rampart stretches about 430 feet, north and south, not far from the east side, 

from 2 to 3 feet high and 5 feet broad where least ruined. South of the rune-bearer is a stone-setting, 

and southwest was once a high grave-mound, now nearly leveled but not yet opened. Still further west 

is another barrow 25 feet in diameter, nearly 2V2 Feet high; south of this is a third how. — On its 

figure-side the monolith now stands over 5 feet above ground, and is 3 feet where broadest, 2 feet 3 inches 

at the base; on the figureless side it is 5 f. 7 high, 2 f. 8 where broadest. — The bild is perhaps that 

of a man praying to the Gods or thanlcing them. The block is slightly pitted, partly from weathering. 
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but thm-e never have been any doU (as of chain-mail) on the body, and the figure looks as if it had been 

knackt-in with a stone rather than cut with an iron tool. — Adjunct Hagsou also reminds me that there 

are several places called mysinge in Sweden, including the village in East-Gotland, not far from the 

Ki*ogstad stone. 

^ ery inteiesting and original is my learned friend’s idea, as above, that the figure is that of a 

man praying to the Gods. 1 for my own part accept his ingenious suggestion with one limit; 1 would 

say TO GOD, rather than to the gods. For, helpt by this valuable hint, I would now take the bild to 

represent an orans, the Happy Departed Soul worshiping Christ in Paradise, or in the attitude of prayer 

while yet on earth. Such oraxtes, carved figures in prayer, standing and with outstretcht hands as was then 

the custom, are not uncommon in the Catacombs and elsewhere in the oldest Christian West, and 

always indicate a buried Christian. 1 think, therefore, thau this is another instance of a local Christian 

family in very ancient days in Scandinavia, hundreds of years before the historical Missions to the 

heathen North. 

Should J be right in this, it will be an additional proof that the date approximately suggested 

here cannot be much too early. In the West, folded hands afterwards became the attitude of prayer. 

But we cannot trace this further back than the 9th century. See Ferd. Becker, Das Spott-Crucifix 

der romischen Kaiserpalaste, 2 Ausg. 8vo, Gera 1876, p. 22. 

STRAND, RYFYLKE, STAVANGER, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200-300, 

Ifrom Lighthiid, paper Squeezes, a Plaster Cast, ^c., kindly fttrnisht by Prof, olaf rygh. Keeper of the 

University Museum, Christiania. Drawn and Chemityped by Prof. Magnus petersen, to a scale 

of about 

This precious grave-block was first made known to me in 1882 by Prof. Olaf Rygh. the 

accomplisht Keeper of the Christiania Museum. As it was then not yet “dug out" I decided to wait. 

1 neither could nor would lose a piece containing so considerable an inscription. So I stopt my printing. 

My 6 months’ patience has been rewarded with a prize indeed. It turns out to be one of the oldest 

and longest 0. N. ristings yet found. Whether 1 have succeeded in reading it aright, 1 cannot say, 

I leave it to better hands. Meantime we must all thank the sharp eye of the intelligent and careful 

discoverer. Herr J. anda, without whom this costly stone would have been lost to science, and thereafter 

the gifted Prof. 01. Rygh of Christiania, my guardian angel and mighty helper on this as on other 

occasions. He has supplied me with all my materials, and allows me to print his sketch as to the details; 

“This block was accidentally observed by the County Agricultural Officer Hi-rr J. anda, in the 

autumn of 1882, on the homested Kjolevik or Kylevik, high north in Strand Parish, Stavanger County, 

about 20 kilometers right N. E. of Stavanger town. It was lying as roof-stone in an outbuilding, written 

surface downwards, so that Herr Anda got sight of the staves, and recognized them as Old-Northern. 

The stone had long been in that position, and the farm-people said that it had once stood on a small 

rasse or cairn of cobbles near the farm; and that another milestone with a short inscription had once 

been nearby, but had disappeared. 

“Hr. Anda straight made known his find to the Norwegian Society for the protection of Olden 

Monuments, and afterwards succeeded in buying it for the University Forn-hall. which it reacht in 

July 1883. It is now raised in the garden behind the University, near the Tune stone. 

“It is 2,20 meters (about 7 feet 7) above ground and 0,23 meters (ab. 9 inches) thick: greatest 

breadth, about in the middle, 0,53 m. (nearly 21 inches). Coarse-grained gray granite. Hence, even 

before the staves were cut. the flat writing-side was rough and uneven from peeling away and weathering. 
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Since then, the lapse of so many centuries has damaged it yet more. The marks are therefore not 

always plain, tho, on the whole, they can be fairly made out. Even from the first they have not been 

very regularly and elegantly carved, and cannot be compared for instance with the one side of the 

Tune stone. 

■‘As to the runes, the h at the bottom of the left line has certainly a little hook on the one 

side”. (This I admit. But 1 look on it as a false cut, clearly not continued by the stone-smith. It is 

much too short to the arm of an 1 (= l), and to make the H into the bind h and l. In this long 

carving there is no other tie. One here, and that so doubtfully made, is therefore most unlikely. I reject 

it, and take the plain h as h and no more. Should the L be added, it would give the word hl^^iwido, 

LOWED, raised a low, cairn or harrow over the departed. But. as I suppose, this verb has never been 

found in any Scando-Gothic tung. I dare not bring it in here without any reasonable ground. In any 

case, whether we read hje^iwido or HL.s:Ji:iwiDO, the practical meaning will be the same.) — “In the right 

row the tops of the staves want or are injured, partly because they are at the edge of the side which 

has gradually seriously weathered here, partly because a crack — in parts very deep — runs along at 

the top of the first 6 letters. Mark 5 from below has lost a good deal of its top, and may have been 

originally a reverst ^, L or t or Y". (Quite true. It was most likely l, which gives an excellent 

meaning). — “Rune 6 from beneath would almost seem to have been a wend F, si'. (I and Dr. Undset 

accept it as such). — “Between the last but one and the topmost letter is a flaw in the stone. We 

might at first take it to be an i, very near the Y. But the scathe was there before the runes were 

carved, and accordingly this space has been past over by the rune-cutter.” 

After all this friendly help from Prof. Olaf Rygh, we can now handle the monument itself. 

The reader sees that the script is in wend-runes. the letters turned round, and that they read from 
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right to left (here from below upward). When the cast arriyed, Dr, Ingwald Undset. the Norse rune- 

smith and oldlorist, happened to be in the Danish Museum. He kindly examined it with me, and we 

compared Prof. 01. Rygh s facsimile drawing with the cast. The result was, that we both fully accepted 

all his letters. So far, therefore, [ am on safe ground, and can proceed, however timidly, to the meaning 

of the hoary epigraph. Generally speaking, the execution reminds us of the one side of the Tune stone, 

and I think the date is more or less the same. 

I begin with the righthand line, continue with the middle, and end with the left row. As far 

as I can see, there are no deal-marks; but each file begins and ends with a full word. The whole is 

very hard to make out, as it is a new formula, and we shall never be able to say that this or any other 

reasonable version is absolutely correct, till we are holpen by parallel finds. That is, if 4 or 5 of our 

best runemen were each to make his own translation (which would doubtless be all different), all equally 

plausible, I think we could not fix on one as sure, till new finds came of a like word-fall. — My great 

search,, as usual, has been for the nominative and the verb. Meseems that here the nom. can only be 

INO, the verb only Hii,ErwiDO. 

laking the staves as fixt by Prof. 01. Rygh, Dr. Undset and myself, I propose to divide and 

read as follows. — Ihe whole right line, HJi;Du(L).,Eic..3iA, mansname, dative, thus to h.mdu(L)JEIC^. The 

dative ending here, -.aiA, is an orthodox old Scando-Gothic form. We have seen above that the top 

of the 5th stave is gone, and the l is therefore not sure. But this will make no difference practically, 

for the name is clearly one of the many compounds beginning with h.5;du. Many such antique Scando- 

Gothic names whose first link is h^du or h.j:d. hapu or has, are known, and others have existed which 

have not come down to us. If HiEDUL.^iciE:A was the word, which is most likely, it is very rare, and 

here found for the first time in runics. There is only one instance of it in Forstemann, who gives it 

as HADALEIH. What the local nom. of this name would have been on this very old stone, whether 

HiEDULiEiCiES or HiEDTJL.3!:iCiE 01' what, we do not know. On the five centuries later overgang Dansk 

Freerslev block, the last link is (^eslaikir) laikir, with the more modern -IR as nom. mark. 

Passing now to the 2nd or middle line, I would first take the letter-group ecai, which 1 take 

to mean ever, shortened from ewicai, as the 0. E. ece is shortened from ewice. It answers to the 

lAlUKA of the Gotlandish Pilgards stone, the iwka of the Danish Freerslev block, the ^ru of the Swedish 

Stentofte pillar, &c. — Next I would propose jcgsi. I am persuaded that the 2 last staves are si, 

jammed, and not an exceptional r. The general shape of the s here is very similar, tho not quite so, 

to the S in the following ST.£D^a, and the R in the next row is quite different from this Si. In fact we 

have an exactly answering closed or jammed si on the Tune stone. There are several other such quite 

or nearly tied letters on 0. N. stones in Norway and elsewhere, and the ai in ecai in this same line 

almost touch. — Then ^gsi seems to me regular enough, d. s. m. (or f.), the awe, fear, fright, 

answering to the 0. E. .egsa, egesa, egsa, Ohg. agiso, egiso, ekiso, 0. Sax. egiso. In this case, should 

.$GSI be in apposition to H..EDU(L)iEiCJEA, the N (^gsin) has fallen away, as usual in 0. Scand. and 0. N. 

Engl. If 1 am right in my readings we have already .£C0, awe, Terror, on the English Chessel Down 

sword-fitting, and -EGJESTIA, to-the-AWEST, most-dread, on the Danish Gallehus Horn. — Only one word 

left, ST.ED.£A, apparently gen. pi. neut. of-the-steads, coasts, harbors. Still used in Kent as Stade, an<l 

in common English in roadstead (an anchorage), while it is also the modern German gestade. The 

0. E. STMD is neut. So is the Ohg. stedi, while 0. Sax. state is masc., N, I. stOd fem. There is a 

Church-parish called stedja, now STEDJE, in Sygnafylke, S. Norway, and we might possibly translate 

ST^DiEA by of-STEDE, Or of-the-STEDE-MEJ^. But this seems to me too petty and local a meaning. 

We have now reacht the last or left line, I begin with h^^eiwido, 3 s. p. bowed, how-set, 

laid in his barrow or qrave-mound. buried. If so, another proof of the characteristic Old-Scandian 3 s. p. 

in 0 or u. And this is the oldest yet known example of this verb, so rare in the Scando-Anglic lands, 

only known to me in the scarce N. 1. heygja, to biop in a eaug. But should all this be admitted, we 

see here how the guttural (g) has already locally past into w. For this overgang to w, f, v see 1. Aasen’s 

Norske Folkesprogs Grammatik, Krist. 1848, p. 59, and Rydqvist’s Svenska Spr. Lagar, Vol. 4, p. 249. 

But I must repeat that such things are very old in the Scando-Anglic lands. The “lingua vulgaris” 

has deep roots. We find its traces everywhere, so long as we do not normalize and falsify the writs. — 

M,EGUM. d. pi, ivith-his-MAVGS, kindred. It is true that in M. G. iiagus, N. I. mOgr, 0. E., 0. Sax. 

and Ohg magu, XEg, and so the later Scandian mAg, this word could signify son or son-in-law or 
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something such. But it was also used still more loosely for kinsman in general, and there can be no 

doubt that this is its meaning here. — in, him, ac. s. As we know, the pronoun for he has various 

shapes in the oldest Scando-Gothic talks, with and without tip-H, and more or less defective in the 

particular paradigms. Taking only the usual bookforms for the ac. s. (M. G. ina, 0. E. hine, ina, hin^^e, 

Ohg. inan, 0. S. INA, N. I. HANN, 0. Sw. HAN, Scaudiu. Runic an, HAN, 0. Fris. hine, hini), and remembering 

the many local variants which have existed, as well as the various slurrings (fiein = firi han, iERUAN = iERUA 

HAN, LAGDHIN — LAGDHE HAN, &c., like the IN, 'n also ill older and folkly English), it will be reasonable to 

look on this in as = the usual hinf, or han. — Only 3 letters more, INO. But this is a very common 

olden Scando-Gothic mansnaine. Here evidently the nom. to the verb HiE^iwiDO. In this volume we 

have the Visby Ring, bearing the mansname inofast. — Taking the lines as they stand, we thus get: 

H.a:DU(L)^ICjEA, ECAI ^GSI ST^D.fflA. HJE.EIWIDO M^GUM IN INO. 

To-ti^DUiL)^iCJE, AYE the-AWE of-the-STEADS (coasts, — ever bravely harrying the foemens harbors). 

MOWED (buried in his grave-mound) with-his-MAUGS (kinsfolk) MW iNO ( = Ino laid him in his barrow, to rest 

with his kindred). 

It appears to me that there is no serious grammatical or general objection to this attempt. 

1 fancy I am certainly right in the 1st and 3rd line. It is the 2nd which is exceptionally difficult. 

But still we are not without something like parallelisms, so that the strangeness of the dead warrior 

having been the horror or scourge of the sea-coasts disappears. The Rok stone, for instance, is a whole 

long Lay of Victory, of the forthf'aren’s exploits by land and sea. On the Bjorketorp stone we read: 

F^LiE HJi:LH.EDA O.EG, fele (many) of-heroes he woog (slew); on the Stemof'te: mucnd HELiEHEDDU^ (w)ugo, 

a-micken (many) of-helts they-woog. On the Scandinavian-runic Tirsted block, Luland, stands: ian han 

HAS FJCINK UAIRA, m (but) he was the foeiug of-the-wers (the victorious subduer of men). On the Seddinge 

pillar. Laland, (much damaged, provisional translation): kakmatr auar-sutr suia, auk sucrlanna kraulatr 

UFRrD(ar-matr), a carlman over-sweet (darling captain) of-the-swEDES, eke (and) of-the-souTH-LAKDS 

a-GRAYLETE V]SFRiTM-('>i^v,n) ( = the ash-colored, fierce, furij-pale, enemy of the Southrons). — We have even 

something like the ilegum of this grave-minne on the Saleby pillar, West Gotland, .Sweden, which ends: 

ATAR KASI In-thy-KIN's GRAVEMOUND 

A-KIT MIC ALTUM. GATHER-thee tO-tliy-ELDERS. 

KRDS (ha)bi grdse (the horrors) blast 

(is huk) UF-BRIUTI. (WHO-thy-how) wouM-up-break. 

Thus iLEDUL^EiCyE was an olden Stavanger Sea-king, and his rune-carved niinne-stoue is still 

left to us! 

TORVIK, HARDANGER, NORWAY. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200-300. 

From a lightbild, drawings, and a cast of the runes ki^idly furnisht by a. lorakge. Keeper of the JShiseum, 

Bergen. Drawn and Chemityped (stone mnes sairly ’ 2/ hv Prof. maGNUS petersen. 

We must all congratulate the Norse oldlorist Lorange on his great goodlnck. During a visit 

to Torvik last June, on narrowly examining the stone blocks used to build up the stonekist, as already 

described at p. 405 above, he found that yet another of the largest slabs was a rune-bearer. He informed 

me without delay, and obligingly forwarded all the materials and particulars here employed. I heartily 

thank him for this his friendly courtesy. 

He states, in a letter dated July 26, 1883, that this slab — which measures 8 feet 10 inches 

in length by 2 feet 2 in breadth, with a thickness of from 2* 3 inches to SVs — is of clay-slate. The 
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runes are rubbed in, like those on the Einaiig stone, each streak being narrow and shallow but with a 

smooth half lound ground, thus scraped with a tool neither broad nor sharp. This grave-pillar was 

found in removing the second long side of the olden funeral kist, and doubtless had its long side inwards 

along the tomb. Happily, Hr. Lorange was able to buy it. and it is now safe in the Bergen Museum. 

As far as 1 can see. the staves are plain enough for all practical purposes, and the whole 

insciiption is complete. But there are some uncommon characteristics. All the letters are wend, as 

usual, and read therefore from right to left, but they are also of an ornamental kind. First we have 

t and I, these letters jammed, the i touching the bow of the th. — Then e followed by another i>, the 

TH here differing much in shape from the one opening the risting. — The rod offer nothing particular. — 

Thereafter comes w, with an ornamental stroke on the top side. — E comes next, here Ul, as on the 

Brough stone in England, the E in 6IE being So much for these variations on the same monument, 

as I have often had occasion to point out. — Last we have n (to take it as 6 is possible but most 

unlikely) and c. But what strikes us here is, that several of the letters have decorative feet or foot- 

strokes. — 1 must add that there • are a couple of very slight slanting dints (not cut lines) beneath 

the R: and at the beginning, before the are 3 faint straight lines (|}|), really cut. not dints. I take 
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them to have been made as an opening-mark. We have a similar line-group (|||) commencing the 

epigraph on the Forsa Ring (see p. 298) and also on the Valsfjord Rock (see p. 75). The dints or 

marks under the R are so weak, that they could not be given in the engraving. The only runes carved 

on this slab are — the name of the sleeper: 

tlEDRODWENC. 

Interesting here is the dialectic o for a in tiEtROD, the last link being usually RAt (rad) 

sometimes red or RID. But the sound of this rad may have here locally very near to rod, as the 0. E. 

STAN is now and has long been usually stone, with hundreds of similar instances. This PiEfROD (ciutRAp) 

is a common old Scando-Gothic mansname in many local-talk spellings, meaning folk-REDE, folk- 

counselor, with its fellow the womans-naine theuderada (in many spellings). But it has not before 

turned-up in runes, as far as I know. Here we have the patronymic iieirodwenc, equal to WEtRODING, 

THIETHRODSON. This name also must of course have been usual enough in far-off days, but I have never 

seen it before, still less in runes. 

SEALAND, DENMARK. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200 — 1300. 

From the original, now in the Husahy Museum, Smidand, Sweden. 

hy Prof. J/AGiVUS PETERSEN. 

Draivn and Chemityped, fidl size. 

Found in June 1879 by a man digging in a field in Sealaud, and sold by him to a dealer in 

the capital, who put it away with some other things of little consequence, and lost sight of it. In 

August 1883, rummaging in his shop, 1 found it, with other forgotten lumber, in an out-of-the-way 

drawer. The seller had no idea that it bore letters, and I bought it for a mere trifle. 

What it actually is or was meant for, I do not know. The material is copper. In my eyes 

the runes are old and genuine, as much so as any such metallic inscription I have ever seen. But they 

are not dug in, as is usual in a common stamp. They are only vigorously risted with a knife-point, 

or some such needly instrument. The top is hammer-worn, and has often been struck to give an 

impression, whether on soft lead, wax or terra sigillata — or what, 1 cannot say. I therefore look upon it 

as a punch. Such tools were common for many centuries, from Roman times downwards all thro the 

middle age, for stamping small flans or blanks for “Custom-house”, “Shop” and other purposes. 

The difficulty is, the certainly old and genuine runes on the one hand, and the modern look 

of the object on which they stand. How can these things go together, and what are we to do? Are 

we all to echo that the piece is “a forgery”? Who should forge it, and for what purpose? Certainly 

no money was earned by it. And would not a fabricator have carved the later common runes, the only 

ones known to him, and not the Old-Northern staves, which were never heard of by “the people” till 

quite lately? We may indeed pronounce the plain and boldly-cut inscription “accidental scratches”, or 

“joke-marks”. But this, in my eyes, is merely cutting the Gordian knot, and is the intolerance 

of scepticism. 

Hence I do not see why I should suppress this piece, any more than other things which seem 

to be all right. In fact I have no right so to do. I leave my reader to do this, should he find good 

grounds for it. To me personally it is all the same, and the 2 harmless letters cannot be used for 
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any polemical purpose. So I give this little bit as 1 find it. Even if suspected or condemned it can 

do no liaim, and takes very little room, My own opinion is, that we should stick to facts, and that 

we shall know more a hundred years hence than we do now. 

1 his stamp then, or whatever it was, and whether old or new, bears 2 reverst Old-Northern 

runes, uh. The impression — perhaps the beginning of a name -— would be: 

HU. 

CHESSELL DOWN, ILE OF WIGHT, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A D. 500—600. 

From a ftdl-sized drawing and a cast of the runesi for which 1 have to thank' avG. if, frajs’ks, Fsg., 

Director of the British Museum. The former is Deliotyped half-size J?/ facet and CROEE; the latter is 

drawn on wood hy Prof, mageus petersen, full bigness, and engraved by j. f. rosenstaed. 

The Fitting is chemityped fidl size by Prof, mageus petersee. 

Mr. Franks obligingly drew my attention to this Iron Sword when I visited the British 

Museum, where it now is, in July 1882. It was found about the middle of this century in an Old- 

English grave-stead at Chessell Down, and was shortly after engraved in Hillier’s “History and 

Antiquities of the Isle of Wight”, Part 1, London, no date. The present length of the blade, from 

the guard, is 2 feet 6*2 inches. From the guard to the tip of the pommel it measures 6*2 inches. 

The runes are on the innei^ side of the scabbard-mount, and were therefore only seen when the piece 

was latelv taken to pieces at the Museum to be cleaned: 

5B 
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Thus the staves, which are clearly but not deeply incised with a sharp instrument on the elegant 

silver mount, were formerly invisible. None but the bearer of the sword was aware of their existence. 

This is of great weight as to the meaning of the 2 rimish words, which are divided by a double point. 

For, under such circumstances, we cannot expect them to be the names of the Giver and Receiver, 

which would not be hidden in this way. Nor can they well be a mere mark of make or ownership, as 

so often elsewhere. Nor do they offer any other common formula known to us. They are obscure; 

what can they signify? Before we answer, let us sharply fix what they are. 

Besides a couple of unimportant scratches, they are as follows. — The first stave is a clear 

F (iE). — The second is as plain a (c), but the lower part bent a little to the left. — No. 3 is the 

English 0 (P). Across the middle is a slight nearly horizontal scratch. Then the 2 small divisional 

bars. — Thus the first word is .icco. 

The next vocable begins with j^, here, as often elsewhere, in my opinion, s. (See Vol. 1, 

p. 153: Vol. 2, p- 830; Vol. 3, p. 158—160). — Then comes <e. — Thereafter k, a slip of the 

graver from the former letter touching the left center. — So a sharp I. (perhaps followed by a point-dig). 

At all events there is nothing more. Thus the group .sceri. — 'I'hat this light risting is so certain and 

so well-preserved, is very pleasant. The reason is. not far to seek. It has been heled, covered, kept 

safe from accident and friction, for 1300 years! 

What, now, is the meaning of these two short words, iECO S(ERI? It is a dark utterance, as 

I have said. I give my reading, diffidently, till a better can be found. — As we know, in our oldest 

English we often have a local dialectic c where we expect a g, and thus I think that the first group is 

equivalent to ^iGO. Then, in our oldest English we have many feminines with an older nominative-ending 

in -0 (or -u), instead of the later -e. If so here, our assumed ^ego, would be = the usual 0. Eng. 

Ji:GE. EGE, M. Goth, agei, Icel. agi, awe, dread, fright, fear, terror. This is masc. in most of the forn 

Scando-Gothic talks: but in M. Goth, and in M. H. G. (agi, ege) it is fern. There is no reason why 

it should not here and there have been fern, in England also. 

As to SGiRT. In the oldest English we have often <E, OE, for ea, eo, and other such vowel- 

combinations. 1 therefore think that sceri may be the dative singular of the wellknown Scando-Gothic 

usually neuter noun, in 0. Engl, spelt searo. seara, the Ohg. saro, M. Goth. nom. pi. sarwa. Mid. Engl. 

SERE, armor, weapons, but also with curious by-meanings in 0. Engl, and other tungs, in all of which 

it is now dead. The only objection of any weight to this is, that we had expected S(ERWi, not sg^ri. 

But in several olden Scandian and English dialects there are many examples of the w-sound falling 

away, and this in every part of a word, before both vowels and consonants. 

Till new finds throw further light hereon, I would therefore suggest: 

^CO SfERl! 

AWE (terror, death and destruction) to-the~'SERE (hrynie, armor, weapons, of the foe)! 

Should this be so, we have here an instance of what was so strictly forbidden in olden days, 

the use of galdor, spells, witchcraft, secret signs and formulas and amulets, and the like, in duels or 

feuds or fighting generally. The above words, if such an imprecation, luere c\it privatelif and hiddeyi await 

in the sheath, accompanied by some chaunt of supernatural power. Had they been discovered, the owner 

would have paid the penalty with his life! — At all events this is, 1 believe, the first time such a 

secret runish risting has been discovered. — As to the three-cornered pommel type, see p. 167 above 

and the note hereon at page 447 in this volume. 
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CIIESTEK-LE-STREET, N. DURHAM, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700 — 800. 

From matenals kindly furnisht by rob. blair, Esq., and the Rev. g. f. browfie, b. d. Drawn and 

Chemityped, about hjth, by Prof, magnus Petersen. 

FRONT. LEFT SIDE. 

In June 1883 the Chancel of the formerly Collegiate Church in Chester-le-Street, dedicated 

to St. j\Iary and S. Cuthbert, was undergoing repair in connection with the lOOOtli anniversary of the 

founding of the See. For this small place has , a long history, and we must not be surprised at finding 

antiquities here. Its 0, English name was Cunceastcr or Cuneacester, &c. It lies in a valley only 5 

English miles north of Durham, on the line of the Roman way called Ermin Street, and was the seat 

of the Episcopal See of Durham till its removal to that city in 995 

When such restorations take place in our old Churches, Roman or Anglic stones are frequently 

met with, used as building-stuff. So here. Several Anglic carved blocks, portions of the shafts and 

bases of Grave-crosses, &c,, were taken out of the walls. The Vicar, Air. Blunt, wall publish a 

description of these. But among them was the lowest piece of a funeral pillar, bearing the dead man’s 

name in mixt Roman and Runic staves. 

in our days such things are seldom destroyed. This one excited great attention. Robert 

Blair. Esq., of South Shields, one of the Secretaries of the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries, at once 

favored me with a sketch, and afterwards with a lightbild of the front, a squeeze of the same, a pen- 

and-ink outline of the interlaced work on the sides, and all the information he could supply. 1 was 

al.^o assisted by the Rev. G. F. Browne, of Cambridge, with a squeeze and excellent outline (full size) 

of the front. I heartily thank these distinguisht old-lofists for all their kindness. 

The square block before us, of a closish-grained sandstone, is 2 feet 11 inches high by 8 

inches broad below, 7 above. The lowest 6 inches are not sculptured, as they went into the socket of 

the Rood. The front, at the top, has the name of the forthfaren, cut in, 

5S* 

EADMUND 
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the M and N being Old-Northern runes, the eadud Roman letters. They stand on and above a double 

Wolf or Dragon in relief, as is all the other ornamentation. Beneath is a warrior on horseback, his 

sword at his left side and his round shield on his left arm. Still lower are 2 endless knots, the one 

under the other. — The back has knot-winds almost identical. — The patterns of the right and left 

sides are given above. — All these motives remind us at once of the similar decoration on the 3rd 

'Ihornbill stone and on the Bewcastie Cross. 

Now what is the date of this stone? We have no direct evidence. Mr. Blair tells me that 

he does not think the Chancel is older than the 13th or 14th century'. The Shield is round, not 

Kite-shaped, and takes us very far back. The chief is bare-headed, or has a kettle-helm. The inter-, 

twined work is also very antique. The runes point in the same direction, it has been suggested that 

■“Eadmund” was that English King, who followed his brother Athelstan in 940 and died in 946. And 

this chiefly on the ground that on his march to Brunanburgh Eadmund gave large gifts to the Church 

at Chester-le-Street. But King Eadmund was murdered at Pucklechurch in West Gloucestershire, and 

Florence of Worcester distinctly tells us that he was buried by St. Dunstan at Glastonbury in 

Somerset^. If entombed in .Somerset, he could not lie in Durham, The grave-cross here would therefore 

be a cenotaph, a thing most unlikely. And the style is, in my opinion, a couple of year-hundreds 

earlier. 1 therefore think that the Eadmund here commemorated is some unknown local magnate. 

With regard to the wind-work on this stone, I may add that future finds may help us to a 

nearer date. Thus Mr. Blair informs me that my learned helper Canon Greenwcll, now Librarian of 

Durham, has just had an Anglic block from a stone grave-cross taken out from Durham Cathedral, 

where it had been used to build with. It is sculptured on all the 4 sides, very much in the same 

general style as on the 3rd Thornhill stone and here. Mr. Blair adds, that the Cross on one of the 

bases found in the Durham Cathedral is exactly the same as that in the Anglian Church (built of 

Roman stones from the neighboring castrum of Binchester) at Escomb near Bishop Aukland, described 

in the Brit. Archgeol. Journal for 1880 or 1881. 

What is characteristic in this inscription is, the intermingling of Runic and Roman letters. 

It may be well to cast a glance here on how it fared with such things in the Scando-Auglic lauds — 

for only these ever had Runes. Confining ourselves to the first great Scandinavian colony, England, 

we see that here as elsewhere the oldest ristings are in runes only (first the older or Old-Northern, 

then the later or Scandian characters). In .England these epigraphs begin in the 5th century. — 

Thereafter come-in tway-staved carvings, the same words in the folk-tung being given in two alphabets. 

Hunish and Roman. The object was, that both classes of the population, the “lewd and learned”, the 

Latin-taught (chiefly ecclesiastics) and the Latin-bare (chiefly lay-folk), might be able to read what 

was written. In England only 1 such minne has come down to us, the Falstone stone, date about 

A. D. 700. — Then, as the Latin civilization marches on, we have rune-words and roman words. Some 

words or sentences are in the folk-speech, in iRunes, others m Latin ivith Roman letters. To this group 

belong, in England, the Ruthweli Cross (680), the Franks Casket (700—800), Dearham (850—950) 

and Hackness (850 — 950). — But the Latin a. b. c. continues to advance, and we get mingled runic 

and roman letters. Apart from Manuscripts and Coins in England, this work has made public the 

pieces handled under Lindisfarne (698), Alnmouth (705), .^thred's Finger-ring (700—800) and 

Chester-le-Street (700—800). — But the Runes cannot stand against the Roman letters, the Alphabet 

of the whole W^estern Church and Western Civilization The fight is too unequal. They fall away 

altogether, in some localities very early. We have roman letters only, writing English words — we 

do not speak of such used for Latin inscriptions — at Yarm (684—700), Dewsbury (700—800), 

Wyclift'e (700—-800) and Thornhill (867). 

* "The orig'inal wooden church was taken down, and a stone one was erected in its stead by Egelric, fourth Bishop o 

Durham, about the year ID.oO; and the present church was built about 12(10. By way of celebrating its iiiillenium, it has beeu 

restored under the care of Mr. R. J. Johnson, of Newcastle, and the three old bells, two of which were cracked, have been replaced 

by a fine peal of six.” I take this from "The Guardian'’ for Aug. 1, 1883, p. 113(1. where is a long description cf this year- 

thousandth highday. 

^ "et Gleastoniani delatus. a B. Dunstano abbate sepelitur.” Floreniii Wigorii. Chron. s. a. ■94b'. 
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As some of these things can be distinctly year-set, others approximately dated, we have here 

very costly epigraphic and paleographic material, the variants in the shapes of the letters, whether Rimish 

or Roman. As to the Roman, we thus get a fresh clue to dating the development of Roman Uncial 

and Minuscule staves in England, in addition to those many stones in Great Britain and Ireland which 

bear ristings in Latin only or in Latin and Ogham characters. 

And as to the carved figures and such. Rere, as often, we must not forget that we are 

handling only a fragment. On the higher block or blocks much may have stood, perhaps even additional 

writing, which would have more clearly identified the sleeping Christian. All this is lost to us, and 

we therefore can hardly grasp the meaning of the front. What stood above the tway-wolf or double¬ 

dragon? If a figure or symbol of Christ, then it would mean the llell-monster overcome by our 

Redeemer. In that case (allowing for the dim intermixture of Heathendom and Christendom on our 

oldest stones) the Horseman would be on his triumphant way Heavenward (to a Christian Walhall), 

there to enjoy perpetual bliss, as shown by the Endless Knots of Life Everlasting beneath him. — 

Should all this be disallowed, what is left can only have a hard secular signification. The foul beast 

and the knot-winds are only ornamental, while the warrior will be more or less only a conventional 

portrait of the deceast, as he went out to hunt or foray, So uncertain are all these things. But every 

fresh find helps us onward in this difficult study. When all our sculptured memorials are carefully 

drawn and publisht, we shall be able to understand much which is now more or less hidden to us b 

SELSEY, SUSSEX, ENGLAND. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700 — 800. 

From the original in the British Museum. 

For the communication of this also i have to thank the goodness of Mr. Franks. It is a 

fragmentary golden finger-ring, only 2 bits left, and these much worn by sea-water &c. They were 

pickt up a few years ago, along with 2S0 small British golden Coins, but also wdth things much later, 

down to the middle age — the like being thrown on the coast from time to time —, on the beach at 

.'^elsey. The coins are described by Ernest H Willett in the Numismatic Chronicle, New Series, Vol. 17. 

London 1877, p. 309 — 333. 

These ring-morsels are so much injured and the runes so faint, that ! will not attempt'any 

engraving. My decipherment of the staves, however, was approved by Mr. Franks and Mr. C. H. Rea<l 

in the English Department of the Museum. The first fragment seems to bear (brubrn), the 

second N f (on el), The u in brupr is not quite perfect. The distances between on and E and L 

are. from the shape of the ring, here slightly raised, past over. The n is the beginning of a lost raans- 

narne — let us say 'siclas. The whole will then be: 

HRCrtR Niclas on el. 

BROTHER Niclas ON (of) EL. 

BRACTEATES, &c. 

No. 90. 0. N. R. M Vol. 3. p. 25S. 

The person who bought Nos. 90 and 91 for a trifle, and offered No. 91 to the Danish Museum 

at an unblushingly high figure, said they were found at Gettorp. Prof. H. Handelmann, Keeper of the 

' It is rumored that ouv great old-lorist and famous digger the Rev. Canon Greenwell will undertake the publication of 

all the Sculptured Stones now left to u.s in Durham and Northiimherlaiid. Should this be so, he will lay hi.s country under a lasting 

obligation, while at the same time he will add another laurel to his own brow. 
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Kiel Museum, who has this moment (Sept. 16, 1882) favored me with a communicatiou hereon, states 

that Nos. 90 and 91 came from Geltorf. Whether this statement hj the vigilant and grasping 

speculator is more correct than his former one, 1 cannot say. GeTtorf is a village east of Slesvig 

town: GeLtorf is a village in Haddeby Parish, south-east of Slesvig. Both hamlets are in the Danish 

province of South Jutland or Slesvig. 

May 1883. Prof. Handelmann kindly informs me that his official instructions forbade his 

sending the original to Cheapinghaven, but that he nevertheless lost no time in forwarding to the 

Danish Museum an Electrotype copy. Unhappily, in consequence of Prof. Engelhardt's sudden death, 

this facsimile was put aside and forgotten, became unknown to the officials and myself. Thus I could 

not make use of it. But this was not Prof. Handelmann’s fault, 1 therefore frankly apologize for my 

unwitting mistake, and my text must be bettered accordingly. 

No. 91. O. N. E. M. Vol 3. p. 238. 

Prof. Handelmann writes me that the Kiel Forn-hall has now secured this second Gettorf 

(or Geltorf) piece also, but “at an enormous price indeed”. He has most courteously forwarded me a 

Galvano-plastic double, which has been delicately chemityped by Prof. M. Petersen. This blink is, as 

I said, “very beautiful”. I have no further information to add. 

No. 96. 

ASUM, SKANE, SWEDEN. 

Draiim and Chemityped fall size hy Prof. MAGriUS PETERSEN. 

Another grand golden blink from the formerly Danish folkland Skane, and this time the very 

largest anywhere found. it is here given as near as possible full bigness, from materials kindly 

furnisht by the Swedish Riks-antiquary Hans Hildebrand, namely, an excellent electrotype and a 

full-size sunbild. 

The Swedish oldlorist Dr. Oscar Montelius obligingly informs me that this costly piece was 

ploughed-up on the 27tli of November 1882 by the farmer Nils Anderssoii on a farm-field at No. 32 

Asum. Asum Parish, Ears Harad, Malraohus Lan. thus in the south of this large province. Its greatest 

diameter is 12,2 cm., its weight 100,3 grammes. 

I will not here dwell on the splendor of this jewel, whose hanging-loop has been broken 

away and has not yet turned up, nor on its mystic symbols, nor on its delicate filigree work above. 

1 will only add that its date is pretty certainly the 6th century, an opinion in which Dr. Montelius 

fully agrees. 

And now as to the runes. They front the head, running to the left of the Swastika or 

Felefoot, and are all revei'st. Here and there some parts are cut rather shallow, but all are fairly plain. 
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As usual, there is now and then a tiny bulge in the metal (which has nothing at all to do with the 

writing), particularly between the s and the x, the E and the i. The 1st letter is 1^ (that is s). 

the next H h, n), the third M (e) the first leg a little blundered, the 4th > (<, c), the 5th ^ 

(F, iE), next > (<, c), then *1 (F, je), the Sth Y (a), the 9th (t;, f). so ^ (F, ^), followed by H 

(H, h), and the last or No. 12 is I (i). As the space is here very narrow, from the animal’s snout 

coming in, this i is much shorter than usual. Thus, from right to left, SNErc*%]C^AF.i:Hi, without any 

mark of division.. 

But happily here also, as I think, the staves divide themselves. We are on quite safe ground 

in beginning with the raansname in the nominative sneic. The old word SNOW, found in so many tungs 

(sometimes with a consonantic ending) has many forms in the Scando-gothic talks, from the M. Goth. 

SNAiws, 0. vSwed. SNiOR, SNIOR, SNio. Mod. Swed. snO, Mod. Dan. sne, 0. E. snaw, sna. Mod. E. snow. 

N. T. sn.^:r (gen. SNiEVAR and sn^s), sniar (gen. sniavar and snias), snior (gen. sniovar and snios), 

O. Sax. SNEO, SNEU, Frank, sneo, snio, sne (gen. snewes), &c., where we see that the -s or -r is only 

a dialectic nom. mark, and that the end-w often reappears before a following vowel. Scandian 

compounds begin with SN.^-, SNE-, in runes snaC-, sni-, snio-, SNia-. In N. 1. we have the mansname 

SNii, SNJA, snj6, SN^. but also SN.a:R, while in England snow is still quite a common name. As to 0. G. 

dialects Forstemann has the names sneoburg (once), fern., and sneward (masc.) twice. On Scandinavian 

runish stones we have snaObiarn and sniborn, sniolauk (fern.), and SNiAUAL(ds), gen. — This is the first 

time the word snow has been seen in Old-Northern staves, and the first Scando-Gothic instance known 

to me of this word as patronymic in -ING, = snawing, sneing, &c. , tho it must have been common 

enough in its day. As we all are aware, the endings -ic, -IG (and -iNC, -ing) are dialectic, and 

continually interchange in olden documents and monuments, sometimes in the same page or line. — 

Thus SNEIC is merely = sneinc = snowson, the son of sne. 

Next comes, quite naturally, the mansname iECiEA, in the dative, only found once before in 

0. N. letters, the nom. mansname oeki of the North-English Brough stone. MCMk is therefore = to-^c^. 

In 0. Engl, we have acca, aecca, aecci, whose dative would usually be acca, aeccca, in the N. Engl, 

moles, acc.an, aeccan in the conservative S. E. As to 0. G. dialects Forstemann, under agio, has 41 

variations in his 1st ed., running from the 4th to the 11th century. They include Prosper’s a.io (an. 

379), the AGGO of Saxo Grammaticus. These 41 forms are exclusive of the feminines, and of course 

among them c and g (as well as the a and E and o) are always passing into each other with change 
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of local talk. — In Scandian runics we have aki and OKI. noni., and aka, akae, aku, OKU, aceus., with 

several compounds beginning with ak. In modern Scandinavia, particularly in Denmark, this mansname 

is still common as are, age, agge, Age, ove. 

The word left speaks for itself. It is f^hi, evidently a contraction. 'I’he whole room is filled 

up, and the last letter so crampt as to be only half its proper height. Thus the 2 last staves (do or 

DE or whatever the local ending then was), are understood, as is not unusual in runic ristings. But this 

FiEHi(do) or F^Hi(de) is our old friend, already found 11 times before in these 0. N. runes in various 

spellings, the verb in the 3 person singular past tense, for fawed, made, carved, stampt, shnick. See 

FiEiHiDO in the Word-list 

The whole inscription, then, as far as I can see, can only be another example of the well- 

known formula: N, N. (name in nom.), to or for N. N. (nan^e in dat.) made (or gave this). Here: 

SNEic .dLCiEA FiEHi(do Or ffshide or fsehidi). 

(= SNEING — SFIOWSON) tO- Or for-JiCJC (AGE, AGE, OVE) FAWED (made tkis). 

The mere value in metal of this “gersiim”, this shining jewel, was 280 Swedish crowns. But 

the finder received from the Swedish Museum 400, about £ 22 sterling. The largest golden Bracteate 

hitherto known is the one engraved as No. 146 in “Atlas de I’Archeologie du Nord’', fob, Copenhague 

1857, pi. 8, which also is Old-Danish, being pickt up in a field near llonne, Bornholm. But it is only 

a bit (or rather 2 bits found buried in different places), about 1-fifth of the whole, the complete 

diameter being reckoned at 10,6 centimeters This lafe however bears no runes. It is now in the 

Danish Museum. 

Vol. 3, p. 180. WHITBY COMB. — Sept. 21, 1883. Still further illustrating the Combs with 

(), N. characters found in Sweden, Denmark and England, and parallel with those in later staves pickt 

up in .Sweden and England (see Vol. 1, p. 223, Vol. 3, p. 37), I have to thank Docent Sven Soderberg 

for a copy of the runes on a Bone Comb, about 11th century, found among midden refuse in Lund, 

Skane, March 2. 1882. They say: arnkun gaf m^er kab. The-ladij-ARNKUN gave me this-coMB. The 

w'cll-known formula is interesting here from the slurring of the M in kamb (kab). On the Lincoln 

(.'omb (Vol. 1, p. 223), whether we read kamb or kaumb, the m is there. — But this Lund piece is 

also remarkable for its shape. It is long, like a paper-knife, the handle-half (breadth 3/4 of an inch) 

about 4 inches long, the comb part (teeth nearly broken away, very little left) nearly 3 inches long. 

A bit is gone from the comb end. 

Vol. 3, p. 183. NETHir’s casket. — The Rev. G. L. Browne, B, D., writes from Cambridge 

under date Sept. 28, 1883: “I have been looking into the ornamentation of the Brunswick Casket, and 

I think you may go further than “Northumbria” as the habitat of the workman, and may say Ripon, 

At Masham, 8 or 9 miles N. W. of Ripon, is a round column with scripture subjects in romanesque 

arcades, two tiers of them going round the stone. A year or two ago it was found that the part in 

the ground was sculptured, and the Vicar had it raised. It now stands about 7 foot high, I suppose, 

and I should think it is about 6 or 7 feet round at least. The whole of the bottom tier of arcades, 

now first shewn, is occupied by animals with proudly arched neck and breast, quadrupeds of the horse 

or deer kind, all holding up one paw and with ropes looped round their necks in a most remarkable 

manner, such as I have never seen.” 

Vol. 3, p. 221. BRIDEKIRK FONT. — The substance of this little paper first appeared in 

“Archteologia .^Eliana”, Part 22, 8vo. Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1876. pp. 118—120- 

Vol. 3, p. 265. BUZEU RING. — Sept. 21. 1883. In the rich find at Dunegarda in Gotland. 

1881, were also several golden and silver objects, and others, bearing runic inscriptions from the middle 

age. One of these, as just kindly communicated to me by Docent Sven Soderberg of Lund, was a 

Golden Neckring. Docent Sfiderberg thus reads its risting: botuiur af alskd aik. botvith of alsku 

(•= ALSEOG) OWES (oxvns, possesses, me). 

Vol. 3, p. 316. kirkebO. — Sept. 22, 1883. Yesterday, at the Danish University, the 

Runologist Docent Dr, Wimmer had occasion to speak of this stone, of which he exhibited a squeeze. 
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He advanced a new and ingenious reading, following the older critics in the view that it is only a 

fragment, some letters being broken away at the beginning. The last part he gave, (turning round the 

reverst staves), as brt 1 THIM=, uftis hruo, after hru. If so, thi.s piece would be so far Old-Northern 

as to have the h. But in spite of Dr. Wimmer’s acknowledged talent and sagacity, 1 am afraid to 

follow him here, much as 1 should prefer it, for it would give me an additional rngnument. — In the 

first place, the whole shape of this small chubby block of the hard and heavy igneous rock called 

Volente makes it unlikely, that a small bit should have been taken off on the right side. It appears 

complete, tbo it may he the top only, the lower part torn violently away. We shall never be able to 

decide this. Ihen, as far as I can see. there are sufficient traces of the cartouche on the right as 

well as above and below, in which case nothing wants at the beginning. — Next, the engraving (and 

still moie the rune-bearer itself) shows at once how much the stone has been injured. There are very 

many dints and holes and scratches, some of which may be mistaken for letter-marks, unless we know 

what is meant, the real runes being slightly cut. We therefore cannot use strong language on the 

question on either side. All can see how hard it is to make out this listing. — As to the tjftir. At 

first sight and as the staves really stand, we must read uftu (Pirtb), and so I have taken it. But the 

engraving (and the original still more) shows that the last letter may be redd as IN. This will be a 

bind for UR, or a jam of i and r. Thus uftir (as Dr. Wimmer prefers) or uftur. Now this end-E (A) 

is very doubtful. There is no other tie in the whole writing, and 1 look upon Dk as nearly impossible, 

bhould we take it as 2 staves, | and N (cut N on the stone) it becomes more likely. But, considering 

the damaged state of the surface, this end-R is very far from sure. In fact the stroke next after this 

supposed /k, has also marks at its foot which may also be taken to make it a damaged A. — Nor 

docs the N-mark (n ) absolutely touch the next stroke. — Still it is clear that Dr. Wimmer's suggestion 

is pomble. But even accepting it, I cannot see that uftir hruo (redd by him as uftir hrua) is a whit 

more orthodox in form (lookt at thro Icelandic spectacles) than uft uniruo, a well-known old Scando- 

Gothic name in many spellings, and still common in Germany (unruh). See my minute description of 

this block in Vol. 2, p. 728—730, where are given the 3 very different readings of Fin Magnusen and 

Repp. Mine is a 4th, Docent Wimmer's a 5th. Should the reader prefer the last.' this becomes an 

overgang Old-Northern minne. 

Vol. 3, p. 439. EUTHWELL. — Extract of a letter from Rev. G. F. Browne, B. D., Cambridge, 

Sept. 28, 1883: "I do not remember that you mention in your Ruthwell Cross the ivory carving at 

the Church of St. Martin, Genoels Eldern, near Limburg. It is drawn in Westwood’s Facsimiles. 

There is our Lord with one foot on a Lion’s neck and the other on a basilisk, and round the panel 

are the words, in Roman Capitals, ubi dominus ambulabit super aspidem et basiliscum; conculcabit 

UEONEM ET DRACONEM. ft is impossible to help being struck with the identity of arrangement between 

this and the Ruthwell besti.^ et dracones &c. But when you read that the back leaf of ivory has 

ubi gabrihel venit ad MARIAM, and then ubi mariam salutavit Elizabeth, and think of the corresponding 

panels of the Ruthwell Cross, it seems impossible to escape from the conclusion that there is some 

connection. Westwood says, it is one of the only two pieces of ivory of which he can be quite sure 

that they are Anglo-Saxon, and he gives the 8th century, or the 9th. The 8th, earlyisli, would well 

suit for a workman trained in the Northumbrian School as modified by S. Wilfrid.” 

Vol, 3, p. 448 (to Vol. 1, p. 176). — Holebo is right, 

Vol. 3, p. 448. KiLFVESTEN. — This block is now in the sockle of the Church at West Stenbr/. 

In 1812 the parishes of Kalfvesten and Sten were united under the name of Vestra Stenby, with one 

church in common, which was built on the site of the old Gods-house at Kalfvesten, taken down at 

the time. The runestone was placed in the fundament or stonefoot of this new building. 

Vol. 3, p. 453, 1. 3. — For East Gotland read Upland. 

59 
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HAND-LIST 

Of ALL THE OLD-NOETHEEN WOEDS 

IN THE THREE FOLIO VOLUMES. 

A, M, see under Agau, AEiu, On. 

A, Bracteate 81; Nydam An'ow, Doubtless first letter of a Name beginning with a. 

Aa, under On. — ^Ea, u. Hiewan. 

iEANB, Lindholm. ? Voc. ? Neut. s. ? Snake. 

Bjorhetorp; Stentofte. Mansname, nom. See SB.E and Word-lists. 

-^ca3a, under oeki. 

ACEPAiN, Belland, Mansname, nom. The broken . . . , of the Tomstad stone was probably 

a part of the same name. 

^co, Chessell Down. ? Nom. s. f. ? awe, terror, death. — ^GSr, Strand. ? Dat. s. m. The-AWE, 

fear, fright. — ./EG^ESTIA, GaUehus. Dat. s. m. def. super!. To-the-AWEST, most awful, most dread 

oj- venerable. 

ACLiHCK, Brough. ? Place-name, ? dat. s. f. See ecbi. 

HLeedgegsesli, u. AJhs. 

ADAM, Dearliam. Mansname, nom, (In Roman letters). 

AFAi, Dreerslev. Gen. s. f. Grandmother. 

AFT, Bewcastle; Helnwa; Vordinghorg; afta, Freerslev; ajftar, CoIIingham; iEFTJER, Fahtone; 

AEFTAER, FaUtone; Aifte, Thornhill; A£FTER, Thornhill; Tune; aefter, Dewdyury; WycUffe; Farm; YPiETA, 

htahy; IFT, Brough; B(eArT^r), Crowle. after, be-after. in memory of. Prep. gov. dat. and ac., 

and adverb. 

[agan]. — T'o OWE, OWN, possess, have, enjoy. — a, Orstad; ah, ^thred's Ring; Northumbrian 

Brooch; Sigdal, (perhaps imperat.), Thorsbjerg; Vi Plane; jch, Upsala; o, Bjorhetorp; Forde; fdachness: 

Vi Plane; oh, Osthofen; Sceho. 3 s. pres. owns. — ah, Sigdal. ? 2 s. imper. (perhaps 3 s. pr. ind.). — 

AiGi. Skd-ling. 3 s. pr. subj. Let-him-keep, may-he-enjoy. 

^gsestia, u. AEco. — -^gii ii. Agan. 

iEGiLi. Franks Casket. Mansname, nom. — igilsqic, Thornhill. Womans-narae, iiom. 

Agrof, under Grof. — .zEgsi, u. JE^co. — Ah, ^Eh, u. Agan. — JEheker, u. Inge. — aliof, 

u, Hof. — Ai, JEi, Aici, u. ..-Uiu. — Ailic, u. Hseileeg. 

wSiSG, Thorsbjerg. Mansname, nom. 

JEiu, Stentofte: a, Tanum; iE, Lindholm; ai, Skd~ang; AO, Sigdal; e^, Bracteate 63; ecai. Strand. 

EVER, AYE, always. — IWKA (— iwika), Free^'slev. For ever, for aye. — aici, Brough. Aye-not, never. — 

jELedbwini, Nordendorf. Mansname, nom. — eom^r, eomaer, Falstone. Mansname, nom. — emgndr. 

Hackness. Mansname, nom. — aivomia, Bracteate 65. Womansname, dat. 

JEiwu. see lilta^jiwtj. 

AL, Jyderup. ELE-thou, help-thou. 2 s. imper. 

59* 
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AL = ALL. — AL, RuthweU. Ac. s. n. — ale, Ruthivell. Ac. pi. m. — ALMEyOTTiG, Ruthwell, 

ALMIGHTY. Aclj. 11. s. m. — ALUWALDO, Whitby. ALL-WALD, ALL-WIELDING, almighty. Nom. s. m. def. — 

ALWIN, Brough, all-wine, the friend of all, all-loving. Nom. s. ra. 

^L^, Kragehul. Of storms. Gen. pi. n. 

.^^dsewinee, u. .^lu. 

HiLC, ALH. — ALHS, Brough. Alansname, gen. — .elcfrith, I^orth^anhrian Brooch, nom.; 

ALGFEitu, Beivcastle, ac. Maiisname. 

Alhs, under ^Ac. — ^^^li, Alla, u. 

ALTEDiLiEA, Bracteotes 49,. 49 h. Mansname, nom. 

^Itr, Alts, ii. Wald. — Alu, u. Al. 

^:lu, Bracteotes 15. 16, 18, 68, 88; Corlin; Elgesem.; alla, Yarm. Mansname, nom. — mu, 

Northumbrian Casket. Mansname, dat. — JlLU, Lindholm. Perhaps dat. of womansname ^la. — JiLIIa, 

Forde, Mansname, nom. — elw^o, Bracteate 94. Probably womansname in dat. — elwd, Bracteatc 41. 

Mansname, nom. — eltil, Bracteotes 43, 44, 45, 85, 86, 87. Mansname, dat. — J-XiEwiN.^;, Bracteate 67. 

Mansname, dat. 

.a:^LtJC^A, Bracteate 71. Mansname, dat. 

ALUER, Holmen. Mansname, nom. 

ALUT, see OW^ALUT. 

Aluwaldo. Alwin, u. Al. 

^MiLiu, Bracteate 61. Womansname, dat. 

AN. — EAN, Bewcastle. an, once, formerly, late. — ? .^Nl, Veile. Mansname, nom. — .ENJi:H.^:, 

Mojebro. Mansname, nom. — .a:NO.a:N^, Bracteate 48. Mansname, nom. — eanred, uFthred's Ring. 

Mansname, nom. — ^nwll, Bracteate 25; JiiNiwuLU, Bracteate 75. Mansname, nom. 

.... iEN, see under Acej^cen. 

• AND, Brideldrh; Franks Casket; end, Franks Casket, and, also. 

.^ng, u. Inge. — ^niwulu, u. An, — Ann, u. Unna. — -^Enoaense, u. An. 

ANS. — .ENS^GUi, Gjevedal. Mansname. dat. — osberchtae, Thornhill. INIansname, dat. — 

^SBOA, Hackness. Placename, dat. s. m., asbo or asbu or asby. — osbiol, Brough. Mansname, nom. — 

osciL, Brough. Mansname, nom. — HlSlaikir, Freerslev. Mansname, nom. — h^smdts, Solveshorg. Mans- 

narae, gen. — ^sugis, Kragehul. ans-dgg’s = (w)oden’s. Gen. — onswini, Collingham. Mansname, ac. — 

oswiUNG, Beivcastle. Afausname, ac. = oswi-son. 

.^nwll, u. An. — Ao, u. ^iu. 

^OAH.£/E, Bracteate 6. ? Dat. s. m. ? To the horseman. 

.... (Ap)ji:, Crowle. Mansname, dat. or ac. 

-DRiE, Bjorketorp, Stentofte. Ac. s. f. are, ore, lustre, fame, honor. — ERiLiEAS, Lindholm. Adj. 

nom. s. ARELESS. ORELESS, uiifamed, honorless. — JiR-rnr, Freerslev. Ac. pi. f. are-runes, honor-staves, 

respectful epitaph. 

A-rserde, u. Raisa. 

^RBiNGiES, Tune. Nom. pi. m.; HiRBiNG.®, Tune. Nom. s. f. (arving), heir; heiress. — arfiki, 

Freerslev. Heir, son. Nom. s. 

Arth, u. Heard. 

JiRtiRiUFLT, Amulet Rings. See text. 

HLs. u. Ans. 

ASPING, Founds. Mansname, nom. = asp-SON. 

Ji;T, Bjorketorp, Ruthwell; (? Seude); at, Thornhill; et, Varnum. at, in, on, near. Prep. gov. 

dat. and ac. See aet-GADRE. 

Bracteate 59. Ac. s. m. ead, fortune, bliss, treasure. — auto, Bracteate 72\ OT^, Brac¬ 

teotes 33, 34; OTi. Bracteate 66. Aiansname, nom. — AtiEA, Einang. Mansname, dat. — otUA, Vdnga. 

Apparently mansname in dat. See s^ab. — eadbierht, Bingley. Mansname, nom. — Ri.s:D.^GJtS(Li), Vi 

Moss Buckle. Alansname, nom. — iEi>iSL, Vordinghorg. Same mansname in ac. — (o)bc(D), Freilaubers- 

heim. Womansname, dat. — Eif';i>LJiUA, Bracteafes 51, 52. Alansname, dat. — iEPODU, Bracteate 27. 

Womansname, dat. — j!:dred, MLihred's Ring; eadred, Thornhill. Mansname, nom. ~ eADVLFES, 

Alnmouth. Mansname, gen. — elelberht, Thornhill. A’lansname, nom. — ekelwini, Thornhill. Mans- 
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name, dat. oi>l^, FranU Casket Dat. s. ra. othal, adal, home, country, patrimony. — 

Ruthwell. Nom. pi. m. ADEL-ones, nobles. 

. . . M£,v . . . (or . . . N.s:u . . .), Kragehul. See text. 

iEUAiR, HelncBS. Mansname, nom. 

ATJLiLyo^, Sracteate 8. Mansname, dat. 

AUASA (or atjsa), Bracteate 70. Placename, dat. or ac. ? m. 

Auto, under Ajjse. 

^AWELJi, Bjorketorp. Probably placename in d. or ac. 

AUIK, Hohnen. Steadname in d. or ac. 

BA. Ruthwell. Ac. BOTH. 

BA, see TDNBA. 

BAEDA, Wydiffe. Mansname, nom. 

BALt. see CiiNIBALt. 

BAN, Franks Casket. Ac. pi. n. bones. 

Beerseh. under Berig. 

B.ERUTA, Bjorketorp. (If not steadname, then) barrat, barratry, battle. Dat. s. ? m. 

Be, under Bi. 

BeAGNOE>, lhames Blade. Mansname, nom. 

Beartigo, u. Berht®. 

BECKCTO, Brough. 3 s. p. bigged, built up, raised. 

BECDN, Dewsbury: Falstone; Thornhill; Wyclife. Ac. s. n. beacon, pillar, gravestone. See Lic- 

B.ECUN, SIG-BECN. 

BEORNAE, Dewsbury. Dat. s. n. barn, bairn, child, son. 

beRjE, Kragehid. See text. 

Berg, u. Berig. 

BERHTJC. — See EADBIERHT, ECGBERHT, HROETHBERHT^ , . . . RHTAE, ROETBERHTJi:. — BEARTIGO, 

Bracteate 77. Mansname, (barting, brighting), nom. See cupBCEREfHting). — berhtsuiI'E, Thornhill. 

Womans-name. (? Dat.). — berchtvini, Wyclife. Mansname, ac. 

BERIG (—BERG, hill). — See fergen-berig, UAN^-BiER.a!:H. — BERGi, ThornhUl. Dat. s. n. The 

BARROW, grave-mound, tumulus. — birkoiintjm. Bracteate 02. Dat. pi. bergen, in West Norway. 

bi, BE. See beAFTJi(r). biGOTEN, binEALO, biHEALDUN, biSM^RiEDtJ, biSTEMID. 

Bi, under Bua. 

geBiD, Bewcastle; giBiD, Bingley. 2 s. imperat. BiD-thou, pray-thou. — geBiDAED, Falstone; 

geBiD.®D, Falstone; giBiD.Ei', Lancaster; geBiDDAP, Thornhill; geBiDD.^;©, Irton; giBiDDAD, Dewsbury. 2 pi. 

imperat. BiD-ye, BEDE-ye, pray-ye. 

Bierlit, u. Berhtee. 

BiGi, see wiHUBiGi(fe). 

BIM, Founds. 1 sing. pres. I be, I am. 

Bio. under Bua. — Biol. n. Bui. 

BiRLNio (= BiRLiNlo), Novdendorf. Womansname, dat. 

BLODiE, Ruthwell. BLOOD, dat. s. n. 

Bo, Boa, Boseu, u. Bua. — Boere(hting), u. Berhtte. — Bonte, u. Bua. 

Boso, Freilauhersheim. Mansname, nom. 

BRTOR, Selsey. Nom. s. brother. — breodera, Yarm. Dat. s. brother. — giBROt^RA, Franks 

Casket. N. pi. brothers. — brui>dr-sunu, Helnoes. Ac. s. brother-son, nephew. 

BROK, Brough. Ac. s. n. broke, sorrow, death. 

BROKTE, Bndekirk. 3 s. p. brought. 

bua, Thames fitting. Inf. To BOO, bo, bide, dwell. — See JiSBOA, unnbo, dnbo.s:u. — bonte, 

Holmen. Nom. s.; B(U£et£e), Varnum. Ac. s. bonde, husband. — See cuombilbio, ecbi. 

bdciaehom, Brough. Placename, ? dat.'s. m. 

(b)ug(a), Ruthwell. Inf. To bow, bend. 

bdl, see osbiol, r,eh.,ebul. — bur.e, see hurnburje. — burg, see kUnnburug. 

K.. u. cumbel. 

CADMON, Ruthwell. Mansname, nom. 
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■ CALLU, see GJi:iECALLU. — KAR, -SCe GAR. 

Keei’lji, Kar|.H, u. G. 

C^STRI, see ROM^C^STRI. 

CEARUNGIA, Bvoiigh, Gen. s. f. caring’s, sorrow’s. 

Kearstin, u. Krist. 

KER, see ^HEKER, and gar. 

CI.SGO, Charnay. Ac. s. f. (keeng), brooch, fibula. 

ciL, see osciL. 

ciMOKOMS, Brough. AVomausname, gen. 

CLAiEO, Cleohury. ? f. Nom. s. A claw (pointer, sundial-gnomon). 

KLOKO, Holmen. Ac. s. f. clock, bell. 

COECAS, Brough. 3 s. pr. quetches, shall move, shall afflict. 

coiNU, Brough, quene, wife, gen. s. 

KOMS, see CIMOKOMS. 

CORNILIO, Bracteate 15. Mansname, nom. 

Kor{3e, under G. 

KRIST, Brough; JRuthiceU; kristtds, Bewcastle. Nom. Christ. — kearstin, Mdrlyldnga. Womans- 

name (Christina), nom. 

Ku, under Cilniing. 

CUHL, Brough. Mansname, nom. 

CDMBEL. — K. Mdrhyldnga. Ac. s. or pi. neut. cumbel, gravemark. — cuombil-bio, Brough. 

CUMBEL-BOO, gravG-kist. Ac. s. n. 

CUN, see SEHS-CUN^. 

CUN, CUP. — CUNIBALP, Lancaster. Mansname, ac. — cuPB(ERE(Hting), Lancaster. Mansname, 

ac. = cuthbertson. — kUnnhurug, Bewcastle. Womansname, nom. — cunimudiu, Bracteate 25. Womans- 

name, dat. — kupumut, Hehices. Mansname, ac. = gudmund. — gonrat, Osthofen: gudrId, Northumbrian 

Brooch. Mansname, nom. — kuneswipa, Bewcastle. Womansname, nom. — kunu.elts, Snoldelev. 

Mansname, gen. 

cOnOng, Bingley; kOng, Bewcastle; cun, Bracteate 75; nom. — kuninges, Bewcastle, gen. — 

kOning, Bewcastle; cOningc, Ruthwell; cuN(unc), Leeds; cu . . . ., Collingham. Accus. king. 

c0N(niges), Whitby. Gen. s. n. kin, family. 

Cnombil, u. Cumbel. 

CURNE, see H.S:CURNE. 

Cu|jbcere(hting), u. Cun. — Ku])!, u. God. — Kii|}umut, u. Cun. 

KwoMU, lluthwell. 3 pi. p. came. 

DjEBS, Thames fitting. Gen. s. n. The deep, sea, ocean. 

Daer, under Pe. 

DJi:G.a:, Einang; dah, Osthofen. Mansname, nom, See GODiEG^s. — DiEGMUND, Gilton Sword. 

Mansname, voc. — d.^eituhje, Bracteate 19. Mansname, nom. 

DJ'XIDUN, Tune. 3 pi. p. dealed, shared, took part in. 

D.®RiNG(e), Thornhill, Mansname, dat. 

darst^, darste, Ruthwell. 1 s. p. durst, dared. 

DJiPyONJi, Ereilauhersheim. Gen. pi. Of the d.ethe clan or family. 

D. EUDE. Bjorketorp. 3 s. p. died, fell. 

Der, under Pe. 

dik, Ingelstad. Dat. s. To-thee. 

DOHTR, Tune. Nora. s. daughter. 

DOM, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. doom. Court, Judgment, domgisl may possibly be the artist’s name. 

dcep-stan, Bingley. Ac. s. m, dip-stone. Font. 

DRYGYP, Franks Casket. 3 s. pr. dreeth, suffers; or, does, performs. 

geDRCEFED, Ruthwell. Pp. DROVED, harrowed, grieved. 

DROMDH, see sunedromdh. 

E, Eee, under ^Eliu. 
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EAC, Bavcasth; EC, Brouc/h: ok, Holmeii; CK, Ilohnen. eke, and. — tce, Gilton Sword. 1 s. pr. 

I EKE, EIK, increase, add to. 

EAN, U. AN. 

EATEyoNNE, IhorjihiU. Womansname {? eateja). dat. 

Egejilaeua, u. A]d«. 

Ec, u. Eac and Ic, — Ecai, u. ^iu, 

ECBI, Brough. Placename, ? dat. s. m. See acuhck. 

EGG, ECH, EC. ECGBERHT, Bracteate 70. Mansname, noni. — ecgfriru. Bewcastle. Mansname, 

gen. — ECHLEW, Galhhus. Mansname, nom. — ecmc, Bracteate 5. Mansname, nom. — ecwiwasa. Tune. 

Womansname, nom. 

EL . . . ., Selsey. 

ELS. Nordendorf. Mansname. nom. 

Eltil. Elwii, u. ^lu. — End. u. And. 

ENRUK, Morhjldnga. Mansname, henrik, henry, nom. 

EOM.E, EOMAE, Folstone. Dat, s. m. eme, uncle, 

Eomasr, under JEiu. 

ERHA, Thames fitting. Dat. s. m. arg, wave-rush, trough of the sea. 

ERILJEA, liragehid; Lindholm. Mansname, nom. 

Et, under JEei. 

F. Konghell. Probably for fur or for-E. for, over. See form. 

FaEHi (no room for more), Bracteate 96; FiEiHioo, Einang: fmm^m, Bracteate 89; faabo, Flem- 

lose; FAW, HelncBs; FAUiEto, Rnthivfil; FEG(de), Alnmoidh; fih,,edu, Bracteates 49, 49 h; fyidi, Bracteate 92; 

FYPaEi, Charnay; fuse, Osthofen. o s. p. — faipu, Brough. 3 pi. p. — fawed, fayed, made, carved, stampt, 

wrote, built up, raised. 

FMLJE, Bjin'hetorp. Ac. s. m. fele, multitude, much, many. 

FASTS, see RUULFASTS. — FASTI, see INOFASTI. 

Fajoi, u. Fseihido. 

FA1>UR, Vordinghorg; FAtR, Osby. Ac. s. father. 

FiEUJL, Bracteate 51. Mansname, voe. 

fearran, RuthiveU. Adv. far-from. 

Feg(de), under P'eeihido. 

fegtai>, Franks Casket. 3 pi. pr. fight. 

fergen-berjg, Franks Casket. Ac. s. m. Steadname in Northumbria. 

fh, Konghell. Probably = fdr hari, for the army. 

Fihsedu, Fyidi, u. Fteihido. 

FIND, Berga. Mansname, nom. 

Firth, under Frith. 

Fisc-FLODD, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. fish-flood, sea, ocean. 

Fyl^aei, u. Fseihido. 

FLODU, see FISC-FLODU. 

fcedde, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. fed, nourisht. 

FORHi:, Irion, Lancaster: fore, Ruthwell; fCr. Bingley. for (dat.); fore, before (ac.). See f. 

FOSLAEU, Bracteate 14. Mansname. nom. 

FRR2W.ER^DJi:A, JMojehro. Mansname, dat. 

FRIC, see ^LCFRITH, ALCFRI6U, ECGFRItTJ, TIDFIRt. 

FRUMAN. Bewcastle. Abl. s. n. def. In the frum, first. 

FUNPR, see l>IWByO-FUNI>R. 

Fur, under Fora. 

FUS^, Rutlnvell. N. pi. m. fussy, eager, hurrying. 

FujDC, under F£eihido. 

Fuwu. Bracteate 26. Mansname. nom. 

G (= garm), Eidsberg; KHi:Ri>i, Vordinghorg; kaeii, Ingelstad; kori>e, Morbyldnga. 3 s. p. gared, 

made, set up, built up. raised (the grave, grave-stone). — oiigered.e, Ruthwell. 3 s. p. A-gared, prepared. 
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G^, Kraqehul; G.ai:A, Lindholm. 2 s. imperat. go ! — GiKGiN, Kragehul. Prep, gain, again, against. 

GiEiECALLD, Bvacteate 19. Mansname, nora. 

SetGADKE, Ruthwell. AT(-to)GETHER. 

GiEFiNG, Stentofte. Nom. = gjdf’s-son; or = of the Geef family. 

Gsegin, 11. Gse. — Gseheelseibsen. n. Hselseibsen. 

GAL, Bracteate 7. Mansname, nom. 

GALGD, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. gallow(s), rood, cross. 

G^LieA, Northmnbnan Casket. ? Gen. s. f. Of gadl, in gallia. 

GAR, see ^HEKER, lAULIGR, OUNKAR, WOPGAR. 

Gsesli, under Gisli. 

GASRic, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. gas-RICh, gambol-rich, playful, tossing. 

GJSSTIA, see SJiLIG.3<:STIA. 

gear, Bewcastle. Abl. s. n. year. 

Gebid, &c. u. geBiD. — On-geredce, u. G. 

3ERNR, Bridekirk. Nora. s. m. tern, girn, willing, glad. 

GESSDS, Bewcastle. Nora, jesus. 

GEH, Bjorketorp: gedw, Stentofte. Adv. yo, yay, tea, truly, indeed. 

Giauyou, under Gib. 

gib, Bracteate 51. 2 s. imperat. give, lend, send! — GiAUyou, see GLyo^u-GiAUyoiT. . 

Gibid, u. Bid. — Gibrojicera, u. Bru|)r. — Gileu, u. Hlseiwae. — Gileugse, u. Hlasiwse 

and Licgan. 

GiN^-RDNJi:A, Bjorketorp. Nom. pi. f.; gino-ronoa, Stentofte.- Ac. pi. f. gin- (= begin, origin, 

essence, power) runes, Mighty Letters. 

ginia, Mojeh'o. Womausname, nom. 

Giniasra, u. Nieera. — Gino, u. Ginse. 

GyoSLHCARD, Dover. Mansname, nom. 

GiSL, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. Hostage. See .£JED.a:GiESLi, .£5iSL, dom. — gisliong-wili, Vi 

Plane. Mansname, nom. 

gidleasu, Franks Casket. Nom. pi. The jews. 

gl^, Bracteate 21. Mansname, nom. — GLyo^u-GiAUyou, Bracteate 7. Womansname, dat. 

GL.s:sTiEPONTOL, see Amulet Rings. 

GOD, R.uthwell: Whitby. Nom. The Lord god. — kum, Helnces. Nom. s. m. gdthi, (hereditary) 

Priest-and-Judge. — goieu, I'reilauherslimn. Gen. s. f. Priestess. See hilddigCe. 

GOD.^:GJi;s, Valsfjord. Mansname (gooddat), nom. 

GoijDu, u. God. — Gonrat, u. Kuni. 

biaoTEN, Ruthwell. Pp. u. s. f. be-yoten, besprinkled, bathed. 

greut, Franks Casket. Ac. s. m. grit, gravel, sand, shingles, coast. 

aGROF, uFthred's Ring. 3 s. p. a-groof, a-graved, engraved, cut, made. 

GEORN, Franks Casket. Pp. grusen, crusht, dasht in pieces, killed. 

gdtj:, Buzeu. Gen. pi. Of the goths. 

gUe, see HiLDDiGUE and god. 

Gudrd, under Kun. 

H, Konghell. Probably for hari. dat. s. m., the hjjr, here, army, fleet. See h^RISO. 

Hee, under Hao. 

HALBO, Stentofte. 3 pi. pr. They have, shalPhave. 

HiEDULiEic.i;A, Strand. Dat. s. Mansname. To-Hii:DUL.3':ic.^. — H^EEUWOLiEPA, Stentofte, nom.; 

H.^FUWOL.EF.£, Gommor, hy^euwul^fa, Istaby, dat. — Mansname. 

Hffiere, u. Her«. — Haeg, u. Hieawan. 

H^GJELiE, Kragehid. Probably ac. Mansname. 

H.EGUST-ELDIA, Volsfjord. Dat. s. m. To the hagdstald, chief, lord, captain. 

Hjei-tin®, under Hao. 

hjcidar, masc. (hador), brightness, honor, fame. — HAiiDAR-RUNO, Bjorketorp. Nom. s. (hador- 

runa), that honor’s friend. — hidear-rdngno, Stentofte. Nom. pi. neut. (hador-regen), those honor s lords. 
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H^iL^G, Bitzeu. ? Norn. s. f.; ailic, Brough. Norn. s. f.: helg . . Bakeivdl holy, sacred; 

dedicated. — h^lhi, Maeshowe, nom.; hilig^a, Orstad, dat. — Mansname (hblgi, helge). 

H^iSL^, Mojehro. Mansuame, nom. 

Hseite, Heeiticse, u. Heetec. — Hsei-tiiise, u. Hao. — Hselsea, u. HlEeiwee. — Hsegeiwido, u, Hoeges. 

g5eH^L^iB-^;N, Tune. Dat. s. m. LOAF-fellow, com-panion, mate, husband. — hlafakd, Ruthwell. 

Ac. s. m. LORD. 

Hfeldeea. Heeldseo, Hselheeda, u. Held^a. — Heelhi, u. H^ilfeg. 

HALSTON, Oshy. Mansname, nom, 

HAMA, Bracteate 58. Mansname, nom. 

HAO. H^, Bracteate 57; he, Kragehul. 2 s. imperat. high, lift up, raise, carry on, wage, 

cause, make, let. — hao, Einang. Mansname, nom. — hjc-cgrne, Bracteate 25. Nom. s. m. def. 

The HIGH-CHOSEN. HEO-siNNA, Bewca$tle. Dat. s. f. The high-sin, or high-sinful. — 

Tanuni. Nom. s. m. high-tine, high token, grave-pillar — hj:uc. Vdnga. Mansname, nom. — ,See hceges. 

Hser, Hseeree, Hgerse, under Herse, 

h.®ring.^, Vi j\Ioss; hjcrikg, Ska-iing. Mansname, nom. (But H^RiNGiE, if we divide h.ering.e 

GiLEFG.®). — H^ERAiNGU, Bracteate 78. Womansname. dat. 

H^Biso, Himlingoie. (? Mans)-narae, nom. — ha-iriwol^fa, Stentofte, nom.; hariwdlfs, Rafml, 

gen,; hyriwulafa:, l&tahy, dat. — Mansname. — See wulfhere and h. 

ha:tec (= ha:te ec), Lindholm; ha:ite, Kragehul; 1 s. pr. I hight, bid. command. — het, 

Bingley. 3 s. p. hote. ordered, let. — ha:itica:, Bracteate 57. Ac. pi. f. hetings, imprecations, threats, 

the tvar-han. 

Ha&|>uwol£efa, &c., under Heedulffiicaa. — Hseuc, u. Hao. — Hauf|iuuku, u. Heafdum. 

HiEDRi, Hoga. Mansname, nom. 

HE. Bridekirk; Franks Casket; Ruthivell. Nom. s. m. he. — his, Ruthwell; Yarin. Gen. Of 

him. HIS. — HIM, Ruthwell. Dat. To him. — hina;, Ruthwell. Ac. him. — hia:, Ruthwell. N. pi. m.; 

HIA, Franks Casket. Ac. pi. m, They; them. — See is. 

He, under Hao. 

HEAFDUM, Ruthwell. Dat. pi. n. head(s), temples, head. — haufidUkU, Konghell. Nom. s. m. 

(As if heading), Headman, Leader, Commander, Chief. 

heafunas, Ruthivell. Gen. s. m. heaven’s. 

biHEALD, Ruthwell. 1 s. p.; biHEALDUN, Ruthwell. 3 pi. p. beheld. 

HeARD, see GyOSLHCARD, RIKARTH. 

HELDAA, Bracteate 25; halhada, Bjorketorp; haldao, Sigdal; helahddua, Stentofte. Gen. pi. m. 

Of KELTS, kemps, heroes. 

Helg . . ., under Heeileeg. 

helipa, Whitby. 3 s. pr. subj. May-HELP. 

Heo-sinna, under Hao. 

HERA, Stentofte; ha:r, ? Ska-ang; har(a). Orstad; Thisted; her, Franks Casket; haera, 

Bjorketorp. here, in this place. 

Here, u. Heeriso. — Het, u. Haetec. — Hia, u. He. — Hidear, u. Heeidar. 

hyeruwulafia, Istahy. Womansname, nom. 

HiEWAN, Bingley. Inf. To hew, carve, cut; .stamp, strike, — aa, Hoga; hag, Bracteate 68; 

HiUK, West Thorp: ho, Bracteate 62; hu, Bracteate 78; hUug, Bracteate 61: uk. Freerslev. 3 s. p. hewed, 

made, inscribed. 

HiLDDTGUt, Hartlepool. Womansname, nom. — HiLDiPRUt. Hartlepool. Womansname, nom. 

Hiligeea, u. H^ilaig. — Him, Hine, u. He. — Hyriwulsefae, u. Edieriso. — His, u. He. — 

liylDuwulsefa, u. Ha3dul£eicsea. — Hiuk, u. Hiewan. 

hhlaadu-diga, Bracteates 49, 49 h. Mansname, nom. 

Hlafard. under HaBlseibseu. 

hlaiwa:, Bo: halaa, Stenstad; lau, West Tanem; leuwa, Sklxrkind. Nom. s. m. or n. — 

LAEWE (or laiwar), Sigdal. Ac. s. — low (lowe, loe, law), grave-mound, barrow, tumulus. The leuga 

of the Ska-ang stone is probably the same word; and we might possibly divide: haringa giLEUGA Ai, or 

HARINGA giLEU gSBAi. Fresh finds may help us,. See Vol. 2, p. 890. 
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HLEUXG, Vi Plane. Mansname, nom,, = hleson, (leeson, leason). 

HLVDWYG, Alnmouth. Mansname, nom. 

HN-EBM-ES (or HNiEBD^s), Bo. Mansnamo, gen. 

Unag, under Niyee. — Ho, u, Hiewan. 

aHOF, Ruthwell, 1 s. p.; Franks Casket-, 3 s. p. a-hove, lifted up, raised. 

H(EGES, Stentofte. Gen. s. m.; hodh, Brovgh. Ac. s. m. how, grave-mound, tumulus. See 

sal-haukum. — HiE^iwiDO, Strand. 3 pi. p. howed, set in the grave-how, buried. — See hao. 

HOLTiNGiEA, GalleMis. Dat. s. m. holt-inge, Wood-god (= feea, froe, frey). 

HOM, see BtJCIAEHOAI. 

HORN^, Gallehus. Ac. pi. neut. These-HORNS. (Perhaps ac. s. masc. This-HORN). — hurnbur^, 

Kallerup. Mansname, gen. 

HOU^A, Bracteate 24 (? and 55). Mansname, dat. 

Houh, u. Hceges. — Hroetberhtee, u. FIro|3or. 

HRONRiS, Franks Casket. Gen. s. m. Of the hrone (whale). 

HROtOR. — HROETBERHTiE, roetberhtj:, Folstone. Mansname. dat; — rho.el(t)r, Vatn, nom.; 

RUHALTS, Snoldelev, gen. Mansname, = hroiwald, roald. — rhdulfr, Helnces, nom.; roaul, Ffoga, dat. 

Mansname, = HROtwui-F, rolf. — ruulfasts, Voldtofte, nom, Mansname, = hro^wulf-fasts. 

HU, Founds, (ho), she. — Sealand. Probably the beginning of a Mansname. 

Hu, under Hiewan. — Hurnburce, u. Hornee. — Hiiug, u. Hiewan. 

HUTHU, Bracteate 4. Mansname, nom. 

HW, Bdrse, Vordinghorg. Probably H . . . (a name beginning with h) and wrait, wrote. 

hw.^;tred, Bewcastle. Mansname, nom. 

HWEtR^, Ruthwell. Adv. whether-or-no, yet, lo! 

huiler, Thisted. 3 s. pr. whiles, rests, reposes. 

I. under In. — la, u. Is. — Yia. u. Inge. 

lAM. see laiciam. 

iauligr, Bracteate 92. Mansname, nom. 

lauj^ini, under A|5. 

ic, Ruthwell; IK, Gilton; ih, Fonnas; EC, Kragehul, Lindholm. The pronoun i. — mix, Gilton; 

MIC. Osthofen; MC, Etelhem; mec, jEthred's Ring, Northumbrian Brooch; meh, Alnmouth; me, BHdekirk; 

\fv.. Ruthwell. ME. — UNGCET, Ruthwell Acc. dual, us-two. — us. Bingley, dat. pi; Whitby, ac. pi. US. — 

USA, Bjbrketorp. Nom. pi. fern. our. 

Iciea, Ycsea, Ykceea, u. Inge. — Yce, u. Eac. — Ichiay, Ikr, Ikkalacgc, Icwsesuna, u. Inge. 

IDDJIN. Charnay. Mansname, dat. 

Yfceta, Ift, u. aft. — Ygoea, Ihcese. u. Inge. — Igilsuil-*, under .^gili. 

IGIXGON, Stenstad. Man’s (? Woman’s) name, gen. = iging’s. 

iGLEUGiE (if we divide HJi:RiNG^ igleog,e), Skd-nng. Nom. sing, del, the gleg, bright, 

prudent, wise. 

Ih, u. Tc. — Ihae, u. Inge. 

ii.^uRi, Hoga. Mansname, nom. 

IIL^, Lindholm. Nom. s m. defin. The ill, fierce, destructive to his foes. 

Imie, under Is, 

IN, Franks Casket, NoHhumbrian Casket; r, Bjorketorp, Bracteate 92, Brough, Holmen, Thames 

Fitting, Varnum. in. 

IN, Freerslev. Adv. (in, en, an), but. 

In, under Is. 

INGE, ingwe, (and wings, &c.). — ung^, Bracteate 67. Dat, s. m. del The young. — lUKC, 

Brough. Ac. s. m, or n. young, renewed. — y.5:ca. Bracteate 84; iciEA, Bracteate 35; YCiEA, Bracteates 

36, 39: YKCiEA. Bracteate 4t; ygcea, Bracteate 41, b; yia, Bracteate 37; Womansname, nom. — ikr 

(= inkur), Freerslev. Womansname, gen. — inki, Bracteate 83; ichiay, Bracteate 38, nom.; iHA.3i, Vatmum, 

dat. Mansname. See jejELjEUC.^a, .^irbjng.^, rlRbinGjES, asping, beartigo, DiERiNG(e), el.®uings, G.3i;BiNG, 

GISLIONG, HAUFIUOKU, H.RITICiE, H.EEING, H.a:RING^, H.^:UC, HLEUNG, IGINGON, HOLTINGRiA, ? ISlNGtiEA, IUEING.®A, 

LAING, LiE^:SiEUWING^, L^UCiEA, L^WULOUC^A, MWSyOUINGl, N^tUY^NG, ? MWiENG, NOtUINGOA, OSWIUNG, 
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(o)BC(d), RANING^, S^M^NG, SNEIC, SUUiKS, TILING, TIS^CG, BIEHRODWBNO, tR^EWINGiEN, W^RINGiEA. — INGOA, 

fern. See noi'Uingoa, t^lingwu. — Jiihecer (=ingeker), Varnum. Womansname, nora. — ikkalacgc, 

Broucfh. Mansname, nom. — ingost, Ttme. Maiisname, nom. — icw^suna, Reidstad. Mansnarae, dat. 

INGLSK, Founds. Nom. s. fern. English, an Englishwoman. 

INO, Strand, n. Mansname. — inofasti, Vishy, nom. Mansname. 

lOD, Freilatibersheim-. Nom. s. neut. A youth, child, son, daughter. 

lOHN, Bracteate 62. Mansname, nom. 

YoicE, u. Is. 

IS. iMSi;, Bracteate 67. Dat. s. masc. To the. — in, Strand. Ac. s. m. Him. — voiiE, 

Charnay. Ac. s. f. The, this. — ia. Tune, (hia), they, nom. pi. — See he. 

Is, under Wees. 

isah, St. Andrews. Mansname, nom. 

Ysetae, u. (Set)a. 

? isiNGJJiA, Veile. Mansname, dat. 

Is), under Gisl, 

IIT. West Thoi'f; ITO, Bracteate 42. Mansname, nom. 

Ito, u. lit. — lukc, u. Inge. — {I)ugo, n. Oseg. 

lULiENi, Bracteate 61. Mansname, nom. 

TU7R, Oshy. over, in memory of. Prep. gov. acc. 

TUtiNGiEA, Beidstad. Mansname, dat. 

iwi, Cleohury. eye, give eye to, show, point out; 3 s. pr. subj. 

Iwka, u. .yEiu. — iWrokte, u, Worsehto. 

K, under C. 

L, Nydam Arrow. A contraction, (beginning of a name). 

-LA, -hM, see MIRILSS, NIUWIL^. 

Lge, under Lsewu. 

LMh, Varnum. Dat. or ac. s. Placename. 

L.£-ORB(.a:), Vi Plane. Acc. s. or gen. pi. LEA-staff, sithe-shaft. 

LACGC, see ikkalacgc. 

'LMDM (perhaps l^:m^:), Torvik. Mansname, nom. 

E«ewe, under Hlfeiwse. 

LAiF, see olufr, onlaf, crl^f. 

LAIC, see .j:sla]kir. h^dul^ic^a. 

Laiciam, under Licses. 

LAlNG, Founds. Nom. = LA-ING, = LA's-child. 

LiEM^ (perhaps L^DiE), Tonik. Mansname, nom. 

LANUM, JlutktueU. Dat. s. m. (lean), worn, death-weary. 

Laoku, under Laeucsea. 

Lj:^Sip:uwiNG.^, Vi AIoss Buckle. Mansname, nom. 

Lau, u. HlaBiwse. — Lseu, u. La3wu. 

LMTJCMA. Bracteate 18. Da.t.', laoku, Bracteate 34. Nom. Mansname. See .^.s;LiEUC.s;A, LiEwuLOUCiEA. 

La3uw6e, under Hlseiwse. 

lj:wu. — LJE. Bracteate 21. Mansname, nom. — L.ai:wDLOUCJi:A. Bracteate 19. Mansname, dat. 

— See E^PL.SUA, ECHLEW, FOSLiEU, 

aLegdun, under Lice 

LETO, Hohnen. 3 pi. p. eet, caused, ordered, 

LEtRO (perhaps lusro), Dolby. ? Woman's (? Man’s) name, nora. 

leubwini, sec ^eleubwinl 

Leugge, u. Lice. — Leuwee, u. Hlgeiw^. — Lew, u. Lsewu. 

LiA, Tune. Mansname, nom. 

Licji:s, Ridhwell. Gen. s. neut. Of a lich, lik, corpse. — Lic-B.a;cUN, Crowle. Ac. s. n. lir- 

BEACON, corpse-pillar, grave-stone. — laiciam, Brough. Ac. s. m. lich-home, fleshy-cover, body, soul-robe. 
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LICE, Beivcastle. 3 s. pr. subj. Let-him-LiE, sleep, rest. — aLEGDUN, Ruthwell. 3 pi. p. a-laid, 

laid down. — leug^, SM-ling. ? Ac. s. n. ley, couch, bed, grave. See u. hljeiw^. But also see iGLEUGiE. 

LIHCK, see ACLIHCK. 

LiLiAiEiwu, Bracteate 19. Woraansname, dat. 

LIM-WCERIGNE, Ruthivell. Ac. S. m. LIMB-WEARY. 

LIN, see birlInio. 

LON.iEWORE, Nordendorf. Mansname, nom. 

Loucsea, under Lseuceea. 

Li>N, Bracteate 80. Perhaps a contraction of limn, p. part. nom. s. lithen, gone; deceast, 

LtT.E. Nydam. Mansname, nom. 

Lufr, under Lsef. 

LUL, Bracteate 70. Mansname, nom. 

LTO.a:, Bracteate 22. Gen. pi. m. ledes, men, people. 

Lu|-iro, under Le|)ro. 

M (? = markale), Siqdal. 3 s. p. markt, carved, inscribed. — M (= mot), Bracteate 15. N. s. f. 

(or neut.). mot, stamp, die. mint, coin, minthouse. 

MiE, see hnjlbmjiS, and under Ik, Magan. 

[magan]. — M^, Stentofte. Nom. s. ra. mo. great, mighty. — alMEyOTTiG, u. al, — MircNtJ, 

Stentqfte. Ac. s. f. A mdckle, mickle, multitude. 

M^Gi, Franks Casket. Latin. N. pi. m. magi. Wise Men. 

MJiGUM, Strand. Dat. pi. With his maugs, kinsfolk. 

m.'EL^, Bjin'ketorp, Stentofte. 3 pi. pr. mele, mell, say, tell. 

M.ENIS, West Tanem. Mansname, gen. 

M.:ER, see E0M*ER. - M.ER1A, see NIWiENG-MJiRIA. 

MARiu, Ingelstad. Womansname (maria, Mary), dat. 

Me. Mec, Meh, u Ic. — Men, u. Mon. 

MERGE, Gilton. Adv, merrily. — MERTHE, Bridekirk. Dat. s. f. mirth, beauty. 

MIA, see AIVOMIA. — Mic, Mik, u. Ic. 

. . . (m)ingh(o) . ., Bakewell. See text. 

myrcna, Beivcastle. Gen. pi. Of-the-MERCiANS, of Mercia. 

MYREDAH, Ahimouth. Mansname, nom. 

MiRiLiE, Sigdal, nom. or voc.; MiRiL.E, Etelhem, nom. — MiRiLiEA, Vceblungsnces, dat. Mansname. 

MiP, Ruthwell. Prep, (mith), with. 

MODIG, Ruthwell. Nom. s. m. moody, bold. 

MODTJ, see MTO. 

MON, see cadmon. — men, Ruthivell. Ac. pi. men. 

Mrlffi, u. xMirilse. — mu, see ecmu. — Muenu, u. Magan. 

mdnd, mdndr, see ^smuts. kulumdt, d^gmdnd, emundr, sihmywnt. — mdndia, see cunimudid. 

MUNGPJELyo, Northumbrian Casket. Placename, probably dat. s. Now montpellier. 

MWSyouiNGi, Krogstad. Mansname, nom. 

MUT, Lindholm. Prep. Against. 

Muts, LI, INluiid. — MU5, see scanomodu, purmud. 

N . . . ., Selsev. rest of the word gone. 

NA5.E, Bracteate 13. Mansname, nom. — NiEPUYiENG, Bracteate 24. Mansname, nom. 

. . . N,^:u ... (or ... MJEU . ..), Kragehul. See text, 

unNEG, Franks Casket. Prep. gov. dat. dn-nigh. far from. 

NEPii, Northumbrian Casket. Mansname, nom. 

Ni, Lindholm, Ruthwell. Adv. (ne), nay, no, not. 

giNiiERA, Dearham. NiERE, save, bless, 3 s. pr. subj. 

NIT. NIP, see dnitr. 

Niu, Stentofte; nio, Buzeu. Dat. s. n. defin. The-NEW, fresh. — NiuwiLiE, Bracteate 80. 

Mansname, nom. 

NiYiE, Kragehul. Prob. inf. To (neeg), bow, bend, fall. — hnag, Ruthwell. 1 s, p. 1 inclined. 
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Nrw^NG-MJiHlA, Thorshjerg Sword. Womansname, nom. 

sot, see BEAGNOt. — NOIDINGOA, Tunt. Womansname, nom. 

SD, BjBrketorp, Bracteate 59. Adv. now. 

NORA, Helnms. Of the nub clan or land. 

0, under Agan, On. 

0X0, Bjorletorp. 3 s. p.; (i)dgo. or perhaps (w)llGO, Stentofte. 3 pi. p. (woog), slew, 

hunted, routed. 

oc. Brough. Adv. (ac, oc), but, but indeed. 

Ok, u. Eac. — Od, u, Wod. — odu, see aEpodct. 

OEKI, Brough. Mansname, nom. — ^c^a, Bracteate 96. Mansname, dat., To-^c^. 

OF, Ruthwell. Prep, of, out of, from. 

Oh, u. Agan. — oiinum, see birkoiindm, and u. wini. 

0L5A, Upsala. Name, probably fern., nom. 

Olufr, Olwf, u. Onlaf. 

on. Bracteate 70; Franks Casket; Hackness; Ruthwell: Selseg; aa, Holmen; o, Brough: Snoldeleu. 

Prep. gov. d. and ac. on, upon, in. at. See aoROF, asoF, elegdun, usma5. 

ONLAF, Leeds, ac. s.; olufr, Magleldlde. n. s. Mansname. — olwfwolpu, Bewcastle. Mans¬ 

name, nom. 

(On)gerede, u, Kmrlh. — 0ns, u. Ans. 

ORB(iE), see L.E-OEB(.£). 

Os. u. Ans. — Otee, Oti, (0)[dc(u), Ojilee, Ojjua, u. A]iee. 

owi, England. Mansname, nom, — owje-aldt, Bracteates 51, 52. Mansname, nom. 

Ow]|du, under \Vu1|du. 

PRESTR. Holmen. Nom. s. m. priest. 

PRO, Yarm. Latin. For. 

R, R . . ., under Runee. 

RRSD, see .^DRED, EADRED, EANRED, FR.EW.ERiEDj:A, HW^TRED, JIEtRODWENC. 

Raew, u. Roaee. 

RAH..EBUL, Sandwich. Mansname, nom. 

RAiRA, Brough. ? Dat. s. m. (hryre), ruin, death, 

RAISA. — . . . TI, Varnum; raisti, Freerslev; risti, O.sby. 3 s. p. raised, placed. — a-r^rde, 

Thornhill. 3 s. p, a-reared, araised, lifted up, set up (the stone). 

R^isto, u. Rista. 

raningaE, Miincheherg. Mansname, nom. 

REGS, Brough. 3 s. pr. reaches, brings again. 

Red, under Reed. 

reumwalus, Franks Casket. Nom. The Roman king remus. 

Rhoeeltr, Rhuulfr. u. Hro|)or. 

RICES, Bewcastle. Gen. s. n. rike, reek, kingdom. — rjicn.e, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. rich, mighty, 

strong. sSee ^irikis, gasric. — rikarth, Bridekirk. Nom. richard, mansname. 

RIDE, see WODURIDE. 

RiiGTJ, Vi Plane. Womansname, gen. 

RINGS, see TIL^RINGS. 

RISTA. — E.IEISTO, Maeshowc; 3 s. p. RISTed, carved, cut (runes). 

Risti. u, Raisa. 

Riusii, Solvesborg. Nora. s. n. (hruse), rasse, raise, cairn, stone-heapt grave. 

Riuti, u. Writan. — Rur. u. Runee. 

ROA.E. ROAE, Sigdal; RO. Bjorketorp; rj^w, Orstad. Ac. s. f. roo, rest, repose. 

Roaul, u. Hro|:)or. — Rod, see Raed. 

RODi (or RODiE), Ruthwell. Dat. s. f. rood, cross. 

Roetberhtm. u. Hroj^or. 

ROMJhC^STRi, Franks Casket. Dat. s. f. (rome-caster, rome-chester), Rome-city, Rome. 

romwalus, Franks Casket. Nom. The Roman king romulus. 
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Roiioa, under Runes. 

RUN^-, Freilauhersheim; runta, Istaby; rung, Einang; runoa, Bracteate 25, Varnvm; R. . . 

Tune; R. Sigdal. Ac. pi. f. runes, runic letters. See ^e-rnr, gin.$-run^a, gino-ronoa. 

RUTi, Solveshorg. Mansname, nom. 

Ruhalts, Ruulfasts, u. Hrolsor. 

ruma, Stentofte. Ac. s. m. (rome, reme), lustre, praise, glory. 

RUNGNo, see hidear-rungno. 

RUNG, Bjorketorp. Nom. s. m. (runa, rgwner), fellow-talker, comrade, friend. See HiEiDAR-RUNO. 

SiE, Lindholm. Nom. s. m. — SiEA, Stentofte; si^, Gjevedal Nom. pi. f. (sa), the, these, yon. 

SiEAi, Bjorketoip. Mansname, nom. 

SAC = SACERDOTi, Yavm. Latin. Bishop. 

S8eg(a), under Sigi. 

s.ELiEW, Bracteate 67; s^aiiLU, Bracteate 20. Nom. s. f. seel, joy, luck, success. 

SALHAUKUM, SnoldeUv. Dat. pi. m. The sal-hows, now sallow, in .Snoldelev parish, Sealand, 

Denmark. See hceges. 

SiELiGiESTiA, Berga. Woraausname, nom. 

Sselu, under Sselsew. 

? s.EM.£NG, Seude. Mansname. nom. or ac. 

SAHSi, Ingelstad. Mansname, nom. 

saiR^LtJ. Orstad. Mansname, nom. 

SiERi>, Maeshowe. 3 s. pr. soreth, wounds, — sorgum, BtiihiveU. Dat, pi. f. sorrows. — sake, 

Ruthwell. Adv. SORE, sorely. 

Ssete, Sati, under (Set)a. 

SAULE, Binqley; Dewsbury; Fahtone; Thornhill; sau . ., Alnmouth; sowhula, Bewcastle. Dat. s. f. 

SOUL, ond, spirit. 

SBiE, Bjorketorp. SB.$). Nom. s. m. defin. The spae, wise, counselor. 

SBERJiDH, Diames fitting. 3 s. pr. speireth, asks, requests. 

SCANOMODU, Bracteate 74. Mansname, nom. 

SKBiR, Seeding. Mansname, nom. 

sciSiE, Skltrkind. Mansname, gen. Of-SKITH. 

Skwlfs, under Sigi. 

SEHS-cUNJi:, Bracteate 6. Dat. s. m. def. To the sax-keen, sword-bold. 

(set)a, Tune, infin.; ysetae, Yarni; s^te, Gommor; sati, Helnccs; sete, Thornhill; settae, Fal- 

stone; SETTE, Thornhill; sgettce, Fahtone; 3 s. p. — setton, Bewcastle; 3 pi-p. lo set, set up, raise, place. 

Sife, under S®. 

SIA.ELUH, Kinneved. Apparently mansname, nom. 

Sirktale, Holmen. Dat. s. f. Place-name, sigdal in Aggershus, Norway. 

sigi, Gilton. Ac. s. m. SIGE, victory. — Osby. Mansname, acc. — SiEG(A), Frohaug. Mansname, 

or (dat.) for-siGE, for-victory. — SIGBECN, Bewcastle. Ac. s. n. SIge-beacon, victory-pillar, funeral cross. 

See BEGUN. — SIHMVWNT. Bracteate 55. Mansname, dat. — siGHyOR, Northumbnan Casket. Dat. s. in. 

To the sigora. Lord, Captain. — sikktale, Holmen. Dat. s. f. sigdal, in Aggershus, Norway. — siuark, 

Maglekilde. Mansname, nom. — skwlfs (-sikwulfs), FreersUv. Mansname, gen. 

SIGNUM, Yarm. Latin. Ac. s. u. This sign, pillar, grave-cross. 

STMT, Bracteate 92. Dat. s. ? SEM in N. Jutland, near Ribe. 

SIN, Helnws, Osby. Ac. s. m. (sin), his. — sin^r, Freerslev. Gen. s. f. (sinre). his. 

SINNA, see HEO-SINNA. 

SyO-£iNiEA, Krogstad. swain, mansname, dat. 

(si)i»c(u), Freilauhersheim. Perhaps to be redd (o)5c(u). which see. 

Sinar]:*, under Sigi. 

siuilfur(n). Coquet Hand. Nom. s. silvern, of silver. 

Skwlfs, under Sigi. 

uSM*. Whitby. 3 s. pr. subj. May- he- (os-smee), look ou, watch over, bless! 

bisM^R*Dtr. Rvthmdl. 3 pi. p. (be-sme4EEd), mockt, insulted. 
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SMDHiE, Kragehul. Ac. s. m. (smooger), thro-flier, darter thro, penetrater. 

SNEic, Bracteate 96. Mansname, nom., = sxEiNC, = sneing, sivoiF-soiV. 

SOL, Thisterl Nom. s. f. (sol), sun, darling. 

Son(r), u. Sun. — Sorgum, u. ScEr|3. 

stEHl, Chessell Dawn. ? Dat. s. ii. ? To the sere, armor, weapons (of the foe), 

Sowhula, under .Saule. 

STyEDJEA, Strand. Gen, pi. of-the-STEADS, road-STEAOS, harbors, coasts. 

STATE, STONE, mass. — STAIN, Freerslm: stjsin, Kallerup, Snoldelev. Nom, s.; stain, Heinous: 

STASINA!, lime: STj5(N)iE, Gommer. Ac, s, — stainar, Ratfsal Nom. pi. — (stan). Truro. Absolute, 

as mansname. stun, Osbj/. Mansname, acc. See dcep-stan, halstun. 

STiELDIA, see HiEGUST^LDIA. 

Stan, St£en£e, u. Stain. 

bisTEMiD, RuthwelL P. p. (be-steamed), bedabbled. 

giSTiGA, Rvthivell. Inf. To (steeg), step, mount. 

styOpa, Hohnen. Inf.; — styOpte, Holmen. 3 s. p. To (steep), yote, cast, found. 

giSTODDUN, Riithwell. 3 pi. p. stood. 

STEELUM, Ruthwdl Dat. pi. m. With streles, missiles, darts. 

Stun, under Stain. 

SUL. Ingelstad. Xc. s. m. (or pi. n.). sill, ground-frame, timber-frame. 

SUNL — S'uyik'R, Snoldelev. Gen.s.—Sparlbsa. Dat. s. son. SeeBRUPURSUNU, icw^sdna,jorr80n(r). 

SDNEDROMDH. Bvacteote 64. Mansname, nom. 

swi(k), Franks Casket. Ac. s. n. (swike), treachery. 

swii>. swh>a. See berhtsuii'E, kitneswita, igilsuii. — suites, Kallemp. Mansname, gen. (swn>- 

INGS), = SWITHE-SON. 

giswoM, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. swam. 

TAEi:, Bracteate 94. Mansname, nom. 

TADis, Thisted- Mansname, gen. 

Taseu. under Tinse, 

TAL, see .SIKKTALE. 

tallwe, Bracteate 9. Mansname, nom, — tiling, Vi Plane. Mansname, nom. = tell’s-sou. _ 

T^LINGWU, Gettorf. Womansname, dat. = TELL’s-daughter. See til. 

TAN. — TENAES, TENES, Bracteate 15. Mansname, gen. — tjsnulu, Bracteate 11. Mansname, nom. 

TiEWiDO, Gallehus. 3 s. p. (tawed), shaped, made. 

TJiWON, Bracteate 21. Mansname, nom. 

TE. Bracteates 25. 59. 3 s. pr. subj. May he (tee), give, grant, show, bless, guard. 

Tenaes, Tenes, under Tan. 

Ti. Ruthivell; Tyo, Thames fitting; to, Bracteate 8; Bridekirk. Prep. to. 

. . . . ti, under Raisa. 

TidfirJ), Li. Tijaas. 

TIL, Bracteate 46. Mansname, nom. — tiljcrings, Kovel. Mansname, nom. — tille. Bracteate 8. 

Dat. s. m. defin. To the (till), good, excellent. See eltil. — See tallwe. 

TiMt, Brough. P. p. n. s. f. teemed, brought forth, begotten, born. 

TiNiE. — T^EN, Hoga. Ac. s. m. tine, grave-pillar, funeral stone. See hjei-tin^. 

Tyo, under Ti and Dewse, — Tisfficg, u. Tu. 

TITUS, Franks Casket. Nom. The Roman Emperor. 

Tii’AS, Vi Plane. Mansname, nom. — tidfirc, Moyik Wearmouth. Mansname, nom. 

Tyw, under Tu. 

TiwiT.£. Bracteate 32. Mansname, dat. 

TOUE, Holmen. Mansname, nom. 

trCbu, Vordinghorg. Mansname, nom. 

TRUKNA6U, Helnm. 3 pi. p. drowned, were drowned. 

(tru)MBEREHCT, Yavm. Mansname, dat. 

TU, Glostrup; TYW, Jvderup. Apparently the God of TUE’sday. — tis^cg, Bracteate 18. 

Mansname, nom. 
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TDHiE, see DiEITTJHiE. 

TTJJIA, Stentofte. Dat. s. n. (tdme, tome, toom), open space or time, chamber, free time, 

leisure, rest. 

TUNBA, Balkemark. Mansname, nom. 

TVTO, Bracteate 65. Mansname, nom. 

Ttjw^, Bracteate 22. Nom. s. ? f. A (tog), row, line, here a series of letters, an alphabet. 

TWED, Bracteate 32. Mansname, nom. 

TWCEGEN, Franks Casket, Nom. pL m. twain, two. 

D (? a name beginning with E>), Sigdal. 

£A, Ruthwell. Adv. tho. then, then-when, when. 

Dsea, u. i^ewee. — I>eees, u. Pe. 

tjEiCT, see UJ^ICT. 

T.a:LiA, Bratsberg. Womansname, nom. 

Pam, u. Pe. — tiEN, see acet.^n. — Pansi, Peer, u. Pe. — Peer, u. Pe. 

CASCO (or cusco), Bracteate 3. Mansname, nom. 

Peet, Peeteea, under Pe. 

BE. — CIS, Coquet Hand. Nom. s. m. THIS. — Bewcastle. Gen. s. n. Of this. — cam, 

Bracteate 9. Dat. s. m. To the. — daer, Dewsbury; der, Bridekirk, Fahtone; VMB., Thornhill; dat. s. f. 

For THE. — CANSI, Osby; CCE, the, Falstone; cOnije, Hoga. Ac. s. m. — emu, ordingborg; cissa, Rolmen. 

Ac, s. f. the, this. — CJDT, Ruthwell; c^TiEA, Sigdal; cis, Bewcastle. Ac. s. n. that, this. — CERJi, 

Stentofte. Gen. pi. their. — cyiya, Istahy; cisi, Fre^slev. Ac. pi. f. (they, tho), these. — c^r, Franks 

Casket; cer, Ruthwell. Adv. there. 

. . . CES(? i), Bdrse. Probably this or these, ac. s. or pi. of ce. 

CEW.^. — CE, Vi Plane. Nom. s. m. A theow, thrall, slave, servant. — cEwiEA, Valsfjord. 

Mansname, dat. See ising-cj:a, owlctj-cew^a. As fern, see ultjo. 

Pieeu, Pyiya, Pisi, Pissa, under Pe. 

ciECRODWENC, Torvih N. s. mansname, equal to ceodrading or ceodradson. 

crwByo-FDNCR, Frederiksberg. Nom. s. m. thief-find, finding out the thief. 

Poniee, u. Pe. — Porse, Porrson(r), u. Pur. 

CORNR, Maeshowe. Nom. s. m. thorn; (or javelin, dart). 

Porr-son(r), Port, under Pur. 

CR.^:wiNG^N, Tanum. Mansname, gen, 

Prleef, u. Pur. 

CRDI, Vordingborg; d. Alnmouth. Ac. s. f. thruch, throh, stone-kist, stone-coffin, grave. 

cul(r), a (thyle), Speaker, Chanter, Priest. — cular, Snoldelev. Gen. sing. 

CUR. — coRHi, Thisted. Womansname, nom. — crl^f, Gommor. Mansname, nom. — curmdc, 

Scebo. Mansname, nom. — corrson(r), FLolmen. Mansname, nom. — CORT, Holmen. Mansname, nom. 

Uk, under Eak, Hiewan. 

UKisi, CJpsala. Ac. s. f. axe. 

Ugse, u. Ugis. 

UGis, Kragehul. Gen. s. ugg’s (=woden’s, odin’s). See .es-ugis. — ugd, Sparld.9a. Ac. s. 

Mansname. — UG.$, Kragehul. Ac. s. m. defin. The (oug), fierce. 

ULTyo, Founds. Womansname, gen. 

.... UMJi, Kragehul. See text. 

DNNBO, Reidstad. Mansname, nom. — UNBOJiU, West Thorp. Womansname, dat. 

UNDA, Bracteate S2. As this piece is broken, we do not know whether more letters belonged 

to this word. 

Ung, Ung£e, u. Inge. — Ungeet, u. Ik. 

UNITR, Freerslev. Mansname, nom. 

unna(n). To (un), give, grant. — ^nn, Bracteates 24. 25. 3 s. pr. (dns), gives. 

Un-Neg, under Neg. 

DNU. jMorhyldnga. Womansname, gen. una’s (daughter). 

tfRiURicoN, Amidet Rings. See text. 



Us, Usa, u. Ik. — U-Sm{«, u. Smee. 

UT (or UTi), Bjorketorp; ute, Sigdal out, out in. 

UP, Charnay, Mansname, noni. — up^r, Bjorketorp. Mansname, 

UP^EiCT, Sealand. r^om. s. f. Unluck, disfavor, a bad throw. 

Ujjser, under Ul^. — ua, see ^lua. 

Bracteate 29. Mansname, nom. 

WALD. J5ee ALUWALDO, KDNUiELTS, OLW'FWOLPU, RHOiEL(T)R. 

WALDE, Ruthwell. 3 s. p. would. 

UiELYiE, Bracteate 57. Ac. s. m. w^eal, success, victor)'. See .^:awel^. 

Uselts, Waludo, under Wald. 

UANiEB.a;Rji:H, Vamum, Mansname, acc. 

Weeryit, Wseritse, under Writan. 

WARP, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. warth, worth, became, was. — warp, see siuarp, 

W-EEUA, Tomstad. Mansname, dat. See aluer. — wjERiNOiEA, Torvik. Mansname. dat. 

wiES. — IS, Coquet Hand. 3 s. pr. is. — wms, B.uthivell; was. Founds. 1 and 3 s. p. was. — 

w^s, Tanum. 2 s. imperat. Be-tliou! Stand-thou! 

? w^TTAiiT (? w^TT^ at), Seude. Mansnam e. nom. 

Wele, u. UselysB. 

UENA, Ingelstad. Dat, s, f. (wene), fair. 

WE^'C, see INGE. — Uer, u. Wferua. See Aluer. 

wi, Buzeu. Dat. s, n. (wm), temple, fane. 

DY.EYLIIL, Bracteate 24. Mansname, nom. — UIK, see auik. 

uiGiE, see HLYDWi'G, HHL^HiiDUiGiE. — Diu, Bracteate 57. Ac. s, n. (wigg), battle, war. — whyu- 

BiGi(fe), Kragehid. Dat. s. m. In his wig-bing, war-bed, camp, 

WILL see GiSLiONGwiLi. — Win, u. Wini. — Wings, u. Inge. 

wiNi, friend. See ^ljjwin.^:, alwin, j<;leubwinl berchtvini, epelwjni, iaupini. — wiNiwoNJiwyo, 

Nordendorf. W omansname, dat. 

WTNI, pleasant mead. See birkoilnum. 

wiis(a), Vallohy. Mansname, nom. — uiSiE, Bracteate 57. Nom. s. (wisa), leader, captain, — 

wiSjE, Gilton. 2 s. imperat. (weise, wise, wiss), lead out. .'ihow', draw, brandish. 

wiTii, see TiwiT^. p 

WIT.EI, Tune. Dat. s. m. defin. The (witty), wise, mighty, illustrious. 

Uiu, Wiyu. u. Uigse. — wiw^a, see ecwiwjja. 

wiwiLN, VaHungsnces. Mansname. nom. 

WOD. — WODJ^N, Nordendorf; od, Bracteate 59. Mansname, nom., and name of the God of 

WEDENS-day: WODEN. ODIN. — OPiNKAR, Eidsherg; w'opgar, BeivcastJe. Mansname, nom. — woduride, Tune. 

Mansname. dat. 

WOLE., Brough, 3 s. p. walkt, went. 

Woljju, u. Wald. — VOMIA, see aivomia. — woN^wyo, see WTMWON^wyo. 

WOP, Brough. Nom. s. ra. whoop, cry, weeping, tears. 

woRiEHTO, Tune; worh(t)e, NoHhurrihrian Brooch; vrwito, Bracteate 65; iwROKTE, Bridekirk; 

woRT^, Etelhem; wo.. Alnmouth. 3 s. p. wrought, workt, made, carved. 

WORE, see LONJiwoRE. — wcerig, see limwcerigne. 

writan. — RiUTi. Stentofte; W-ERYIT, Istaby; WLERiTiE, Varnum; wrrlEt. Freilauhersheiui; WRitiT.*:, 

Reidstnd: URiT, Northumbrian Casket: wti (=wmfTi), Solvesborg. 3 s. p. wrote, cut, inscribed (the runes). 

iWrokte. Wrtie. Vrwito, u. Worgehto. — Wti, u. Writan, — (W)ugo, u. Oseg, 

wuLF, nom. s. m. See .^ggiuls, ..eniwulu, 4JNWll, cadylfes, hjeriwolefa, hariwulfs, hepuwolefa, 

HYPUWULEFA. ROAUL, SRWLFS. TENULU. — wuLFiA. iiom. s. f. See HYERUtYULEFiA. — wOlif, Franks Casket. 

Nom. s, f. (wylf), she-wolf. — wulfhere, Bewcastle. Mansname. nom. 

WULPU. — OWLPD-PEWEA, Thorsbjevg Stvord. Mansname, dat. 

giWDNDAD, Ruthwell. ' P. p. WOUNDED, 

y, see i. 



BETTERINGS. 

Vol. 3, p. 216. ALNMOUTH. — Nov. 27, 1883. f have this moment received, as a gift from 

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, a copy of his two lately printed magnificent Quarto volumes, 

describing his famous Museum at Alnwick Castle. The “Chiefly British” tome, (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

1880, p. 69) contains engravings of both sides of this broken Cross-fragment. 

Vol. 3, p. 231, Bracteates 49, 49 b, I have spoken of the JRehus. — At p. 407, 411, s^bO, of 

Phonetic marks. — The Swedish Runologist Adjunkt Karl Torin, of Skara in West Gotland, has just 

communicated to me, with permission to use it here, the discovery of a new rune-stone. It was found 

early this year in the church-wall of Tang Church, West Gotland, is about 7 feet high, thick and 

heavy. Quite perfect. Bears 2 lines of runes. The first, on the left of the front, reads from below 

upwards. The other, on the right, goes from above downwards. Adjunkt Torin will publish an engraving 

in the 3rd part of his “Runic Stones of West Gotland”, to appear in Part 4 of “Westergotlands 

Fornminnesforenings Tidskrift”. 

The first line reads: 

: htm'inrH ^ ^ ^tll : HINI ; irtG : 
A little higher up begins the second line, thus: 

qT : rnisHR ^ mi- ?inr ^ rnwi ^ nki : 
Now all this is plain enough. A child can read it. Large staves, sound wind and limb, and 

divided into words by stops. What more can we desire? But we are hampered by two things. The 

name of the dead father is not given, while instead thereof we have two strange figures. 

I believe that Bracteates 49 and 49 b and the Seebb Sword will guide us, like as this inscription 

will be a proof that the readings there hazarded are correct. In this way we creep on, in spite of the 

paucity of our materials. 1 take the first figure to be stin = a STONE (a common mansname), and the 

next to be thor's hammer-makk, the well-known symbol of that God, and therefore standing for and 

sounded as i>tJR, like as the other famous Thunor-mark, the + of the Sfebb blade clearly is cut for and 

redd as the word tUR. 

So holpen, let us now translate: 

STULNUFW RISM STIN tONSI IFTIR STINtTTR, FUtUR, MIIJK KTOAN 5IKN. 

STVLNUFpi RAISED STONE THIS AFTER STINTHDR, his-FATBER, a~MUCH (micUe, very) GOOD TBANE 

(soldier, captain). 

STULKUFti I have not seen before, while stiniur is a Northern name, as well as in the longer 

form STiNtURi. The end-words, miuk kotan sikn, are common enough, especially in West Gotland. The 

dialectic fusur for fa^ur, is one of the many variants in the local talks on the stones, and occurs 

several times elsewhere. Mind the first s, differing in type from all the others on the block. 

If I am right in all this, we have here another proof of what fresh finds may bring us! 

In -a later letter Adjunkt Torin remarks: “The inscription is cut on the smooth edge of the 

block. The front or hroad side is so rough, that the carver probably thought it unsuitable for his 

purpose”. This explanation is sufficient. It is certain that the stone is perfect. Nothing wants. 

Vol. 3, p. 462. — Mr. Blair kindly informs me that I have misunderstood his information. 

He says (Nov. 22, 1883): “The block secured by Canon Greenwell is from the Tower of the Church 

of St. Oswald’s in Durham, and was removed thence to the Durham Chapter Library by Mr. Greenwell’s 

orders. It formed one of the building stones of the Tower, about half way up and is well known, as 

one of its sides has always been in sight and much weathered in consequence. The base stones, on one 

of which is • a cross almost similar in form to a cross on a grave cover from Escomb, are from Chester 

le Street.” 

Vol. 3, p. 466. — Docent Sven Soderberg writes me that the ring in question is an arm-ring, 

not a neck-ring. 
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LAST FINDS. 4S5 

THE GOTHIC MARCH 

TORCELLO, VENEZIA, ITALY. 

? HATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400. 

trom Drawings kindly furnisht hy the Danish AHist j. t. hansen, Photoxylographt hy J. f. rosenstand, 

each side ^'grd, the runes apart full size. 

Every reader will understand the shout with which I greeted the following (here Englisht): 

“Venezia, Oct. 21, 1883. 

“With great joy I send you a new runic inscription. It is long, long ago since you got an 

i Old-Northern piece from me, but I have been wandering about in un-runish lands. 1 only hope this 

i will reach you before your Vol. 3 is out, 

“I found it a couple of days ago in the small Museum at Torcello, a hamlet on an iland in 

the lagunes, about 2 hours’ row from Venezia. Going thro the collection there, I saw a Bronze Spear¬ 

head of an uncommon shape. The Custode said it bore “Etruscan Writing”, so I let him take it out 

of the case for my inspection. The Holy Marks and’the Letters themselves showed me at once that 

61* 
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it was not Etruscan but Runic, with the genuine 0. N. staves, the whole evidently from the “Folk¬ 

wandering” age. Its being of hronze is uncommon, and points to holy or a chieftain’s use. 

“Happily the Danish Architectural Designer J. T. Hansen was with me, from whose hand the 

enclosed drawings are forwarded to you. It is 41,5 cm, long and 10,8 broad. The socket is ornamented 

with incised lines. On the fields, between delicately cut lines, the symbols and letters are puncht in, 

and show rings and broad stars deeply and boldly stampt. The whole is well kept, so that there is 

no doubt about anything. 

“On returning home, 1 at once went to the Cavaliere and Consul Nicolo Battaglini, the real 

founder of the Torcello forn-hall and who acts as its Keeper. He told me he had found the object in 

February this year, quite accidentally, in the house of a farmer at Torcello. A wooden haft having 

been fitted to it, it was in daily use as a Pokerl So had it been, as long as the family could remember. 

Probably it had been dug from the earth early in this century. I judge from the patina it had lain in 

boggy ground. The peasants in the village are continually going over to the main seeking work, and 

we cannot say whether it came from the lagune-ile or from the opposite coast. I need not add, how 

like this spear-head is to the pieces from Kovel and Miincheberg. 1 only hope it may come in time! 

INGVALD DNDSET.” 

Luckily it did come in time. Till my very last page is printed, everything comes in time. 

All see that this Runic Darling is a wanderer, but I call its real home the gothic march. 

How it came to the desert swampy ilands afterwards peopled and called Venetia, we shall never ken. 

We will not discuss the clans and hordes yclept Goths, Mseso-Goths, Ostro-Goths, Visi-Goths, Gepidse, 

Walamirs, Herules, Lombards, Vandals, and hearing scores of other names, as they roamed along playing 

their part in the world’s stony. One thing we know; Venice never was a “Gothic” settlement or the 

site of a “Gothic” battle. The Gothic strenes begin their warlike career in Italy by the 4th yearhundred, 

become mighty there in the 5th and later. But bodies of free-lances and adventurers went west far 

earlier, some to catch what they could, some in the Imperial service. Whether the man to whom this 

weapon belonged had strolled-in from Scandinavia or “Scythia” or Dacia or Lombardy or elsewhere, or 

whether it was taken as war-booty or was stolen or bought, lost or hidden, it must have been in very 

old days. This is proved by the material, the symbols, the whole make. The realm of Theodoric was 

close by, but is I think a century too late. At all events be was never in \enetia. 

The spear-head is clearly of the same excellent school as the precious laves from Kovel and 

Miincheberg (see this band p. 266 and band 2 p. 880), and is so like the Miincheberg piece that it 

might have been smithied in the same shop from the same pattern, only it is much richer and larger 

(I6V3 inches long). It also agrees with the latter in having a tiny circle as a beginning-mark. The 

peculiar and beautiful working of the characters has never, I think, been remarkt before. 

Let us now look at the wend-runes. Turning them round, we are struck by the 1st letter, 

a one-armed t (d) with a bent top and a straight down-arm (H); it is the oldest short-typed T 1 have 

seen. — Then we have 4 (for +), e, a common variant for this sound in the later runes, but as far as 

I remember not found before on so antique an object. — Next comes + for 4 (n), as so often, particu¬ 

larly in 0. N. runes. — No. 4 is a variant of the well-known character for ing. — Last is the usual 

0. N. P (wE), but here with straight arms, the one shorter than the other, thus f. 

Should my transliteration be correct, the risting therefore gives 

tening^ 

the patronymic of'the owner or troop-commander. This is the rare tening, = dening or dane-ing, 

= dan’s or Dane’s son. We have before, on Bracteate 75, the simplex, the mansname tenaes, tenes, in 

the genitive singular. 

Now what could this exceptionally large and costly weapon have been intended for^ My learned 

brother Dr. Undset suggests “holy or a chieftain’s use”, and it may well so be. But possibly we may 

look upon it as a kind of war-mark, hser-token or standard, carried by or before the hundred-man or 

other officer who led hi.s cohort to battle. 

In any case this is a most costly relic, and is a glaring proof both how such things may 

w^ander, and how wonderfully they may turn up when least expected. We have to thank the skill and 

care of the Norse old-lorist Dr. Undset, and the faithful pencil of the Danish artist Hr. J. T. Hansen, 

for this new gift to science. May their shadows never grow less! 
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SPAKLOSA, WEST-GOTLANl), SWEDEN. 

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800* 

From Drawing and Paper Sqiteezes hindly forwarded by Adpvnkt karl TORm Skara, Sweden. 

Dere given ^ gt^. 

The base of this granite boulder is largely broken away. What is left is about 5 feet 

4 inches high by nearly 2 feet greatest breadth. It lies on its side in the outer wall of -Sparlosa 

Church, Wiste Harad (Hundred). Whether the unseen parts bear runes or carvings, we do not know. 

If possible, it should be taken out and examined. I saw it in August 1873, in company with my friend 

Adjunkt Torin, who has already publisht 2 parts of his “Runic Monuments of West-Gotland”, and is 
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engaged on the 3rd. But my time was very short, the weather most unfavorable, the block not cleaned, 

I could not understand it, and I had no idea that it would appear here. This only became possible a 

couple of days ago (Nov. 3, 1883), when Adjunkt Torin obligingly sent me his drawing, followed by 

magnificent paper casts, taken after he had carefully cleaned the surface from lime and hard moss. 

Things now became plain which had not been so before, and I think I have been able to master the 

runes. In that case it is an overgang monolith, bearing 3 times the 0. N. letter for g (X). It has 

also the old ^ for s., and traces of great antiquity in the local dialect, sairly the nominative-mark -s 

in JEGGIDLS (= .^GGiwuLFS) and -tJ and -ce as a dative-sing.-ending in UGU and SDNCE. 

The stone has been split at an early period, but has taken no harm to speak of. A narrow 

unwritten border on the right has been utilized a couple of centuries later, so that a fresh death-minne 

has been carved there, in the common later staves. Lowest of all is a barbarous head and half-bust 

of thu(no)r, the mighty Thunderer and Grave-warder, shielding the forthfaren from all evil Trolls. Part 

of this is torn away, but straight above this rudely cut helt of Walhall we see a striking decoration, 

a line of Holy thdr-hammers. Thus we have here what is equal to the wordfall found on several 

heathen stones in Scandinavia — bur uihi, may-TEUR wm (bless — these runes and this tomb)! 

The pillar before us is mentioned only by Liljegren in his Run-Urkunder (Stockholm 1833), 

No. 1379, where he gives nothing but the later risting, and this faultily. In his Run-liira, however 

(Stockholm 1832), plate I, No. 24, he engraves both epitaphs, omitting the jigiire and Hammers, and with 

so many mistakes that the whole is worthless. It follows, that this noble monument is in fact now 

made public here for the first time, thanks to the pains and enthusiasm of the Swedish rune-smith 

Karl Torin. 

What surprises us is, the enormous size of the letters, far exceeding what has ever been 

seen elsewhere. The longest are nearly 2 feet high! Even the tiny ones, those cut small as an elegant 

contrast, are from 3 to 4 inches. There are no dividing points, the lines are not quite straight being 

so tall, and the last figure is an end-mark here seen for the first time. Let us now take the words 

as they stand: 

.^GGIULS, the 2 g’s Old-Northern. This is a mansname in the nominative, first found here in 

runes, the last link, -ULS, reminding us of the M. Gothic wulfs, the r slurred as so often. Besides 

the 6 examples of this slur given in my Vol. 1, p. 38, I add: A, East-Gotland, burll, ac.; Asby, Soder- 

manland, stuol, ac.; Brunnby, Upland, borolr, nom.; Nas, W. Gotland, porul, nom. The name is good 

Scando-Gothic, 0. Engl, ecgwulf, eculf, &c.; Ohg. agiulf, egiolf, &c. The meaning is doubtless = sww’cZ- 

EDGE-WOLF, =r SWORD-WOLF. 

K.$F, 3 s. p. GAVE, raised the stone and grave-mound. This formula with give is rare. 

UGU, mansname, dat. sing. If not dialectic for hugu, the runic UHI. UK, UKI, UKR, reminding 

us of YGGR, one of Oden's names, = the-terrible. 

iEiRiKis, mansname, gen. The common erik. 

SUN(E, dat. sing. Compare the M. Goth. dat. s. SUNau. 

KN-F^LiTKT, in apposition to UGU and sunce. The difficulty is with the first link in this com¬ 

pound, for it is wntten short, and may be variously expanded. We may think of kin, kie, kindred; 

KiNi, CYNE, high-born, royal; kyne, keen, bold, and so on. Perhaps the simplest and safest is kun, kin, 

kub, kunb, &c., gun, war, battle. — f^liiki, dat. s. is fellow, comrade, as so often on runic stones. — 

KIN-FJSLIIKI would then answer to the 0. Engl, gub-wine, war-friend. — The ii has here maybe the 

power of E, as frequently. — Compare the at iaruta, mah auk felha sin, at (in minne of) lARUND, MAUG 

(kinsman) eke fellow (comrade) siN (his) of the Brota stone. Sbdermanland, under san in the Marker. 

— Thus we get the plain and simple and “grammatical” 

.EGGIULS K^F UGU, -ETRTKTS SUN(E, KN-F^LIIKI. 

^GGIULS (= Sivord-EDGE~WOLF, ^ sword-wolf) GAVE-thlS-minne tO-UG, .£1R1K‘S-S0N, 

his-GUN-FELLOW (ivar-mate, brothei'-in-arms). 

The later carving is easy enough, tho part of the last letter is woim away: 

KisLi karbi iftir kunar, brub(r). 

KISLI GARED (wrote this) AFTER KUNAR, his-BROTHER. 
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A-type Y, A, 151, 246—7, 249, 388—391. 

„ „ /!, -I, 172, 261. 429. 

A, A MiK, AH, OH, &c., tliB formula, 278, 390, 391, 411. 
prefix, 278. 

A stone, 488. 

•A, -E, inf. in. 388, 389, 392. 

„ „ „ falls away, 389, 392. 

„ „ „ interchange of, 389, 390. 

3 s. pres. subj. 424. 

Abercromby. J. 426. 

ABiL, worn, name, 125. 

ABKA, ? = ARBINGA, 281. 

Abraham.son. W. H. F. 409. 

Abrabamstorp stone, 279. 

Absalon’s (Archb.) Chalice, 149. 

Aby stone, 41, 279. 340. 

AC, oc, but, 174. 

Acland-Hood, Sir A. 6. 

ADALINDA, ADALROT, female names, 322. 

Adam and Eve in Crowle. 188. See Fall. 

Adjectives and Participles in 0. N. 394, 398, 400. 
Adolf Fredrik, king, 320. 

Adverbs in 0. N. 398, 401. 

iEdwin. king, 182. 

AStius, 238. 

AGARDES, name, 384. 

Agedal Bracteate, 261. 

Agerstad stone, 356. 

Agerup Barbaric Gem, 251. 

Aggeby .stone, 282. 

iEGGiuLS, mananame, nom. 488. 

Agila, king. 202. 

^gili, 201—3, 440. 1, 

AH, see A. 

-Ai, 3 s. pr. snbj. ending, 55, 278. 

Aici = Aye-not, 173, 177; see ne. 

Aikiboi stone, 63. 

AIRIS, .ffliEis, mansname, 311, 488. 

Aix-la-Chapelle Barbaric Gem, 254. 

Aker stone, 322. 

Akerby stone, 41. 

Akerman, J. Y. 163, 167, 8. 

Akirkeby Font, 208. 

Al Church. 335, 445. 

Alander, rector, 22. 

Alban, St. 178. 

xUborg stone, 290. 

Alcfrith of Deira, 432, 3. 

Alcuin of England, 436. 

aldates, name, 384. 

Aldborough Koundel, 166, 425. 

Aldhelm, St. 14. 

Aldred, the Glossator, 92. 
Alea, 140. 

Alexander Saga, 382, 386. 

Alfred, king, 237, 380—2. 

Alfred’.? Orosius, 410, 412. 

xElfric, archbishop, 380. 

Alfvelbsa stone, 279. 
..^llfwini, 379. 

ALL-WALD, almighty, 181. 
Allen, J. R. 200. 

Allmungs Bracteate, 256. 

Alnmonth stone, 41, 50, 98, 216, 301. 431, 441, 462. 484. 
Alnwick Castle Museum, 484. 

Alphabets. 229. 

runic, 9—15, 97, 148, 442. 

M „ metallic, &c. 229. 
Alphabet Bells, 229. 

„ Bowls, 443. 

Fonts, 229. 

., Gambling-board, 229. 
„ Horns, 229. 

„ (pocket-), 442. 

„ Shrine-chest, 442. 

Tiles. 229. 

,, Urns, 229. 

Alsike stone, 279. 

Alsted stone, 41. 

Alstorp stone, 354. 

Altars, 170, 427, 429. 

Altenkirchen stone, 132, 428. 

alCra, of-all, 347. 

a’m, am, 394. 

Amber Die. 140. 267, 269. 
Amianthus, 221. 

Amiens stone. 160. 

Amulets, 33, 138, 221, 460. 

Amulet, brouze. 147. 

Rings. 106, 216. 

.. stone, 141, 146. 

AN (on), see Bind-runes. 
AN. on. 346. 

-AN, infin. ending, 278, 389. 

An the Bowbender, see .^gili. 

AN. an(d). driven out by if, 2. 

ANASDitR (0. E. osswit), mansname, 325. 

AND, English mark for (“^). 24, 25, 371. 

AND. OND, soul. 392. 

Anda, J. 453. 

Anda stone, 118. 

Anderson, J. 107, 141, 207, 215, 315, 319, 430, 436, 447, 448. 
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Anderson, N. 464. 

AKDR. ANDI, Ond, 847, 392. 

Andreas, dean, 284. 

Andrew, St. 410. — His Cross, 422, 3. — His Ring, 169. 

Andvare the Dwarf, 201. 

Angarn stone, 280, 374. 

Anghy stone, 136, 280. 

Anglo-Keltic missionaries, 24. 

„ Scandian dialects, 173. 

Angvreta stone, 280. 

Aniaf, coin‘of, 313. 

ANS, AS, .ES. God, 133, 278. 

Antiqvariske Annaler, 140. 

Antony & Paul in the desert, 188. 

Anwulf. king, 238, foil. 

AOSCLF = ANSWCLF, 352. 

AOT = ANU5D, 352. 

Aprils et Libertinus, 82. 

AR, ARE, Ire, ARIK, ARNE, ARIL, 420. 

AR-geBLOND, ocean, 368. 

honor, 145, 363, 420. 

Aran M6r stone, 23. 

A-R.EROE, jErieran, in England, 378, 416, 425. 

Archffologia Camhrensis, 161. 

„ Cantiana, 164. 

.. Lond. 160. 

.. Scot. 54. 

Ardmore stone, 7. 

Arendt. M. F. 174. 294, 297. 

ARE, inheritance. 309. 

AREA, heiress; arfi, heir, 88, 363. 

ABG. fierce. 58, 352, 367, 445. 

Arja .stones, 280, and Vol. 2 p. 634, and see under san. 

Arkona temple, 428. 

Arnesen, M. 57, 93, 412. 

Arrows, 135. 

Ars stone, 356. 

ARC-BECCN, 420. 

ARv-laws, 88. 

ARTING, 363. 

Aruini. 192. 

AS, ES. IS, ER, &c. 376. 

Asadrisa. prince, 440. 

Aasen, J. 325, 455. 

Asby stone, 280, 281, 375, 488. 

Ashton, J. 447. 

ASK. mansname, 311. 

ASL, mansname. 323. 

Asmild Idol, 426. 

Aspa stone. 355. 

Aspelin. J- R. 444. 

Asp5 stone. 281. 

Assyria & Scandinavia, 266, 444. 

As.syrian Sabre.?. 165. 266. 

Asinn Bracteate. 464. 

aIan. ere, 349. 

Athanagild, king. 202. 

.ffithelberht of Kent, 435. 

iEtlielbiirg, queen, 182. 

.Slthelra-d, king, 879. 

ALthelstan. 167, 462. 

Athene’s ‘VYill. 167. 

.^thred’s Finger-ring, 199, 390, 462. 

ATI TCNt’i. lost his life. 347. 

Atkinson. G. JI. 10. 11, 157. 

„ J. C. 182. 

AtrSL. .eKsl. 139. 

ACARt. mansname, 370. 

ACSTR-oiHi. ACSTR-ciKi. ont east, in Russia. Ac. 343. 34S, 9. 

ArPiNG. name. 378. 

I Auzon Casket, 200. 

.swL. 446. 

Axes. 36. 426. 

Axe of bronze, 307. 

Axkmda stone, 282. 

.£Y1NTR = EYVIND, 335. 

i 

I B-rune 426. 

I B and M rune. 103, 

Bieda, 192. 193. 197, 201, 379, 380, 417. 

BADORICES HEAR, 176. 

Badiiilla, coin of, 109. 

Baffa in Cyprus, 284. 

Bitgby .stone, 282. 

Bagge, N. 305. 

Bakevvell stone. 184. 

BALDOR-CHRisT on the Rutbw’ell Cross, 179, 430. 

Baldor’s death. 427, 438, 9. 

Balingstad stone, 361. 

Balkemark stone. 122, 3. 

Ball-stones, see Linga. 

Ballaugh stone, 56. 

Biillestad stone. 41. 282, 371. 

Ballydoolough stone, 23. 

Ballyspellan Ringhrooch, 157. 

BulundsAs stone, 41. 

Bands on Horns, 180. 

Baptism-formuln. 392. 

I Bavate-s the Palmyrene, 429. 

I Barbaric Gems. 16, 443. 

I Barbaricarii, 270. 

I Baring,Gould, S. 440. 

I Harming tomb. 172. 

Barnack sculpture, 433. 

Barnspike rock. 77. 285, 310. 

BARROW (grave), 176, 416 —18, 429. 

BArse stone, 146. 

j Bartel.?, M. 254. 443. 

I Bartholin, T. 225. 230. 

I BARCA, place-name, 346. 

' Battle, kenning for, 134. 

I ,. -piercer = Lance, 134. 

I Baudot. Mods. 97. 

Bayeux Tapestry. 54. 

Bazas town. 201. 

BE. (iH BiM. I am). 103. 

BE. in Upland, 321. 

BEACON, grave-pillar. 188, 376. 418. 

Beadohild. 201. 

Beauvois. E. 97. 

Becker. F. 453. 

Beginning-marks. 111. 457. 486. 

' Begu or Hein. St. 180. 201. 

j Behra, F. 48. 

, Bell, W. 204. 

Belland stone. 100. 

Bells, alphabet. 229. 

I oldest. 117. 259, 443. 

„ word-dated. 152. 

I Bendixen, B. E. 4. 9. 90—3, 110. 122. 159, 338, 340, 

I 342. 405—7. 

Benedict Biscop. 435, 6. 

BEO-HATA, war-herald. 383. 

BEOWA, 385. 

BEowcLF. 123, 263. 383. 

Berchtwine, St. 192. 

BERG, barrow, tumulus, 416—18, 429. 

Berga stone. 29—30. 285, 420. 

BERGEN in Norway. 259, 338, 340, 364. 
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IBergier, N. 270. 

Bergsee, S. A. 266, 404. 

BERHTSWITH, 417. 

Berlin Barbaric Gems, 254. 

BERK, chief, 200. 

Berneville, G. 445. 

BERT, in names, 191, 2. 

BERTisiNBis, the lady. 172. 

BERWE, to save, 364. 

BETA, to hunt. 305. 

BETAR, 420. 

ilotierings, 1, 425, 440, 466, 484. 

Beverley-church pillar, 176. 

Bev-eastle Cross, 161, 189, 390, 429, 431—2. 436, 439, 462. 

Beyrich, Hr. 15, 250. 

Bezel-ring, 404. 

Bharhnt Stupa, 440. 

Hible words loosely translated, 208. 

BID. verb, 60. 

BIG = BUILD, 17 4. 

Billsta stone, 6. 

Biw. BiK, I am, 394. 

BIN, BING, 364. 

Bind-runes, 135. 

„ „ for AN (on), 277, 356. 

Biugley Font, 194. 

Birch. S. 108. 

„ "W. de Gray. 293. 

EiRGA, to bless, save, 278. 

BIRTH, behoveth, 181. 

Bisdomini Bell. 117. 

Bjiilbo stone, 286. 

Bjdrketorp stone, 32, 35, 146, 390, 449, 456. 

Bjbrko stones. 60, 286, 7. 

Bjurnuin .stone, 288. 

Bliidinge Font, 367. 

Blair. R. 461, 2, 484. 

BLAKCMEN, Wallachians, 287. 

Blessing-formulas, see Prayer. 

Blomberg, 0. G. 323. 

Blumenberg, R. 368. 

Ba stone, 27, 40, 78, 392, 426. 

Boberg. 36. 

Bodhisat, 440. 

Badvar, 34. 

Boge.‘^imd stone, 288. 

Boije, S. 448. 

BQKAREis, Scribe, Lawyer’s Clerk, 1. 

Bonaparte, Prince L. L. 2. 

Bond. A. 293. 

Boniface, pope, 182. 

Bonifacius of Montserrat, 284. 

Bonneville, B. L. E. 127. 

BOO, dwelling, 174. 

.. mark, 442. 

Book of Kells, 207. 

Bornholm Arv-law, 88. 

„ stones, 123. 

Borough-English, 88. 

Bo,scaAven, Mr. 165. 

Bosio, A. 207. 

BOfE TWO, BOTO, 364. 

Bow-man, see .51gili. 

Bowls, 105. 

„ with alphabets, 443. 

Boxlids, 133. 

Boye, V. 146. 

Bracelets, 104. 

Brilckestad stone, 60, 317. 

Bracteate 1, 2, p. 227. 

Bracteate 3, p. 227, 237, 270. 

„ 4, 5, p, 227. 

„ 6, p. 227, 362. 

„ 7—9, p. 227. 

„ 10, p. 227, 252. 

„ . 11, p. 227, 252, 3. 

„ 12, 13, p. 227. 

„ 14, p. 228. 

„ 15, 16, p, 228, 362. 

„ 17, p. 228. 

„ 18, p. 228, 362. 

„ 19—21, p. 228. 

„ 22, 23, p. 229. 

„ 24—28, p. 230. 

„ 29, p. 230, 269, 270. 

„ 30, p. 230. 

„ 31—45, p. 231. 

„ 45, b, p. 231, 256. 

„ 46, 47, p. 231. 

„ 48, p. 231, 362. 

„ 49, 49 b, p. 98, 231, 232, 301, 362, 431, 484. 

^ 50—56, p. 233. 

„ 57, p. 135, 233. 

„ 58, p. 234. 

59, p. 234, 443. 

„ 60, p. 234. 

„ 61, p. 234, 362. 

„ 62, p. 234. 

„ 63- 72, p. 235. 

„ 65, p. 235, 362. 

„ 67, 68, 71, p. 362. 

„ 73, 74, p. 236. 

„ 75, p. 236—245, 362, 443, 486. 

„ 76, p. 245. 

„ 77, p. 246, 

„ 78, p. 280, 247, 8. 

„ 79, 80, p. 248. 

„ 81, p. 249, 270, 361. 

„ 82, p. 249, 443. 

„ 83, 84, p. 255. 

85—87, p. 256. 

„ 88, p. 256, 362. 

89, p. 98, 257, 301, 391, 431. 

90—92. p. 258, 431, 463, 4. 

,. 93, p. 259, 270. 

„ 94, p. 260, 362. 

95, p. 261. 

„ 96, p. 464. 

Branch-runes, see Twig-runes. 

Brandt, Hr. 79. 

Brash, E. R. 7, 8, 127, 157, 426. 

Bras.s, funeral, 150. 

Bratsberg stone, 100, 426, 7. 

Breitinger, J. J. 203. 

Brenner, E. 314. 

Brenner rock, 288. 

Brent, J. 140. 

Bridekirk Font, 221, 466. 

Bridge-building, 281, 818, 352, 419, 445. 

Brigham slab, 448. 

Bring, .Sv. 64. 

Bro stone, 311. 

Broby stone, 290. 

BROKE, sorrow, death, 177. 

Brooches, 97, 101, 102, 104, 109, 114, 124, 157. 158, 

184, 260, 273, 4. 

„ various types at same time, 157. 

Brooke, J. J. 210, 415. 

Brota stone, p. 488, and under san. 

BROTHER in dat. sing., p. 192, 193; in nom. pi. p. 203. 

62 
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Brough castle, 171. 

„ stone, 169, 361, 362, 390, 391, 465. 

„ Roman Altar, 170, 429. 

Brougham-castle stone, 176. 

Browne. G. F. 439, 461, 466, 7. 

BRO (M. Goth. BRCl’), 143. 

Brunanburgh, 462. 

Brunichild, queen, 202. 

Brnnnby stone, 488. 

BrunsgArd stone, 426. 

Brunswick Casket, 183, 273. 

Brusewitz, G. 39, 40, 65, 314. 

Bruzelius, N. G. 205, 353. 

Brynderslev stone, 290, 346. 

Buckles. 125, 6. 

Buddha, 440. 

Bugge, S. 4, 5, 23, 25, 27, 31—5, 39, 40, 42—4, 47, 48, 

50, 59, 60, 64, 65, 73, 74, 77, 80, 82, 84, 89, 91. 

94, 96, 99, 105, 107, 117, 118, 121, 164, 201, 202, 

209, 228, 230, 233, 235, 248, 284, 296, 297, 309, 

314, 332, 334, 339, 341, 342, 344, 349, 358, 361, 

369, 372, 373, 375, 378, 381, 382, 384, 388, 391, 

396, 417, 430, 445. 

Bukowski, Hr. 152, 220. 

Burchardi Bell, 443. 

Bure, J. 282, 288, 321, 824, 351. 

Biireiis, L. 326. 

Burge Bracteate, 231, 256. 

Burgundians, 239. 

Burials, Early Iron Age, in Norway, 81. 

Burseryd Bell. 259. 

„ Font, 84, 356. 

Burton. R. F. 14, 15. 

Buzeu Ring, 265, 273, 391, 466. 

Bygga Virgo, = St. Bugga, 215. 

G-rune, type 4^, 442. 

„ „ K, 442. 

„ often omitted in runic futhorks, 442. 

C = S. rune-types for, 442. 

C and G, 460. 

Cache = secret pit, 127. 

C®dmon, Cadmon, 179, 189, 368, 383, 393, 430. 

CADMON MiE FABCEtO, 430, 431. 434, 488, 9. 

Cahier, C. 429. 

CAHur, CARS, 175. 

Calendar, runic, 219, 441. 

Calverley, W. S- 420, 421. 448. 

Camden, W. 121, 139. 

Caprice of language, 198. 

Cardonnel, A. 434, 439. 

CARING, anguish, 177. 

Carlberga stone, 374. 

Carlovingian style, 183, 432, 436. 

Carmichael. A. A. 315. 

„ M. F. 315. 

Carr, R. 206. 

Carrawburgh, 427. 

Cartailhac, E. 426. 

Carthage weight, 16. 

Caskets, 183, 200, 273. 

Caspari, Prof. 381. 

Cast metal-work, 129. 

Cat stone, 448. 

Catacombs, Roman. 172, 193. 

Caulfield, R. 381. 

Cavels, runic, 294. 

CATRE, drag, 447. 

Cedersehibld. G. 335, 353, 356. 

Celibacy of the Clergy, 136. >. 

Celsius, A. 346. 

„ O. 321. 324, 351. 

Centaur, 428. 

Ceolwulf, king, 197. 

1 Ceorl’s Wain, 162. 

j Cesnola, L. P. di, 108. 

I Chain-ring-work, 98. 

Chalice, bras.s. 149. 

„ glass, 150. 

cut on grave-stones, 150. 

„ mark of a priest, 149. 

„ silver, bearing 0. N. runic alphabet, 148. 

Chalon. M. R. 241. 

Chapelle-saint-Eloi finds, 16. 

Charlemagne, 432. 436. 

Charms, 379, 460. 

Charnay Brooch. 97, 98, 151. 273, 301, 369, 431. 

Chatze = Pilgrim, 213. 

Cheapinghaven Danish. 1. 

Chertsey Dish, 213. 

Chessmen, 130. 

Chessell-down grave. 157. 

„ fitting. 455, 459. 

Chester-le-Street stone, 461, 2, 484. 

Chijs. Prof. V. d. 235. 

i Chilperic, king, 202. 

i Christ, how symbolized, 345. 

„ Cross, 410, 411. 

„ „ row, 442. 

Christendom, early, 453. 

Christian-Northern Art, 435. 

Chronicle (0. Engl.), 192, 197, 237, 244, 371. 

Church, how symbolized. 345. 

„ builders, 335, 346. 

„ wardens. 302. 

Cimbris stone. 354. 

Cipher, see Twig-runes. 

“Classical” s= Greek, as well as Roman, 428. 

„ art in England. 435. 

' Clayton, J. 427. 

j Cleobury-Mortimer Dial. 160. 

j Clincher-nails, 116. 

j Cochet, M. 448. 

I Cockayne, O. 293, 317. 

CofSES of oak. 193. 422, 447. 

j Coins, 365, 373, 381. 384, 386. See Baduilia. Constantinu 

I Edmund. Erik Emime, Grieslid, Harald Hardred 

! Irish. Runic. Scandinavian, Trial-pieces, William Rufu 

I „ of the Barbarians, 238, 245. 

Cold, O. 288. 

I Collingham stone, 183. 

Color in grave-letters, 8. 

' Columba, St. 172. 

j Colvin, Dr. 216. 

I Conibertignes-Varennes, L. L. H. 441. 

i Comb.s, 86, 37, 106, 124, 180, 181. 466. 

I Compass, 161. 

j Constance, story of, 6. 

I Constantins, coin of, 172. 

Contracted words, 292. 

! Coombs Spear-head, 270. 

j Cooper, W. D. 446. 

' Coquet-iland Ring, 213. 

Corcyrean inscription, 429. 

; Corlin Bracteate, 230, 269, 270. 

I „ Ring, 269. 270, 273. 

CORN-HEST, name, 374. 

Corpse-removals, 351. 

Cosijn. P. J. 5, 98. 
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Cosiin, see CQrlia. 

Coventina. the goddess, 427. 

Cow-hones in a How, 96. 

Craniond Ring, 215. 

Crete, the iland. 284. 

Croker. T. C. 232. 

Cross-marks. 172, 410, 429, 443, 447. 

„ of Christ, 437, 8. 

„ and Legends, 437, 8. 

Crowle stone. 18.5, 362. 

Crusades, 322. 

Cryptic writing, see Twig-runes. 

Crystal Balls. 113. 

Cuckoo, see Dove. 

CCMBEL, mark, 174, 419. 

.. BOO, grave-kist, 174. 

Cumberland. G. 217. 

Cumbria, 171. 

Cuming. H. S. 204, 5. 

Cumming, J. G. 139. 

Cunceaster, 461. 

Cunningham. A. 440. 

CCOMBIL-BIO, 417. 

Cup-markings, &c. 7, 8, 137, 146. See Chalice. 

Cursor Mundi, 446. 

Cnthbert. St. 192, 375. 

Cutts. E. L. 54. 211. 

Cynewulf. 439. 

ctroA, quin-name, 374. 

Cyprus. 284. 

D-m rune, 407. 

Dncre stone, 443. 

DAIG-MiEL, sun-dial. 161. 

Dahl, Rector. 365. 

Dalby Diadem, 123. 

DAILIODN, 395. 

Dalin, 0. 320. 

Dalum Bracteate, 245. 

Damascening, see Swords. 

Dance of Death, 252. 

Danmark stone, 290. 

Dansk Bracteate. 257. 

„ Cavel, 294. 

Daremberg & Saglio, 425. 

Dasent, G.^Y. 108. 

Dates, how given on runic pieces, 152. 

Daughters could inherit, 87—9. 

Daughter-in-law, words for, 148. 

David & Goliath. 166. 

Davis, J. B. 220. 

DAT, the name, 83, 366. 

De Canmont, A. 117. 

DEAL, to share in, 366. 

Dearham stones, 420, 447, 448, 462. 

Declen.<ion. inward. 313. 

DEEP, DEPTH, 366. 

Delaunay, F. 267. 

De Salis, J. F. W. 236 foil., 265. 

Delsbo .stone, 144, 290. 

Deuisch, E. 243. 

Devil, A.ssyrian, &c. 179. 

Bound, figures of, 179 foil. 

„ ,, unknown to the Early Church, 179. See Loke. 

„ how symbolized, 179, 

Dewsbury stone, 200, 439, 462. 

Diadems, 123. 

Dialects, many olden, 85, 89, 387. 392, 396. 

Dials. 160 foil. 

Dice, 140. 

Dickenson, F. H. 425. 

Dickinson, W. 58. 

Dickson, C. 38, 39, 65. 

Dietrich, F. E. C. 3, 9, 15, 98, 204, 205, 292. 

Dijkman, P. 348, 351. 

DIP-STONE, font, 196. 

Dishes, 213. 

Divi,sional marks, uncommon, 103, 407, 457. 

Djapbrunns Bracteates, 256. 

Djurklou, G. 98, 229, 367. 

Dobelsberg find, 127. 

Dochonna, shrine of, 209. 

Dodds, G. 186. 

Dog-collars, 107, 108. 

„ names, 108. 

DOM, might, rule, 53. 

„ sentence, doom, 203. 

Domegiselus, the Goth, 202. 

Domesday-book, 197. 

Door, runic, 54, 200. 

Dotchson. W. 180. 

Double, letters, 127. 

„ names, 210. 

Douce, Fr. 165. 

Dove, Cuckoo, 285. 

Dover stone, 200, 390. 

Drfifle stone, 201. 

Dragon, or Serpent, as Satan, 179. 

„ ornament, 98. 

Drawl, &c. in words, 78, 126. 

Dream of the Holy Rood, 437, 439. 

DRENG, soldier, 55, 312. 

DRiHTEN, lord, 295, 317, 

Drowning, death by, 141. 

Druimm calha how. 307. 

Drummond. J. 23. 

Dryden. H. 8. 

Du Noyer, Mr. 161. 

Dumbel stone, 7. 

Duncan, Dr. 433, 4. 

Dundee, in .Scotland, 312. 

Duuegai'da finds, 466. 

Dunstan, St. 462. 

Duplicate stones, 89. 

Durham .stone, 462. 

Dybeck, R. 31, 60, 280, 283, 285, 288, 292, 306, 309, 

310, 318, 314, 318, 322—7, 380—8, 340, 344—9, 

351, 352, 357. 

ii (UJ) type in England, 172; M and W, e, 390; e, 486. 

-E (for -r), nom. s. mark, 277. 

Eadbert Eating, king, 197, 8. 

Eadmund, king, 462. 

Eadulf, king, 441. 

EALDE-MODER, 362. 

Ear-pick, 308. 

EARL, JARL, ooun Riid name, 33, 133, 369. 

Earle, .1. 190. 

EASTERWINE, 342. 

Eastleach-Turville Bracteate, 246. 

Eata, bishop, 192. 

Eatberht, 192. 

EBA, quin-name, 342. 

ECE, 0. Engl. = EwioE, 329. 

Ecgbert, archb. 197. 

Ecgfrith, king, 379. 

Echinite, see Glostrup. 

Eckersholra .stone, 291. 

62* 
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Edmonston, Th. 175, 368, 372. 

Edmund, St. 302, 370, 441. 

Edstone Dial, 386. 

Edwin of Northumbria, 435. 

Egard, P. 128. 

Egelric of Durham, 445. 

Eggemo stone, 152. 

Egil Skallagrimsson, 34. 

Egtved stone, 369. 

Egyptian Dogs and Dog-collars, 108. 

„ -Phccnician-Greek a, 429. 

Eichhorn, C. 179. 

Eidsberg slab, 412. 

Eidsiva Law, 302. 

EiLiFB, mansnaine, 358. 

Einang stones. 50, 79—86, 97, 112, 301, 369, 391, 406, 

431, 457. 

EIR-TIGN, see I.iE-TEGN. 

Ek stone, 41, 292. 

EKE, also, truly, 177, 375. 

Ekeby stone. 292. 

Ekenames, 375, 7. 

Ekhoff, E. 428. 

Elfkarleby stone, 287. 

Elgesem stone, 95, 96, 426, 7. 

Elis, treaty of, 429. 

ELK, name, 174, 414. 

Ell-measures, 210. 

Elleby, J. P. 123. 

Ellinger, Father, 25. 

Ems Brooch, 274. 

-EN, verbal ending, S41. 

Encrazia sarcophagus, 447. 

Engeby stone, 6, 

Engeleson, J. 853. 

Engelhardt, C. 82, 122, 126, 133, 136, 140. 

ENGLAND, how .Spelt, 6, 347. 

„ runes in a codex there, 292. 

ENGLISH, first written example of this word, 104. 

„ .settlements in Britain much earlier than is com¬ 

monly said, 178, 240. 

„ dialects sprung from Scandinavia, 85, 173, 178. 

„ dialects in England, 388. 

., Runic Coins, 236, 242, 246. 

Tombs in Norway, 262. 

Ennes, Major, 325, 337. 

ENOUGH (geNOG), 60, 

Ephesian letters, 379. 

Erconwald, bishop, 176. 

Erik Emnne’s Moneyer, 362. 

ERKK-NESE, 414. 

ERDM, we are, 394. 

Escomb church slab, 484. 

Essen. Count, 352, 361. 

EST, thou art, 394. 

Ethilberht, penny of, 202. 

Etran coffin, 448. 

Evans, J. 134, 160, 254, 386, 425. 

“Ever-living grave-words”, 145. 

EViG, endless, 144, 329. 

Exeter book, 367. 

EYE, to show, 162. 

Eyrbyggja Saga, 233. 

Eystein, king, 128. 

E'-rune type F, 486. 

F for w, 6. 

.. , how it melts away, 362. 

„ -rune F, 442. 

“Facts", 1. 2, 3, 112. 

Fairholt, F. W. 232. 

Fairy-tale, Egyptian, 243. 

FALA OBlT, fell, 349. 

FJELiiKi, fellow, comrade, see Sparlosa, and filake. 

Fall of Man, 423. 424, 443, 447. 

Pal.«tone grave-cross. 194, 362, 390. 462. 

Fans, 220. 

Fant, E. M. 225. 

FAR AFLA^i. wealth got. 349. 

Fardell stone. 8. 

PARi-os, mansname, 356. 

Farlebro (or Fardabro) stone, 374. 

Farraan, the Glossator, 92. 

pastilif, mansname, 352. 

FAfER in gen. s. 392, 3. 

FAWED, made, cut; various forms, 83— 97, 159, 176, 278, 

330, 369. — Afterwards gared and made, 176. 

FAttEfO, 431. 

FEDAN, to feed, suckle. 203. 

Fedder.sen, A. 426. 

Fenne-foss stone, 445. 

FERGEN-BERIG, 201. 

Ferguson, R. S. 447. 

Fergusson, J. 178. 

„ R. 216, 218. 

Ferslev stone, 296. 

fetel, baldriek, 167. 

FEY, death-doomed; dead, 50. 

FIET, see FAWED. 

FiLAKR = filaki, 335. See r.*LiiK!. 

Finds and theories, 113. 

FINHEDEN, 287, 351. 

Finnerup Barbaric Gem, 254^ 

FISC-FLODr, 201, 2. 

Fish-planting, 174. 

FICtE, see FAWED. 

Fjellerad stone, 30, 426. 

Fjuckby stone, 87, 296. 

FlarSng stone, 313. 

Flatdal stone, 296. 

Flateyjarbok. 279. 

Flemlose stone, 98, 296, 355, 391, 431. 

Florence of Worcester, 192, 197, 443, 462. 

FLY, FLEE, swift boat, 55. 

Fockstad stone, 41. 

FOLDcr, 201. 

Foie stone, 297. 

FonnAs Brooch, S3, 101—6, 391, 394. 

Fontenailles Bell, 117. 

F'onts, 84, 98, 194, 208, 221, 229. 

„ basin, 195. 

„ drain, 195. 

„ words for, 367. 

FOrde stone, 106, 108, 261, 362, 427. 

Formula.s against violating the tomb. 8. 

roRN, old, heathen, 63. 

Forsa Ring, 60, 297, 458. 

„ stone, 297. 

Forsheda stone, 351. 

Forsheni tympanum, 229. 

FSrstcmann, E. 244, 363, 365, 372. 373, 378, 379, 383. 445. 

Fortuhu shrine-chest, 442. 

Fosie stone, 303. 

FOCR, in olden Swedish, 59. 

Fowler, J. T. 184, 185, 193, 195. 198. 200, 20]. 209, 214. 

414—16, 440. 

Fox, A.L. 127. 

FRAiN, to ask, 59. 

! Framvaren cliff, 93. 
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Franks. A. W. 159, 184, 204, 217, 270, 447, 459, -l-C;!. 

„ Casket, 200, 273, 390, 440, 441, 462. 

Frati. L. 441. 

FRAUtRiK. mansrame, 311. 

FHEA (FROE, FREy), 131. 

Frederiksberg Amulet, 141, 39G. 

Freerslev stone, 35, 40, 142, 174, 361, 362, 391, 45.5, 

Frei-laubersheim Brooch, 109—14. 273, 338. 

Frestad stone, 303. 

h'riedlander, B. 249. 

M. 219. 

Friederich Karl, prince, 425. 

FRiEKi) drives out win, wine, 176. 

FRiKiNR, name, 370. 

Fritzner. J. 363, 369. 

Frbhaug figure, 96, 107, 426. 

FROiA arme! Lord have mercy! 381. 

P’rOsO stone, 303. 

P'rossunda stone, 322. 

P'rosf, R. 129. 

Phiglie stone, 139, 304. 

FOLH-riLA, folk-feller, hero, 349. 

FCLKMAR, name, 370. 

FULKS-KRiMR, foIk-grim, chieftain, 349. 

P'urnivall, F. J. 6. 

fdPe, see fawed. 

fcPdr, father, 484. 

Fylfoot, 268, 409, 410, 484. See Thunor-mark. 

Fyrby stone, 41. 

(j-fype X in Scandia and England, 172, 413, 488. 

„ r. 442. 

„ y, 442. 

„ |>, 414, 443. 

„ = GARPi, &c. 413. 

„ prefix, see 1. 

,, .slurring of, 385. 

„ and w, 455. 

Gadd, J. A. 369. 

Gailesuinth, queen, 201, 2. 

GAIT, bless, guard, 136. 

Gall, its meaning, 6, 10- 

Galla Plaeidia’s Mausoleum, 439, 

Gallehus Horns, 128—132, 227, 390, 427. 

Gallic (oldest) grave-stones not in runes, 8. 

Gtlllstad Font, 305, 367. 

Gai'debus, C. J. 124. 

Garn stone, 304. 

Garrucci, R. 447. 

GAS-RICG, 201, 2. 

Giisinge stone, 84. 

GAST. 392. 

G.^Ti E Pina! 342. 

Gaulish grave-stones, 278. 

Gauthem stone, 6. 

Gavelkind, 88. 

Geltorf, see Gettorf. 

Gems, Barbaric-Classical, 250 foil. 

Genealogies on ornaments, 104. 

Gen. ,s. f. endings, 143. 

„ of dead man’s name, 40, 41, 144, 174. 

Geringius, E. 152. 

„ P. 152. 

German grave-stones (oldest) neither in Runes nor in any 

German tung, 8. 

„ runes never existed, 288. 

, 80 called, 22.5 — 7. 

“Germania”, its meaning, 3. 

Gettorf Bracteates, 258, 463, 4. 

Gi, English mark for. 25. 

Giesingholm stone, 6, 136. 

-GIFT, -GIVER, quin-names in, 372. 

Giles, J. A. 14. 

Gill, T. 217. 

Gilles, St. 445. 

Gilpin on Churchyard grammar, 1. 

Gilton Sword. 34, 84, 163. 

G1N-, KIN-. RCNES, 243. 

Gi.slason. K. 4, 371, 385. 

Gisul of Lombardy, 362, 386. 

GIVE (to) a death-minne, 488. 

Gjevedal grave-stern, 116. 

GLAMl, to speak, glamun, talkative, 347. 

Glass Chalices, 150. 

„ Counter.a, 137. 

„ Goblets, 137, 260, 262. 

Horns, 130, 131, 137. 

Pastes, see Gems, 

Glastonbury. 462. 

Glavendi'up stone, 305, 347, 357. 

Glimniinge .stone, 305. 

Glostvup Amulet, 138. 

GO, GAE, gang, 134, 371. 

Gcedeke, K. 24. 

Gods, names of, 278, 357. 

GoiPo, g. s. priestess, 112, 338. 

Golfvestad .stone, under san. 

Gommor stone, 32, 33. 

GOODDAT, name, 76. 

GOransson’s Bautil, 409. 

Gordon, Mr. 15. 

Gospels, 0. Engl. 393. 

GOTi, Gunnar’s war-steed, 54. 

goPe, gdPi, Prie.st-judge, 112. 338, 445. 

Gothic March, 263, 485. 

Goths and Scandinavians, 263 foil. 

Goudie, G. 175. 

Gourmas, the bird, 374. 

Gow, W. 429. 

Graff, E. G. 331. 

Gran stone, under san. 

Grana block, 306. 

Granby stone, 306. 

Grandmother, words for, 143. 

Granheden stone, 56. 

Grmslid coin-hoard, 348, 443. 

Grrnter, F. D. 25, 220, 226. 

Grau, 0. 345. 

Grauer, B. 128. 

Grave, &c. 175. 

„ chamber, 55, 63, 406. 

„ formula, a second added, 63. 

„ imprecations, 305. 

„ monuments, oldest, in the West in Latin\ in Scando- 

Anglic lands usually in the folktnng and 

oftenest in runes, 191. 

„ - „ , word-dated, 152. 

„ „ , heathen, as building-gear in a heathen 

tomb, 406, 457. 

Graves, C. 410. 

Gray, arclib. 385. 

Greaves, Mr. 182. 

Greece, 284, 349. 

Greek in the West, 172, 428. 

„ art in the North. 183, 428. 

Greenraount sword-belt, 6, 270, 307, 414. 

GreenweU, W. 186, 189, 221, 462, 3, 4S4. 

Gregory of Tours, 201. 

Grein, C. W. M. 368. 
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Grewingk, C. 268. 

Griffin on rune-3tones, 344. 

Grimm, J. 285, 368, 38S, 389. 

„ W. C. 25, 226, 271. 

Gripsholm stone, 352. 

Grodinge stone, under san. 

Gron, L. J. 378. 

Gross, V. 425. 

Grotefend, Dr. 204. 

Grundtvig, S. 35, 64, 243. 

Gryta stone, 308. 

Guise, Due de. 311. 

Gulldrupa scribble, 84. 

Gunnar the raoneyer, 348. 

Gimston, T. 205. 

Gutacker. P. E. 129. 

GCt-ORD, 338. 

Gcfr, see goPe. 

Gylden.s5 stone, 123. 

gtMa, see goiI>o. 

prefix, see i. 

„ stave, 92. 

HA-. mE-, 243. 

Habblingbo stone, 131, 308. 

Hackness stone, 215, 390, 462. 

Hadji = pilgrim, 213. 

Hagelby stone, 309, 344. 

Hagenow, F. 226. 

Hilggeby stone, 31. 

Hagson, K. A. 43, 312, 313, 448, 452. 

HAcnsTALD, youth, captain, 76, 77, 372. 

Hahn, F. 207. 

„ K. A. 389. 

Haigh, D.H. 4, 11, 160, 163, 180, 182—4, 186, 189. 

192—7, 200, 201, 209, 212—18, 235, 236, 246, 313. 

370, 386, 415, 425, 433, 434, 441. 

Hainhem stone, 309, 352. 

Hair-pins, 135. 

EAiTiNG, battle-ban, 233. 

HAL-STtN, hill-stone, slab, 336. 

HALAR, 391. 

H^LEKD and ir.ffiRiEND, 424. 

Half-human figures in Christian art, 179. 

Halfdan ravages Northumbria, 436. 

Hall stone, 309. 

Hallestad stones, 309, 856, 417. 

Halliwell, J. 0- 2. 

Hallman, J. H. 152. 

Halm, F. 172. 

Halogaland whale-hunting, 412. 

Hamilton. G. M. 8. ' 

Hamlet, 294. 

Hflmlinge stone, 813. 

Hammel stone, 40, 426. 

Hammer of Thu(no)r, 340. 

Hammerich, P. 438. 

Hamra stone, 343. 

Hand of Benediction, 168. 

„ list of 0. N. words, 469 foil. 

Handelmann, H. 463, 4. 

Handmills, 127. 

H^KER, the god, 201. 

Hangvar stone, 152. 

Hansen. J. T. 485. 

Hanssen, J. 260. 

HARALTS. HARATS. HAHALTR, HARALT.S, HABALT, mansname HARALD 

in nom. 315. 

Harald Hardrede’s Coins, 348. 

Hardy, S. 440. 

Hargs-d stone, 56, 144. 

Hargs-mo „ , 309. 

Harnacka stone, 316. 

Harp-peg, 307. 

Hartlepool stones, 189. 

Hiisselby stone, 310. 

Hauberg, P. 426. 

Hauggriin stone, 145, 352, 356, 418. 

EACKUA(if), to drepe, kill, deto, 378. 

Havelock lay, 364, 374. 

Haverslund stone, 425. 

Hawkins, E. 381. 

Hazel-bough & St. Kentigern, 422. 

„ leaves in graves, 422. 

„ nuts, 448. 

„ rods, 448. 

„ wands in graves, 422, 447, 8. 

Hazlitt, W. C. 294, 316. 

Hearne, T. 14. 

Heathen-Northern Art in Britain, 435. 

Heda Sabre, 165. 

Hedegaard, C. 149. 

I-Ieen in Norway, 320. 

HEGEL, name, 134. 

Heimdall, 379. 

Heirloom Swords, 167. 

Heise, A. 329. 

Heiu, see Begu. 

Helfericb, A. 4. 

Helganas stone, 310. 

Hell-mouth, 443. 

Helle beck, 171. 

Helnces stone, 141, 391, 396, 431. 

Hemming, see .^gili. 

HENGIST (hANGIST - HENST — HEST), 57, 425. 

„ & Horsa, 425. 

Henning, R. 5, 126. 

Henszlmann, M. 265, 270. 

Herbst, C. F. 15, 110, 125, 130, 140, 149, 217, 235 foil., 

246, 249, 251, 255, 257, 259, 266. 

Hermelin, 0. 7, 281, 318, 326, 327. 345. 

Hermits & Recluses, 211. 

Herodias & her daughter, 201. 

Hervarar Saga, 233. 

HESSE, name, 311. 

Hessilgil Crags, 310. 

HEWED, cut, endles.s forms in p. t. 67. 

Hexham Cross, 433. 

„ See, 192. 

Heyerdahl, Hr. 79. 

HiALBi, foil, by a gen. 326. 

Hickes, G. 14, 121, 264, 293. 

EE. HEL, HEE, HAL, TOck, Slab (HEL), 311, 336. 

Hilda, St. 180, 182, 417. 

Hildebrand. H. 22, 31, 42—4, 50, 165, 303, 308, 361, 

404, 427, 464. 

„ B. E. 336. 

hedtJdib, name, 61. 

HILL, see HE. 

Hillered Bracieate, 255. 

Hillesjo (or Hillersjo) stone, 144, 811. 

Hillier, Mr. 157, 459. 

HiM-PiEi, = HOME-THiGGER, one kept and answered for by an- 

, other, who becomes his heir, 311. 

Himlingoie Brooch, 124, 427. 

Hinde, H. 7. 

HioEDARi’R, mansname, 357. 

HicRTSTAt, in Helsingland, 301. 

Hjdrne, H. 303. 
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Hlotheri, king, 380. 

Hoddum stone, 214. 

Hodgson, J. F. 178. 

Hofberg, H. 7, 146, 280, 323, 349. 

Hofman, C. 4, 16, 109, 202. 

Hofva stone, 312. 

Hoga stone, 65—7. 

Holberg, L. 383. 

Holebo Hundred (the correction to Holebro is a mistake), 

448, 467. 

Holgard stone, 312. 

Holgate, Mr. 197. 

Holmberg, A. E. 39, 65. 

Holinboe, C. A. 237, 426. 

Holnien Bell, 117. 

Holfzmann, Prof. 381. 

Homily-books, Icelandic & Norse, 85. 

Honungsby stone, 312. 

Hoo and she, 104. 

HORN.*, 428. 

Horning stone, 146. 

Horns, 227. See Gallehus, Horsholm. 

„ on the head, 427. 

Horsholm Horn, 129. 

Horstraann, C. 317. 

HOsmo Font, 84. 

HOW, grave-mound, 175, 374, 417. 

HRAITH-GOTHS, 53, 58. 

„ MAR, 54. 

HRisi, mansname, 346. 

HRITA, 3 S. p. WROTE, 311. 

HROALD, under HRCt>R, 375. 

Hiibner. Aein. 370, 371, 386, 429. 

HCLMS, mansname, 322. 

Hune stone, 41, 144. 

Hunish Sword, 167. 

Hiinterston Brooch, 98, 320. 

Husafay Museum, 7, 8, 129, 150, 169, 404, 442, 458. 

Husby stones, 281, 356, and under san. 

HctisE, 331, 375. 

Hnwal, king, 443. 

HVALF, kist, grave, 288. 

HVATLiNGS, in Gotland, 318. 

huaPr, mansname, 318. 

Hvit'inge, Hvit-onge, IHvit-wong, 57. 

I AM, 105. 

.. (ec, iak, ih), 33, 105, 133, 375. 

„ formula in, 1, 34, 84, 431. 

„ (ki, g, h, &c. as prefix), 278. 

. = IN, 173. 

„ and w interchange, 157. 

„ slurring of, 91, 159. 

.. sound of, 166. 

-lA, as nom. fern, ending, 29, 243, 373. 

1*-TEGN, 370, 1. 

lAiUKA, aye, ever, 279, 329, 455. 

IAK, see I. 

i*I>Ri, dat. place-name, 349. 

Ibn Ezra, 219. 

•IC, -IG, -INC, -ING, 465. 

Icelandic not Old-Northern, 388. 

„ runic door, 200. 

Iditius, bi.shop, 238. 

Idol figure at Alten-Kirchen, 132. 

„ Horns, 130, 131. 

of wood, 426. 

iG-bind 426. 

igfljED, womansname, 375, 

iGiKiR, — iNGiKiR, womansname, 348. 

IGLEDG*, 426. 

iLFiHR, name, 370. 

ILL, 34, 375, 446. 

Imma’s story, 379. 

!N-TltR, 420. 

Infinitive in -an, 60, 61. 

iNG-rune, see ng. 

-iNG, patronymics in, 210, 278, 376. 

inga’s, 4 grave-stones to her husband, 311. 

Ingelstad stone, 69. 

Ingla stone, 313. 

Inheritance, see Daughters. 

iNKiPcRiA, quin-name, 374. 

Inlay on metal, 159, 160, 165, 266, 270, 307, 383. 

Inside the grave, runic stones found, 116. 

Instrumental case, 193. 

INTR MATAR, 332. 

Introduction, 1 —17. 

iKUH, name, 370. 

joD, child, son, 112. 

ioPd, 3 s. p. hewed, workt, 346. 

Irish Coins, 313. 

Iron Age in the Gothic March, 269. 

„ „ in Scandinavia, 267, 8. 

„ Laws, 373. 

Irton stone, 200. 

Irvine, A. R. 320. 

Irving, W. 127. 

ISA, quin-name, 338. 

Isabella’s Sword, 165. 

isiN, see SAN. 

Istaby stone, 33, 35. 

IST*IN = ST*IN, 341. 

iPaltre, ■womansname, 322. 

iPPiA, to ith, bu.sy, 341. 

in, womansname, 837. 

iiTA, mansname, 357. 

iCFFi = IFOR, mansname, 337. 

IDNGA, ICNGI, 5= ONGA, CNGI, 279. 

lONOR, mansname, 355. 

Jade & Jadeite, 444. 

Jader stones, 313, and under san. 

Jaderstad stone, 343. 

JacobsEUs, H. 296. 

Jacobsen, Cand. 251. 

Januarius’ (St.) tomb, 439. 

Jarrow, 433, 6. 

JAR-TECKEN, 866 I*-TEGN. 

Jdtakas of Buddha, 440. 

Jiittendal stone, 50, 301. 

Jerna stone, 313. 

lessen, E. 4. 

Jessigdrd pocket alphabet, 442. 

John Baptist, 201. 

„ , St. his symbol. 410. 

Johnson, R. J. 462. 

Jonah, 207. 

Jones, W. 113, 213, 227. 

Jonson, Ben, 105. 

Jorgensen, A. D. 146, 350. 

Josephus, 219. 

Julia Martina’s tomb-stone. 429. 

.TydeiTip amulet. 146. 

K (Greek or Roman), 72, 3. 

„ for H, 279. 
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K see KiK. 

K^F, GAVE, see Sparlfisa. 

KA1RLA0K, womansname, 311. 

Kalfvesten block, 448, 467. 

KALI, name, 358. 

Kallbyds stone, 314. 

Kallerup stone, 40, 139. 

KAlstad stones, 357. 

KAN, see KIN. 

Kaawick-Comraon Sword, 447. 

Kareby font, 314. 

KARiA, to CARET, drive, 419, 420. 

Karkstiid stone, 314. 

KARUATR, carlman, captain, 333. 

Kilrnbo stone, 84. 

in KARtSToKCM, in Gardst^inga, 'SkAne, 351. 

KAT, with inf. 420. 

KEENG, brooch, 97, 98, 365. 

Keltic ornament, 319. 

Kelto-Northuinbrian art, 183, 191. 

Kemble, J. M. 121, 156, 167, 292, 293, 376, 377, 383, 430. 

Kempff, H. 282. 

Kenfegge stone, 8. 

KEKiLiKT, kenly, seen far off, 358. 

Kennett, bishop, 281. 

Kent Knife, 160, 270. 

„ Runic Mon. 4. 

„ Swords, 163. 

Kentigern, St. 172, 422. 

Kenyon. R. L. 381. 

Ki, prefix, see i. 

„ = KIARl'C, 334. 

KiARN, ac. a. in., dear, beloved, 329. 

KtARfr, dat. s., the garth, enclosure, 348. 

KiAtAR, mansname, 311. 

RIL, GILL, GILLE, boy, 311. 

KiLA, in Sodermanland, 326. 

KiLAL'M, womansname, 327. 

Kilbar stone, 315, 444. 

Killerup Bracteates, 249, 255. 

Kilmalkedar stone, 229. 

KIN, race, 366. 

KIN', KAN-, K-, KN-, KINI-, KDNI-, KINA-, KDN- RCNA. -RCNOAR, 

-STINA, &c. 278, 357, 358, and the BrOta stone under 

SAN. And see rn. 

King, C.W. 113. 

Kinneved stone, 21—8. 

KiRiEN, to GARE, make, 341. 

Kirchhoff, A. 227. 

Kirgiktorsoak stone, 152. 

Kirk Michael stone, 56, 139. 

Kirkburn Dial, 162. 

Kirkby. J. de, 385. 

Kirkby’s Inquest, 197. 

Kirkby-Stephen Church, 178; the sculptured grave-block 

found there, 179. 

Kirkdale Dial, 161, 214, 386. 

„ stone, 184, 214. 

KirkebO stone, 316, 466. 

Kitchen-middens, 180, 2. 

KITA = GITA, to GET, let, 357. 

KiTELBARN, name, 426. 

KiTiLFiRiPR. womansname, 357. 

Klemming, G. E. 219, 354. 

KN. see KIN. 

.. = KDN, KDt, GDN, war, battle, see Sparlosa. 

Knabstrup Horns, 130. 

Knife-handles and Knives, 133, 205, 270. 

Knob and Ring or Button on Sword-pommel, 166. 

Knoch. G. M. 354. 

Knonau Early Iron Age find, 203. 

Knut, St. 441. 

„ the Great, 445. 

Kock, A. 390, 419. 

Kolm & Mehlis, 259, 267, 8. 

Kolind stone, 325. 

Kolindsund Dog-collar, 107. 

Kongs Husby stone, 322, 356. 

kOra, 420. 

Korko, see TjorkO. 

Korpebro stone, 314, 316. 

KorsQdegard Sword, 168, 428. 

KOPS MANS MINI, 358. 

Kovel Spear-head, 230, 247, 266, 486. 

Krag, J. 371. 

Kragehul Box-lid, 133. 

„ Knife-handle, 133. 

„ Snake or Fish, 133—6. 

„ Spear-shaft, 33, 133—6, 166. 362, 390. 446. 

KRADLATR, 333. 

Krogstad stone, 31, 452. 

Kronogard stone, 358. 

Kruse stone, 3, 7. 

Krysing, G. 128, 9. 

KC-LIFR, KD-RlPR, KD-TIRTR, 308. 

Kuglei'. F. 428. 

Kuhn, C.F. 442. 

KDL, COLL, adoption, 146. 

Kuinla stone, 317, 318, 356. 

KDK-, see KIN-, and p. 308. 

KDBiL. the lady, 295. 

KDSTRD = KOPS TBU, 332. 

Kvamme stone, 355, 378. 

Lacroix, P. 117, 165. 

Laderstad stone, 318. 

Lagei'gren, J. E. 22, 287, 291. 

„ G. C. 325. 

Lagnci rock, 318. 

LAL, mansname, 328. 

Lamb (Christ), 443. 

Lancaster stone, 184, 390. 

Lance, see Spear. 

Landgren, L. 291. 

LANDMAN, 331. 

Landnama book, 366, 374. 

Lange, Prof. 15. 

Languages endlessly capricious, 193. 

Latin letter-shapes, 438. 

Laurberg stone, 358. 

Laws crescent-plate, 319. 

Layamon, 306. 

Leaden Coffins (Roman), 172. 

„ Pig, 169. 

Le Slant, E. 2, 8, 16, 67, 100, 141, 160, 207, 232, 239, 

245, 278, 377. 

Ledebur, Hr. v. 251. 

Ledinge stone, 58. 

LEE, sickle, 376. 

Leech-book, Dansk, 369. 

Leeds stone, 215. 

Leffler, L. F. 55, 314. 

Lefroy, J. H. 307. 

I Legis, G. T. 226. 

I Leipzig Barbaric Gem, 254. 

j Leixner, 0. v. 17. 

i Lena stones, 287. and under san. 

! Lengeus, K. N. 291. 

I Lerchenfeld. F. 16. 
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LECTrwiT, 447. 

Lewis find, 130. 

Lic-BEACON. grave-stone, 188. 

„ HOME, body, 176. 

Lid stone, 174. 

LiFSTiN, mansnanie, 351. 

LIGHT * DARKNESS. OD heathen grave-stones, 8. 

LIKA, LONG, 329. 

Liljegren, J. G. 20, 39. 

Liliencron, R. 226. 

Linas, Ch. de, 265. 

Lincoln Comb. 37, 466. 

„ stone, 302, 370. 

Lind, bishop, 254. 

Lindal, P. J. 333. 

Lindberg, C. F. 43, 297. 

Lindenschmit. L. 5. 109. 158. 172, 229. 

Linder. N. 31. 

Lindliolm Snake or Fish, 33, 34, 133. 361. 362, 449. 

Lindisfarne codex, see Manuscripts. 

„ Coffin, 193. 462. 

Linga & Yoni, 7, 8, 68, 425. 6. 

Lingsberg stone, 330. 

Lion, a,s a symbol, 345. 

Litoras solntorias, 379. 380. 

Littre. facts of language, 2. 

LiTCLF. man.snaine, 349. 

Litzel, G. 108. 

LiP. 1 LiPi, 350. 445. 

LTl>«N. LitiN. gone, 332, 376. 

Ljnng. J. E. 448. 

Ljunga stone, 414. 

LintaiTB, folk-right, 300. 

Liverpool Museum, 163. 

Llanvair-Talhairn font, 367. 

LM or ML in the runic Futhork, 151. 

LOAF, wife, 373. 

Local surface-hindrances modify letter-.shapes, 102. 

Loccenius, J. 225. 

Lochaoineart font. 195. 

Loffler, .1. B. 132. 

Lofd stone, 320. 

LORE (the Scandian Devil), 57, 201. 

„ figure of, 179. 

LONDON and LCND, 350. 

Longinus, see Spear-bearer. 

LOOK, to bless. 316. 

Loosemore. P. W. 426. 

Lorange, A. 4. 79—81, 86, 95, 106. 107. 131, 262, 369, 

382, 405. 407, 408, 456. 

Lo.scombe, Mr. 217. 

Losh, S. 429. 

LOW. grave-mound. 78, 175, 374. 391, 2. 

Liidevig. J. P. 225. 

Luke. Rt., his symbol. 410. 

Lund Bracteate. 258. 

.. Comb, 466. 

Lund stone, 321. 

Lunda .stone, 321. 

Lundby stone, 322. 3. 

i LtfNDI, LCNDUNDM, 350. 

Lungers-5s stone, 323. 

Lutfiillah in Malw'ab. 128. 

Ly.le, IT. 171. 

Lyncb-law, 77. 

Lyons. P. A. 10. 

Lysons, D. & S. 420. 

Lytton, Lord. 113. 

M-type 1^. 92. 

„ M, 151, 172, 429. 

„ \W. 258. 

„ T. 347. 

„ fn, 408. 

Mac Donald, Capt. 218. 

Macbeth, king, 312. 

Maekay, C. 3 

Maclean. H. 6. 

Maclear. G. F. 434. 

Macregol (Macreguil), the scribe. 92. 

Madden. F. 130, 306. 

MADE ME. the formula. 102. 

Maeshowe stones, 214, 320, 341, 352. 395. 

Maffei, B. 371. 

Magic Mirror, see Cristal Ball. 

Maglekilde amulet, 147. 

Magnus (St.) Cathedral, 54. 

„ , king, his Stadga, 145. 

Magnu.sen, F. 6. 120, 294. 

Magnusson, E. 10. 220. 

Mainz grave-slab, 172. 

MAL-swiED, inlaid sword. 167. 

Miillbsa stone. 323. 

Malsta stone, 32. 324. 

Mainmen find. 270. 

MANISSKtJ. see MESKC. 

Manners, G. 216. 

Mantle cut amiss, 335. 

MANTR. man. 321. 

Manuscripts: Arn, Magn. 187, p. 369. 

„ Bodl. Oxf. Rushworth Gospels, 92. 192, 373. 

. .. „ Nero, D, IL 19. p. 14. 

p. 14, 

.. Brit. Mus. Add. 10. 374, p. 10. 

„ „ „ Calig. XV, p. 292. 

.. St. Chad’s Gospels, 183. 

.. Canibr. Corp. Chr. 144, p. 394. 

Dubl. Trin. Col. 11. 

„ „ Bk of Ballymote, 10, 11. 

„ Leyden. 202. 

„ Lindi.sfarne, 183, 192, 445. 

„ Rome. Vat- 266 fol. 9. 

,. Salzburg. S. 119, p. 12. 

Urbin. Cod. 290. p. 11. 

„ Vindob. Cod. 1609, p. 13. 

,. .. „ 1761. p. 13. 

.. olde.<t in Scandinavia are only in Middle-Scandian 

book-dialects, 52. 

Manx stones. 98. 

Marcomannie runes, 225. 

Msere Hair-pin. 135. 428. 

MABINGS. 55. 

Mark, St., his symbol, 410. 

Marker, Hr. 123. 

Marlot, Dom. 166. 

Marma ,'tone, 324. 

MARK, .stead-name, 334. 

MARSwiN. mansnanie, 334. 

Martin’s (St.) in Canterbury, 434. 

„ „ near Limburg, the Ivory carving there. 467. 

Martin (St.) of Tour.s 434, 5. 

Martyrdom, 173. 178. 

Maryport. 427. 

mAse. name. 374. 

Masham column. 466. 

Maiso-Gotliic, its sibilation. 396. 

Mas.s-singing loosens bonds. 380. 

Mas.smann. H. F. 12. 13. 

63 
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MAstad stones, 5. 

MATER SACBORDM, 372. 

Mathew. St,, his symbol, 410. 

MATO-NocT, mess-mate. 333. 

Manghan, J. 285, 310, 433. 

Maurer. K. 302. 

Maximilian Museum, 158. 

Mayer. J. 163. 

MEAWE, MEW, MEWTS, Dame, 374, 377. 

? Mecklenburg Braoteate. 249. 

Melbourne Museum, 166. 

Meldal, Pastor. 125. 

Mercury, the Gallic, 372. 

Mere-stones, 358. 361. 

MERLESWAiN, name, 377. 

• MEnoLA, quin-name, 377. 

MESKc, MANissKu, witli luildness, 280, 317. 

MESR = MESTR. 347. 

Mestorf, J. 250. 

METAN, ac. s. m. MEET, worthy, 358. 

Meyer, P. 437. 

MIA. a maid; 374. 

Michael (St.) take.s Thu(no)r’s place as smiter of the fiend 

and guardian of the dead, 179, 342. 

Migration, 2. 

MIK, MEK. ME, 166. 

Milisent de Monte Alto, 197. 

MINSTER-MAN, mouk, 181. 

Mint.^, Koman & Barbarian, 238. 

Mint-masters, 242. 

Mint-master formulas, 242. 

MiRiLJE, name, 92, 93, 100. 

.Missiles, inscribed, 135. 

Mitchell, A. 23, 444. 

MiE‘-Ei(ar{)u). 334- 

MiPKis, under mceDein. 

MICE KDfAN tiKK, 484. 

ml or LM in the Futhork, 151. 

Moe, M. 425. 

Moedoc, St., 207. 

Mois.sac Bell, 117. 

Mojebro stone, 16, 17, 31, 362, 390. 

Molbech, C. 58, 367, 369, 446. 

Molio’s (St.) Cave, 320, 413. 

Monk-Wearmouth stone, 214, 436. 

Montelius, 0. 37, 41, 67, 113, 167, 229, 240, 256, 260, 

262, 267, 268, 270, 314, 343, 464. 

Monuments, destruction of, 8. 

Moorkjartan’s Dog, 108. 

Morby stone, 144. 

MOrbyhinga stone. 69. 

Morris, K. 281, 316. 317, 365, 384. 487. 446, 7. 

Mortillet, G. 444. 

Moser, J. J. 225. 

Moses, 24 3. 

MOT. MOTi, stamp, coin, 348, 377. 

Mother, name after. 323. 

MCEDGiN. mOI’GIN. MOtGiNi, nent. pi.; MtihcHUR. f. pi.; modibein. 

MCpRElN, nent. ; MI^EIN, Mt'tElKI, MCtECNIE. 330. 

Mound-burial. 63. 

MCCEL, name, 377. 

Mullenhoff, K. 4, 226, 371. 

Miiller, S. 37, 183, 254, 431. 

Munch, P. A. 72. 220. 227, 320. 

Mi'mcheberg Spear-head, 269, 270, 486. 

Mundy, S. 126. 

Milnter. bishop. 16. 

MCNC, d. 8. f. stead-name. 329. 

Murray, J. A. II. 2. 

Musellius, J. 2.58. 

Mt'tEINI, MD^ErNlE, Ullder MOCDGIN. 

MYSiNGE, Stead-name, 458. 

Myths & Legends of the North, 201. 

“N, pronom. ending. 104. 

„ , Teibal ending, 69, 87, 134, 286, 287, 341. 

„ slurring and nasalizing of, 157, 159. 173, 181, 396. 

N not yet elided, 278, 9. 

-N, -IN, -iNG, nouns in. 385. 

-NA, -N^, gen. pi. ending, 366. 

Naiton, Nectan. king, 485, 6. 

Names of weapons, 166. 

„ „ people.?, 269. 

„ , Ekenames, 59, 89. 

„ , scribbles, 124, 157. 

NairA stone, 100. 

Nas stone, 488. 

Nasal (of helmets), 203. 

NEe.«bjerg Bracteates, 247, 8. 

KE, not. 177. See aiei. 

NEEQ, to bend, 378. 

Nei.'h. J, 320. 

Nemninu.s, stave-row of, 14. 

nemo, nemne, all but, 419. 

NEORCSNA-WANG, 57. 

NERiAN, to save, 424. 

Nes Brooch, 102. 

Nescher, D. G. 354. 

Net-weights. 107. 

Nethii’s Casket, 183, 390, 466. 

NG-rune 151. 

„ „ 486. 

„ □. 247, 268. 

„ „ X, 258. 268. 

„ » 4-26. 

« . ? a, 230. 

KG a faint half-nasal, 285. 

Nicetas Choniata, 284, 

Nicholas, abbot. 284. 

„ , bi.shop of Roskilde, 150. 

„ , H. 374. 

Nicknames, see Ekenames. 

Nicolaysen, N. 9.5, 118, 229, 334, 412. 

Nielsen, O. 378. 

Ninian, St. 172, 435. 

Nis = Hordn^s, 445. 

Nith-song, 306. 

NiwiKG-clan, 121. 

Njal’s Saga, 108. 

NObhelOf stone, 324, 354. 

Nomin.-mark (-r. «S:c.), 143, 388 foil-, 455. — See -s. 

Nomme stone. 325. 

nor, nceu, NORRIS, &c., a baby, 143. 

Nora stone, 287. 

Norby stone, 41. 

Nordendorf Brooches, 105, 157, 158, 273, 362. 

NordenskjOld, C. F. 26, 43, 68, 337, 449. 

Noi’malized texts — wastepaper, 387. 

Norrala stone, 325. 

Norrkoping Dial, 163. 

North-English. 439. 

Northern Musouiii, Stockholm, 105. 

Noilhumberland. Duke of, 484. 

Northumbrian Brooch, 184, 390. 

„ Casket, 183, 200. 

„ Runic Monuments, 4. 

Norum font, 153. 

Notini, Hr. 39. 

I Noun.a, nom. s. in -s, 277, 388 foil., 488. 
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Nouns, old n. s. in -r, 277. 388 foil. 

„ nom. 8. in -e, 277. 

.. ac. s. in a vowel or half-vowel. 278. 

„ nasal, 278. 323. 

„ gen. s. f. in -to, 278. 

„ in Old-North. 394, 397. 

Numerals, no runic, 152. 

„ Riinized Roman, 152. 

„ conventional half-runic, 152. 

,. modern runic, 152. 

NCR, NDRA, 356. 

KDRCS, daughter-in-law, 143. 

NOT! FIAR, 342. 

Ny Larsker stone, 55, 355. 

Nyberg. N. 328.' 

Nyble stone. 41, 326, 355. and under san. 

Nydam Sword sheath clasp, 124. 

Osby stone, 68, 69, 355, 391. 

OSGUT, name, 370. 

ciSTiiiNi. name. 341. 

0.«tberga .stone, 286, 357. 

O.sthofen Brooch, 98, 102, 159, 166, 273. 302. 391. 431. 

osT-oiNi, name, 341. 

O.swald’s (St.) Church stone. 484. 

Oswiilf. king, 197. 

OTHER, runic forms, 53. 

CETHiLWALD, king. 184. 

Otte. H. 443. 

Ouro golden Rood. 277. 

Onfyard Loke, 179. 

Ovor-seli'i stone, 327. 

Owner.ship, formulas of, lOo. 

OWKS ME, 159, 169. 

owuN, the glossator. 92. 

-0.... 

„ . 3 

-A, &c. 8 s. p. of verbs, 84. 136, 

338. 395. 431, 

„ as nominal endings, 112. 

pi. p. ending, 395. 

0 for w. 6. 

Oath-ring. 237, 244. 

., -.swearing. 443. 

oc. AC, but. 174. 

Oddum stone, 326. 

Oden, see Woden. 

Odensholin stone, 108, 326. 

Odnian, J. 39. 65. 

Odobesoo. .Mon.s. 265. 

O’Donovan. .J. 209. 347. 

Offering-hoards. 127. 8. 

Ogham alphabets, 10, 11. 

„ Brooch. 157. 

„ stones, 7, 8. 127. 

174. 278. 

OH. see A. 

Ohlershof stone, 17. 

Ohthere tlie Norseman. 412. 

OK, eke. also, 335. 

Olaf Peacock. 108. 

.. Saint. 277. 

Olaf’s Saga, 350. 1. 

.Old Hyland Dial. 161. 

North English, 1-57. 159. 173, 178, 181. 191. 2. 

Olesen. J. 142. 

Oliphant. T. L. K. 3. 

Olsen, K. 142, 

Olsson, P. 303. 

•ON, subst. fern, ending. 375. 

oN-LOTR, mansname. 334. 

,,-SMEE, regard, bless. 181. 

ONALAFBALD, name. 375, 378. 

OND. AND. soul, 392. 

One language in Scandinavia — an absurdity. 277. 

ONLAF = OLAF I. p. 215. 

Onsala stone, 327. 

ONSK, quin-narne, 378. 

Oppert, Prof 267. 

Orans, on a grave-stone, 433. 

Order of letters in the Futliork. 151. 

Orja stone. 3.55. 

orkn-hOfdi, name. 414. 

Orkney Saga. 284. 

ORM-ALCR, 419, 

Ormulutn, the. 181. 

Ornamentation, 183. 432, 433, 438, 440. 

Orstad stone, 99, 390. 426. 7. 

Orsunda stone. 327. 

-r-iiiark.s. 172. 

‘■Padding” in later transcripts, 439. 

Pails. 137. 

Painted runes. 335. 

Palreographic material, 463. 

PALFREVMAN. name. 374. 

Palgrave, F. 173. 

Palitnpse.st stones. 8, 215, 370. 

Palm-hranch. 171, 2. 

Paine Toke. see ,.Egili. 

PAN^ = up-anjE. 378. 

Panizzi. A. 1.59. 

Paradise. 57. 

Paris. G. 445. 

Passive verb, 388, 396. 

.. .. not found in the oldest Northern or in its 

daughter — English, 389. 396. 

Patronymics. 210, 278. 

Paucher, Land-Reclite, 88. 

Paulinns of York. 435, 439, 440. 

Paulli. J. R. 128. 

Paulus diaconus, 285. 

Penates. 8. 

Penmon Cross. 98. 

Pcringskiuld. J. 150. 329. 348, 350, 851, 357. 

Perthes. B. de. i. 

Peter’s lake. 219. 

„ TONSURE, monkhood. 197. 

Petersen, J. M. 35, 64, 122, 296, 303, 326, 333, 340, 342, 357. 

K. R. H. 40. 

„ L. 123. 

Petrie. G. 23. 229. 

Petrus Jacobi. 379. 

Phallic stones, .see Linga. 

Philology, 387. 

Phonetic marks. 407, 411, 484. 

Phojnice Barbaric Gem, 254. 

Piedsted stone, 327. 

Pig of lead, 169. 

Pilbrow. Mr. 172. 

Pilgirds stone. 328, 386, 455. 

Pilgrims, 448. 

Piper. F. 428. 

Pistol’s Sword. 165. 

Place-names in d. pi. -cm. 351. 

Planes, 124, 5. 

Plnquet, F. 374. 

Pommels (triangular), 163, 166. 408. 428. 447. 

Poole. 6. A. 445. 

Post-article. 388, 396. 

Poste, Mr. 178. 
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Powley, Miss, 175. 

Prayer-attitude, 453. 

„ formulas, 43, 48, 243, 316, 317, 352. 

Prepositions in 0. N. 398, 401. 

Pre.sentation-sword, 166. 

Priapus & Cup.s. see Linga. 

Printz, Dr. 79, 81, 86. 

Pfocolitia-Carrawburgh, 427. 

Pronoun dat. dual, okk, 278. 

„ g. pi. m. CSA, 278. 

.. ae. pi. f. TCA, 278. 

Pronouns in 0. N. 394, 398, 400. 

Piicklechuvch, 462. 

Pudsey. H. 221. 

Purnell, Mr. 217. 

Puy altar-stone, 100. 

Pyxes, 172. 

Q often omitted in runic alphabets, 442. 

QCEC, acETCH, auiTCH, to shake, move, make tremble, 177. 8. 

QUERUS, 229. 

QUICK, still living, on grave-stones, 84, 356. 

R. and A for -R. 389. 

.. „ as vocalic ending, 278, 335, 370, 389. 

-R. nom. s. ending, 77, 84, 85, 93, 143. 173, 277, 388, 

389, 396. — See -s. 

„ verbal ending, s. & pi., 395. 

Raifsal stone, 38—41, 391. 

RAGKF.\ST, mansnaine, 311. 

Raine, J. 37, 169. 

“raise”, “gare”, a grave-stone, 301. 

RAISE, RASSE. a caim, 80, 175, 879. 

RALPH, older & later forms, 59, 67. 

Ralston. W. R. S. 213. 

Ramstad stone, 330. 

Randers pocket-alphabet, 442. 

Rasasten, see Eckersholm. 

Rask, H. C. 379. 

.. H, K. 3. 

.. R. K. 360, 879. 

RASKOR, raansname, 316. 

RASSE, see RAISE. 

R.i:sT.i:, to rest, 328. 

Rath-donnell, Lord, 307, 308. 

RATI, outlaw, 347. 

Read. C. H. 463. 

Reade, G. H. 808. 

Rebus. 232, 484. 

Reeves, W. 192. 

Reginaldus, 221. 

Reidstad stone, 99. 406, 426, 7. 

Reifferscheid, A. 9, 11. 

Reims Sarcophagu.s, 166. 

Relief stones, 844. 

Reliquary, see Shrine. 

REMCLDS = REMOS, 203. 

REEE, ruin, death, 175. 

REST in the grave, 55. 

Resta amnlet. 146. 

REST.a. to rest, 328. 

Resurrection of Christ. 207. 

Reu.sens. E. 181. 

RH for HR, 116. 

Rhabanns Maurns, 225. 

Riant. P. 822. 

Ricardus the architect. 221. 

Richard. St. 448. 

Richardson, H. 443. 

Richert, M. B. 376. 

Rieger, M. 4, 109, 111, 158, 274. 

Rietz, J, E. 58. 

RiKAN STRiNK, rich, hard, elegant string or worm-ribbon, 327. 

RiKMUTR = R1KM0ND, mansname, 357. 

Rimbo stone, 831. 

RIME, to enlarge, 370, 1. 

Rimes, runic, 332. 

RiRG, in Gotland, 309. 

King-inail, 237, 453. 

Rings, 106, 113, 169, 199, 213, 215, 216, 251, 265. 269, 

297, 404, 463, 466. — See Oath-ring. 

Rite, 3 pi. p. REDDE, ordered, 351. 

Rivett-Carnac, H. 7. 

Robin Hood, see .ffigili. 

Robinson, T. W. W. 439, 

Rockclstad stones, 89, 331, 358. 

Rock-carvings, 93. 

Rocks uplifted since they were inscribed, see Valst^ord, 

Vffiblungsnses, Framvaren, and p. 93. 

Rodney. Lord, 126. 

Rogberg, S. 325. 

Roger tie Caen, 187. 

„ , J. C. 319. 

Rogslbsa stone, 331. 

ROk stone, 41—64, 90, 456. 

Rolf, Rollo, (Jarl), 173. 

Rolleston, G. 77. 

Roman stone at Brough, 170. 

„ „ „ Lincoln, 370. 

„ Art in Britain, 434. 

„ letters. English words, 462. 

Rinner, Hr. v. 236. 

Riimes-fell Walrus-teeth, 411. 

Romulus & Remus, 202. 

Ronne Bracteate. 466. 

RONOA, &C., not ROKOE, &c. 243, 391. 

Rood, golden, 277. 

R5ok, G. V. 68. 

ROrbro stone, 332. 

Rosetta stone, 8. 

Roskilde Barbaric Gem, 251. 

Ros-lagen, 269. 

Ross, H. 426. 

Rossig, K. G. 226. 

ROSTEiN, mansname, 358. 

Rotbrunna stone, 832. 

rear’s expedition, 322. 

Rudfaeck. 0. 337. 

RCFRA, quin-name, 325. 

REG clan, 59. 

Rtigen stone, 16, 17. 

REL^FDS = role’s, 358. 

REiTA, RCN.4:, &c., not rdn.4;r, &c. 112, 243, 391. 

REHA-RITAR. RESOR-ftlTAK, RENAR-EITAR, 322, 391. 

RENA-RAt, RENl-RAtl, RCNl-ROpO, 322, 891. 

Runes, Rune-staves, 379, 446. 

Rune-bearing things, the latest^ 125. 

„ -berget, see Hillesjo. 

„ -stones as boundary-marks, 380. 

„ words & Roman words, 462. 

Runes, the so-called German, 225—7. 

„ redd twice, 210. 

„ Marcomannic, 225. 

„ not first magical, 229. 

„ used for magic, 379. 

„ painted, 33.5. 

„ Wendish, 226. 

Runic a Greek alphabet, 183. 
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Runic Calendars, 219, 220. 

„ Cavels, 294. 

„ Coins, 348. 

„ „ only struck by Scando-Ariwles, 241. 348. 

„ Fans, 220. 

„ Literature, 3—5, 450. 

„ Rings, see Rings. 

„ & Roman letters, 462. 

„ Stamp.?, 458. 

„ Tobacco-boxes, 220. 

Rus, Rusi, Russian, 269. 

RusbTvorth Gloss, 372, 373, 445. 

Russwurm, C. 347. 

Rutliwell Cross, 50, 98, 188, 189, 286, 301. 890. 391. 429. 

430 foil.. 439, 462, 467. 

RCttiiSL, mansname, 330. 

Ryda stone, 356. 

Rydberg, V. 5, 21, 32, 35. 

Rydqvist, J. E. 59, 112, 157, 361, 366, 390. 455. 

Rygh, K. 73, 74, 77. 114. 115, 117. 1 18. 135. 411. 

Rygh. 0. 5, 93, 102, 105, 114, 168. 229, 245. 260. 262, 

297, 335. 339, 369, 405, 412, 413, 427, 428. 445, 453. 

b-runes, 103, 126, 134, 158—60. 

„ which sink.? to a, 388. 

•s, noin. in. 388, 488. — See -a. 

„ as passive ending, 389. 

ScebO Sword, 862, 407, 447, 484. 

Sabres, 165, 267. 

SACERDOS = bishop, 191, 3. 

Steding stone, 147. 

SAEN, SAItT, see SAX. 

Sainthill, R. 243. 

sakse-tonPr = (■w)oDEN, 278, 344, 441. 

Saleby Bell, 84. 

„ stone, 456. 

Salerno, princess of, 311. 

Salmuiige stone, 332. 

Sftm font, see Gall.stad. 

Samian ware, 136, 137, 434. 

SAN, SIN, I am, 394. 

SAN. SAEN, SAIN, SUN, SIN, SENA, 3INA. ISIN = SOOTS’-StOne, tmth- 

pillar, witness, 419. — Besides on the stones at Arja 

(Vol, 2, p. 634), Nyble (Vol. 3, p. 326), and Tyf.«teg 

(Vol. 3, p. 348), 1 add: 

Brota^ Sudermanland. (Dybeck. Sv. Run. Urk. 8vo. 

No. 6; here and there broken at the edge), cihmar lit 

rai(sa) SAEN Pina at iarota {= tabued), mah 

kinsman) ack felha {z=rsLLO\v, comrade) sin fliis). — 

AOK (— hewed^ cut) bdPcr KA(n rnn)A (= these-KEK-RUSES^ 

marking-letters). 

Golfoestad. Upland. (Last copy by Dyheck, folio, 

No. 232). AHBApR OK INKIBCR (= IHUEISORG) LITU RITA SENA 

IfTiZ FaPOR sin RDNFASTR. ok IFTI? RUNO, MOpOR Si(na). 

IKULFR RISTI RDNI. - AHBaPR KIaPI (= KIAlipI, GAMED, made) 

BRO (the-MSOW, bridge). 

Gran, Upland. (Dyheck. fol. No. 39; C. Silve, 

Uppl. F. M. F. Tidskr. 1, 29 and 2. 77). cikigr ( = 

UIEING) ACK BALSI ADK AMIKR (lli)R RAISTC SAIN PEN(o)' EFTIA 

KtPRlK. FaPCR SIN. 

Grodinge. Sudermanland. (Dyheck, Sv. Run. Urk. 

8vO. No. 22). AROLFR ACK pALFR ACK SIKSTIN ACK .. . AR 

(? KONAR) Pair ristc saen Pinsa iftir calt, faPur sin. 

Hogby. East Gotland. (Lilj. 1181, Bautil 881. 

Now destroyed. The fellow'-.stone, continuing the grave- 

words, has never been found). Pcrkil (fk) ilka Pac 

RifePTC SIN. 

Husby. Sftdermanland. (Lilj. 935; Baiit. 732, a 

drawing by Baron 0. Hermelin in 1870). HiKir(astr lit 

ra)iSA SAiN Pka im* aColf, faPcr sin. ack staf AfoLru(_i 

,?at)i (= to-AUULFSET, raised) Pa at (= thee that, then 

as. when) i ausPiki (je east-tieg, in foray out East) hick 

(= he-UEWED, slew) asor, ifnti (mod, Swedish jeute, to- 

gethei' with, even as. as also) kina (his-foe-EiEi) ciste 

(out- West). 

Jader, Siidermanland. (Communicated by C. Save 

July 11. 1869. askactr raisti sain (P)ena (aftir .), 

FaPcr sin, fostra ( = foster-son) area (of-Arni). 

Lena, Upland. (Last and best copy. Dybeck. fol. 

No. 224). brantr ck sihdiPr litd risa sain at mcnta. 

broPor (his-bvother). 

Smedby, Upland. (Lilj. 416, Baut. 91). ikiPcra 

ISIN (r)Ai(sii at) Ni, Stic (her-step-danghter), ack .at 

KiATiLr(AR), faPcr sin, krulfara (= a-Greek-farer, trader 

to Greece, the Constaatinopolitan empire) k ( = kcPan = good). 

J'horslunda, Upland. fLilj. 771; C. Silve, Uppl. F. 

M. F. Tidskr. 3, p. 75; Bure, Ms. 7. No. 91, D). ern- 

BiORN LIT RISA SIN csT(ir.HRiSTi (= risted-the- 

runes). — See sonha. 

Sandby stone, 330, 356. 

Sanders, F. 449. 

Sandwich stones, 160. 

SAOTR, south, 352. 

SAR, to himself, 329. 

Sarcophagus slab, 424. 

Siirestad stone, 279. 

SARKLAND, Saracen-land, 322, 352. 

SARoCLor, name, 381. 

SARTi, name, 337. 

s.$Rp, soreth, 395. 

Sasunnach, its meaning, 6. 

SACFARA, woinansname, 325. 

SADLE, 390. 

Save, C, 6, 31. 42, 44, 50, 54, 58, 63, 112, 123, 148, 

217, 265, 280. 284, 288, 290, 291, 296, 297, 308, 

309, 312, 313, 321, 324—8, 382, 333, 338, 342, 

343, 347, 357, 377, 418. 

„ P. A. 42, 125, 229, 317. 323, 328, 418. 

Saxo Grammaticus, 129. 132. 179, 294. 465. 

Saxon, its meaning, 6. 

oldest grave-.stones not in runes or in any Saxon tung. 8. 

Scando-Anglic Coins, 241. 

Sealand runic Stnne-axe, 426. 

Scandinavian Coins, 351. 

„ Dialects in England, 215. 

„ Steins were Goths, 263 foil. 

Sehaeffner, 88. 

Scherr, J. 16, 17. 

Schlegel, J. H. 225. 

Schliemann, FI. 254. 

Schlyter, C. J. 302. 

Schwartz, E. 333. 

Sehw-enter, D. 219. 

Scyld Sceafing, 383. 

SE. SI, this, 855. 

Sealand, Denmark. 57, 59. 

„ Die, 140. 

Stamp, 458. 

Sebarham, in England, 259. 

SE-ILGR, 414. 

Seddinge stone, 333, 352, 456. 

SEE. siA, to bless, 279, 316. 

Sehested Bracelet, 104. 

, F. 234. 

SEHs-ccN^, sword-bold, 381, 386, 441. 

SEL-NASI, &c. 414. 

Selchau, C. 251. 

Selsey King, 463. 

SEM. SEEM, in Jutland, 381. 
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SENA, see SAN. — Serpent, see Dragon. 

SET, 3 s. p. 842. 

Seude stone. 114. 

Se.vernstoke font. 229. 

Sex. how verbally distingnisht, 374. 

Shakespear, 2. 58, 294. 305, 366, 369. 

SHE & HOO, HO, 104. 

Sheard, E. 415. 

Shield, olden Norse, 168. 

„ -Boss &c. 81. 

„ Fettle, shoulder-belt, 54. 

Show-stone, see Crystal Balls. 

Shrines, 207, 208. 209, 

SI, 3 s. pr. snbj., be, 329. 

-SI, pronom. enclitic. 55. 

siA, see SEE. 

Sickle-handles, 425. 

Sidenbladh, K. 336. 

vSigdal Slone, 27. 90, 100, 392. 426, 7. 

Siger-.stones, 379. 

Siglaif’s stone. 328. 

Sigmund’s grand pillar stone to his father and brothers. 419. 

Sigtuna stone, 333. 

siGCN, siuYN, siGNT. — Sigun’s HoTse = the Wolf. 57. 

Sigurd Fafne’s-bane, his Saga, 54, 201. 

SigurSar-qvida. 55. 

5IK. one.self. early fell away in England & Frisland. 177. 301. 

SIK SILFAN KUIKCAN. 350. 

Simeon of Durham, 7, 197, 374, 377, 8. 

Simmons, T. F. 282. 

Simonson, dean. 353. 

Simpson, J. 169, 173, 176, 179. 276, 285, 310. 

, J. Y. 113. 

SIN, TiuRK (= TiCRiNG, dtring). mnnsname. 325. 

., , SINA. see SAN. 

„ . liis, her. their, now dead in English. 177. 

Singing-mass, 329. 

sioDN, seven, 279, 340. See sin. 

siTiA STiN, to .set op a grave-stone. 357. 

Sitrie, coin of, 313. 

situ-ciNKiAR, South-Vinge men. 852. 

SID, seven, 335. See sibcn. 

Sjnborg, N. M. 39, 60, 226. 325, 345. 418. 

Sjonheiii stones. 265, 287. 

Sjiistad stone. 103. 

-SK. as passive ending. 389. 

Ska-dng .stone, 23—5. 27, 361, 374. 376. 448 

Skafsil stone, 89, 334. 

Skalmstad stone, 89. 334. 

Skilnila stone, 335. 

SSANMALS = SKAMMALS, 25. 

Skara stone. 336. 

Skilrkind stone, 26. 27. 40. 390, 392. 448. 

Skeat. W. W. 316, 317. 364, 425, 429. 

■Skeberg relief stone, 345. 

Skoe stone, 97, 370. 

SKiDDT, SKIDMORE, name, 381. 

Skien Bracieate. 260. 

Skilled workmen in olden day.s, 195. 

Skiold, P. 379. 

SKiTH-.MAN, sailor. 381. 

Skivum stone, 330. 413. 

Skjern stone. 31.5. 386, 413. 

.skOltil.®, name, 341. 

SkOn .stone, 836. 

vSkOnaback Horn. 84. 

SKONu, d. 8. SkAne in Sweden. 351. 

Sknlmstad stone, 336. 

Skrepta .stone, 3<55. 

SKYLDIL^GA, adv. 342. 

Slaka .stone, 337. 

Slave-collars, 107. 

Slaves & slavery, 77. 

Slavic tribes, 269. 

Slay or Spatha, 444. 

Sleipner, Woden’s steed, 131. 

Slidre dale, Norway, 80. 

Slurrings, 67. 157, 385. 

Rinaland stone. 337. 

Smallest Ogham-stone known, 23. 

„ Roman-lettered „ 23. 

Riuie-.stone „ 22. 

Smedby stone, under san. 

Smith, A. 313. 

G. R. 157, 172. 262, 427. 

C. W. 267. 

„ H. 379. 

SMUG, SMUGGLE. 134, 382. 

Smula stone. 1 44. 

Snake, or fi.«h. of bone, 33, 133. 

Snoldelev stone. 40. 116, 146. 

SNORc. daughter-in-law. 143. 

Snottslad stones, 311. 

SNDSHi', daughter-in-law. 143. 

Soapstone, see Steal ite. 

Sobie.ski's Sword. 165. 

Soderberg. S. 466, 484. 

Sfiderbo stone. 287. 

SOderhom. 0. 36. 

I Soderhy stone, 374. 

Snderkoping stone, 338. 

soiNGTE, eloquent. 347. 

Siilvesborg stone, 40, 64, 65. 

Sonar-torrek. 34. 

S<5riderborg Barbaric Gem,- 15, 250. 

Snndeivissing stone, 315. 

soNNA, to SOOTH. Speak truth, truly te.stify, 356. 

Sorterup, G. 230. 

snsKiRitR, woinansnarae, 336. 

Sonrdeval, C. 51. de, 226, 263, 268. 

SODTH. Scandian forms of the word, 352. 

.. Shields grave-stone, 429. 

SPARKoti, 338. 

spabre family, 339. 

SparlOsa stone. 487. 

Spear-bearer (Longinus). ^38. 

„ -casting over the border, 135. 

„ -beads of iron, 80. 81, 267. 270, 

„ .. ., bronze, 485. 

SPEiR, to ask, 381. 

Speyer Dog-figure, 108- 

„ -shafts. 133. 

Spoons, 84. 98. 

Sreznievsky, Prof. 213, 220. 

STAF. STAKE, STANG, grave-pillar. &c. 284. 5. 

Stafsund stone. 338. 

STAKE, .see STAF. 

Stainp.s, 458. 

STAND, said of rune-stones, 355. 

Stanford-bridge, 282. 

Stapleton, Mr. 350. 

STARKAR, name, .357. 8. 

STATE, d. s. f. STEAD, grave-mound, 329. 

Stavanger stone, 338, 445. 

Stave churches, 335. 

Stavelot Combs, 181. 

.Steatite, 22, 106. 107, 140. 

Steel-wire inlay, 877. 

Steenstrup. Jap. 22, 140, 288. 

„ Joh. 27i.>. 
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Stenalt stone, 56. 

Stenby stone, see Kalfvesten. 

Stenderup stone, .857. 

Stenersen, L. B. 348. 443. 

sTENNLi = STENN-H)Li, gi'ave-Vault, 332. 

Stenqvi.sta stone, 41, 339. 

Stenstad stone, 27, 40, 78, 374, 391. 

Stentofie stone, 34, 85, 145, 357, 386. 391, 426 (p. 35. 

line 7, read HEtiEHEDDOiE), 449, 455, 456, 

Stenvik stone, 117. 

ytephen.s, G. 4, 5, 54, 200, 292, 312. 325, 370, 384. 387. 

J. S. F. 8. 

STIGA I LlI>I, 350. 

STiNtCR, mansname, 484. 

Stobajus, K. 353. 

Stockbauer, J. 410. 

Stockholm Spoon. 84., 

Stokes, M. 23, 192. 207, 229. 

Stonehouse, Mr. 186. ' 

STONES or MARES, as grave-monument, in plural, 41. 

Stoopt runes, 390. 

Stop-marks, see Divisional marks. 

STOP-HNiSA, the giantess, 414. 

STOW, in England, 295. 

Strabo on lake-find,':, 127. 

Strand Brooch, 113, 114. 

„ stone. 453. 

Strandebarm stone, 340. 

Stratford stone, 305. 

Strelow. H. N. 382. 

Streua3shalcb (Whitby), 180. 

Strengrifts stone.s, 352. 

STRt.NK, string, rune-wind, 327. 

Strinriholm. A. M. 269. 

Stuart, .1. 420, 480, 431, 441. 

Stubbs, W. 191. 

Stiibel. B. 254. 

stolnofI*!, mansname, 484. 

STCRBiARN, name. 348. 

stCrlacgr, quin-name, 348. 

Sturleson, S. 371. 

Styffe, C. G. 385. 

Suhm. P. F. 225, 296. 

sciA, of the Swedes, 333. 

SDLKi, mansname, 342. 

Sulzer, J; G. 203. 

StJMA-ARAR, 420. 

Sumpter-horse, as name, 374. 

SUN, a son, in gen. sing. 392, 3. 

Sun, Sun-beam, = beautiful woman, 147, 428. 

Sua-dials, 160 foil., 386. 

Simdby stone, 347. 

SunneT stone, 32. 

sctBLANA, of the South lands, 333. 

•Svantovit, at Ancona, 129, 182, 428. 

Swart, P. 219. 

Svart.sjo stoue, 139. 

Swastika, see Fylfoot. 

Sweden, 0. Is’, rimics, 19. 

■Sweet, H. 381—3. 439. 

scika, to betray, 286, 7. 

Swillington Dial, 162. 

Swine, symbolize Satan, 179. 

Svingarn stone, 41. 

sviNNiNG, name, 382. 

SWITH, -SW3THA, 382. 417. 

Sword, iron, with Roman stamp, 81. 

„ -belt, 307. 

„ 'fitting, 459. 

„ -names, 166. 

Sword-sheath elasp.e, 124. — See Pominel.s. 

Swords, damascened. 81, 82, 270, 408. 

„ Hunish, 167. 

„ inlaid or inscribed, 164, 165, 270. 283. 408, 447. 

„ Kentish. 163. 

„ Runic. 84, 163, 168. 270. 408. 

„ Wiking, 270. 377, 408, 447. 459. 

.. willed as gifts, 167. 

Sylling stone, 136, 842. 

Sylvius, J. 386. 

Szuiiiowski, Szyszkowski. A. 267. 

X elided, 347. 

T-rune, peculiar one-armed. 486. 

Tadrnor bilingual stone, 429. 

Talbot’s Sword, 164. 

Tains, 140. 

tanawitn, 447. 

Taneni stone, 40, 116, 427. 

Tang .Slone, 484, and in a note to the Foreword. 

Tanum stone, 21, 40, 390, 1. 

TAKSiAt, in Helsingland, 301. 

TASiR, girls, 27S. 

tassy, a lass, 335. 

Taylor. J. 171, 265, 8. 

TEEM, to beget, 174. 

Temple-guardian, Roman, 82. 

TEN, 246. 

Teira-cotta Die, 140. 

Te.stby, see Karkstad. 

‘•Teutonic” for “Scando-Gothic”, 173. 

> elided. 53. 

-TH. verbal ending, lispt into -s and weakened to -R. 173. 395. 

tAis. ac. s. f. THIS, 346. 

Thani, P. 39, 293. 

Tbames fitting, 204. 

Knife, 106, 151, 159, 390. 

tAB RDNO, 85. 

!>ars = hAR IS = THERE AS, = where, 52. 

t>ACN, D. pi. neut. THEY. 310. 

Thimdnric the (Toih. 238. 486- 

fEow (youth, slave), word-forms, 384. 

Thera letter-sliapc.", 429. 

tEW.a, name. 76. 

PiALFi, fiALKR, name, 339. 

tiALFCKA KcPa. 338. 

Thief-stone, 141. 

tiNGFASTR. mansname. 327. 

THiNG-LiTB, king Kiint’.s house-guard. 357. 

Thingvoll stone. 342. 

THIS, how spelt &c. 296. 

„ Hc. s. m. 329. 

Thisted stone, 147. 428. 

PicPcLB, mansname. 334. 

Thomas Saga Erkib. 296. 

riiomsen, C. J. 224, 237. 252, 862. 

„ \V. 121, 270, 

tOR, .see THCNOR. 

Thorer Javl. 428. 

fORFYTS, 413. 

Thorgird stone. 117. 

Thorgrim’s Saga, 428. 

Tiiorlak, St. 441. 

rhornhill stones, 209 — 12, 362, 390, 414. 447, 462. 

1>0RNR, 395. 

Thnroddsen, J. T. 382. 

THOROLF the church-builder, 335. 

Thorp, .see West-Thorp. 

T’horpe, B. 367, 380. 
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PORSA TRCTIN = P0R, 295. 

Thorsfitra stone, 6. 

Thorsbjerg Bow. 122. 

„ Die, 140. 

„ Shield-bos.«, 121, 390. 

Sword-chape. 76, 121. 

Thorseii. P. G. 146. 296, 315, 326, 327. 336. 842. 3-57. 428. 

Thorslunda stone, under san. 

-PR0 for -Rp0, 278. 

PuiLR, PuLAR. Speaker, 278, 347. 

PCLffi. inansname, 348. 

THONDER, name, 384. 

Po(no)r. Por, Por, the god, 243, 278, 279, 295, 384. 427. 

.. name, 374. 

„ hi.s Hammermark, 408, 409, 484. See Fylfoot. 

TH0KER-HLEAW. 371. 

THOR & OTHAK (oath). 378. 

poR 0IGI. may Thnr bless!. 295, 358, 488. 

PCR 0161 PiK. Thur bless thee!. 295. 

THCRBIARN SKALD, 31 1. 

P0RMONTR = THDRU0ND, 358. 

Purs, ettin. giant, troll, 295. 

tOs, a lass, 335. 

Tose stone, 84. 

Tostrup, Hr. 102. 

Toulou.se finds. 127. 

TOWN, TOWNE, name, 383. 

Trade-marks. 408. 

Transjo stone, 346. 

Transub.stanliation. 149. 

Trap, C. A. 285. 

Trial-iiieees (by Coin-gravers. &c.), 257. 

Triskele, Triquetra. 204, 443. 

Trivet’s French Chron. 6. 

Tronnais, H. '1'. 102. 

TR0MBERHT. blShop, 191. 2. 

Truro runic Pig of Tin, 169. 

Tryggevfplde .stone, 347. 

TS for ST. 277, 351, 444. 

TOA, UG. pi. £., TWO^ 52. 

Tiillylease stone, 192. 

Tumbo stone, 348. 

T0H. name, 383. 

Tuna stone, 323. 

Tune stone, 87—9, 335, 390, 391, 395. 427. 453. 455. 

TONGA, a built grave, 315. 

Tunna, the priest, 379. 

Tnnnacestir, 379. 

Turkoman war-robbers, 127. 

Tway-staved carvings, 462. 

Twig-runes, &c. 14, 46, 47, 426. 

Tyfstege stone, 343, 348. 

Tyrol never had runes, 289. 

“U, -o. nom. & ac. s. 201, 356. 

„ verbal ending, see -o. 

ob’s ACRE, the ocean, 53. 

UFLATI, 414. 

DG, 0GG1N, CGLT, 133, 384. 

OKB. mansnaine, 338. 

OL, ULL, name, 103, 370. 

VLFBERHET, name, 383, 408. 

Ullerbd stone, 229. 

0LLI, the god, 386. 

•CM. -OM, -0, &c. 1 .s. pr. ending, 393. 

O-MIEIR. 420. 

OMONARTS, 332. 

0B, mansname, 336. 

-CN. -0, -0, verbal ending, 278, 395. 

DNBAiN. name. 384. 

Undset, I. 5. 23, 25, 33, 78, 74, 93, 102, 115, 152. 260, 

262,_ 267, 369, 408, 455, 486. 

ONFLAT^R. 414. 

0NGCET, US-two, 439. 

UNIT — WONIT, 420. 

CNiPiNK. oNiPiKR, gencrous, 278, 312, 347. 

0N-NEG. = D’jy'-iv/’Oir, far from, 202, 377. 

CN-ORN. simple. 181. 

ONROWE. mansname, 316, 467. 

Upsala Axe. 36. 

„ Monastery. 329. 

„ Stones, 352. 

UR. mansname. 316. 

•OR, g. s. fern, ending, 143, 278, 375. 

Urlunda stone. 349. 

Urn, bronze, with Roman inscription. 82. 

„ of soapstone. 107. 

Urskoug stone. 349. 

ORULF, mansname, 343. 

rsKi. TSKi, 412. 

Utrecht Psalter. 293. 

AA' . slurring of. 460. 

WA. UAMup, voMOLi. &c. names. 50. 362. 

Vmblungsntes cliff, 74. 90 — 4. 

Vad.stena bracteate. 151. 

Vflfversuntla Church-door, 301. 

WAGGS. Paradise. 57. 

vagnhofdi. 414. 

■Wakeinan, W. F. 23, 409. 

Vak.“ala stone. 350. 357. 

Vnlby stone. 103. 

Valdby stone, 97. 369. 

WALK, to go, pass, 175. 

Wiilkyrie. nymph of Woden, 57. 

„ welcomes to Walhall. 131. 308. 

Wallachia, 265 

Valleherga stone. 350. 

Wallin. J. 418, 

Wallis. J. 3, 

Wallman. J. H. 325. 

VallOby l)rr)nze Pail. 137. 

Walrus teeth. 411. 412. 

Valsfjord cliff, 73—7. 121, 390. 458. 

Vambory. A. 127, 

WAMcP. king. 56. 

W'anderers, 271. 

Wanderings of men and things. 105. 113. 486. 

Viinderstad stone, 425. 

Wands in grave.s, 422. 

WANG, ENG, iNG, tiieadow, 57. 

VtEng Die. 140. 

Vtlnga stone. 27, 28. 

WANKBERG, 36. 

Wauley, II. 292. 

Wapno Bracteate, 259. 

War-galley in grave, 55. 

„ horse. 55. 

„ spoil, 127, 8. 

VAR-EY, the iland. 291. 

Varby stone. 374. 

WARE, in England. 295. 

Vfflrend law 88. 

Varliolm, 0, 27. 

Variants of runes, 93. 

WARiN. king. 52, 56. 57. 

WJERING. 446. 

Warings, 269, 284. 
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VarDum stone. 36. 449. 

Varpsnnd stone, 357. 

Washing-bat, 125. 

UASTR-OAKM, 334. 

Watkin, W. T. 429. 

Vatn, J. L. 115. 

stone, 115, 116, 396, 427. 

D.fOLF, mansname, 351. 

Way, A. 448. 

Wayside Hints, 1 — 3. 

Weak Nouns, 389. 

Weapons, inscribed, 135. 

Weaving-slays, 262. 

Veda stone, 351. 

Vedel, E. 123. 

Weibull, M. 353. 

Veile stone, 139. 

Weland, 201, 202. 

Welsh-Christian Art, 434. 

Wendish runes, 226. 

Weneraan’s Sword, 164. 

Wensley stone, 192. 

WEPT ALL CREATION, 438. 

Verbs, 1 s. pr. 394. 

„ 3 8. pr. 395. 

„ 3 s. p. in -0, -D, see -o. 

„ 3 pi. p. in -ON, 278, 286. 

„ 3 s. pr. subj. in -ai, 55, 278, 

„ inf. in -an, 278. 

, in 0. N. 394, 398, 401. 

Vercelli codex, 430, 437. 

Werlauff, E. C. 128, 284. 

Wessely, J. E. 179. 

Wessobrunn Prayer originally English, 24. 

West-Thorp Comb, 36, 37. 

Vesterds hand-quern, 229. 

Westerberg, C. J. 340. 

Vesterby stone, 351, 2, 357, 

Westgotland Law, 358. 

Vestinanna Law, 193. 

Westmoreland, 171. 

Weston, Gr. 98. 

Westropp & Wake, 7. 

Westwood, J. 0. 92, 98. 

Whale dying, 202. 

„ hunting, 412. 

Whalley Chartulary, 10. 

Wheaton, H. 226. 

Whitby Comb, 106, 180, 466. 

Whitcombe, Dr. 161. 

White, R. M. 181. 

Vi Moss, date about A. D. 300—350, p. 427. 

„ Bone Comb, 124, 390. 

„ Buckle, 125, 126, 390. 

„ Dice, 140. 

„ Sword-sheath clasp, 124. 

Wiberg, C. F. 321. 

Vible stone, 352, 445. 

viBORG, Denmark, 305. 

Viby stone, 368. 

Vidalin, P. 363. 

WIEDER, 377. 

Wieselgren, H. 354. 

„ P. 291. 

V3FI = WEAVES^ 370, 1. 

DiFiL, name, 330, 386. 

Vigfusson, G. 139, 233, 363. 

ciise, d. s. = Vik-ey, 352. 

ciK, place-name, 338. 

DiKHus, in Upland, 352. 

AViking relics in Scotland, 107. 

Wikings, 208. 

Viksjo stone, 88. 

Wild-man or god, 281. 

Wilder, A. 7. 

Wilfrid, St. 435, 439, 467. 

mi, mansname, 358. 

miN, „ , 55. 

Willed gifts. 167, 197. 

WiUett, E. H. 463. 

William of Cloudesley, see Ai’.giH. 

„ „ Palerne, 316. 

„ „ Peterborough, 221. 

„ Rufus, coins of, 278. 

„ Tell, see .^gili. 

Wilson, D. 320, 413. 

Vilunda stone, 41. 

Wiramer, L.F.A. 4, 5, 64, 87, 97, 98, 111, 122, 126, 

160, 259, 267, 303—5, 324, 376, 417, 428. 466. 

WIN, WINE (pron. = WEEN, weene), friend, 176. 

“Vinea Domini” = Holy Church, 410. 

Vinge stone, 352. 

-ciNi, -uiNR, -WIN, -WINE, name-ending, 342, 370. 

vin-6, Sweden, 281. 

VioIlet-le-Duc, 117. 

Virke stone, 353, 371. 

Wirksworth Tiles, 229. 

ciRLAND, part of Estland, 284. 

Virring stone, 357. 

Visby Museum, 125, 328. 

„ Ring, 404, 456. 

Wisen, T. 85. 

WISH, name, 378. 

Vistrand, P. G. 259, 351. 

ciTAN = HDiTARN, mausname. 335. 

wiTE, to bless, 317. 

WITH STREALS WAS I ALL WODNDKD, 436, foll. 

Witham Sword, 447. 

Vitrified walls, 320. 

ciTRiK, ciTRiNT, honOF-stone, 5, 342. 

Uit-wong, 57. 

Wittenheim, Al. 128. 

WITTER, beacon, 326. 

DitAR, mansname, 335. 

WLFOLD, name, 370. 

Vocative formula, 100. 

WODEN (oTHiN, odin), the god, 133, 201, 233, 268, 344, 

384, 386. 

„ and Egil, 203. 

„ in Walhall, 131. 

troKNAi, 3 s. pr. subj. 55. 

Woldemar-Erich Code, 88. 

Voldtofte stone, 139>, 428. 

Wolff, J. 220. 

Vonolell, Indian chief, 285. 

Wooden grave-pillars, 116. 

woop, WHOOP, 177. 

Vordingborg stone, 139, 391. 

Vorein atone, 118. 

Worm, C. 230. 

„ 01. 65. 

Worsaae, J. J. A. 4, 123, 127, 130, 140, 203, 227, 237 

foil., 249, 252, 270, 277, 427. 

Vowel-interchange, 193, 392. 

Wreay copy of the Bewcastle Cross, 429. 

TREET, tO^ff'BITE, 386. 

Vreta stone, 311. 

Wright, T. 369, 384, 394. 

„ W. 429. 

WRITE, various forms of this word, 112. 
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WOLF and its feminine, 374. 

WOLFING, see ILFIHR. 

WDNSC, WISH, 411. 

Wyclifi'e stone, 211, 462. 

Wylie, W. M. 448. 

Tork Manual, 381. 

„ Museum Cross, 433. 

Yorkshire Runic Mon. 4, 5. 

YOOTH, 376. 

YttergS,rd stone, 5, 344. 

TVELCHILD (eaDDLf), 37.5. 

Y-rune, 134, 191, 230, 277, 348, 444. 

Yarm .stone, 189, 362, 462. 

York, battle at, 212. 

„ Go.spela, 377, 383, 4. 

^awiska, le Comte, 267. 

Zollner, J. F. 132. 

Znpitza, J. 189, 439. 

LATELY PUBLISI-IT, BY THE SAME AUTHOR, AND MAY BE HAD 

OF THE SAME PUBLISHERS: 

Two Leave-s of KING WALDERE’S LAY, a hitherto unknown Old-English Epic of the 8th century, belonging 

to the Saga-cyclus of King Theodric and his Men. Now first publisht from the originals of the 9th century. Roy. 8vo. — 

On fine paper, with 4 photographic facsimiles, 15 shillings. On common paper, without facsimiles, 7 sh. and 6 d. 

QUEEN DAGMAR’S CROSS, Facsimile in Gold and Colors of the enameled Jewel in the Old-Northern Museum, 

Denmark, with Introductory Remarks. Roy. 8vo. 2 sh. and 6 d. 

REVENGE, or WOMAN’S LOVE. A melodrama in Five Acts. 8vo. 3 sh. — SEVENTEEN SONGS AND 

CJIANTS to the same. Folio. 8 sh. 

THE RESCUE OF ROBERT BURNS, Feb. 1759. A Centenary Poem. 8vo. 1 sh. 

GHOST-THANKS OR THE GRATEFUL UNBURIED, a Mythic tale in its oldest European form. SIR 

AMADACE, from two texts, with introduction. 8vo. 1/6 d. 

THE OLD-NORTHERN RUNIC MONUMENTS OF SCANDINAVIA AND ENGLAND, now first collected and 

deciphered. Folio. With Runic Alphabets and hundreds of splendid Facsimiles and Illustrations. Vol. 1, 1866—7, Vol. 2, 

1867—8. Fifty Shillings each. 

THE RUNIC HALL in the Danish Old-Northern Museum. Imp. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 1868. 2 sh. and 6 d. 

RUNEHALLEN i det Danske Oldnordiske Mu,?eum. Imp. 8vo. Med Cbemitypier. 1868. 2 kroner. 

THE RUTHWELL CROSS, Northumbria, Plates, Translations, &c. Folio. 10 sli. (Pp. 46). 

MACBETH, JARL SIWARD OG DUNDEE. Et bidrag til Skotlands historie fra Skandinaviens Rune-fund. 

Imp. 8vo. Med Cbemitypier. 1876. 1 krone. 

MACBETH, EARL SIWARD AND DUNDEE. A contribution to Scottish History from the Rune-finds of 

Scandinavia. Imp. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 1876. 2 sh. 

TORDNEREN THOR. Frgnstillet pA en skandinavisk Dobefont fra omtrent Ar 1000. Det eneste hidindtil fundne 

Gudebillede efterladt os af vore Skando-Gotiske forfa-dre. Med Cbemitypier. 3 kr. 50 ore. 

THUNOR THE THUNDERER, Carved on a Scandinavian Font of about the year 1000. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 

1878. 6 sh. * - 

PROF. S. BUGGE’S STUDIES ON NORTHERN MYTHOLOGY shortly examined. 8vo. With many illustrations. 

1883. 8 sh. 














